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the geological history

The definition of boundary of the kinji^dom of Manipir

involves two sets of investigations They are the ancient kingdom

of Manipur and present Manipur To ilefine the boundary of an

ancient kingdom is a difficult task Population was very sparse, it

tvas chiefly concentrated in small better habitable areas as chief

political units, and tlie surrounding land masses, practically no

man’s land, which i^ere under the sway of that yiolitioal unit was

the territory of that political unit. The first political nucleus of

the ancient kingdom of Manipur which was awaiting a name to be

given by that time was a small area on the southeast corner of

present political Manipur comprising the small valley now known
as the Kabow valley propei and its surrounding hills at about

200 li C This political unit was given the name Moriya. The sway
of this political unit was mainly on the north, east and south. But

in course of time its sway was also directed towards the west. A
second political nucleus began to grow on a small area in the

Upper Iril valley of the Imphal plateau at about 800 A. D. An
approximate boundary map of the ancient kingdom of Manipur
which may, at the fortune of the princes, be taken to have main-

tained upto 1750 A. D is shown in the section on the Kacial and
Political history. Since then it was subjected from time to time
either partly oi wholly by the rising power of Burma upto

1825 A.D. In the same year it was again followed by reprisals and
repulsion of the Burmese forces, and the ancient kingdom of Manipur
was regained. Finally due to pressure of Burma and the British

the territory was shrunken to its present size More details may
be seen in the section on the Racial and Political history.

Now we are chiefly concerned with present Manipur particularly

the Imphal valley. Hence we proceed to investigate the geological

formation mainly of the present Manipur. Geographically Manipur
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^01 situated approximately in the area covered by 92®E to 95®F

longitude and 23*N to 25®N latitude. It is a hilly and mountainous

region. The central part of it is a flat aJid fertile plain known as

Manipur plateau or commonly as Tmphal valley. The Manipur

plateau lies at an altitude of about 850 m above the sea level. It

has a moderate and comfortable climate It gets monsoon climate

with an annual rainfall of about 15(> cm of rain The drainage

system may be divided into tv\o parts : the western portion of it

goes to the Surma valley, \diile the eastern portion including

Imphal valley goes to Burma.

Geologists believe that the Himalayas and its branches are young

fold mountains. This mountain ehahi was formed some millions

of years back by se^e^e earth movements. The mountain chain

where Manipur is situated belongs to the great Himalayas. Before

the present position, the areas of this mountain ehain were beds

of shallow seas. The formation of this great mountain chain is

said to have been during the Tertiary age In this era there were

great orogenie movements which are said to be responsible for the

building up of the Alpine Himalayas and other equitorial mountain

systems. It is further said tiuit there wen* five remaikabJe phases

of uplifts. Of the five uidifts the most remarkable one occured

during the Middle-Miocene period estimated to about 1 8 million

years from now. As a result of the seiies of movements the great

Himalayan mountains attained their present configuration. Along

with the rise of this great mountain chain the gcosynclinal basin

became progressively shallower aecompanied with gradual change in

the marine environment.

In 1952-63 A. D. one fossil of a sea living creature, cuttle fish,

now extinct, was found at KangiM)kpi in the northern part of

Manipur. Kangpokpi is a hill station and its altitude is higher

than that of the Imphal valley. This shows that Manipur was at

one time a sea bed. In subsequent earth movements like folding,

faulting etc the shape of the land masses had further changes. A
barin like portion full of water, is believed to have been left out.
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This basin became a lake basin in course of time. Vegetations were

grown on these land masses. Gradually the bottom of the said

lake was filled up with sediments of lake and other deposits. In

Some other earth movements rock efips were thrown into the lake

partially hurried in the sediments of the lake deposits. The excess

water was drained along some lines of synclines. Thus a land mass

partially filled with water was formed. In this way Imphal valley

is believed to have been formed to a lacustrine plain.

Vegetations were grovn and rogrown After thousands of

cycles the platefiu became a swampy mass of land with much of its

water drained up Such conditions are also piovcd by the recent

findings in the tunnelling work of the Loktak Hydro-Electric

pToject The deep interior of a ridge of a mountain js supposed

to be (‘(imposed of hard ro('k-{ But contrary to this view only clays

arc found which made the tunnelling work extremely treacherous.

Jt is gen(»rally said that earthquake tremors are felt with less

intensity on the Th,inga hills surrounded by the waters of the

Loktak lake than the surrounding plains. This is of course not

confirmed by any ->01smogram It is therefore worth to examine

whethei the Thanga hill lias a continuous link with the parent

rock beneath it or not If it is not, it is a hill floating on the

clay deposits of the lake

The examination on the different horizones in the Boil profile

of the diggings of the periplicrial region strongly indicates that

some 5000 years before Christ the entire valley was submerged in

water which was about 30 in higher than the present water level.

The riverine theory may also be attributed to the origin of

Imphal valley Stratigraphically the rocks of Manipur belonged

to wrhat is known a", the Disliang series of the Tertiary rock. This

group of rocks is the oldest of the Tertiary rocks and ranges in age

from Upper Crataceous to Upper Eocene which is about 60 million

years old. So the land masses of Manipur is now 60 million 3*earB

old since its birth from the bottom of the ocean.



THE HISTORY OF MANIPUR
AS FOUND TO-DAY

We find to da\
,
the history of Manipui begins from 33 A D

It IS said that Nongta Lairen PaJvhaiigba came do\^n from heaven

and ascended th< thioiio in the year 1335 Kahyuga Era correspon-

ding to 33 A 1) He man lid Laisna, according to some accounts

Laisa-ra, a girl vho, accoiding to (^hoithaiol Kumbaba, came along

with PoiTciton while tJm lattoi migrated and settled on this land

Nongta Laircn Pakhangbi reigned lor 12‘) years by becoming god

in daytime »iiid transfoimiug to Uesh and blood in the night time

The tevt (urther states that on sfcmg the tiansfoiming his wife

Laisna suspected him of co habiting with his paramour So she

asked one clay she would like to bv^oome goddess But Pakhangba

lejilied that she could not become so as she belonged to the people

who eamc along with Poinitoii She < ould onl\ boa woman in

flesh and blood, but he could as he cam^ down from the heaven.

Tins nrconiit is intcipiftcd some scholars as an indication

of Laisna be longing to a diflfc ic nt i irc or tube while some sc holais

think Laisna was a Naga giiP Bc»ti) these two sets of s< holars

1 riio appellation ISagfiCHuio iiilocxi luiico at a \ try lott |yoiiod long after

the arrival otiho Mm slums ( \lmin )
in \ssim The Assamese people

Uftod to udl thosf fcoplt ot the hill In tlu iiaiui VoAa me amng people

specialb of the hills hIio li\< d m tlic iiorthoi ii paits of Nagaland It is

perhaps fiom the word Noka tin word or tlu name Naga derived There
arodiffeonl hypotheses ol the oiigin of the name Naga When other
Indian peo])le who I amc to Assam had the contai t with the Assamese
first andhtnro the y uKo ii ed to tall those hill people by that very
Ashamewi woid whuh liirthoi changed to Naga The word had fui thei

botm strengthen bs tJieii carliei < oncept of u group ot people called Nag(a)
of the Indian mythology who profm^od the Nag(a;(iilt Thus finally

the appellation Naga rt ulhuJ
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take Noogta Lairen Pakhangba an Aryan settler. TI^s view is

also seen on the footnote coznoptenta of the Cbeitharol Knmbaba. In

the said chronicle it is stated how the first seven hixyps begji^ng

from Pakhangba died or disappeared, is not known and further

express their views that the seven kings must have practised Vana-

prastha as done by the big kings of India like Yudhisthira, Dhrista-

rasta who abdicated the throne and left for forest to retire the rest

of their lives

Some scholars of today feel Pakhangba is of a Shan tribe.

However all of them seem to have agreed that Pakhangba was not

a god.

In some accounts Pakhangba is said to have conquered Moirang

and ruled there for exactly 100 years in addition to his 120 years

of reign The Moirang kings were thus the descendants of

Pakhangba, but this account is seriously objected to by the people

of Moirang Besides these accounts there are hundreds ofmystified

accounts of Pakhangba. In all such accounts Pakhangba is

described to have lived in several millenniums. He was found every-

where like an omnipresent.

In another set of accounts one king Kangba also known as

Nongbal Kangba is said to have reigned for an absurd period of

500,000 years before Pakhangba. There was another king named

Moriya Phamballacha who is said to have introduced the counting

of the flux of time by the era system. Some scholars estimated the

period of Moriya Phamballacha to be 1306 B. C. They have not

shown the principle of their estimate. It is said that Hbriya

Phamballacha introduced the beginning of the year from the onset

Some British as well as Indian scholars commented that the Meiteis

or Manipuris were descended from the surrounding hill people, which

however seebas to be from the general Mongoloid appearance and simi-

larity of culture in certain aspects. Their decision is rather too hasty.

We will see bow the Manipuris are related to the surrounding hiU people

in subsequent sections.
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of monsoon. In some accounts Moriya Phamballaoha is described

to be the younger brother of king Kangba while in other

munuRcripts as son, and so on.

another account Puleilomba the ancestor of the Angoms

is shown as the father of Pakhaiigba. While in some other accounts

it is mentioned that Luwang Langmaiba is the real father of

Pakhangba but Puleilomba fostered him.

In addition to these accounts there are several other fables.

In such fables the cattle of Noiigbal Kangba are described to have

changed to rocks etc etc.

Wo find almost all these sources available here, regard the

reigning for 100 years to be quite a siinjile thing. All these sources

are but history mixed with legends, imaginathms and fables. We
have some accounts of Moirang ])rineipalit>\ ^

The present history nny be divided into two parts namely, the

unaccounted period and tlie accounted period. U])to the fifteenth

century A T). the history of Mxnipur may be treated as

unaccounted

Besides these types of accounts there is also another set of

accounts in which the ruling clan of Manipur is described to be the

descendants of Arjuna the Paiidava of the Mahabharata epic. It

is stated thatMauipur is the very Mti inpur ol the Mahabharata as

mentioned in the Aswamedha Parva and there was one king named

Chitrabhanu who ruled this kingdom, who had a daughter named

Chitrangada. While Arjuna was on his self exile following a

violation of understanding among the Pandava brothers he met

Chitrangada and marru'd her iShe bore him a son named Babru-

bahan. Babriibahan succeeded his maternal grand-father who had

no son. In the Mahabharata war king Babrubahan was not

invited. When the Mahabharata war was over an Aswamedha

sacrifice was performed by the Pandavas in which Arjuna followed

the sacrificial horse with a strong force. In course of the move-

ment the horse was captured by Babrubahan and a war was fought

between Arjuna and Babrubahan, and Arjuna was defeated in the
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battle. The legend had gone to such an extent that there is a pastoral

land known as Takyel which is said to be the battle field where

Arjun’s forces were vanquished. Hence the name Tak-yel derived

where the word *Tak-(pay means ‘to vanquish*.

The supporters of this story claim that since the time of the

Mahabharata wave after ave of Aryan settlers came to Manipur

and even established kingdoms in Burma. In Burmese* chronicles

it is said that one Sakiyaii king named Abhi Raja came to Burma

and established a kingdom there in 923 B.('

They therefore believe that the Aryans passed through

Manipur and eRtablish(*d kingdums in Buima Thus they hold the

view that Pakhangba was an Aryan settler, and gave him the name

Javistha Pakhangba. It nia} be noted that the Sakyas were not

Aryan tribes, they weie Mongoloids belonging to the Himalayan or

iieo-Tibetau tribes. Details may be seen in subsequent seetiims.

This is the background from which we are to synthesize a

sober history based on the frdlowing analysis.

(1) How old are the land masses of Manipur f
(2) Does it

support any autochthone ^ If not from where did the inhabitants

migrate ? (3) Should we try to ascertain a rough period of early

settlement ? (4) Is our device perfectly reliable ? (5) \Miat are

the historical reeonls which support our findings ? ((>) In the

absence of autochthones, what were the tribes f)r ra<*eB that

migrated to this land ’ (7) Did they speak the some language ^

(8) What was their standard of civilization i (0) How did the

different dialects coerce to form Meiteilon or Manipuri language ^

(10) How and wdien did the name Meitei come into existence ^

(11) What was their religious belief ^ (12) What was the early

name of Manipur ? etc.

These are some of the most serious parts of our project. We
shall try to give a positive solution Uy it. Our first step should be

the elimination of legends, fables, myths and imaginations from all
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fliMiroes. While diBCuesing the above questions our only guide in

th8 abBence of any archeological evidence will be the history of

the Burrouilding land and people, the history of migration with

special reference to the surrounding areas, the history of formation

ofsub-races and sub-languages besides the history and other literary

accounts of this land as found to-day. The literary accounts

aypear at the first instance to give false results but if we handle

them carefully, they supply us immense material for the recon-

struction. Finally our findings are put to severe scientific tests for

their chastity. Thus we reconstruct the history of Manipur as

follows.

We have reliable accounts of almost all the major tribes or

races aurounding Manipur. We have reliable history of Bengal,

Assam and Burma The Burmese history, particularly the accounts

of Sakyas, Fongs (Mau Shans) gives us a foundation of our protect.

The Pong accounts are in good chronological order. In early

medieval period no reference of Manipur is found either in the

history of Assam or of Bengal. Leaving aside the standard texts,

we will discuss some of the accounts.

^
So our attention is directed to the fabulous, half-fabulous,

myth or any other source that are available in Manipur for critical

eouunination. We pick up the following, (1) Cheitharol Kumbaba,

(2) Ningthourol Lambuba, (3) Poireiton Khunthok, and (4) Leithak

Leikhkrol» Panthoibi Khongkul, Sanamahi Laikal, Naothingkhong

Phambal Kaba etc. etc.

(1)
* Oheitharol Kumbaba : It is a chronology of the present

rfiliug clan of Manipur. Its entry begins with Pakhangba the first

kii^ of the rulihg clan. It records day to day events with dates.

It gives named of successive kings of over 70 kings from Pakhangba
to the ruler of 1049 A.D. It is written in modem Meiteilon or

Manipuri language, and hence it is a recasted account. More details

are discussed in the section on Treatment on Kumbaba

(2) Ningthourol Lambuba : This book deab mainly ivith the

evmt* associated with naming places. Besides Cheitharol Kumbaba
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this is the only source that gives us valuable infomiation.

If it is handled carefully the text itself is a history. It does not

mention any date. Hov ever this account is also not free from

possible error In this text geiieological lines and activities of

every ijuecn are given. As most literary accounts of Manipur do,

Ningthourol Lambnba gives emphasis on the female lines. This is

a very distinct characteristic of the Meitei accounts. The text

begins with the mother of Pakliangba. It gives the parentage of

Pakhangba’s mother, wife and so on.

(3) Poire^iton Khunthok . This is an account of migration

of Poireitoii one of the earliest settlers. The central theme of the

text is <iuito all right. The central theme is that Poireiton migrated

to this land with a horde of followers. In course of the migration

Poireiton lost his dearest st)ns and daughters. They came through

some* perilous routes. Then they finally arrived in this land. The

details of the book is not free from incoherences. The gist of the

text is afe follows : A mole (*anie to Khamnuug the land of death

and KMjuested Thongareii the King of Khamnung whose capital

was at Khamnung Sawa to come to their land and rule them. King

Thongaren enquired who were the earlier settlers. The mole replied

there were King Kangba, Moriya Phamballacha etc. who were

living there. I’hen Thongaren agreed to move to the land which

tliey called ‘Tai })ang’ Thongjiren asked his younger brother

Poireiton for the migration as he was old enough. But Poireiton

Said, as he was a widower he did not like to go alone without a

wife. Thrmgaren asked his first wife to accompany her brother-in-law

as his wife, she refused. Then Thongaren asked his second wife

Loima Leinaotabi to accompany her brother-in-law as his wife, slie

agreed, then they moved wit h a horde of followers. Thus they

migrated from their homeland. While they were on their way

they met several people including the Chakpas who used to cremate

their dead bodies which Poireiton and his party looked with horror.

'it will lie seen that king Kangba physically lived in the

1 1th century A.D. and Moriya Phamballacha probably ruled the

Kege principality in the early part of the l2th century A.D. It
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will also be seen in subsequent sections that references have been

made for persons who would actually live on this eaitb 600/600 years

after Poircuton’s migration. Names of places w^hich were given in

the 13th century A.D. are also found to have been given by

Poireiton. The Chakpas who migrated at about the beginning of

the 12th century A.D. or some what later is also stated to have

been met by Poiieiton. However there is no impossibility of meeting

the Chakpas somewhere in northern Burma who w’ere by that time

known as Loi tribe. Name of places to have been roamed by

Poireiton is more concentrated towards the southern side but

occasionally oii the mountains and deep gorges on the northern aide

which is practically not a possible route is also found. All these

entries very often tempt people to think and say Poireiton came

from the south. It also appears that the text writer is more

associated with the topography of the south.

Some accounts describe Pakhangba to be a conteraporaiy of

Poireiton. So some scholars feel Moriyu Pliamballncha must hav(*

been an early people taking the date of Pakhangba as 33 A.D. as

found in Cheitharol Kum])abn. Moreover from the language and

the writing, it appears, the scholar who prepared the history of

migration of Poireiton, must have lived somewhere in the Moirang
prinoiyiality at about 1400-1500 A.D.

From the text wo can deduct the .social condition j)revalent at

about the ir>th <entury A.D. and later. The Tibeto-Buimans weie

very much afraid of burning the dead bodies There was a practice

of marrying their own sistre-indaws among the tiih«s of Poiieitcn.

They were rice eaters and non- vegetarians. They ate beef aiul

pork. They belonged to a comparatively more advanced group of

people than the earlier settlers.

^(1) Leithak Leikhnrol, Panthoibi Khongkul etc. Most of

these accounts can suj>port the first and the second accounts stated

above. They are also found to have contained much incoherences.

Some examples may be cited here. According to one source Luwang

Langmaiba is said to be the father of Pakhangba, while in another
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account Pakhangba had a wrestling combat with Poireiton where

Luwang Punshiba was the judge. Poireiton was defeated and his

younger sister Laisa-ra was taken to wife by Pakhangba. Luwang

Punshiba is the fourth descendant of Poireiton acooiding to several

sources which appear to be more reliable and Luwang Langmaiba

is the grandson of Luwang Punshiba. If we take all the accounts

together it is found that Pakhangba must have 1 ived before his

birth. Such accounts arc nut separately discussed here. They may
be referred to when required All these accounts no doubt contain

names of the historical characters

A non mystified historical account with contradictory facts

is given below, (1) huwan^gm mikounn Ntuighanm

ten^thannha^li Ihongbu tuughi, lambtbu munghi ypnpakpn waikon-0

kouye*\ Nongmaijing Ohingoiba.

(2) **Maym Shelloy-J angmaiva, hmhibudi mvngbuO, yen-

pakpudi waikon-O, Ihongbudi tingbi-0, foum kouye*. Ningthourol

Lambuba.

In the above example, the account Nongmaijing Ching(>iba

gives fingbi for bridge, munghi for road, and waikon for umbrella

as the dialect of the Luwangs a neo-Tibetan tribe, whereas

Ningthourol Lambuba refers it to be the dialect ol the Shelloy

Laiigmai a Tibeto-Buiman tribe. So the conclusion would be that

either Nongmaijing ('hiugoiba or Ningthourol Lambuba or both are

wrong. However it must be noted that Ningthourol Lambuba is

more dependable.

Most of the Luwang chieftains were given the title Luwang

Punshiba. There was one Luwang chieftain named Hongnem

during the reign of Ura Konthouba. He was also given the said

title. Some accounts simply refer Hongnem as Luwang Punshiba.

Some local pandits took him for Luwang Punshiba who died before

Pakhangba ascended the throne and wrote books with this

reference. Naothingkhong was sent to the Luwangs for training in

the art of administration when Hongnem was the chieftain of the
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LuTPangB. Upto the time of his staying in the Luwangs Naothing-

khong was known by the name Hongnemyoy Khunjao. While

Naothingkhong was intheLuwangsthe Luwang chieftain Hongnem

died.

Two accounts namely Naothinkhong Phambal Kaba and

Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba mention the marriage of Nnothing-

khong with Leima Namoon Chaobi the rlalighter of Sanarakkha the

Moirang chieftain f while the formei was taking a him m the

Khumans. It is a clear case of interpolation {yf Moirang

principality was non-existant during the leigu of IVa Konthouba

which will be seen in subi^Dquent sections However the Kege
principality was there \Jf2f) Ningthour.fl T<ainbnba whiih is more

dependable does not mention it but lefeiN onh the inairiage of

Santing Nganbi Nanim Kangbi tlie daughter of \mnk<»i the

Khuman chief to Naothingkhong The Khumans Iw that time

inhabited in the areas lying to tjie m»rih west of Imphal with

Patsoi as its southern limit Chingkhu Telheiba tlu Moiiang

Chief and uncle of Yoiren Tompokpi, is found tt> Ik the fourth

descendant of Sanarakkha according to Sagti Salaiiol publislud by

the State Kala Akndemi, Manipur ; ind Tbangbi Lauthaba the

Poirei king who married Yoiren Toniprikpi with a locat ey node is

found to be the 20tb desi'endant of Tba Kontlioub.i a< coiding to

Cheitharol Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambuba It is impossible

to match the 4th and the 20tli descendants <jf two contemporaries

Besides such incoherences, most of the Ptiyas narrate stories

like folk tales and fables We examine some oi them as follows.

According to Leithak Leikhaiol, Puddin etc King Kangba is said

to have nine sons namely Konggoi, Tema, Yangma, 'JVsarot, Iben
hanba, Urenkhuba, Irem, Khabi and lanigba Some' of them
settled here to continue to rule on this land Sfjim* thousands of

years before Pakhangba, while some had been s^^nt to diffeu nt lands

to establish kingdoms.

The intention of this fable seems to be that the Nongbal tribes

wanted to project their tribe as the earliest and tin* progenitors of
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the different races including the Pongs. Kangba is said to be a

Nongbal tribe. Actually Kangba was a Kang tribe a Tibeto-Burman

descent from the Teru state of China. This legend is probably

borrowed from the Ngai Lao.

According to Thanglon Khongcbat, Pakhangba married Leisuk

Leisoi Yambi and Lilanpi. They gave birth to two sons namely

Pong and Paikhu. Pakhangba gave to his son Pong a sword

named Tarung and a stick named Chingsu Thang. He sent his son

Pong to the east with above tw<» weapons to guard the land.

The above te^t is one of the invented accounts of Pakhangba

possibly deveh^ped in the 16th century A D. The aim of this story

IS to project Pakhangba as an omnipresent progenitor. The Pongs

were regarded by the Meiteis with honour and love since the time

of Naothiugkhong. Most of such accounts fail to project Pakhangba

to be the progenitor of any weak and backward tribe by that

time On the other hand weak and backward tribes project their

ancestors to be related lo Pikhaagba hy some way or the other.

Some pandits take such tale-* as real liistorioal account and

ilvaw their conelnaions assertively that Ptmgs were the descendants

of Pakhangba. They also interprete the meaning of the name of

the Pong prjiicc who founded the Pong kingdom in the words of

modern MeiteiJoii or Manipuri language and say concl ussively

Kliuulai means J.(ord of village. In modern Meiteiloii Khun means

village and lai means god or lord While taking the decision the

scholars failed to investigate what should have been the meaning of

the said word in the dialect of the Pongs, In the dialect of the

Pongs Khun means prince and lai means younger, thus Khunlai

means ‘priiiee-yoimger*. So Khunlai has nothing to do with the

Meiteilon vocabulary 'village lord’.

In Sararen Macha Lamyenba, and Lamyen Lairik Pong-ga

Meitei-ga, it is said that the Pong king Sukanpha was formerly

called Samngam. The Pong king wanted to construct a house,

and sent some of his men to the jungle to cut down woods and pull

them to the site of the house While doing so a tiger came out
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tying a cloth on his waist and joined the pulling of the woods. His

men expressed Iheir wonder how a liger came out and took part in

the task. Since then Samngam had changed his name and become
known as Sukan-pha

While Sukanpha "was on the throne he sent his younger brother

Samlungfn for conquering the neighbouring countries. After

eonqneriiig tJie oavfern countries »Samhingfa then set his expeditions

towards the ucMern countries. In tliat expedition Sukanpha gave

his younger brother the folhming articles . (1) a purple gem which

could charm Tneii when looked at (2) a sword sharp enough to

sabre the liead in n smgle stroke, (3) a spear having magical power

wbicl) i\hen thrown could ha\( thousand holes to the victims,

(1) a bow uhen shot with an arroi^ could gno use to thousand

Hying arrows, (5) a shield with a magical power to jirotect from

all weapons, (6) a uiagjca! rope when thrown to an oiijoct, the

object would be tied up In the rope and (7) a thfnrj^gu yniyoiha

meaning magical hammer, when throwm ifc would eonfinno its hitting

\\ ithout stop.

Samlnngfa after oonquering Basa, 1),> a short cut came to the

land of the Maya ngs and finally aimed at Ngapnim Thingjeng

after erossiiig the rher (iwai and Kbebu Chingjeng. Feeling that

his horses and elephants v. ould trample the land of the Mciteis,

Siimlungfa moved by a northernly route On hearing that Samlungfa

w'^as not visiting his country Khongtokcha the Poiroi king rushed

to where Samlungfa was resting and asked why h(»
( Samlungfa

)

was not visiting his country and further requested him to stay in

his country for some time Samlungfa accepted the invitation but

came with only few’ of his men to the Meiteis lest his grand forces

might cause harm to the land of the Meiteis When Sriraluiigfa was

with the Mciteis he said on seeing the big stone slab at Kangla-main,

one pandit from each of Basa, Khagi, \vd, Pong and Meitei would

come one day and administer the country sitting on the stone slab.

After examining the above text it is found to be something

like the folk tales of ‘Pebet and houdong lamboiba’. Over and

above this, the defeat of the Poirei in the hand of Samlungfa is very
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carefully sublimated. We had been forced so long to believe such

cock and bull stories on sentimental grounds. However the story

shows a reflection on historical characUirs. Samlungfa had one

brother named Sukaiipha. Samlungfa invaded Manipur, by that

time known as Poirei, at about 1220 A.D. The Pongs had a

fabulous account of their coming to a new land wlicre they carved

the Pong kingdom, and so on.

It is very likely that a very large number of accounts were

written by scholars who were possibly citizens of the Kege-Moirang

principality. It is also quitf^ evident from the diflFerent accounts

that all the tribes agreed to the supremacy of the Poii’ei kings over

them. The ancestor of tlic Poirei king'^ more particularly the

Mangang kings were their target of attack in literature. The

Nongbal chroniclers projected their ancestor or rather their unifler

Puleilomba to be the father of Pakhangba taking the advantage of

concealment of the father of Pakhangba by the Mangang ehroniclers

who in turn projected Pakhaneba to be a man coming down from

heaven and born without a real father except a iiovghom meaning

‘cloud-egg* brought from the sun by Taoroinai a god who lives in

the Moon, to the ignorant and buperstitious masses. Moreover the

Nongbal chroniclers on the otherhand put their line of geneology

before Pakhangba.

Modern liistorians and commentators on existing accounts,

including European scholais, arc also not free from the prf>bloms of

the above natuie. Capt, Pemberton took his account from Manipur

source sometime during the period 1825-35 A.I). while he was

residing in Manipur. The dates entered in the Cheitharol Kumbaba
prior to 1485 A.D, are forged dates. Details may be seen in the

section on Treatment on Kumbaba. However most scholars noticed

the descripcncies of the dates of the Manipuri account with that oi

oth(*r accounts particularly with the Pong accounts of the later

medieval period. Later scholars, both Indians and Europeans took

their source from that of Cap. Pemberton and wTote several books

believing they were authentic dates. One serious problem may be

pointed out here. The date of Naothingkhong is antedated at least
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by 552 yeaiB in the Ghcithaxol Kuinbaba. Naothingkhong is said

to have ruled exactly for almost an absurd period of 100 years in

the said text. During his reign a Pong prince named Samlug(fa)

invaded Manipur and defeated him. Taking the date of Naothing-

khong to be authentic and the name of the Shan prince to be a

wrong one, Mr. W. Shaw writes : “Tn 707 A.D. the king of Thailand

defeated the Manipur king Nao-Thing-Khong which is a Kuki name.

After that Manipur was ruled by the Thais for 10 years’’.^ It may

by mentioned here that the former name of Naotliingkliong is

Hongnemyoy Khunjao. A^’hcn he became king he assumed the

name Naothingkhong. It is not known what was the fancy behind

it. Again taking the account ot Mr. W. Shaw. Dr. Gogoi wiites :

“Since there was no independent kingdom in Thailand in that early

period the reference is apparently to Ko-Io-fong’s conquest of Upper

Burma and Assam including Manipur in the eighth century A 1).

as described in the T’ang history’*.' The reference in T’ang history

is apparently to Ko-lo-feng’s conquest of Pyu (P’iao) in about

760 A.D. He has also furthei wTitteii, “It is recorded in the

ancient Manipuri chronicles that the Manipur king Naotliiiigkhoiig,

who acknowledged the suzerainty of Nan Chao under Kf)-lo-feng

sent well trained troupe of musicians, singers, and instrumental

musicians to the imperial courts of China as a goodwill mission. It

must have been a mission to Hsuaii Tsung’fe court”,® and further

quoted, “Luce has pointed that, *it& stages are given in some details

by the Chinese minister Chia Tan (Kia Tan) at the end of the 8th

century A.D. One route led due west Yuug-Ch’aug to Teng-Yuch,

and thence approximately by Waiiigmow (Li-Shui town), Mogaung

(Au*hsi town) and the Tezu Gap to Gauhati (Kamarupa) and

Magadha. The other south-west from Yung-C’aiig to the Pyu

capital and so to Gauhati and Manipur”.* The said troupe of

goodwill mission to China was sent by Pyu in the year 802 A.D.

headed by one Pyu prince “The prince’s followers sang songs

which contained Sanskrit w ords”,* The Pyu kingdom was at Prome.

1 Dr. Uogoi ; Tho Tai and the Tax kingdoms, page 67 foot note,

2, ibid.p page 67 foot note.
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In fact there is no anoient Manipuri chrouicle which records

the acceptance of suzerainty of Nan Chao under Ko io*feng by the

Manipur prince Naothingkhong who is also stated to liave sent well

trained troupe of musicianSi singers etc to the Imperial court of

Ghma The scholar seems to have taken his source from W Yumjao

Singh who had correspondences with the Histonoal and Antiquanan

Studies, Assam, sometime in 1960 A D before his book A.n earl>

History of Mampur got posthumously published. W Yumjao Smgh

feels the said troupe was from Manipur with a diSereiit date

Ko lo'feng never came to Imphal valley and m fact, lie novel

defeated Naothingkhong since the latter was yet to be born at least

400 years hence Ko-lo-feng possibly came to Kamarupa thtough

some parts of Nagaland from Yun-nan if he visited Kamarupa at

all He ascended the throne in 748 AD and died m 778 A D
By about that period there was no human civilization in Imphal

valley It was an umnhabited land, the earliest human settlemout

m Imphal valley is believed to be a httle earher than 8(K) A D,

after the invasion of Ko-lo-fong m Upper Burma and Tibet More

details may be seen tn subsequent sections

3 ibid., page 66.

4 ibid., page 71.

5 W S. Besai ; A Pageant of Burmese ‘*Histor>
,
page 9
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Imphal Valley the place where the Meiteie were born as stated

ill earlier section is located in the aub-Himalayan region. It belongs

to young land masseb on the surface o^f the earth. Modern man
started to have evolved some 40-60 thousand years back. Anthro-

pologists believe that human settlement started in three major zones

<»f the earth They ivere central Asia, central Europe and central

Africa Human settlement on other parts were migrated from the

above places People living in sub-Himalayan regions were one of

the latest immigrants We have no record to know from what

time man began to settle in Imphal valley A general study does

not indicate any human habitation in B C People living in Imphal

valley were all migrated people without a single exception. There

are no autochthones in Imphal valley

In the absence of records of early human settlement in Imphal

valley we are to devise some means of ascertaining a reasonable

penod of first human settlement or civilization on this virgin land

We have at our disposal a concrete material, that is^ the population

of the Meiteis on this earth It must have a beginning. From the

drat immigrants ooncioved as the Meiteis, it began to grow in

number by births and by addition of now immigrants with occasional

reductions by war, epidemic and other natural oalaxnities. Under

these circumstances the Meitei population began to grow to about

one million in 1981 A.D

The Meitei population in the Imphal valley is a little less than

one million according to 1981 A. D. oenous. According to the

Malthusian theory of population growth, the population is doubled

in 26 years provided that there is no war or any other calamities

whiob destroy population during that period. Taking the population

in 1981 as 1 million, it would have been zero in 1481 A, D. in that

scale. But because of variable factors such a? devastation of
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po]palfttixm by war and other taoesB pare Halthtisiaii cannot give

fidr reaalta. Oartain allcmanoea are to be made for it. The period

from 19M to 1981 A.I>. the ectde can be applied with reasonable

accuracy since modem sciences of medicine are applied to the

population. Accordingly l^e Mettei population in 1906 A. D. on

that scale is 1*25 Ukbs This figure fairly agrees witib that of

census. Let us deriBe a means for ascartaiiiing the girowth of Meitei

populstion from 0 A.IX to 1906 A.D.

Prior to 1906 A.D. there were no means of checking epidemics

of cholera and small pox. There were frequent wars« clashes, raids

and counter raids Even king Nara Bingh died of cholera

in 1850 A.D. Since the inception of history of the Meiteis, it

appears, the difference between the birth rate and death rate was

never high. As a result the growth of Meitei population was very

low otherwise the Meitei population by now would have been

several millions. In certain periods the rate on the growth of

Meitei population could have been even negative. Owing to these

variable factors the Meitei population from 1831 to 1906 A D ,

according to available records, is found to have b<'en increased by

four times only though it should have been increased by eight

times. The population with all probability in 1831 A D. is about

25 thousands only. In 1819 A.D. there was the most devastating

war with the Burmese known as Ckahi taret khunfakpa In this

war about one third of the original population was either killed or

taken as captives. The remaining population either took refuge

to jungles and hills or fled to Cachar and elsewhere. Among those

who settled in Cachar and Sylhet some settled permanently without

losing their identity. Some got mixed with the Burmese invaders.

The Meitei population just before this war was of the order of

56 thousands.

Ohambir Bingh with his cousin, Nara Singh re-established the

Kingdom of Manipur after defeating and expelling the Burmese in

1625 A.D. bardy with a population of a little over 10 thousands.

After the re-establishment of the kingdom the Meiteis started
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potitixig into the valley from their hideouts in jangles and hills.

It diould be remembered that some seotion of the population who
were in good terms with the Burmese invaders stayed in the valley

in good shape during the occupation period. With the above stated

influx the population rose to about 25 thousands in 1831

One very important material in the construction of the growth

rate is that there is a recorded figure of the Muslim population

from 1606 A.D. Let us devise a means of ascertaining the growth

rate of population on these recorded figures. Different records reveal

that the number of Muslims who settled in the valley after the

defeat during the jKTiod ol Khagemba is about 10(> souls but

Chcitharol Khuiiibaba give«i an exaggerated figure With an

f'Mimaied figiiie of about 100 in 1606 A D let us devise the growth

rale of Muslim population

Taking the death rate iti the Malthusian seale as unit, in the

periods 1906-1881, 1881-1856, and 1856-1831 the death rates arc

inereased l)> 10%i -50% and 60% respc'ctively in view of

})rogioHw\ely unscientific living conditions prevailed during those

days Hpociallv during the period 1856-1831 where a very high death

rate of 50% has been applied

In the ]>eiiod IHUb-1831 the population was reduced to nearly

half ilic original figuie <is diwussed earlier As we move furtJier

1 Major W AIrCullol , a Britwh agent in Implial who undertook t)je

project of HU(v<\uig the heights of hillA and mountain*^ of Manipur for

tho fir" t tiiuf
,
ostimalod tho population of the Meiteis excluding the hill

people to l>e about 50,000 souIb in 1859 A.D See, R. llrown Stasti^ al

ArcountB of Manipur f187.1), Toprmted in 1973 A.D. page 13

One point to b<' noted m that tho Meitei unit of counting 10,000

(
ton thousand )

ib rnlled 'one lakha* by that period. But now one lakha

oqnevalent to 10(*,000
(
one hundred ihoUBand ) i.e the Indian unit of

one Inkh or lac Henro m eom) manuscripts the above mentioned

figure IS found to ha\e been written a^ 6 lakhas. Further it may also be

noted that the conventional method of representing a number hy

nuinercdH was not uniformly adopted. It is found in some manuscripts,

for example, ‘one thousand two hundred and twenty seven* is represented

300090027 without anv ptinctuatloD.
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badcwards from 1806 to 1606 the deatii rate is made still higher to

aoooant various causes. So, for this period let us increase the death

rate upto 60% above the normal With these norms a chart on

the growth of Muslim population is prepared as follows

Accordmg to 1981 A D
about 80,000

B'v 26 yearly -

—1981

1956

1931

1006

1881

1856

-183)

cantunal di^pla\ —
-1806

1706

--1606

census the Muslim population is

—By noriaal dopbth rate

—By 100^ m death rate

—By death rate

—By 50 iiu li ase in (h ath rate

Period of Burmese invasion,

48% reduction in population

4,058—

1,066 I— 60" incKawr m diatU lat*^

276—1

OVgVUU—
40.000

20.000

10,000—
6,263-

2,023 -

Ai<ording to this chart the Muslim poimlatiou m 1006 Al),

IS 270 For other errors lei ub make an allowance ol ± 10% and

obtain the figure as 250/300 When the Muslims settled in Manipur

they were given Meitei wives, as the\ did not come with their

iamihes So, for 100 Muslim soldiers the Muslim population is 200

Thus the obtained figure 250/300 is fairly reasonable *

As these norms fairly agree with the recoided giowth of

Muslim population, they may also be applied to the geneial Mcitei

population, and we raav obtain a projected population of the

Meiteis by 1606 A D Beyond 1606 A D a new norm is to be found

out otherwise the Meiiei population would ha\e been reduced to

zero by the 11th century AD So the death rate foi the period

from 1606 A.D to 0 A D. is further increased to 90% even though

2 Nog«»amei*8 account gives a figure m a somewhat vogue way It states,

•• lonhing 15 ga tonggon 97 makloklouye * which seems to be the

number of Muslim soldiers in the lot of that war coptn^^ ovluding the

other 1000 .men of different trades and tribe*j 'NTii.gthouiol Lambuba

mentions people of Bodo and Kuki origin in tlmi 1000 lot
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tiwiMmMe of tt>% is tiw dotfUi rate is too high. Any small

oeiaaitittity whose doath rate is 90% above the normal death rate

is on the verge of extinetion. It is a praetioal oa<to of stagnant

popolatioD growth. However popralation extinction is always

associated vitii natiind oalamities libe severe earth movementB,

dehydrations etc We have no record or tradition for such oalamitieB.

The Meitei population in Manipur is about 1,000,000 in

1981 A.D.

Bj 26 yearly display

—

1—1981 1,000,000—

1956 500,000

1931 260,000

r—

.

1906 126,000-

1881 66,789—
1856 36*540—

—1831 21,760—

—By normal doatb rate

— 10 inciea e in death late

—By 20% moretiso in death rate

— 50° me reawe in death rate

. Period of Bnrmefie inTaHiort,

48% reduction in population

Byrentiirial display

—

-1806 60,76J-

1706 n,213

1606 9,439-

ri06 2,345

1406 1,631

1306 1,106

1206 767

1106 618

1006 366

906 243

806 166

706 114

— 606 78—

I

—Bj fiO^t m(rp»aHi in death ra<f>

^By 00% merrease m death lato

After neglcotmg further two digits we obtain the population

of the Meiteis in 606 A.D. as 78 only By advancing further two

centuries we can safely say that the Meitei population vamshes at

about the 6th century A.D. Since we cannot imagine a one man

immigwmt arriving the valley started inoreasii^ population, we may

T«rv reasoltahly say that the first hatch of the immigrants arrived in

.1 group of sizable number oi mm, women nnd children, say 100 or
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200 people. It is therefore seen that tite optusiuo period of human

settlement in Imphal valley is about the latter part of Oie 8th

century AJD. Hence we asiHune cu 800 At.I)> a* the date on which

the first human settiement etarted on this valley.

Itatermiaatioo of growth of populatioB by this type of

hypothesis cannot be applied universally because of unknown

variable factors. But in our case we have very good accounts.



THE TREATMENT ON KUMBABA

Lot us examine critically the so-called imperishable monument
**Cheitharol Kiirababa” in respect of its datings which create not
only confusion but also mislead the young learners and scholars as
well. It is a chronicle of the Mangang rulers. Mangang is a clan

of the Meit(*is« More details may be seen in the section on Clan
formation. The published Oheitharol Kumbaba is stated to have
been re-written by (1) Chirom Shyamram and (2) Oinam Anandaram
in the year 1780 A.D. when the original copy was lost as mentioned
in the text itself. It is a fact that the Meiteis learnt the art of

maintaining chronicles from the Shans possibly during the reign of

Kiyamba (1467-1.108 A.D.). In this book Nongta Lairen Pakhangba
is described to have descended from the heaven in the year 31 35
Kaliyuga Era corresponding to 38 A.D. It may be noted that

Kaliyuga Era was postulated in the year 499 A.D. by the renowned
Indian astronomer Aryabhatta I ( 476-525 A.D.

) of Pataliputra.

He calculated from the available knowledge of astronomy of his

time that the seven planets were in conjunction in the fixed

Siddhantic Mesadi on a day corresponding to the 17th February
3102 B.C. The conjunction was described as the Saptagrahajoga
and he assumed that Kaliyuga began from that moment. His
calculations are however found to be wrong.

Cheithafl*ol Kumbaba is a ohroiiicle recording day to day
events of the Mangang kings who were later known as the kings of
Manipur. There are different copies of Cheitharol Kumbaba in

manuscripts in the hands of local pandits. All such Kumbabas
start chronology from Kiyamba. But the printed one was the copy
of the book found in the royal custody* Uptil this date, the printed

Cheitharol Kumbaba is regarded as book of authenticity* However
Kumbabas are the only source which record date*

In Cheitharol Kumbaba, it is written that PaJdiaiigba reigned

for 120 yeats^ hjs son Khuiyoi Tompok reigned for 110 years,
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his grandson Taothingmang reigned for 100 years. It Is seen that

all the ruling periods are in a systematic descending order of

importance. As Pakhangba reigned for 120 years we can safely

conclude that he lived at least for 150 years. Because a man
becomes efficient only when he is physically strong and acquires

proper wisdom This stage is reached when he is of about 30 years

of age or a little earlier Literary accounts of Manipur indicate

that Pakhangba was invited to become king. So it is presumed

that Pakhangba ascended the throne at the age of about 30 years

and he leigned for 120 years Hence Pakhangba lived for 150

years i.e the longevity of Pakhangba is 150 years. Pakhangba

must have married quite young, say, at the age of about 16 or 17

years when the biological needs were felt as done in most primitive

or early societies. So there is every reason to say that Pakhangba

had begotten his son Khuiyoi Tompok when he was about 20 years

of age or earlier When Pakhangba died at the age of 160 years, his

son Khuiyoi Tompok wasJW years old. Khuiyoi Tompok ascended

the throne at the age of 130 years and reigned for another 1 10 years.

So Khuiyoi Tompok must have hved at least for 240 years When

Khuiyoi Tompok died at the age of 240 years his son Taothingmang

a boy of 220 years of age, with the same reasoning as above,

ascended the throne and reigned for another 100 years. So

Taothmgxfiang lived for 320 years By similar reasoning a table of

longevity of 11 successive kings beginning from Pakhangba is given

below Cheitharol Kumbaba mentions the 11 kings were in an

unbroken line and there was no interregnum. Literary source like

Ningthourol Lambuba mentions that Taothingmang was not the

eldest son of E^uiyoi Tompok. Even then the difference would

have been only for a few years. Similarly Naokhamba is also said

to be the first son begotten by his father but a second son of the

mother. Naokhamba !•» the 6th successor of Pakhangba. Taking

into consideration of all these variations too, there will be no

appreciable change in the deducted longevities.
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9/ No. Name of kSMig Reigning period Longevitjr

(in years

)

( in years

)

1. Pakhmighik 120 IM
2. Kliui3^i Tompok 110 240

3. TaoUiitigmsmg 100 320

4. Khtti Ningem)m 15 315

5. ihngshfiba 15 310

6. Kaekhangba 17 307

7. Naokhamba 17 304

8. Naophangba 90 374

9. Samdrang 50 404

10. Ura Konthouba 90 474

1 1 . Naothingkhong 100 554

A man living for 554 years and taking administration at the

age of 454 years is indeed unimaginable and is biologioally absurd.

The average longevity of the above 11 kings is 350 years as against

the average longevity of 27 years of an Indian in the first half of

the 20th century A.D.

V7e will now compare the above data with those of the

accounted period. The existing history of M«inipur is accounted to

a reasonable extent from Kiyamba (1467-1508 A D.) with a reliable

chronology. We prepare a statistical data of 11 kings beginning

from Kiyamba.

SL No. Name of Reigning Longe(vity recorded in Deducted

king period Oheitharol Kumbaba longevity

( inyeara) ( in year* ) (in yean)

1. Kiyamba 41 64 64

2. Kmremba 4 24 46

3. Lamkiyamba li 88 39
4. Nongiaidiaba 1 11 30

6. Kabomba 18 24 19

6. Tangjamba 3 29 21

7. CSudambs 17 48 16

8. Mmtgyamba 36 82 86
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tt. XTo. ’Name Beigning Longevity neoordod in Dedfwted

king period CSieithavoltKiiiBbaba longevity

( in years ) ( inyows

)

(in years)

9. Khagemba 55 79 66

10. Khunjaoba 15 46 61

11. Paikhomba 32 63 73

Notwithstanding the figures of actual longevity as recorded,

the deducted longevity shows a deviation from the normal in

81. No 4 and SI No 6 to a negative value of birth So in between

SI. No. 1 and SI No 5 there is a broken link Referruig to the

text, it IS found that when Lamkiyamba died he was succeeded by

his son Nonginphaba at the age of 10 years Nonginphaba and his

mother Changmngphabi the widow queen were murdered by

Angoupanba Kiyamba the paramour of the widow queen over a

trifling issue in the same year of asoession Hence Nonginphaba

left no issue but he was succeeded by Kabomba possibly a half

brother The average longevity of these 11 kings is 42 years which

IS quite reasonable as compared with the earlier set

So it is quite evident from the above analysis that there is a

foul play m the datings of Cheitharol Kumbaba We will try to see

it in this section it is a common occuircuce thut the enmmals leave

some trails behind them On jiage 110 ol Cheitharol Kumbaba dealmg

on king Jai Singh ( Bhagyachandra ), an epoch making event has

been ecorded The scholars who made the loul play were probably

unaware of the fact that they would bo caught of their foul play if

the event was recorded

The event was that in the year 1760 A D Bhagyachandra

introduced one new ora of the Meitei Kaiigleipak ( Manipur ).

Bhagyachandra with his two nobles namely Bhagyabati Thakur

and Kabow Khumbongoha Maniram Singh Sidananda discussed for

the introduetion of a new era of this land along with a separate

Lunl*Solar calendar. Bo Khutubongeha Maniram Singh assisted by

otiher five scholars namely (1) Taibangjam Soidam, {2) Chtrom

Shyamram, (3) Oinam Ananda Syam, (4) Yendremba Gangaram
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atid (5) Athokpa Samram, undertook the project. They started

the work from Thursday, the 12lh day of the month of Lunar

Hiyangei of the year corresponding to 1760 A.D, Here Hiyangei

is the name of a month of the Luni-Solar calendar. It took them

five months to complete the work. For this splendid vork

Kbumbongcha Maniram Singh was conferred the honour ^Chandra

Siddhanta’ the highest decoration in ealendaric astronomy of that

period. Later Khumbongcha Maniram Singh was known as

Khumbong Chandra Siddhanta.

The astronomers compiled a table on the apparent motion of

the Moon, They calculated with this compiled table the thabatiat or

lunar dates or tithds of the Luni-Solar calendar. The central

meridian of that calendar was Imphal vith its Draghima and

Akshyangsa. In this calendar the year begins at tlie moment of

the ingress of the Sun in Mesh Easi or Aries of the fixed zodiac in

course of its motion along the ecliptic. Thus the year of this

calendar is a Sidereal year. Its length is 3(>5.256»30 mean solar

days and it is longer by 0,007 days than a Tiopioal year However

the most serious problem faced by the astronomers of that period

’Was the determination of Solar eclipses. They could predict solar

eclipse of the whole earth as one unit but could not develop

mathematics for determining local visibilities. If the prediction

of the Royal Astronomer failed, the Astronomer had to get a

punishment known as Panji hhing-tingba moaning *Astronomer-

water-soacking’. In this punishment he had to dip him'^'clf in water

in the presence of nobles.

' ^ho epoch of the era whioh is known as Chandrabda corresponds

to 789 A.D. i.e. 1 Chandrabda corresponds to 7S9 A.D. So in the

year 1760 A,D. it was 971 Chandrabda. It may be noted that the

name Chandrabda is not mentioned in the text of Choitharol

Kumbaba, but one gold coin issued by Ghambhir Singh is found to

have inscribed the era Chandrabda in it. He issued the gold coin

in the year 1043 Chandrabda corresponding to 1832 A.D. assuming

the coin was issued in the early part of the year. It is also learnt
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that a gold coin issuad by Bhagyachandra is also found to have

inscribed Chandrabda but the writer has not seen it^. This era is

found to have been used by Bhagyabati Panohanga a Luni-Solar

calendar compilation founded by Panditraj Atombapu Sharma as

Manipurahddn The date 789 A.I), should have been as done in

most oases the date of accession of the founder of a dynasty or a

prominent king to whose lines Bhagyachandra and Ohambhir Singh

belonged. So we coiicliule tliis extrapolated epoch is the date of

ascession of throne by Nongta Le. Nongta Lairen Pakhangba since

he is the founder of that dynasty.

Now let us examine how the above mentioned scholars found

the date of Pakhangba as 789 A D. The scholars had accurate

chronology from Kiyamba to Moramba at their disposal as collected

from secondary sources like other Kumbabas from local pandits

even if the royal copy was lost, and from the mouth of other

pandits as there had beem a continuous names of Cheithabas

beginning from 1485 A. T). From Kiyamba ( date of ascession

1467 A.D,
)
to the last date of Moramba the next predecessor of

Bhagyachandra, there is a span of 292 years ruled by 16 kings. So

the average ruling j)eri(>d is of 1 8 25 years. With this ma thema*

tically dedueied arithmetic mean the scholars projected the date of

Pakhangba, From Pakhangba to Khumbomba the next predecessor

of Kiyamba there are 37 kings. So the date they projected was

( 1467 • 18,25x37 ) i.e. approximately 791 A.D., and for possible

errors the astronomers enhanced the date by 2 years and finally

obtained the date of Pakhangba as 789 A.D.

On© very unfortunate thing is that there was probably no

means at the disposal of the astronomers for cross checking the

date they projected. It is believed if the scholars had some other

materials for cross examinations they would have found out the

date of Pakhangba nearer to reality. The date 789 A.D. as the

date of Pakhangba is too early. It is antedated by about 200 years.

We will see in subsequent sections that the date of Naothingkhong

1, Mutua Museum rer*oi ds, Keisampat, Imphal.
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i.e. the date of asoeesion of Naotlbi&gkhong ifi the year 1216^AD.

aa against 663 A D. as entered in the Gheitharol Kumbaba, is fairly

aeonrate. From Fahhaugba to the next predecessor ofNaothingkhong

there are 10 kings. These 10 kings had to rule for a period of

(
1216- 789 )

i.e. 426 years which is too high. It should have been

of the order of 200 years or so.

In the published Chcitharol Kumbaba 'there is an indication

that the re-writing of the Kumbaba was a thing done « in the past

as seen on page 9 of the said text. Had it been the same copy or

the same Kumbaba of Bhagyachandra there should not have been

such comments. The said Cheitharol Kumbaba iccords every event

with a date in Saka Era e.g. "'Sakabda 1389 da Meiding-ngu

Ningtliouhhomha mnggaye , Phambahda chahi 35 ^mUamye ,

Meidbig^ngu Kiyamba chahi 2i da phambal kaye*\ meaning ‘Meitei

king Ningthoukhomba died in 1 389 Saka era
,
he was on the throne

for 35 years ;
Meitei king Kiyamba ascended the throne at the

age of 24 years’. Had the Cheitharol Kumbaba been the book of

that of Bhagyaohanlia it should have entered the date in

Ohandrabda instead of Sakabda or at least concurrently with it.

Even the coins issued by Bhagyachandra and Ghambhir Bingh

bore the leg(‘ud8 of this era. !t is now })rovod beyond all doubts

that the present copy of Cheithaiol Kumbaba is not the copy of

that of Bhagyachandra.

Our next stop will be the investigation of the period in which

the forgery was committed Jai Singh alias Bhagyachandra died

in the year 1798 A D. It was not done during his life time due to

obvious reasons So it was done after 1798 A.D. The forged date

was Arst seen by Captain Pemberton while he was residing in

Manipur. He inspocted the chronicle for his diary. The captain

could not read the script but he was interpreted. He entered in

his diary the date of Pakhangba as 33 A.D. from that Kumbaba.

The oaptoinalso noticed the presence of a Shan chronicle in the

band of an old man. He wanted the copy but he could not, however

he was interpreted. The dating of tlus Shan efaxoniole too were
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eqiaally forgiGd fo ai to match the two obtooidieB. Gap* Pemberton

took hie souroe of the Pongs from Manipiir with the forged datea

It may he mentioned here that the Pong chronicles started from

the year 668 A* D. with a half fabulous account of estabhshing a

kingdom in the land of Mungrimungram by two brothers Khunlung

and Khunlai. After the death of Kfaunlai his son Tyaoaijiptyatpha

mled for forty 3'earB. He founded an era known as Aijepi Era. The

epoch of the era is 639 A.D. and still it is used by the Burmese

and the Naras Even in the forged dates of the two ohronioles

some discrepancies are found indicating that the forgeiy was not

done skillfully by comparing events of the two chronicles accurately.

Many British scholars took their sources from the captain’s diary

and the Indian Scholars took their sources from the work of such

British scholars. With those forged dates as basic tools many

scholars deducted many interesting thc^es which will be seen in

subsequent sections

It is seen that the forgery was committed just before the

inspection of the chronicle by Capt. Pemberton. The inspection of

the chronicle was sometime after 1825 AD the date in which

Ghambhir Singh with his coubin Kara Singh expelled the Burmese

forces upto lower Chindwin Valley the soulh-east boundary of

Manipur, and before 1835 A.D. the date in which the captain first

published his original diary. It is probable that the copy of

Cheitharol Kumbaba of that of Bbagyachandra was lost during the

*Chahi taret khuntokpa’ and when the kingdom of Manipur was

re-established and when normaley was returned, the paraphemelia

of a royal court was necessary to be maintained. In that situation

the Brahmin ridden court along with flatterers designed to upgrade

the status of the Meitei kings to the demi-gods in the Aryandom

and at the same time to depict them as the descendants of Aryans*

In the wave of Aryanisation the Aryans regarded themselves as

snperior human species and the non-Aryans as inferior This belief

was 'also felt on this tiny state. Pakhangba wss given the name

of the Aryan pantheon. In order to feel the readers of

the text the first seven kings are described as having not known to
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’wfcei» they died or to where they had gone, they beoanie gode.

This ia an indioation of early Aryan’s last stage of b'fe called

Vanaprastiia.* With these aims they projected the date of

Pakhangba to some years eailier than the beginning of the Saha
Bra. The reigning periods from Pakhangba to Khumbomba Were
then interpolated with several absurd figures. Truely spealdng

they had thwarted the sincere labour of the early scholarb who
introduced Ghandrabda. Some pandits of to-day firmly believe the

reigning of 120 years by Pakhangba is true because he was a man
of the ancient period who Uved very very long years.

Besides the above invest lgj.tions the infallible evidence in

support of our findings is the very language of the book which is of

the 10th century A. D. Manipur! the most modern language The
book begins with and ends with the language of the same period

Not to speak of the 19th century language even the language of the

early 17th_ceatury_A D is found to be maikedly diffeient fiom
that of Oheitharol Kumbaba

It is also very likely that they discovered a copper plate

belonging to the period of king KhongU'j^cha in which the rituals

of Devi performed by the king was mscribed Keeping the legend

as it was they superimposed their forged date of Khongtekeha and
buried again in order to make belief or befool the future generation.

Quite incidentally the same copper plate was discovered in the

early half of the twentieth century A. D True to ibeiV

many scholars wore fallen victims of it. They clamored the date
of Khongtekeha is 763 A. D. in conformity with the date of
CSheitharol Kumbaba. It may be noted that Khongtekeha »s«ended
tiie throne at about 1260 A D where he had an all out war with a

2. In the toot note comment of Choitharol Kumbaba, pubhehed by the
ManipuriSahitya Paiwhad, Imphal, 1967 A D., appealing on page. 2-8,
it is stated,»The king of Mwaipui fiom the ancient time upto Kaokhamba
must have renounced the world of their wealth and throne u the later
part of their lives just as done by the tiig big king* of India like Dhiita-

lastra, rudUMra’.
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Mctfijna prinoe named Qinu Seng Raja ( Oinnsengba-ra^oba ). Based

on these fotged dates hundreds of books^ scores of doctorate theses

had been released.

We have conclussively proved beyond all doubts that the date

83 A.D. as the date of Pafchangba is a false date Hence it is

rejected outright. The next step will be the assessing of a scienti^

fioally acceptable provisional date of Pakhangba and others after

assimilating the subsequent disoussions.
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A dckte is found in the Oheltharol Kumbaba which is a mileetone

of datings of the said chioniole. It is 1485 A.D. in which year a

system of counting years by a peculiar method known as Oheithaba

system was introduced. In this system of counting years, each

year is given a specific name corresponding to the name of the

persoil^ who took the stick in the Cheithaba function. It started

from April 6, 1485 A.D. In that function of Cheithaba one person

named Hiyangloy took the stick T^hich they believed would carry

aU the ills of that year beginning from April 7, 1485 A.D. to April

6, 1486 A.D. So the year was given the name *The year of

Hiyangloy’. Similarly the next year on April 0, 1486 A.D. a

Cheithaba function was held and one man named Namoy took the

stick. Hence the year from April 7, 1486 to April 6, 1487 A.D. was

given the name ‘The year of Namoy’ and so on. The practice

continues till this date. Most people belonging to the old generation

used to know the successive names of Gheithabaa and when people

wanted to know the ago of a man they usually asked the name of

the Cheithaba when he was born. Cheithaba is a part of the function

of Oheiraoba. About Cheiraoba and Cheithaba it is exhaustively

dealt in the chapter on Kiyamba in volume 11. Since then a

continuous name of Cheithabas are found and thus the datings from

Kiyamba onwards are dependable, even though Uiere may be errors

which are within reasonable limits. There are 36 kings from Kiyamba

(
1467-1508 A.D. )

to Maharaj Kulachandra ( 1890-91 A.D. ). We
proceed to determine the arithmetic mean ofruling period of follows.

We propose two sets namely ‘Set A’ and ‘Set B’. In Set A a

general average for the whole 36 kings is taken, while Set B the

whole 36 kings are divided into intervals of 10 kings and the average

of each set of 10 kings are recorded to examine the tendency of

the avmge.
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Id calcalating the average we take figures fbundiiithe

Cheitharol Kombaba.

Set A Total reigning period No. of kings Average

1. Kiyamba (1437.1608 A.D.) to

Eolaohaadra (1890.91 A.D.) 424 36 11.7

SetB

1. Ejyamba (1467.1608 A.D.) to
*

Khunjaoba (1662.1666 A D.) 199 10 19.9

2 Paikhomba (1666.1697 A.D.)

to Labanyaohandra ( 1797.

1801 A.D.

)

135 10 13.6

3. Madhnohandra ( 1801*1803

A.D. ) to Bhadra (1824.1825

A.D.) 24 10 2.4

4. Ghambhir Singh ( 1825*1834

A.D.) to Kolachandra (1890*

1891 A.D. ) 66 7 9.4

Set B indicates that there is a tendonoy of getting smaller in

the average value from Khunjaoba onwards and reaching lowest

near Bhadra. Again it shows a tendency of getting higher as it

moves from Bhadra to Kulachandra. The figures of Set B also

indicate that there are deviations from the general average.

EQstorical accounts show that the period from Eiyamba to

Khunjaoba is politically more stable than that of Madhuchandra to

Bhadra. In short we get a rough idea when there is peace and

tranquility there is the tendency of the average rulmg period to go

higher and vice versa.

Beginning from Pakhangba upto Ura Konthoubai as the

available historical accounts, there was general peace and tran*

quility. Therefore the average ruling period tends to go higher.

On the otherhand there were political turmoils from the period of

Ehongtekoha. Even there were periods without kings. So during

the period from Naothingkhong to Ningthoukhomba, there ti a
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lipdiil#7 of thA foling period tor move lower. However for

a rough eBtimate we take the average for this period to be of the

order of 10 years.

Taking into aooottnts of the historioal events we break up the

whole period from Naothingkhong to Ningthonkhomba into intervals

of 10 kings and prepare sets as follows*

Name of kings Beigning period No. of kings Average

1. Naothingkhong to Loiyumba 1 10 10"

2. Loitongba to Thangbi

Iianthaba ! 10 10-

3. Eongyangba to Ningthou

Khomba 1 7 10+

(1) For^aothingkhong :

We know the date of asoession of Kiyamba. He ascended the

throne in the year 1467 A.D. We deduct 27x10 i.e 270 years

from 1467 A. D. as there are 27 kings from Naothingkhong to

Ningthoukhomba We obtain the date as 1467—270 i.o 1 197 A D.

For possible errors let us expand the date by 20 years on either

sides and obtain a period from 1177 A.D. to 1217 A D. So Nao-

thingkhong must have ascended the throne on any date from

1177 A D to 1217 AD. As we have taken t he average of 10 a little

higher than it should have been, more it is likely that Naothing-

khong ascended the throne in the later part of the period Hence

we allot a provisional date of Naothingkhong to be about 1215 A.D.

(2) For Pakhangba :

Now we proceed for the date of Pakhangba. As discussed

earlier, the period from Pakhangba to Ura Eonthouba was a period

of peace and tranquility and the average would go higher them the

average of Set A. So let us allot a little higher than 20 years^ say,

21 years as the average ruling period and calculate as foUews.

Proin the date of Naothingkhong i.e. 1215 A.D. we deduct

10x21 years and obtain 1005 A.D. For possible erresrs let us ieStpand

the date by 26 years on either sides Md obtain a period from
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980 A. D. tolOSO A.D. SoPakbangba must have ascended the

tiunoae on any date within the period from 9S0 A. D. to 1030 A.D.

In thifi case we take the earlier period in order to make it as early

as possible, and say that Pakhangba ascended the throne at about

980 A, D.

Now we have found out two important dates in the history of

Manipur namely, (1) 980 A.D. as the date of Pakhangba and

(2) 1215 A.D. as the date of Naothingkhong. Oiir next step will

be the verification of these dates. So we propose to put these dates

to vigorous test for their chastity.

First we pick up 1216 A D. the date of Naothingkhong. The

Manipuri accounts refer that during his reign a Pong prince named

Samlungfa, the younger brother of Sukanpha the Pong king came

to Manipur after conquering Pasa and he stayed in Manipur for 10

years at Pong-Ingkhol. He loft along the source of the Iril river.

The event is recorded in Ohoitharol Kumbaba. For more details

it may be seen in the section on Samlungfa.

That, Naothingkhong married Ohingurombi the Mayang

princess. This event is found in a manuscript known as Ghingu^

rembi Khonghip a book dealing with the attendants of princess

Ghingurembi. She was a piincess of Basa who shifted to Lamang-

dong. More details may be seen in the section on Ghingurembi.

The Shan account refers that, Samlungfa the brother of the

king of Moong Mao who ascended tho tlirone in the year 1220 A.D.

gained several notable victories m Upper Assam where he defeated

the Chutiyas, as well as Arakan, Manipur and other countries.

Bengal accounts refer that, after the death of Lakshmana

Sena in 1205 A.D., he was succeeded by his son Viswarupa Sena

and reigned for 14 years. He had possibly two sous namely Surya

Sena and Purusatoma Sena. The whereabouts of these two princes

seem to have been lost emd the throne was succeeded by their uncle

Kesaba Sena. The two princes probably left Vikrampura the new

Sena capital at about 1219 A.D. and arrived at Basa. More details

may be seen in the section on Bangal.
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The 4ate$of Saxelungfaof the Shan account are in good

chronological oxder» and the date of Lakshmana Sena is also

dependable. Hence we finally conclude that the date of Haothing-

khong as 1215 A.D. is fairly accurate.

At the moment we are not in a position to take up cross

references in respect of the date of Pakhangba with outside sources.

Hence we are to rely mainly on literary sources of Manipur. For

the moment we take the date of Pakhangba as c. 980 A.D. and it

will be seen in subsequent sections that the date is fairly accurate.
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Let U8 try to construct a tentative date chart beginning from

Poireiton to Ningthoukhomba. To determine mathematically the

longevity of a single individual is an absurd thing However

mathematics can guide us in determining a cumulative chain of

several individuals which can be utilised in our project At the first

stagOi let us begin by alloting a comparatively long span of life of

Pakhangba considering his activities and importance associated

with him. No doubt there are instances in history where a king

reigned for a very short period but full of eventful days and on the

other hand there are also kings who reigned for a very long period

without a single eventful day.

There is indication that a period of about 200 years beginning

from Pakhangba to Urakonthouba was politically stable. There

was less bloodshed ior throne unlike later days. On the whole the

said period may be treated aa calm period. Therefore the reigning

periods found in this period may be high Ura Konthouba died at

about 1215 A.D. This date is fairly reasonable as seen from the

section on the date of Naothingkhong. So the period from 980 A.D.

to 1216 A.D is divided into 10 spells of ruling periods in such a

way that variations have been incorporated taking into historical

accounts available.

From 1215 A.D. to 1467 A.D i.e. the period from Naothing-

khong to the beginning of Kiyamba is a period of 262 years in

which we have to accomodate 27 kings as found in Cheitharol

Kumbaba So the average ruling period is of about 9 years. It

shows that some of the kings ruled for a very short period. Ruling

for a very short period is often associated with (1) a sequence of

very long ruling period of the predecessor, (2) an immature death

of the ruler, (3) a succession of the throne by the younger brother,

(4) clashes for throne and chaos. The period under consideration

may be attributed to all the above causes. It is seen in Cheitharol
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Kumbaba that after the death of Khongtekcha the throne remained

vacant for a period of 3 3 years. The accuracy of that 11 years

oaniiot be confirmed. However for the present we take it without

any modification. After that interregnum Keirencha succeeded to

the throne. We do not know the relationship between Ehongtekcha

and Keirencha. It is very likely that immediately after the death

of Ehongtekcha there was a clash for the throne or something of

the kind

If we assume aU the successors were the sons of the predecessors

and proceed to construe! the datings we get absurd results.

Therefore we have to assume that there were some brothers who

ruled successively. Such Instances are also found in Cheitharol

Kumbaba in the later period m serial number 51,52,53 and 54

beginning from Pakhangba as the first serial number. They were

sons of Oarib Niwaz But we are at a loss to find out who were

the brothers and how many spells were there in this set of 27 kings

under our consideration Most of our records keep mum and those

found are also incoherent. As a guide we also allot longer ruling

periods for those kings who are found having longer rulmg periods

in Cheitharol Kumbaba.

In the authentic part of the chronology of Cheitharol Kumbaba
we find that Chalamba succeeded Tangjamba in 1545 A.D. But on

further examination of other rei ords it is found that Chalamba was

neither the son nor the brother of Tangjamba who died at a tender

age of 29years only. Chalamba was a remote relative of Tangjamba.

The relationship is not written in either of the texts Cheitharol

Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambuba. According to Sagei Salairol

published by the State Kala Academi, both of them are found to

be tho descendants of Thangbi Lanthaba, through his wife Yoiren

Tompokpi the famous Moirang princess born by the younger brother

of the Moirang king Chingkhu Telheiba, from whose life sketch the

famous historical novel Moirang Thoibt developed. Details may
be seen in the section on Khamba-Thoibi.

The date of Poireiton is estimated to about 810 A.D« More

details are discussed m the section on Poireiton and it is not
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discu^d bote. ’Wlibln tbe period ft6m $10 A.D. to &S0 A.D. i.e,

from Poireitoii to the last date of LuTrang Pun&liiba there are 5

Icings as found in the Sagei Salairol mentiom^4 above. We therefore

allot ruling periods in the way as discussed above.

Thus a chart of tentative dates beginning firom 810 A,D. to

1467 A.D. is constructed as follows.

TENTATIVE DATES

1. Poireiton '

... 810-S50 A.D.

2. Tabung 830-890 » »

8. Pangininaba ... 890-905 >*

4. Khunthiha ... 905-930

a. Luwang Puiisbiba ... 930-980 it

3. Pakhangba 980-1020 91

2 Khuiyoi Tonipok 1020-1055 99

3. Taothiiigmaug ... 1055-1075 It

4. Khui Ningomba ... 1075-1C92 99

5. Pengshiba ... 1092-1115 99

6. Kaokhangba ... 1115-1133 99

7. Naokhamba ... 1133-1110 >9

8. Naophangba 1140-1171 99

9. Sameiraiig ... 1171-1190 tf

30. Ura Konthouba ... 1190-1215 99

11. Naothingkhoiig ... 1215-1260 99

12. Khongtekcha ... 1250-1260 >»

33. Koirciicha^ ... 1271-1276

14. Yarba ... 1276-1278 99

15. Ayangba ... 1278-1281 99

36. Ningthoucheng ... 1281-1290 99

17. Chenglci Ipan Lanthaba ... 1290-1294 tt

18. Yanglou Keipliaba ... 1294-1296 99

19. Irengba ... 1296-1310 99

Lolyumba 1310-1S36 99

1. King who sttccoodcd after iiifeerregnum.
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21. Wtonglm 1336-1346 A.A
22. Aton TojremlMi • •• 1346-1347

23. Iwaatiuba 1347-1383
9i

24. Thawaathafta • •• 1383-1356
it

25. Ohingthang Iisntiiab» a«e 1366-1358 $i

26. Thingbai 9helholigb» 1358-1360 ti

27. Ponuitfaaba 1360^362 n
28. Khninombn 1362-1370 it

29. Hoinmba 1370-1381
it

30. Thangbi Luithaba 1381-1391 ft

31. Kongyamba ge« 1391-1398 it

32. TettMiba 0 » • 1398-1401 ti

33. Tcnaba mm* 1401-1403 it

34. Tabongba 1403-1415 it

35 Lairenba • •• 1415-1419 ft

36 Punebiba* m 0» 1424-1437 fi

37. Ningtboabhoinba ... 1437-1467 if

[ The dates from Kiyamba on^ afds ate in good chomological orders

The datea givenagainst them are

Kornbaba. ]

those recorded in Cheitharol

Kiyambai • • • 1467-1608 ff

39. Koiremba 1608-1612 if

40. Lam Kiyamba ••• 1>12-1623 ft

41. Nbngyinphaba 1623-1624 if

42. Kunbomba 1624-1642 ft

43. Tangjamba 1642.1545 f1

44. Challamba ••p 1646-1562 if

46. Mongyangbs 9*0 1662-1697 ft

46. E3iageiiA>a mmm 1597-1662 it

47. Kbunjaoba aae 1662-1666 fi

48. FaQdMBiba mmm 1666-1697 it

49. ^MfarairoDgbtf 0*9 1697-1709 it

60 ynaAeilm (Garib Nivrax) 9^ 1709-1748 ti

King who MWOMded nitM iMerregnuin.



TBS ooNaTROcnoN orrmnms dates «

Chit Shah 1748-1752 A.D.

52. Bharat dhah 1752-1768 $9

53. !l!ifaramba 1763-1759 »»

^<54^.4?hingthangkhomba (Jaisingh) 1756-1762

55. Matamba 1762-1768

56. ChiogUuuigkliomba (Jftisitagh) •kti 1763-1798 f>

57. Lahanyaohandra • h* 1T98-1801 Ik

&8. Madhiiahaiidra 1801-1808 II

69. Chourjit
j

«*« 1803-1813 Ik

60. Marjit / 1813-1819 »»

61. Heraohandra •—

62. Yumjaotaba

63. Ghambhir/ Puppet rulera
^

64. Jaising under the Burmeie
65. Jadusing oontrol.

66. Ragbab

67. Bhadfa —

i*-
Ghamb^ir Singh ' 1825-1834 V_-,v

^9. Chandrakirti (Ningthcm Pisbak) 1834-1844 1

70. Nara Singh • mm 1844-1860
»»

71. Debandra^ mmrn 1850-1850
72^ nhandrAkirti

73. Surohandra

v*.

• •• 1886-1890
74. Kulaobandra 1890-1891

>.l

1. f«igii6>d iit iom tiirde ttontlii.



THE MIGRATION IN GENERAL

Antliropologists divide human races inhabiting tliis planet into

three major groups. Some anthropologists, however, divide them
into four groups. They are the CaucaHoid, Mongoloid, Negroid

and Australoid. Tliey further say that the human habitation

started in three major zones of the earth. The> ^ere northern

China, Central Asia and rentr«il Africa.

According to them, population from the above stated aieas

started migration from one settlement to another since prehistoi ic

days. The Australoid population of Malaya p^uiinsula moved along

the coast of Cambodia, Burma and as far as Bellt^ll, and came to

Central and South India. The Australoid i)(>pulatiou of India 'wa**

thus originated. Those groups of people weie found to have
inhabited the coastal lines of Bengal, Buima, Central and South

India in the old days. However some anthropologists like Sirkar,

Mazumdar etc. consider the Indian A<utialoid aiitf>chlhoues of

India. Whatever the firiginal hom.dand be, the AustraloKl populn-

tiou inhabited the above stated areas .sineo pie-historic dajs liesnlcs

the Dravidliiis Theieforethc base stratum (>f the Indian population

was Drnvidoid, Australoid and adniixtuie of both.

J he population inhabiting Burma, China, and Tibet including
the sub-ilmialayan rogioiiH was almost all Mongoloid origin

Different Mongoloid tribes mixt'd each other producing a mixed
tiibe aW) belonged to the same Mongoloid race, and it will

be seen in 8ubscc|iicnt parts. The mixing of difierent Mongoloid
tribes continued as late as the last century A. 1).

The nature of pcojde inhabiting the North-Eastern part of
India is somewhat differ< nt from the rest of the country i e. India
It is to be looked along with Southern and South-eastern Tiliet,

Burma, China and South-East Asia. The sub-Himalayan region as

stated above was a a irgin land. People living in these areas were
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all migrated fi^om one place or the other. The Mongoloid population

f^om the eastern and sonthem Tibet particularly the sub-Himalayan

regions came to India by successive waves from about the second

millciiium B 0. They began to inhabit the foot hills of the

Himalayas, the Gangetic plains of Bihar and northern Bengal and

the Punjab plains. The precise route of their coming to India is

not known but belie ^red to be through the valley of the branches of

the Kosi river in eastern Nepal, and along the course of the Indus

river These Himalayan or noo^Tibetan tribes established a Mongoloid

empire in the above stated areas before the coming of the Aryans.

But no conoreate historical record of the existence of this Mongoloid

empire is available till the coming of the Aryans The Aryans

recorded conflicts with these Mongoloid tribes. The name of king-

doms like Agra, Banga, Kaliiigai etl^ are believed to have originated

Irom the name or the dialect of these Himalayan tribes. The

oiigmal names of these kingdoms were most probably in their

dialect Nga, Pa-Nga, KaH-Nga resjioctively. The Mongoloid word

>iga ( ^St/TT )
w usually iironounced by the Aryans Anga ( sif/sHT )•

In a similar manner Pa-Nga (^vSV^r) and Kali-Nga (

are pronounced as Banga { )' and Kalinga ( )

respeotn ely In the first millemum B C several kingdoms like

I Hi N N riioudhury oonneot^ the origtn of Banga with the Tibetan word

t ons moaning mars.hy or moist Jnanendia Mohan Das connocts it with

Saiitali bonga, a spirit This is perhaps from the \iew that the Sakitali

people aio supposed to be the earliest mhabitants of Bengal, B Kakati

links it with Austiic formations like bong, le bong, nambong, boang etc

in vhich bong has a reforonto to some sort of physical depres-ion or cavity

and further feels that the word may be looked upon as depressed or

waterlogged condition of the region ‘bong* means a natural spring or a

channel ui a cultivated field m Assamese He also further connects Anga

and Kalinga with Ausiric foxmations like ang meaning to gape and kling

oi Uong respectively,

In my opinion the earliest inliabitants of these regions were the

Himrlayan Mongoloids who were tall, fair or yellowist oomple&ioned and

brae ycophalic Mongoloids bofore the wave of Dravidoids Negraitos,

Ausiio A'liatics and other Tibeto Buxmans These Himalayan tribes
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KapUaTastU) Khosala, etc were found to have been ruled by the

Sakyas belonging to these Himalayan tribes whose earlier home

appear to have spread from Kabul, Kondaliar all along the foot hiUs of the

Himalayas to Bihar and Orissa All those Himalayan tribes are bo1ie\ ed to
be the Sakvas and their cognate tiiben The dialect of these Himalayan
tribes got mixed with the dialect ot the im oining Aryans with the for

mation of the new speech called the Vedic language Thus the Vodio

language is therefore a mixed language of the new Aryans and the

Himalayan Mongoloids He ice wirds Mongmg to these Himalayan
Mongoloids do not reprosont a fo-oign m Sinskrit and appear to be

Sanskrit root n Olds lu later period In Jam traditions it ii» stated that

the inhabitants of Ladba (Waste n Bengal) wore barbarous and omul,

people commanded their dogs with the oommand woid ^chrhliu to

bite at Mahaxir Jain when the leitei passed tluougn that count 5

oh chhu IS a word of the Himalayan Mongoloid end not of Austtic fo ma
tion The Negraitos and Austro \Biatu jcojlo sum toha\o come to

these regions m the closing part of the tusi iTiillenium I ifo'‘e Christ and

beginning of the Christian on, pethap 3 after the DiavidoidR W hr nail

the dialects became mixed waves of people of Irido A.r^auor ratlu 1

Mongolo Aryon speech arrived, the earlioi people adopti d tl c nun spetu h

with words of the eailier dialects and in the 10th and 11th cmlu y \ D
vernaculaTS began to develop bo when m e examine Simslviit ond otl ei

Xtido Aryan languages we can deter t woids of Austro V latu oiigin iiom

the fact that the speech of this group of people are still spoken m some

parts of the world but 1 ot wUh the woids of the llimahivcn Mongoloids

whith became inroiispi nous and moioover the r( \kciH of thot Himalayan

Mongoloids have lost thoir iiidepondont identjt\ These Himalayan trilies

who moved towards the north became Tibetans, those in the Oangutir

plams became Tndo Aryans and those w ho mov od towai ds tl e east in

Burma and elsewhere got mixed with other Abiatu, Tui and other

Tiboto Bu mans and became sub Mongrdoid races Thus the e is no

sample of that Himalayan Mongoloid words under oui (onsidoration

except few scattered words horo and thoie Of the scattered woids ^ome oi

them are found m obsolete Mantpuri and possibly m the dialects of

Tangkhul and Ao in eastern region The presonc e of arc haic Vedu w 01 d'*

in obsolete Mampuii has given serious speculations among the scholais

DiXTerent theoues have been postulated as to how such old and obsolete

Sansktit woidi are found m obsolete Manipuri One inherent defect is

that most of theoai!> scholars had afum conviction that Sanskrit was

the supreme language and from whiuh others language boriowed Thus

th$y fiimlj believe that at a periodm pre histone da> s long bofoie

Christ Aryans must have passed through thio \ allev The Aiv an ch tnents
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was at SjJcya in Southern Tibet. The name Scikya itaelf is an

Aryanised form of the Chahhha. The Safcyas vho settled in India

among the Meitois and Tangkhula as; obflorved by tho Britiah soholara i«

claimed were tho products oi these Aryan wav es

Tn Manipur accounts hko Poireiton Kunthok wo find words like

Pa-mi and Nu ma moaning boy and girl respectivoly said to be of

Chakkhan
(
Sakiyan

)
origin The wofd Pa>ma and Pa nga aro iii similar

formations Home it is most probable that tho word Banga is donved

from the Himalayan Moncfoloid woid Pa nga. Moreover the maximum
Austne impact may be attubuted to about the )0ih century A D

See elso B K Ba«iia A lullural history of Assam, Vol 1, page 236

and Histoijr of Boiigal, Vol 1 edited by R 0 Ma7nmdar, pago-36

There has been «u<h spoiulatione about the dispersal of aracoof

people suppohod to be the Alpine race into the Indian sub < cntinoiit

befoio tho advent of the Vedic Aryans Some w holars fool them to be

the Aryans more oi less allied to the Iranians, but Vedic hteiatuie speaks

of them to bo tho Vi at yas Bofoie theu entry into tho Indian subcon-

tinent thc> are bupposcd to have inliabitod in tlio Pamir plateau and from

Mhoro the> dHpoisod to^iaids the Indian sub < outment b> two stioams,

one to the Punjab plums and the other towards the Himalayas end

settled iioai tho Muna^arai ar lake “The Nagars ahsociated with the wor-

ship of Hataka Siva aio said to have lived onginally neai the Manasa lake

io tho oast of Kaugra and Kasmira and then migrated to Nagaikot and

westward to Kasmua and spiead subsequently over othor parts ot India

This view IS supiuirtcd by other wnteis” (bee P ( Choudhuii History

, of civilisation of Assam, page 106 107 )

The Punjab «ili 0 xm f ibliehod the < itie« of 'VTohomod no and Ifa-

ia])pa aftoi mi\mg with the eatlioi inhabit mti possibly the Pic l>ravidouls

b(»ioio the aaival of the Aryans fiomthe north-west. The ox< avations

of Mohenjorlaro and Jlatappi do not bow Ih i pi esei ce of \iyam, but

the skulls will h are of Mongoloid stature aie found So, this Alpine rate

tint ent or od India bofo o tho Vt du Aiyuns were mither pure Aiyannoi

pure Mongiiloid, howoier theio js no impossibility of thou mixing in then

piimeval home. This lace of peoplo weie later represented by the (%ak-

khas ( ikv as) and their major cognato tribes and clans like Yakkha,

Yu-clmkkha, Yu chi Yueh-chi etc clans like Kali (Kalita), Hoiuett,

sub-clans lixe Pa, Ma, Sn, Nga (Anga), Lei, liou, Khu etc and thoir

mixod hub clans like Pa-Nga (Banga), Mora-Nga (Moxanga), Su nga

(Simga), Kali Nga (Kalinga) eio It seems from these mixed sub-clan

foi mationa that 4i.4sameso and and Ori^ a speech foimations should have
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got mixed with the Aryans, while those who continued to live in

the fub-Himalayas remained as Mongoloid. Some Sakiyan kings

more Bimilaritiea than that of the B<)ngalt severally since Kali (Kalita)

IS the Indo Aryan speech progenitor of Assam where as Oriya is the

mixture of Kah (Kalita) and Nga (Anga) For more details of Kalita se^

the section on Pie Aryan Mongoloid and their culture There is lack of

scientiUo evidences for the dispersal of this race of people to JJuropean

continent as far as Norway and Germany and the Indian sub coniint^nt

except literary sources of which the Manipur i accounts which have so fai

been twisted with myths and remained um eiled to this date ma'i bo

mentioned The Mampun accounts too do not mention their primexal

home but some basic woids of the Chakkhas as rec orded in the Mampun
accounts are also found in the old dialects of the people of the above

mentioned areas We find m Manipuu accounts words of ChakUhan

origins which are now in most cases obsolete like i chuma (my friend),

ohitma (oalt), naowa (voung or new), from which the Sanskrit woid nava

derived The Old Anglo *^ezon word for it is neowa i ^u^a (m3 lord

younger , from which the Sanskiit word yuva doruod) The Chakkhan
suffix ton IS equivalent to the Sanskiit suffix tan and English suffix ton

More details may be seen in the section on Meiteilon 01 Mampun
language and on Pre Ar3 an Mongoloids and their culture

As we have no name ot this race of people when tlie> mliabited m
the Himalayas and Bub-Himala> as they aie teimed as the Himala3au

Mongoloid’ and this name is used through out this book

Pa of Pa Nga (Banga) seems to be cognate tribe of the Bo lo The

original name of the Bodo is Ma, tlie details ma> be seen in the se tio i

onMsyang These tubes m itb mono S3 liable nsmes were of sub Hima-

lavan tribes Besides Pa and we also get names like 8u, Loi, Khu etc.

The primeval home of the Bodos is supposed to the I pp er Howang
Ho, from where they moved toviaids the '^outh west and setlied in the

south-eastein Himalayas before entering into the Indian teiiitory Theie

lb a tendency of most of the migiating tribes pushmg in the foiwaid

direction but not letreatmg tbeir old route or habitation The Bodos

fxom the southern Himalayas moved to the river valleys of the Biahma-

putra river in the dosing part of the 8th lentviry A.H., as far as Koch
Behar and Gaio hills to the west, and as far ta Cachar and Tnpura to

the south V cat. The Bodos mus t have arrived m the southern Hima-

layas or were in that region after the birth of Lhasa in the 7th

century A I>. The Tibetans called the southern Himalayas Bod qi Pot

meaiung land of the snows and whence the name of Podo denv od. The
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migrated to Burma in the second oontury B.C.^ and established a

kingdom at a place which is now known as Kabow valley proper in

the upper Chindwin valley. Thus the political nucleus of the

ancient kingdon^ of Manipur came into existence for the first time

in human history. More details may be seen in subsequent sootions.

A linguistic group of the Caucasoid race, known as Aryan,

migrated to India at about the middle of the second millenium

before Christ. It may be noted that different scholars give different

dates of the arrival of the Aryans The Aryans first settled in the

Punjab plains and then in the upper Gangetic plains and establi-

‘"lied the coiintiy called Ar^/aharta by absorbing the earlier settlers.

Later they (expanded their kingdom mainly down the Gangetic

plains upto Bengal and Orissa Tn expanding their territory they

had conflicts u ith the earlier settlers The Aryans not only

expanded their territory but also expanded their cultural influence

t(» other non-Aryan tiibes The process of expansion both culturally

and politically is known as Aryanisatioii The legends of the epic

Mafiabhaiatd give a wide coverage on Aryatiisation

Jii the process of Aiyaiiisatioii, the Aryans manied non-Aryan

wives Thus not only cullm ally but also ethnically the earlier

tuue of tljoir arrival in tho sub Himalayan region is bobovod to be m
the i^arly (‘liiistion era It may bi^ noted that thou i<ooming]y cognate

tdhoPu irrnod ii tlio Indian plains bvudifCoient route much earlier

than tho Bodo. Tho Mon too are supposed to be akm to Bodo, whose

anrostial bomt* waa also tho Pppei Howang Ho and probably the next

immigrants arming tho eastern Himalayas by about the 6th centuiy A.D.

Some Mens who moved os far south as Tliaton m lower Burma and flettlod

tlioio from about the 2nd oonturv A.H. People of Mon origin who act tied

in the tenth eaatiin lower ITimalayas wei< referred to a« Mon pa by the

Tibetans m the 7th and 8th centuiy A.H, In these areas some of these

people of Mon oiigin got mixed wuth tho Himalayan Mongoloids arriving

fiom the western Himalayas resulting in the mixed tribes liko Ma Hou,
Ma Ngang, Khii-Man. Fa-Nga etc wheie Hoii^ Ngang, Khu, Nga ate

Himalayan Mongoloids. Man are of Mon origin and Ma the oiigiiial name
of Bodo Henee Pa-Nga is a mixed stor k of a i ognate tribe of Bodo

and Nga.

2. In the Burmese chrohicle, Glass Palace Cluronicle, the date is given as

923 B C. which is much exaggerated.
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flettlerB became mixed with the Aryans. Even the grandmother of

Krishna the Jadava is described to be a woman belonging to a

Mongoloid race, Satyabati the second queen of Shanfca-nu and the

grandmother of the Pandavas and the Kouravas, was possibly a

Dravidian or an Australoid. Shanta-nu himself could have been a

Mongoloid prince given the Kshetriya status in course of Aryanisa-

tion. King Jarasandha was also possibly a Mongoloid king who

had alliance with different Mongoloid princes. The epic depicts the

Mongoloid kings to be very cruel possibly from the Aryan angle.

Saharsarjuna a non-Aryan prince is described to have butchered

several Aryan. He did not sj)are even the ascetics who renounced

the world. It is said that he had severely beaten an Aryan ascetic

named Parasar Muni. Asa result of it one leg of the Muni was

broken. The injured Muni was picked tip by Mntsyagandlia and her

parents who lived in a river island. Tlu^y attended the Muni where

he recovered. While in the hotis* of Mntsyagandha the Muni

co-habited with her. She bore a child to the Muni whom they gave

the name Vyasa, who was the author of the Mahabharata Tht»

Muni left them and after Son e time Matsyagandha got married to

king Shanta-nii, a divorcee, and assumed the name Satyabati. It is

quite clear from the above text the social taboos of marriage and

bridebood as found in the later period did not exist in the earlier

period of Aryanisation Gradually tlw* Aryans at a later period

began to look down uj)on the other tribes as inferior race when

Aryanisation of principal Mongoloid kingdoms was completed. They

branded the non-Aryan tiilics as Sudras the lowest caste or stratum

of human species. The Sudia princes of high calibre wore however

raised to the status of the upgraded Kshetriyas. The four-tier

system of caste has been operating for more than two thousand

y^ars in the Aryanised society wliich later became known as the

Hindu society.

In course of time all petty kingdoms of other tribes fell into

the hands of the Aryans and consequently the whole of northern

India became Aryanised. It is claimed that Aryanisation of Bengal

waa completed by about 400 A.D. The wave of Aryaaieation came
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upto Kamarupa ia Assam. A dynasty in Kamarups was establiUbed

at about 400 A.D. by Posyavraman,* an Aryanisod Mbogoteid. It

appea» the wave did not farther penetrate into Upper Assam. The

.wave of Aryaniaation of Bengal also did not move farther east to

the Surma valley. However the Arya JJkarma i.e. the Aryan religion

penetrated. Thus it is seen that the highest oonceutration of

Aryan elements are in the Punjab and Upper Gangetic plains and

with diminishing quantam towards Bihar, Bengal and Orissa.

According to H. Riscly, the population of Bengal is an admixture

of Dravidoid and Mongoloid with stains of Indo-Ar3’'an. However

Risely’s view is not accepted by bomo scholars.

The trilH'H lik<* the Bodos arc believed to be an eastern

Himalayan Til)oto-Burman tribe who migrated towards the

south-west in the Brahmaputra valley. The precise time of tlieir

coming to the Brahmaputra valley is not known, but believed to

b© at about the 8th century A.D. Of these Mongoloid tribes tlio

Koch a elan of the Bodos got juixed with tin* oceauie olomeiits from

Indian plains. TJic Fiodos w'^ero fouiui in Upper Assam near

Sibasagar till the eoining of tlie Pongs { Mau Rhans
)
in the early

13th century A.F). The Bodos in Ujjpor Assam got possibly mixed

wdth some Austro-Asiatic clementfl w'ho entered India in tl»e IQth

or J 1th century A.D. They were gradually pushe<l wesiVTard by

the Man Shans and they finally settled in tlie North fJaehar hills

and Cachar where these group of Bodos became known as Kacharis.

The Bodos who farther moved towards tlie south to Tripura at the

beginning of the 16th century A.D. became known as Tripuris.

The Khasi-Jayanti3»'a tribes are found to their jiresent habitat

in Meghalaya in the 16th century A.D, Before coming to their

present habitat, they were inhabitants of Cambodia now called

Thailand. They belonged to the Funaii-Mon-Khmor tribes. They

fled towards north-west from their homeland and settled on the

western part of present Manipur in the 11th century A.D. They

3. P.C. Ohoudhtiry : History of (civilization of A«Ham, pttgii-133 and see

also Gait's Hiatory of Assam.
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continiaed to ntay m that area for more than three centuries till

they were subjected under pressure from other tribes particularly

Tibeto-Buimans They were gradually forced to move north-west

at North-Cdchar hills and further subjected under the pressure of

the Bodott who were latei known Karhaiis to move to the west

Thus the Klwsj-Ja>dntiva tribes moved to their present habitat m
Meghalaya Moie details may be seen in the section on Funan,

Maring, Mon Khmer

Th< Punans belonged to a gioop of Australoids coming from

the East-lndirs The precise time o1 then et)m)ng to Cambo<lia is

not known but they were found there i e m (^ambodia in the

Ist century AI> Mons and its cognalt tribe Maimgs btloiigcd to

the Asiatic tribes whose anccstial home was m the Howang-Ho

vallo> They migrated towards the south along the Silwen liver

and settled in the coastal areas of Buima Mons are belies ed to

be the Hist immigrants arriving Burma. They are belies ed to have

occupied that area be f( le the foimation e>f the Chinese natjonalitv

The Khmeis aic .Iso believed to be of A'-nfic who migrated to

Cambodia in pio histone da^^s The Fiuiau kingdom of Cambodia

in the 1st century A.l) is said to have expanded to tlu» west to the

eoastai areas e»l Buiin<i and as fai as Ba> of Btuigal

In eai ly Clnisiian Era, Northern Bmma and South eastern

Tiliet was an trea inhibited by tubes td libetanongin and tubes

of the tineient Tuu tale of Soutliem { hina The Tern state was

latcT known as the K air n St ite because <»f the ‘^uptiniKi of the

Karons* In the state ed Ttiu theie weif dilieient tubes of Asiaiu

ongin like King, Kang Keing, Kon, Kaeluii, Kaien, Kupow, e tc.

hcsiflcH tribes of Tai eujgin. One ed the mod important eUments

of the state of Kai on was the Pang* a Tai tribe Ihe Mampur
account Poiieiton Knnthok mentions this tube It is said that

King Thongaitn was invited to become king in the land of Tai Pang
where the TauPang mi meamng ‘Tai-Pang people’ inhabited Pang

4 Dr (^goi « The Tai and the Tae kingdoms, page 27

5 ibid, page-26.
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is also called Pan-hu according to the name of their founder

Pan-hu. The Pangs themselves called Ngiio or Yao meaning

powerful. Originally the Pangs were the ruling race of the state of

Ch’u the rival stato of Ch’in before the formation of tho Chinese

nationality. The most mixed tribes inhabited th(‘ above stated

areas. All these mixed tribes were put under one eatagory known

as Tibeto-Burman. Those tribes who were more Asiatic than tho

Tibetans or the Hinialayans, are classic Tibeto-Bumians, While

those tribes who ar(> more Tibetan or Himalayan may be called

neo-Tibetans. On Ihc other hand tlu»se tribes who are more of

Tai than Tibetan or Asiatic may be grouped as neo-Burmese and

Slian-Barma in specific oases. I’he dialect of these tribes arc known

as Tibcto-Burnian of the Siuo-Tibetan language family. The

Tibcto-Burman language became fully eharacteiiscd at about the

7th century It may bo mentioned here that tho ancestral

home of tho Tibetans was on the upper reaches of tJu* Howang-Ho

or Yellow river of China liom where they moved westward and

settled in Tib<4. The precise (inie of tJieu arrival in Tibet is not

known. Kactilly there is Tuikisli elenu^nt in th<‘ Tibc^taii.’^

Besidc‘s these Tibeto-Biuinans 1hcr<» w\Th anolhor tribe known
as Pyu who occupied central Burma to the south-east of Kabow
valley. It is not definitely known w hethor the Pyu tribe was a

Tibetan (»r Tiboto-Burmaii or an> other sub-Himalayan tribe who

came through India. Dilfcrcnt scholars give dififerent views and

opinions. ]Towc\ er it is moie likely that tho Pyu was a sub-Hima-

layan tiibe who eaino to Burma at a peiiod of about 200 B.C. to

250 A.D. tlirough Arakan.

The (’lime^e called Tai ‘barbarians’.* 'Hiere are scores of Tai

tribes or names. Of the Tai tribes NgaiLao, SheiiLao, Loi, Lai,

Khunjan, Nung or Limgjen etc. are of importance in the history of

Manipur. Tlie impact of NgaiLao racially or culturally or both on

the people of Manipur is great. The NgaiLao legend of Temou

6. ill. S.K. Oialerjee : Histoiy of Bengali language, Val. 1.

7. Dr. Gogol : The Tai and the Tai kingdomB, page-28.

8. ibid., page-37.
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hft^ing nine sons, each beconanf? progenitors of different tribes is

also seen in the Manipur legends of king Kang-ba having nine

sons,* each becoming progenitors of different tribes The period

of this Hgail^ legend is estimated to be not earlier than the

coming of Buddhism. Besides Manipmi words and names like

Tom-choUi Samu-ngou, Ta-chou I-mou etc wc find in NgaiLao

names like Tong-chou, Sang-ngou, I-chou, I-mou, To-mou etc. The

title Ko-lo*feng* ® a Chinese corrupt form of Khun-Luwang-Fung

meaning 'Lord Luwang the Glorious’ adopted by the NgaiLao is

albo found to have been used by the descendants of Poireiton

beginning irom his fourth descendant Luwang Punshibn. He was

also called Luwang Ningthou Punshiba meaning ‘Lord Luwang

the Longlivod’. The title Luwang is perhaps borrowed by the Tai

from the Sakya. More details may be seen in subsequent sections

ITie migration and cross movement i>f Tai population is a vast

topic but moat of the Tai tribes moved towards the south from

their ancestral home which is believed to be the valley of the

IIowang-Ho and settled in tlie fndo-China peninsula and Yun-n,iu

T’he major movement of the Tai fetaited from the Hrd century B C

when the Chineae PlmfK'ror Shih-Waiig-Shi (2111-210 13.0

uxirootetl ami expelled them. The western part of Yun-nan is

believed to have been occupied mamly by the Chinese and other

Asiatic tril>es like Chin, Karen etc. before being dispersed to other

pnits, I’hebe mixed tribes which included some Tai elements

possibly were eaUed Khe by the Shans, and Keko the Manipuris.

Those Khe or Keke ( Kege in modern pronunciation ) moved

probably in the later part of the 8th century A,D. to the ancient

Kingdom ot Manipur and settledfin the area now knor^n as Kabow

Valley proper and became the subjects of the Moriya kings there.

More details may be seen in the section on Kege, Senbi-Kabow.

9, Th« name ot tho uino son» of Temou aie, (1) Tai Vai. (2) TiUetan, («))

Ohmese, (4) Man, (5) Ngai Lao, (6) Cylpnese, (7) AnnamUo, (8) Pai-t«u,

(9) Pai Yi. See also The Tai and tlie Tai kingdoms : Df. Gogol.

10. I>r, Gogol : The Tai and the Tai kingdoms, page-S4.

U. ibid., page 37,
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In Yutt-nan the Tai flouriahed and in the 8th oentury A^D.

the Nan CShao empire developed. The home of the Tibeto-Burmana

as discussed above was politically calm before the attack of Eo4o*

feng the Nan Chao king who ascended the throne in the year

748 A.D. Ko-lo-feag defeated the Tibetan forces by promoting

friendship with China who was a foe of the Tibetans by that period.

However a disagreement soon ensued between Nan Chao atid China.

Then a clash followed in which Ko-lo-feng killed several Chinese.

Sensing a danger Ko4o*feng sought peace and friendship with

Tibet at a time when the Tibetans were preparing to revenge the

Chinese for i he humiliation they suffered in the hands of the latter

in the year 747 A.D Tibet accepted the proposal and became

friends with the Nan Chao empire. The Chinese took a persuasive

policy towards Nan Chao in order to bring Kodo-ieng under their

heels Til the meantime Ko-lo-feng expanded his territory by

eoiKpieriug diflereiit countries including Pyu the next door neigh-

boui ot the ancient kingdmn of Manipur But Ko-lo-feng never

entoK'd or eouqured any pait of the ancient kingdom ofMauipui

inclufUiig Jinpluil Valley «s some historians like Mr W. Shaw^*

who based his de<luctioiis on the forged dates of tlu^ Manipur

chronicle, Oheithaiol Kumbaha, said Mauipui was conquered by

the Thai and Dr Cogoi who based on Mr. W. Shaw believed

Manipni was defeated by Ko-l(»-feng. He ptissibly penetrated upt<»

Kamai ujid in Assam through some eastern parts of As^aro The

appeasing iioliey of the Chinese luiving being failed, the Chinese sent

a strong foiee to crush Ko-lo-feng, but they got one of tlio wor*-t

reverses. When Ko-lo-feng died in the year 778 A. D ho was

succeeded by his grandson T-mou-shun. With a combined force of

Tibet and Nan Chao, I-mou-shnn invaded the Chinese territory but

he was repulsed. I-mou-shun started negotiation for peace and

friendship on the advice of a wise minister for the security of his

kingdom. Tibet was not happy and tried to dissuade I-mou-shuii

from the course but failed. The policy of I*mou-shun aroused

V> ibid., page '67 fool note.
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great suapicion in the minde of the Tibetans and soon they came

into blows. The Tibetans started waging war against Nan Chao in

the year 795 A.D, Since then there had been protracted war

between Tibet and Nan Chao In this war I-mou-shnn took sixteen

Tibetan cities into possession Sometimo in the beginning of the

9th century A.D. the Tibetan forces were very badly defeated It

is said that several thousand hands of the Til)etanB were cut'*.

I-tnou-shun also captured five Tibetan princes and sent them tolm-

jH^rial China as prisioners I-mou-shun died in the yeai 809 A D This

was the ]»oliticnl r ondition at the beginning of th( 9th century A.D

in the home of tlie Tibeto-Bunnans.

Among the sixteen cities occupied by l-moii-slnm, Putao in

nortbern Burma was also mduded Pi if >r to its capture b} Nan

Chao it was ruled bv the Tibetan princeb Tutao is a plain district

ofKamtMong This area waseuiiiei undei the lule of Tibetan

Princes but later oo( upied by the Shans Thm change might have

been one of the itfcctsf^f Ko lo-teiig's victoiy over the Tibetans

It is said that there weie as many as sixt(‘en thonSriud villages in

the plain The local inhabitant*- w^ie peopl(‘ whom the Shans

called Kang, Langkhai, Nokyo, Yoya, Tawhwaiicr* ’ * On the

south-eastern side lheKhij<inan also called Kim nuiig Khumaii

inhabited betoro eoriiiiig oi the Shans Latrr some of the Khu>nung

Khumaus moved to iip]>ei Assam where they were known as Mismis.

Some of th(* Khu-nuii" Khii-mans earne to Iinjihal Valh*y along

with Poireiton which will be seen in subsequent sections On the

north we*<t oi Putao was Kancla ofKham-nune, Sawaof IheManipuri

accounts. The present Kangla is located at 97®E and 29®14 N It

is not definitely known wheth(*r this Kangla was in existence from

the period under consideration or the inhabitants of Kangla of

that period moved to the site of present Kangla In addition to

the above mentioned tnlx'S there were Langniai, Nongmai, Nongyai,

Nongbal etc. belonging to the Tibeto-Burinans Other tribes who

IS. ibid., page-79.

14. ibid., page-lfiO footnoif
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may also be railed Tibeto-BtunnanB like Mo 'an, Moirang, Mayang,

Mangang, Thongnang ete. occupied the area before the coming of

the Tai (Man Shan).

The political eonditiona forced the people to leave their homes

for some other safer places. Thus these Tibeto-Burmans began to

move towards the west and the south-west in the beginnmg of the

9th century A B. and entered Imphal valley by socoesaive waves.



THE MIGRATION OF
RACES TO IMPHAL VALLEY

The Tibeto-Barmans who inhabited in the home of the

Tibeto-Burmans as discussed in earlier sections started migrating

from their habitat towards the west and south-west in the closing

part of the 8th century A. D. and the beginning of the 9th cen-

tury A D. There is no record of movement of these Tibeto-Burman

tribes except that of Poireiton as seen from the literary account

Poireiton Khunthok Date is not mentioned in that account. The

optimum period of human settlement in Imphal valley as estimated

in the section on Population Hypothesis is about the 8th century

A.D. Moreover the estimated date of Poirt'iton which will be seen

in the section on Poireiton is c. 810 A D The dialect of the tribes

like Chenglei, Shelloy-Langmai, Kangba, Kongba, Kouba etc. are

clearly seen to be Tibeto-Burman dialects as lound in the literary

accounts of Manipur which are discussed in »other sections The

Tibeto-Burman dialects became fully characterised, rather were

bom at about the 7th century A.D. and at the same time the above

stated ftribes are said to be the earliest settlers of Imjihal Valley as

found In the different accounts and iraditions. 8o, from the

analysis, it is clearly seen that these Tibeto-Burman tribes migrated

and settled in the Tmphal Valley at about 800 A D as against the

olaims of some scholars who herald it to be in the second millenium

before Christ.

It is believed that these tribes arrived in streams and settled

on Imphal Valley withm a very short time. They settled on the

northern part of the vaUey somewhere near the source of a stream

which was still awaiting a name to be given. The Kong(ba) tribe

settled there and since then the name of the stream became known

as the Kongba river. The tribes of Asiatic origin like Kang(ba).

Kon(ba), and Kong(ba) settled there while the Sbelloy-Langmais
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settled on the hill west of the Kongba rirer. The hill beeaiiiie

known as Langmai hills. Now the name of that hill is called the

Mapao hills. The Ohengleis settled neat the Kangiatongbi plateau,

probably to the south-west of it. They were followed by other

tribes like Heirong, Hangoi, Ngangoi, Kharoi etc. By about SIO

A.D. a horde of immigrants headed by prince Poireiton belonging

to a sub-Himalayan tribe Sakya which the Manipuri accounts write

Chakhha arrived They settled on the south of the plateau which

they gave the name Kangla, later Kangla-tongbi. Thus the second

political nucleus of the ancient kingdom of Manipur came into

existence. Tribes like Leihou^Mahou, Nongbal, Nongmai, Haokap
Chingsang, Khunpham, Ngangcheng, Heirem, EChunjan etc. then

followed

In the llth century A. D. tribes like Funan, Mating,

Mon-Khmer arrived At the same time the Moriyan princes shifted

their capital towa rds the southern part of Imphal Valley. Moriya

Phambal Raja ( Moriya Phambal-la-oha
)
was possibly the king of

Moriya by that period. His subjects wore mamly the tribe which

was called Keke by the Tibeto-Burmans and Khe by the Shans.

Racially they appear to be an admixture of Chin and Tai, and were

inhabitantb of Yun-nau. With the shifting of Moriya capital, the

earlier capital of Moriya valley became gradually settled by an
Asiatic origin Tiboto-Burman tiibe named Kabow. Since then

the Moriya valley became known as Kabow valley proper. The

Kabow became mixed with a Tai tribe known as Senbi who were

of Siamese Tai. By about the same time the Tai inhabitants on

the eastern boundary of the Atiggo ('hing began to move towards

Imphal valley. 'Hiey belonged to Loi a Tai tribe.

At about the early part of the 13th eentury^A D. Bangals,

proto-Bangals, Tibeto-Burmans and neo-Burmese tribes arrived.

The Bangal chief was probably a Sena chief of Bangal Prior to

the coming of these tribes a horde of Shan invaders came and stayed

for some years in the northern part of Imphal valley and left along

the source of the Iril river. In the second half of the 13th

oentury A.D. a Tibeto-Burman tribe called Moirang with Lai chiefs
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arrived. Thea folbved other Tibeto^Buman tribea like Bahai.

Khoyo&ete. From about the middle of the 16th century A.1).

mall waves of Indo«Aryan Brahmins began to arrive In the

bcghining of the 17th century A.I>. Indo-Afgan MuBsalmoDe arrived.

Now we will disouH them in detail.



THE K.OUBA. KANGBA AND KONGBA

We find a very small tribe known as Kouba, whose references

are found in literary aooounts. One prominent person belonging to

this tribe was Kouba(ru) who is said to have a son named Kouba
Angangnga. li is believed that the Kouba tribe arrived on this land

a little earlier than 800 A.D. and settled somewhere in the Upper

ooursc of a river now known as the Kongba river. After staying

there for more than a century and a half tho tribe wanted to shift

their settlement to some better places. While Kouba tribe was

doing so, that is, selecting a better habitable table land, Nongta

(Pakhaiigba) met them and objected to their plan. Literary sources

like Ningthourol Lambuba narrates tho episode in the form of fable.

It states that the event took place in the first milleniun when

Pakhangba was known as Lolang Pakhangba or Loi>nung lonja

Pakhangba. It appears there was a quarrel over that issue even

though the literary account doe*' not comment further. The Kouba
tribe who quarrelled with Nongta was Kouba Angangnga said to be

the son of Kouba-ru^«

Tliorc is no impossibility of the name Kouba-ru deriving from

the name of the source of a stream which was on that hill when the

Kouba tribe settled, to which tho name Kouba river was given

from its association with the Kouba tribe and in due course the

course of the stream was either changed or disappeared. The

imaginary aiicesior of the Kouba known asKoubaren seems to be a

later innovation by the i)eople of Kouba origin when the culture of

ancestor worship of tho Lai tribes became active. More details may

be seen in the subsequent sections.

The site where the quarrel ensued became known as Phatlou

LaimakoP. It seems the correct spelling for Laimakol is Ltimdkol,

The literary account does not give a pin point location of Phatlou

1. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O, Bhogeswai Singh, page*?.

2. Ibid, page-7.
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diakot which has a close affinity with those of the Karens of Burma.

Major tribes of this state of the Karens are traceable but the

smaller ones are now extinct. It is most likely that the extinct

tribes like Kang, Kong, Kou, etc. belonged to the people of this

Karen state.

These tribes namely Kang, Kong, Kou, etc. were found to have

inhabited the northernmost part of the Imphal Valley, and they

were probably the earliest known inhabitants of Manipur plateau.

When they arrived on this land, it appears their dialects were fully

characterised Tibeto-Burman and found to have already been in-

fluenced by other Tibeto-Burmans. They had adopted the classic

Tibeto-Burman suffix '-ba\ Thus we find the names with the suffix

-ba as Kang-ba, Kou-ba, Kong-ba. Manipuri accounts show that

the Kangba tribe got amalgamated with the Nongbals who later

changed their name to Angom Again the Kouba tribe got amalga-

mated with the Kogea a Chin origin with Tai elements coming from

Tun-nan. As regards Kongba as stated earlier it is not found in

any literary source of Manipur except the name of a river uhich

begins to flow from a place to where these tribes are supposed to

have settled. One peculiarity of these tribes, is that most of their

names begin with the sound *K’ The names of persons of Kouba

tribe are found to have ended by ‘-ru’ i e. Kouba-ru like Teru, Chiiu

etc. The Manipuri accounts refer to one chief of Kangba, he was

chiefly used to l>e called Kangba by the tnbe’s name as was

common in the early days. His real name is not found in any text

The Kangba tribe is believed to be the most numerous among the three

tribes mentioned above. Some Kangbas st^ttled in Putao in northern

Burma. They were known as Kang tribe by the Bhans without

the Tibeto-Burn an suffix ‘-ba’. They were still found occupying

the area when the Fongs became active in the 13th century A.D.

in that area. Those Tibeto-Burman tribes inhabiting that area

were Kang, Langkhai. Nokyo, Yowa, and Tawhang^ according to

the Pong chronicle, and they seem to have settled in that area after

the invasion of Ko-leng-feng in the 8tb century A.D.

5. IWd., psgs-l59 foot note
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In the Manipuri acooiint, Poireiton Ehunthok it is mentioned

in an all^orical way that there was a land known as Tai-Pang-pan^*

The last part of the word i.e* *pan’ is an old language meaning

^to live’. Here it is used in past participle form. Thus Tai-Pang-pan

may be interpreted to mean *the land where the Tai Pang lived’.

The impUoation of the story indicates that some people possibly

from Putao who were of Tai Pang origin wanted to be the subjects

of Thongaren, requested the latter to move to Tai-Pang-pan and

rule them In the text of the above mentioned account the mole

replied that he was a Tai-Pang-mi meaning *Tai Pang people’ when

Thongaren enquired about his identity The reference of Tai Pang

in Poireiton Khunthok seems to be this group of people. In that

case they were of Tai origm but substantially altered to a classic

Tibeto-Burman when they arrived in Imphal plateau But their

cognate tribe like the King tribe does not suggest them to be of

Tai origin Hence we conclude that Kongba, Kangba and Kouba
were some Asiatic tribes who inhabited in the state of Teru along

with King, Kihlou, Karon, Kachiu, Kapaw, Kapui etc

6. FoiMilM Khuatbok, puMwhed by tbe Mmpwi Sriiity*

pafM.
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Who were the Chengleis ’ DiflFeront literary sources and tradi-

tions say that the earliest human settlement on the Imphal Valley

and its foothills was on the foothills of the hill now known as the

Koubru hill Some accounts even have gone saying the settlement

was on the top of Koubru hill It is for this reason m .^ome literary

accounts a passage runs as ‘Koubru khunda dhanha* meaning

'Koubru-settlement-first’. Later investigations do not agree with it

and it will be seen in subsequent sections However there is every

reason to believe that the Chenglei was one of the earliest settlers

in Imphal valley. There is no concrete evidence of it except

depending on literary sources in the absence of archeological evi-

dences. It is believed that the Chengleis first settled on the foot-

hills of the hill before it assumed the name Koubru. Later they

shifted towards the east Kouba tribe was perhaps the first settler

on Koubru hill comparatively later The name of the hill is derived

from the name of Kouba tribe as discussed in the section on

Kangba, Kongba and Kouba.

Literary accounts so far available with us do not refer to the

dialect of the Chengleis except when they had contact with other

tribes particularly the Man of Khu-Man (Khu-man). However we

come across names of persons belonging to the Chenglei tribe like

Thangyi Khongjomba, Ohingjen Naral Pangganba, Toubung Khong-

doiba etc. These names arc found to have been associated with

suffix -6a of the Tibeto-Burman origin. Thangyi is believed to be a

Chenglei clan, who had association with Thangnga and Kampong

clans belonging to the Man. Literary accounts casually refer to the

dialects of Thangnga and Kampong. In the dialects of Thangnga

aiid Kampong* they called Nung (stone) Khd, Moithap ( a piece of

dressed cotton ready for spinning) Moireng, Numit (sun) Tumit,

Thol^ (to rise) Padaba. The dialects of Thangyi or Chenglei appear

to be closely abdn to that of the Thangnga and Kampong as suggested
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by their assotiaiiond einoe similarity or strong tikfBnity of langnage

was a binding foroe in early days. The above names and words

clearly indicate their dialect belonged to a Tibeio-Burman family*

Literary accounts have the characteristics of writing a word

of a tribe in the following manner : ^^Mayim Shelloy-m mikoma

Lanqmai-m tengtkanabad i, tmihahudi moiba^O, maibibudi moibUOy

ackumbabudi cUeba-0 kouye*\^ This is an indication that the Shelloy

and Laiigmai tribes were an amalgamated one In a similar manner,

when Uongnem, the Luwang king, while rowing a boat with the

collected bones of his elder brother Pudangkhu Khutkoiba who

possibly died in an engagement sometime earlier, found the bones

floating iu'=jide the boat following a heavy downpour of rain. Since

then the stream was named ‘Adaiiofiggibu Chenglei Nanmng-Yi, (in

Home manuscripts as Luwang- V^'i) Kampong Nawa^ig-Yi-O

kouyc\^ The literal meaning of tue xiaBsage is, 'Since that day the

river becaino known as the Ch^'nglei Nawang Yi and Kampong

Nawang Yi It may bo noted that the name Nawang Yi was

generally given to the ujiper course ot this river by the Poireis

when fheii scalings were eonfliied to the northern part of the

valley where as the name Nambul was given to its lower course

by the Lai tribes w ho w ere of Tai origin at a latter period which

will be seen in subsequiuit sections. Owing to the changes in the

hydrograpliy of the valley diiuiig the last ten centuries the upper

Course of this uver i.e. the Nawang Yi is now^ leduood to a partially

dried up rivulet rendered unfit for deploying canoes. The above

text indicates that the Chengleis and the Kampongs were an

amalgamated tribe like Kege-Moirang, Senbi-Kabow, Heirem-

Khunjal etc.

It may be mentioned here that the clan name Thangnga is also

found among the Marings of to-day to have been used in the Same

sense, that is, as one of their clans. It may also be noted that the

same sounding word among the different dialects of the Mongoloids

has separate meanings in the different dialects e. g., Khun in

L Niogthourol Lambuboi ^ited by 0« Bhogeswar Bingh. page*12.

2. ibid«| page«6L
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Hdteilcm (Maaipnii Isognage) means ‘village’ and in the Vcng

(Uau Shan) dialect it moans ^prince*. But in the case of the clan

name Thangnga it is found to have been used in the sa^^ e sense and

meaning by the two tribes. The Marings belonged to a group of

people called Han whoso dialoct was of Mon origin mixed with Tai

and other dialects

Besides, the^Chengieis had intermarriages with the Shelloy-

Langmai a Tibeto-Burmaii tribe from about the 10th century A.D.

The datings are discussed in subsequent sections. In the literary

account Ningtbourol Lanibuba it is mentioned that one moihi

( female priest) who could foretell things, named Ato-Moikoi-nu® of

the Shello^^Langmai cautioned some of their youths to abandon

their plan for rendezvous with the Ohenglei girls as she had foreseen

a danger in her dream in which half of the Langmai hills cracked

and rolled down In another occasion one Shelloy-Langmai girl

named Phuroi-uu^ the daughter of the Langmai chieftain Khanghan

Hanba, who got married to the (^hoiigleis came one day to the

house of her father vith a small daughtei carrying on her back On

her way she was struck by a piece of bamboo on her feet and died

due to profuse bleeding. Her child who had not yet started talking

was found playing without knowing her mother was dead, when

Pankhaichaniba a man belonging to a Khu-Man tribe came on a

horse for hunting He rescued the little child and took her on

horse back. He adopted the little girl as he had no issue The

oocurance of this event is estimated to be in the latter part of the

11th century A.D. In the latter part of the 12th century A.D. the

Ghengleis had also inler-mairiages with the Mangang Hao.
Moreover there is no indication at all that the Ohenglei were

Aryans or Dravidians or pre-Dravidians. Prom the above analysis

we have every reason to believe the Chongleis were people belonging

to a Mongoloid race. It is most likely they were of Tai origin

particularly the tribe who founded the city of Cheng-rai in northern

Thailand and who got mixed with tribes of Mon origin.

8. ibid.|

4. ibid.« pcged3.
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Period of their arriTal : The date of Nongta Lairen Pakhangba

has been refized to about 980 A.D. By taking this date the

projected date of Poireiton is about 810 A.D. Details may be aeen

in the section on Poireiton. There are indications in literary souroes

like Poireiton Khunthok that some tribes had already settled on

this valley when Poireiton and his horde arrived and settled on a

little south of the plateau lying between the Leewang-yi (Imphal

river) and the hills which later came to be known as Koubaru.

They gave name Kangla to that plateau. Subsequent accounts

reveal that the Chengleis and the Shelloy-Langmais bad already

settled there when Poireiton arrived.

The birth of the Tibeto-Burman language of Sino-Tibetan

family of language is estimated to be about the 7th century A.D.,

when it became fully characterised.

It is seen from the above analysis that the Chengleis cannot

be present in the Imphal valley earlier than the 7tb century A.D.

bince their dialect ib a Tibeto-Burman. Hence the Chengleis must

have arrived during the period from about 700 A.D. to 810 A.D

It will be quite reasonable it wo estimate the date of their arrival

a little earlier than 810 A.D., say in the closing part of the 8th

century A.D. ,
since most of the Tibeto-Burman tribes began to

disperse from their hive in and around Putao area and llukong

valley of northern Burma after the invasion of Ko-lo-iong and his

successor 1-mou-shun in the closing part of the 8th century A.D.

and beginning of the 9th century A.D.

Our rough estimate on the growth of population on this valley

as discussed in the section on Population Hypothesis estimating the

date of first human settlement on this valley to be about the 8th

century A.D. also supports it.

Ckmtemporary civilization : We do not get materials dealing

explicitly with the ooutomporary civilization of the Chengleis when

they settled on this land. But it appears their civilization was not

much higher than that of the Shelloy-Langmais. In Ningthourol

Lambttba the SheUpy^Langmais are found to have been described
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M primitive tribes. They were not very far off icom those who

lived without knowing the art of agriculture, who were naked

and wild**

The Chongleis began to move to the north-east of the hills

now known as the Mapao hill where the Shelloy-Langmai settled,

when all these tribes continued to live as good neighbours with the

Poireis. Intermarriages started more particularly among the Shelloy-

Langmai and the Chenglei and their associated tribes Poirei boys

also started marrying girls of these tribes. The Poirei elders

neither liked their boys to marry girls belonging to these tribes,

nor their girls marrying to the boys of these tribes. There was

a saying found to be current at about the 11th century A.D or

after, cautioning their youths agamst marrying girls of these tribes,

*^Thangnga hikai poigam (koiganu) . which literally means ‘‘Do

not go to the settlement of the Thangugas for courting their

girls . The main theme and central idea of the literary piece

Khongjomnubi Nonggarol^ is also a caution agamst the Poirei

5. ibid., page -5.

6* W. Yuinjao Smgh . An oaily Kjetoiy of M&nipui, page-129. The gibt

of Khongjumnubi Nonggarol found m the said text is repioduced below.

“In old .Manipun thoio w an interosimg manuscript known as

Khongjomnubi NonggaioT, which desenbes in an allegorical way how
tho two constellations Pleiades and Orion were so man> lo\eis and how
this lo\e episode ended. In that book the Kntikas were regarded as

so many girls of tho Luwang family and Orion as so many Naga young

-

men. (The historian’s view of using the name Naga here is probably to

mean other backward tribes possibly tho Chengleis and their associated

tribes). In the story it is told that the girls often used to go out in

search of fish outside the habitation of their colony where they obanoed
to meet the Naga boys, somehow or other became attached to one
another and liecame devoted lovers In time then secret love was known
to tho whole Luwang population and the girls were put to much
privation and shame, they therefore contiived with the Naga boys to

run away to heaven and live there without being known to and molested
by anyone. They lettled everything for the journey and fixed the place

where to meet for the journey, but on tho appointed day when the girls

arrived $$ the loot ol the hfil from wham they wm to aaoond the
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girls marrying to those tribes lest they were to meet the &te

of the Khangjomnubis. However it may be noted that in the

beginning of the llth century A.D. the two Man clans namely

Thangnga and Kampong seem to have separted from the Chengleis*

The remaining Chenglei clan Thangyi moved towards the east and

settled somewhere in the Upper Iril valley It appears from Ini

valley they moved towards the south where they gradually got

amalgamated with the Thoubal tribes and finally moved towards

present Thoubal area along with other tribes at about 1300 A D.

The Thangyis possibly got mixed with the Ngangois of the Thoubal

tribes,

The Chenglcis are believed to have penetrated to this valley

somewhere from the Somra tract m northern Burma. They came

along the course of the Leel-wai Yi (Iril river) through the fiattened

tops of hills and first settled near the plateau which became known

as Kangla-tongbi.

In the present living festival of Umang Lai known as Lai

Haraoba one item known as ‘Lm maf^t tUiW in which people would

carry the deity m search of his wife supposed to be at the

Thangnga settlement The part of the function is also described as

^Lai ThaTignga letkai koiba, Lai matu thiba'. It reflects the Poireis

at the time when the said function developed was very fond of

marrying girls belonging to the Thangnga tribes Tn the accounts

heaven their lexers were not found there, at that they were much
disappointed, but «itill they were deteimined to proceed on the journey

and then they left for heaven without the boys. The boys were

coming behind them and on the way thoy overtook the girls, they all

went togethei to India the king of heaven to pray him to assign some

place for their residence but iiio king of heaven who knew everythmg of

their love affairs, refused to comply with their request on the ground

that his heaven was not intended for persons who would make un-

becoming love. So they were not allowed to live together there But

as they besoached him for his favour they were told that they would

be able to meet one another at a partioular time of the year they

would not be visible to the whole world**
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like Nmgtbouiol Lambuba it is stated that the Poirei prince

Naothingkhong married a giil named Narum Rangbi Santmg

Nganbi who belonged to the Thangnga clan of the Man Thangyis

and Thangngae were of the ame standaid of civilization
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The Shclloy-Langmais are believed to be one of the earliest

settlers who settled on the northern pari of the Imphml valley.

The place where they first settled is located on the hill ranges

running north to south on the east of the Kangla-tongbi plateau.

They probably came along the course of the Le«4-wai (Ini) river

through the flattened tops of hills and settled on the southernmost

part of the hill range by penetrating into this valley from the

Somra tract in northern Burma.

We have very clear (‘vidences from literary accounts of this

land that the dialects of the ShoUoy-Langmnis belonged to somo

classic Tibeto-Burmans. As diseussed earlier in previous sections,

they called muryghi (road) foi Iambi, Ihvgbt (bridge) for thong, theba

(lake) for pul, totlaba (death) for siha, teraba (to return) for haUakpa

etc. The dialects of this group of Tibeto-Burmans contain a chunk

of words of Tai oiigiii So we may presume that the Shelloy-

Langmais were a group of Tibeto-Burmans mixed with ttibes of

Tai origin.

The name of tliis tribe is found to have compounded by two

distinct names namely Shelloy and Langmai Frequently a tribe

having two distinct clans are found to have been described in

literary accounts like Ningthourol Lambuba as 'Thangnga-na

mikouna, Kampong^im ttnjqthanjaha' indicating two clans namely

Thangnga and Kampong of a tribe. In a similar way we find

*Shellog-na mikouna, Langmai^na Ungthanaba\ Taking the view,

We may presume that the Shelloy and the Langmai were clans of a

tribe whose name is not found in the account Ningthourol Lambuba;

or, they were two different tribes having different ethnic identities.

However there is also another possibility of deriving the word

Shelloy from the profession to which these tribes used to live in later

period. The Langmais were brazers in bell-metal. In fho dialect

of Poireis and some other Mongoloid tribes bell-motal i® called sen
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or shel^ and hence shelloy means Vorkers on bell-metal’. As there

is the presence of Tai words in their dialect it may also be

presumed that Shelloy were Shen Lao with phonetic variation.

ShenLao is a later pronunciation of Shenlou a cognate tribe of

Ngai Lao. In some manuscripts Shelloy is also written as Shellou.

Again SheUoii and Shenlou are the same word.

Intermarriages between Shelloy-Langmai and other neo-Tibetan

tribes who settled at the source of the Kongba river called

Kongba-ru^ (Kongba marn) are recorded to have started as early

as the IHh century A.l). Khuyoi Tompoka son of Nongta married

Nong-moinu Ahongbi a girl belonging to the Langmai tribe. There

is no impossibility of intermarriages between these tribes existing

earlier than this The Shelloy-Langmai and these group of neo-

Tibetans were tlie closest neighbours. The source of the Kongba

river is on the fr)othill where the Shelloy-Langmais settled.

We are facing one n>ore difficulty ns to hf)W a Langmai girl

was named Nongmoinu. The name Nongmoinu (possibly a mistake

in spelling) or Nongmainu should have been gh en to gills belonging

to an altogther different group of Tibeto-Burmcins known as Nong-

mais w'ho settled on the hill which is now known as Nongmai-jiiig

after the name of the Nongmai tribe. Both Langmai and Nongniai

however in a later period got merged with the Nongbals and

subsequently in the 1 6th century A.D. all of them became known

1. The place Kongba-* u wlutli literally means ‘the source of the Kongba
river* 18 fioqucnily me itioned in the different accounts sho»ving as

the early homo of a sect ion of the Poiieis. It is montionod m Ning-

thouiol Lambuba an occasion in which Thongaithong the daughter

of tlio Poirei prince Naokal Ahanba (m 9ome manusciipts as Naophang

Ahanba), who lost hei husband at a tender age in an engagement got

le-mamed to the Nganu (Anga) chief named Shiyarong, while on an

outing at Chingareu, pointed her finger to a place lymg to the north

of ChiiJgaren saying, «*Awang lama pangboram ashi-di ipam Poirei-

Meitei lam lainlen Kongba-rn Kanglaiig Chapengpbei-bu nudle haina

taklamye*’-pag6-60. The substame of the above text or statement

is that the northern side of Ohingaren looks like Kongba-ru the

home area of the princess.
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as Angoms. In the Angom clan therejwere two distinct Sageis or

family titles. They were Langmaithem and Nongmaithem believed

to have originated from Langmai and Nongmai respectively. Now
Langmaithem has altogether disappeared and we find only Nong-

maithems. It is beheved that the Langmaithem got merged into

the Nongmaithems and ](»st itb independent existence. It therefore

appears that the original name Nongmaiiin vas Langmamu and

later chroniclei‘^ entered all Langmainns a** Nongmainus It is

thciefoie most probable that the original name of Nongmainu

Ahongbi as found in the above mentioned account is Langmainu

Ahongbi

In conclusion it may be said that Shelloy or Shcllou were the

so-called Tibcto-Biirmans with stiong Tai elements The Langmai

on the other hand appears to be Tibeto-Bui mans ot Asiatic descent

and sec ms to have some affimty with the Nongmai another Tibeto-

Bui h an tribe

Ti ma\ montioned lieio o dittertin'e of ««peUing in the name
of tliM ]) in< o lift Ik I n dHoflod In some jiianumoLipts Naophang
Ahanba i*> "axJ to bo the uboiino brotlioi of Naophangba the 6th
t»u< of 3’akliangba ^aokhanlba tho r>Ui Burcossoi ot Takhangba
bad fore lid’s taken tho \sifo of Tliang^i hhong^roinba who had already
<onooi\od a child of ti\o montlib term. She gave birth to a male
fluid 'wlio was named Naopliang AUanba She al&o bore a eooond
boii to him named Ntiophangba Theio waa a feud ovei tho •uccessiou

of thione whon Naophamba died but Naophangba got the throne
and Naopbang Almnl^a got sjmplj tho title piime In tho chrono-
logy of kmgh noitlioT Naokal Ahanba noi Naophang Ahanba is found.
It ihoiefore seom<) thw Poiici piince is tho one refoied to above.

Tlio aioa of Kongba-ru ib the bottlcmeut ol bome eaily PoiieiB

18 also mentioned in the same text Ningthoiuol Lambuba, page-7.
Tfc IS said that there was a quarrel over the acquisition of paddj
fields at Kongba-ru between Pakhangba and Kouba Angangnga a
Kou(ba) tribe. Quoting the text which states, “Kouba Angangngana
Kong-lou lamkheige sabnn lamdage haina lam chatthoklakpada Tubi-
Yoi Nongta Laireii Pakhangbabu lamoknare**. Here Kong lou
Kongba-lou metfoing *Kongba paddy field*.
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The account Poireiton Khunthok meaning ‘migration of Poi-

reiton* available with us at present contains much interpolations,

extrapolations and exaggerations. So we cannot take the whole

book as an authentic souice, however ihore will be no mistake if

we squeeze and take only the central theme. Gist of the text is

given in the section on Poireiton. We can assess that a group of

people from Kangla oi Kliamnung Sawa^ led by prince Poireiton

migrated to tliis valley with a horde of men and women. These

are the only tribes foi which w c have an account of migration to

this land. We have every material tor their way of life, custom,

rehglous belief and their dialect from which we can deduct that

this group of neo-Tibetan iieople consisted of tribes namely

Chakkha, B[hu, Lei, Nga, Man, Kham and Nung of which Khu
appears to be the least in number, which constituted the Meiteis.

Again Nga, Lei and Khu appear to be clan name of the Chakkhas.

Most of the Khu-Nung group continued to say in the ancestral

home at Khom-nung Saw a.

The place of Kangla of Khaiu-nuug Sawa is found to liave

located in the eastern Tibet at the tri-junctore ol Tibet, Burma

and Assam. It lies at about 97*' £) and 29' 14' N and continues to

exist to this date also. The area arouna this Kangla is perhaps

Khamnung Sawa. Geographically the rocks ot Kangla of Kliamnung

Sawa belonged to a comparatively older rock than that of Naga-

land, Manipur and Mizoram. It belongs to the mesozoic rock.

Kham-nung In most early accounts the tribe name and the

place name where that tribe inhabited are often found synchronous.

Thus Kham-nung is both the name of a place where the amal-

gamated tribes Kham and Nung Inhabited. The iieo-Tibetans

mentioned in this book in connection with tribes of Manipur were

1, Moirang Ningtbourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bbogeswai Singb, page-llS.
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those group of people who possessed basically Tibetan traits but got

mixed with other Mongoloids of Asiatic and Tai tribes* Materials

Ho far collected from non-Manipur sources do not clearly indicate

what type of noo-Tibetans settled on this land. However the

neo-Tibetans who later became Poireis were an admixture of

Himalayan Mongoloids and Taitiibcs possibly those now inliabiting

on the Southern side of the Mekong river on northern Thailand.

The word Nung in either suffix or prefix Form are very common for

these tribes. It is likely that some of these neo-Tibetans used the

name Nung-bah when the above mentioned tribes coerced into

separate political units The name Nungbal remained cxclurively

ap]}lied to the Chakkha-Nung group of people. The Chakkha-Nung

group were later called Luwang.

Besides the Manjj)uri ace<mnta there is a living Tibetan trjbe

called Kham-pa inhabiting in some eastern parts of Tibet. Tibet is

divided into thro^‘ natuial legions of which the eaKtern region is

known as the Khanis*. This region is also called Mdo-Stod and

comprises present Tsinghai pr(»vinco f>f (‘hina. The Khaiiis region

consists of the territory betM^een SogJa Skya-ho and Upper bend ot

the Hoang Ho or yellow river and the Tibetan Ram-chu. It is

said that the best men, possibly warriors, were from the Khams.

People of this region were known as Kham-pa meaning Kham-

people, where ‘pa’ mccaiis ‘j)eople or man’ in Tibetan language.

The same name is used in okl Moiteilon or Manipun language,

but the modern sound is Kham-ba. It is also seen that words of

Khamba or Khampa origin are found in modern Maiiipuri language

in good numbers. Some selected words belonging to Khamba or

ELhampa dialect are also given in the section of Meiteilon or

Manipuri language.

Manipuri accounts including Ningthoural Lambuba describe

the place from where those people migrated to this land as

**Khanilei minunghol (Kham4ei mi Nung-koiy\^ meaning '‘Khamland

2. Encyclopaedia Britannicap Yol. 18, page-374.

3. Niugthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Smgh, page-3.
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the hive of Nung ]:>eople” It is therefore seen that Khaxn is a

name of a tribe as well as a name of a place where the Nung

people came and settled possibly in large numbers

The Nung or Nong are said to be Tai tribes* The Tibetans

fcoo are thttn eh is a mixed tribe haiing different diakcts of which

the Lhasa dialect is th( lingua franca There arc elements of Huns,

Tartar, (%nis, Chinese, Him ild\ an Mongoloids md other Asiatic

tribe > The di ih < 1, custom, « f( of the Nung j)coph who came to

this land i c , Manipui pi item cUaih show thit thev "eii a mixed

group of jieople and were luaier to the Jibetans Hence they are

taken as iieo filK^tanb The Nung people aic bcdieied to have

moved to Kham as a sequence of the expulsion of the Tai by

Tsi-Wang-Tsi iii the 3rd century B C

It may bo }>ointod out that the word Kbain means gold in

the dialect of some Mongoloids paiticulaiJy the dialect In

that case Kham could hive been an adjective of Nung and

Kham nung a Tai tube But the dialect of these people aocs not

suppoit it. ^Ihf II dialect is a noo-libetaii and is gene i ally grouped

m the 3 ibe‘to Buinijin family It is also equally tiuc that the

dialect of a tribe e mnot detoimint its laeial ougin Most of the

Tai lube who amalgamated with otbei tribes bpoLe a dialect whieh

is basically a 'Jai dialect So thtie is Jess j)robabilu> of Kham-iiung

bemg a Tai tribe

Khu nung Ihis ib one of the amalgamated tubes bav ing an

independent idcutitv till this date in and aiound then ancestial

home Kham nung S iwa in the tii juncture oi Tibet, Burma and

Asbam The Khiinugs were also e ailed Khniiung Khumans®

indicating that there weic another gioup of people othu than Khu
and Nung who settled in that area The Khunung Khumaiis who

continued to stay in thou ancestral home aie by now called Mishmi

meaning *Mish man The Mishmi in Assam ^onc used to be called

4 Dr Gogoi Ttti ^nd the Tai kingdomb, page-2

5 ibid
,
page 161.
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Miju Mishmi and Chullicoia Mishmi by the Assamese^, while

those in the northern Burma zone are simply called Mishmi.

The hill range lying to the south of Putao and to the west of the

Mali river in northern Burma is called Khuman range indicating

that, the Khumans occupied the south-east portion ofKhunung

area. The dialect of this group of people belonged to the Nung-

Ruwang or Nung-Lvuntig group of the neo-Tibetan or Tibeto-

Burmun. While those Khuimng Khumans who migrated to Manipur

got mixed with other tribes and lost their separate ethnic Identity

except the clan name Khuman originated from Khuman in the

Meitei set up. In the non-Meitei group, x>®upl© of Khu origin who

got mixed not only with the Kung and Man but also with Hou are

now represented by the Taiigkhuls inhabiting the north-eastern

hills of present political Manipur. The Khuman in the Meitei sot

up is perhaps the moat mixed clan which included a sizeable bulk

ol Bangals and proto-Bangals.

In Manii)nri account it is statc‘d that the people who lived in

Sawa of Khamntnig as mJ-KJm-rol, Here mi-Khu may be in-

terpreted either Khu- people or people of Khu. The first one appears

to be more appro])riate. Anyway Kliu is both the name of a tribe

as well as the plice where the Kliu people inhabited. Thus the

Kliuuungs were either Nung people living in Khu or an amal-

gamated tribe of Khu and Nung living in the Khu area.

Khuman : The Khuman (Khu-Man) tribe or clan in the

Khunung set uj) is cither the Man people living in the Khu area

or an amalgamated tribe of Khu and Man living in the Khu area.

The above investigations indicate that the Khu people were the

earlier inhabitants of the area or place which was awaiting a name

to be given. Absence of the name gave rise to the naming of the

place as Khu from the name of the Himalayan or neo-Tibetan

tribe Khu.

The Man people arc said to be of Mon origin. A cognate tribe

of the Man is called by the Chinese Miaotzoe ; and Mios by

6. ibid.| pago-189.
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th<» KianB. According to Dr. S. K. Chatterjee they were ^‘poesibly

very early ofTshoois of the proto-Sino-Tibotan speaking Mongoloids,

before the language was fully characterised, came down to south

China and Burma, and from them descended Man and Miaotzoe

people of South China and Karens of South Burma tribes of people

which are Mongoloid in race bul hose speech now appear to be dis-

tinct from other members of the Sino-Tibetan family...The Karens,

now numbering over a million arc Mongoloid from the north who

liiere established in their present area of occupations in the hills

between the Irrawaddy, the SaliMii and the Menam rivers, by the

6th century A D

Thus the Man people of Khu in the Kbam region appear to

have come to the area of Khu m the Kham region by about the

same time with the Karens i e at about the 6th century A D as

fieaceful settlers and settled there as subjects of the Sakiyan

princes before some of them moved to Imphal valley in the begin-

ning of the 9th century A I) along with Poiiciton as bis hordes.

The Mios or Miaotzoe possibly called themselves Miz oi Mish

from which Mihhmi meaning *Mish-peoplc’ of Upper Assam and

Northern Burma derived I’he Mishmis occupy mainly the north

of Sodia in Upper Assam where the Brahmaputra enters India

through the Mishmi range and the Putao aioa of Northern Burma

where theie is the Khumaii rant?e Thus from the above investi-

gations it lb seen that the Mishini and the early Khuman of

Manipur were iio\t to kins It may be pointed out that the Manngs

and the Maiems were also Man people. More details may be seen

in the section on Funan, Maring and Mon-Khmer

Lei-nung * Very little account is available about this tribe or

clan of the neo Til>etanR in non-Manipun sources. Like KJiamnung

and Khunung, the word Lei of Leinung is both the name of a tribe

as well as the name of a place vhere Lei people inhabited. The

second part of the name i e. Nuiig as iliscussed earlier, were Nung

people inhabiting in liei area Thus the name Lei-nung indicates

7. Dr, S.K, Chatterjes ; Kirata Jana-Erili JBASB Vol, XVI 1950. page-149
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either Kung people inhabiting in Lei or an amalgamated tribe of

Lei and Nung* Besides Lei-nung there was another tribe called

Lei-hon as found in the Manipuri accounts. This tribe was also

possibly an admixture of Lei and Hou. When these neo-Tibetan

tribes settled on this land they flourished and later disintegrated.

The Lei of Leinung or the Leinung absorbed some Leihous by

inviting Nongta one of the great grandsons of Luwang Punshiba,

who by that time was possibly the chief of the Leihous or a

prominent man living in the Leihous as his mother Yabi-roka was

the daughter of the Leihou chief. Lei appears to be the clan of the

Ghakkha as Yabi<roka is found to have been described as Chakkha

Yabi-roka concurrently with Leinung Yabi-roka. Langmaiba one

of the grandsons of Luwang Punshiba was the Lambu-Tupu

meaning *ofiicer-in-chargo’ of the Leinungs and Leihous, who had

begotten Nongta in the womb of Yabi-roka the daughter of the

Leihou chief* The name Langmaiba seems to be a titular name.

In the 10th century A D. when mystification of ancient characters

started, Nongta the full name Nongta Tukuplik, was given the

name ‘Pakhangba’ of the Sanamahi-Pakhangba myth. Thus in

some accounts Nongta is found to have been named as Leinung

lonja FakJiangha, But some Meitei scholars inlerprete the meaning

of Leinung as ‘inside the earth’ which is not only erroneous but

also misleading. The word Lei has different meanings say, flower,

tongue, earth, country, ear ring etc. and Nung has also a moaning

in the dialects of some Mongoloids which became a component part

of the Meiteis as ‘inside’, or ‘interior’.

The ruling chiefs of these tribes at Khamnung Sawa belonged

to a Himalayan tribe Chakkha (Sakya) and are discussed in the

section on Haokap, Chingsang, Khunpham and Ngangcheng. They

are however described to be Tibetan princes by some scholars

like J.T.O. Barnard*. It is said that the Tibetan princes ruled

before the coming of the Shans. From about the latter half

S. Dr. Gogol : Tai and the Tai kingdoms, page-159 foot note ; and Hi8tor>

of Putao ny J.T.O. Barnard. JBBS Vol. ii, page- 137- 38.
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of the 8th century A D the Shans became active m these areas

since the invasion of Ko-le feng and I-mou shun, and m the 13th

century A D the Mau Shans headed by Sukapha from Mungri-

mungram in eastern Burma came and conquered ome parts of

Upper Assam

It appear®!, from Kangla of Khamnung Sawa they moved

towards the south through some goige*^ along the course of the

Ningthi (('hindwin) rivei and came upto Somia Tra<t. Then they

possibly oved to the source of the river now known as the Iril

river and finally settled to the south (»f the plateau now called

Kangla -tongbi It is believed that in the Somra IVact area

Poireiton and Ins hoide sheltered for a considerable length of time.

It may be mentioned hen that, physically we find to this date

a place named Poi or Poirci a vilUge witiuii the political boundary

present Manipur close to Somra Tract, We do not have any his-

torical account as to how the place became known as Poi However,

as the plcice is close to the supposed route of Poiieiton wo aic- prone

to think the name was given aftei the name ol Poireiton But it

18 more likely that the name was given by the Poi tribes m the

15th or 16th century A I>.

This group of noo-Tibetaiis usually gave the name Kangla to

the seat of administration At a latter peiiod they abandoned

Kangla-tongbi and rao\ed to some other areas where they named

the new seat of administration as Kangla. This ib possibly the

reason why we are getting so many Kanglas When other Kanglas

were founded they possibly gave some adjectives to the old Kangla.

Thus we get Kangla-tongbi, Kangla-siphai etc Kangla-tongbi is

found to be physically more elevated than other Kanglas.

Poireiton carved out a small principality at Kang]a(-tongbi) at

about 810 A D They became soon prosperous. By the time when

Poireiton was succeeded by his sons and grandsons, it appears the

tribe became known as Poireis originating from Poireiton. The
principality was also known as Poirei. It may be mentioned that

there was a tribe named Poi. The named Poirei may be divided
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into two parts Poi and ret. The word rei is equivalent to lei

which means hipah meaning ‘land*. So Poirei means Poi-Uipah

meaning Poi-land or land of Poi. As discussed earlier in Mongoloid

dialect words are found having different meanings in different dia-

lects and at the same time such words are very common. But these

neo-Tibetans appear to have practically no relation with these Pois.

The Pois also belonged to the Tibeto-Buriran tribes who migrated

from the hive of Tibelo-Burmans in and around Hukong valley

towards the S(mth and settled near the Chin hills at about the 13th

century A. J). Later some of them mo\ed to Lushai hills. Such

similar sounding words cicale confusion and ve arc often led to the

wrong side. It will be quite appropriate to mention again one such

instance There is a myth in which Pakhangba is said to have

several children. One of his sons became Pong. According to the

Pong account f>ne of the ancestors of Pong who came to settle in

the land of Mungrimungram somewhere in eastern Burma, was

l£huii-lai. The meaning of this word in present Meiteilon (Manipuri

language) is ‘village lord’ wlieio hhun means village and la% means

lord. As stated in earlier sections some scholais deducted Khuii-lai

was the son of Pakhangba. While commenting on the myth the

scholars emphatically say that the meaning of the word clearly

indicates Khuiilai was the son of Pakhangba and further tJiey feel

that the Pongs wero the descendants of Pakhangba without

investigating what the word would mean in the dialect of the

Pongs. In the dialect of the Pongs the vrord Kbun-lai means

‘prince-youngor’ and hence Village-Lord has nothing to do with

Prince-Younger. The name Poirei deriving from the name of Poi

tribe is not tenable. It is therefore more probable that the name is

derived from the name of Poireiton. The meaning of the name

Poireiton is discussed in the section on Poireiton.
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The Tangkhuls belonged to a group of hill tribes inhabiting

northoastern hills of present Manipur. The Tangkhuls enrolled in

the so-called Kaga cominunity. 1'he Nagas have different social

elements no doubt but the genoiai boliei of the Naga culture is

markedly different from that of the Tangkhul culture. The

Tangkhuls are not autocthones of Manipur Hence they must have

come from somewhere else. The Tangkhul tradition says that they

came out of a cave possibly the Kaughui rave. But this tradition

is not acceptable on scientific ground. There is no evidence that

the mammals of human species sprang up from inside the earth.

This types of traditions are also eurreui among f)ther hill tribes.

The Tangkhuls camo sometime before or after the arrival of

Poireiton by more or less the same loute ami settled on the hills

lying to the cast of the Upper Loelwai (Iril) valley. The precise

date of their arrival cannot be ascei tamed due to want ot materials,

but we have account of them from the latter half ot the 10th

century A.D.

The Tangkhuls before they were known b} that name as they

say, called Wung. It is also not known whether the whole

Tangkhul or some sub-clans were known by thal name. According

to Manipuri account the ruling clan of the Tangkhul appears to be

Leihou. Again the Leihous are said to have belonged to the

Ya-kkha clan. It is said according to the Tangkhul tradition that

the name Tangkhul came after the name of Tangkhu a Wung tribe

who lived somewhere on the north-eastern comer of Manipur known
as Nongpok Thong meaning ‘Eastern Gate’. Tangkhu was a

prominent man and a born artist^. The dance performance of

Tangkhu was much appreciated by the Poirei Kings. The dances

An I&trdduotion to Tnbal languageu and culture m Manipur (7 tribes),

published by the State Eala Akademi, Manipui, page-l.
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of Tangkhu became known as Chinghheirol dances. Tangkhu became

very popular and from his name his descendants and later his

community came to be known as Tangkhuls. Tangkhu appears to

have belonged to a Khu tribe as found in B3iu-Nung, Khu-Man.

By about the 10th century A.D., some of the sub-clans of the

Tangkhuls namely Leihou and Mabou uere found to have settled

on the hills lying to the east of Upper Iril valley. In literary

accounts of Manipur tlie place uhere the Leihous settled is

found to have said as Tangkhu} J eihoupok'^ moaning Tongkhul-

Leibou-birth. This indicates the Loihons were Tangkhuls. About

tire name of Tavqlchul fjeihotipoh another meaning may also be

interpreted. 'J'here is a kind of leaf known as Leihou-La generally

used in early pc^riod for packing lun<‘heH in exjyeditions and lining

the inner wall of vc'^sels toi fermenting wine. So Tangkhul

/yrjioi/pofc could also have' been a place of Tangkhuls where there

uere pkmty of Lfihoala^s.

The Tangkhuls are likely to be one of the earliest tribes inhabi-

ting the ancient kingdom of Manipur. They probably settled in the

Upper ('hind win (Ningthi or Jngtlii) valley also known as Kabow
valley at a latter pei iod, before they sliiftcd to their present habitat.

The Tangkhuls belonged to a sub-Himalayan or neo-Tibetan

.

tribe which vill be seen in subsequent As stated above the

Xeihous belonged to Ihc Yakkha tribes. The ancestral home of

these Yakkha tribes was probably on the south-eastern side of

Tibet somewhere near Sakya Uompa, from where they migrated.

We can put forward two hypotheses as to how these sub-

Hinialayan tribes migrated to Kabow valley* Firstly, these

sub-Himalayan people could have moved towards the east along

the Tsangpo river (Brahmaputra) towards Arunachal Pradesh,

from their ancestral home, then they entered Putao in northern

Burma. From there they moved southwards to upper Chindwiu

valley. This is however not a practical route. They had to go

through several deep gorges, ravines and thick forests. Secondly,

2, Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O, Bhogeswar Singh, page-208.
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they were subjects and followers of Abhi Raja the Sakiyan king

who came to Kabow valley proper at about 200 B.C. The name

given to Kabow vailcy by these settlers was Moriya and they came

through Arakan. The Burmese account is silent about the route

through which Abhi Raja came to Moriya via Arakan. More details

may be seen in the section on Haokap, Chingshang, Khunpham,

and Ngangcheng. In course of time these Tangkhuls moved tov ards

the hills on the west as an impact of cross humaji mt)vemeut

following the invasion of Ko-Jo-feng and T mou-shun on Tibet

towards the close of the 8th century A D. These tribes entered

the present political Manipur by several routes from oast to north-

east and settled on the hill ranges now known as the M.iring hills

They were further pushed northwards by the Marings and Funaris

in the latter part of the llth century A D. to their present habitat.

In course of time they became degenerated into ild hill tribes

The following points may be noted
:

(a) many scholars

including Euroiiean scholars observe that among the Tangkhuls

they found people looking like classic Aryans® and even to this date

such Tangkhuls are occasionally found, and (b) when the eainngs of

the TaiigkliuJ culture of wearing a laigc metal ring co-a^ially by

perforating the lower ears arc removed, the eais become unnaturally

long looking like the ears of Gautama Buddha statue.

The Tangkhuls are racially less mideste^d than the people of the

Imphal valley. Thus some traces of the ancient race and their

culture arc still visible. If Aryan elementb are to be present at all

it must have been in their earliiT settlement possibly in Nepal

Terai. There is neither historical evidence of their mixing with

Aryan travellers or bottlers as commonly believed, nor an^ other

circumstances which may attribute to the mixing with the Aryan

tribes since they settled in the ancient kingdom of Manipur, It is

said that the tribe t/o which Gautama Buddha belonged used to

perforate the ears for wearing ornaments like that of the Tangkhul

culture. If this is true the Tangkhuls belonged to a cognate tribe

3. Hudson : Naga tribos q£ Manipur.
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of the Moranga. Gautama Buddha belouged to Mora>Kga

(Moranga) clan of the Himalayan tribe The Tangkhuls according

to Manipuri ac<$ount8 belonged to Ya-kkba tribe

Names with the suffix ‘-la’ or ‘-ra* are very common among

the Tangkhuls specially female names like Lara-la, Simthang-la etc.

The names of the sons of Emperor Asoka and others are also found

to have similar suffixes namely Tiva-ra, Anu-la, Kana-la^ etc. Tt

is therefore strongly suggestive to the Tangkhuls belonging to a

cognate tribe to which Emperor Asoka belonged Emperor Asoka’s

earlier names were Dhamasoka, Cliandasoka, Kamasoka etc. It is

said that EmptTor Asoka belonged to the Maurya tribe being the

son of Bindusara Some fc*eholars ho\< ever olaixn that Asoka was

the son of Nemita. There is no impossibility of Bindusarawas also

called Nemita Anyway if Asoka belonged to the Himalayan

tube, the suffix *-soka’ as found in his other names too suggest

a Sdkiyan word. In Manipuri account Yabi-roka the mother of

Pakhangba is found to have the same formation. However in the

Tndnn accounts, jt is said that Subhadrangi the mother of Asoka

was kept away from the king by palace intrigue and when at last

she gamed access t > him bore a son, she said of the child, ‘I am
without sorrow^ i e. A-soka * When she bore the king a second

son she called him Vitasoka, ‘sonow terminated’. It is certain

that Sakya is an Aryan style of the name of a Himalayan tribe to

which the clan of Asoka belonged,^’ which was originally not

4.

The women foionames with euffix "-la’ or “-la* aie found in the entue

fnmib of the Tndo European languages. Thus we find English -women

forenames like Ango-la, Eaiba-ia, Bel -la, Do>ra, Flo-rn, IsabeMa, Moi-ra,

Mj -ra, No-ta, Pamo-la, Pau-la, Shei-la, Stella Vo-ra, Vio-ra etc.

besides Aryan and Indo-Aryan formations. It also had impact on the

Sinitio family of languages and we find woman name called Samon-la

(Rao-Mon-la) in the Tai formations.

5. Tlomila Thapar : Asoka and the decline of the Mauryas, pago-21.

6. Acooidmg to Hindu literary tiaditions Chandragupta Maurya the grand-

father of Asoka IS said to be the son of a Nanda king by a Sudra woman

named Mura and from whose name the dynasty came to known aa
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Sakya. It could have been any one of the following ; Chakkha,

Chakha, Saka, Soka etc, of which, as stated above, Chakkha is

traceable in Manipuri acconnt-

It is discussed in the section on Religion that Lord Siva is

described to be a good dancer, it is quite likely that the sub-

IQmalayan tribes whose god was Siva were good dancers. The

Manipuri accounts and traditions indicate the Leihous were good

dancers besides the dance performance ol I'angkhu as stated above.

In the hving festival of Umang Lai known as Lai-Haraoba a

dance named *Leihoii rmibi jagoi" meaning ‘dan(es of Leihou

female priest’ is found to have been performed by the maibis

meaning women priests or priestesses. Here the name Leihou

clearly indicates a trilic, howonei some i)eople m&ist on inter-

preting the meaning of Leihou as ^beginning of cieation*. Further

the Leihou maibis are supposed to perform dances known as

(1) Panng Lansarig (2) Sendrai, (3) No>igdrat nrni (1) Leiirat in the

said function.

The Tangkhuls probably belonged to a sub-Himalayan or neq-

Tibetan tribe which was a cognate tribe of the Sakya Thej"

first moved to the plains of noitlieni India and then to the

Kabow Valley via Arakan in the second century B 0 or they

moved towards the east. An;ywa> they were found m the tn-

juncture of Tibet, Burma and Assam befoie their entiy into present

political Manipur.

The Tangkhuls and Poireis lived togethei in good iclationb with

social intercourse upto the time of the Poirei king Tabungba

(c 1403-1415 A.D.), There is an episode in which king Tabungba

Maurya dynasty. Bui the Buddhist tiaditionb lefei him to liave belonged to

a Kshetnya clan of Moiiyas. Modern researches liowevor suggest tba

latter as more dependable.

Agam Monya is found i*i the Buddhist accounts as Mora*]Nga as

discussed in other sections of tfus book. Mora-Ngas were Nga inhabi-

tants of Mora aiea where theie were plenty of peacocks. Nga tribes

were called Anga in Indian accounts and Nga-nu in Manipnx accounts.

Hence Asoka probably belonged to a Nga-nu.
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ifi said to have an affair with Larala Sang-nu the beautiful wife of

Khamlang(ba) the Ghingsong chieftain. By that time all the Tang-

khul tribes were paying tributes to the Poirei kings Ehamlangba

had a grudge and planned to assassinate king Tabungba. The

account, Ningthourol Laxnbuba ho^^ever denies the charges and

says that it was a baseless and false rumour. Ehamlangba was not

happy and incited to revolt most of the Tangkhul tribes against the

Poirei king and played a double standard by pretending to be a

faithful chief. He came to the palace and invited the king to suppress

the hostile tribes. Accordingly king Tabungba arrived with a foice

at Ghingsong where Ehamlangba was planning to assassinate him

But his wife Larala Sang-nu intervened and the plan was dropped.

Instead she requested king U'abungba to take rest for the night as

they were awaiting him with freshly fermented wine and moat for

the dmner specially prepared foi him While i©sting for the night,

one of the nobles of king Tabungba named Akoijam Toukhinba

without any foice assaulted the ie\olting tribes where he was killed.

On hearmg the infoimation the kmg rushed to ciush them imme-

diately but he was muidercd possibly on the same mght.

Since the death of Tabungba a wedge between the Poireis and

the Tangkhuls had been tbrushed and the Tangkhuls began to live

in isolation. Thus the social luteicourse between the two was on

the wane till the day of Pamhoiba (Garib Niwaz) when a complete

prohibition on intermarriages had been proclaimed.

The above mentioned Tangkhul tribes namely Leihou, Mabou,

got some of them totally amalgamated with the Poireis earher It

may be mentioned that the Ac Nagas of Nagaland appear to be a

cognate tribe of the Tangkhuls, and perhaps a cognate tribe of Lei-

hou and Mahou which later assumed the new appellation Tangkhul.

The prefixes Lei and Ma in Lei-hou and l£a-hou appear to be the

place names to where the Hou tribes inhabited in Leinung area or

the names of tribes. Ao appears to be a phonetic variant of

Hou. Lei-hou and Ma-hou may easily be changed to Lei-ao and

Ma-ao respeotivey, where Hou changes to Ao.
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“The Ao is distinguished from all his neighbours physically by

his degree of brachyeephaly. He derives his immediate origin from

the eastward in what is now northern Sangtam country, and ho

seems to have some afilninty with the Hinduized Meitei of the

Manipur Valley. He uses one item of material culture markedly

different from that used by all neighbours for the same purpose,

and possibly which does not re(*ur nearer than the Mekong valley

between Burma and Siam*'.®

The culture of the Ao Nagas clearly proves that they belonged

to a cognate tribe of the ancient Himalayan Mongoloids However

it is not known to which clan of the Chakkha (Sakya) or Moriya did

the Ao belong. The pre-Buddhist, rather the Vedic culture which

has hitherto been presumed to have associated with the Aryan

tribes is found to have been preserved by the Ao Nagas of this

date. It may be pointed out thdt the Vedic people were an admix-

ture of Himalayan Mongoloids and Aryans as against commonly

supposed Aryans.

“Dr, S. K. Chatterjee even finds resemblances between the

Vedic 'Svla-gavyd* and the Ao Naga Mithan sacrifice ; the animal

was killed in each case by means of a stake of wood piercing its

heart. Dr. Chatterjee further holds that there is likelyhood of

Aryan speaking follov ers of Vedic religion and the Mongoloida with

their primitive religion influencing each other in certain aspects

of their religion and social life. The elaborate nature of latter

Vedic age sacrifices where sheep, goats, cows or oxen and horses

were killed, saerifices which took up days and in which the

householder and his wife had to take part in the strictly ordered

sequence of the ceremonials show a strange agrceement in both

form and spirit with the elaborate ceremonials ’of ‘the feasts

of merit' like the bull killing sacrifice and the mithan or wild

bison-kfiling sacrifice as is still in practice among the Ao Nagas.

The resemblances between the Vedic Snla*gavya sacrifice and Ao

9. M. Alsmchiba : A brief histoncal account of Nagaland, page-?.
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Naga fifUthm sacrifice are indeed striking ;
the animal was killed in

each case by a sharp stake of wood piercing its heart”. ^

J. P. Mills in his investigation on the custom and belief of the

Ao Nagas, had found more similarity with the Thado-Kuki than

the Khasi, Garo and Kaohari. He also found ore similarity

among some Burmese tribes than the tribes of further east, but

found practically very little with the Santal, Oraon and Mundra

tribes. He however failed to investigate with the Himalayan

Mongoloid tribes inhabitmg Southern Tibet and Northern India

upto Ladak and beyond, il he did the result could have been very

interesting and conclusive. Most of the inhabitants of Nagaland

were people of Asiatic and Tai origin with occasional Australoid

elemen s, and with the exception of the Ao and some other tribes

As the Taiigkhulb trace their origin to Samjok (Thangdaut)

before coming to their present habitat in the northern hills of

present Mampur, the Ao too were inhabitants of the ancient

kingdom of Manipur before moving to Nagaland. It is most likely

that the Ao first ettlcd in the Taiigkhul area of Manipur in the

Upper Iril valley at Makokching a little northwest of Sagolmang,

and then they moved to Nagaland and settled in the Ong-pang-

khoiig range The precise date of theii leaving Mampur territory

IS not known but cannot bo earlier than the closing part of the 1 1th

century A 1) w hen the second wave of Austro-Asiatic tribe began

to move into India thiough Manipur and other parts of eastern

India. Gradually from Ong-pang-khong range they moved to

Makokchung (Makokching) and are by now known as the Ao Nagas.

In conclusion the Tangkbuls were tribes of Lei, Khu, Hou

along with some other elements.

7. Dr. S. K. Chatterje© : Kuata-Kriti JRASB Vol. XXV No. 2, 1»59,

page-lSl, and D, K. Barna ; A Culturid History of Assam (Early period)

page*223.



THE HAOKAP, CHINGSANG. KHUNPHAM
AND NGANGCHENG

These tribes were generally called 11ao tribes as found in lite-

rary accounts like Ningthourol Lombiiba * Thejr al^o eame by the

north-easternly routes of other Tibeto-Burmaiis and neo-Burmese,

and settled on some hills on the north-east (A the Nongmaijing bills.

When they settled on this land, it appears, they became very

prosperous as evident from the account that they were frequently

attacked by other tribes and at the same time the Poirei kings

married girls belonging to these tubes. Starting from Taothing-

mang the grandson of Pakhangba upto Pengsiba, these princes

successively matrried girls belonging to these tribes.*-^ Very httle

account is available of these tribes from the Manipuri source.

These group of neo-Burmese had som(‘ affinities with those neo-

Burmese who came to this land at a lattei period from the southern

side. These earher tribes probably amalgamated with the Poireis,

The first reference of these tribes is found fioiii the latter

half of the 11th century A.D. Ningthouiol Lambuba states that

one hundred families of iliose llao tribes settled on the southern

hills. By that period the capital of a group (^f the Poireis who were

later knovn as Mangangs was on the* Upi)er Iril valley at the source

of the Eongba river commonly called Kongba-ru. Therefore the

settlement of these Hao tribes to the south of their princi-

pality. It is estimated that they must have arrived on this land at

least in the 10th century A,D orearly part of the 11th century A.D.

Ethnic origin : As tor the origin of these tribes we have to

recourse to the ancient history of Buima. The Burmese account

Tagaung Yazawin says that the fir»st Sakya prince from India to

1, Ningthourol Lambuba, edited bj () Bhogoswar Sixi^i, page-$*

2, ibid., page 7-8.
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enter Burma was Abhi Baja^ of Kapilavasthu ( Kapitarastu or the

Middle Kingdom )
in the year 923 B.C. According to Hall the

date is 850 B.C. Abhi Baja came along with army and followers.

It is said that he arrived in Burma by way of Arokan and

founded for the first time the Sakiyan Kingdt>m called Sangassa-

rattha in the Tagaung country of Burwia with its capital called

Kambuja Thintawc or Chindwe on the bank of the Irrawaddy river.

It was in the site of old Pagan. It appears Abhi Baja ceased to

have connection with his own country and he became mixed with

local population. He had two sons namely Kan Bajahgyi and

Rnjahngo in their Burmaiiised forms. It is quite natural that he

<*arried the pre-Buddhist culture and tiadition of the Sakyas.

When Abhi Raja died his two sons namely Kan Bajahgyi

(Prince elder) and Kan Rajabnge (Prince younger) had a disput

over the succession of throne. When the elder prince came to

know that his younger brother was trying to possess the whole

kingdom for himself, he left Ids kingdom and moved down the

Irrawaddy and tJieii proccedcMl u]>to the Clindwin river and founded

a dynasty a1 Kale to the south of Kabow valley. Ho placed his

son Muducitta (Madhiicitra) a> the ruler ofPyu, Kanran and Sak

(Thek) tribes at Kyaukpadung to the south east of new Pagan,

Muducitia then moved to Rakhaingyi the country of Rakhaing or

the Arakanchc leaving behind his lines of rulers at Kyaukpadung

to the south-etist of new Pagan. He founded the kingdom of

Hhanyavaii. It is said that the last ruler of the Tagauug Sakiyan

family of Kyaukpadung is probably I'ambula.

In Tagaung prcjper the descendants ofKan Hajahnge continued

to rule t’dl they were attacked by the Tayoks (Tarops).* It is said

that the thirtythird descendant of Abhi Raja, the Sakiyan prince of

Tagaung YB?awin, and a)Ko seo Dr. Gogoi : Tai and tli© Tai kingdomts,

page-104.

4. «*In 419 B.E. (A.D. 1057), ac'ooiding to iho Hsen-Wi chronicloe, Auawrabta
also made journey to the Tarop country of Gandhala which was the king-

dom of Kan Chao in Yun-nan, to ask the Tarop XJtibwa for the Lord’s
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the old Pagan was Binnaka Baja. It was during his reign the

Taydks as stated above from Ghandhala (Yun-nan) invaded his

country. The Tayoks captured and destroyed Tagaung Binnaka

Raja fled from his country and moved with his followers and family

towards the Mali stream He took refuge at Male on the right

bank of the Irrawaddy river After sometime Binnaka Raja died

at Male as fugitive His tollower then split up into three groups.

One group moved (hivrii the course of the Irrawaddy river

and entered the western (ountiy ruled by the descendants of the

Sakya dynasty of Tagaung The western country of the Sakyas

hol> pOHHe«ised the latter” Tai and the Tai kingdom

Dr Gogol, page 143

Uti means empeior ti impossibly tho Chiiiese title emperor

and bvia, aformofHpa, hence and uordltibwa rofoim to tho king of

Nan Cliao who was a Tat king”—sao page 14«3 foot note Tai and tho Tai

kmgdomH , Ih Oogoi Utibwais the Huimohe stylo and m Manipun

style it IS Utiha Such namos aie also found axaung t)io Meitois.

In the burmes© (liionitles ‘Tarops and Taicts are said to have

erniptod into Tliifma from the »Sien counfcrv in tlie kingdom of Gandhala

«Sir AruhnrPJiaye suy s the Mant * uh are railed Tarets h\ the Buimebo

Parkar doubts tho fact and domands his authonf v” (beo foot not© on

page 104 of the above meniionod book) It raav be noted that the

similarity of place names and numos of poison-> found among the people

bohevod to bo of Koge oi igin of the Meitei and Munchus of i^outh Korea

suggests a common origin The political histor-^ of Nan ( hao proceeding

TJtiba’s period strongly sugge&b the subjects of L tiba wete not all Tai

Hence oven if king Uliba was of Tai origin his subiects woie not

necossanly all Tai. Cheiigmaisu (Che ug-mai-su) a Chinese oUicer who

filed from the Imperial court of China, took assylum m Nan Chao He
soon raised to power by murdormg an mfnnt king son of lieng Swen.

He became king. Thus the ruling line passed on to tho people of the

Chinese origm. However, General Yan-kau-cheng who is said to be an

:dlagitimate son of kmg Long Swen, usurped tho thione fiom the successor

of Cheng^mai-su, and further said his successors ruled till it was destroyed

by Khubai Khan in 1253 AD It is therefore what the Manipur accounts

describe the Keges other than Tai holds good. **Utibwa mentioned here

appears to be prince bi-lien (1046-77 A.D )
ot Nan Chao, who ruled for

thirty-one years and beheaded the Man tsi leader Beng Kao” -pagedOS of

the above mentioned book.
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were the areas of the southern part of the Kabow valley and the

south of it. Some Moriya prinoes also came along with Abhi Raja.

The rulers of the Kabow valley used the clan name as the

surnames of their names. The capital of this western kingdom

was at Kaletaungnyo to the south of Kabow valley.

‘‘The place name Moriya is from the Moriyas of Pipphalivana.

Moriya occurs in the Buddhist literature, such as Dhamapada. In

Gotama-Purana it is caUed Moranga and in the Arakanese chronicle

it is mentioned as Mowrin and now it is Mwerin. Moriya is a

classic name of Kabow Valley and there is also the Moreura metro-

polis of Ptolemy. Mauroya, as Col Burney tells us of Burmese his-

tory, preceded Tagaung as seat of Sakya king (see Col. Burney in

JASB V 163). Mauroya is now known os Mueyen (a Burmese form),

according to Yule, and is a town not far south from Bhamo. Pro-

bably Dhaja Raja’s first kingdom was in the Kabow valley and

Mueyen was its captal and the second kingdom in Thintwe in

Tagaung count!y Mtvuroya, after the name of the ruling clan, was

|)erhaps another city south of Bhamo. The concurrence of place

name indicates that not only the Sakyas but also Moriyas came to

Burma and built cities. The Mauryas belonged to a Himalayan clan

like such other peoples as the Lichhavis of noith Bihai and Nepal.

With their gradual absorption m the Brahmanical society, they

claimed the status of Kshetriyas, although orthodox Brahmins

regarded them no better than the Sudras”.**

Ptolemy in liis geography mentions three cities m the Ningthi

(Chindwin) valley. They uere Triglypton possibly Thangdaut

(Samjoak), Tugma probably Tumu and Moreura the Kabow valley

which were of Sakiyaii and Moriyan cities These cities came into

existence from about the second half of the 2nd century B.C. and

Ptolemy noticed them at about the second half of the 2nd

century A.D.

The second group of Binnaka Baja’s followers moved eastward

and founded the 'nineteen Shan states of Burma’. “This shows

that the members of this group were Shans. But the Shans of

5, Dr. Gogdi : Xai and the Tai kingdoms^ page-111 feat sots*
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tbese nineteen Shan states became known as ^tlie descendants of

Binxuika Raja’. It was possibly from the habit of referring to

Binnaka Baja as their kinsr that they were looked upon as his

descendants by their neighbours”.* It is also not at all impossible

to assume that the ruling chiefs of this group ^ere the descendants

of Binnaka Raja while the subjects were of Tai origin

“Thus it is evident that the Shans from south-west China

had already settled in Upper Burma from before the reign of

Binnaka Baja and later became his subjt^cts. They must have

come with invading armies from Vun-nan and also as peace-

ful settlers, grou]) by group from very early times and the

Bhans of Tagaung became subjects of the rulers of the Sakya

family. It was a section of Ihese Bhans that accompanied Binnaka

Raja in his flight from Tagaung. It is possibly this seel ion of the

Raja’s follower, who, after the Raja’s death pi oferred to start a

colony of their own nearer the Shan neighbours of the east”.

^

The third group continued to stay at Male Mith the widow

queen named Naga Seng. According to Glass Palace Chronicle the

sjielling is given as Nagahsein*.

At this juncture another Salciyan king named Dhuja Raja

fled from his country and entered Burma b> the Arakan route and

arrived at EaboM valley. Hereno\ated the Kingdom of Moriya

which was a former scat of Sdkiyan princes. After sometime he

visited Male where he met the widow queen Naga Beug. “There-

after the Sakiyan king pc'rished in the danger of Vitaputa, and a

Sakiyan king Dhaja Raja fled with his followers from the Middle

country, and when he came to Male on the Upper Irrawaddy he

wedded the queen Nagahsein, both being true Sakiyans of the

same blood, and rebuilt and reigned in the old kingdom of Tagaung.

From him onwards in unbroken suceesBion the Thado lines of

6. ibid., page-110,

7. ibid., page-110.

g. An Introduction to Tribal languages and culture to Manipur (7 tribe)

published by the State Kala Akademi, Manipur, Pge-137.
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Tagavng kings sprang and flourieiied, and in the seventeenth

generation Thado Maharaja became king’^*

In the Tagaung country Bhaja Baja reigned over the ancient

kingdom of Sangassarattha or Sankissa of Abhi Baja. Bhaja Baja

virtoallj restored and reconstructed the old Sakiyan kingdom in

Burma. '*On ascending the throne he assumed the title Thado

Jambudipa Bhaja Baja and change the name of his kingdom into

Panchala. This Sangassarattha of the Sakiyas is Tagaung of the

Burmoae and Tung Kwang of the Shans. Bhaja Baja’s kingdom

was founded according to the Burmese chronicle in the twentieth

yeaj of the religion (523 B.C.) and aooordmg to the Shans in the

twentieth year of the same (619 B.C.)”.*®

”Bhaja Baja’s dynasty, a line of seventeen kings ruled at

Tagaung (old Pagan) until, witliin one generation posterior to the

year A B. 568, it was displaced by Eun Long, who installed his

eldest son Ai-Khunlong on the throne of that kingdom”.

Belying on these dates, 16 unbroken lines of kings had to rule

from 523 B.C. to 568 A.B which is a span of 1091 years. Bo the

average ruling jHiriod of a king comes to about 70 years. Taking

this into account the longevity of, say, the 13th and the 14th

successors should have come to about 690 years and 740 years res*

pectively as discussed in the section on Treatment on Kumbaba,

which are absurd figures. So 523 B.C. as the date of Bhaja Baja

is an exaggerated one. Taking, say, about 20 years as the average

ruling period, a provisional date of Bhaja Baja which is nearer to

reality is obtained by deducting 16x20 years from 568 A.B* a

dependable date. This comes to 248 A.B. as thedate of Bhaja Baja.

It is said that few years before Bhaja Baja’s accession to the

Tagaung throne the Tayoks (Yan-nanese) invaded Burma. So the

Tayok’s invasion must have been few years before 248 A.B. For the

S. ClchSi Pal€U!6 Chronicle, page-60 , see also pago-187 of the above bo0k,

10. Dr. Gogoi : The Tai and the Tai kingdms, page-U2.

Ih ibid.,pagc-113.
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invasion of the Tayoks we have to recourse to the history of

the Shans.

**Khunlong’s suooess seems to have been made easier by a

second major invasion of Burma by the Shan Tayoks ( Tarops)

from Yun-nan about A D, 241 **•*'• It appears T)r. Gogol took the

invasion of Tayoks during the reign of Binnaka Raja as mentioned

in the Burmese chronicles as the first invasion of Tayoks. It is

clearly seen that the invasion of the Tayoks was in the year 241

A.D. and this very invasion is recorded in the two accounts with

different dates. Moreover Shans invading Burma few years before

523 B C. is very unlikely since the Shans began to move towards

the south in large numbers as a result of oppression and expul-

sion by the Chinese emperor Shi-Wang-Shi in 214BC-^® It is

therefore seen that the Shans became active in Burma only aftei

this date.

Binnaka Raja is said to be the 33rd successor of Abhi Raja.

As stated above the dates of Abhi Raja and Dhaja Raja are 923

B 0. and 523 B C. respectively according to the Burmese chronicle.

So roughly 33 kings had to rale 923-523=400 years, T^hich is

reasonable. Hence the date of Abhi Raja is obtained by deducting

400 years from 248 A,D., the reconstructed date of Dhaja Baja, to

about 152 B«C. as against 923 B 0. Hence the provisional date of

entering Burma by Abhi Raja is the 2nd century B.C,

The Burmese account discussed in the foot note given above

cannot be relied on since it is based on exaggerated dates As wo

have projected a more reasonable date of arrival of Abhi Raja, the

happening in the Mauryan Empire during the first half of the 2nd

century B.O. may be attributed to his fleeing from the Mauryan

Empire. During this period the Mauryan Empire collapsed and in

about 180 B C. the last Maurya king Brihadratha was slam by his

minister Pasyamitra the Su-Nga (Sunga), and he came to power.

Thus the Sunga dynasty was born, and at the same time the foreign

12* ibicLp page-113*

U. Ibid., page-37.
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powers like the Bactrian Greeks were pushing towards the east and

they were very close to Magadha. Because of this political

upheavals and its aftermath, the Sakiyan and Moriyan princes fled

from their native kingdom towards other places. Thus^Abhi Baja

arrived in the valley now know as Kabow valley at about lfl2 B,0.

as discussed above. This hypothesis seems to be more probable.

The period of the advent of the Sakyas and Moriyas into the

western part of present political Burma in the closing pari of the

second century B.C. is also suggested by Sir W. Elliot. Gerini

after suggesting the possibility of Kalingas and Andhras penetrating

mto the western Burma, as they were masters of the valley of the

Ganges from the frontier of Magadha to the sea, concluded that 'the

dominion that Kalingas did not last long'. As soon as their power
waved and they were driven way by later intruders towards the Soutli

ef India, an event which according to Sir W. Elliot happened about
a century before the Christian Era".=^* After some shadowy
successors the Mauryas declined rapidly. The Andhras established

a powerful dynasty in the Decoan after shaking off the Mauryau
yoke. Brihadratha the last Maurya was slain about 180 B*C.

by his commander-in^ohief Pusyamitra Sunga who founded a
now dynasty known as the Sunga Dynasty as stated above. Sunga
ib also a name of a Himalayan tribe and its original pronunciation

could not have been Su^nga,

So from the above analysis it is seen that the date of Abhi

Raja the Sakiyan king to be sometime in the 2nd century B.O. and
that of Dhaja Baja to be in the second half of the second century

A.D. are fairly reasonable. It may be pointed out that Dhaja

Baja is described to be a Sakiyan king in the Burmese chronicles

but the Indian mythology depicts him to be a Maurya Eang. The
Aswamedha Parva of the Mahabharata of Jaimini believed to be a
8th century A.D. scholar who extrapolated that chapter describes

Dhaja Baja as Mayur Dhaja.

The Burmese account, Glass Palace Chronicle gives an Indian

account which attributed to the ffeeing of Sakiyan princes from

U, W. Yumjao Biogh, An Early Hietoiy of Manipur, page-22.
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BAgpbwasta.^ * The luoae Thado (Thadon or Tbadoi) found m
the Above chromole is probably derived by compounding two

names Tho and Do or Doi The name Tho is said to be a hwal

variatit of. Doi acooidiug to Prof Coedes The Thos were

originally a group of Tai people At present thty aie found to have

15 OrlasB Palace iUromde, i^age 4 “Piasonodi (PrcHonajii), ihe Khoaalan

king of Savatihip sought in maiiiago a daughtoi oi ATuhanama king of

KapUovattlm , whO| desiious of pitsoiv mg tin puiity of lus lace, gave

him not a princess of tho ro\ al \ looci V ui ga\ e him his daughter by a

^vo Droman, tho pnnoosh Vasabhakhattivn And she vras made queen

and bore pimoe Vitaputa Ho, uhen lieoamo of ago, visited Kapdavatthu.

Now when he returned homo, t)ie\ washed with milk the place he

oroupiod, reviling it as the place of i man •^lacoboin When he came

had to know of it, henuised with wiatlr and paid, *When I am king 1

will wash in blood of then thioat’ So wlun his father was no moie

he remembeied hia wrath and matched out with his fouifold ai*my

ihnre to destroy the Sak]3 an pimrcH, but the Blessed Buddha pie

vented him Howevei the iouiih time tlio Buddha, conbidoiing tho

past life histoi*y of the ^akiyans prevent I him not , and Vitaputa

marched with a great army and loachcd Kh] ilavatthu and slew the whole

Sakiyan laoe, save for those who dwultU w nh king Mabanama, not sparing

even the suckling babies Thoreaftoi the ^aki^ans took lefuge m
diverge places, such ab the cities of Monya, \idissaguj, Panduraja

When thus the haki>an piinc c% peiis]ic.d, Dhaja Itaja, the bakivan lung

moved with his followois from tlio Middle rountiy and hmt founded and

roignod m Mori3 a
’

AocoidiDg to the Indian a< county Ajata atru tlic king of Magadha

maintd tlw dnughiei ot Piabenajit Again Pi oenapt is said to have

sought an intorvioi with Oautama Buddha to express hih remoibe for

sin The visit ot Ajatasatiu is depicted on the stupa of Baihut which

IS estimated to be m the 2nd century B C Tlieio is also a descnpency

of about throe centuries in tho dates of Gautama Buddha and the Bai hut

Stupa It therefore seemb that the visit as found in tiaditionH ib an

oxta«polation

Anywav we notice the doscupenoy on the Burmc^ date ofPSS

B. C, and 2nd century B C of Barhut ^^'tupa which are of Praaenajit

period*

16 Dr. Gogol : Tai and the Tai kingdom, page 26.
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ooctipied chiefly in the eastern part of Indo-China on the east of the

Bed river and KvrangSi in China, They are said to have spoken

a dialect of Shan but substantiaUy altered due to the presence

of Mons and Anamese. According to Denikar, ^the Thos are sub-

braoyoephalio of lofty statute having elongated face, straight

non-Mongoloid eyes and brownish complexion*,^ ^ The Thados

living in Manipur and on south-east of Manipur Jn Burma,

speak a dialect much influenced by other Tibeto-Burman dia-

lects. It has changed subtantially to a Tibetu-Burman dialect.

As seen from the Manipuri accounts, it is a common practice

when two tribes merged together they used both the names of

their respective tribes to denote the name of the new amalga-

mated priduct eg. Ilcirem -Khunjan when Heirem and Khunjan

merged, Kege-Moirang ulicii Kege and Moirang merged and so on.

Similarly in the dialects too we find the same process e.g. laija-

hhivg means water, taoha-hm means, dog, shingel-hirang means

flower etc Thus it is most probable when the tribes Tho and Do
merged together they used the name Tho-do and it further

changed to Tludo.

According to the traditions of the Thado, they had no common

name of then tribe and they wore divided into three linguistic

groups. It is said that there was a man who had three sons. The

eldest spoke Lomyang, the second spoko Thadou and the third son

spoke, ^ome soy, Vaipei and s<>me say Manipuri language.^® It is

seen from this tradition that the Lamyang, the Thadou, the Vaipei

or a tribe who became a constituent part of the Meiteis were

cognate tribes. Again, cognate tribes of Lamyang were probably

Mayang, Thongnang, and possibly Khamyang who according to some

scholars arc said to be of Shan origin, The meaning of Khamyang

according to Man Shan dialect is 'gold-glittering* where Kham

17. ibid., pag6*2d foot no le

IS. An Introduction to the tnbal languages and culture to Manipur (7 tubes)

:

publiebed by the State Kala Akadami, Manipur, page-146.
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meanfi sold yixmg xneaos glittering. Moet of the Mayangs and some

of the Thongnang frequently used the suffix ‘-yang* in their names
like Kaibayang, Takayang etc. Further the Thongnangs are

described to be Kuki origin according to the Tripura ohroniolci

Bajmala with some variation in spelling. Meinipuri accounts

usually refer to Thongnang and Mayang as one tribe and

usually written as Thongnang-Mayang. Details may be seen in the

section on Mayang.

It is seen from the Burmese ohrouiole, the Class Paluce Chro-

nicle that the Sakiyan rulers assume the title or name Thado since

the time of Dhaja Baja. So it is obvious that the Thado Maharajas

of Tagaimg were of Sakya origin. In early period these Sakiyan

used to call themselves by the Indian names like Abhi Baja,

Binnaka Baja etc. and like Bajahnge in the Burmanised form. But

in latter period they used mostly local names.

With the coming of the Sakiyan princes from India, Burma

became a congenery of petty princedom till the rising of the

Shan power. Thus the early ruling race of Burma were Hima-

layan tribes who were partially Aryan! ed and the subjects

were mainly Himalayan race, Tai, Tibeto-Buimaii and other

Asiatic tribes.

It is seen from the above analysis that the Thados weie of

Tai origin but got mixed with the Himalayan tribe Sakya and

some other Asiatic tribes. The tribes like Haokap, Chingsang,

Khunpham and Ngangeheng as found in the Manipuri accounts

from the time of the Poirei king Taothingmang were possibly some

clans of the Thados. The earlier name of Taotliingmang is Yoi-

heiton. He married a girl belonging to these tribes and since then,

it is believed, he had changed his name to Taothingmang. This

name seems to be an Old Kuki word. The present principal clans

of the Thadous are said to be Singsol, Chongloi, Hangsen, Keepgen,

Haokap, Ghangsen, Ehangam besides Thadou proper. It appears

the Thadous of to-day further got mixed with Chin and Sak (Thek)

tribes. They had developed a name Kuki and divided into two

groups namely the Old Kuki and the New Kuki. Old Kuki includes
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Eom, Ghothe, Koireng, Puruixi* Uantak, Kamphoti, LwgBxig or

Hiroi. Some scholars molude the Chins too in the Old Euki

group. All the Euki clans which are not included in the above are

said to be New Eukis. The Old Eukis are those neo-Burmese

who migrated to this land by about the 11th century A.D. before

they were further mixed with other tribes. It is this old Euki

who constituted an important element of the Meiteis.

But the names of persons belonging to this group of people as

recorded in the Manipuri accounts clearly indicate them to be

racially a little different from that of the Thadou proper. The

Thadou were an admixture of Tho a Tai origin and Sakya a

Himalayan tribe as discussed above, whereas this group of people

who are categorised as Old Euki were an admixture of Lai a Tai

tribe and Ehu a Himalayan tribe as the names like Lai-tong-Ehu,

Hao-nu-Khu etc. indicate. The word Euki seems to be a ^onetic

variant of the name Khu-Ki where Ki is perhaps a tribe of Chin

origin who held from China and settled in south-western Yun-nan.

In conclusion, it is therefore seen that Haokap, Chingsang, Ehun-

pham, Ngangcheug etc. who belonged to the so-called Old Euki

were an admixture of Lai and Ehu, the tribe which was ruled by

Hoomchouba the father of Lai-khu-rembi in their ancestral home

in the area of the tri-juncture of India, Burma and Tibet long

before their arrival in Imphal valley. Lai-khu-rembi was the first

wife of king Thongaren. More details of Lai-khu-rembi and Lai

tribes may be seen in the sections on Thongaren and Moirang

respectively. In short this group of people was the amalgamated

tribe Lai-Ehu (Laikhu).

Besides Lai-Ehu, it is probable that there were tribes like

Tang-Ehu, Pai-khu, Ehun-khu etc. as some of old names of per-

sons and of tribes of the Manipuri accounts indicate where Yang,

Pai, Ehun etc. were names of Tai tribes. The base of these group

of people is Ehu the Himalayan tribe whose ancestral home is said

to be at Sawa in the aboved mentioned tri-juncture which the

Manipuri accounts describe as Sawa rntmKhu-rol meaning Ehu
people of Sawa. When these group of mixed people were pressed
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bird by tbe iimMrlcai of Ko-lo-fong and I-mou^n in the above

Tibetan regions they moved down the course of the Ningthi

(Ohindwin) river and settled scattered, shifting from one place to

another as far as the sonthem Chin hills fTom the beginning of the

9th century A.D. Those vdio settled in the Chin hills got mixed

with the Chin and other people of Mon origin from about the ISth

century A.D. The appellation Kuki cannot be expected to exist

earlier than the 15th century
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This ^iroup of nei>-Til/otaii8 or supposed Tibeto-Burmans entered

Imphi»I Valley bv tnoTour less the same route with that of Poireiton

fioiii the hive of 'libelo- Rurmans but they moved along the course

of the river nov^ knovii as the Tiioubal river and settled somewhere

near present TJfan ind ^mth of it These tribes then gradually

moved loA^ards thf of their settlement. Some groups particu-

larly the ffangois api>ear have come upto the river now known
as the Tril rivet Th(‘ precise date of their arrival is not known
but believed to b* in tlie early part of the 9th century A.D., pro-

bably a little earlier than Poiiciton The river which is now
called the Thonbal river had eaxlier assumed the name Hinoy-yi or

Keisa-3 probably given by these tribes.

Ningthoiirol Lambuba and other literary accounts refer to one

gill named Koniimi Nurabi*^ who belonged to a Hangoi tribe.

Hence she is also found to have been wiitten as Hangoi Konting

Nurabi She is de^crib<‘d to be a paramour of Nongta (Pakhangba).

These souic.es ho\se's»i mystified the two characteis as demi-gods

wlio lived in the Ilayie ( liak i e. firht niillenium. Nongta Tukuplik

IS given the name Leiuuiig lonja Pakhangba in these texts. The
term Leinung lonja howevei means *man belonging to Leinung

tribe’ Sinee the iianie Pakhangba is given posthumously to

Nongta in the 16th < eiitury A D. we do not consider it at this stage.

More details may be seen in subsequent sections. However there

is indication that Konting Nurabi did not belong to the same tribe

to whicli Nongta belonged. The remnants of the Hangoi tribes are

still visible to this date. There is a place or rather a lake named
Hangoi pat in the Upper Iril Valley to where the Hangoi tribes are

supposed to have settled.

1 Ningthonrol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeewar Singh, page-16,

ibid, page-7
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PoireilonKhimthok refewto a man named Ngangoi Yoimongba,

who Monged to a Ngangoi tribe. Ngangoi Toimongba was a chief

of the Ngangoi tribea and was also a prominent figure. It is stated

that Ngangoi Yoimongba while clearing the course of a river

j)08sib]y the upper course of the Thoubal river, met Poireiton while

the latter came to settle on this land. Ngangoi Yoimongba first

addressed Poireiton by the word ichnwa meaning *my friend*, but,

when the Jati< r dibi*l>8cd his identity, Yoimongba apologised and

addressed him, meaning ‘ray lord the younger*. Both the

wolds are of Ilrmalayan origin, a dialect ol the Sakyas possibly.

Of these tubes the Ngangoi appears to be the most prominent one.

There is a strong image of the Ngangoi on the Maiiipun literature

and culture It seems in a later period the Ngangoi tribes amalga-

mamaterl with the Koge-Mfdrang and the chiefs of this principality

too occasionally passed on to the Ngangoi chiefs Ngangois

belonged to the so-called Nga tribe w'hich the Manipuri chronicles

desciibc as Nga-nu where as the Indian accounts lefei to Amga

The appellation Thoubal !*> found to have associated with these

tribes. The place of then settlement as well as the river flowing

near Iheii settlcn.ent are found to have been given the same name

Thoubal Liteiaiy .u counts also Itequently lelei to a term Thovbal

Nmgthoii meaning ‘Tlitiubal eJiiof* It is most likely that the name

Thoubal was originally) tiic name of this group of Tibato-Biirmans

Wiicn all of tliem got merged with other tribes and became a

constifucat com|K>nont of the Meitois the name remained applied to

the river w’hich was earlier called the Hinoy-yi or Keisa-yi. In a

likewise manner, when the Khumans moved to the eastern side of

the Loktak lake a name given by the Moirangs in the latter half of

the 13th century A I) , these tribes possibly moved along the course

of the Hinoy-yi and settled m the area of present Thoubal town

about 20 km to the south of Imphal city, and from the name of

this tribe the name Thoubal came into existence. The said river

3. Poireiton Khunthok, pubbshed by the Manipuri Sahitya Parisbad.

P»g6‘58.
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flows through differoii t villages bat none ofthem was given the name

Thoubal.^ Later the Thoubal area belonged ''o the Khumans«

It may bo mentioned here that Ningthourol Lambuba mentions an

event which led to the development of tlie name Xhoubal not the

present Thoubal town. In the same to\t instances are found in

which different events of different periods are given, naming a place

by the same name, 'J'he name of a principality of a tribe is usually

given the name of the tribe itself, and the chiefs of such principa-

lities are also found to have been the same name e.g. Moiraug

Ningthou, Khuman Kiugthou etc. Hero Moirang, Klitiman etc.

stand for the tribe as well as the place. In a si iJar way we find

Thoubal N ngthou. It is tlierefore moi't likely that Ihoubal

was the n,ime oi this gioup of supposed Tibelo-Burmans or

neo-Tibet/ans.

As ioi Kharoi wr* find mainly of woman belonging to the

Kliaroi tribes more pariiculaiiy when ioc y amalgamated with the

Khumaiis. This is the rtaMin why some women belonging to the

Khumans aie found to have been <leberibrfl as ^Kharoi-ron* meaning

•parental home belonging to th^ Kharoi tribe* e g. Kaireiiiui the wife

of Naopbangba ife found to have been desenbed as Thoubal Ning-

thou chanu Kharoi-run Kairehna*'^

The Th«>ubal tribes are possibly one oi the moot culturally

advanced grtujf ol jcople airiving <n this laid besides Chakkha-

>iung on ll e i orlhern yait of the \aJky. Words ol thcii dialect are

often found with the suffix -ra,ig like hiraag (flower), pirang (tear),

heiraug (fruit), fairatig (weeds) etc*, and are found to have been

used in literary language of modern Meitcilon. The woid nura

meaning girl is also a Thoubal word and this too is u (‘d in literary

language but not a spoken language. In some accounts of Manipur

the above words are found to have been described as the words of

Khuman-Nongyai which is perhaps due to the amalgamation or

absorption of the Kharoi elan of this tribe in the Khuman-Nongyai.

4. Nitigthourol Lambuba^ edited by O, Bhogeflwar Smgb, pugo-l5.

5, ibid., page -16.
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Heiraog-goi a small beautiful eveigreen conilerous toee aith

highly fipuity but sour taste fiuits of the size of cncket balls

is perhaps brought by them to this \ alley in the tune of their

migration They seem to be small in iiunihei but the image of

their culture is evidently seen from the imiwit of then dialect on

the Mampuri hterature
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Of the Heirong, lloiiein 4iinl Khunjan tribes, Heiroiip is

to have been mentioned first, cjid for the first time the referem*©

of this tribe in literary accounts is found during the period of

Pakhanjd)a. I>ai8a-ra-(Lai8na in modern stylo of writing) the wife

of Pakhangba is said to have belonged to a Heirong tribe. She i

Sfiid to bo tbe daughter or descendant of the Heirong chief,

Heirong Longliba Leitham Thamliba. The account Ningthourol

Lnmbuba cives o veiy c<'nfuBing name as ‘ Heirong Longliba-va

pokju, feichik t'/iikhbona fofepi^ Leichik Chikliba Leitham Thamli^

ha-m geiih! ** moaning *born by Heirong Longliba^ born by

Leichik Chikliba, bcgottui h> Lcichik Chikliba Leitham Thamliba’.

However ' is no ('onfusioii about Laisa-ra belonging to a

lldiong tribe It appeals from the names of persons of Heirongs

that their dialect \\fie much influenced by other dialects particularly

the Tibeto-Buimaii dialects Both the accounts namely Ningthou-

r<}l Lumbuba and Cheitharol Kumbaba say that Laisa>ra came

along with Poireiton in course ul his migration to this land. Relying

on this point of the chronicles, the Heirong tribes entered Imphal

valley at about the beginning of 9th century A.D.

There i a a legend of Pakhangba as found in both the above

stated texts, in which Pakhangba is said to have ruled his oountr^^

by becoming god in day-time and transforming into flesh and blood

in the night time. This process of transformation aroused suspicion

in tlic mind of his w'lfo Laisa-ra about her husband’s behaviour.

She sus{)eetcd I'akliangba of co-habiting with his paramour. So

she said one day that she would like to become goddess in day time,

and on the denial of the charges, her husband, Pakhangba replied,

*'You cannot become a goddess in day time as you came along with

Poireiton in course of his migration to this land, but 1 can as I

1. Ningthouiol Lam)>uba, edited ;b> O. BhogesWar Singh, page-4.
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c«bme down from the hcaveu’* This legend or fable is interpreted

by different soholais in different vays in the last century Several

anecdotes had been manufactured Thus Poirciton is made a

contemporary fijtruio of Pakhangba and in some manuscripts it is

found that Poireiton and Pakhangba uerc made to fight a wrestling

contest and quite incohetently Luwang Punsliiba was made the

judge of the contest, and so on Luwang Punshiba is said to bo

the fourth descendant of Poireiton* Some scholais interpreted

Iiaisa-ra to be the joungei Msttr of Poi*eitoii This interpretation

or conclusion seems to ha.\e been drawn from the account that the

names of mothers of both of them are the same name i e Piyai-nu

(Priya-nu). They weic different persons belonging to different

periods. Modern commentators on Cheitharol Kumbaba express tlieir

views on the text of th( dialogue between Pakhangba and Laisa-ra

as an indication of Pdkiiangba and Laisa-ra belonging to difieient

ethnic tribes It nia^ be noted that all Pakhangba legends began

to develop from about the iOtb century A [> Besides the

difference in the ethnu oiigiu the dialogue also indicates a boasting

of the tribe to >»hirh Pakhangba belonged, over other tribes It

IB a common experience tliat the supenoi tribes are usually attacked

by inferior tribes in a iiuiaij way but nuvei to infenoi tribes

With the wave of Ai;^aiiisatiou oi ilinduisation which is more

appropriate for the periods, iinpoitance had been stressed on the

Aryan tribes and Pakhangba is found again to have been projocteil

as Aryan origin and theiefoie other tribes were being lookeil down
as Amrya, The boasting of Pakhangba as Ar>a-putra is a mis-

nomer It must be lemombeiod that the Aryans were not the

only tribe who got the hght ot civilisation It is perhaps the

Mongoloids and some (ithi^r tribes got the light of civilization

earlier than the Aryans

Pakhangba actually belonged to the Chakkha tnbe born by a

Leihou mother. More details may be seen in the section on Pakhang-

ba. TheLeihous were the ruling group of the neo-Tibetan who

were later known as the Tangkhuls If Laisa-ra was somebody other

than the neo^Trbetans, she then must have been a Tibeto-Burman
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or a Tai. The associationB of the name of Heirong and Heiretn

indicate that these t'l^'o tribes were cognate tribes. Again Heirem

is possibly a cognate tribe of Khnnjan and tliey became merged

into one unit and became known as Heirem-Khunjan. The

Eihunjans are definitely a Tai tribe. Thus the Heirongs were of

Tai origin who got mixed with the neo-Tibelans and whose dialect

had been greatly influenced by other djalcct^i Heirong may also

be read as Heilong (Hei T^ong) like Tai Long indicating a Tai origin

where Hei is said to be a Tai tribe Hon ongs first settled in the

Upper Iril Valley They possibly got merged with the tribe to

which Pakhangba became their chief Hoi is also called Pai

Sha-ien.*

As for the early period of the Hcirems very little is known

except when they merged with the Khunjans The Heirems appear

to have entered the valley somewhat later than the Khunjan.

The Heirem seems to have settled near the Thoiibal river some-

where in present Yaingangpokpi area In the latter part of the

I3th century AD the Hoiroms moved down the course of the

Thoubal river along with Khunjans and settled in the outskirts of

the new Khuman principality on the east of the Loktak lake.

Since then they became knowm as Heirem-Khunjan The Heirems

also came by the same route as that of Poireilon Tribes more or

less of the same ethnic origin usually unite in those days. Heirem

being a cognate tribe of Khunjan and therefore the Heirem

was of Tai origin. There is also no impossibility of Hei-rem being

an amalgamated tribe of Hei^ a Tai tribe and Lem a Tibeto-Burman

tribe who inhabited in eastern Burma

In Ningthourol Lambuba it is mentioned that there was a place

named Langcha Loupiingphei® within the enclosure of the Upper

Tril and the Thoubal river in the north eastern part of Imphal

2, George Scott and Hardiman’s Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Stian

state part I Vol. I page- 187-8, and also see Dr Gogol’s Tai and the Tai

kingdom, page 2.

3. Ningthourol I«ambuba, edited by O, Bhogeswar Singh, page*46.
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Valley The name of the place is described to liave been given in

connection with the activities of two women in their paddy field,

whose parental home belonged to the I'hangnga-Kampong clan of

the Man The emcigencc nf the Thangnga and Kanijjong as

separate clans of the Khuinan is at a latei pent d after tins < iit

when Khu and Man became amalgamated

Langcha Loupungphei vas uell deraarratc 1. Ningthourol

Lambuba icftrs to an episode of a qiaairel bctMecii Kangba

and Hniyaibam Longchak* over the tie^^itass oI tin t tlth oi Eangba

in tlio tngJcJiol (si dTi^elling spot) oi th( iattci it does not

mention the quarrel explicitly. It is Mud that the house of Hm-
yaibam Longchak a ‘quarrelsome’ Khuinan as the text mentions,

was oonatmeted very olo^e to Langcha Loupungphei B\ that time

Langcha Loupungphei possibly became i grazing ground The

cattle of Kangba which usually came late to their siieds trespassed

into the ingkhol of Huiyaibam Longchak tlie quarrelsome Khunjan

The Tai tribes were kno^^n by difteient names Ovci two

scores of names have been detected, ol vhich name^ like Luiigjen

Shajen Paijen, Yiijen Nungjen etc, aie found Iht suffix jen

means people in the Tai di ilect, and 1 Ims Lungji a means Lung

people, Shajen means Sha people aid oji he name Khunian

is piobably a httle phonetic \ariation of Khunjni and it thcicfore

means Khun people There was a Tai tiilu whuh (ailed Khun
or Hkun in Keng Tung in Burma ® These Khuiijens iic believed to

have descended from Ngai Lao Biiggs s.ns that these Khuns got

mixed with the Karens and the aboriginal people ot Siam or

Cambodia who were tall and fair complexioned Ko le feiig the

Nan Chao king (xpclled the Karems lio.ii Teiu to Burma m
778 A.D. Thus it is seen that the Khuns cannot be expected to

have come carher than 778 A D to Imphal valley They probably

arrived m the valley at about 11th century Al) or a Lttle eailier

as fugitives along with Funan, Mating, Mon-Khmer, Senbi etc,

4, ibid., page-46.

6 Dr Gogol Tai and the Tai kingdonii page 22
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The dialect of the Khunjan also confirms their Tai origin. The

Khanjan word for water is tom, for lotus plant is thim and

probably for ioftus is ihomhal. So presentManipuri word themhal

for lotus is of Khunjan origin. Along with it words like tham-la

(lotus leaf) later pronounced as tham-na^ tham-chet (lotus seed) and

tham-bou (lotus fibre) are also current to-day. There are place

names like /tom, Itham in the Upper Iril and Thoubal Vallics once

oeeupied by the Khunjans, and these words are mixed formations

of Chakkha and Khunjan dialects where i means water in Ohakkha

dialect.

The amalgamated Heircm-Khunjan continued to preserve theii

distinct identity and independence for a long time in the area of

the Khuman principality in the present Mayang-lmphal area upto

the middle of the 14th century A. D. The Manipuri account

Ningthouiol Lambuba records the pressure of the Khunjans on the

Khumans.^ It is said that the Hcirem-Khunjan encroached the

areas of the Khumans and created provocative gestures. The

Khuman chief Aton Punshiba was unable to face the challenge

of the Heirem-Khunjans requested his son-in-law Thawanthaba

(c. 1353-56 A.D.) the Poirei king to help in crushing the Heirem-

Khunjans. Accordingly Thawanthaba invaded the Heirem-Khunjan

and destroyed them. Since then the independence and independent

identity of the Heirem-Khunjan were lost. Most probably they

were merged with the Khumans. It may be noted that the forged

date of Thawanthaba as entered in Cheitharol Kumbaba is

1196-1231 A.D.

7. Ningthourol Lambuba ,edited by O. Bhogeswar 6iugb, page-SOO.
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The first reference of the Nongbal tribe in the literary accounts

of this land is found during the i<ign of Simeirang (o 1171-90

A D
) in Cheitharol Kumb ibi Sameirang fought with Kwakpa

Thawanthaba who according to the above text ib found to have

been described as Angom < hicftain ^ It may be noted that the

appellation Angom came mto existence in the 16th century AD.
during the reign of Chdamba Details may be seen in Ihe section

on Clan formation. So Kvcakpx Thawanthabi must ha\e been a

person belonsrmg to a tribe i^hich became later knoi^n as the

Angoms Nongbal was the most piominent tube be<*idefl Kaiig(ba)

which constituted the Angoms It will bo quite reasonable to sa>

that Kwakpa Thawanthaba belonged to a Nongbal tube In

another occasion one Nongbal named Kadem i man of Uia Kon-

thouba, IS found to havt been mentioned in Nmgthourol Lambuba

in oonneetion with an episode * All these instances indicate that

the Nongbal tribe ean e comparatively earlier than the jieuod

of Sameirang Tlie Non^^bals of this peiiod had good relations

with the Poircis It is estimated that they arrived on this land in

the closing part of the lOth century AD or beginning of the

11th century A 1) and settled somewhere in the plains 111 mg to the

noitb of the Nongmaipng hill Wc *ilso come across a prominent

man known as Kangba who belonged to the Kang tribe which

later amalgamated uith the Nongbals The association of the

Nongbals with the Poireis were mainly kept with the Khu Lei-

Hou grouj) of the Poireis The suffix ‘-ba* is frequently found

in tfie words and names of Nongbals Again the word Nong of

Nong-bal is the name of a Tai tribe All these findings mdicate

i, Oheithaiol Kumbuba, published by the Manipuri Bahitva Paiishad, page-3

2 Nmgthourol Lambubap edited liy O. Bliogeswai Singbp page 15
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the Nongbal belonged to a tribe clf>sely resembling the mixed group

of Poireis. Therefore we conclude that the NongbaJs belonged to a

Tibeto-Burman tribe of Tai origin. The chieftain of the Nongbals

who led the tribe to this valley from their hive is perhaps Puleilomba.

The Nongbals came from the hive of Tibeto-Burmans in the

north of the Hukong Valley through St>mra Tract to the source

of the Thoubal River and finally settled in the above men-

thmed location. The Nongbals grew to political power by absorbing

other tribes like ShelJoy-Laiigmai, Nongmai besides Austro-Asutic

tribes like Punan, Muring, Khnnr (Kliaiuaran) etc.

No aeeount of Noiigyai is available till they bteaine KLuniaiis

at a later period Nongyai probcibly settled first to tlie cast of

Yaingangpokpi when they arrived on tiiib land by about the

beginning of the 11th century A. D. They then moved tow^ards

preseni Thoubal area and finally amalgamated with the Khumans.

Since then they were known as Khuman-Nongyai. The Nongyai is

a cognate tribe of Nongbal and as discussed above. Hence Nongyais

also belonged to the Tibeto-Biii mans. They possibly moved

through present Nongdam, Nongdren, Andro and Yairipok. When
they amalgamated with the Khumans the chieftainship ot the

amalgamated tribe was passed on to the Nongyai**. Nongyai

Tiiingkonhanba the father-in-law of the Poirei King Irengba

(c. 1296-1310 A.D ), who belonged to a Nongyai tribe, is probably

the first chief of the amalgamated Khuman-Nongyai.

Nongmai is also believed to be a sub-clan of the tribe to which

Nongbal and Nongyai belonged. They got merged with the

Nongbals. W^e have very little account of this tribe except that

they settled on the hill which came to be knowm as the Nong-

mai-jing hill after the name of the tribe and functioned as the

southern boundary limit of the Nongbals. Nongraais are frequently

confused with the Langmais of the Shelloy-Langmai. Both of them

are separate tribes- It is also discussed in the section on Shelloy-

Langmai that the Langmais settled on the I^angmai-jing a hill

range now commonly known as the Mapao hills lying to the east

of Kangla-tongbi and to the west of Sagolmang.
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This grcnz]) of Tibeho-Bwacums is supposed to be a soutln-

western stream of the Tm immigrants who moved as far as Thailand

and Settled on the north of the Idefcong Tivev and to have misid

witii Tlbeto^Burmati and other Asiatic tribes while sojounung

in northern Burma by about the 6th century A, D. possibly after

Ko*'lo*feug.
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Mons were a group of people whoso original home is believed

to be in central China but some scholars feel that they were people

of the Southern lower Himalayas.^ They weie not the aborigines

of Thailand, Burnaa and Cambodia, The aborigines of Ihailand

and Cambodia were La was a fair complexioned and tall people, and

curly-haired Negritos and wavy-haired Indonesians. The remnants

of these latter two races are now represented by Semang and Sakai

of Malay, The Funaiis mainly belonged to these latter two groups of

people. There was another group of people who were known
as Khmers. The Mons migrated to Burma possibly in the closing

part of B C and from where they moved to Thaton and Siam in the

early century of the Christian era. As the Mons and Khi ers gave

pressure on the earlier inhabitants, the aborigines moved away from

their original home. Thus the Khmers oecupied the whole of

eastern Siam. Some scholars however feel that the Khn ers ai e

the aboriginal people of Cambodia.

It is said that one Kaundinya Brahmin from Java came to

Cambodia and established the Funan kingdom in the first century

A D. In course of time the Funan kingoom flourished and said

to have extended the kingdom far and wide. Perhaps these Austro-

Asiatic tribes moved as far as the coastal ares of Burma and

Bengal in course of the expansion. The Funaus, as obberved by

1, Dr. C^gQi. ; Tai and the Tai kiagdom?, page-UI foot note.

Some scholars hold that, “fcho tribal namo ‘Mon* is defined by

Co'^mo de Coros, in his Tibetan dictionary, as a general name for the bill

people between the plains of India and Tibet. The Mon-pas of the

southern lower Himalayan ranges are certainly these people. Pa measa

man or people ; Mon-pa means Mon people. These people aie held to be

connected with the Mon people of lower Burma (Rama Desha) and

southern part of central Siam (Dvarvati) of ancient tunes, but it is

doubtful**
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tCang-Tai, a Chinese envoy, who visited the country during the

period fiom 246 A. D, tol60A.B., are ugly, black, frizy-haired

and naoked’ • This observation also confirms that the Funans

were of Oceanic race. It is seen that the Funans occupied

the 8(»uthcrn parts ol Siam and the Khmers occupied the northern

and eentral portion ot Siam, and the Mens occupied the ^^estern

p(»rtionof Siam In the 7tli century A D. the Khmers occupied a

major are«i of Siam by exjitlhng the Tai infiltrators It is said that

in fi38 A.l). Plira Lawaiig liberated a poition of the Siamese tern-

toiy fjoin the (Jambodian yoke Thus he gave the name ol the

country Thai meaning *fiee* * Hovever, the kingdom established

hy Phra Luwang did not last long and it was then c onquered by

the king ol Kiang-Tseu soon after his death.

In the meantime the Tai from yun-iutu penetrated into the

Mekong valley from about tbe 9th century A I), and several Tai cities

were been to have developed among the Mods and the Khmers

The Tai weie getting momentum and pushed several tribes towards

the east and west of Thailand TJius the whole ol Thailand was

liberated from the ramhodian yoke by the 13th eentuiy AD As

a result of the historical process there were mixing of jiopula-

tiun leprosented bv a senes of tribes like Mon-Khmei, Mon-Tai,

Tai-Khmer, Mon-Funan, Funan-Tai etc along with other races

like Lawas and their admixtures

It IS likely that some gioups of Mon-Khmer, Mon-Tai, Mon-

Funan etc moved towards the west and settled on the north of

Thaton sometime in the 10th and ilth century A D

111 the year 1044 A.D. the Burmese king Anawrahta ascended

the throne after killing Sokkate in a duel During his reign a Mon

monk pamc^d Shin Arahan from Thaton visited Anawrahta’s court.

The king was much impressed by the personabty of the monk and

hi" profound knowledge of Buddhism, The king requested the

Mon monk to convert the people to the right path. By that

2. ibid., pege-12.

3, ibid., page-4
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period the Burmese people were engulfed in a religion which was

Buddhism ‘strangled by various heathen growths and to become

mingled with the debased Tantric system which is a mixture of

black magic» witch craft and Siva worship’.^ As an insult to

injury the Arts dragged the people towards superstition. The

preaching of Shin Arahan was opposed by the Art priesthood

Anawrahta took drastic measures and ‘unflocked the thir y Ari

lords and their sixty thousand followers and enrolled them among
his spearmen and lancers and elephant dung-sweepers’.® On the

advice of the Mon monk king Anawrahta sent one of bis ministers

for one set of the Buddhist scripture Trijdtaka to Mannoha the

king of Thaton.® King Mannoha ill-received the minister and

rejected the request At tliis attitude king Anawrahta was offended

and invaded Thaton in the year 1057 A U. and occupied it.

Aiiflwrahta not only coUecied the Buddhist scriptures but moved

almost the whole of Mon jiopulation of Thaton to Pagan. Along

with the mass movement of Mons, he also brought the script which

they used to write. The Burmese then adopted the Mon scripts

and beeirae a written language in the latter half of the 11th

century A.D.

The Mon kingdom of Thaton in lower Burma appears to have

flourished from the early Christian era. Thaton received Buddhism

from Conjeevaram in South India in the fifth century A.D.

Conjeovaram was a great South Indian centre of Hinayana school

4. ibid., page-l‘}8.

5. il)id., pag<‘-140.

6. Mannoha (Manohara), the king of Thaton who was defeated hy the Pagan

king Anawrahta in the year 1067 A. D., w said to be the 48th king

Binpe Siharaja the fom.der of Thaton. The hne of sucoession is said to

be an unbroken succession, and hence alloting an average ruling period

of about SO years for each of the Tulei the period of Shiiiaiaja

comeB to about the second half of the Ist century A. D. Further the

estalilishment of the Mon kingdom cannot be expected to be several

centuries alter their arrival. Hence the Mons must have arrived in

lower Burma sometime m the 1st century A.D,
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of BiidcHsism xmder Dhmimpala. it is said that invfo Budc&ist

missionaxiod xiamely Sona and Uttaxa visited the city Swamabluimi,

which is identified by bome scholars as Pegu and Monlmein, during

the reign of Jatakuma Siridhamasoka of Thaton in the 5th century

A.D. Since the coming of Buddhism in Thaton, the Mon language

became a written language with the adoption of the acquired

Pallava script. Thus Thaton became a centre of Buddhist culture

and learning Thaton received the impact of Hinduisation before

the wave of Buddhism but it did not flourish

It IS said that a Pyu prince from Prome visited the court of

China m 802 A. D. Prior to king Anawiahta, like India, Burma

was no country but it was oongorios of potty princedoms ol Pyu,

Sakya, Barman, Mon, Shan, Kanran etc In the Chinese account

it is mentioned that in the 9th century A D Burma was a land

of ^eighteen states and nine walled cities, all acknowledging the

suzereignty of Pyu’.’ The Pyus are believed to be of Tibetan

origin and probably one of the earhest known inhabitants ol

Burma according to some scholais Some scholais regard them

to bo the Indian Pandus

Pyus are believed to be the Mongoloid inabitants of Magadha

or the foot-hills of the Himalayas who came to India from Tibet

like the Sakyas before their coming to Burma and probably be-

longed to the horde of Uhaja Raja the Sakiyan king who came

to Burma in the 3rd century AD It is very unlikely that

they came from the north of Burma e\en if they were of

Tibetan origin

There were fightings among the neighbouring princes for

supremacy^ lor plunder and even for personal reasons. The condi-

tions Continued up to the end ot the 1 1th century A.D. By that

time the population of Burma and the adjk>ining areas were very

sparse and it could have been at the most one hundredth of what

found in the second half of the 20th century A. D.

7. Dr. Gk>goi : Tai and the Tai kingdomp page 218.
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This was the political condition at about the 10th century A.D.

in South east Asia, particularly after the fall of the Nan Chao

Empire which led movement of weaker groups of people towards the

west. The movement from their new settlement to other places began

from the latter part of the 8 th century A. D as a result of

Ko-lo-feng’s invasion and continued upto the 11th century A.D«

as an effect of Anawrahta’s mass movement of the Mon people,

even though small movements are continuing to this date.

There is authentic record on the movement of these group of

people from their homeland in Cambodia to the kingdom of

Manipur However, the followmg causes may be attributed to

their movement It is said that the period of 11th century A.D.

was a period of civil war, strife, and revolts of the Khmers

upto the time of Suryavarman 1 whose capital was at Ayothia.

Normalcy was only restored by Suryavarman II (1113-60 A.D.) who

founded the world famous Angkhor Vat In addition to this

turmoil, in the middle of the 11th century A.D, a severe cholera

epidemic broke out at Lamp’un* about 25 km. to the south-east of

Cheng-mai, which is supposed to be a Mon area. People had to

desert their homes and flee en masse towards Thaton. It was

then followed by the invasion of Anawrahta in 1057 A. D. as

stated above As a result of these happenings, these group of

people bad to move to the north-west, and finally they arrived

in the Kingdom of Manipur

The presence of Austro-Asiatic people in India specially in the

North-east India who have to some extent preserved their identity,

had been detected in the 11th century A.D. The Maring a cognate

tribe of Mon possibly arrived in the second half of the 11th

century AD. As recorded in the Manipuri chronicle, Cheitharol

Kumbaba, it is stated that Taothingmang (c, 1055-75 A D.) the

grandson of Nongta (Pakhangba) had a clash with a Funan chief

who was a good archer. The account does not mention the name

of the Funan chief. It is stated that while Taothingmang the

8, ibid., page-218.
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Poirei king dealing the t'oure of a river he entered the area

cboquired or Glaimed by the Fnnans as their territory. The Funans

obstructed the work and soon there was a scuffle or clash between

Taotfaingznang and the Funan chief In that dash an arrow of

the Funan chief pierced through the abdomen of Taothingmang.

Viscera of Taothingmang is said to have been gushed out of the

wounds The place of the clcish seems to be on the north oi the

Noiigmaijing hills and the river involvd is probably the Iiil river.

These accounts suggest that these tribes mu'^t have arrived

sometiine earlier than the date of their detection It may be men-

tioned here that the forged date of Taothingmang as entered m the

said chronicle is 264 A D but the reconstructed date is c A.D.

Details mav be seen in the section on Tentative dates.

It may be noted that the Manipuri account Ningthonrol

Lambuba® mentions how the appellation Maring came into exis-

tence. It is stated that while Poireiton on his search foi a good

habitable land the Marems inhabiting the hills recened him by

biiniing an ‘auspicious fire’ Since then those group of Marems were

called or Met-rlng meaning ‘fire-auspiciou&-burmng\ And

further states that the Poiieis gradually changed Meuhng to

Maring, quoting the text which states, "Nayuwa Chinghhong

Poireito-na loibi ndaba hemba nadababu thirakpada mayim loihi

Marem na chakmom kJiaambi rnei-hu langna ngairamye Meiring-0

kouhabu Poiret iapha thilmna Marinq-0 meaning ‘While your

Lord Chingkhong Poireiton was searching for a hill or a place

where there was no illness, the Marems inhabiting the hills received

him by burning an auspicious fire. The Poireis deviated Mciring to

Maring’. It mav be noted that the word Poire{4apha tkibana is also

found to have been punctuated as Poiret-ta pbathtbaba m other

occasions in the same book One difficulty in relying on this part

of the text is that the arrival of Poireiton in Imphal valley is

estimated to be about 810 A D and that of the Marings is about

the 11th century A D- Moreover the editor of the text renders

9. Ningthouzol Jiambuba : edited by O, Bhogoswar Smgh, page-179.
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this visit of Poireiton as the second visit after he had already

settled in the Imphal valley though main text does not mention it.

Further the text also mentions the naming of a place called

Maring KhamUmya to have been associated with the event in whicli

all belongings of Poireiton were looted by the Man people living

in the hills, quoting the text which states, *M(vri>ig Khawtomya-0

houhadi mayim loibi-Man-na Chinghhong Poireiion^gi maran mat-

hvni-bu moot fia yanna yttnlc. Kkamtomya-O tou7iahouye\ This

indicates the Man, Marem and Maring were tlic same tribe.

The origin of the Man has already been discussed in the section

on Poirei. The Man people who came down to southern China

1 c. south of Yun-uan became active in the first half of the 9th

century A.B. It is said that in 832 A.D. the Man people from

Yun-nan invaded the Pyu kingdom in central Burma and destroyed

the Pyu cux)ital. They took three thousand Pyns to captivity and

exported them to Nan Chao. Hall fools that the Man people

fought for Nan Chao. It faeems the Man i)eople had no Be}:>aratc

kingdom of their own Since tliey had no hopara e kingdom they

are found to have been described as Man rtbeh in history As a

result of the attack of the Man rebels the Pyu kingdom came

abrux)tly to an end. Thus the Man people from soutbern Yiin-nan

and northern Thailand cannot be expected to shelter in the

inaccessible hills of Manipur prior to the middle of the 9ih century

A.D. They must have entered Manipur on some subsequent

periods when they were subjected under the pressure of some

alien forces.

It is also scon that a group of x>eople belonging to Austro-

Asiatic race like the Mon-Khmer speech family settled at one time

on western Manipur and North Cachar hills before the Kabuis and

the Kacharis ocoupiod the area. Dr. J. H. Hatton, is of the opinion

that there are “distinct traces of Mon-Khmer language in river and

place names and there are words such as some for those of ‘Taboo*

which can be definitely linked up with Austo-Asiatie and Oceanic

words. This taken "with some aspects of megalithic culture, in

particular that of the Eaoheha Naga of the southwest Manipur
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and north Gaohar hilled, with the occurrence, in one tribe at any

rate, of a shouldered hoe of special Khasi pattern, with traditions

and customs and legends strongly suggestive of a submerged

xnatrilinial elements and some other elemnts of folklore both Naga

and Meithei, suggest very strongly that a population of Mon-

Khmer affinities has at one time occupied the area, or parts of

the area, now occupied by the Naga tribe and is to some extent

represented in the present population’* ^ ®

The archeological finds and the history of North Cachar hills

clearly prove that the Khasis before they wore known as the

Khasis occupied the North Cachar hills just before the coming of the

Bodo Timacha or Timaficha who became later known as Kachans

or Tripuris. The Bodos came from the north and the north-east

under the pressure of the Ahoms in the closing part of the 15th

century A. D. and beginning of the 16th century A D. These

Austro-Asiatic and Oceanic tribes like the Mon-Khmer, Punan and

Siamese Tai wore forced by the Kaebaris to the north-west. As

a result of the Kachari presSuTo these group of people moved

towards present Meghalaya and later founded their principalities.

The Hindus gave the name Jayaniiya to these Mon-Khmer, Toi

and other Oceamc people With the growmg of power, they became

rivals with the Kachans In 1605 A.D. one king of Jayantiya named

Dhanamanika became a captive of the Kachari king named Narana-

rayan. Dhanamanika was tortured and at last castrated in the

capital of the Kachan king Castration oi castrated animal in the

dialect of the courtiers of the Kacliari king was called Khasu

Dhanamanika was called by them Khasi, and since then his tribe

i.e. the tribe to which Dhanamanika belonged became known as

Khasi^^. The capital of the Kachari king to where Dhanamanika

was castrated became since that event known as Khas-pur.

The stone celts which were brought by these Austro-Asiatic

and Oceanic people are still found in hundreds in Impbal valley

10^ J.H. Hutton : The mixed culture of the Naga tubes.

II. Dr. Gogei : Tai and the Tai kingdoms, page-333
; see also Jayantiya

Burunjii page-Ui.
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posseSBed by the Meiteis in particular. The materials from which

these stone celts were made are, generally not locally available

either in Imphal valley, or its adjacent hills. This area is a Tertiary

rock. The possessors of the stone celts actually do not know that

they were the stone implements once used by cavemen ancestors

who are technically known as neolithic people. The Meiteis took

these stone celts as ‘thunder bolts’ which struck the earth in a

lightning discharge and called it Nongmeishingjung meaning *rain-

fire-axe*. Some Meiteis of this electronic age still believe these

stone celts resembling an axe in particular has magical power. They

believe it could relieve pain. Thus supertitious local Meitei Maiba

or Kabiraja even of the early 20th century A.D. used to rub the

stone celts on a piece of flat stone slab with water and the resulting

paste was smeared on to the forehead or the parts where there was

hhoirai a severe headache of migraine origin believing that would cure

the pain. But, owing to its repeated failure of magical power it has

generally been discarded, however they still preserve them. Thus

such stone celts are found to have been possessed even by respec-

table families. Some liill people living in Manipur believe these stone

celts have magical power of fertility. Different sliapes of stone celts

are found here. They were used by the stone age ancestors for di-

fferent purposes as hammers, as tools for flaying birds and animals.

Even a myth has been developed in Manipur as regards the

stone celts. There is a family title named Soren^sangbam who is

said to be a worshiper of the Sky-god Sararen, who usually offer

some axes made of clay every year to Sararen. The sky-god would

take the offer and release them in lightning discharges that would

strike the earth. This practice and belief seem to be dead now.

There is a historical evidence that the Austro- Asiatic and

Oceanic people brought with them these stone celts at the time of

their migration to India. They also possibly did not remember that

these stone implements were once used by their stone age ancestors.

The Manipuri account, Ningthourol Lambuba mentions that Loi-

yumba (c. 1310-36 A.D.) led an expedition at Thangdapung near

present Thangal village in the northern part of Manipur. In that
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aMault be met a group ot people who» as the text states, "*iamche^

ubaba haiigpengbi Jtangyrngba tanba yonghahpa namu pongsabi”

which hterary means *fnzzy haired people looked hke monkey’

and according to the editor, looked like yongmu yongael^ * meanmg

‘black monkey’ He defeated these gioup of people and seized

‘valuable stones’ winch they claimed to have magical power from

their possession The people of Poirei had no name of these dark

skined, frizzy haired and probably ugly jK^oplt The Poirois called

other dark skined peopk of Indian origin as Pangals (Bangals)

The Poireis were ahead \ Hell acquainted with the Bangals and

proto Bangals by that period It is said that Nongyai Thingkon-

hanba the Khuman chief had ali eady subdued 1 be village named

Mara inhabited by Bangals It is therefore cleaily seen that

these frizzy haired yongmu yongscl people were not Bangals oi

proto Bangals The aiiihropological definitions of the Funans

agree with the descriptions of these group of people It is therefore

Seen that these group of people were none but the Punans and the

Valuable stones possessed by them wtie stone celts. These Funans

also did not remember those stout celts were onro used by their

stone ago ancestois as tools. They were not stone age people It

would be wrong to assume iitliei the possossois of stone celts as

stone age people or the site whe re these pe ople once inhabited as

the Bite wheie the stone age people lived It will be more scientifie

to examine who wore the last jjo'^sessors of these stone implements

and from whore they came No doubt these stone implements were

brought from Cambodia or the like It is therefore possible to

detect some remnants of Haobinhean culture, a culture that

flourished long be^fore Christ near present Hanoi, m the areas of

western Mampur and eastern part of Imphal valley.

The encountci with the Funans and Loiyumba might have

been in the former’s quest foi better habitable lands. In such

pursuits they moved to settle m Imphal \ alley where they came

in contact with the Poireis at Thangdapung.

12 NmgthDUK^ liMKibuba edited by O Bhogeswai bingb, pages 81,
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Again Mrs. Ursula GraAam Bower,^* in ber researchea in the

Barail ranges of the North Caohar hills reveals that there were

oaves, fortifications and villages of vanquished people oalled 8ittm

(better spelling should have been Siem-mi). Stem is a Khmer word

for Siam and mi is a Tibeto-Burman word for man or people.

Thus the word Siemi means 'people of Siam’. When Mrs.

Bower enquired, she was told that the Kaehari kings vanquished

those Siemie in those caves. All these facts clearly indicate

that the people of Siam onco occupied the north-western parts of

Manipur and adjoining areas of North Cachar hills.

As discussed above Si(m is a Khmer word for Siam and SienU

(Siem-mi) means people of Siam, it may mentioned here that the

name Siam came into existence from the 9th or 10th century A.D.

“These Tai people were living in the hiUs in southern Yun-nan

before getting down to the fertile plains of the Mekong and Menarn
rivers. Most of these people had to seek shelter in the hiiy

leaving their homes in the rich plains of Sze-Chuan, Yun-nan and

Kwei-chow as early as the third century A. D. when general

Ohuko-Liang of the Han invaded Yun-nan, apparently to put down
a rebellion. The last greatest exodus of these people to the south

was when in the middle of the 13th century A.D. the Mongols

under Kublai Khan swept down to south China. It seems there-

fore the appellation Shan (or Sham), Sam, Siem, Syam or Siam

were used from about the 9th or 10th century A. D. by the

different people in referring to the Tai immigrants from the southern

highlands of Yun-nan. But the name Siam became prominent in

history only in the 13th century A.D. which is also Sukhodaya

period”. ^ *

“L. HoontrakuJ points out that King Khun Shri Indrajit of

Sawankhalok moved southwards and built a capital called Sukhat’ai

and established a kingdom called Siam”.^<^

!•{, P.C. OhoudhuTy : Bistory oi Civilusation of ths poople of ABsam,

U. Dr. Oogoi : The Tai and tlie Tai kingdms, page-15.

16. ibid,, page-16* foet note.
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Relyu^ on these accounts or investigations^ it is seen that

Siemi cannot at any rate be present in north Caohar and Manipur

West before the 9th or 10th century A D.

The presence of Cambodian tribes m the western regions of

present Manipur is also supported by the Tibeian account “The

late Kbetan chronicle Pag Sam Jon Zang locates a country called

Eam-po-tsa ( Eamboja ) m the Upper and Eaatern Lushai Hills

tracts lying between Burma and Bengal, and Dr H C Ray is

inclined to the view that the Kambajas came from this region”.^

^

Kambeja Desb of the Tibetan account.

It IS also stated that the Kambojas invaded Bengal m the first half

of the 10th century A D during the reign of Narayanpala the

Pala king of Bengal About the location of the country of these

Eambojas different scholars give different versions Some say it

was in the Himalayas or Tibet The possibihty of these Kambojas

IS. History of Bengali Vol I, edited hy Dr. R C. Marumdar, page 19 .
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fmn modem Cambodia in Indo-Cliina is also

suggested by Dr. B. B. Bannerjee. It is said that Bajyapala of

Irda copper plate is idontided by some scholars as Bajyapala

(e 906 A.D. the date of aseession) of the Palas of Bengal. '*Tbere is

a sharp difference of opinion among scholars regarding the identity

of the king of Bajyapala of Irda copper plate and the well known
Pala king of that name. Mr. N. G. Mazumdar who edited the

copper plate, regarded it as quite unlikely that the two Bajyapalas

were identical, bnt subsequently changed his opinion and held the

identity as almost certain*'. ’
» The mother of Bajyapala of Irda

copper plate is interpreted to have belonged to a Kamboja tribe.

“Besides we should remember that the Palas had no uniform tradi-

tion about their lineage, and none of their records, upto the time

of Bajyapala, refers in any way to the dynasty to which they

belonged. If, therefore, we suppose that Bajyapala’s mother

belonged to a Kamboja family, we can easily explain the epithet

Kamboja^kulxi4ilakfi (the ornament of the Kamboja family) applied

to Bajyapala of tlu‘ Irda oopj^er plate”. “The Dinajpur Pillar

inscriptions refer to the ruler (»l Gauda king of Kamboja lineage

and on palaeographic ooiisideiatiims it has to be referred to the

tenth century All these accounts suggest that some of

these Pala kings themselves were Kambojas who assumed the Pala

names or adopted the Indo-Aryau speech, and they were found

active in Bengal in the tenth century A. D. It seems these

Elembojas were the earliest batch of the second wave of Cambodian
tribes arriving India. The inundation of Cambodian tribes seems to

have been stopped from about the 12th century A.D. The maxi-

mum Austrio elements of Bengal may be attributed to this periotb

The inundation of some un'.peoified Austrio people as peaceful

settlers in other parts of Imphal valley is also suggested by some

17. iWd, page-SO.

18. ibid., page -SO.

19. ibid., page-191.
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plftoe natnes on tha western side of Imphal valley near Nambol like

Kha-Jiri and Awang*Jm where the word Jiri is believed to be an

Austrio formation like the Loi-Jiri hills in Northern Buima, Jiri

and the Jiri river in the Jiribam sub-division of Manipur west.

Their settlement in Imphal valley cannot be expected to be much

earlier than the 14th century A.D. The number of this group of

Austric speakers also cannot bo very high as the impact of their

dialect on Moiteilon or Manipuri language is very feeble So far

some Austrio words have been detected in Manipuri language.

They are shing meaning ^ginger’ originating from the Austric word

shringmera, and tambvla meaning ‘betel vine’ in Austric but adopted

with a slightly different application. It is used to mean the

mouthful pack of betel nut and leaf The word bhdandi i meaning

‘ladies finger’ seems to be an Austric formation.

Besides, the place names mentioned earlier, we find in the south-

western parts of Manipur place names like Jir^, Dibong, Tipaimukh

and Jinmukh in the Jiribam sub-division of Manipur. These areas

are in continuity with the Upper and Eastern tracts of Lushai Hills

as mentioned in the Tibetan account. These names aie believed to

be Au trio or mixed formations, but foi the word Dibong there is no

impossibility of being formed by compounding the Bodo uord

meaning ‘water’ and the Austric word bong meaning ‘mouth*. In

Austric formation we find words like le-bong meaning ‘sea’ nambong

meaning ‘cavity* etc. However it is very unlikely that the prefix

di in Dibong to be a Kachan Boro word since the Kachari

Bodos from upper Assam became active arround that area only by

about the 16th century A D
, no doubt there were several Tibeto-

Burman tribes of Bodo origin who came along the course of the

Ghindwin river to that area It seems these group of Tibeto Bui-

mans of Bodo origin arrived in that area in the 11th century A.D

It is also suggested by some scholars that the name Surma

given to the lower course of the Barak river is a mixed formation of

Bodo and Austrio words The word sor is an Austrio formation

meaning ‘to crawl like a snake’ and suffix rm a Bodo word indi-

cating biggishnesB. If it be true then the name Surma must have
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been bom in the i5th century A. B. However nothing is definitely

known in this regard. It is also said that the real pronunciation of

Sylhet a town in eastern Bengal is Siri-Hatta and its^ earlier name is

Hari*kela. The existence of the name Hari^kela is perhaps from about

the period when the Pala dynasty was ruling western Bengal at

about the 10th century A.D But some scholars suggest its existence

from about the 7th century A D. The word Hari^kela seems to be

a mixed formation of Indian and Austrlc. Most ot the Austric

people who sojourned in the south-west Manipur and north-east

Lushai Hills possibly moved towards the Surma valley from about

the 11th century A D. and mixed with the earlier inhabitants there

and became the population of Bengal.

In Upper Assam we find place names like Bibrugarh, Bigboi,

Bimapur, Diphuete. and river names like Di-khu, Bi-hong, I)i-yang,

Bi-soi etc. These names are suggested by some scholars to be a

mixed formation of Bodo and Austric woids. It is almost certain

that the names were not given simultaneously by the Bodo and

Austric people and perhaps that one word existed earlier. We
take the word l)i-hong, of which di is said to be a Bodo word and

ho7ig an Austric word. So the name of the river must have been

earlier Di or Hong and when the latter immigrants arrived they

had either Hong or Di respectively. Any way we do not get the

reverse words of the above something like Hong-di, Soi-di, Yang-di

Khu-di etc. The tendency of the Tibeto-Burmans is that they

usually add the latter word in suffix forms, say, Kham-Kung,

Khu-Man where Nung and Man came later to the Kham and

Khu inhabited areas, and in words like snmangdhelong, wcinghn*

pfingja, rhingll-lai^ khoiinom-hirenibi, khaaridoupuh etc, where

the sufQxes were the latter arrivals Again, the suffix -mukh

in place names or rather the junction names of rivers like

Tipai-mukh and Jiri-mukh in Manipur, Chapra-mukh and Jamuna-

mukh in Assam, is of Cambodian origin. These names clearly

indicate that the presence of the Cambodian tribes in the above

stated areas was definitely after the existence of the names

like Tipai, Jamuua etc. Since the word Tipai is of Marem origin,
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it eau e;siBt only ^hen the Harems were active in tbat area abont

the 12tli century A.D. Hence the presence of the GaJnbodian

tribes in that area cannot be expected to be much earlier than the

I2th century A.D. and the Marems \\ ere the earlier settlers. These

investigations further reveal that the date of the Tibetan aeoount

Ptbg jSa,m Jong Zang is of about the 12th century A.D. or later.

These facts clearly suggest that the earlier word, say, iotDiJhong

is D% and hong a latter arrival So the conclusion would be that the

whose earliest inhabitants of Upper Assam is Bodo a Tibeto-Burman

tribe ancestral home seems to m some south-eastern parts of

Tibet from where they moved to Upper Assam about the closing

part of the 8th century A.l>
,
and beginning of the 9th century A.D.,

a period when the Tibeto-Burmans irom their hive began to disperse

under political pressure as discussed in other sections. The next

immigrants arriving Upper Assam uwe the Austric people like Mon,

Khmer, Funan etc. uho moved thiough <he territory of the ancient

kingdom of Manipur and present Nagaland at about the 10th or

11th century A.11 and some oi them got mixed with the Bodos,

It is very likely that by about the 12th century A.D. some of the

Himalayan tribes who wore Aryonised moved fiom Lower Assam to

Upper Assam of which hali or Kali-ta may be mentioned. The

Kali tribes were one of the components of the amalgamated tribe

Kali-Nga (Kalinga). The Bodos o( Upper Assam began to move

gradually towards lower Assam The Koch were perhaps Bodos

with Austiio )x*ople whereas the (Jaros another gioup of Bodos

probably mixed with the Funans The Bodos who settled on the

northern side of the Brahmaputra moved as far as Gooch^-Bebar and

Bengal and those who settle on tlie southern side of the Brahma-

putra moved towards North Cachar, Tripura and the Garo Hills,

and moved as far west till they reached the natural barrier of

the big Brahmaputra river. Jt is probable that these groups of

Bodo who moved as far as the (iaro Hills got mixed with tibie

Funans who were the earlier bi'ttlers arriving in that area via

western Manipur at about the 15th century A.D. resulting the so-

oalled Garos* The appellation Garo seems to have derived from
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the Zndo-Arjiaa wotd JTtflo given by the speakers of the Indo-Aryan

dialects to mean their darker complexion. On tho other hand the

lower Assam became inhabited by Aryanised Himalayan Mon-

goloids from about the 5th centuiy A D. It is claimed that

Pushyavarman founded a kingdom at Kamarupa at about 400 A.D.

It IS obvious from the above analysis that the Austro-Asiatio

and other Ooc^ic people came irora their original homeland in

Cambodia and moved towards India after sojouTinng here and there,

and arrivid at about the middle of the 11th century A 1) They

settled on the western part of Manipur now occupied by a Tibeto-

Burman tribe known as Kabul It is most likely that some groups

of Funans, Marings and Siam-mis moved towards a inoie iiorthenily

route and entered Imphal valley by an easternly direction, vliile

some othei groups mainly Mon-Kbmer, Funan and Siam-mi too

moved bjr a more westcinly route and ai rived in tho western part

of Manipur by about tho same time i e. at about the 11th century

A 1) possibly a little later than 1057 A. D as a sequence of

Aiiawrahta’s invasion ot Thaton in the ycai 1057 A.D. There is

every like 1> hood of tho inundation of the Cambodian tribes into

Manipur began fiom about 10th century A J). Some Moiis are be-

lieved to ha\e moved further northwaids and settled in Nagaland

are now called Nagas. The major chunk of the Funan-Manng who

settled in Imphal valley became merged with other tribes and latei

became Meiteis. However some Marings who continued to stay on

the hills remamed as Marings prosf*rving their cultuie and identity.

But the younger generations have intermarriages with the Tangkhuls

and other neo-Tibetan tribes, and shortly a new sub-tnbe is on

the offing.

In case of the Mon.Khmer-Funan-Tai group who settled on the

western part of Manipur, were subjected under the pressure of

Tibeto-Burman immigrants particularly the Kabuis besides Marem,

Thangnang, Mayang etc. from about the beginning of the 13th

century A.D. The Kabuis are believed to be a cognate tribe of

Kachin, Karen, Kapaw etc. Since the settlement of these Ausfcro-

and Ooeanic people was far away in inaccessible areas
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from tmphal valley, the inhabitants of Imphal vall^ had no

contaot with them before thoir moving out of the territory of

Manipur by about the 15th century A.D. except in one occasion as

stated earlier.

The probable course ot movement of these tribes may be

summarized as follows They were forced out of Cambodia by

political upheavals and other natuial calamities and they moved

towards the west passing ihiougli the dry land aicas of central

Burma. Fiom where one stream of them moved northwards along

the Kabow valley and cnteied present Nagaland and Assam.

While other groups moved towards the western part of Manipur

and settled there foi about three centunes shifting their habitat

from one place to another In couisc of then sojourn in western

Manipur thej' had conttoot with new Tibeto-Buiman immigrants.

Thus the present Kacha Naga of Tamenglong aiea resulted m
mixing with Oceanic elements as observed J H Hutton as

stated above. With increasing pressure of other Tibeto-Burmans

and the defeat of the Funaiis on the hands of the Poireis, these

group of jKMiple moved further north tind probably Iclt the territory

of Manipur by about the 15th <eiitury A.D and settled in Hablong

(Haflong) in the North Ca< har hills.

The place names \^ith the suffix -long are associated with these

Funan Mon-Khmer-Tai group of people. In western Manipur

where they are believed to have settled are found names of places

like Sim-hng, Otnam-long Kamh%-long, Fhe-long etc. It may also

be pointed out that Meng and Hmeng are tribes of Mon oiigin

Thus they shifted their settlement from one place to another

successively occupying their earlier positions by other Tibeto-

Burmans. From Ifaf-long they shifted to Shi-long (Shillong). The
word hng has different meanings in different dialects. In Man Shan

it means *great’ like Tai-long meaning ‘great TaiV It is not known
what would have been m the old dialect of these group of people

In Meiteilon or Manipuri language long means tableland hke the-

hng and a kind of ffshing net nia46 of bamboo pieces. In addition
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to this suffix another prefix is also found which possibly Funan-

Maring-Siemmi origin. It is the prefix Non^, In Meghalaya there

are several places having the name with the prefix Nong like

JVong'jpo, Nong-khe, Nong^stron, Nong*2*^u etc. Such similar place

names are also found in Imphal valley where the Funan-Maring-

Siexnmi once settled or occupied like Nohm^dam^ Nong-dr^n etc.

In these areas wo also find place names with the suffix -long like

IMong on the meeting point o( the Iril and Imphal rivers, and

Khctlong on the highest peak of the Nongmaiohing hills. In modern

Manipuri nong means lain or day ; and in Mau Shan it moans lake

like Nong-yang lake in northern Burma.

The dialect of the Funans is untraceable from Manipuri source,

but the Marings being a living tribe their dialect is traceable. The

dialect of the Marings appears to be a mixed dialect of Mon and

Ngailao particularly its cognate tribe Shenliao. It is a soft sounded

dialect compare with that of the Mon-Khmer speech. Details may

be seen in the chapter on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. The

Marings were a comparatively cultured grouj) of jicople by the time

when they settle in Manipui. They probably conceived a localised

Brahmanical faith mixed with Buddliism which in turn mixed with

Tantric cult. Some Marings became Meitcis, while those who did not

like to get mixed with other tribes, who liked to preserve their dis-

tinct identity probably continued to stay on the hills and remained

segregated from other tribes. The course of history has changed

and by n>w they ramiin as bi.jkward schedule tribe unable to

join the race of progress. The culture of early Marings is proved

by proverb of the Meiteis even to this date which runs thus

;

*Maring-m saha sanghai nxima hangbara' ? meaning *Maring-made-

basket-single-empty is it However the literal meaning is ^Men

and women will not live single, one day they will meet their halves’.

It will be seen in the section on Religion also that there is a

place called Sita on the Maring hills. The Ramayana legends were

very popular in Cambodia before the coming of the Tai. It conti-

nued to be popular even with the Tai immigrants. The Cambodians
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used to give name** of places associated \vith the Ramayaiia legends

like Ayothia (Ayodhya). The Marings gave the name SHa to a

place on their hills MPhich according to their traditions had a foot-^

print of Sita the wife of Rama, on a huge rook. This type of

naming place names is a Cambodian culture.

The Cambodian tnbos like Punan, Maring, Senbi etc. who

settled on the eastern part of Imphal valley at Nongdam, Nongdren,

Lilong, Nongmaiching hills etc. brought with them Brahmanism

from Cambodia They worbhippcd Siva and the shrine of Siva on

the Nongmaiching hills neai Khalong i^hich is now known as

the Varuni Mahadeva was installed by these tribes. When these

tribes got merged with the Nongbals the myth of Siva and Para-

vati was rccastcd with local names and materials. Nongpok the

supposed ancestor of the Nongbals is depicted to be the Siva and

another fictitious lady Panthoibi from the Tai pantheon substituted

Paravati of the myth. The legtmds of Nongpok and Panthoibi

became very popular among the Nongbal clan constituted by some

nine or ten prominent tribes like Kang, Kong, Langtnai, Nongmai,

Punan, Maring, Mon-Khmer, Sen})j etc btfoie it ab&umed the new

appellation Aiigom during th' icign of Chalamba In short the

religion of the Nongbals in the IJlth century A. D. was a verna-

cularised Saivism.

It may be mentioned 1 ere that this vave of ('ambodian tribes

is perhaps the second major wave since the earlier wave of

these tribes possibly in earlv Christian era that came to India.

Some soholais are of the ojwnion that these Cambodjan tribes

came to India in the fir^t milleiiium B.C “The date when the

Austric speakers began to filter in Assam is not known, but it

must have been several hundred years B.C and certainly long

anterior to the advent of the Aryans from the west.'**® It is more

likely aft^r the invasion of Cambodia by Kaundinya Brahmin

from Java in the firet century A.D. that these Austrio speakers

20, B.K. Baroa t A cuUnria history of Asnami psge>'6.
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(UsperBed to tho west as far as Bay of Bengal.*^ It is said that

the invasion of Faundinya Brahmin was a part of a great movement

of population. The Fnnan empire of Cambodia established by

Eaundinya Brahmin is said to hare spread in the first oentnry A.D.

from Annam to Bay of Bengal. The base layer of the population

of Bengal is to this date believed to be of Austro-Asiatio people

followed by waves of Drandians from the west superimposed by

other layers of Bodo and other Tibeto-'Burmans before the Indo-

Aryan immigrants mixed vith them ** The coming of Cambodian

or Austro-Asiatic tribes doef^ not lepresent a long gap with that of

Tibeto-Burmans The dialect or the Tibeto-Burman language is

said to have been fully characterised by about the 7th century A.D.

It may bo mentioned here that the Man Chao account does not

mention the presence of Austro-Asia tic tribes in the 8th o^tury

A.D. when Ko-h^-feng invaded Assam if he came to Kamarupa at

all, nor the Chinese accountf mention an} Oceanic tribe in the

route to India via Assam (Kamarupa) except some Himalayan and

21 The so called Auiito pcnkei is thought to ha\o oiiginated from

a part of Asia nesr th< Malaga Peninsula, and later migiatod west as far

as Madagascar andca^t to the Pi ifu inlands ol tho equitorial belt, well

over two thousand ago, now lopieKcnied by Malaysian, Melanesian,

Miotonosian, Polynesian etc inhabiting Java, Bumatia, Plnlippme etc. to

the Hawaiian islands. Thoio has been suggestions that the Malayo-Polyiie-

sian languages foim a single VitsiiK family, hut it has not been proved.

Anyw*i\ tlio Malayo-Polvn« sian languagos peihaps belonged to a family

and do not seem to hn\o ielated to an^ othci language family. Sporadic

dispersal of these gioups into the Indian mainland is the reason \()iy

some siniilai uoid foiinations in some Indian dialects to that of the

Hawaiian language aic ifund Tit c aio hundieds of dialects belonging

to the MalaVO -Polynesian tamdy of lingiiage developed or rather bom
fiom a single stock duo to ipolaiion and lack oi r ommiinieaiions among

thomselv es m those islands.

22. “Before the establishment of Aryan spooch and during the time it was

spreading in the piovinoo (Bengal), we may quite reasonably eicpect that

the diffetent Austrus, DraMdiam and other Tibeio-Buiman tribes had

songs and tales, all preserved oioUy in tlieu Mqn-Khmor, Kol, Dravidian

and other dialects**. Hisioiy of Bengal, Vol. I, edited by B C Masumdor,

page-376.
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Tlbet0>Bannaa tribes. It is therefore more probable Uiat the

Aoatrie elements believed to bo a base stratum of Upper Assam are

of the eeoond wave in the 11th oentury A.D. who infiltrated through

Nagaland and Upper Assam. On the other hand, in lower Assam

the plane names believed to be of Austric origin were perhaps given

by the Austro-Asiatie elements and Aryanised Mongoloid who

entered Assam from the northern parts of Bengal. The place names

like Kamata, Kamakhya, Pragjotis-pura are considered to be of

Sanskritised Austric formations. It may be noted that the Khmers

were also called Khamaran by the Poireis besides the people of

Ava who were not of Tai origin.

Mizo of Lu-shai hills now called Mizo*ram are supposed to be

people of Mon origin who were called Mios by the Shans or Miostze by

the Chinese. They were very early offshoots of a proto-8ino-Tibetan

Speaking race of people arriving eastern Burma by about the 6th

oentury A.B. Man, Maring and Marem found in accounts of Manipur

are their cognate tribes whose arrival in the kingdom of Manipur

is estimated to be about the 11th or 12th oentury A.D. as dis-

cussed above. On the otherhand the Mizo began to penetrate into

the Indian zone from the Chin hills and its adjoining areas from

about the 17th century A D. The Hmeng and Meng are also their

cognate tribes. In the dialect of Marem as found in Manipuri

accounts land is called ram with a short *a’. So the name Mizo-ram

means Mizo-land like Moi-ram as discussed earlier.



THE KEGE AND SENBI-KAB6w

The first reference of the Kcgcs is found during the reign of the

Poirei king Khongtekcha (c. 1250-60 A.D.) in Manipuri account. It

is stated that the Keges attacked the Poireis sometime in the latter

part of the above-mentioned date during the reign of king Khong-
tekcha. This is the first and larliest reference of the Keges as

recorded in literaly accounts so far available. In this attack or

raid the Keges \ieie defeated and several of them were killed by
Thongak Lakpicha^ a Mangang liao vho vas an able gencial of

the Poireis According to Kingthourol Lambuba^ the number of

Keges killed in that engagement is 763 at a place which be-

came known since that event as Kege-Loutangkha, but Cheitharol

Kumbaba^ records the figure as 63 only There is also a difference

in the name of the tribe in the two texts. Cheitharol Kumbaba
describes the tribe as Moirang while the other text describes as

Kege. In the middle of the 1 3th century A.D. during the reign of

Khongtekcha the Moirangs had not yet settled in the valley.

When the Moirangs settled and caived out a principahty by amal-

gamating with the Keges at about 1270 A.D., the principahty became

known as Kege-Moirang principality. Later the name Kege is

found to have been dropped. The printed Cheitharol Kumbaba

available with us at present was re-written during the period 1825-35

A.D. with forged dates and the scholars wrote the tribe as Moirang.

The reference of Kege in the above clash is appropriate, and the

reference of Moirang at this stage is wrong and misleading. The

Keges are believed to have settled near present Ithai and expanded

later upto Ngangkha-rawai. It is stated in Moirang Ningthourol

1. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited b> O. Bhogeswar Singh, page-46.

2. ibid., page -46.

3. Cheitharol Kumbaba, published by the Manipuri Salutya Parishad.

page-3.
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Lambuba that, while theMoirangs v(cro moving down to settle on

the valley, they woie received by Haomuba* son of a lady named

Irai Lcima, \^ho belonged to a Kego tilbe, indicating an invitation

of the Moirangs hy the Keges It nia;;^ be noted that the people of

Moriya principality was Jvnowii as Ktges to ihe Ponois, which

included Moriya, 1 ibc to-J3uiJiUtJi Mayang bes des Kege piopcr.

The attaik of llicKtvts as staltd above is believed to have been

aftoi destio^iiij; tlu Baiigiti piuK)[j<dit> ol Laiiiangdoiig wdnoli was

close to them Mom details may h ^cen in IIk Hction on Bangal.

By thal period the Pojki pumipaJitv was on the northern pait

of Irnplial Valley, flie Bangal ])iiucipalit\ of Lainangdong facems

to bo an ally of the PoiKis* Since tlie defeat in the hanus of the

Poireis, the Keges appeal to Jiave < oiicentratcd towards Ithai

a moie strategic location situaUd oii tin south of tlic lake now

known the Loktak lt4-ki

The period of the picsencc of lJu Kcge in the Inijihal valley is

to be about 1100 A 1). oi somewhat cailitr. They were inhabitants

of Moii>ei (Kabow vallo\ piojKi) They ^ituictiated gradually into

Imphal valky from the .'Uiith ea'^t The Keges moved towards

Imphal \allc> due to an impact of mass cross-human movements

mainly of Oambociian til bi towaidswc-.t and north-west possibly

following the invasion ol Thaton b} Anawiahta in 1057 A D. and

other Calamities

The name Kcge ih a modern pionunciation, the eailier pro-

nunciation is Keko Che Baiigals of the L<imangdong principality

perhaps jironouiuid it Kika The Keges started mixing with other

tribes of the valley from the latter part of the 13th century A.D.

At a later jk nod the Kogos got totally amalgamated with the

Moirangs

We have very limited information about their dialect except

some names of poisons like Maleicha Ngarel-su, Khoiba Nadhipha

etc. These names are similar to that of tribes of Chinese origin of

Yun-nan. A very typical word used by this tribe m their names

either borrowed or their own is the suffix -su. Some names of Poirei

Moirang Nmgtbouiol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Singbp pii0e-5.
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queens are found to ha^e the names with the above suffix. The

queen of Ura Konthouba (o. 1190-1215 A.D*) is found to be called

Nox^ieng-su. It may be noted that some scholars interprets the

meaning of this sufiix as 'grand-daughter This suffix is also

found to have been adoptcnl by some Chinese tribes which consti-

tuted the Chinese nationality. The name of the Chinese officer of

Nan Chao of about 900 A. D. ib found to be one Chengmai-su*.

The Chinese nationality had several elemenib of uhioh tho tribes of

the state of CJriu was <ine ol the five confederating states

befoie the bnth of tho CJunew' nation, may be mentioned. It is

believed that-Cliongin«ii-su belonged to the tribe of Chin. Thus it

is been that there aio Chin elements among the Keges.

Silk ciiltuic and loaiing oi bilk-worms, more pariieuUrly the

Kege-feel (Kcge-voini) and the Kige plants for feeding Kego-worms
were brought and introduced into this land by the Keges. It is

generally an a(*eej)teil view that silk culture started from China*.

These jK^ople of CJiinest* origin brought the culture first to Moriya

and then to Imphal vallev. The Yun-nan people of Chinese origin

are known by \arious names Khe, Koke, Ki, Kika, Tarop etc.

Tho Tai jiarticulatly the Man Shan called them Khe, the Tom is

called them Kege, Keke <ind Ki, and while the country itself

and its anothei inhabitant believed to have some other elements

like Khmer, Tai etc. were perhap'« called Khi, the Bangal inhabi-

tants of Lamaiigdong in linphal valley of the 13th century A.D.

also called them Kika and the Burmese called them Tarops. The

Khmer and the Khnior country (Cambodia) were called Khamaran

by the Poireis. Some scholars say that Khe is a Tai word for the

Chinese but N. EUas says it is Yun-nan. It is likely that the word

Keke is derived from Khe. Tho Mauipuri word Kha-ki meaning Chi-

nese is perhaps to mean Southern Ki i.e. the southern Khe country.

It is said that there was a tribe known as Chou who 'wore

originally a Turkish tribe with their small realm with Tibetan and

5. Dr. Gogol : The Tai etnd the Tiai kingdms, pago-87.

6. See foot note 1| m the section on Kbamba-Tfaoibi,
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Tiir1dfl]i f)opalation* according to W. Bberhard,^ on the western

frontier of China in the Central Shen-si in the valley of Wei. They

had a kingdom there from about 1122 B.C. It was transferred to

lioyang near present llonnan-fu in the east at about the latter

half of the 8th century B.C. They flourished there and from

about that period the Chinese language and nationality are said

to have been formed This eastern Chou split up into live confe-

derating states in the 7th century B.C. They were Chin, Ch’in,

Chi, Sung and Gh’u.

These five states later began to fight with each other for

supremacy. There was a long drawn war, and at last Ch’i and Ch’u

emerged as surviving rivals. “In 249 B.C. Ch*in flourished as an uni-

fied empire with 36 great divisions, each ruled by a prince. In that

year thirtysix princes of Ch’in founded the Ch*in dynasty, reigned

under the title Shih-Wang-Ti and the country since tlien has been

known to the world as China”.® In 224 B.C. Ch*u was dostioyed

by China and along with the fall of Ch’u the Chinese imperialism

grew rapidly.

Along with the giowth of Chinese Imperialism, other tribes

were either absorbed or fled away from their home state Thus it

appears, some of the Chins luigiated to their present habitat in

the Chin hills of Burma. The precise date of their arrival in the

Chin hills is not known but believed to have moved first to western

Yun-nan and from where they were further pressed by the Tai and

finally moved to the Chin hills about the 7th century A.D. It is

also quite likely that some of them moved to the north-eastern part

of China, and as far as Korea. This is perhaps the reason why

we get some similar place names, folklores etc. of north-eastern

China and Korea with that of the Meiteis believed to be of

Kege origin.

The Kege is ethnically a mixed race. The bulk of the popula-

tion is believed to bo Chin mixed with Tai and latter with Sakya,

7. Dr. Gogoi : Tai and the Tai kingdom, page-87.

8. ibid., pagB-29, foot note, aee also Hoontrakul, page8-22, 38, 39.
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Vya and other Tibeto-Burmans. The Eeges were the eubjeots of

the Sahiyan prinoes descendants of Abhi Baja the Sakiyan king

and Moriya Prinoes who entered Burma in the second century B.C,

(in the Burmese chronicle, the Glass Palace chronicle the date is

entered as 923 B.C. which is an exaggerated one Details may be

seen in the section on llaokap, Chingsang, Khunpham and Ngang-

oheng). The Moriya king who shifted his capital from Moriya or

southern Kabow valley to Khuga valley or southern part of Imphal

valley was perhaps Moriya Fhamballaoha (Moriya Phambhal Baja).

It is this Moriya prince who brought the Keges to Imphal VaDey

as his subjects.

As discussed in the section on Haokap, Ghingsang, Khunpham

and Ngangoheng, Moriya is the classic name of Kabow valley. At

a later period the Poireis used to call the Moriya valley as Kabow
Tampak when the Moriya chief shifted his capital and the valley

began to be settled by a tube called Kabow who infiltrated into

that area from the cast Along with Kabow another tribe called

Sen-pi also infiltrated into Moriya. They continued to live together,

and later amalgamated They became known as Senbi-Kabow.

The name also indicates that it js an amalgamation of two tribes

having different linguistic and ethnic affinities

Sefibi is a modern sound, the earlier pronunciation is flfea-pf.

Sien or Hsien is a Chinese word for Siam. The word Sen is a

phonetic variant of the Chinese word Sien. The word pi means

man or people Tt is also possible that the word Sen is a Kege

word for Siam It is therefore seen that Sen-pi means ‘Siamese

people* Few words of Senbi dialect found in Manipuri accounts

as given in the section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language, clearly

show that Senbis were Siamese Tai. The mixed group of Pong and

Senbi was called Tai-Pong by the MelteiB* It seems Senbi and

Pong had strong affinities The name Nambul given to a small

river flowing in Imphal valley is perhaps a Senbi word As the name

Siam came into existence from about the 9th or 10th century A.D.

as discussed in the section on Funan, Muring and Mon-Khmer, they

cannot be expected to have settled in Moriya earlier than the above
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dalie. It is most likely that they mflltrated into Eiabow valley in

the latter part of the 10th oontury A.D. or later, along with other

tribes and they weie parts of the exodus of the Austro*Asiatic

people like Fiinau Maring, Mcm-Khmei eto

The Kabo^i or Kapdw is behevedto be a cognate tribe of Karen,

Kaehm, Kapui etc. They were probably inhabitants ol Tern the

ancient state of the Kaiens till they v ere exjielled in 778 AD by

Ko-lo-feng'* in oonise of his action of expelling the Karens from

their native state In the 11th ocntuiy A.D. several Senbi-Kabows

moved mto the southern pari of Imphai ^ alley and settled on the

south-east and north of Kege-Moirang principality, whereas the

major portion of them continued to stay elsewhere in Upper Burma.

In course of time they grew to a small political power and thus

a Senbi-Kabow principality came into existence as a confederating

principality of Kege-Moirang When the Poiiei*^ became more and

more powcilol, some* ot the Senbi-Kabows were forced out of the

valley and they moved towards the east and became Burmese

On the other hand those Scnbi-Kabows who continued to settle m
the Imphai valley got amalgamated with the Kege Moirangs and

later became Mutois The S »nbi-KabowB who settled in Moii}a

and Chindwiu valley were called Meitei'^Kahow Fiaucis Buchanan

in his investigation found that the Kabows inhabiting the above

stated ait as were called *]Maiiay-Kabow\^®

It 18 not known who ainved Hist whether Senpi or Kabow

It IS also not at all impossible that they had already amalgamated

before their arrival m Monya valley latei known as Kabow valley

The name Seiibi-Kabow is also found to ha\(* been written as

Kabow-Senbi The tendency of the w ord formation is that the

later arrival is usually added as suffixes The dialect of

Senbi-Kabow found in Mainpuri sources are mainly Senbi words.

It seems the dialects of this amalgamated tube was substauoially

altered to a Senbi dialect. This is perhaps the reason why Senbi-

9. ibid.f page-40.

10, ibid.^ page-27,
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Kabows are r^arded as Tai in later period and generally called

Tal Long by the Shans and Eathe-Shan by the Burmese even

though ethnically they were an admixture of Asiatic and Tai tribes.

The Manipuri chronicle Cheitharol Kumbaba records that the

saget or family title Khunbongmayura vhich may also be written

as Khun-Pong-mayum belonged to the Senbi-Eabow written simply

Eabow in the said chronicle. If it be so then Khun Pong is a Tai

word meaning Tai piince’ where Pong is generally applied to the

Mau Shans Hence Khun-Pong-mayum means ‘the family of Tai

prince* indicating a descent of the royalty of either Siamese Tai

or Mau Shan Sawbwah* Again the same chronicle enters the family

title Chingangbam as of Kege origin. The word Chingangbam is

derived from the nvord Chingangba which may bo written as Chin

Kang possibly deriving from the Chinese word Chin Kiang. The
word Kiang is corrupted to Kyianp by the Burmese. In later

periods the areas of northern Khampat was known as Kyiang.

Relying on the said chronicle they must have come from Kyiang.



THE CHAKPA

In literary aoeonnts this land we come across a tribe named

Chali^a. Poireiton Khuathok refers to a scene of burning of the

dead body of a Chakpa boy who is said to have died of an accident.

When Poireiton learnt that it was a cremation fire he was aghast

and quickly left the place. The scene seems to be an extrapolation.

Anyway it is quite evident that at the time of composing the book

the author took the Chakpas to be quite an early tribe inhabiting

this land whose way of life was basically different Irom the rest

of people. The Chakpas were also called Loi a name of a Tai tribe

or other name of Tai. The descendants of the Ghakjms are by now
represented by (1) Leimaram, (2) Phayeng (3) Koutruk, (4) Khur-

khun, (5) Sekmai, (6) Chaireu and (7) Andro. The early dialects of

the Chakpas are still traceable. Their dialects are found to be dis-

tinctly different from the dialects of other Tibeto-Burmans, iico-

Tibetans and rieo-Bnriucse but it seems there' is an image^of caily

proto-Sino-Tibetan dialects like that of the Kachins. Literary

account <9 casually refer them to ‘speakers oilonthei meaning speakers

of deviated language. Details may been on the section on Meiteilon

or Manipuii language The suffix ‘-ba* in the Shan form ‘-pha’ is

found to have been adopted by the Chakpas. There was one
prominent man belonging ti) the Chakpas named Konkhangpha^
(Kon Khang Pha) as mentioned in Poireiton Kiiunthok. The
Chakpas had little social intercourse with the rest of the people

particularly with the Poireis. The reason for this seems to bo the
way of life to which the Chakpas used to live. Burning of the

death was a horror to the rest of the people by that period. It

seems the Chakpas had some relations with the Bangals of the
Lomangdong principality. When this tribe entered present Manipur
and settled on the hill ranges lying next to the valley in the west

I, Poireiton Khunthoki published by the Manipuri Sahitya Parishad, page-6
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they were known by the name Loi. Sinoe the Loi inhabited

the hill, it was given the name Xioipi-ehing or Loi-jing like

Langmai-jing, Nongmai-jing etc. where Loi-pi means people of Loi

like Senpi. It appears the Ohakpas were one of the earliest in-

filtraters into central Burma. The period of their arrival in Imphal

valley is estimated to be about the first half of the 1 2th century

A.D. The Chakpas settled on the foot of the Loi-jing somewhere

at present Loimaratn. As time passed on they began to disperse

from their habitation towards the noith along the foothills of

Loi-jing, then they moved eastward by the side of Kanglatongbi

plateau till they rearhod tlie Upper Iril valley. From Iril valley

they moved towards the south through present Nongdren, Nongdam
and Andro Tboy continued to move from there further south into

l)retaent Nongpok SekmaL Thus the Ohakpas completed a circuit

of settlements aiound the peripherial regions of the valley when
the Poireis and other tribes from the north moved towards the

south jji the central valley. IVe may analyse from those circuits

of movements the social segregation felt by the Chakpas in the

hands of other tribes. The inert idea of the movement was pro-

bably to avoid the contact with other groups. It is also evident

that th(> (liakpas v(^re not in favour of inhabiting on hill tops. Had
they been Tibeto-Burmans they would have moved to the hill tops.

They wanted to be plain dwellers inspite of reverses. Even to this

date the remnants of the Chakpas are still visible in the path of the

circuit. In other parts of the ancient territory, the Chakpas inha-

bited the Anggo Chiiig and Chindwin valley.

As stated earlier Loi is another name of Tai. Prof. Coedes

says that Tai is syiiouymous with the name Dai, and Erik 3eiden-

faden* is inclined to believe that Li, Lai, Loi are but other forms

of Dai. Thus it is seen that Loi were Tai, and a particular tribe

was called Loi by themselves.

All places close to where the Loi are believed to have settled

were known as Loi-ya-ram meaning *plaoe close to Loi’. As stated

2. Dr, Gogol ; Tai aad the Tai kingdom, pafo-7.
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aboTe the hill range elose to the habitation of Loi was Loi^jing

meaning ‘lioi hill* or ‘Hill of the Loi* or ‘Loi-pi ching’ meaning
*hill of the Loi people*. The Loi and Poirei looked down each

other hot the Poireis grev^ to a major political power The feeling

of the Poireis towards the Loi has been transferred to a vocabulary

e g. Loi47uib<i meaning ‘to send into exile’, Lot^chanha meaning
‘to conquer’ etc It also indicates slaves enslaving fiom war
captives. Thus by now the name Loi has completely changed its

original meaning In living Manipun Linguage the tribes of Chakpas

are still said as Loi with a vauge meaning.

The word Lot in the Tai dialect also means ‘hill* Loi is also

pronounced as Noi. Hence there is no impossibihty that the hill

which was near the settlement of these tribes, to which these tribes

called Loi meaning MU, was called Loi-Chiiig (Loijing) by the

Poiicis where ching means hiU in the dialect of the Poireis In

that case the Poireis erroneously took the word Loi of the Tai to

be the name of that hill Since the other name of Loi is Loibi like

Senbi as found in Loibi-ching the othei woid of Loi jiiig wheie

Loibi means ‘Loi people*, there is less piobabihty of this pothesis

The Chakpas probably bioucjht Buddhism minglcfl with other

elements in this valley. The deity of Ingourok Mahadeva which

was originally the statue of Gautama Buddha was probably brought

by the ancestors of Chakpas and when the image of Buddhism died

out totally
, fresh waA e of Saivism and Lai ancestor w orship became

prominent the Buddha statue was discaided As tirnf passed on

tho latter Chakpas took that statue of Gautama Buddha to be that

of Mahadeva and began to be worsMpped at Ingourok and since

then the deity became known aa Ingourok Mahadeva. The statue

of Ingourok Mahadeva clearly depicts the exceptionaUy long ears of

the Buddha No doubt there is image of Buddhism in other statues

of the Hindu pantheon as found elsewhere in Jndia but m the case

of Ingourok Mahadeva it is clearly a Buddha statue.

As stated above the dialect of the Chakpas which will be seen

in the section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language, does not suggest
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them of pure Tai origin. They were most probably a mixed

stock of Tai and some other proto-Sino-Tibetan tribes. It is also

likely that the Chakpas had two principal clans namely Ohak^pa

and Ohak-ma of which the Chak-mas are found in Chittagong

and Mizoram. The dialect of the Chak>mas is much altered due

to the presence of Bangal dialects.

In conclusion the Ohak-pas ethnically seem to be bomc proto*

Sino-Tibetan tribes who entered Burma soiiiotime in the early

Christian era and weie the subjects of the Sakiyan rulers before the

Pyu Kingdom was born, r^hom the Burmese used to call Sak tribe.

The name is phonetic variant of the woid Chak(pa). Later the

Chakpas became the subjects of Pyu. When the P^m kingdom \^as

destroyed in the year 832 A.D. by the Man rebels from Yun-nan

these people moved tow ards the north-west and settled in the ancient

kingdom of Manipur at the Anggo-ching (Anggo hills) iii Kabow
valley where they piobably got mixed with or politically associated

with Tai tribes who wc*ie called Loi Again the Loi seems to have

arrived in that areas from the Loi-jiii hills before the Mau Shaiis

weie active in tliat »re«i. Another branch of the Chakpas who

moved towards a inoie westoiiily direction settled in Chittagong

and Mizoram are now represented by the Chak-mas.

The way of life <>i the religious belief of the Ohak-pas who

settled in Imphal valley strongly suggests that theii cailier habitat

was Pyu since the relgious belief of the Pyu kingdom was Biah-

manism mixed with Buddhism which is stated to have strangled

by various heathen growths and became mingled with debased

Tantric system which is n mixture of black magic »
witchcraft and

Siva worship.
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I'he Marems appear to ha%e settled on the Loijing ranges to

the south of the Maugang settlement possibly on the south-west of

Lamangdong They also anived by inoie or less the same route as

that of Mangang* It is believed that they ainved on this land

close to Imphal valley in the 11th century A 1) ora little later

tb<in the Mangangs Very little ih known about their jKilitital life

We have no record how they amalgamated with other tribes,

No doubt a large number of Marems got amalgamated with othei

tnbob and became Meitei«» The rest of the Marems moved towards

the north oi then settlement In the 15th century A 1) more pre-

cisely m the period from e 1403 to r 1416 A D they were found to

have inhabited on the Koubiu bills at a place known as Yangpham

Ghakbkpok.^ In tins ncM ‘settlement they were trecpuntlj attacked

by the Poirei kings We have aoeounts entered m the (’heitharol

Kumbaba in which it is stated that king Telheiba* (c 1308 A D —
1401 A,D )

and king Tabungba* (c 1403—15 A D ) successively

raided them It indicates the Marems flourished in that settlement

By far the Maums oik of the most imj oi taut tubes in

naming different places. It appears they were a cultured group

of people The Marems in their dialect called the sun mot and

plain or plateau j)hat Ningthourol Lambuba states,

loibi Maremna iampakpudi phai-0 kouye""^ and '*hth% thafaHok,

maJem moitahk kouhadt rmytm lotht Marem-na numitpudt mot-0

1. Cheitharol Kumbaba, published by the Manipuri Sahitya Parwhad, Imphal,

page-S "'Amasuag Kouba chingsema Terngpliam Chaklikpok ta loibi

Marem-ga Ian sokneiye’*.

2 ibid., page-8.

3. ibid., page-8

4. Kingthonrol Lambuba edited by O. Bhogeswar Oingb, page«188.
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kouye**^ wUch mean, ICarema who flettlad on the faHls

called the plain or plateau phai, and **the neason for naaoaing

Thatalok of the hilb and Moatal(A of the earth owing to the

saying of the Marems who settled on the hills, of the atm inoi’*.

When the Marems arrived on the Lnijing izanges there was one Tai

^ifae inhabiting on the foot of that bill somewhere to the north of

their settlement. Thih Tai tribe was also called Loi. Most of the

Tibeto^BuFinans and other tribes aaiied them Tai. The Marems

inhabiting on the Loijing ranges most probably called them

Moi-Tai with a literal meaning *Tai of the sun’ or 'Tai of the land

of the Bun’, because the Marems called ImphaJ valley particularly

the Kimga valley *Lanqmeihev meaiiing 'Land of the sun,

with abundant langmei’. Langmei is a kind of bird which is now
pr obably oclled Langmebdong. It is from this word i.e. Moi-tai

that the appellation Maitei oame into existence. More details may
be seen in the section on the origin of tlie name Meitei.

The Marems liclonged to the Man people according to Ning-

thourol Lambuba. The text states, '^Nayuvxx Ohingkhong Poirei-

ton-na loibi ndaba hfmha naiabaAm bhu^n^kifakfoda, mayim loibi

Marem-ma rhakmom khambf mei-bu langna ngainyamye, Mei~

ling-0 koubabii Poire i tapha thihana Maring-0 Kouyt*'^ and

further says, “l/ernwg Khamtomyn-0 koubadt muyitn loibi^Mana

Chingkhong Poueifon-gt maran mathunt-bti mutna yarn hhamna

The literal meaning of the above text is, *#When Poi-

reitou ouinc in search of a place where there was neither illness nor

death, the Marems received him by burning jn auspicious fire, for

which they wore called Meiling ( Mei means *fire’ and ling or ring

means to sot up'). The people of Poirei mis-pronounoed Meiling

(Meiring) to Manng’' and "the entire belongings of Chinglihong

Poireiton were stolleu by the Man people inhabiting on the hills, for

5. ibtd, paged89.

6. ibid,, page-73.

7. ibid., page-179.

8. ibid., pBge-179.
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^hioh the place was given the name Maring Khamtomya”. It

may be noted thau there is a spelling mistake in the text of

the word LotW-Jfano, the better spelling from present angle

diould have been

It is therefore seen that the Marems were later called Marings.

So Marem and Maring are the two names of the same tribe. How-

ever the Marems were still found inhabiting the northern side of

the Loijing ranges upto the time of king Tabungba (c 1403-15 A.D.).

If Marems were changed to Marings there should not have Harems

in the I5th century A.D., but we find them Since the text coimects

the naming of Marem to Marings with the activities of Poireiton,

they are therefore supposed to have inhabited some places through

which Poireiton came in course of his migintion to this land not ne-

cessarily within the present political Manipur^ or to be an extrapola-

tion of naming Marem to Maring by latter scholars as most of the

names of early period are attributed to the activities of Poireiton

in some way or the other. It became perhaps a fashion of latter

scholars to attribute something i^ith tht* activities of Poireiton

in giving place names dispersed in a very wide area including

inaccessible areas. No doubt he gave names of several places.

People of Man origin began to disperse from their ancestral

home in central China to Yun-nan and northern Burma by about

the sixth century A, D. of which we may mention the Man of

the Khu-Man and the Mans living in Yun-nan. Some Mans of

Khuman came to Imphal valley from Putao area in northern

Burma in the beginning of the 9th century A.D. as a component

of the waves of immigration of Poireiton. Again the Mans of

Yun-nan who were known in history of Burma as ‘Man-rebels’

attacked the Pyu kingdom lying close to the territory of the

ancient kingdom of Manipur^ took three thousand Pyus to captivity

and carried them to Yun-nan in the year 832 A.D. which brought

about the end of the Pyu kingdom in Burma^. More details are

discussed in the section on PoireL

9* Dr, Gogoi. : Xai and the Tai kingdomS| page -IBS
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It appears the people of Man origin vho were in tnm of Mon

origin, who came to the present political Manipur and settled

on tli3 vestern side vere called Marem while those who settled on

the eastern side were called Marings. It seems these group of

people came ftom southern Yun-nan and northern Thailand by

about the latter half of the 11th century A.D. as a result of political

upheavals and other natural calamities, and found to have settled

in the western parts of Manipur close to Imphal valley by about

the 12th century A.D. More details aie discussed in the section on

Yunan, Maring and Mon-Khmer.
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The Mangangs are believed to have arrived on this land

next to the Ohakpas in the 12th century A.D. The Mangangs are

very closely akin to the controversial tribe Mayang and also to

Thongnang They came earlier than the Mayanga and settled on

the Loi-jing ranges to the north of Laimaton Phourungba. The

particular place where the Mangangs settled was given the name

Loijing Phouoi Ching' accoiding to the text Ningthourol Lam-

buba It is believed that they had settled on the above stated

place Sometime in the latter half of the 12th century A D. At the

beginning of the 13th century A.D. the Mangangs appear to have

flourished in their new settlement possibly under the leadership of

their chieftain named Konkhucha. The Mangangs vero attacked

by Noothingkhong the Poirei king at about the beginning of the

13th century A. D, where Konkhucha® the Mangang chief was

defeated and a good number of the Mangangs were hiought and

absorbed by the Poirois particularly by the Poirei clan to which

Naothingkhong belonged. For this victoiy Naothingkhong is found

to have been given the title Mangaiig Ngamba meaning ‘the Victor

of the Mangang’. The absorbed Mangangs were for the time being

known as Poirei-Mangangs. The Mangangs had a strong impact

both culturally and politically on the Poirei clan to which Naothing-

khong belonged) so much so that the successors of Naothingkhong

1* Ningthourol Lambubai edited b^ O. Bhogeswar Singh,

2. ibid., page-36. <*lamlen nongohup Tafurol, Ate Satu Tao Mangang Hao
tamyasing, sitmei long-semba, khudeng maatha tabapuxig, Thongnang

onteram, Mayang hanna ching saronyaida khousabadi tubi tbikna

mathinnai lairen meipuot chunglep 60 chong, kaoren Bhankhang 10 Ian,

khanang laiton lengna panthengnabadi Mangang yaga chaire. Machal

leima kao, maning leima sanseng, Mangang, Mangang pungsung, Mangang
aensung, Mangang kori tharaoohi, thonglen lanpaowak, Kasa paotakwa-

Bung loldabye. Huiyen lannikiti Mangang Konkhucha aiengbabu kaxna

hulle”.
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adopted the sufSz -cAa of the Mmganga in their names. Thns we
find the immediate sueoessors as Khongtekoha, Keiren-oha eto»

The impact was so strong that the Foirei elan to which Naothing-

khong belonged also became known as Mangang clan in the closing

part of the 13th century A.D. It seems by about this period all

the Mangangs became Poireis. There are indications that the

Mangangs had intermarriages with the Chengleis while they were

inhabiting on tlie Loijing ranges. Thus in the beginning of the

14th century A. D. the Mangangs had lost their independent

identity. The dialect of the Mangangs appear to have been much

influenced by other Tibeto-Burmans.

We have very little account of the Mangang before they be-

came Poireis. They belonged to a group of Tibeto-Burmans who were

commonly called Hao* tribe by the Poireis and came from the hive

of Tibeto-Burman family arround the Uukong valley. Mangang is

an amalgamated tribe of Bodo and Ngangoi, and the Mangang suffix

-c/<a is of Bodo origin. More details may be seen in the section on

Mayaiig. They probably moved along the course of the Ningthi river

to Moriya and further moved south of it till they came across the

mediaeval highways coming from the Arakan pass. After proceeding

a little they moved towards the north and finally reached Laimatol

of the Loijing range.

The absorbed Mangangs used to bold high posts of Poireis.

It is said that the Commander-in-chief of king Khongtekeha was

a Mangang named Thongak Lakpicha a brave man who killed

several Koges in a battle.

3. ibid.t page-35.
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This partioolar tribe is the most controversial one. Originally they

were Tibeto-Burmans and like other Tibeio-Burmans who entered

from the south, they also came by the south route. They probably

left their ancestral home near Hukong valley and moved south-

wards along the course of the Oiinilwin river. The i)eriod of leaving

their ancestral home is not knov'U with certainty but it is believed

to be about the 11th century A 1) or somewhat latei. By moving

further south, it seems they were seal tend near the Chin hills and

Moriya. Prom there the> inhllinUci iowaidt h} the me-

diaeval south highways. TheMayaiigb bciore eiittring Tmphal valley

settled somewhere on the south hudiuoy. The Mayangs and theii

cognate tribes who entered this huul v\eie Mangaugs and Thongnaugs.

Most of those Tibeto-Burman tribes wexe known to the Poireis as

Hao tribes who may also be called nco- Burmese and most of these

Hao tribes settled all along the mediaeval highuajs from Arakan

to the Loijing ranges. The Mangang and Tliongnang however

settled within the present political houndaiy of Mampur, close to

the valley, while the Mavaiigs se*jtied within the present Lushai

hills area in the latter part of the 12th centuiy A.D

Of these groups of Tibtto-Burm«mo the Mayangs mainly settled

on the south of Champh<ii at the juncture of Manipur route and

Arakan pass While they vveie inhabiting th^.^te for a considerable

length of time they probably gt>t mixed with non-Moiigoloid proto-

Bangals who came from west and south-west. At about the early part

of the thirteenth century A.I) a group of Bangals came and lived

together with them The Bangals and the proto-Bangals called

the settlement Basa meaning ‘temporaly settlement’. The Tripura

chronicle Bajmala indicates that Ba^a was close to Rangamati.^

1. Rajmfklap the Tripura chronicle, Vol. II, page-3 ,

* ^Koutuka Brahman bole jabo amx songe

Rangamatt bonohibo }e Tripurate ronge

Sotyo kore Brahman rajase sotyo koilo

Bisbeswar pujah kort asbilo.*’
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Aftwr fiome years of their stay at Bass a group of Shan invaders

headed by Samlungfa the Pcmg pnnoe came and subdued them

After subduing Bosa, Samlungfa left northwards for some other

countnes where he met the Poireis and defeated them After the

invasion of Famlungfa all the inhabitants of Basa appear to have

moved towards the north and finally settled at Lamlangtong

( Lamangdong ) at about 1225 A D and carved out a pnncipahty

there and continued to live with other tribes who lived m the valley

in good terms for more than three decades By about 1260 A I)

a hostility arose between the I^amongdong principality and the

Kego pnncipalitv lying to the south of Lamangdong principality

It appears aftci dcstioyiiig the Lamangdong pnncipahty the Kegt^

moved towards the north and attacked thcPoiiei principality whore

they got tJic w orst n \ c i Hh The Bangals, proto-Bangals and Maym g

Basts fled to the Loijing langes in ficattered conditions Immediately

after the death ol Khougtekclia the Poirei king who <lefcatcd tlu

Keges thtie was an initiicgmim foi 11 years as recorded m the Chci-

tharol Kumbaba Tt mdicaUs that the afteimath of the war was a

eatastrophy tlut laNied lui ibout a decade. It was a jieriod of

tuimoil, 111 iiotlmg 1 nuntuned in an> tc^l t»boiJt the cau&( cf

the uimciounlid jcik cl Pc c pie who weie inhabitants of Ba*-!! wtie

known as Basi Most of the Mayangs took shelt^^r on Laimatoi

hill, rather a peak on 1/oipng lange wheio the TJurngnaiigs* setihd

As stated above the Thongnangs were a clan ol the tube to which

the Mayangs belonged 1 he chief of Thongnaugs woie given the

name Ihouglen Ningthouiol Lambuba describes the hill through

which the Mayangs retreated as Thongmtvg ontetam Mayang hanm-

chtng^ mesmng *Thongnaiig faciug-Mayang-rotreat-hiir

2 In the Tnpura chtonsh, Httjmala, a name Thanangdu is iouud It is

said that Thanangclji is a place name to where the Kukis settled This

name closely agrees with the name Thongnang found in Manipuii aooounts.

If it be so the Thongnangs inoie akm to the old Kukis.

Aocoiding to the Thadou traditions Lamyangs ore said to be a cognate

tribe of the Thadou. Agam Lamyang & Mayang seem to be cognate tribes

3. Ningthourol Lambubai edited by O* Bhogeawar 6ingh| page-3&
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The M%yang8 mored towards the north-west of M ayaf^^hmvm-

ching through hill terrains and gorges and finally settled in scattered

condition in the northern parts of present Tripura upto the Barail

ranges before the coming of Kaoharis and Tripuris. The Mayangs

there, probably got mixed with the Bodos at a later period. This

is probably the reason why Tibeto-Burman tribes of Bodo origin

like the Kacbaris and Tiipuns were often called Mayangs m literary

accounts of this land. In due (ourse the Mayangs got completely

mixed with othei tribes and losts their independent identity in the

16th centuryA.D. Some scattered Mayangs however continued to stay

on the hills of Manipur. Those mixed-Mayang remnants were known

as Pasis (Basis) and they were detected according to Nmgthourol

Lambuba by the Khumaii chieftain Nongyai Thingkonhanba^

(o. 1290-1310 Ai)). He raided the village ol Pasi which was

located on the southern liillb and while letinng he left his ciest

made of a bunch of langmn at the gate of the village which was

found by Mayee Thumbi the daughter of the Past, chief named

Loitang She called Nongyai Thinkonhanba to come back and

collect his lavgmei. Accordingly ho came back and requested

the gnl to pm the langm^i by her own hand on hib turban which

she complied with. Since then the place became known as Lang-

mei-thet Langmei is the feather of Langmu-dong bird

Jt IS believed, though racially Mangang and Mayang belonged

to the same origin, the later Mayangs appear to be moie darker

in complexion possibly because of their mixing with Bangals and

proto-Bangals.

It is also behevod that the original appellation was Maiyang

but pronounced as Mayang, and Meiyang with more emphasis by

the Poireis, Because of the association of the Bangals with the

Mayangs, they were also at a later period became known as

Mayangs* However the application of the name Mayang has further

changed its significance. By now it has exclusively applied with

the disappearance of original Mayangs, to almost all Indo-Aryans,

4. ibid,, pagedSl.
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Dravidians and pre-Bravidians. The applieation had further a ten^

denoy of applying to all outsiders of non-Mongoloid origin.

Possibly after regrouping or anything of the hind, the first

recorded assault of the Mayangs attacking the Poireis since their

retreat through the Mayang Hanna Ching, is believed to be on

the northern side of the Laimaton Pbourungba in the latter half

of the fourteenth century A D,, during the reign of Kongyamba

( c. 1391-98 A. D.
)

the Poirei king. They were beaten back by

Kongyamba and captured most of them alive and among those

captured alive, according to Gheitharol Kumbaba® there were Aphe

Baja, Tingku Raja, Lakasumka Tao, Areng Ayang Tao, and

according to Ningthourol Lambuba^, Aphera-cha, Tingkudaba,

Lanka-sumka Tao, Aring Arang Tao. The two texts not only

differ in spelling but also in certain fundamental applications. The

place where the engagement took place, is said to be at

Kouba Hmglen Ching situated on the southern part of the Koubru
hill ranges. Kouba Hinglen ching vas also known as Kouba Inghn

Ching, Those Mayang invaders are believed to be a mixed stock

of remnants of the retreat. They probably settled on <tome parts

of the Koubru hills The name ended by Tao is usually found

among the early Chakpas.

The second wave of invasion of the Mayangs was in the year

1504 A.D. In the first phase the Mayangs killed several Meiteis

and they became momentarily victorious. These group of Mayangs

are different from those earlier Mayangs. The battle was fought at

a place known as Amchi Nongmaikon (also Honglaikon) Tangkhul

lieihoupok^ lying on the north-western part of Manipur close to

Imphal valley. This place is believed to be on the north-western

side of Ngaprum Chingjen. When the news of the defeat had

5. Cheitharol Kaznt>aba, publiehed by the Manipuri Sahitya Parishad.

page-d.

6. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Singh, page492.

7. ibid«| pago-238.
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raaohied, |Hrinoe Nongthomba* son of Kiyamba rushed to the plaee

and abased the conunander Angoupamba Loiohangamba for fate

cowardly acts. With the re-inforced force, the Mayangs were

repulsed and several of them were caught alive Those caught

alive according to Cheitharol Kumbaba were Kiyamba, Nungma

Cheng, Teima Clheng, and Langtoi Ningthourol Lambuba^ writes

Kamba in place of Kiyamba vith one more addition of the captive

named Kanbi Ayang This group of Mayangs are found to be of

Bodo group of people like Timafi-cha and Tima-cha, who were later

known as Kacharis and Tripuns.

We will investigate the tribes who weio categorised as Mayangs

from available records like Nmgthourol Lambuba and Cheitharol

Kumbaba.

(1) In the period of Kongyamba (e 1391-1398 A D,) the revolt

of the Mayangs was beaten back by Kongyamba and several of

thorn were taken to captivity which included Aphe Raja, Tingku

Raja, Lamkasumka Tao, Areng Ayang Tao according to Cheitharol

Kumbaba, and Aphera-cha, Tingkulaba, Lankasumka Tao, Aring

Arang Tao, according to Nmgthourol Lambuba The place of

engagement was at Kouba Hinglcn Ohing as discussed above

(2) In the year 1604 A.D. Kiyamba sent his son Nongthomba

to crush the Mayang invaders who became momentarily victorious,

with a re-mforced force. Nongthomba defeated them and took all

of them as captives which included Nungma Cheng, Teima Cheng,

Langtoi etc. according to both the texts.

(3) Tn the year 1619 A. D Lam Kiyamba defeated Arai

Cbampia.^^ The text does not mention to which tribe Arai

Cbampra belonged but it is believed to be a tribe who were within

the category of Mayangs.

8* Cheitliarol Kumbaba, published by the Maxupun Sahitya Panshad,
poge-ll.

9. ibid., page-11.

10. ibid,, pafe-12.
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(4) In the year 1532 A.D, during the reign of Kabomba,

Tusen wae captured and Aral Ohampra Lankasesh was taken as

captive.

(6)

In the year 1533 A.D. during the reign of Kabomba, the

invasion by Panohom Takhen'* was crushed, and several of his

men were caught alive which included two drummers namely

Ghamiya-cha and Hachakang. The engagement took place at

Lonloi Leimatak located towards the south-west of his capital

according to Ningthourol Lambuba. Cheitharol Kumbaba refers to

only that Kabomba defeated Takhen.^ ® It n ay be mentioned here

that Kabomba was hardly 14 years of age in 1534 A.D. The text

does not mention clearly whether the name Takhen was a tribe or

principality or name of a person. However Ningthourol Lambuba
describes it to be the name of a person. The captives who were

men of Takhen Panchom dug trenches for drainage in the year

1534 A D. The name of the drainage became known as Takhen-

khong lying on the eastern part of Imphal city.

(6) In the year 1 540 A.D. Kabomba captured Kane and took

its chief Wangpal Lakpa and his wife Leichon-nu as captives.^*

(7) In the year 1545 A.D. or some what later but earlier than

1567 A.D. KingChalamba raided the land of the Thongnangs where

the Mayangs occupied on one side. Jn that raid he defeated

Rasgoon the grower of betal mils and took away a horse named

Marambi as booty.

(8) In the year 1557 A.D. daring the reign of Ohalamba, a

Meitei princess named Monsambi was given in marriage to aMayang

king for the first time as a formal matrimonial relation with the

Mayangs. The name of the Mayang king is not mentioned in the

II, ibid., pag6-13.

13.

Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Singb, page-26L

13. Cheitharol Kumbaba, publiehod bv tlie Msnipuri Sahit^a Pariehad.

page-lS.

14. ibid., page43.

15. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeflwar Singh, page-262.
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tesrt* Bttt t/hie Wng was a Mayang i« evident from tKe title eon-

fipmd m MotJfiambi.' She was given the title Mayang Leima,

The title Mayang Leima Leima is given to, either a Mayang prinoesB

married to a Meitei king, or a Meitei princess or girl married to

a Mayang king. So Monaambi was a Meitei Leima Monsambi

vi^vjs Mayang Leima Monaambi.

(9) In the year 1591 A.D. Mungyamba subdued Tonsen^^ a

principality of the Meyangs believed to have been located near

Lungkii in present Misoram and in the same year a princess was

born to him. The princess was given the name Tonsen-nu from the

name of Tonsen. She was given in marriage to a Tonsen chief

when slie was hardly 13 years of age in the year 1603 A.D.

(10) In the pedod of Loitongba (c 1336-46 A D.), there was a

village on the western side of the valley. The village was inhabited

by the Bangals. Ningthourol l^simbuba refers the village to PangaJ

khun^ * meaning ^Bangal village’. Loitongba eollooted some tops

that wore found playing by the Bangals. Here the name Mayang is

not applied to the Bangals.

(11) We have records of matrimonial relations with the

Mayangs since 1657 A. D. in which Meitei girls were given in

marriages to the Mayangs We do not have any refcren<*e in these

two texts about Mayang girls marrying to Meitoi Kings There

must have been marriages of that kind also In some manuscripts

which have somehow oi the other fallen in the bands of local pan-

dits and been preserved, some referenees of Mayang girls marr3ning to

Meitei kings are found Since these manuscripts cannot be authen-

tioatedy it is difficult to determine the date of writing. We get at

leaet two such references. The first one was Chingurembi a Mayang

princess married to Naothingkhong (c. 1215-50 A.D.) and another

Chibarembi a Mayang princess married to Thawanthaba (c. 1353-56

A.D.). In case of Chingurembi, she is believed to be a Bangal

16. Oheithsrol Kumbaba, pabliahed by the Manipur Sahitva Faruhad.

17 ibid., paga-19.

IS. Niiigtli(»iSR>l Lmnbuba. edited by O. Bbofeswvr page^
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ptitMm of wbo shifted to Ltumjfgdong. It is probable ainee

Baaa wae taken as a Uayaug prindpalitj their prinoess was also

teriDed as a Mayang Le%rm* Details may be seen in tlie section on

Chingurembi^

(a) As stated abovt, Monsambi was giTon in marriage to a

Mayang king in the year 1657 A.D. Records further reveal that

(b) Mayang Leima Tarung Nganbi ui the year 1566A D , (c) Mayang
Leima Koirembi in 1586 A.D. and (d) Mayang Leima Tonsen-nu in

1603 A D were given m marriages to the Mayang Kings.

But from about the 17th century A D. tho name Takben
appears to have bUrted applying to a group of people who were

f ateg(»rise(] carlur as M<)yang8 In 1609 A D a girl named Yangnu
vho belonged to the family of Akoi^am was given m marnage to a

Takhen ’ • She was given the title Takkcn Leima for the first time.

Again in the yea 1 1 630 A D a Meitei girl named Sana Ponchem-bi
who belonged to a Hakw anthem family was gi\en in marriage to a

Majaugiliief It mav be mentioned here that Sinn Poncheni bi

was <i gnl ol Baiigal oiigin and bht w i& given the title Mayang Lc ima
Jhe family title Hakwanthem jilJoted to a Bangal family. The
Bangals by about this periofl were not included in the category

of Mayang s

The Tripura ( hroni< le, Ha]mala written in half fabulous

veibtb in modem Bengali without anv date, dosoiibes that a Tripura

king namtd Tei dakhin married a Meitei princess**^ The name
of tlu MeiUi puiicc^s lb not found m tho ttxt but further men-
tions that was the hist initiimomal relationship between Makhlee

andTnptua The Tiipuiib called Mampui jDesfe Toi dakhm
IS bald to be the 19th king of Tiipura beginning from Cliandra (the

Moon) As such« the tosrt claims that tho Tiipuri kings belonged to

the Chandravangsa of the Mahabharata mythology Amidst such

19 ChcithArol Kuinbal>ii, pubhshod by tho Mompuu Sahitya Tarishadg

page 23

20, Bajmala, tbeTnpuia fhioniolei Vol I, page-3«

**Makhlee raJa^ e kouii a bibaho koilo raja”
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half fabulous aotounts or lineage of kings, one king named Tripur

appearing in the 46th descendant from Ohandra in the lineage to be

the king of that land from whose name the country became known

as Tripura^ The text in a vague way indicates the other name of

Tripur was Ohantai.*^ It is believed that the name Tripur wan

given by the Brahmins who ilc d to remote plac os as a result of

Muslim occupation of western Bongal

It IB said that Tripur was succeeded by his son Tn-lochan

TrMoohan was succeodod by his son Dakhin and grandson Tei-

dakhm. Tei-Dakhin was succeeded by his son Su-dakbin and

grandson Tara-dakhm The above four kings are found to have

asBodated the term Dakhin in their names No other king in their

long lines of kings is found to have associated the term Dahkin

Tho term TaJch(n for the Tiipuris by the Meile s is deuved

from the name Dakhin and the tribe to which Dakhin belonged

also became knoun as Takhen as in the case ol Tekhao for Assam

which is also derived from the name of the river Dikhu at Dikhoo

By carefully matching those accounts, if is been that Mon-

bam-bi the Meitei princess was married to Tei dakhin the king oi

Tripura m the yeai 1557 A D. The two names viz, Chantai as

21. ihid.p editdiial i ommont page 40 and mamtoxt page 4.

“Tripur bhasHte Ciiantai lajato koboi

Chantai kolulo tani ruiib nnapnti

Tiipiii bangsn jr iiioti boihe ulpati ’

The (asiing of the Tii}>UTa c bionologv ^taitod fi mn Jb cliuxidra Manika

the ISlRt king in Ibo long lino of kings Ji-j tliat pt i jod tbo < In ouology \\ as

called Rajaratnakat It was lenained najmela from tbo time of Dlmrnm
Manika. The oarboi foxt written in old Sanskrit while tbo latlor

was written in Bengali \erscs Bajaratnaknr nienlions only names of

Chantai, Durlabhcndra, Snkeswai and Vnnoswar.

The namo ( hantai is also found in later penod to have given to

the priest of *Chaturdar8a Devata’ and further said in the editorial

comments appearing on page 136 Vd1 1 Hajinola to have derived from the

Halam word chuyuntai* The ilalam in a branch of Kuki and chuyantai

moans Brahminm the dialect of Halam aocefdmg to the above text

.
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found in Bajmala and Langtei an found in Cheitharol Kumbaba aite

compeiible formations indicating they were of the same tribe or

brother of the same family. The spelling Chantai oould have been

a variant of Ghantei. It is therefore most likely that Ghantei

and Langtei were brothers of the same family who moved towards

the south from their settlement to establisli kingdoms. Chanlei

moved towards the south-eastern j)art of present Tripura and esta-

blished his kingdom but Langtei on the otherhand moved

towards Imphal valley where he was defeated in an encounter

and became a captive in the 1604 A.D. The momenta!y victory

of Langtei indicates that Langtei came with an organised force

and that he was a prince. The Manipuri accounts do not elaborate

the identity of Langtei. Since the date of invasion of Langtei

is known it is quite reasonable to say that the date of establish-

ment of the Tripuia kingdom by Ghantei is also by about the same

j)eriod. It is thcrel(>re njost probable that the date of birth of

the Tripura kingdom is c. 1504 A.D. though they claim it to be

the 6th centuiy A.D., more precisely from 601 A.D. They wore

the Bodos from north (Vichar and Diinapur who moved towards

the south.

It is also mentioned in the text of Kajmala that Dakhiii had

eleven ot» er brotliers who quarreled among thembclves over the

inheritance of throne. The eldest son of Dakhin named Drikpati alias

Birseu became the Caehaii king while the other brothers left the

capital. The editor of Rajmala cidlccted some names of the brothers

of Dakhin, which however do not mention the name of Pauchom

Dakhin who invaded Manipur in the year 1633 A.D. during the

reign of Kabomba as mentioned earlier. It is believed that Panchom

Dakhin was a brother of Dakhin, possibly the fifth younger brother

of Dakhin. Itis also reasonable that a contemporary of a grandson

of Pauchom Dakhin ( 1633 A.D.) could have reached a marriageable

22* ibid., editoml commeiit page-32 si. no. (.I). The origin of Tripuris who

founded the kingdom of Tripura, ie stated, to have believed to be of

Kacharis.
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afe in 1557 AJ>. the year in vhioh Tei-dakhin the grandsoD of

Hakhin a btotlwr oi contemporary of Panchom DaUun attained a

maniageable age and married Moneambi the Heitei Leima.

Upto the middle the i6th oeuiury A.I). the KachariB had not

properly establiahed their kingdom in present Oachar urea. They were

mainly confined in the Noith Oachar hills and Diuiapur area. There

was no significant kingiUmi on the south, west and south-west of

Manipur by that period except the kingdom oi Tiipura and some

fijnall cities or priuoipalitieb mainly inliabited by Tibeto-Burman

tribes. Matrimonial relations \ieie confined mainly to these regions.

So it is seen that the Mayaiig kings referred to in the texts like

Cheitliaio] Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambfiba etc. were tribes

who were later knoi^n as Takhens. This deduction is also confirmed

by Oheitharol Kumbaba m which it is stated that three Mayang

families belonging to Ramatao the son of the Mayang king

Manikphra came to Manipur for settlement in the year 1660 A.I)

It is believed that these families settled in Moirang and became

Moiraags. The Tripura chronicle Bajmala mentions that either

phra or jiha was a title given to the kings of I'lijmia winch started

from king Niladhaja. The mciining of jthra or pha according to

the Tripuri dialect is father ** King Niladhaja is claimed by the

said chronicle to be the 73rd king as found in the long list of kings.

The name Manik or Manika is also stated to have been given from

the 145th king named Ratua Manika. It is clearly seen that the

Tripuns were earlier known as M«tyang before the appellation

Takhen evolves!. It is also seen that both the names namely Mayang

Takhen were concurrently used in tha 17tb century A.D. as seen

from reooids. In the year 1609 A.D, a Moitei girl named Yaiignu

who belonged to the family of Akoijam was given in marriage to a

Takhen king. She was given the title Tukhm Leima Akoijam

Ghanu Yang-nu not as Mayang Levna, At a later period when

23. OheLtharol Kumbaba, piiblielied by tho Manipuii Salutya Parishad,

page-33.

24. Hajiuala Tripura chronicle, Vol. T.
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protD^Bftngitb were eategorisedm UAyanfi, the Triparia vrm given

the luuae Ma^mg Akoksha and the proto-Bangate were giren

another name Magang Ktdisha derhred fecim MayMg Kalarharga,

Ab disoussod above the application of the name had drastically

changed. The Bangala and proto-Bangals had fallen into the

category of Mayangs while the Mayang proper escaped the nanie

and they wore given the name of the tnbo to which they belonged.

It is not definitely known to which tribe the Sachung referred

to in the text Poireiton Khunthok belonged. The tribe seems to

have belonged to Mayaiig or some other cognate tribes of Mayang

later influenced by the Lai tribes. We find the name of the Sachung

chief in the above mentioned book is Langmeircmba. The suffixes

-remha for male and -rembi for female are found to have frequently

adopted by these tiibes as done by the Mayang tribes. These

tribes also moved from their ancestral home in northern Borina

towards the south and were found active in present Liishai Hills area

from about the I2th century A.D They were also found in the

southern hills of present Manipur in the latter half of the 14th cen-

tury A.D* There was one chief of that Sachung tribe named Kbam-*

langba who married Samphabi the daughter of Songlen Lanthaha

(o. 1340-55 A.D.) the Moirang chief. Songlen Lanthaba seems to

be the immediate successor of Sanarakkhra. With the impact of

Lai culture for ancestor worship Kliamlangba later became a

demi-gocL Now we find the shrine of Khamlangba as Lai Kham-

langba or Lai-ingthou Khamlangba. The Sachung tribe is probably

an admixture of Bodo, Kham and other Tibeto-Burmans with

strong Lai elements.

It is not known whether Samphabi had any other name or not.

In some manuscripts the wife of Khamlangba is found to have the

name Kalika. Because of the mingling of Lai culture and Saivism,

Kalika is often get confused with the other name of Devi. VeflPy

often we ponder how Devi become the wife of Khamlangba or how
the name of Siva beoame Khamlangba. K Khamlangba had a

wife other than Samphabi who was called KalSca at all, she
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must have belonged to a Moriya sinoe such namee are very oommon
for the Moriyas. We find similar names like Basika in the Eege-

Moirang principality whose ethnic origin is Moriya« The name

Ehamlangba seems to have associated with the Kham tribe

oommonly called Eham-pa of Ehamnung of the Khams r^ion or

he himself was a Kham-Ynng a mixed stock of Eham and Yang.

We also get the name of a Ohmgsong chieftain called Kham-
langba whose wife Larala Sang-nu had an affair with Poirei king

Tabungba* Ghingsong tribes became Tangkhnls

As discussed above the name Mayang is also pronounced as

Meiyang and in that case its meaning is ^fire-glittermg’ where met is

a Tibeto-Burman word meaning ^fire’ and yang a Tai word meaning

‘glittering*. There was one tribe named Khamyang meaning ‘gold-

glittering* inhabited in the area of Hukong valley in the first half

of the 13th century A.D They were most probably an admixture

of Kham and some other tribes of Tai ongm who came from

eastern Burma. The Shans used to call them by the name Aihtun

Khamyang Shan.

Again the suffix Ma seems to be the name of a tube We find

names of tribes or names of different clans of a tribe which begin

with letter ‘M* like Mon, Man, Ma-rem, Ma-ring, Ma-hoii, Ma-hiii,

Ma-yang, Ma-ngang etc of which Ma-hou, Ma-hni, Ma-yang and

Ma-ngang are amalgamated tribes *l'he tribes Hon, Hui, Yang,

Ngang are the other components of Ma. The Hou is n neo-Tibetan,

whereas Hui and Yang are tribes of Tai origin and Ngang is

Ngangoi i e Anga as stated m earlier sections. We also find such

pattern of name formations of the tribes who inhabited in the

ancient state of Teru in China which begins with the letter ‘K’ like

King, Kang, Kong, Kou, Ka-ren, Ka-chin, Ka-pui, Ka-pow etc.

who were more or less of the same ethmc origin. These similarities

strongly suggest that the tribes mentioned above whose names

begin with the letter ‘M* must have the same ethnic origin. The Ma

tribe is most probably the Bodo. The name Bodo or Boro is sup-

posed to be a Tibetan origin to mean the people of the snows, where

Bod or Pot means ‘land of the snows* in the Tibetan dialect, and
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Mon too is said to be a tribe whom the Tibetans used to call Monpa
who were the people of the southern lower Hunalayas.

Conversely the original name of the Bodo is Ma as evident from

the analysis of the name of their tribe like Dimacha {di-Ma-ckay

The word di-Ma means *Ma of vater’ (water here is the Brahmapn-

tra river) and -cha is a suffix meaning ‘offspring*. Thus Dimaoha

(di-Ma-cha) means ‘the offspring of Ma of the big water*. The

other meaning of ma in Bodo dialect is ‘bi^’. It is therefore seen

that Mon and Bodo were also oifgnate tribes or of the same ethnic

origin. The Manipuri Mord mocha meaning, issue of a parent,

child, small etc. is a Bodo origin deriving from the Bodo word

Mancha meaning ‘offspring of Ma’, but in Manipuri ma is an infec-

tional form of mdhak, Tlie Dimacha again acquired new appellations

like Kaobari and Tripuri i^hcn they settled in Cachar and Tripura

besides Koch, Lalung, Chutiya etc.

The literary aooounts of Manipur as discussed earlier, desoribc

Tho-ngaiig later deviated to Thong-nang and Ma-yang are akin

tribes. It may be mentioned that Tho-ngang is pronounced as Tho-

nang in the Tripun sources The words or names of Ma-ngaug

and Tho-ngang are in parallel formations indicating cognate tribes

of which the prefix Tho- of Tho-ngang is the name of a tribe of Tai

origin who were at one time the subjects of the Sakiyan princes

of the Tagaung country and the suffix -ngang is a tribe of Ngangoi

i e. Anga origin. The suffix -yang of Ma-yang cannot bo other than

the Tai word yaag as discussed earlier or the name of a tribe of

Tai origin who came fiom Khao-Khao-mao-lon in eastern Burma

It may be mentioned here that the names of Tai tribes have mea-

nings, for example, Nong is said to be the name of a Tai tribe, but

in the dialect of some Tai tribes it means ‘lake*. Similarly the

suffix part of the name l.e^.yang is most probably a name of a Tai

tribe. Bo the conolusion would be that the Ma-yang is a mixed

tribe of Bodo and other tribes of Tai origin whereas Ma-ngang is an

admixture of Bodo and Ngangoi i.e. Anga. The Ma-hou who became

a eonAtitnent part of the Tangkhuls is also a mixed tribe of Bodo

and iieo**Tibetan tribe Hou. The tribe Ma-hui which is also a mixed
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tribe of Bodo and a tribe named Hui probably a Tai origin. The

appellation Hui is found in the name Hui-yaibam Longohak a

quarrelsome Khunjan as recorded in Ningthourol J^mbuba where

Khunjan is a Tai tribe The Ms -hui when they settled in the southern

part of Imphal valley became known as Moirang a mixed word

of Harem and Ngangoi Besides Tho-ngang the cognate tribes

of Mayang are Lam-yang and Kham-yang.

It is seen from the above investigations that the Bodo and

some of the Tibeto-Burman tribes with strong Bodo elements were

the original Mayangs The Bodos were also 1'ibeto-Bnrmans The

Manipuri accounts clearly give that the Thongnangs w ere very

closely akin to the Mayangs, and again the Thongnangs had strong

Kuki elements as suggested by the Tripura chronicle, Rajmala,

where the Thongnangs were given to be the Kukis The Mayangs

of Basa who were later called Basi (Pasi), were an admixture of

Bodo, Thado and other Tibeto-Burmans possibly with Tai elements

who later got mixed with the Bangals and proto-Bangals When all

the original Mayang tribes assumed new appellations like Kachan

who were Bodos inhabited in Cachar and North-Cachar, THpuris

(Takhen) who were Bodos inhabited in Tripura, Koch who were

Bodos inhabited in Cooch Behar etc. and when all the Mayang tribes

had begun to lose their old appellations, the name Mayang was

gradually shifted to their politically associated tribes e g. Bangals and

proto-Bangals. The Mayang Pasis got not only ethnically mixed

with Bangals and proto-Bangals but their dialect too was to a

great extent altered. We find name of girls like Mayec Thumbi
who was the daughter of a Pasi chief who lived in the closing part

of the 13th century A.D., where Mayec is a Bangal or proto-

Bangal word and thumbi is a Tibeto-Burman word.

Another factor for the tiansfer of the name Mayang to the

Bangals was the arrival of an altogether different stock of Bangals

in the year 1606 A.D. They were Muhomadans from Bengal, and

since they were also Bangals people used to call them Baxigal

(Pangal). The name Bengal (Pangal) continued to be applied to the
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Muhamadans only because of confusion of Huhamadans and non-

Huhamadan Bangals, when the earlier Bangals and proto-Bangals

became Meiteis, the proper Bangals and proto-Bangals were

fallen into the category of Mayangs. Now the word Pangal

(Bangal) has become a vocabulary in modern Manipuri language

meaning Muhamadans irrespective of their ethnic origins. Even a

classic Mongoloid who is a follower of Islam religion is a Pangal

(Bangal). It may bo noted that the old pronunciation Pangal is

retained to the Musbalmans. This is the history of words as pointed

out by Prof. Syce. Thus, like the transfer of Bangal (Pangal) who
was originally Bengalis to the followers of Islam religion irrespec-

tive of ethnic origins, the name of a Tibeto-Burman tribe Mayang

^00 was transfeired to non-Mongoloid Indians as discu'^sod above.

When all are forgotten true Mayang origins in the Meitei set up

contemptuously refer to the people of Bangal and proto-Bangal

otigins as Mayang origin. In the Meitei sot up the maximum

Mayang elements are present in the Mangang and Khuman clans

besides people of Pasi origins, only the diflFerence is that true

Mayang in Mangang which is also a cognate tribe of Mayang, got

mixed aith people of Mongoloid origins and t)ecame inoouspiouous

with tv e goiioral IMongoloid people whereas the Mayang in the

Khuman clan and Pasi got mixed with dark skinned non-Mongoloid

peojile.
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The people of this land called Bengal Bangal in early days*

The early people of this land did not pronounce Ba, they pro-

nounced it as Pa, So Bangal \^as pronounced as Pafigal The

literary account Ningthourol l^mhuba mentions Bangal settle-

ments. In one occasion the said text mentions one Bangal village

located on some flattened hill tops lying botT^een the source of the

Khuga river and the meeting point of the Koubareng and Areng

streams indicating the location was a >\atcrshcd, on southern side

of this land. The Bangal village was cletectcd by Nongyai

Thingkonhanba, a Khuman chieftain whose j^rincipalit}’' was on the

southeast of the Loktak lake. Nongyai Thingkonhanba’ (c. 12d(^-

1310 A.D.) led an expedition towards the south along the source of

the Khuga river where he f<»und the Bangal village named Mara.*

Further the text also mentions that the Bangal village was not a

small one but a ‘prinoiiial’ village and it was ruled by a Bangal

chief named Kala Raja w ho had a bon named Maratal Atul.

In another occasion the said text mentionb a Bangal village

located on the western bide oi the valley. It was probably at

Lamangdong and its adjoining aieas, even though the text mentions

neither the naim* of the village noi the exact location except

^Bangal village situated on the western side*. The said Bangal

viUage is mentioned in eonnection with the collection of some tops

found playing by the Bangals in that Bangal village during the

reign of Loitongba* (c 1 336-1 346 A.D.).

Moreover anthiopometry and genetic survey of the living

people of Lamangdong and its .idjoining ureas would ckarly indi-

cate the presence of Bangal eleiuentb

1. Ningthourol Lambuba : edited hy O. Bhogeswai Singh, page-7.{.

2. ibid,, pago-74.

3. ibid., page*84.
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So we shall examine criikaUy the history of the people of

Bengal for the }»erio(l imniediately prior to the period 1290-1310

AkD. We do not find any indication of the presence of the BangaJs

in the 12 century A. D. Hence we will investigate the said history

from about 1200 A.D.

The Sena dynasty . In 1200 A. D. Bengal was ruled by

liaksliinaua Sena ol the Sena dynasty of Bangal. The Sena dynasty

was founded by Samanta Sena who came from a Kanarese speaking

jirea of K«irnataka- He belonged to tbe so-called Brahman-Kshetriya

caste. Samanta Sena wa^ a distinguished person in warfare. In his

old age he camo to Bengal and settled on the bank of tbe Ganges

as ordinary peaceful settlors. However his son Hemanta Sena

carved out a principality. The greatness of the dynasty was con-

tributed by Vijaya Sena son of Hemanta Sona. He ousted the

Palas and became a monarch of Bengal. Vijaya Sena was succeeded

by Ballala Sena When Ballala Sena died, he was succeeded by

his son Lakshmana Sena

It is said in omc fabulous accounts that Bishambliar Sur the

king of Mithila fled towards Bengal in the event of Buktiyar’s

invasion of Bihar, and requested Lakshmana Sena who was in

Nadia for assylum but tlie latter lefused on the apprehension that

the granting of assylum to Bishambhar Sur could arouse tbe wrath

of the powerful Muhamadan general. In 1203 A.D.
,
according to

other accounts, instead of preparing to defend hi*^ country oi

kingdom, Lakshmana Senn performed great sacrifices on tbe advice

of his Brahmin counsellors to propitiate gods for help in averting

a catastrophe of a possible invasion by Buktiyar Kbilji also known

as Iktiyar-Ud-Din. In some accounts Buktiyar Khilji is described

to be the son of Iktiyar-ud-Din. Lakshmana Sena is said to be a

young man in 1203 A.D. according to some historians, but Dr.

R.C. Mazumdar says that he was 80 years old on that date. The

news of successes of Buktiyar Ehilji soon reached the ears

of the Senas. Sometime in 1204.-5 A.D. Buktiyar Khilji started at

the bead of a big army and suddenly appeared in Nadia which was

one of the capitals of the Senas, the other ei^ital was at Laklmauti.
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Kadiya was the residence of the Sena kings. It is said that only

18 horsemen accompanied Baktiyar Khilji to Nadia and the rest of

bis army was left behind In this camouflage the people of

Nadiya took him to be a trader who brought horses for sale. Thus

the general reached the gate of the palaco of the king and

immediately attacked and killed some people u^lien the king was

at his lunch. All on a sudden a cry was raised at the gate of the

palace, and before the king could a^ccItaln what was happening at

the gate the Mussalman general reached inside the palace and killed

many guards The king fled barefooted by the back door leaving

his whole treasures, all his wives, maid servants, attendants and

women iu the hand of the invaders When the main army arrived

the whole city was brought under subjugation Lakshmana Sena

escaped to east Bengal after crossing the Changes where he is said to

have ruled for some years

The legends of *18 horsemen’ conquest* and the young age

of Lakshmaiia Sena at the time of Buktiyai Khilji are denied by

several historians including Dr RC. Mazumdai Therefore, they

feel it was an exaggeration, and Lakshmana Sena was defeated only

m the hands of the entire aini} of Buktiyar KhiJji Aftoi fleeing

4 Dr. Httinbulla c onimonth Uiat the Kingdom of Kaksliamana vSoiia was \riy

weak and was ^anything but o foi<e tliot could put up KUBtuiiu d fioutal

resistance’ which is also admitted by Di. K, C. Mn/umdai ffo further

states, ^<The case with which the king was put to light and the city

occupied (by hoi semen), must have surpiised even Duktiyar himself.

Only the dotailod nc count of Mushm mvasiou of Dongal, is supplied

b> a lust01 leal work coinpoHedby Maulana Minhu -ud din. Ho went to

Lakhnauti foimo(l.> the othei capital of the Semas in the yemr 1242 A.D
and s1a\od there for two >euis During that peiioil ho c ollected mforma
tions on the raids of Nadia from ‘trustworthy peison^’, AAhile narrating

the story he in*iei tod the ««toiy o i the birth of Hai Lakshmaniya whose

seat of government was m ^adia and furthoi said llai haskhmaniya had
been on tho throne foi 80 ^eurs. Dr. Habibulla wiites, “But the appre-

hension of an impodmg catastrophe was undoubtedly felt , foi epigraphic

evidence shows the king in his 25tli year (in 1203 A.D.) performed great

sacrifices to propitiate tho gods for help in aveiting it”. Ho bowevei does

not elaborate about the epigraphy.
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from Nadia, Lakfthmana Sena aet up a capital near Dacca in eastern

Bengal where he ruled for sometime. He was succeeded by his

two sons namely Viswarupa Sena and Eesava Sena. They farther

claim that the Sena dynasty continued to rule iipto the latter patt

of the 18th century A.D.

Buktiyar Khilji did not plan to conquer the whole of Bengal

but set on an ambitious expedition of conquering Tibet. However

he met failures By 1206 A.D. the whole of western Bengal was

under the control of Ali Maram who was the governor of Bengal

under the Delhi Sultanate. He became very powerful and soon

ho declared indoi)endenoc of Bengal in the year 1210 A.D following

the death of Qutab-Ud-Din and took the title Ala-Ud-din.

According to Dr. Mazumdar the date of conquest of Nadia is

provisionally fixed in the year 1202 A.D. Taking the longevity of

Lakshmana Sena to be about 84 years and other chronological

dates® of the Sena kings as reconstructed by Dr. Mazumdar and

proceed investigations, as done in the case of Pakhangba in the

section on Treatment on Kumbaba. we get figures which are very

unreasonable as we go upto Samanta Sena. However they dis-

appear if we take the reigning period of Vijaya Sena to be 32 years

as against 62 years. Eren then the tendency of the Sena kings to

be living very long is not reduced. All the Sena kings had to

live successively very long years which is hard to believe.

Lakshmana Sena is said to have died sometime after 1206 A.D.

He was succeeded by Viswarupa Sena and leigned for 14 years in

their new capital which they called Vikrampuia. Viswarupa Sena

5« History of Bengal, Vol. 1, pag6-23l ; edited by Dr. E. C. Mazumdar.

Name of king known duration of reign

Vijaya Seua . 62 ( ? or 32 )

Vallalaaena . . 21

Lakshmanaaena 28

Viswarupaseua 14

Kesavaseua 3

Year of accession

A.D. 1095 (1125)

1158

1179

1206

1224
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had two mm namdy Surya Sena and Parusottosub

It may be noted tbat Lakshmana Sena is said to have died at the

age of years. Hence it is reasonable to presume that bis son

Viswarupa Sena was well near about 60 years of age or above and

reigned another 14 years. So when Yisaaiupa Sena diod^hisson

must have been at least in his early fifties or sixties Thus Surya

Bena was reasonably well in his early fifties But in the records

of Viswarupa Bona the prefix 'Kumar* was added to the names of

hife sons.’ It is therefore very likely that Surya Sena and Puru-

sottoma Sena wore not old men, they must have been young men

presumably in their early teens and had not yet entered the family

life when the record was issued Keoords reveal that neither

Surya Sena nor Purusottoma Sena succeeded Viswarupa Sena, but

their uncle Eesava Sena succeeded after an interregnum of 5 years

in the year 1224 A.D.

Since then nothing is known either of Surya Sena or of

Purusottoma Sena It is presumed that the descendants of Bena

princes ruled upto 1246 A D. or 1260 A D. relying on Minhaj’s

account

Ballala Gharita * It is a piece of literary work depicting the

activities of Ballala Sena In this text the kingdom of Manipur is

mentioned. Ballala Gharita woe composed in the year 1610 A.l),

by Anandabatta, a Brahmin scholar believed to be of South

Indian ongin, at the command of Buddhimanta Khan, a prommait

and infliiencial ruler of Nadia or Nabadwip The text available

today was edited by Haraprasad Sastri and published by the

Asiatic Society of Bengal m the year 1904 A D The text has

three sections namely Purva khanda, Uttarakhanda and Parisista.

The story of Ihe first section is as follows :

"Once Vallala Sena borrowed a ciore of rupees (niskha) from

Vallabhananda, the richest merchant of his time for the purpose of

the conquering king of Udantapura
, but repeatedly defeated in

6. ibid., peig»-227,

7. ibid ,
pa9e*229.
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the battle in the neighbourhood of Manipur (Fanipur), he deter-

mined a grand effort and sent a messenger to Vallava, who was a

resident of Sankakota, demanding a fresh loan. The demand was

made with the following preamble * 'Beoause it has become abso-

lutely necessary for us to march against the country of Kika4(Mi

with a grand army composed of six divisions Vallava should

immediately send a crore and a half Suvarnas*. In reply Vallava

agreed to pay the money only if the revenues of Harikeli were

assigned to him of the debts. This enraged Vallala Sena who
forcibly took possession of the wealth of a large number of Vaniks

( merchants ) and inflicted other hardship on them

The Deva dynasty The kingdom of Deva dynasty comprised

Noakhali, Tippera and Chittagong The founder of this dynasty

is said to be one Madhumanthana l>ova» son of Purusottoma who is

said to have descended from the Moon The ethnic origin of these

rulers is not known Purusottoma is therefore the founder of the

dynasty Madhumanthana set up au independent kingdom shortly

before or after the fall of Nadia in the hands of Buktiyar Khilji

in the year 1202 AD or so

Madhumanthana Deva was succeeded by his son Vasudeva.

It appears from about the time of Vasudeva the kingdom grew to

power. He was succeeded by hisSson Dainodara Deva. He issued

Ciirants in the year 1231 A I), corre'^ponding to his 4th regnal

year. He became a veiy powerful ruler. They maintained their

kingdom upto the latter pait of the 13th century A D. The rise of

this power may be attributed to the downfall of the Sena power.

Dasaratlia Deva possibly the immediate successor of Damodara

Deva conquered Vikrampura the last Sena capital

The Deva dynasty was a follower of Vaisnavism. They did not

follow Saivism or Buddhism.

The Pattikera principality : The existence of a small princi-

pality in the district of Tippera lying to the west of modem

S, ibid«p page-SiO.
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Tr^EMM Md to the taottk oi Kdakhali k toMad as far bade as

ths lilh tontuty A.!). 19w Burmese ohioBMles also re£sr to this

jaiatip/JUty. The ohrenioie narrates a romantio e^sada of tile

prinee of Baittifaem and prineess Swintbi, dan^ter of

EyandtlMi, of Barma, irfao reigned firena 1084 to 1112 A.D. Itk

that story priswess 8«inltii*s lore for the prince of Pattikera had to

be saeijftoed for the meliaie of the state at the cost of her krrer’s

lifo. Later, her son Aiatnigsitha married a prineess of Pattikera.

Naeatihs, ths son and raocessor to Alaungtithn, kUled his step>

ntotber, tiie priaKsess of Pattikera.

In the Arakanese chronicle a certain king Pateikara of the

UngdoiB of ]Cura(«) sent his two daughters to the king of Arakan

and Tapadia one respectively to each king as presents. The

general of Andean eent the latter prineess to Fagan requesting king

Narathn to send her to Tapadia. Naraihu detained the princess.

The prineess rebuked Narathu for the disgracefol act which enri^ged

him and he kUled the princees.

On heerlng the murder of his daughter the king of Pateikara

(Pattikera) sent eight soldiers under the guise of Brahmins to

avenge the crime. When they arrived at Pagan they introduced

to king Narathu for blessings on him. Taking advantage of the

situation, they drew oat swords and killed Naraton. Later they

oomtnitted Buicide.

So far neither the name of the Pattikera prince nor the name

of the Pattikera prfaioess is mentioned. The Burmese and l^e

Arakanese accounts even thou^ agreeing in sequence, d^r in

deAnils. ft is therefore difficnlt to regard them as authentic

historical accounts.

Hetrever a eopper plate found in tiie neighhonihood of GonuUa

proves the existence of the kingdom of Pattikera m the first helf

of the 13th century A.D. In that copper plete inscription, it is

recorded grants of land in favour of a Buddhist monasteiiy built In

the city of Pattikera by king Banavankaxnalla Bri Harikidadeva

in 1220 A.D. in his 17th regnal year. There is no reooord for how
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many aohece yean tin miA kiiif mled m Fattiksera after tbe above

date a&d iinoe then nothing m heard of thia kfngdoin.

It is generally believed that the fcjngdoin was absorbed or des-

troyed by tbe growing power of another kingdom ruled by the Deva

dynasty which was close to this principality as discussed above.

The earliest reference of this kingdom or priaoipaUty is found

in a manuscript of Asthsabassika Prajnapamamita preserved in the

library of Cambridge University.® The said manuscript is said to

have been copied in the year 1015 A.l>. and contains a picture of a

sixteen armed Buddhist goddess Chunda with the label of Tattikera

Cbunda Varabhabane Chunda'. It is clearly seen from all these

records that the kingdom of Patlikera followed Hinayana Buddhism

and the king was a Buddhist as referred to in the copper plate

is also confirmed

On the north ofPattikera, near or at present Sylhet there

was probably one principality of the Cambodian tribes known as

Harifcela or Harikola. They were Austric people distinctly different

from Bangal and proto-Baiigal of that period.

Besides the above mentioned three dynasties there were oth^r

more principalities which are geographically too far. They are not

discussed hero. The Bangal prince who entered Manipur at about

1226 A.D. must have been possibly from any one of the above

mentioned three dynasties. We sum up as follows :

(1) Pattikera king . The time of tbe decay of this prinoi'

pality is very synchronous with tbe arrival of tbe Bangal prince in

Imphal valley. The Pattikera kingdom decayed SQinerime after

1220 A.D. and arrival of tbe Bangal king ia estimated to be about

1226 A.D. which will be seen in subsequent sections. But one

serious point of contradiction is the religion. The Bangal prince

who settled in Manipur was probably a follower of Baivism which

will be seen in the section on BeHgion, whereas the king of

Pattikera was a devout Buddhist. Eb it is very doubtful that he

9. ibid., pa|S-267.
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would change his allogianoe so suddenly to Saivism. Hence there

is less possibility of the Bangal prince to be Pattikera prince.

(2) Deva king ; The Dova dynasty was progressing rapidly

by about the period under consideration. It is doubtful that a

Deva prince would desert his own kingdom at about 1220 A.D. and

migrate for an unknown destination. However there is no impossi-

bility of a Deva prince leaving his kingdom and moving for an

unknow^n destination because of family feuds. The Deva kings

followed Vaisnavism with Vishnu cult. Saivibm is neaier to Tan-

tricism and a vaisnavito would I'nrdly peiform the rituals of Tan-

tricism. The fresh Saivism brought by the Bangal princes was

also followed by king Khoiigtekcha (c 1250*60 A.D.), the son of

Naothingkhong. So the possibility of the Bangal prince to be a

Deva jirince is rathei too f<ir.

(3) Sena king The religion of the Seua kings from Lakshmana

Sena and his successors unw^ards followed Saivism and at the same

time had a loaning towards the Vishnu cult. “Although Laksh-

mana Sena and his succctvsors begin their iuscnplions by invoking

Narayana, they do not foigot to pay ilicir homage to Sadasiva,

the family deity'*, —Dr. Mazumdar. The Bangal prince who settled

at Lamaugdong on the southcTii part ol Imphal ^ alley followed

the same iciigion. The dilapidated Vishnu temple at Lamang-

dong, is believed by some scholars to have been built during the

reign of king Khongtekeha. However this view is not free from

doubt. There is cveiy possibility of tlie Vishnu temple being

constructed nearly two centuries later at about 1470 A.l). during

the reign of Kiyaraba. More details are discussed in the section on

Kiyamba in volume 11.

Taking into consideration of the above investigations, it is

seen that the Bangal prince who entered Imphal valley and settled

at Lamaugdong was none but a Sena prince.

Moirang account : lii Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba, a chro«

nicle of the Moirang rulers, it is mentionod that Tlmng)ing Koirel
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Lai, the founder of the Moirang principality, liile inhabiting on

the hill now known as the Thangjing hill after his name, paid a visit

to the plains where the ‘aristocratic Bangals inhabited* by riding on

a horse. The text states, “ inaya>ig sakan tongba, Panged iampak

koipa, iyu MaJiui ningthou, Pangal tkarak menoTygfongUi’-pUy*^^

meaning ‘ riding on horbo back, visited the plains of Bengal, my
lord king of Mahni, the land of Bangals who travelled on paIan-

quine*’. This account clearly indicates that the Bangal luleis

were aiistocratio people like the great kings, queens, pimces, and

princesses ol that period under consideration. Thangjing Koirel

Lai belonged to a Lai tube which is said to bo a degeueiated Tai

tribe of Marquis of Lo origin. The visit ot Thangjing Konei Lai

to the Bangal Kttkment is estimated to be sometime in the

latter pait of A.]) 12{)0’s, Details aic discussed m the section

on Moirang From tins text it is seen that the plain where

the Bangals settled was not far from the Thangjing hill since

Thangjing KoiieJ 1-ifn scaled tho Bangal settlement by simply

riding on a pouj.

Pong account do not have a precise authentic date ot

Samlungfa’s invasion of Manipur liom the Manipuri source. The

date found in the Manijiuri account Cheithaiol Kumbaba is a

forged one Samlungfa came from Mogaung to the northern

Arakaii fiist and then to Mampur via Pasa (Basa). The depar-

ture of Samlungfti fioin Mogaung is probably in the year 1220

A D. when his fatliei Aimokhamneng died and was succeeded

by his elder brother Sukanpha in the year 1220 A.D at Mong

Mao Samlungfa had already become a Sawbfva in 1215 A.D.^*

at Mogaung under his father. No doubt it is a long route from

Mogaung, a town on tho bank of the Namkhong river, a western

tributary of the Irrawaddy river, to northern Arakan but it

may not take several months provided tliat Samlungfa did not

1C. Moirang Nmgfchouiol Lambuba, edited by O, Bhogeawar Singh, poge-l.

11. Di. Gogol : Tai and tho Tai kingdoms, pag»4d5.
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•laj lovg perbdt at erery atataon and at the aame time if tbare

ware m raaManaM. In tbat axpeditioa he waa not opposed

anywhaie till lae laaelied Imphad valley. In Im^al valley too

he was not opposed Reiymg on the Shan dates which is depen*

dahle*. Samhiogfa most have arrived at Base at least by about

the eame year i.e. 1820 A.D.

The Bengal dates too are also provisionals Viswarupa Sena

ruled upto 1219 A J> , then followed an interregnum of 5 years before

Kesava Sena ascended If Surya Sena and Porusottoma Sena left

Vikrampura by about 1219 A.D for some reason or the other as the

accounts are silent about the interregnum of 5 years, as in most

historical accounts such kingless periods are generally attributed

to quarrels and feuds o\er the succession • The two accounts

are quite compatible The Senas seem to have reached the Hayang

(a Tibeto-Burman tnbe ) settlement on the east of Rangamati by

about the same year The Bangals gave the name Basa meaning

'temporary shelter or habitation* to that settlement The word

UcLsa IS a Bangal origin which the neo-Burmese or the Tibeto*

Butman called Paso. It appears in that settlement, before the

arrival of the Bangals there ueio proto*BangalB vho mixed with

the Ifayanga These proto*Bangals seem to be the inhabitants of

the PaUikera prmcipabt> who had the knowledge of the topography

of northern Arafcan The arrival of Samlungfa on the above

date IS quite reasonable

The Bangals after staying at Basa, an oasis of human settle*

usent in a vast area of uninhabited land, and the Basis i e# the

inhabitants of Basa, moved en masbe towards Imphal valley

and settled at Lamangdong The arrival of the Basis at liaxnang*

dong is provisionally fixed at about 1225 A.D.

A question arises, why m Ballela Charita the kingdom of

Manipur is mentioned People of that time or scholars who developed

the said text, must have heard something happened in or in the

neighbourhood of Manipur some two or three centuries earHer m
vague terms. It wttl be dismmsd in the latter part of this book
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tbal tst abcfut 1260 A.D« th^Td wae « swotts okih arikiig cmt of

hostdlity between the Kege pmdpality near peeaelit and

the Bangal prineipality at Lamangdong.

In tbe latter days of Khongtekeha (c. 1260*00 A.D*), it i»

believed that the greatest war ever in the early falstovy <tf I3ie

MisiteiB broke ont. The laet phaee of the war was between the

Keges and Poireis in which 763 Keges aeeoiding to Nfngthoiirel

Lambuba^* and 63 aeoording to Cheitkarol Kumbaba^* were

killed. In Cbeitharol Kumbaba the name of the tribe is given ae

HCoiiang. It is not apftropriate to use the name Slokaag at tfaia

stage and it will be diBcessed in the seotion on Moirang. The

two aooonnts do not mention any oasoalty on the side of the

Poireis. It is doubtful that in a batUe of small tribal powers when

one side loses to the order of 763 or 63 men the oilier aide

does not suffer any casnalty. There must have been a sieeable

number of easaalties on the side of the Poireis too. It is seen

frequently that the ohroniolers do not reoord their disgrace or

defeat. By that period the loss of 3 or 4 men was a senens

defeat. It cannot be estimated from the perspective of later {nriods.

So it is seen that the invasion of the Keges and its aftermath was a

catastrophe. There was an interregnum of 11 years as the Chei*

thaml Kumbaba says following the death of Khoiigtekoha. It is

also not known whether Khongtekoha was killed by the Keges in

that war. The accounts are silent about the interregnum.

Just before the war with the Poireis, it seems the Keges first

attacked the Bangal principality of Lamangdong and totally

uprooted it. After destroying the Lamangdong principality the

Keges invaded the Poireis. Then came the encounter with the

Poireis as stated above at a place which was known as Kege-

lou4angka. We have very limited accounts of the clashes between

12, Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogoswar Singh, page-40.

IS, Oheithatol Kumbaba, published by the Hanipuri Sahxtya Parisbad,

page-3,
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the different tribee except with the Poireia. Only some antece-

dents and flash back feedings can reveal events.

Truely speaking it was a real catastrophe totally destroying a

principality. Those Bangals who fled as far as Chittagong and

settled somewhere near Rangamati must have narrated the awful

story to others and the information could have spread to other

parts of Bengal in vague terms.

The Bangals were driven out by the Keges. The reference of

Kiha4aB in the Ballala Charita must have an application. The

Kiha-(ia

)

tribe mentioned in the Ballala Charita is not found in

any part of India upto the time of Ballala Charita or even to

this date. The earlier Mcitei pronunciation of Eege is Kehe and

Kika Is perhaps the Baiigal style of that name. It may be men-

tioned here that the people of southern Yun-nan who were of

Chinese origin and southern Yun-nun itself and later the whole

of the Chinese were called Kha-hi meaning *southem-iirr by the

Poireis. It is therefore seen that the people of Chinese or gin were

called by various names like Ki^ Ki-ha, Khe etc. And again the

suffix -to of Kika-ta is a northern Indian suffix originated from the

Himalayan Mongoloids and adopted by othei Indian tribes. Fo

the name KihaAa referred to in the Ballala Chaiita is the Meitei

name Kcke, The place name Harikela mentioned in the text is

said to be Sylhet. According to I-tsing, Harikela was the eastern

limit of East India. “The evidence ot the Chinese writer is con-

firmed by that of Karupu-manjuri ( 9th century A. !>. ) which

includes Harikela girls among women of the east’'.' * “It has been

recently pointed out by a young writer that the Manjuri-Mulakala

mentions Harikela, Vanga and Samanta as distinct entities and

that in two manuscripts in the Dacca University collections,

Harikola, that is possibly Harikela, is synonimous with Sylhet”.**

XTdantapur is presumably the northern Arakan country in western

Burma, however a somewhat similars place named Uddaudapur is

14, History of Bengal, Vol. I, pago-17, edited by R,C. MsKumdor

is, ibid,, page-l$.
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found in Bihar. The part of Ballala Charita which deals with this

topic is the Purva-khanda All these materials clearly suggest the

country Manipur mentioned in the said text is present Manipur

precisely the Implial valley.

Most Indian people from about the 8tb century A.D. took a

kingdom Manipur to be lying to the west of the kingdom of Mayura

Dhaja. The kingdom of Dhaja Eaja the Maurya or Mayura Dhaja

was in Upper Irr.awady valley called Tagaung. The Mauryan king-

dom started its existence from about 200 B.C. though the Burmese

chroniclo claims it to be from 923 B.C. This Mauryan kingdom

was renovated by Mayura Dliaja at about 248 A*D. Dhaja Raja

gave Tagaung another name, Panchala. The territory of the

ancient kingdom of Manipur began immediately from the west of

the kingdom of Mayura Dhaja. The concept of the name applied to

that country is perhaps the result of an addition of a full-fledged

chapter Aswamedha Parva^^ in the Maliabharata epic by Jaimini

who is to bo a 8tb century A.D. soholai. The capital of

Jaimini’s Manipur was the valley now known as the Kabow valley.

More details may be seen in the section on naming the land Manipur.

The concept of Anandabhatta 'was perhaps that the kingdom of

Manipur was ruled by Aryan princes who were the descendants

of Arjuna, the Pandava. In the text Ballala Charita the revenge

wanted by the Sena king was on the tribe Kiha-taa for the

humiliation he suffered in theii hands. It may be noted that

the Kek© (Kika) ruler who expelled the Bangal from Lomang-

dong was a Moriya prince named Oinu Seng Raja.^^ The Major

power of Imphal valley was Poirei who inhabited the northern

part of the valley, and whom the Bangals called Moitai, a name

acquired from the Marems.

From the above analysis it is seen that the Bangal prince who

was defeated in the hand of Kekes was a Sena prince. When all

the vague facts were mixed up, latter text writer took the Sena

16. W. Yumjao Singh : An early History of Manipur, page-24,

17. Ningthourol Lambuba^ edited by O, Bhogoswar Singh, page-47.
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prince to be Ballala Bona. Although Ballala Gharita cannot be taken

ae a historical account, it throws light on the reconstruction of

history like the Puyas of the Meiteis The information of ruling

by a Sena prince at Lamangdong could have infiltrated. So

Minhaj while collecting information thought the descendants of

Lakshmana Sena continued to rule in some eastern parts of Bengal

and assumed that the Senas continued to rule beyond 1245 A.U.

It Is most likely that the Senas of Bengal were out of i>ower at

about 1230 A.1>«

In Manipur there is a tradition that there was a king named

Surjasen at Lamangdong. Another instance is that there is a

village a few kilometres south of Lamangdong originally inhabited

by the Bangals, called Naranseim. The history how the name
of the village uas given Naranseina is not found. It may not be

far too wrong to assume that the original name of the village

Narayan-Sena and later deviated to Naraseina

As disouBsod above, in Moirang Ningthourol Lambiiba, it is

mentioned that there was a principality in the valley not far from

the Thangjing hill in which the aristocratic Bangals ruled where

Thangjing Koirel Lai paid a visit on horse back while the Moirangs

inhabited on the hills before their coming down to the valley.

The text describes the principality as the ‘land of aristocratic

Bangals*. The coming of the Moirangs in the valley is estimated

to be about 1270 A.D,

The above materials clearly prove that the Bangal prince who
set up a principality at Lamangdong was none but the Sena prince

Surya Sena. While in Lamandong he had alliance with the Poireis

by giving princess Chingurembi in marriage to prince Naothingkhong

(c. 1215-50 A.B.) of the Poireis, Chingurembi is a titular or any

other name given by the Tibeto-Burman Mayang Basin. Her original

name is not found. More details may be seen in the section on

Chingurembi^

Now We have discovered a lost history and further it may be

confirmed by archeology. The Lamangdong site where the said
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pnncipahty once stoodi i» a beanttful derated spot of land At

pieeent some parts of it are oecupied by the Police Station,

Administrative offices and other institutioiis l.ho dilapidated

Visbuu temple is still on this site There is enough room for

archeological sur\ey on this site.

The next part of oai investigation will be the probable route

thiough which the Sena escaped from then kingdom There must

have been a histoiy oi it and therotoii we propose a hypothesis

Irom the findings of the following investigations. In Bengal

there is a tradition that Bishambhar Sur havmg bung failed to get

an assyhim iii Nadiya changed his mind and became a devotee of

the Vishnu and piooecded towaids eastern Bengal by boats on

plgriniagc. He finally settled at a place called Bhuluya, now

knov^n as Noakhali and spent the rest of his hie on meditation

and worship of the Vishnu

Most ()1 the fugitives ol Bengal escaped along the route leading

to tlu ( Jnttxgong hill tracts The route of the Sena prmoe could

have been the same route is that of Bishambhar Sur ^ • The Sena

pi nice was probably uiidei picssuio from all directions and liom

all angles. After the death of Viswarupa Sena there was an

inleiregnum of 5 yeais and theieforc a family feud is not ruled out

The eldest son of Viswarupa Sena should have succeeded him but

his uncle succeeded his lather On the other side the pressure of

the 1 nrks and the rising powei of the De\ a dynasty possibly com-*

iielled the son of Viswarupa Sena to flee towaids the east at about

1219 A D The ('’hittagong hill tract leading to Burma was well

known to the people of eastern Bengal. It is not i»ossible to assess

the mind of the Sena prince but it is veiy likely that he would

have hked to set up a principality undisturbed by other forces

However, this land, that is, the Imphal valley, was perhaps

unknown to the jieople of Bengal by that peiiod So it is reasonable

to piesume that the Sena prince left his kmgdom for Burma and

proceeded to Chittagong near Rangamati When they proceeded

IS Kajmala Tiipura chronic le, Vol I, oditorial note.
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or reached Rangainati they moved towards the east through the

peneplains of northern Arakan now parts of Mizoram. The route

was a mediaeval highway. When they moved further east they got

a bifurcation one towards the north and the other towards the south

The southern side or route leads to Arakan and Burma while the

northern route leads to Imphal valley. At about this geographically

strategic point a settlement of )m>to-Bangals and Tibeto-Burman

Mayangs was located. The name of this settlement is not known

when the horde of the Sena prince arrived. TJiey also took shelter

in that settlement and gave the name Basa. The location of Basa

close to Rangamati is also supported by the Tripura chronicle

Rajmala in a fabulous way in which it is stated that king Dharma

Manikfi in the guise of a Kautiika Brahmin camo to Basa** from

Rangamati indicating a close pro'^imity of the two cities. It also

further indicates, that though the life of Basa was short, culturally

its image continued to live for a long time. The settlement seems

to grow immediately to a principality with the Sena prince as their

chief. It is most probable that the Bangal^ conceived the king-

dom of Manipur from Jaiiniiii’s account which had its location to

the north-east of Basa. When the city of Basa began to exist a

horde of invaders headed by Samlungfa tiie Pong prince suddenly

appeared from the south aftci conquering northern Arakan. Basa

was in an infant stage and did not raise much rebistance and at the

same time Samlungfa was a noble conqueror. He possibly did

not commit any atrocity on the Basis. Samlungfa left them and

proceeded towards the north. The Basis continued to live in Basa

for sometime. At about 1225 A.D. the Basis finally deserted Basa

and moved en masse towards the north along the route of Sam-

lungfa. They probably touched the soil of present political Manipur

on the low and llattoued hill tops of the Loijing ranges where it

formed a watershed between the source of the Khuga river which

drains water to Burma through Imphal valley and other streams

which drain water to the Barak valley. They continued to march

19« ibid.^ oditortal note.
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along the lioijing ranges and came down to the valley somewhere

at or near Lamangdong. Thus they settled at Lamangdong
at about 1225 A.D. Knowingly or not knowingly the Bangals

took the valley to be a part of the ancient kingdom of Uanipur
as they conceived, gave the name Manipur to Imphal valley to

which thoir principality of Lamangdong also belonged. They were

perhaps the first among the settlers of the Imphal Valley to call

this land Manipur
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The literary accounts frequently refer to a group of people as

Mayang Jt bas been fliHciissed in the section on Mayang that

they originally belonged to a group of neo Burmese or Tibeto-

Burman but latei got mixed with the non-Mongoloids The name

remained applied to some dark-skinned tribes at a later period.

Before the arrival of the Tibeto-Burmana and neo-Burmans mainly

from the east these group of dark-skinned people, are supposed, to

have settled in the hilly regions of Chittagong and its adioining areas

They were proto-Bangals, and aie supposed, to beco ne a component

of the B isa mhabitaiits besides Mayangs They settled at Lamang-

dong as a component of Basi After flourishing for about three

decades m their new homes, the principality was uprooted by the

Keges All the iiih ibitants of the principality namely Bangals, proto-

Bangals, Mayangs, and JPusm a hybrid of Mayangs with Bangals

and proto-Bangals, wore scattered All of them took sheltei on

the Loijing ranges at the beginning of their fleeing At times of

distress dififorent ethnic groups moved separately for their lives,

Thu^ the Mayang who >^oie possibly the target of the Keges moved

to the Mayanq-^hanna-ching meaning Mayaiig-ieireat hill towards

Tripura through the lull tenains and gorges in tlie south-west.

A good number of Bangals and pioto-Bangals reioursed to their

old route through which they arrived on thi:> land and reached the

south-western jiart of pieseiit Mizoram Some Bangals, proto-

Bangals and Basis continued to stay on the Loijing ranges While

they were on the l^oijing langes they 'were first detected by

Nongyai Thmgkonhanba (c 1290-1310 A JD
)
a Khuman chieftain

in an expedition on the southeiu hills He found a village inha-

bited by Bangals, possibly proto-Bangals, called Mara. The Bangal

chief of that village was called Kala Kaja who had son named

Maratal Atul (Maratal Atanba) They weie taken as captives by

the Khuman chief. Since then these group of people started coming
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down to valley and settled mainly on the south-western part of

the valley.

The people of Bangal origin ho settled at Lamangdong and

south of it were called Pangal ( Bangal ) by the Polreis. There is

a historical account of thorn being called Bangal upto the time of

Loitongba (c 1336-46 A D
)

Details are discussed in the section

on Bangal. The name Bangal remains applied to Bangal and

protci-Bangals upto the time of Kiyamba (1467-1508 A D.)

The Vishnu tempL of Lamangdong is said to have been con-

structed by king Kivamba fur the golden image of Vishnu C%akra

presented to him by the Pong king Kbekkhomba Since the installa-

tion of the Vishnu temple, Lamangdong became a centre of Vishnu

cult, and Lamangdong was reimmed Vishnupur by the Bangak

and proto-Bangals. Tlie Vishnu worshiper Bangals and proto-

Bangals became, since then, known as Vishnupuriya by adding

‘-iya* suffix to Vishnupur m the Moriya style The impact of the

Moriyan culture appears to be strong in those regions. Perhaps,

from the name of Vishnupuriya it changed to Vishnupriya Another

analysis is also not altogether impossible, since the Bangals were

worshipers of Vishnu they were called Vihhnupr'iya meaning ‘lovers

of Vishnu’ to differentiate them from the Saivites.

When the Vishnupnyas incrc.ised their social intercourse with

the Poireis, they were given a nick name Eahsha by the Poireis.

Before they wore called Kalisha, it seems they veie known as

Kala-cha The suffix -iha is Tibeto-Burman origin, most likely a

Br»do oiigin adopted by other Mongoloid tribes like Mangang,

Mayang, Moiiang etc These proto-Bangals \vere much influenced

by the Tibeto-Burmans and other neo-Burmese tribes that entered

Imphal valley by the southern route In present Meiteilon this

suffix -cfta is found more frequently applied in conjunct with

another prefix rm- eg Meiiei-wacha, Mayar^g-macha etc. for

Meitei-cha, Mayaug^cha etc The meaning cha here is ‘off-spring’

besides small children, issue etc People ivuuld speak like ‘I am
a Meiteumacha* to show pride, valour, courage etc. of being a

Meitei origin or Meitei off-spring. Thus Kala-cha means ‘off-spring
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of the black’ where kala means l>)ack in the dialect of the proto-

Bangals indicating their general dark complexion or from their

earlier name. Later, it seems, from the parallel sound formation

Kala-cha is pronounced as KaU-sha a nick name. The name

Kali-aha is a compound word of Kali and sha where Kalo or Kala

is a Baugal word meaning 'black* and aha a Tibeto-Burmon word

moaning 'animal*. Thus Kah^aha ineans 'black-animal’. The Poireis

used the word 'kal% to mean the deepest black like lamp black.

When the name Kalisha became popular, these proto-Bangals

also called themselves Kalaaha in their own way. Name u generally

given by the second or the third person and it is frequently seen

in history that the nick name given to a tribe becomes the

general name of the tribe e.g. Khasi or Ehasiya is a nick name
given to a group of Mon-Khmer speech Synteng who were already

known as Jayantiya, by the Kacharis.

The suffix -iya was further added to Kala-cha or Kalisha

as done in other cases and became Kalacha-iya or Kalisha-iya.

British scholars usually pronounced it as KJudachaiya'^ in their own

phonetic way. It may be mentioned here that the British word

Khalachaiya is interpreted by some scholars to have derived

from the word Khe-la-chai where the word KheAa-cha means lake-

wide-children indicating Khakiichaiyas wore the inhabitants of

the great Loktak lake.* These scholars even have gone to the

extent of saying that Meiteis are people of Thailand coming from

central China and believe the Meiteis were the later immigrants.

1. The linguistic survey of India, GriarRon, Vol. ui part iii, page-20.

**There is alBo a degraded claBS called Khalac]iai> a oi BiPhnupriya

which consists of the descendants of dome and other Bengali of low caste.

Their occupation weie oiiginally that of supplying grass to the

royal stables. They speak a language which is difierent from that of true

Manipuri and is, m fact closely allied to vulgar Bengali".

2« An aiticle appearing in the Amnta Bazar Patrika pubbcation of the 2nd

February 1964 A.I). under the caption ‘‘Language war m NJS region’ as

news item gavo comments on the origin of the Vishnupnyas. It is stated

in that article that, “According to Kaj Mohan Nath a distinguished

historian of the North-east, Manipuris are divided into two main tribes
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All these are aflsmntions with no historical foundation. There is

atao no im^possibility of the word Eala-chaiya deriving from Eala-

ohuriya which will be seen in the latter part of this section.

When the name Mayang became exclusively applied to the

non-Mongoloid Indian people, Ealishas were called *Mayang-

KaUsha^ Like Ealiaha, the Taken? (Tripuris) were also called

Akok-sha. It appears the Vishnupnyas in the twentieth century

did not like the name Ealisha, they also gave a nick name

Meifei-sha to the Meiteis

There is no concrete historical material to trace the ethnic

origin of the Vishnupriyas except that of the anthropological finds

and the dialect of the living Vishnupriyas The dialect of the

Vishnupriyas clearly belongs to the Indo-Aryan group of language,

and has similarly with the Bengali, Oriya and Assamese It also

contains words of Manipuri origin.

The area of characterisation of the Magadhan family of speeches

namely Oriya, Bengali and Assamese besides Mithila, Magahi

and Bhojpuiiya, is the aiea coveied by the north, south-west and

central Bihar, eastern Uttarpradesh and possibly some north-

western parts of Bengal The Indo-Aiyan language may be divided

Kha-la-ohain, who called tliemseheB ‘Birshnupiiyas* are supposed to have

been the first ruling laco and Mitis (possibly a printing mistake foi Meitei)

who called themsoh es real Mampuiis aie supposed to have been the

next immigrants^’.

Fuither the scliolar is said toha\6 stated, “Khelachai (JtAe-lake,

/a -wide, cAoif-children) exidently means (hildien of the wide lake

(Lokiak) and probably rcferiod to the race of the people who lived m the

plain i)ortion of Manipur valley, Mitis or people of Theis (Thai) land

coming from China”

It may be noted tliai the meaning or Ehe-larchai may be inter-

preted m several ways befitting the tribe besides the meaning given by

Mr. Kath. Khe means (1) dog, (2) people of Yun-nan of Chinese origin,

(3) noisy, (4) a kind dark brown resin, (5) choking with vibrating sound

etc. ; la means (1) leaf, (2) plantain leaf, (3) an elevated fiat table-land,

(4) a fiat cireular piece of bamboo matting used for drying paddy ato«

cha means (1) a kind of resin *lac’, (2) to eat, (3) to be thinning away etc.

Ip is thus possible to prepare a set of meanings befitting the tnbe.
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into three etages depending on periods namely (1) First stage or

Old Indo-Axyan speech covering the period from 1600 to 600

B.O. representing Vedic and early Sanskrit, (2) Second stage or

Hiddle-Indo Aryan speech covering the period from 600 B.C. to

1000 A.D. representing Pali and Piakrit, and (8) Third stage or

New Indo-Aryan speech covering the period from 1000 A.D. to this

date representing a phase of dying out of Apabhramsa and

imergenoe of vernaculars or Modern Indo-Aryan languages.

The formation of the Vishnupriya speech, as stated earlier,

shows that it belongs to the family of Oriya, Bengali and

Assamese, still closer to Old Bengali which some scholars des-

cribe to vulgar Bengali. The isolation of the Vi 6hnupri3 aB

from the rest of family of Language and at the same time lack

of proper patronage due to want of political nucleus, the me-

tamorphosis of the dialect seems to be slow its having strong

impact of Tibeto-Burmans which constituted the Meiteis.

It is evident from the speeoli formation that the Visbnupriyas

were at one time inhabitants of the above stated area of spocch

characterisation at least upto the 11th century A.D. It is likel}^

that the dialect of Vishnupriyas when they entered the territory

of the ancient kingdom of Manipur was the stage of their dialect

of about 1150 A.D. They cannot be expected in the territory of

the ancient kingdom of Manipur much earlier than the middle of

the 12th century A.D. Their entry is estimated to be about 1225

A.D. The formation of Bengali language is said to be in the 11th

century A.D.

The anthropological finds in conjunct with speech formation,

it is certain that there is a common base inVishnupriya with Oriya,

Bengali and Assamese (non-Ahoms). The Bengali people of this

date is generally believed to be Austro-Asiatic super-imposed by a

layer of Dravidoids and followed by a layer of Tibeto-Burmans.

This indioAtes the earliest layer is Austro-Asiatio.In this oonneotion a

new hypothesis may be suggested that the earliest layer is Dravidoid
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superimposed by a thick layer of Himalayaii Mongoloids possibly

some cognate tribes of Sakya, then followed by another layer of

Anstio-Asiatic tribes and finally a coating of Tibeto-Burmans of

Bodo origin.

There are two waves of Austro-Asiatio people entering India

as against the general belief of a single wave in early B. 0. The

two 'waves are spanned by about one thousand years. The first

wave is more likely in the closing part of the first mdlenium B. C.

or beginning of the Christian ora where these tribes from Cambodia

are supposed to move as fir as Bay of Bengal in course of the

expansion of the Funan empire- The second wave is found in

about the 10th century A I), which entered Manipur, and north-

eastern parts of India, possibly some as far as the Brahmaputra

Valley where they got mixed with the Bodos. This is perhaps the

reason why some names of rivers, or places aio found in Uppei

Assam to have been associated with Austro-Asiatic and Bodo

words e g. Di-hong which is a name of a river where l>i is a

Bodo word for water, and /fOftg ib an Austro-Asiatic word for water.

TJiese occuircnces led to the popular belief that these Austro-

Asiatic tnheb were the earliebt layer oi stratum of Asbam.

More details may be seen in the section on Funan, Maiing and

Mon-Khmer.

Some scholai s believe that these Austro-Asiatic people entered

Bengal thiough the north-east of Assam from their ancestral homo
of the Mon in cential Oliina and they were the earliest inhabitants

of Assam and Bengal The tnbe'> inhabiting western Bengal are

described to bo barbarous upto the time of Mahavir Jain. In Jain

tradition, “it is stated in Acharaaga suira that when Mahavir Jain

travelled in the ‘pathless country’ of the Ladhas in Vrajabhumi

and Subhabhumi, many natives attacked him and dogs ran at him.

Few people kept oflF the attacking beast. Stnkmg the monk they

cried chu chhu and made the dog bite him”. It may be noted

that chuchhu (s-shu) and chu-i chu^i are command words for dogs

to attack a person or so and command word for animals to fight

among themselves respectively in Hanipuri.
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Some foreign aoholars gave very unhealthy oomments on the

race and the dialeote of the Vishnupriyas, stating that they belonged

to low caste Bengali like doom and their dialect closely akin to

^Vulgar* Bengali. But the Vishnupriyas never claim that they

were Bengalis As an insult to injury the Meiteis who boast

themselves with a false pride that they are the highest race also

oaU them sajihloys moaning 'gniss-suppliers’ from the fact that

they once adopted to the profession of supplying grass for the royal

stable, and some local pandits shout with a superior tone that

they were lanphas meaning ‘war-captives’. In fact there is no

impossibility among such pandits being a descendant either in

paternal line who at one time or the other adopted a profession

much humbler than that of the Vishnupriyas, or who inherited the

Vishnupriya genos through socially approved or illicit sources in

them since the Vi&hnupri^a elomentb in the Mcitei bet up ale

inseparable, or who weio of Ian pirns.

Among the Vishnupriyas there i^ a family title called Sena,

but they usually write Son in the Bengali styh' The Sen families

do not claim that they are Vishnupriyas or Visluiujiriya descents

but they claim that they are Maiupurn Hiete is no imjiossibility

of these families to be the surviving pn>gonieB of the Senas of

Bengal provided that tJiey do not adopt the name out of fancy.

However the Meiteis feel them to be of a Kitmi descent.

It may be expedient to investigate w)iat was the earlier name

of the Vishnupriyas. The name of the village in the southern

hills of Manipur where thi^se proto Baugals lived in the latter

half of the 13th century A D. is found to be (ailed Mara as stated

earlier. There is no historical account how the name Mara

was given to that village The name of that chief’s son is Mara-tal

Atul. The prefix Mara in the name of the chiefs son must have

a meaning and application. There is a neo-Burmese tribe who

called themselves Mar or Hmar inhabiting the southern hills of

Manipur to this date This tribe is somewhat akin to Mayang a

neo-Burmese or Tibeto-Burman tribe. In 1660 A. D. Van Den

Brouke in bis map of eastern India, has shown a city named Mara
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to have located to the flotitb of the Tropic of Cancer, to the south-

eaist of Comilla near Benolia on the eastern bank of an unnamed

river. In early days name of a city or principality is generally

associated with name of the tribe or ruler inhabiting the city or

principality. The area of Mara shown on the map represents the

area of settlement of some of the Vishnupriyas when they were

expelled from Lamangdong by the Keges.

The name Mara is also found in the Arakanese and Burmese

chronicles as Maraw or Marawa, As discussed in earlier sections,

one prince of Pattikera had a love affair with princess Sweintthi

the daughter of Kyaiizittha born by his wife Thambula. It is

also said that the kingdom of Anawrahta (1044.77 A.D.) the pre-

dcHseBsor^aud supposed father of Kyanzittha according to Hmannan

bounded on the west by Pattikera, 'the country ol Kalas\

The name Kala is interpreted by some scholars as 'foreigner*. As

discussed above, it is mote likely that the word is derived from the

ooraplexioii of the inhabitants of that principality or from the

earlier inane of the tribe. They were mostly dark complexioned

people and the name Kala meaning black was given to them.

Jleiiee the name Kala became the name of the tribe, 'fhe name

of the chief of Mara village subdued by Nongyai Thiiikonbanba

(o 1290-1310 A.D.) as mentioned above is Kala Baja, It is also

a common practice that a tribe when settled in a net^ settlement

after migrating from their homeland often gives the now settlo-

meut the name of their former city. It is therefore most reasonable

to assume that the inhabitants of Mara village of Manipur were

people of Maraw or Marav a oi Mara of Von Den Brouke. Now wo

find that Pattikera in the capital city of Mara and the people

inhabiting Mara were called Eala by the Arakanese and Burmese

chronicles. The name Kala Baja of the Maiiipuri source means

'Baja of Kala tribe* and the earlier name of the Vishnupriya as

discussed above is Kala-cha or Kala-chaiya where •cha and -chaiya

are suffixes of Tibeto-Burman and mixed Tibeto-Burman and Pali

origins respectively. The name of the last known king of Pattiketa

is Hari-Kala-Deva Ban&vankamalla ( 1204-1220 A. D. )
where the
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words Hiuri and Deva appear to be honourifie names, and Kola

seems to be the name of the tribe to which king RanavankamaUa

belonged. Hence we can assertively say that the earliest name of

this tribe is Kala. It may be mentioned here that people of the old

generation of Ningthoukhong who were of Vishnupriya origin used

to say in their own intonations, **Eikhoi-di Kala-raja-gi dharanim^*

meaning, *'We are the descendants of Kala Raja*’, to show their

pride of high birth.

King Ranavankamalla is found to be a devout Buddhist as

mentioned in the copper plate inHoraption found in neighbourhood

of Comilla which recorded the issue of grants of land to a

Buddhist monastry built in the city of Pattikera The mother oi

Kyanzittba the beloved monarch of Burma is called Panchakalyani

who seems to be a princess of Pattikeia as suggested from the

account that her grand daughter Sweintthi had a love affair with

a prince of Pattikera indicating a contact of this principality inith

Pagan. However some scholars believe Panchakalyani to be a

piincess of some petty states of Arakan

The above investigations clearly sho^ that the eaihtr home

of the Vishnupri^as before entering into Manipur \\as the Pattikoia

principality. The living Vishnupiiyas of tuoay is ethnically an ad-

mixture of Australoids, Dravidoids and Tibeto-Burman's, possibly

with some Austria elements, speaking a dialect basically an Indo-

Aryan formation supenmposed with Tibeto-Burman. They possibly

moved to Kastern India in about the middle of the 11th century

A,D. before their dialect was fully characterised from the out-

skirts of Hagahi zone and got mixed with the earlier inhabitants.

They do not pose to be a single homogeneous tribe.

As the rulers of Pattikera were Buddhists, tbeie is every reason

to say their subjects were also Buddhist. Thus the religion of

the Vishnupriya was successively Brahmanism, Buddhism, Vishnu

cult and finally Vaisnavism.

Nothing is definitely known about the ancestral home of this

tribe, but it seems they were followers of Kama (o 1041-1070A.D.)

the KaZei-oAurt king who bestowed his daughter Virasri to
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Jatavarman. It is believed that Jatavannan aooompanied Kama
in the latter’s expedition of Bengal. Jatavannan later occupied

Eastern Bengal by superseding the Chandra d3ma8ty. It seems

since then the Viehnupriyas settled in some areas east of Noakhali

near Gomilla The ancestral home of the Kala-ohuri rulers is said

to be the south west of Bihar, and the early kingdom of Jatavariran

is supposed to bo Kalmga. It is not clearly known how he came

to Eastern Bengal. In conclusion it is fairly reasonable to assume

that the ancestral home of the Vishnupnyas was some areas of the

Chhotanagpur plateau The early dialect of the Vishnupriyas seems

to be an admixture of Eanarese and the dialects of some dark

skinned supposed aborigines of Chhotanagpur before they adopted

the Magahi dialect
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The Moirangs came by the southern route and settled on the

hills lying to the west of the lake now known as the Loktak lake

before they settled on the valley. The Moirang ohjeftain while

inhabitating on the hill was Thangjing Koitel Lai The hill where

the Moirangs once inhabited became known as the Thangjing hills

after the name of their chief Thangjing Koirel Lai. The literary

account Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba mentions that Thangjing

Koirel Lai on horse back once visited the place where the aristo-

cratic Bangals ruled ^ More details arc discussed in the section

on Bangals. The period of Bangal settlement is estimated to be

about 1226 A B. and that principality flourished upto about 1260

A D. till it was destroyed by the Keges led by their king Oinu Seng

Raja a Himalayan prince of the Moriya elan. It is therefore seen

that Thangjing Koirel Lai must have visited the Bangal princi-

pality sometime in A.D. 12608. When the principality was destroyed

its inhabitants who were admixtures of Bangals, proto-Bangals,

Mayange and Basis fled to western hill ranges. After a lull of some

years probably after the defeat of the Keges in the hands of the

Poireis, the Moirangs along with some of the fugitives came down

to the valley at about 1270 A.D, Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba

mentions, *Khoyum na^ak Jtongna, Kekt^ThangrhtTig chingchao yinirn,

Moirang Ngankha mayai khaina khunda pung Kekt Uaomupa-na

mama Irai Letmacha, menang tanpa turengkai angouba, palem lei^

farakpa, thiklen khomhuk nateripa manpi khutahum kantaripapu,

cheirei nahongsana lamkolpung" * The literal meaning of the

pa.8sage is, ‘O god (Thangjing Koirel Lai) you came down from the

hill along the Keke-Thangjing great hill to the centre of Moirang

1. Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Singh, page-1.

2. ibid., page-5.
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Kgangkha, ^kere Kelie Haomu the son of Irai ( Leima

means princess ) iveloomed you by putting a small white goat which

was just born and bad not sucked milk and the navel cord had not

dried, with a cloth on his back’. This indicates that the Eeke

tribes had already settled before the Moirangs since Haomu was

a Eeke tribe. Within a short time the Eekes and Moirangs got

amalgamated and the principality of the Keges became known as

Eege-Moirang principality.

Linguistically the
^
Moirangs belonged to a group of Tibeto*

Burmans by itself The dialect of the Moirangs clearly indicates

it. The Moirangs were somewhat different from those Tibeto-

Burmans who entered the valley by the north-easterly route*

It appears the Moirangs are closely akin to Moran a Tibeto-

Burman tribe inhabiting Upper Assam Most of the Morans entered

India by the north-eastern Assam route and settled in Upper Assam.

It may bo mentioned here according to the Moran traditions

that they had three brothers namely Moilang, Moran and Moiran

who lived in the upper reaches of the Ningthi (Ohindwin) river

at Mong Kong ( Mungkhong or Mogaung
)

Of the three brothers

the eldest Moilang remained in their ancestral home in the Hukong

Valley while the two younger brothers namely Moran and Moiran

passed the Patkai range and settled on the bank of the Tipuk river.

The descendants of Moran became known as Moran tribe.* Relying

3. ibid a page 5.

4. Kev, S. Andie ; The CachaiiSa page-S8.

If wo are to roly on Moran traditions, then the Moirangs too eould

ha\ebeenof Bodo origin but their dialect seems to have substantially

changed when they began to settle on Imphal volloy. Tribes of Bodo

origin inhabiting the North-Eastern India are Koch, Mech, Lalung, Qaro,

Pimacha, Chutiya, Moran, Kaeharip Tnpuri etc. Names of persons with

the suffix *-cha’ aie found amongst tbo Moirang, Mayang and some other

Tibeto-Burmese tribes that enteied Manipui. Amongst the Moran names

like Badau-cha the suffix is found to have been adopted. Even if Moirangs

were of Bodo origin, they seem to ba\ e been mixed thoroughly with

Lai and other Tibeto-Bunnans. Their ruling chief however bekmged to

fihe Lai tribes.
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on these traditions, it is believed that Moirang also left their

ancestral home and moved towards the south along the course of

the Chindwin river upto the north of the Chin hills and then they

moved northwards along the mediaeval highways and finally

reached the Imphal valley. In most Tibeto Burman dialects ‘1*

and ‘n’ ore interchangeable, so Moilung and Moirang are the

same word.

The Moirang word for water is loklou, for axe Jiaibi, for

dry land kongki^ for shoulder nao, for thigh seng, for sharpness

kkaba, for prown fish keihong etc It is said that the name

of the village Thang-ga is of Moirang origin which originally

•Thangkha* meaning ‘sharp knife’. It then gradually changed

to Thang-ga. Ningthourol Lambuba also refers to an account of

naming the place. It also seems that Thangga means a culti-

vator in the Moirang dialect. Similarly the name Loktak is also

of Moirang origin.

When the principality of Kege-Moirang flourished, the kings

of Moirang were given the title Purik Lai. The term Lai is found

to have been frequently adopted by the Moiiang chiefs and others

e.g. Lai Chingkhu, Koirol Lai, Lai Kachcng, Lai Tongkhu, Lai

Tonghal etc. Besides, it is also found like Lai Yingthou or Lai

Ningthou Khoriphaba. The connotation of the term Lai as found

in the above instances does not necessarily mean ‘god’ as it is taken

today. In current Manipuri language Lai means ‘god’ and some-

times ‘female genital organ’. If the second mc^aning is applied to

Lai Tongkhu or Lai Tonghal who were queens of the Poirei kings

the results are not only vulgar but also disastrous. There wore

three words found current during t he mediaeval period which had

the meaning of god. They were Khoiyam, Khoimom and Ohing-U.

All these three words are now obsolete. There is every possibility

of the word Zai Tvas used to mean god by the Chakkhas before the

arrival of the Lai tribes or mixed vith thorn in the regions of Kham
and Lai, and long before their arrival in Imphal valley. With the

arrival of Lai tribes or mixing with them the word Lai gradually

discarded possibly out of confusion and the other vocabulary
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namely khoiyam became th3 solo word for god*. So when

they arrived in Imphal valley their sole word for god was hhoiyam.

The emergence of the word lai for god again was perhaps from

the association of the Lai ancestors who were taken as gods. It is

most probable that the word lai became to be known for god from

the concept of the divine theory of kings when all the Hoirang

kings were associated vith the term Lai and when people forgot

that Lai was the name of a tribe. It is therefore seen that the

Moirang chiefs belonged to the Lai tribes.

Who were the Lais ^ The Lai are said to be the descendants

of the early imperial dynasty of Howang-Ti and continued to be the

highest aristocracy in ancient China enjoying special and exclusive

rights and privileges for more than sixteen hundred years before the

birth of Ch’in state in Kan-su and more than three thousand years

before the first axipearaiice of the ^ ‘Chinese^' with imperial dignity

in 219 B 0 ® The Ch’in state of Kan-su was one of the five confe-

derating states The event of hi'-tory had brought the Tai into a

long drawn conflict with Chinese, ‘yet from the physical resem-

blances and linguistic affinities these two people appear to be

cognate races’.*^ Another one of the five confederating states

namely Ch’u, towaids the end of the fourth century B C
, became

a threat on north (^hina then under the hegemony of the Ch’in

state Ch’u had a number of states which included the state of

6, Prof. So>re a noted philologist in his Piincjple of Comparative Philology,

Chapter VIII, states," Fvory viocd has a lusotry and that history is

really the history of the mind Words whu h wore once piegnant with

meaning may either put on new signification in boquonco of social

changes , or long use and acquitanc o may depriv o them of their sense,

so the sole meatung they possesb is their mere sounds , or again, their

original force may bo forgotten, and they may suivive as jiroper names or

in connection with ob&oloto ( eromonios , or lastly they may bo confused

of ideas Words have a life, because the society which produces them

has a life , and juht as the old society became dead and misleading, so

also do the words which shadow them forth”.

0, Dr. Gogol : Tai and the Tai kmgdoms, page-32,

7. ibid., pago-33.
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Zid arfter annexation. This state of Lo was created by Chong Kang

the fourth emperor of the Hia dynasty. The Lo people were the

descendants from the Tai-Tai ancestors. The state of Lo was

ruled by Tai princes when it was annexed. In 689 B.C. the Lo

state had a clash with Ch*u state itself. The Tai Marquis of Lo

was forced to surrender. The title ‘Marquis of Lo’ was conferred

by the Hia Emperor Seo Hao on the ruler of Lo at about 2150 B.C.

The Tai Marquis of Lo was expelled^ and a great number of Tai

people who had their homes in Hupeh and Honan migrated

to the south.

After a long drawn conflict among the five confederating states

as mentioned above two states namely Ch’in and Ch’u emerged as

successful rivals. The state of Ch’u was invaded by Shih-Wang-Ti,

In 224 B.C., the Emperor of Ch’in and defeated them. Shih-Wang-Ti

vanquished the prince of Ch’u. Thus step by step the Tai state of

Honan came to an end.^

Not only the state of Lo came to an end but in 214 B C., Shih-

Wang-Ti issued orders also to seize and destroy all classical books

specially those of Gonfucious. It is said that the Emperor ordered

to bury 460 men of letters alive for remonstrating i^ith him in his

mad act.® The Tai who had been a cultured people, had been

reduced to almost an illiterate race. “In a few decades following

the tragic event these descendants of the once highest class of

nobility degenerated into being hill tribes, or rather many of them

got merged with the hill tribes in the inaccessible mountainous

regions. Those who took shelter in the highlands of Sze-chuan,

Yun-nan and Kwei-ehow call themselves Tai or Ohai to this day”.^®

It is said that “there were also a number of hill tribes in the

Southern provinces of Hunan, Hwang-si and Hwang-tung including

the Lais who were the descendants of early feudal rulers or Marquises

6. ibid,, pago-36.

9, ibid., page-ST.

10, ibid^ psge-37.
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created by Emperor Seo Hao in the 3rd millenium B.O. and who

had come and settled in those areas long before the rise of the

Chinese empire. They were later discovered by the Chinese in the

period of Han, whose dominion extended far to the south. These

hill tribes, who were mostly Tai, still contemptuously refer

to the Chinese by the nickname Ptnff-Ti-Kan, meaning Plateau

traitor. These Tai used to migrate in small groups to the southern

countries as peaceful settlers of the plains region, but they would

move in large masses in the event of war or large scale repulsion

by the Chinese within the empire. The routes of these immigrants

usually followed, particularly in descending from the hills, were

the river valleys which open out in the lower courses into wide

tracts of fertile plains. Thus these people entered Upper Burma

through the valley of the Shweli, Namting and Taping

Of the generated Tais, it is said that, ^*twelve such tribes are

mentioned, nine Lais and three Miaos The Lais are found also

among the southern Chin tribes of the Chin hills between Assam

and Burma. The Miaos so called by the Shans, are really Meng or

Hmeng. They are called Miaotzu by the Chinese. They are supposed

to be of Mon race* *

So it is seen that the Lais were a tribe who descended from

the ancient hereditary feudal ruler or Marquis of Lo.

One point to bo noted is that the Lai tribes cannot, at any rate,

be present in the territory of the ancient kingdom of Manipur before

the 6th century A D. as the Lai who were followers of Confucianism

is said to have developed the cult of ancestor worship as gods and

goddesses from about the 6th century A.D. and offering sacrifices

from about the Ist century A.D. besides their remnants of Gonfu-

oianism. They probably dispersed in northern Burma from the

east after acquiring this culture where they got mixed with the

Himalayan tribes particularly the Ehu, and from where they

migrated to Imphal valley at a later period. Because of the

cult of ancestor worship of the Lai tribes, the worships of

11. ibid., page-88.

12. ibid., page-37, fOqt ziote.
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Saivism ot this land became mingled up with the ancestor worship,

more particularly Devi with female Lai ancestors. More details

may be seen in the section on religion.

In Cheitharol Kumbaba it is mentioned that during the period

of Loiyumba (o. 1310-36 A.D.), the administrative machinery was

manned jointly by Lai and man, but gradually man became more

and more prominent and dually all Lais disappeared. Quoting the

text written in modern Meiteilon which states, ^‘Mahah thahta

Lai-ga mi-ga IdUup kanahadctgi mina Idkcliaraduna Lai-gl makhel

mangkhare. midana silhotiye*\ The literal meaning of the passage

is *ln his reign when the administrative machinery (specially of

war) was manned in turn by Lai and man, the mun became more

and more prominent and all Lais disappeared. It was substituted

by man only’. It may be noted that the word lallup mentioned

above is originally an institution of army organisation but later

changed its application. Since it is impossible and baseless to man

the administration either jointly or in turn with god and man

where the modern meaning of Lai is god, the editors of the above

referred text intorprete in their foot note as, ‘It is an indication

that the culture of the west excels or supersedes that of the east’.

However the note does elaborate what were the cultures of the

east and west referred to. It is most probable that the scholars

who recasted Cheitharol Kumbaba during the period 1825-35 A.D.

with forged dates had no idea of the Lai tribes, put the name Lai

with modern meaning in an equivocal way and Polreis were named

as ordinary ‘man’. Thus Lai and man referred to m the above

text are the Lai tribe and Poirei respectively.

It also throws light further that the Lai tribes were active in

th^ first half of the 14th century A. D. on the western side of

Imphal valley. The Lai were found near Patsoi in the middle of

the 13th century A.D. and they subdued the Khumans and

Ohengleis, and since then they pushed towards the north and

north-east and became the subjects of the Poirei kings. The capital

of Loiyumba was possibly on the north of present Heingang

village. The Lais had social intercourse with the Poireis and they
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took part itx administration of Poirei. However they were gradually

segregated and finally ousted. They then moved towards the south.

This is perhaps due to the differences of culture and language of

the Lai and Poirei. Loiyumba introduced or changed the secret

rituals of Ougri to singing with merry*xnaking in religious functions

a distinct culture of the Poireis. Lai were worshippers of their

ancestors as gods where as tho Poireis did not.

In Moirang one king named Sanarakkha the fourth predecessor

of Chingkhu Telheiba according to Sagei Salairol published by

the Manipur State Kala Akademi, is found. Belying on this

account Sanarakkha is estimated to be a contemporary of the Poirei

king Loitongba (o. 1336-1336 A.D«). So the period of Sanarakkha

is the early x>art of the 14th century A.D. The date is estimated

from the account that Yoiren Tompokpi the only daughter of the

royal house of Moirang born by the younger brother of Chingkhu

Telheiba, got married to Thangbi Lanthaba (c. 1381-1391 A, D.)

the Poirei king with a great episode. The spelling Sanarakkha is

written as Sana-rakhwa in Sagei Salairol and Sanarakhuwa in

Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba. The spelling in most of the

manusripts are difficult to depend on, even Moriya is also found

to have been wiitten as Mariya in some manuscripts. Tho original

spelling of this prince is believed to be Sana-rakkha. This name i$

definitely not a Tai origin. It is a mixed word of Aryan and some

Mongoloids. 8a7ia is an Aryan word meaning gold and rakkJia is

not known. Thus the name Sanarakkha is either an adopted name

of the Kege-Moirang chief who was of Lai oiigin or Sanarakkha

himself was a Moriya chief. Tho genealogy of the Moirang rulers

as found in the above stated account shows sets of lines of Kouba

tribe, Lai tribe, and some others but not mentioned the Moriya

tribes. AU these appear to have mixed in a chaotic order possibly

to align at par with Pakhangba whose forged date is 33 A.D.

by chroniclers of later period though true Moirang chronology of

Lai chiefs should have started from about 1270 A.D. contemporary

to the Poirei king Keirencha, with Thangjing Koirel Lai as its

founder. If Sanarakkha is a name of the Moriyas it is possible to
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investigate for each simiiarity with the names found in the Himala*

yan tribes to which Ubriya clan belonged. Emperor Asoka belonged

to the Moriya tribe or clan and he had three principal queens

namely A8andhi-«mitta, Padma-vati and Tissa-rakkha^ * (Karu-vaki).

We find Sana-rakkha and Tissa-rakkha are in close similar form

and pattern. Hence Sana-rakkha is a name of Moriya origin, and

he himself perhaps belonged to a descendant of the Moriya rulers.

It is frequently seen that the ruler of a tribe and the tribe to

which the ruler belonged are different races. In case of Moirang

the ruling chief or rather the ruling group belonged to Lai, a

Tai origin whereas the bulk of the Moirangs belong to a Tibeto-

Burman of mixed stock of Lai, Khu, Bodo and Thado. As stated

earlier Lai-Tongkhu, Lai-Tonghal etc. according to the Manipuri

accounts belonged to Haokap, Ohingsang, Khunpham, Ngangcheng

etc. who in turn belonged to the so called old Kuki. Again the

original Moirangs were a tribe to which the Morans belonged. Morans

are said to be a Bodo origin. The suffix *-cha’ is a Bodo origin

adopted by other Tibeto-Burmans. A Moran chief named Badau-

cha in Upper A«tsam is found to have the name with the suffix

*-oha’. Tribes of Bodo origin which are found in Upper Assam

are Koch, Eachari, Lalung, Timacha, Garo, Babha, Mech, Tipra,

Chutiya, and Moran. Thus the Moirangs were of Bodo origin but

got mixed with the Tai and other Tibeto-Burmans, altering sub-

stantially their dialect and culture. The Moirang dialect and

culture so far recorded in Manipuri accounts are of Kege-Moirang

when they got amalgamated into one unit. Similarly Eeges were

Yun-nanese people of Chinese origin but their rulers were Moriyas.

Thus Kege-Moirang culture is a mixed product of pre-Buddhist

and Oonfucian cultures.

As for the origin of the appellation Moirang another hypothesis

may also be proposed which yields better results. Moirang

including the Khuga valley was called Moiram by the Marems,

meaning 'land of the sun’ before the appellation Moirang came

13. Komila Thapar : Asoka and dechno of the Mauryas, page-30.
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into existence. More details may be seen in the section on the

Origin of the name Meitei. The Ngangois who settled at Ngangkha
(modern Ngangkha-rawai ) had social contact with the Marems
who inhabited on the south-western hills before the coming of the

tribe which would be later called Moirang tribe When the new
immigrants arrived and settled in Moirnm the Nangois used to call

them Moi-rang by adding their suffix •rang as in hei-rang, Ui-rang,

pi-rang etc to the first part or syllabic Moi- of Moiram. Moirang

Ningthourol Lambuba clearly mentions that the tribe which would

become Moirang as Ma-hui, quoting the text, while addressing

Tliangching Koirol Lai, which states, “/yu Ma-Jiui ningthoUt

Mn-hui 11m iliolcp<C\ meaning “My lord the king of Ma^-hui, who

is related to ITui of Ma-hui*’. It is therefore Been that the tribe

which was led by Thangjing Koirel I^ai to the southern part of

Imphal valley was Ma-hui besides his own Lai tribes. It is also

quite likely that this group of Lai had some Khu elements too.

They were probably Lai-Khu the tribe to which the father of

Laikhuiembi belonged. When the new appellation Moirang came

into existence the Moirangs were not a homogeneous tribe but a

mixture of Ma, Hui, Lai and Khu.

Besides the C^hakpas there were Lai who were of Tai origin,

who settled in the valley to the north-east of the Chakpa settle-

ment in the second half of the 13th century A.D. It seems these

Tai settled after the retreat of the Mayang and Bangal from the

Lamangdong principality and expanded their settlement towards

the north-east in the valley upto the Nawang Yi which they gave

the name Nambul. Since then the lower course of the Nawang

Yi became knowrn as the Nambul river. Thus we find place

names where they settled, bore their names like the shrines of

Khoripha(ba) near Nambol, Konthoujam Lai-rembi at Konthoujam

village and Maiyokpha on the right bank of the Nambul river

in Imphal and so on. The place names Nam-bol, Oi-nam and the

river name Nam-bul are of Tai origins where Nam means water,

probably a Senbi word. We find a lane calledKhamnam Leirak and

a small market pallfd Khammam Baxar on the north-western part of
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greater Imphal which are of Tai formation where Eham-Nam means

*gold«>water’ or it could also mean the ‘water of Khampa’ which in

that case a mixed formation of Tai and Tibetan Khampa tribe.

As for Khoripba(ba) the legend says that he was the son of

Sararen the sky-god and also said to be the same person with

Tbanjing Koirel Lai the chief of Moirang tribe who also belonged

to a Lai, which seems to be an extrapolation. The legend further

says that when Ehoripha(ba) was a very small child he began to

cry and no one could stop him crying and when at last a bunch of

Leiehang, a herbal plant with buds, was given, the child stopped

crying. Since then he was given the name Leishang Khek-wai-ba.

The words Khek and axii are proba bly Tai words and ba a Tibeto-

Burman suffix. The legend suggests that the Lai were active upto

the west of the Nambul river from the Loi-jing hills when the

Poireis were active on the northern pait of the valley These Lai

had an account of their ruling chiefs which probably mingled up

with the chiefs of the Kegc-Moirang principaht}^ when they got

amalgamated with the Kege-Moirang principality. This is probably

the reason why w e get very confusing genealogy of the Kege-

Moirang rulers.

The legends of Konthoujam Lai-rembi reveals a mixed

Brahmanic and Confucious cultures. The legend says that Kon-

thoujam Lai-rembi was married to Sararen the sky-god on the

condition that no death was to be seen in her tiibe by the grace of

Sararen. The sky-god agreed her demand and took her to heaven.

As she had not come to her parental homo for a number of years,

her people one day burnt a dog in the form of cremating a dead

man and a column of smoke rose into the sky. On seeing the

column of smoke she felt that someone in her tribe was dead. She

approached Sararen that she would hke to go down to the earth to

see about the strange happening Saraien replied that the column

of smoke was nothing but a smoke of burning dog. However she

insisted on and at last Sararen agreed on the condition that she

should not eat beaf, pork and drink wine. When she came to
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earth her people said that they had intentionally burnt a dog so that

she should come and meet them. Later they persuaded her to eat

meat and drink wine and assured her that they would make seven

layers of phijang (cloth screen) so that Sararen could not see her

drinking wine. While she was drinking wine under the cover of

seven layers of phijang Sararen saw her drinking and spat which

fell on her and the door of the heaven was closed. Since then she

remained as iMt-remhi at a spot which become later know*n as the

Konthoujam Lai-remhl Umang.

It seems these Lai grew to political power and they probably

subdued Khuman and Chenglei who inhabited by that time towards

the north of their principality from Pat^oi and its north-west upto

foothills of the Koubru hills along the Nawang Yi. It is this

pressure of the Lai that the Khumans moved towards the Mayang-

Tmphal area where they amalgamated with the Nongyai and other

tribes like Khaioi The Lai on the other hand absorbed tribes like

Chinfu, Tafu etc. who were probably Tai Tribes.
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The earliest reference of the Kabuis in Manipuri accounts is

found during the reign of Iiengba (c 1296-1310 A.D.), It is stated

that when king Irengba died his widow queen Tamheibi wanted to

carve a statue of the late king, instructed the royal sculptor

Kabul Haochongba Haochong Nangmuclia for the task This indi-

cates that the Kabuis must have arrhed on this land earlier

than the period c 1296-1310 AD or at least by that poiiod There

is no indication that the Kabuis wcic on the wester ii hills close to

Imphal valley upto about 1270 A D. biucc the contact of Kabuis

by the Keges and Moirangs is not found in any soitiie, paTtioubirly

when the latter was on the hills now known a® the Thangjing hills.

Most probably the Kabuis entered the western hills of Manipur in

the second half of the 13th century A D. from southern side

possibly by a more south-wesiei ly route thrciugh which the Cam-

bodian tribes like Mon, Khmer, Fuiiaii and Siani-iiii arrived on

this land by about the 10th or llih centuiy A I). The Kabuis

should not be e3^peeled to have anived much cailier tlian the

arrival of their cognate tribe Kabow in Kabow valley. Tlie

Kabuis pushed theso Cambodian tribes towards north-west and

took possession of the earlier settlements ot thooc tubes. Some of

the Kabuis who are by now called Kacha-Nagas in particular

are products of mixing of the Kabuis with the Cambodian tribes

particularly the Funans, But the name Ka-cha of tho Kacha-

Naga is a Bodo origin where Ka is the tribe Ka-bui and the

suffix -oha is a Bodo word. These Cambodian tribes under the

pressure of Kabuis from the south and Poireis from Imphal valley

finally moved out of the territory of present political Manipur

settled in the North Cachar hills at about the 16th century A.D.

More details may be seen in the section*on Punan, Mariug, Mon-
Khmer. The Kabuis in turn were subjected under the pressure

of New Kukis who also came by the southerly route, and began
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to oonoentrate on the western and north-western parts of Manipur

and its adjoining areas of North Cachar and where they had

contact with the Bodos when the latter moved from the north-east

to those areas in the beginning of the ] 6th century A.D. They had

also contact with Tibeto-Bmmau tribes of Bodos origin like

Mangang, Mayang etc earlier in western Manipur.

The Kabuis are sux^posed to be a cognate tribe of Eabow,

Kachin, Karen etc. whose ancestral home was the ancient Teru state

of Southern China The Kabul culture Kajeng-Karai is also found

among the Kaohiiis and Karens. They had been shifted from their

ancestral home trj Some jiaits ol northern and eastern Burma by

Ko-lo-feng the Nan Chao Enipeioi in the latter half of 8th century

A 1). It IS hkd}' that the Kabui*^ sojourned in eastern Burma

before intenng to India Thtie is no historical record on the

movements (^i: tlie Kabuis, but it may be ju( burned that the Kabuis

moved towards the west to Manipur fiom their sojourn. They

probably moved iindei tlie incieasing Tai xiower in Thailand in the

12th century A.D. The earlier contacts suggest that the Kabuis

maj have elements of Tai, and other Cambodian tribes

We do not iiavc any record on the dialect of the Kabuis of

the 13th cuitur^ A.D. but xnosent language indicates the image of

the Bodo dialect Tliis is peihaps the result ot their contact with

the Bodos when they settled in their piesont habitat. The Kabul
dialect belongs to Tibeto-Burmans.

The Kabuis arc now categorised as Nagas but their cognate

tribes in Burma and elsewhere continue to preserve the identity of

their tribes except the Kabows who became Meiteis and Burmese.

The Kabuis now have four clans namly Kammei, Goumei, Gangmei
and Longmei. The* clans are exogamous and have sev'^eral sub-clans

except Longmis. There have been some suggestions of changing

the name Kabul to Ruongmei.

Ngamei (Angami) seems to be a clan oi a cognate tribe of the

Kabuis. The Ngameis are claimed by the Karens as their kinsmen

according to Smoaton. The Ngameis too have a tradition that they

were a section of people belonging to Karen-noma who moved
towards the west.



THE MAO AND MABAM

Practioally no record is available with us of the Mao and Maram.

It is not known how they came to their present habitat in the

northern hills of Manipur. It is certain that they are not the

aboriginal people of that area There is also no indication that

the Mao and Maram tribes were in their present habitat in the

11th century A.D. It is most likely that they entered present

Manipur from the Somra tract and gradually moved to their pre-

sent habitat in the so-called the Mao-Maram area of Manipur.

They may be regarded no doubt as one of the earliest inhabitants

of that area.

At the most we can guess, firstly, that the Mao and Maram

were of Tai and Man origins respectively A branch of Tai-Khe

who settled in the Swelli valley m Upper Burma from about the

6th century A D. were called Mao or Tai-Mao These Tai-Mao

tribes must have sojourned here and there in Upper Burma for

some oentuiies before they entered Mampur It is also likely

that most of the Naga tribes inhabiting Nagaland except some

tribes were group of such people who first settled in the northern

hills of Manipur arriving more or less by the same route through

which the Mao and Maram arrived. Of these tribes the Mao

and Maram appear to be the last arrival. From the northern

hills of Manipur they gradually moved towards present Nagaland

due to pressure of Cambodian tribes probably in the fourteenth

century A.D.

Secondly, the dialects of the Mao and Maram belonged to some

Tibeto-Burmans. Hence the dialect does not support the above

hypothesis. Therefore we can assume that the Maos were originally

the Mahons where Mao is a phonetic variant of Mahou as discussed

in the section the Tangkhul. Again the Mahous were originally

an admixture of Bodo and Hou, The dialect of Mao seems to
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have certain image of the Bodo. We are not in a position to trace

the original dialect of the Hon as they are not found having

independent existence. The Mao as they are today probably had

some other elements of Mons and Asiatics. Hence this hypothesis

seems to be more probable*



THE PANGAL

The appellation Bangal was originally given to the people of

Bengal. Tho earliest reference of this tribe is found in the account

Ningthourol Lambiiba during the reign of Irengba^ (c. 1296-1310

A.D.). It is stated in that account that Nongyai Thingkonhanba,

the father-in-law of Irengba and Khuman chief, went on an assault

on the southern Loijmg ranges inhabited by the Pnngals, Quoting

the text which states, Konha umitram umn Icngknl clnng da

khouaaha Pangal Mar khiihvlelgi Kala Baja lnmjingha.,,'\ It ^ill

be seen in subsequent sections the Pangal mentioned here is Bangal

i.e. the people of Bengal Wh^n the Hindus of Bengal became more

acquainted in later periods the word Pangal remained applied to the

Muhammadans. Thus the word Pangal hccame a vocabulary

meaning Muslims or followers of Islam itligion

Prince Sanongba the younger brother of king Khagemba

(1697-1652 A.I).) had a disagreement with the king over the damage

caused to his boat by one of the nobles of king Khagemba

who was also a brother of the king. Sanongb.i Ihen moved to the

west somewhere south-west of Sylhet where he raised a force

of a little above one thousand whifh included over one hundred

Indo-Mghau Mussalraan soldiers and revolted against his brother.

The revolt was however crushed by Khagemba. The account

further says that Khagemba was nearly defeated but for the

wisdom of his general Lairikyongba Dhananjoy he won tho battle.

He could suppress the revolt without much bloodshed in the year

1606 A. D. All the Muhammadan soldiers became captives.

However Khagemba allowed them to settle on this land as peaceful

settlers. Further they were allowed to marry Mcitei wives.

Since these Muhammadans came from Bengal they were also

called Pangal irrespective ol their religious allegiance. There are

1, Ningthourol LsmbubiEt^ edited by O. Bhogeswar Singh, pageB-73, 74 & 08,
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msm fMMHmnts of Mampur wliioh exeltiatrdy (bal with tiba

ICnlmmiiwdan inmoigmntg like Nongdi4m^i*B aceount, BMgemim

Lmphat Pangal KhmiJthak etc. In these aeooiuits, details of aaoh

{NPoasiiieiit individual as regards name, place of earlier haUtatt

soeial ate^us etc. are recorded. It is stated in the Nonabamei’s

aoaount, ^^HBirwBgkhongcha Monaang eheUhaha Saha 1698 kt Tu^gp

sosMdsfjpokkt M^uAamadani nachingham huyan hnaak no/ya. Lanhing

16 ga Uaaggon 97 mak khamlouye, Samu SO eung^ nongtmi 1000 ka

tanking 1000 ka khutau hhutlai auna minaiaung khomlakye*\

In the above text *Tarap aanahipakki Muhamadani* meaning

^the Muhammadans of Tarap state* indicates that the Muhamadan

soldiers were from Tarap state which, at that time, was ruled by

one Badahak, The word Badshah is found to have been written

in these accounts as Pasa that creates some confusion with the

erstwhile ^city of Pasa (Basa)’ that existed for a short period in the

beginning of the 13th century A.D. In Muslim accounts we find

Badshah of Tarap, Badshah of Gour etc. Some scholars take

Pasa (Badshah) as a country which is not tenable. It may be

{K)inted out that the Burmese used to call Yun-nan as Tarop. The

Tarap state mentioned in Manipuri account is located on the

east of the Burma river and Maymansing entering around Habi-

ganj, north of Agartala, south-west of Sylhet and Gour A place

Baniyachung is found to have been located on the northern part of

Tarop. * The above text further indicates that the captives included

15 prominent ranks and 07 soldiers belonging to the Muhammadan

community and the rest were assorted tribes. The Manipuri

account clearly indicates the entire force were not Muhammadans.

In Khagemha Lanpha names of individual Muslims with their

earlier habitats are also given. One Tona Mullik from Murshidabad

among those 15 prominent ranks was appointed the first Kazi of

this land of the Muslim community. Most of these accounts keep

silent about their language. However subsequent accounts do not

2. Bajmsla, the Tripura chronicle, Vol. Ill, attached map. The location

of Tarap state is shown as discussed in the above text.
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Buggeet ihftt they vere Bpeahere of Rengali language. Moat of the

Mahammadans oontinned to preserve their distinot identity. They

gradually beoame speakers of Meiteilon. However there is no im-

possibSiy of some of them amalgamated with the Meiteis. There

are secret stories in which Meitei princes had love affairs with

Mudim girls, and mamed them. We have no record of it since

the day of Shantadas Gosa! These Mnshms are now called Meitei-

Pangal They constitute about 10% of the total Meitei population



THE INDO-ARYAN BRAHMIIJ

The Indo-Aryan Brahixuns began to move to Manipur from

the Indian mainland for settlement as peaceful settlers. It is very

likely that several Brahmins arrived in the early part of the 15th

century A.D. Those group of Brahmins possibly became common

people while those who arrived in the latter part of that century

continued to live SiS Brahmins. We have recorded account of

Brahmin immigrants since the year 1467 A.B. The account Bamon

Khunthoklon describes each individual Brahmin as regards name,

place of their earlier habitat etc. All Brahmin immigrants became

Meiteis. They were later known as Meitei-Bamon> The word

Bamon is a Manipuri style of the name of Brahman. Now Meitei-

Bamon constitutes about 5% of the total Meitei population.

Details arc discussed in the section on Indo-Aryan Brahmins and

their Sagei allotment.
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TilONGABEN

In tho Manipuri account, Poireiton Khunthok, we find a Ifing

named Thongaren who ruled at Kangla of Khamnung 8awa, and as

stated in earlier sections, this Kangla is located at 29*14'N and

97®E on the border of Tibet and a little north-west of Putao. The

name Thongaren has three parts, namely Tho, Nga and ren. The

words Tho and Nga are respectively the names of tribes of Tai and

Himalayan Mongoloid origins of which tho latter is found in the

Mahabharata as Anga, where the Aryans could not pronounce the

Mongoloid sound Nga but pronounced as Anga as stated in earlier

sections. This tribe is found in the Manipuri and Burmese accounts

as Nga-nu, where the suffix ‘-nu' is also a feminine suffix in some

Mongoloid dialects. Modern Mciteilon or Manipuri language adopts

this suffix as a fetniuine suffix, however, we find in some accounts

it has been used as a masculine suffix also. In ancient Indian

accounts the suffix ‘-nu’ is found to have been used in both the

senses like Shanta-iiu, Bha-nii, Dhe-nu, Re-nu etc. The last part

of the name Thongaren i.c. ren meaiiiB chief or king. Thus

Thongaren means ‘King of Tho-Nga’ indicating a reign name.

The suffix -ren in the Shan means ‘house’ i.e. family.* Tho-nga*

ren may also be pronounced in the Shan way like Sao Nga Ren, Hso

Nga Ren etc. In that case Thongaren means ‘House of the family of

Tho-Nga’ indicating, Thongaren belonged to the house of Tho-Nga.

As discussed in the section on Haokap, Chingsang, Khunpham and

Ngangcheng, tho subjects of Binnaka Baja were an admixture of

Sakya and people of Shan origin, who were called the ‘descendants

of Binnaka Baja’ by their neighbours specially those subjects who

moved to the east and founded the ‘nineteen Shan states of

Burma’. li' i'ke rulers of this group of people who used the

prefix ‘Tho-’ in their names very frequently. It seems, this group

X, Dr. Ck»goi. : Tai and the Tai kii^doins, page-259,
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of people called 'descendants of Bizmaka Baja’ were mostty people

of Tai origin with their mlers of Sakiyan origins On the other

hand the subjects who continued to stay at Male after the death

of Binnaka Baja were mostly people of bakiyan origin due to

obvious reason, to which king Thongaren belonged, which will be

seen in subsequent parts It appears at a later period, the tribe

name Tho had changed to a vocabulary indicating something

'great’ like Lai which originally was the name of a Tai tribe but

later changed to a vocabulary meaning ‘god’. The word Tho is

found to have been adopted by the Mao Shans in their names at

a later period.

In Mongoloid dialects the same word is found having different

meanings in the different dialects, for example, the words nga, ngu,

nge, ngo etc are found current among some Mongoloid tribes, of

which the Burmese used the word nga as a suffix or prefix of an

inferior where as the Meiteis used the word wgw to address the king

like MeuDing-Ngu and the word rtgo to the nobles like Lngo while

addressing the judges with similar English form of ‘My lord*,

Ibung-ngo ( I-baung-ngo
)
meaning ‘my-junior-sir’ usually to the

younger and so on The Burmese nge indidates junior hke Bajah^nge

moaning ‘prince younger*. In modern as well as Old Manipuri

nga is not used in any sense of the above but used to mean
‘fish* in Modern Meiteilon. So nga of Tho-.y^i-Ren does not

indicate a vocabulary but synonymous name of a tribe.

The Maurya clan to which Gautama Buddha belonged is

called Moranga ( Mora-Nga ) according to Gotama Purana,

a Buddhist literature, and further it is also said that the place

where this clan inhabited was fall of peacocks. In the dialect of

this tribe peacock is called Mora. Some scholars say that Mora

is a Pali form of the word Mayura meaning peacock, where Pah

is a mixed dialect of Aryan and Mongoloid. The name Moranga

has two parts namely Mora and Nga indicating Mora-Nga was a

Nga tribe who lived in the area where there was plenty ot peacocks.

It is therefore seen that the original pronunciation of the name
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of tlid tribe to wideh Gautama Boddlia heimgeA U Moi!ia*Nga

(

)

ftod its Sanskritieed fom is Uoranga ( C^llW ). Tb« word

Iforanga is further deviated to Bloriya whieh some scholars say«

is a Pali ferm of Jlayura.

As stated above, Thongaren means *King of Tho-Nga’ who

either ruled the amalgamated Tho and Nga tribes or he himself was

a Tho-Nga tribe. King Thon^ren is described in different literary

accounts including Poireiton Khuntbok as ^Ohakhha mea*

nain^ ‘Ancient Ohakkha*. This shows that Thongaren belonged to

an ancient Vkahkha tribe. In most of the Mongoloid dialects sa

and cha are interchangeable e.g. So-lan as Ghe-lan, Tsin as Chin

and such similarities are also found in Pali. Thus the word Chakhha

may be pronounced as Sakkhd, Tt is therefore seen that king

Thongaren belonged to the Sakkha tribe The name of tho neo-

Tibetan or Himalan tribe Sahya is a phonetic variant of the name

Ohahhha or Sakkha^ a Sanskritised form of the word Chakhha.

Tissa-rakkha was one of the queens of Asoka, son of Bindusara,

and it is found to have been written as Tisya-raksita^ in the

Sanskritised style. Here Tissa is rendered into Tisya. There can

be no doubt that Chakhha could have been written as 8akya in the

Sanskritised style. Encyclopaedia Britannioa* writes iSa-skya for

Sakya. It therefore would bo no wrong to say that the original

name of the Himalayan tribe is Chakkha as found in the accounts of

Manipur, and Sakya is the Sanskritised style of it. In the accounts

of Manipur two spellings are found for the name of this tribe,

one is Chakkha and the other is Chakhha. Most of the Himalayan

tribes found from non-Sanskritised sources do not mention Sakya-

Manipuri sources mention Chakkha^ Yu^Chakkha, Takkba- Chinese

sources mention names like Tu^^yao, Vueh-^^hmh^ Pu-aht^ Yung

ch*ang and West Asiatic sources mention names like Tw-ciU,

Ywah-i^u King Kaniska is said to have belonged to Yueh->chi tribe*

Mox^ details may be seen in the section on clan formation.

2« Foireitoa Khuntbok, publiahed by the Manipuri Sahitya Parishadf page-9,

3* Bomila Thapar : Aeeka and deolme of the Mauryas, page-S2,

4, Snoyelopaedia Britannica, YoL IS, page-374,
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It is said that the Sanskrit dramas beginning from the 2nd cen-

tury A.D. onwards, passages of Magadhi dialects spoken in certain

parts of Uagadha have shown changes from the earlier text compared

With the later text. In earlier dialects there was no r only I, and

i and no other sibilant. Sounds in the earlier text cha, ja, tk, chcA

etc. were changed to j/a, yja, ife, ie& etc. respectively*. So Chahhha

and Takhha of the Manipuri source are found to be the same

word where cha change ya. It is also supported by accounts of

Manipur in which Yabiroka the mother of Nongta (Pakhangba) is

described to have belonged to Chakkha as well as Tahkha» Ning-

tbourol Lambuba states, **Nayol Meiiei4ema Leinung Tabiraba

Chakkha, nurol pirol yavnhf*\ meaning 'Grandmother Meitei Queen

Yabiroka Chakkha, the polyandrous*, and Khagemba Yumbi

states, Leinung yaht, Yakkha chanu, Chakkha nurol pirol yatnbi**,

meaning 'Leinung lady Yakkha girl the polyandrous Chakkha’. In

other accounts like Leithak Leikharol, Yabi Yakkha chanu laihui

also Yabiroka is given to have belonged to YakkJm. More details

may be seen in the section on Pakhangba. But Chakkha and

Yakkha in a later period emerged as separate clans. It is therefore

seen that Chakkha changes to &a4kya as found in Encyclopaedia

Bntannica.

King Thongaron j)robably belonged to a descendant of Abhi

Raja the Sakiyan prince who founded the Sokiyan dynasty in

Burma as mentioned in the Burmese Chronicle or of Dhaja Baja

who was also known as Mayur Dhaja and who renovated the shattered

Sakiyan kingdom ruled by the descendants of Abhi Raja in the 3rd

century A.D The continuity of the geographical location of the

kmgdom of Thongaren to that of Binnaka Raja *s last assylum near

the Mali stream also supporto it. Thongaren was a contemporary

person of Ko-lo-feng and his successor I-mou-shun of the Nan Chao

Empire
,
and lived during the latter part of the 8th century A.D.

and beginning of the 9th century A.D. As for the date it may be

seen in the section on Poireiton.

S, Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bbogeswar Singb, paged79 and
History of Bengal, edited by Dr. K. 0. MsiSumdar, page*377.
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lines are found) of wMoh two important charaotem

paidlotilarly in the accounted period of tbe Burame history,

namely Tkadominbya^ ( 13^08 A D. ) and Thohanba' (152^8^

A.D.) may be mentioned Thohanba is a Manipuri style of the

name and^he Burmese people would pronounce it as Thonhanbwa,

and the Mao Shans would pronounce it as Hso Han Hpa. Most ofthe

early rulers of central Burma were of Sakiyan origin with tbe

exeeptidn of the Pyus who were also possibly some other Himala"

yan tribes. The Burmese people were v^y particular about the

Mood line of their royalty.

As regards Thadominbya, some scholars believe him to foe of

Shan descent froua. the account that he descended from the house

of TIdfaathu of Pinya- Thihathu was the youngest of the so-

eaUed 'thvee ^lan brothers’ who asserted themselves as the choefs

of three principalities. Some scholars also call him Shan-Baman

ruler indicating a mixed stock of Shan and Bamans. The three

Shan brothers are said to be sons of a Shan chief, who were sent

to the court of Narathihapate at Taguang for education by the

Shan chief at a time when the Pagan dynasty was on the decline

in the year 1260 A,D. N«irathibapate was the governor while his

father king Uzaxuk was the king at Pagan. When Urana died in

1254 A.I>., he was succeeded by Naratluhapatc, thougli born by a

coaoubhie, by the mercy of Yazathinkayan the wise chief mimster

by superseding Thingathu. Narathihapate provoked the Mongols

who ultimately brought about the destructiou of Fagan. When Pagan

was reduced to skeleton the throe Shan brothers asserted themK

ss^ives an the chlofs of three states.*

Sukapha the Shan prince after conquering some parts of Assam

sent his two sons namely Sao Sanpyenpha and Sao Ngokkyopha

6. W.S. Desai : A pageant of Burmese History, page-37.

V. ibid.. pagMV*

S, Pr. Gogol ; Tai and Tai kingdoms, paged69.
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tagMiet thiM gelwftb nameijr Taosoyan, Tnesohaakai and Tm-
pha^arao to Attack Ta.gacng. They mpadcd Tafgauitg and Namthi-

hapate, the ruler of Tegamng) ded to Sagaiilg and finally to Fmme
where his son Tbihathn forced him to die by eating a poisoned

food and consequently he died in the year 1287 A.D. Narothifaapate

was succeeded by his son Kyawswa m the year 1289 A.D. and
became a vassal king under the Mongols. In the meantime the three

Shan brothers became more prominent. When Kyawswa died his

son Sawhit was allowed to occupy the throne by the three Shan

brothers and ruled upto 1355 A.B. Sawhit was snocoeded by his son

Uzana, who according to Col. Phayre, was adopted by Thihaihu®

the youngest of the three Shan brothers whose principality was at

Fin^'a. When Thihathu died he was succeeded by Uzana in the

year 1325 A.D. and Sawyun the real son of Thihathu had already

moved to Sagaing in 1315 A D. following a family quarrel. The

suooossion of Uzana is in confusion. The confusion is explained

by Dr. Oogoi, **the truth seems to be thAt Uzana sucoeeded

Sawhit in Pagan, but after a short period, left Pagan and succeeded

Thihathu at Pinya the capital of Myinshing-Pitiya kii>gdom**.^®

On the iither hand Sawyun had already established a principality

at Sagaing and since then there had been protracted qucirrel

between Sagaing and Pinya. Uzana was succeeded by his half

brother Nga-shi-shin. When Ngashishin died he was succeeded

by his son Kyaw Sango Narathu the brother of Kyaw Sange

succeeded him when the latter died in the year 1359 A.D.. In 1364

Narathu invited Mao Shans to punish Sagaing which the Mao Shans

responded and destroyed Sagaing, and consequently Pinya too

was destroyed. Col. Phayre says, ^'Tbe Mau Shan from Mogaung

earned war into the Pinya dominions and carried off the king’’.^^

It seems from the above context thalt tlio chief of Pin-ya were

of Pagan royal descents from Uzana (successor of Thihathu)

9. ibid.g psge-176.

10. ibid.y page-176«

11. ibid,, paged77.
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onwards. The principality of Pinya was established by Thihathu

a Shan but subsequently passed on to the blood lines of Pagan
rulers. In 1365 A.D. Thadominbya a chieftain of Pinya established

a new capital at Ava (Awa). Thus it shows that Thadominbya

was of a Pagan blood line possibly mixed matrilineally with the

Shans.

In a hkewise manner Thohanba the king of Ava who is known

in the Burmese history for his anti-clergy feeling and destruction of

Buddhist literature, ruled from 1627 A D. to 1647 A.D. “These Ava

kings wore of the same character as the Shau Sawbwas or princes

of the Shan hills , but there %vere two great differences. In the

first place they rightly claimed Pagan roy.il blood
, and secondly,

being successors to the Pagan tradition together with its religious

associations, they maintained some of the old forms of civilization

and of the Pagan royalty” —W.S. Desai.^®

Thus the relation oi Tbado-Jambudwip.i ( Dhaja l?aja ) to

Thohanbwa (1627-47 A.D.) is perhaps the same as that of Thado-

Jambudwipa to Thongaicn (e 780-810 AD.) It is also seen that

the Sakya tribes v ho mo\ed towards nortliein Buima got mainly

mixed with neo-Tibetans of Tai origin and othoi Tibeto-Burmans,

while those who moved towards lower Burma got mixed with the

Pyus, Burmans, Saks, Kanyaiis (AraJeanese) and Mons. The Sakiyan

tribes, particularly the Moriya clan who continued to stay in

Moriya (south-east of jjreseut Manipur and parts of Upper Chindwin

valley now known as Kabow valley) got mixed with the Yun-

nanese like Eeke (Kege), Chin, tribes of Mon origin, tribes of

Tai origin like Lai, and other Tibeto-Burmans

It may also be noted that names of persons pertaining to the

Ava royal family are found to have been adopted among the Meiteis

also. One person of the Nongbal tribe who had been delcared the

chief of the Nongbal in the year 1661 A.D. during the period of Char

lamba is found to have the name Omba (also written as Om), from

12, W.S. Desai x A pageant of Burmese History, page-47.
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fmwavdft the Nongbal clan became knotv:n as Angom. More detaSs

may be seen in the section on Clan fonnaljon. Again one king ofAira

is found to have the name Omba Raja (Ombara-oha)^* who was

subdued by Khagemba {1597*1652 A.D.). This name appears to

be v^y common among the royal family of Meiteis like Ombi Sana,

in its feminine form. The Bnrmses equivabnt of Omba Raja

seems to be Ombwa«yaza and is believed to have originated from

the Vedio word Om.

The suffix 2'Ao- appears to have changed to a titular name in

later period. This word is equivalent to the Tai word ‘Sao’ and

sometimes with ‘Kso’. Several Tai rulers of later period are found

to have adopted Sao as suffix in their names. It seems Kodo^^feng

was also posthumously given this suffix. Sao Wong*Ti is identified

as Kodo-feng which is a Chinese corrupt word for Hkun Luwang

Fung, The name Sao Wong-Ti may also be pronounced as

Thowangsibwa in the Burmese style. Sao Wong-Ti had a daughter

named Pappawadi a mispronunciation of Parvati. She was given

in marriage to Hkun Lu in 763 A.D., from them descended the

dynasty of Hkun Long and Hkun Lai according to Hsen-Wi

chronicles. The foundation of the kingdom of Mungrimungram by

HkunLong and HkunLai according to the Mao Shan chronicles is

in the year 568 A.D. Hence there is a discrepancy of about 200

years on these two dates. The adoption of the word Sao appears

to be not popular among the JSawbwas till about the 10th century

A.D. In later period this word is found to be frequenly adapted

by them and we find Hkun Tun assumed the name Sa>o Horn Mong

when he became ruler in about 1057 A.D. who had a daughter

named Samonla ( Sao Mon La }. The father of Sao Horn Mong

was Sao Tao-Nga-Ruu. Sao Ngan Hpa whom the Burmese used

to call Thonganbwa, was the Shan Sawbwa of Mong Mao from

1432 to 1443 A.D. Tai Long (1346-96 A.D*} probably assumed

the name Hao Khyen Hpa when he became a ruler. He was called

13, Ningthourol Lombubai edited by O, Bhogeswor Singhp page-297.
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tqr t)i6 Burmeie Thokyebwa. NaxikiUiha{>ate the gi^wdbon of

KjalNFa (1294«60 A.D.) the Pagan king was called by tke Shans

Hso BMhapadl* Most of these latter Tagaung rulers were called

Shaii>'BtimailB iivdioatijag a mbced stock of Shan and Sakiyan ruling

Knee. It k also quite likely from about the beginning of the

Ghrktian era there were mixings of these two tribes. The Burmese

people seems to be not in favour of the mixing. The word Tho

had become a mixed culture of the Sakya and Tai ruling lines.

The aothrities of the Mao Shans were mainly concentrated in

CiiRtem Burma in the 8th century A.D. and tho Tagaung country

was not completely under their contiol. Lifforent cities of the Ta-

gaung country continued to be ruled by princes of Sakiyan origin.

Thoiigaren lived at least 40 generations eailier than Thohanba and

At least 30 generations earlier than Thadominbya. The inundations

the Shans ( Mao Shans ) into the ruling lines of the Tagaung rulers

W'as from of about the 13th century A.D. I'hus if Shan elements

are to be present at all in Thongaren it should have been through

matrilineal lines with Tayoks a group of Shans from Yun-nan who

entered Burma in the 3rd century A.D., and certainly should have

been lower than that of Thohanba. The Ava rulers beginning from

Thadominbya arc considered by some scholars like Dr, Oogoi as the

people of central Burma considered them by that i>oriod. How-

ever, Mingyi Swasawke who is said to have succeeded Thadominbya,

^thought it esepedient to claim his descent from Pagan loyal family’

-—Dr. Gogoi.^*

The chief queen of Thongaren is named Lai^hhu-remhi, It is

stated in Poireitoii Khunthoii that she had a wide mouth, a small

bosom and oblique eyes, a characteristic of a group of Mongoloids.

The word or name Lai-khu-remhi may be split up into three parts

Kku, and Bembi The first two parts denote the names of

tribes and Khu, and the last part Rembi means chief, head

or graceful in feminine form. In that case Laikhurembi could hare

14. Dr. Gogoi : Tai and the Toi kingdoms, page-117.



belonged to a mixed tribe of liu and Ebn or ooold have been

a titular name. Laikhurembi is said to be tiie dangd^er of Lai-ren

Humehonba ( Hoorn Chao Hpa in the Shan stjle). In

manuBoripts the spelling is given as Hamngonba. The Uanippxi
accounts do not farther mention anything of Hnmchouba. As
discussed earlier, Lai-ren means ‘Chief of Lai’. Thus ‘Lai-ren

Humchouba’ means ‘Humchouba the chief of Lai'. The Lai were

a group of degenerated Tai tribes as a result of repression on the

educated and cultured Tai by the Chinese Emperor ShjiWang-Shi

in the 3rd century B.C.

The younger queen is named Leima Leinaotabi. The word

Leima means princess or queen , Lei^Naota meima ‘Naota of

Lei’ and ‘bi’ is a feminine suffix So far different scholars in-

terprete Leinaotabi means ‘flower that blooms later* from the

fact that Lei is a word for flower and Naota mtvana younger.

If {the word Lei in Leinaotabi is the vocabulary for flower

then the name appears to be a titular name rather

original name. Again the Manipuri account Poireiton KhnTit-hofr

mentions that Leima Leinaotabi belonged to a Ehunung tribe.

This comment seems to be that they were people of Khurmng
not necessarily the tribe. The account gives the parentage of T.«iTnif^

Leinaotabi. It describes she was the daughter of Thongaiba the
chief of Nganba, begotten in the womb of Puroi Lemnu. Thongaiba
was a very prominent figure and known for his justice. The family

of Thongaiba was known as the ‘victor of the Mahous*. It is

said that Nungchong-oha Lee-la possibly a chief of the Mahons
was beheaded by Thongaiba or his predecessors. The text describes

the parentage in a confusing way, quoting the text, “Touy%kUi
aanou CUngkUng Poir^ton-O natei Leima Leinaotabi Kkunung
Ngaaba majm ningthou chanu eharei laba-ponpapn Wton^theinabi

aukmu hhanpapu wangampa langya Huuepapn VKOmba cAanu
ChekUa Khummg Leihanbam pokpi Leihanmu Laidom tkonybheny

empa Udfa temfa chivgnung kbare LaihtUpam ytnpi Ehnmmg kmri
eempa akingkang Uzoba muok aempa mathel teipa chanu Puroi Lem-nu
Unboiki Kkummg TJumgaiba myel idaimpam pokpi maparnbeM
laan-wikiti Mabou Nungehong-eba LeOa-baotamihibu dhong iilu Mna
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aungha <iiampu chenmihiyo^\^^ which may be rendered as,

0, my younger brother Chin^hong Poireiton, accompany thy

sister-in-law Leima Leinaotabi the daughter of the Nganba chief of

Elhunung, a lady who dresseth her cloths as long as the heels with

the lower half of its longitudinal edges stitched (in modern

Manipuri phanek khao-fuha), a lady whose paiental home exorcised

their judiciary or control over all the living beings as well as over

the deaths ; I^eima Laihan-nu{| a lady begotten in the womb of

Chakkha Ehunung Laihan by* Eharo Laihatpa who constructed

bridges on the streams in the foothills where the Lai and their

akin tribes inhabited, who constructed louri ( earth enclosures

for maintaining water, level in paddy fields) in Ehunung, who

collected timbers, who constructed rock walls
; a lady begotten

in the sacred womb of Puroi Lem-nu by Thongaiba, the chief of

Anga known for his justice ; the bravery of her parental family is

known for beheading Nungchong-cha Lee-la the ferocious Mahou”

The stream* mentioned in the text is probably the Lok-Lai river in

northern Burma runing close to the Indian border.

In Ningthourol Lambuba the ’parentage of Leinaotabi is given

as follows : *^..*Kharou Laihafpana yenbi Kkamohihon Haiheiba-

chanu mapuroi hmnnsu linhoigi Thongaiba, vmyen chumbana poJcpi

Leima Haihan-nu-ga loihi sidaba hemba f adababu leirigabra haina

chingburoi tamburoikenna langollahpada Chingkhong Poireiton^na

Meiteukima Leinaoiabibv waoikhiyc^\ Hero Leima Haihan-nu (a

difference in spelling with the above text which gives as Laihan-uu)

in described to be the other name of Leima Leinaotabi.

In some manuscripts of Poireiton Ehunthok, Laihat and

Laihan are written as Leihan where both Lai and Lei are Mongo-

loid tribes of which Lai is Tai tribe and ’Lei is Himalayan or

neo-Tibetan tribe. In Lei area of Ehunung both Lai and Lei

inhabited. Yabiroka the mother of Nongta (Pakhangba) belonged

is. Poueiton IShunthok, publifihed by tho Manipuri Sahitya PariBhad|

page-d.
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to this Lei tribe. She was born on this land in the latter half of

the 10th century A.D. long after these tribes settled on this valley.

The pedigree given above is very confusing and at the same

time the spellings oi such old manuscripts arc difficult to depend

on, however it may bo analysed as follows. Puroi Lem-nu and

Leima Laihan-nu (Leihan-nu) could have been the same person and

Puroi Lem^nu seems to have a titular name Leima Laihan-nu

(Leihan-nu). Puroi Lem-nu may also be written as Puroilem-nu

since the spellings of the above text are not dependable, which

gives the meaning ‘progenitor lady’. The word Leima is also not

found in Puroilem-uu In some other manuscripts of Poireiton

Khunthok, Puroilem-nu is found to have been written as Puroilem-

nu-su. Thus I«eima Loinaotabi’s mother and father were Leima

Leihan-nu who was later called Puroilem-nu and Thongaiba

respectively ,
the maternal grand father and maternal grand mothcor

were most likely Kharo Leihat and Leihanpa. The text does not

mention the paternal grand-father and grand-mother. This is one

of the peculiarities of the Manipuri accounts

The Khunung atea. w«xs inhabited by tribes like Khu-Nung,

Khu-Man, Khaba, Lai ete so far available from Manipuri accounts.

The Nganba and Khaba tribes were clans of the Nga tribe which

were later called the Nga-nu. More details are discussed in the

latter part of this article. Manipuri accounts further mention that

Ngauba belonged to the Yu-Chahka tribe

It is distinctly seen that king Thougaren had two wives, one

was of Tai origin while the other one was of neo-Tibetan or fiakiyan

origin. As discussed above Thongaiba may also be pronounoed in

the Burmese style as Thongaibwa. Sarly names like Thongaiba,

Thongauba, Thongamba, Thohungba, Thohauba etc. suggest they

belonged to more or less the same ethnic tribe. Such names are

found to have been adopted by the Tai rulers in later period.

Since Thongaiba lived in the 8th century A.Z),, it is more likely

that he was a prince descended from the Sakiyan ruling line of

Tagaung. If it is so, it is possible to investigate the name Letma
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Leinaotabi in the Sakiyan way which may also be said a Burmese

Pali. Most of the names of Sakiyan origin found in Indian history

are influenced by the Aryan way of pronunciation. Details are

discussed in the section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. But

it may be mentioned here that the Mongoloid sound & is pro-

nounced as i by the Aryans frequently. Thus Leima is pronounced

as lima/Bima, and Leinaotabi as Linaota excluding the feminine

suffix ‘-bi’ Lei-Naota-bi may aKo be interpreted as ‘Nouta of

Lei’ The analysis of the name stzikingly agrees with the Sakiyan

names found in Indian history. It is very likely that there are

Kham elements in the matrilineal lines of the family of Thongaiba.

King Thongaren had one younger brother named Poireiton.

In some manuscripts the other name of Poireiton is given as

Poinaota. His full name is Chingkhong Poireiton Khonphang

Atonba. It was pnnee Poireiton who migrated from Sawa Kangla

to Imphal valley with a horde of settlers and founded a principa-

lity at about 810 A.D. on south of Kangla-tongbi which in course

of time became known as Potrei^pah meaning Toirei-land’ after

his name.

In the Burmese accounts as stated in earlier sections when

Binnaka Baja died as fugitive near the Mali stream in northern

Burma, his followers were split up into three groups. One group

moved towards the east and founded the nineteen Shan states of

Burma. According to Dr. Gogoi^* they are said to be Tai subjects

of Binnaka Baja. The second group moved towards the south

in Kabow valley where the Sakiyan kings ruled. The rulers of

this group belonged to the Moriya clan of the Himalayan Mongo-

loid Bakya as seen from the fact that the name Monya was

found to have been adopted by the chiefs of Kale and Samjok

(Thangdaut)^^ even in early British period It may be mentioned

here that the chief of Keges who expanded the Moriya kingdom

16. Dr. Gogol : Tai and Tai kingdoms, page-llO.

17. W. Yumjao Singh : An early History of Manipur, page-26, and see also

Upper Burma Ctaaeteer, part 1, Vol. I, page-291.
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or shifted his capital towards southern part of Imphal Talley at

about 1100 A.I). is found to have the name Moriya Phamballacha,

who is known in the Uanipuii account for his reformation of

calender. Details may be seen in the sections on Eege and on

Moriya Phamballacha. While those who continued to stay near

the Mali stream were the rest of the Sakiyan tribe and their

admixtures, including the Tho and Do who were possibly tribes of

Tai origin* All these accounts do not indicate Thongaren to bo

a Tai origin even though his subjects may have people of Tai or

Tai origin.

The Sakya tribe was originally from Sakya^® in southern Tibet

and to the north of Sikkim, which is now known as Sakya Gompa.

The Sakya tribes \(ere Mongoloids. The recent researches of David

McDonald also strongly suggest it. It is said that the Mongol

conqueror Kublai Khan (Ku-pu-lai) conquered Tibet in the middle

of the 13th century A.D. He later invited the high priest of the

great monastery at Sakya to his court in China. Kublai Khan
was impressed and converted into Lamaism. He gave the sove-

reignty of Tibet to tho Sakya Lama.** The Tibetans by that

time were very conservative and believed that they were the

oldest people or human beings on earth. It is very doubtful that

an Indian or Indo-Aryan origin would become the Lama of a great

monastery. So the Sakyas must have been a Tibetan or other

Himalayan Mongoloid tribe. Thus the Sakyas were a Himalayan

Mongoloid tribe like the Lichhavi who moved to the plains of the

Indian subcontinent. The name Lichhavi is believed to be a

conventional name of a Sakya or Moriya who adopted a particular

culture, and seems to be a Sanskritised style of the word Lcichhaui

m which the Aryans pronounced the ^oi' sound as *i’ with some

phonetic variations. Thus LcicMawi wa® changed to Ltchhavu

There had been a culture among the Meiteis and some other hill

18. Dr. Gogol : Tai and tho Tai kingdoms, page-lOS.

19, ibid., page-97 foot note ; and also see History of Chinese Buddhism,

by McDonald.
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tribal in which hair was trimised by cutting transversely ever the

&mhead the frontal portion of hair. This type of hair dressing

was known as leichkavi* It is most likely riiat a Himalayan tribe

to which Mahavir Jain belonged practised that culture, and

for that reason they were called Leichhavi which 'a as further

changed to Liohhavi in the Sanekritised style It may be noted,

unlike the earlier Leichhavi tribe, the Meiteis used the hair

only by the girls, and for this leason the unmarried girls of

marriageable age are called Leichhavi in Manipuri language and

the virgins.

With the increasing pressure of the Mao Shans in eastern

Burma several princes of Sakiyan origin moved further north of

Tagaung and thus in the 8th century A ]>. northern Burma became

a congeries of petty princedoms ruled by Sakiyan princes. These

Sakiyan princes are described to be Tibetan princes by J.T.O.

Barnard. *Tutao is a plain district in Khamti Long. This area

was earlier under the rule of Tibetan princes later occupied by the

Shans”.*® He further says that the occupation by the Shans

was after the invasion of Ko-lo-feng in the latter part of 8th

century A.D.

We may discuss a httle more of the Himalayan tribes though

discussed in earlier sections which constituted some basic compo-

nents of the Meiteis. We liavc discussed that Chakkha is the

original name of a Himalayan tribe and its Sanskritised form is

Sakya. As for the Aryanised Sakyas wo have ample accounts

from the Indian sources specially of tho latter half of the first

milleniom B.C., but for those who were not totally Aryanised it is

only the Manipuri source which can throw light on us with special

reference to the formation of the Meiteis. Even in Manipuri

source we do not have a wide range to trace the relation of the

Aryanised Sakyas known as Indo-Aryaii and the non-Aryanised

sections except some words of Ghakkhan origin and place names

given by them. In their words they frequently used the suffix

20. Dr. Gogoi : Tai and Tai kingdom, pag6-159

.
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*-la^ etc. We iSnd from Manipuri source words like

Lcu^ma (lady or princess), Chit-ma (calf), Ichu-ma (my friend); place

names like Lampak, Nainkhan,*^ Khampai, Khaari, and names

of persons like Nongta, Nouta, Sauarakkha, Yabiroka etc. Those

word formations have n striking similarity with those words of

of the Sakyas even as late as the Asokan period. Names like

S«isima, Vitasoka, Vigatasoka. A&handimita, Nemiia, Tissarakkha

etc. are found among the Sakiyan tribes. Wo also find place names

like Jjampak in Kabul near Jallalabad, Lamkan a new name of

Lampak, Kharabluit (Khampat) in Gujarat, Lakhpat in Rann of

Kutch, Khaari in Vaiiga. Tho word Khaari is believed to mean

some flat lands but it lia«» changed to fields for growing rice like

hhaari-hupuk. The above given words were of pre-Buddhist

formations and v e also get some words and names of persons of

post Asokan period. The mother of Thongaren is said to be a lady

called Piyai-nu The Sanskntised form ot Piyai-nu could have

been Pnya Devi, Piya of Pali is equivalent to Priya of Sanskrit.

The maternal giand-motiier of Yabiroka is called Saya^nu and its

Saiiskril equivalent could have been Saya Devi. Yabiroka is the

mother of Nongta (Pakhangba).

Their way ot life and religions worship reveal the prp-Buddhist

culture ot the Sakyas. More details may bo seen in the section

on Religion.

The Himalayan tiibos so far found trom the Manipuri sources

may include the following tribes namely Nga, Khu, Lei, etc.

These tribes inliabited the eastern Himalayas and southern Tibet,

and they seem to have been ruled by the Ghakkhan princes who

were descendants of Abhi Raja who ruled in Tagaung in Upper

Burma. Most of these tribes used the suffix *-nu’ and *-pa* of

which the latter is believed to be Tibetan origin, to denote people

hke Nga-nu, Khu-nu, Lei-nuu, Kham-nu, but in the case of

Kham-nu tho suffix is generally given to women of Kham tribe

21. Nmgthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bbogeswar Swgh, pag6-17d.
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and instead of that Kham-pa (Khamba) is used. Of the above

mentioned tribes, except Nga, other remaining tribes appear to have

amalgamated with other tribes possibly from about the 6th century

A.D, Thus we get Khamnung (Kham-Nung), Leinung (Lei-Nung)

and Khunung (Khu*Nung) like Shelloy-Langmai, Kege-Moirang,

Senbi-Kabow etc. indicating amalgamation of two tribes.

The Himalayan tribe Nga appears to have dispersed to the

south eastern Gangetic plains of Bihar, Bengal and Orissa in pre-

historic days. Tribes like Anga* Vanga, Kahnga, Moranga, Sunga

etc. as found from the Indian sources belonged to the Himalayan

tribe Nga origin. All the above sounds were of Aryan style, the

original Mongoloid style were Nga for Anga, Pa-Nga for Vanga,

Kali-Nga for Kalinga, Mora-Nga for Moranga and Su-Nga for

Sunga* The Nga tribe particulatly Pa-Nga was very barbarous

upto the time of Mahavir Jain. As stated earlier when Mahavir

Jain travelled through the pathless country of Ladhas which is

considered to bo some western parts of Bengal, people made the

dog bite him with the command word *ch-chchu’** m then dialect.

It is also evident from the fact that this very word is found in

Manipuri language using in the same sense \vhjch was the dialect of

the Nga tribe or people of Nga origin in the Moitei setup. The

habitation of the Nga people inthe eastern limit was perhaps the in-

junoture of India, Burma and Tibet. They became mostly Burmese,

Manipuris and Mishmis. They were subjects of king Thongaren.

People of Nga origin arc found as Nga-nu in Ihe Manipuri and

Burmese accounts. Many names of ladies belonging to Nga are

found in Mampuri accounts desciibing bke Nganu-rol Taram-su,

Ngonu-rol Sangleima, Nganu-rol Likyai-nu etc. As stated earlier

Thongaiba is said to have ruled the Nga tribe. The tribe to which

Thongaiba belonged and the tribe ruled by Thongaiba became a

constituent part of the Meiteis They were grouped under the

Nganba clan in the Meitei setup. Further the Nga-nu people are

22. History of Bengal, edited by Dr. B. C. Mazumdar, Vol. I, Chapter II,

page-36,
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described in the Manipuri accounts to have belonged to the

Tu-Chikhka tribe like 'Leinung yu*dhakkha chanu Nganu-rol

Taram-su’. Since Leima Leinaotabi is not found at all to have

been described as Nganu-rol in any text, it is therefore difficult to

say that she belonged to a Nga tribe. The Nganbas of the Ueitei

setup are the Angas found in the Indian sources

It is mentioned in the Burmese accounts that one Nga-nu

usurped the throne of Ava in between Thadominbya (1365-68 A.D.)

and Sawsawke (1368-1047 A.D.), but no detail is given about him.

It is most likely that the descendants of Thongaiba were known
at a later period as Nganu. The period of Thongaiba is the

closing part of the 8th century A D

It is seen that the Nga people who dispersed in the areas of

Bihar, Bengal and Orissa became Indo-Aryans while the rest con**

tinned to be Mongoloids.

The Himalayan tribe Khu probably began to mix with other

Mongoloid tribes from about the 6th century A.D. They got mainly

mixed with Lai, Nung, Man, Miaos and other tribes. In Manipuri

accounts we find two such mixed tribes namely Khunung

(Khu-Nung) and Ehuman (Khu-Man) besides Laikhu (Lai-Khu).

Nung and Lai were people of Tai origin ; Man and Miaos were

people of Mon origin. The people of Mon orign who came later to

Manipur were called Manngs.** Some of the Khunungs and

Khumans who entered Manipur in the early part of the 9th century

A.D. became a constituent part of the Meiteis. They formed the

so-called Khuman clan in the Meitei setup.

Since the Khus did not pose an independent identity, most

of the people ofKhu origin are found to have the word Khu in their

names like Naori-khu, Thangchi-khu, Haonu-khu Tang-khu etc.

while those who mixed with the Lai were called like Lai-ching-Khu,

Lai-tong-Khu etc. Some of these group of people entered Manipur

23. Ningthouiol Lambubsi edited by O* Bhogeswar SiBgh« pagea-179*
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in the 13tb <oentiiry A.D. They appear to have changed aubitan*

tially in their speech from the earlier people of Khu origin. The

major chunk of the Tangkhuls belonged to the people of Khu.

The Lei people of Khu also lost their independent identity at the

time when they entered Manipur. The first batch immigrants of

Lei origin arrived in Manipur by the closing part of tho 3th century

A.D. or beginning of the 9th century A.D. The Lei people got

mixed with Nung, Hou and some other Tibeto-Burmans. Nung

people as stated earlier were people of Tai origin and Hou too

seems to be a Sino-Tibetan tribe. In Manipur] accounts we hnd

Leinung and some of the Leihous who entered Manipur became a con-

stituent part of the Meiteis and they are now in the Mangang clan.

While those remaining Leihous who continued to stay on the hills

of Manipur are by now in the Tangkhuls and Ao Nagas and

possibly in tho Mao Nagas. The chieftainship of such tribes appear

to have continued in the hands of people of Lei origin.

The Manipuri accounts do not mention tho migration of Kham

tribes except its mixed tribe Khamnung, but its appears some of

them came along with Poireiton and amalgamated later with the

Khumans who occupied the eastern side of the Loktak lake after

shifting their habitation from the south west oi Kangla-tongbi

plateau. We find only casual references of this tribe as Kham-pa

(in modem sound Kbam-ba) except in the famous historical novel

Ehamba-Tboibi. The real name of the hero Kbamba in this novel

is Amudon alias Sajouba.

It is not known how much of the Kham people are there in

the Burmese, Manipuris and other tnbes, but the bulk of them

became Tibetans besides the ruling Sikkimese and Bhutiyas.

Kb^’^pa now represents a Tibetan tribe. It is mainly from the

dialect of Kham-pa who constituted a component part of the

Meiteia, many similar soft sounding words or the same words with

the Tibetan language are found in Manipuri. The Tibetan accounts

also agree with that of the courage of Kbamba in the above

10, ibid., pag6-5.
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mentioned novel. The Tibetan account says that the best men

i.e. brave warriors were from the Khams. The novel describes

Khamba to be a brave and virtuous man. It is stated that Poremba

the father of Khamba was a brave man and caught seven tigers

alive. Puremba is said to have come from the Khumans and took

Bfigybm *in lioirang The origin of the mother of Amudon

(Khampa) is described with obscurity. She had been caught from

the area of Ngangkha by Puremba and hence she was given the

name Ngangkha Leima. When Lai Chin*Khn the Moirang king

saw her he wanted to take her to wife, and he took her. Ngangkha

Leima was given to Puremba again as present when she had con**

ceived a child and when Puremba had already became a prominent

noble-man of the king. Ngangkha Leima gave birth to a female

child who was called Khamnu. At the most it can be presumed that

Ngangkha-Leima belonged to a Ngangkha tribe. The origin of this

tribe too is in obscurity. However they could have belonged to some

of the tiibcs of Ngangoi origin vho inhabited the south-western area.

The earliest habitat of the Kham pooide or »the Khampas is

found to have been mentioned on the western side of Kongba-ru

(source of the Kongba rivei) on the west of Kangla-tongbi plateau.

In Ningthourol Lambuba it is stated in connection with the felling of

trees by Khuiyoi Tompofc that he cut down trees at JCTiam^L

Quoting the text, which states, **Napu Meidingu Khxyoii^(mpoh4i

haortt fumgchup^la pangbaramda malmng mathong ching-da Kham-M
marah rhtngdagi madahrem Konde maibam hoithem-ye^\^^ which

literally means, “Konde the physician of the Meitei king Khuyoi

Tompok fdled trees at Kh^-hol located on the west of their

habitation, where the wind used to come from that direction*'.

We find the word KhamJool meaning ‘hive of Kham people'. Hie

habitation of Khuyoi Toanpok was at the source of the Kongba

river which will bo seen in subsequent sections. Now we have a

woBj^ idea of the nature of people ruled by king Thongaren.

Se, ibWU, pa«e«6.
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Am for the investigation of Poireiton we have to depend on

a single source of literary nature as no other material is available

at our disposal. The single source is the book entitled Poireiton

Khunthok. This book is an account of migration of Poireiton.

The printed book available with us at present is believed to have

been written in the 16th century A.D. that had been copied and

and rocopied in subsequent periods and finally emerged as a printed

book. While doing so there had been omissions and commissions,

words of recent origin are also found in the text. The printed

book is from a manuscript of post Pamheiba period i e the second

half of the 18th century A D. Since this is the only source of ascer-

taining the racial origin and others of Poireiton it is desirable to

ex;amine it more critically.

The gist of the account of migration as found in the said book
has been given in earlier section. However a little more detail of

it is given as follows A man described to have come in the form
of a mole approached Thoiigaren the king of death to come to their

•land of human word’ where there was no illness They called the

land of human world Tai^pang-^pan The text describes Tairpdng-

pan is the place where the Tai-Pang inhabited, in an allegorical

way. The word pan means to inhabit King Thongaren conceded
the request, but, as he was old enough he asked his younger brother
Ghingkhong Poireiton to go to Tat^pemg^pan, In the meantime king
Thongaren wanted to know what people were in Tai^pang-^pan,

The mole gave names of persons : (1) Kongkhangpha, (2) Lai-

khutsu, (3) Laikhutsang, (4) Moriya Phamballacha, (6) Leima Tanu
and (6) king Kangba.

Poireiton was a widower with six children left by bis deceased
wife. Poireiton said, as he was a widower it would not be good
for him to go to Taupang-pan without a wife. King Thongaren
asked his first wife Laikhurembi to accompany with Poireiton as
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hk wife* She expressed her unwillingaeas as she had a wide mouth,

oblique eyes and without proper swelling of bossoms, and the people

of Tai-pang-pan would mock at her and at the same time she

had been living with the king for a long time and according to their

practice, trees had been planted for the recognition of her and the

king as spouse. The hing then asked his second wife Leima

Leinaotabi to accompany her brother-in-law as his wife in the

migration. She agiced the proposal. They made preparations for the

journey. They collected varieties of padd^' which included chakhao

later known a‘^ chakhao-potretton, besides agricultural imploTnentw -

devices for spinning cotton, domesticated animals, eartherii pots,

senbungs a bounding device, husk of rice for carrying fire. Poi-

reiton brought an iron lod wliich he used as wajking stiek.^ The

horde included men and women of different trades. The party

then fctaried for the journey and they came across a huge rock that

closed the passage which they believed to be the dividing line be-

tween the la nil of death and human world. They tried to remove the

rock but found it difficult. At last by a horned bull they removed

the rock They all now passed off the rock block but they found some

articles were left behind. Chakriba and his wife Tangribi were sent

back to collect them. Chakriba returned with the articles but when

hi*- wife was about to cios the rock, it fell and closed the passage

again as before Thus the husband and the wife were separated.

The book however narrates in somewhat different way with a

pathetic scene. It may be presumed that the wife had fallen in

some crevices and cried for help and finally crushed by the very

weight of the falling rock. The party then sent an advance

party in which Khumarong and Maibarong became victims of a

tiger. The man eater was found sitting on their way and they

could not expel the beast. At last Leima Leinaotabi released some

hornets which she brought in a special container. The hornets

attacked the tiger. The tiger ran away and thus their way was

cleared off the beast.

The book describes naming of different places associated with

the activities oi Poireiton as he moved from place to place. While
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they W6dre moving they came acroee different tribes. The book

nMBtttions Burmese, Ohakpas and some Tibeto-Bnrmans. They viao

met one man named Ngangoi Yoimongba who possibly belonged to

subjects of king Tbongaren. He was found clearing the course of

a stream by rowing a boat. Poireiton had a conversation with

the man. Ngangoi Yoimongba first addressed Poireiton ichuma

meaning *my friend*. When Poiieiton disclosed his identity,

Ngangoi Yoimongba complimented and said **Yon arc not ichuma,

yon are iyuwa^\^ meaning “You aro not ‘my friend’, you are

*my lord-younger’ In one (fccasioii the Burmese peojde presented

him a pitcher of wine. They halted at sevcial places In another

occasion Poireiton saw a. column of smoke and enquired about the

cause of the smoke. Bui to his burpribc lio was told that it was

neither the smoke of burning house nor the burning of hay in the

field, it was the smoke coming from the burning of the dead body

of a Chakpa boy named Saiigphuraipha who died of an accident

The tribe of Poireiton took it a hoiror and they thought there was

a devil fire that devoured the corpse and soon they left the place.

In course of their long Journey which possibly took them

several months halting at different places, several of them died

including the six children of Poireiton left by his deceased wife. Of

the six children four were sons and two were daughters. The sons

were (1) Ghakkha Khoughanba, (2) Kangdol Loinouba, (3) Sagang

Yaimaba, and (4) Leishang Khekwaiba. The daughters were

(1) Huiyoi Konthiugnu and (2) Haochong Laugmeinu. Huiyoi

Sonthingnu was his loveliest daughter. When she died Poireiton

wa3 shocked and cried aloud. The book does not mention clearly

who died first and who died last. It is believed that Huiyoi

Kouthingnu died last. As Poireiton lost all his children he was

overwhehned with grief and abused his sister-indaw Leima Leinao-

tabi for her forgetting to bring the herbal medicines prepared from

1. PoireiibcHGi Khuutfaok, puHtshed by the Manipuii Sahitya Panshad|
pegeWIH.}
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the herbs that herbs grew on the Ohakhha range and Mori hiils

which could save the life of a dying man. When Huyoi

Konthingnu died she was buried with a senhung as the last present

from her loving father. Stnbung is a metallic device for producing

a heavy sound and used like a gong. Its shape is round and a con-

vex portion is protruded at the centre. It is hung by means of a

rope through its periphery and a wooden hammer is used for striking

at the convex portion. It is generally made of bell-metal an alloy

of copi)er and zinc
.
On their way they saw hundreds of dead

bodies but t\ e book narrates as hundreds of boys and girls going

to the land of death.

After wandering for a number of days from their last halt

they finally landed on the northern parts of Imphal valley. Poi-

reiton exclaimed, his soles were wearing away and his iron stick

was found heavier as he was weaker and took rest on a green

patch of land there.

The above account may not be hundred percent correct as

the said book may be regarded as purely a literary account and at

the same time the facts were transferred orally from mouth to

mouth for centuries before it was written down. From this delicate

source Me shall try to establish (1) the racial origin of Poireiton,

(2) the location of their original homeland, (3) the period of their

migration and (4) the route of their migration> etc.

The name of the land of the death where king Thongaren ruled

as found in the text is Khamnung Sawa. In an allegorical way
the mole compared the flowers of Khamnung with that of Tot-

pang-pan and found the flowers of Tai-pang were more beautiful.

It is stated that Poireiton’s party also forgot to bring the fruit

that would make them to forget the thought of life at Khamnung
when eaten. When they settled on the northern part of Imphal

Valley their tribe grew prosperous and increased in number. But
the life at Khamnung and the treacherous path through which they

came were not forgotten. Tabaung Singminaba, a son born by
the second wife Leima Leiuaotaobi fell seriously ill and about
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NiatiiMrol Lombttba mentkmB that Naokhamba married a

woman who belonged to the Yaoreiba family, and enters her as

Taoniha Chanu. It is not known whether that woman was a

daughter of Yaoreiba or of his descendants. The text Ghenglei*

rol elaborates that Yaoreiba Ghana was the aifc of Thai^yi

Khcmgjroba the ohief of the Chenglei. She was abducted and

forcibly taken away by Naokhamba the Poirei prince from the

hands of Thangyi Ehongjromba when she had already condeved

a child of five months’ term • When she became the wife of

Naokhamba she gave birth to a male child The child grow op

as the child of Naokhamba and was given the name Naophang

Ahanba. Yaoreiba Chanu also bore him another son and a

daughter. They wore given the names Naophangba and Yoirum

Ohengbi respectively. When Naokhamba died, Naophang Ahanba

olesmed that he was the eldest son he should succeed the throne

but people knew that he was the son of Thangyi Khongjromba^

thewe was a row over the succession of throne At last the

mot^ier intervened and asked her two sons to see God’s oideal by

dipping in water in which the right man could remain longer.

They agreed and in that test Naophangba came out to be vioto-

rious and suooeeded his father.

In all such texts neither the name of that Yaoreiba Chanu

nor the name of hex father is given. But Ningthourol Lambuba

while describing the history or activities of Yaoreiba family, men-

tions that the family title Ashangbam began to exist when Sira

Konthing**nu, the younger sister of Pakhangba was alive. It is

stated that there was a quarrel over the loss of some chiokon,

goats etc. in the locahty of the family of Yaoreiba Later both the

parties agreed to resolve their feud and they sacrificed a young

cow« The saorified animal was cooked by Sira Konthing-nu the

younger sister of Pakhangba, who was possibly a promioent lady,

which the text comments, ’‘The meat ofthe cow was so much cooked

2. Cheugleirolf a manuscript.
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that the meat disintegrated”. When the feud was resolved they

decided to shift their settlement to some other places. In doing

so the whole inhabitants including the family to which Yaoreiba

Ohanu would be born moved through the places where the

Ashangbam family settled This text clearly indicates that Yao-

reiba Chanu was not the daughter of Yaoreiba but a descendant.

Again in Sagei SaUirol, published by the State Kala Akademi^ it

is shown that Mayongbam Sagei began to exist from the descen-

dant of Atang the fifth descendant of Yaoreiba. The family of

Yaoreiba Chanu is also found to have been described as Mayeng-

bam. Again Yaoreiba is found to bo the sixth descendant of

Luwang Punshiba Luvang Punshiba is the fourth descendant

of Poireiton. So by summing up we find that Yaoreiba Chanu

lielonged to a minimum of 16th degree descendant of Poireiton

had she boon the immediate descendant of Atang. Since Sira

Konthing-nu is found to be contemporaiy of some of the descen-

dants of Yaoreiba or at tlw most of Yaoreiba himself, her uterine

brother I’akhangba can at the most contemporary of Yaoreiba

himself if not the descendants and cannot live centuries earlier than

herself. Sira Kontlung-im is also found to be very active during

the roign of KJmiyoy Tompok the son of Pakbangba. It will be

seen in subsequent sections thiit Pakbangba is found to be one of

the great grand-sons of Luwang Punshiba.

As for Naokhamba«there IS no difficulty, all literary sources

including Cheitharol Kumbaba agree that he was the sixth descen-

dant of Pakhangba Yaoreiba must have been a contemporary

pelson of Pakhangba at the Latest The son or the daughter of

Atang is the 7th descendant of Yaoreiba. Hence the party of the

degree for matrimomal relation is quite reasonable. So it is clearly

seen that Poireiton is senior to Pakbangba by 10 generations in the

minimum. It may be mentioned here that some concocted ma-

nuscripts are found in which it is written that Pakhangba and

Poireiton had a wrestling contest and Luwang Punshiba was the

umpire. Pakbangba won the contest and took Laisna the younger
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sister of Poireiton to wife. The story was probably mami-

factnred by some illiterates. The time span between father and

son is of about twenty years on the average in the early

period as discussed in earlier sections. We also do not know

the degree of authenticity and accuracy of the records and

accounts under our consideratirm. So for possible errors we can

give allowances either to positive or to negative on the deducted

figures. If we want Poireiton to be still younger we take the

negative , or if we want him to be still older wo take the positive

Let us take the negative and make Poireiton as young as possible

with respect to Pafchangba and reduce the generation gap by two, so

as to make a difference of eight generations onl}^ This is equal to

about 160-170 years. In short Poireiton lived at least one and

half centuries earlier than Pakhangba Thus tentatively we assess

the date of Poireiton as 810 A.D taking the tentative date ol

Pakhangba as 080 A.D.

We proceed to investigate whore was Khamnung the ‘land of

the death’ as follows. We take four possible places for considera-

tions, namly (1) a place from within the eastern territory of ancient

Manipur, (2) some areas of the Chin hills, (3) some aicas of eastern

parts of Sylhet, and (4) some areas to the north of Hukong valley.

(1) The climatic conditions of all hills and foot-hills of

Manipur by about 800 A.D. to this date is practically the same

except Imphal valley. Most of these areas were healthy places.

Imphal valley by 800 A.D. was a swampy mass of land full of weeds

and other growths, and was not a good place for human habitation.

However the northern part of the valley became a good place for

human settlement specially the high lands of Kangla-tongbi and

Upper Iril valley But the south east of Upper Iril valley seems

to be a malaria infested zone. It is most likely that the early

inhabitants of that area shifted to some other places for fear of

the disease which they could not understand but perhaps felt a

asone of devils. By about 800 A.D* there seems to be no human

eivilieation in these areas from where they could have been

Buppoeed to have moted in search of other places. In the soutii
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there was human civilization from about 200 B.C. The city was

ruled by Moriya princes. SJng Thongaren elder brother of Poireiton

IS not found to have ruled in the city of Moriya. It is t^berefoie

most likely that Khamnung was not within the eastern terntory

of ancient Manipur.

(2) The Ohm hills and its surrounding areas were good places

for human settlement by about the above stated period There is

no indication that human civihzation was in that ares at the

above stated period hoi^ever some settlements ofjinmitivc tribes

are not ruled out. Tl»o Chins po^^sibly began to inhabit the area

m the closing part of the 11th century A D besides other tnbes

tike Lai, Miaos, Meng, Hmeng etc who also moved to that place

by more or less the same period uith that of the Chins who uere

inhabitants of southern Yun-nau Subsequent accounts do not

indicate* the existence of any principality or kingdom in these aicas

lu i\\Q period under consideration Nor anyplace name to have

associated with the land of Khamnung is found m that area It

lb ihcieiore less likely the (^hin hills and its surrounding areas was

the land of Khamnung

(3) It appeals the aiea of Sin Hatta ( Sylhet ) by about

800 A D was possibly under the influence of the Vaimans of

Kainarupa The Vaimaiis weie probably Aryamsed Himalayan

Moiigoloidb It was a x)€)iiod before the commg of Kacharis from

Uppoi Assam The inhabitants of Sylhet by about that penod

were peihaps an admixture of Himalayan and Austo-Asiatio tnbes.

Sylhet by that period was called Ilaiikela which the Chinese

writer I-tsing described the eastern limit of eastern India It

appears the pre-Buddlnst culture was prevalent in that area The

literary accounts of Manipur do not oleaily mention the religious

faith of the early Poiieis, but their way of practice mdicates

a close similarity with the pre-Buddhist culture In the dialect of

the Poireis the word for worship or sacrifices is i-rat or lat In

aichaic Vedio the bome i^ord is found as As Vedic people
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were an admixture of Himalayan Mongoloids and Aryans it is

difficult to trace the origin of the word. It could have belonged

to either of them. From cultural point of view Poireiton could

have come from that region, but the dialect of the Poireis is free

from Autro-Asiatic fonnaiions. if he was a man from that region

there could have been at least an image of Austric formation and

more over thero is no indication of the presence of the land

Khamnung in these areas. Thu^ Poireiton from Sylhet is ruled out.

v\(4) In the area north of Hukoiig valley which is now known as

northern Burma and south-eastern Tibet, there was a tribe called

Nung who were of Tai origin but got mixed with the Tibetan

Mongoloids. Their dialect belonged to the so called Sino-Tibetan

language. At about 800 A.l). there was no country called Burma,

the central Burma was a Pyu kingdom, the northern Burma

was a princedom of petty priacipalitieh ruled by tlie princes of

Sakiyan origin, eastern Burma was of petty Shan states and

lower Burma was ruled by Mons and Burma ns. Some scholars

describe these Sakiyan princes as Tibetan princes. It is said that,

*‘Putao is a plain district in Khamti Long Tliib area was earlier

under the rule of T’betan prince's but laU r occupied by the Shans.

This change might have been one of (he ell’ects of Ko-lo-feng's

victory over the Tibetans”.* I'lie Tibetan soux*oc describes the area

as Khams region. Thus Nung people inhabiting the Khams region

were called Kham-Nung (Khamnung). 'J'he Khams region is a big

area in which some areas w’ere occupied by Khu and Lei tribes,

and the area was also synchionously called Khu and Lei. The

Nung people who lived in these x>laces were called Khu-Nung and

Lei-Nmig. It is apparent from the name that the Nung people

came to these areas inhabited by Kham(pa), Khu(nu), Lei(nu).

The Nung people were followed soon by pcojile of Mon origin like

Man, Miaos or Mioti^su who spoke a xiroto-Sino-Tibetan dialect

before their language was fully characterised in the 0th century

A*D. They were then followed by wave of Tibeto-Burmans and

3. Dr, Gogol. : Tai and the Tai kingdoms, pa^o-159 foot note.
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other tribes of Tihieh the following may be mentioned which oon-

Btituted the Meiteis They were the Nongbal, Nongyai, Nongmai,

Langmai, Kang, Kong, Kou etc. who were of Tiboto^Burmans ,

Heirong, Heirem, Kliuiijaii, Lai etc who were of Tai and Tai

origins ,
Mahon, Mahui who were of Bodo origins, and Chakkha,

Yu-Chakka, etc, who i^itre ot Himalayan Mongoloids In short,

this aiea was a vortex zone of cross human movements mainly

fiom the east

1 he cxistenu of Khams region i^ also mentioned in most of

the Aicduntb of Manipur im hiding Ningthourol Lambuba Jn

Ningthouiol Lambuba i1 is stated that the Poirei people cami from

KhavnJa Muiu) tjl nl*" (Khani mi Nunq kol) meaning *Kham-!and

the luve of Nuiig peopk ’ llius we have discovered the land of

Khamnuug that has hitherto been taken to be a hypothetical

place called the ‘
I iiid ot the death’.

As wo Iiavi (lfct((tod Khamlei or Khamleipak, oui next step

IS to locate the place wheie Thoiigaieri ruled King Thongaren

IB desciibtcl as jAtnung koiba Chakkha anba meaning ‘ancient

Ohakkha, the protect (»i ol Leinung’ It shows that his kingdom it*

the plate cilled Lfi The inhabitants of Lei who e.tme to Imphal

xallcy weic tiibis like Lei Nung and Lei Hou besides

Cliakkhas and olluis In Poireiton KhunthoL, it is debcribcd

while I'oirciton jii couisc of his migiation met the Sachung chief-

tain named Sat hung Laiigmeiiemba Now Sachung (Tsa (bung) is

found to have located at <ibout 97® 13'E and 28° 31'N and very

close to Sachung a jiUce called Kangla is found to have located at

about 97®E and 29°14 N No place with the same spelhng as that

ot Sawa is found to day but a place called Chuwa-su is found on

the bank ot the Zayul river a httle north of Kangla

Now we may roughly trace a possible loute through which

Poireiton and his hoide moved fiom Sawa Kangla to Imphal valley

No doubt Poireiton gave names of many places but it became

perhaps a fancy for the latter text writers to associate Poireiton

4 Ningthourol Lainlmba, edited b> O. Bhoges^ar Singh, page
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somehow or the otiier for naming of other pkoes. Beginning from

Sawa Eangla thqr moved to Sangang-chu (where chu means water

in the Tibetan language) ; from Sangang-ohu to Chuwa ; from

Chuwa to Sachung (Tsa-chnng) ,
from Saohung to Chayu (Eima) ;

from Chayu to Tong ; from Tong to Tenai
,

from Tenai to

MimBOng ; from Minzong they probably crossed the hills forming

watersheds and arrived at the source of the Mali river ; after

moving a little along the course of the Mali river they possibly

crossed the Chukhan pass (probably Chakkhan pass) and arrived

at the source of the Loklai river. The name of the river is believed

to have derived from the name of Lai iril>os inhabited in that

area, where Lok means stream in the dialects of some Tibeto-

Burmans of Bodo origin like the Mahui who were subjects of Lai

chiefs. The word Lok is a living vocabulary of modern Maiupun

language, the earliei word is Yh or I but this word becomes

obsolete and is found only in the prefix form denoting water. They

moved from the source of the Loklai rivei to the Ningthi

(Chindwiu) river, along its course along some flattened tops parallel

to the river, as far as a jioint to the east of Somra tract , from

Somr«a tract they probably moved westward »ind entered the

political boundary of present Manipur somewhere near present Poi

village 111 the Ukhrul sub-division , from where they moved to

the Source of the river which they gave the name Leel-wai Yi

(Leelwai river). Howovci the name of the river lias changed tt)

Yi-Leel or I-ril today. Along the course of the Iril river

they arrived in the valley somewhere on the north of Sagol-

mang ; and from theie they moved to the plateau lying between

a river and a hill range on the west. When they arrived and

settled on southern part of the plateau they gave the name

Eangla to that plateau and in course of time when other places

were given the name Eangla, this Eangla was given another

adjective tongbi meaning ^elevated’. Hence it was known as

Kangla^tongbi. They also seem to have given the name Lee-wang

Yi to the river flowing east of Eangla-tongbi which is now called

the Imphal river. It is not known what name was given to the
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Koubru hills. The name Koubru was given when the Kou(ba)

tribes moved to that hill following a quarrel with Nongta (Pa«

khangba) while they were at the source of the Kongba stream.

According to Poireiton Khunthok they first halted at a place

where there were abundant growths of fern<» and weeds for

settlement which Pcureiton’s physician named Thongnang Kaibar

yang objected to-

One difficulty is that, whether the immigrantb migrated directly

from Leinung to Imphal valley or they sojourned here and there for

a considerable length of time before they finally settled in Imphal

valley is not found. The Manipuri accounts give very confusing

statements Poireiton seems to have been roamed the eastern hills

of Mampur according to these 'sources but never mentions the long

route through which they came. Or else, the writer who had no

knowledge of the location of Leinung piojectcd all the happenings

ill that long route to be entirely to the area in which the writer had
the knowledge of its geography It is a general trend that pefiple

aniving Imphal valley in the north-east occupied the north and
north-east part of the valley adjoining the hills, those arriving in

the east occupied the eastern part adjoining the hills, those arriving

in the south occupied the south and so on.

It IS also found in Moirang Ningihourol Lambuba that Poi-

reiton had aiiothei brother named Poinaota®. It is not known
ubether it i& the other name of Poireiton. However, in Ning.
thourol Lambuba, Poinaota is described to be the othei name
of Poireiton®. In both the names the first part Poi is retained

and both -reiton and -naota indicate young or the youngest.
Thus Poi appears to be the name of a place or tribe or so.

It may be pointed out that to analyse something from the

name in modem context is erronous, e,g. we get names like

Khrusbev, Lemn, Pavlov, Valentina etc. among the Meiteis, they

6. Moirang Ningthourol Lambubsi ediled by O. Bhogeswar Smgb, page-

6. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bhogeswar Singh, pogee-SlS.
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are not Russians However we also get some names like Manglem,

Khomei
;
woman called Chaoba, all such names definitely indicate

something specific even to this date. If a man is called Manglem

it is sure that some elders particularly some piccious children of

the parents were lost before his birth and by naming the newly

born child Manglem meaning ‘cremation -left' the parents be-

lieve that the child would live long. Khomei cannot be the first

child of the mother, he must positively be the last child or so where

Khomei means ‘the last sucking child of the mother’, woman

called Chaoba indicates generally she had only elder sisters and

no elder brother and parents longing foi a male child beheve if

they give male name Chaoba to the female child the next issue

would have been a male child and so on.

In the case of Poireiton and Poinaota, it seems they had some

specific applications The w oid Poi became a vocabulary The mo-

dern word for jpo9(ba) is koi(baf, and found in hmpoiba (lambothu)

meaning monk or ascetic who roams from place to place, tngkJiol

koiba leel meaning ‘a snake which controls the rnghhoV Jn these

cases the word poi is a vocabulary and hence Itmutig poiha oi

hining koiba may be developed. As stated above king I'hongaron

is described dJb J einung koiba and sometimes but less fiequently

Poireiton is also described with the same adjective. It may also

be noted that the early dialect of the Poireis, the I'lbeto-Burm in

suffix ‘-ba’ is practically free and it is used as masculine = affix

only and its feminine counterpart is ‘-bi’ e.g. Te-ba {De\a) and

Te-bi (Devi). With the coming of more and more Tibeto Burman

immigrants this suffix became very common and with modern

‘-ba* PoTeiton and Poinaota can be written as Poireiton-ba and

Poinaota-ba respectively. It is possible to punctuate Leinung

Poireiton or Leinung Poinaota as Lei-Nung-poiba(ba)-Leiton{ba)

or Lei-Nttng-poi(ba)-Naota(ba). In those formations Leiton or

Naota is described to be the youngest man who controls or looks

after the Nung people of Lei. Iv, therefore, appears, Poi stands

for Lei-Nimg-poi{ba). It shows that the tribe of Poireiton were
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not th© earlieisit settlers of Lei, they moved to that land where the

Nnng people had settled in the home of Lei people. If the Nang

people were the earliest inhabitants of the area they should have

used some other words. It is therefore seen that the real part

of the name Poireiton or Poinaota is Leiton or Naota. W. Yumjao

Singh feels Poireiton is derived from the Sanskrit word PUr^aiana,

Besides the oontentions of the historian the Sanskritised for-

mation of the word Poireiton may be rendered as follows. The

Mongoloid sound of oi and e% are changed to a or aya and i

respectively in Sanskrit and vice versa. Details are discussed in

the section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. Hence Poirei

becomes Pari and with the addition of the 4ya suffix it becomes

Pariya. Therefore Poireiton becomes Paiiyatan. The suffixes -ton

and -tan are of the same formations and details are discussed in the

section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. Again in Gypsy

rei and rai are the same words and are interchangeable. Taking into

consideration of this word Poireiton gives a meaning Trotector-

lord-younger*. Thus there are three possible hypotheses on the

meaning of Poireiton. They are (1) Traveller-younger, (2) Goat-

possessor-younger and (3) Protector-lord-younger. Of these three

meanings Trotector-lord the younger' and *Goat-possessor the

younger' are more likely, however some succeeding names like

Yaorei and Kairei found in Manipuri accounts strongly suggest

the latter.

Noy Elias in his account sa>s that the Chinese general Li-sang-

pa (possibly Lciaangba in Manipuri stylo) from Yun-nan in an

attempt to crush Mong Mao in the year 1496 A.D. which was ruled

at that time by Sao Pern Hpa (Thopembwa in Burmese style)

resorted to a means of creating panic to the Shans. '*He con-

structeil a number of rafts, placed a goat on each, and set

them floating down the Shweli ; the Shans on seeing the goats

apiSGoaobing from the sides of China, exclaimed, Kht Poi Pe Ma,

*the Chinefie are sending goats down’, a cry that quickly spimd

through the town as *the Chinese are coming floating down’, and
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created a general panic The citizens together with the army , fled

in all directions and Sao Pem Hpa, who was ill by that time and

unable to move, died the enemy entered his city”. Poi of

Poireiton therefore seems to be Tai word meaning *goat\ If it be

so Poirei is a word formation like Yaorei and Kairei as found in

Manipuri aceonntH where Yao and Kai are sheep and chicken or

hen respectively, vho are descendants of Poireiton. With the*

suffix -ba’ wc find Yaoieibri and Kaireiba from v horn descended

Mayengbam and Aaliangbam families or Sogeis of the Mcitei setup.

It is also possible to form words Yaoreiton and Kaireiton liL<*

Poireiton The full name of Tabaiing, the spelling may also bo

written as Taboung or T.ibung, the son of Poireiton is Shingut

Ringtabaung Tabaung Shingminnaba also called Ningol Saranba

In a shortened form it is usually found to have been .idopted

by early Prome The legends of early Piome rulers as found

in the Glass Palaoo chronicles are that the kingdom of Prome was

established by Mahathamb^ra who ruled from 483 B L\ to 423 B. 0

The dato seems to be an exaggeration. The capital <‘ily of Prome

was called Therckhetra (tSrikshetra) \^hich according to Chinese

source was the capital of Pyu. When Mahathambwa died he left

his vife who conceived a child. Sulathambwa the younger brother

and 8ucct»ssor of Mahathambwa took the widow to wife. She gave

birth to a son whom they gave the name Uwat-tabaung also written

as Dut-tabaung. The word Dw at-tabaung is a mixed formation of

Aryan and Mongoloid words, Dwata is a Sanskrit word dritva mea-

ning two indicating Dw at-tabaung a child or son begotten by two

brothers. The legend further says that Dwat-tabaung was also called

Twat-tabaung because he is said to have three eyes. The Burmese

chronicle Tagaung Yazawin says that Kan Rajangyi son of Abhi

Haja moved down the Irrawaddy and the Chindwin and founded

a dynasty at Kale. The seat of ada inistration was at Kyaukpa-

daung, and he placed his son Muduohitta (Madhuebitra) as the

ruler of Pyu, Kanran and Sak tribes. Tambula is belived to be

the last ruler ofKyaukpadaung who belonged to a lineal descendant

of Muducitta. The Burmese rulers claimed their descent from

Mahathambwa* The oiigin of Mahathambwa is not clearly known
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as the dates found in these ohronioles are much antedated. Ckne

contrary indication is that the !Pya inscriptions show that a

Vikrama dynasty ruled at Prozne. Dwat-tabaung is said to be a

Pyu chief. A Pyu prince visited the court of China in 802 A.D.

in which the followers of the prince sang a feong which contained

Sanskrit words. Soon after the destruction of P3ru kingdom by the

Man rebels In the year 832 A.D., prince Pinbys shifted northwards

and established himself at Pagan where the great Anawrahta

was born in the 11th century A T). Whatever the origin of the

Pyu rulers may be it is seen that the word formations of the tribe

to which early Prome rulers belonged and the tribe to which

Poireiton belonged, are in the same form Tlie formation ol

Dwat-tabaung and Shing-tabaung, arc not cases of coincidence,

but basically similar structures It therefore strongly suggests

that Maliatlhunbwa was a Sakiyaii origin

it may be mentioned lure that a Tibeto-Burnian tribe called

Pol lb found to ha\e inhabited in the 18th century A.D. in the

lo-wer ctmrse of the Manipur nver near Kalemyo. Iho Poi tribe

lb albo called Ralam Chin Their dialect belonged to the Kuki-Chiii

ol the Tib* to Burniai) of the Sino-Tibetan family of language. The

Poi tiibes appear to be close ly akin to the Lu-shai tribe if not to

the lliniala^aii tiibe^s It may not be far too wrong to assume that

these' Pol ei c' oi iginaliy beJongt'd te> boine other nco-Tibetans who

A\eic 1 tiled by Foiru ton’s tube, who continued to stay at Lei but m
course ol time they got mixed with other tiibes so much so that they

apjHvir to ha^e changed substantially both linguistically and racially

iioin their oiigin It seems the Poi moved Irom Lei and sojourned

here and tlure from about the Llth centuiy A D. Some Pois

entered Mainpur possibly in the 15th century A.D. in the north-

cast. The Poi village in the north-cast in the Ukhrul sub-division

is perhaps their early settlement. The Poi in Manipur seems to

have mixed witli the Tangkhuls and Mariugs and lost their inde-

pendent identity.

As for the ethnic identity of Poireiton it is not separately

discussed here as he was the younger brother of Thongaren He
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belonged to iht Himalayan tnbe Chakkha ^akya) and one of the

deaoBndants of Abhi Raja the Sakiyan king who raled at Tagaung

in the !Shid oentnryB 0. or Dhaja Baja By the time they migrated

to Imphal valley, they became much mixed with the Tai pa^i-

oalarly the Nungs

The causes of their migration to this land may be investigated

as followB The prime cause of their migration is behe\ ed to bt

the pohtioal upheaval happening to the oast of thtir principality m
the closing part of the 8th centuiv A I> ind beginning of the 9th

century AD It is said that Ko lo-feng the Nan Chao ruler who

ascended the throne in 718 A D defeated the Tibetan forces Since

then the pressure of Tai vas felt upon them The Nan Chao

made friendship with Tibet again after a clash, however it broke

av^ay during tlie reign of I mou shun the immediate successor to

Kolo-feng who died m the 778 AD In 795 A D a hostility arosi

between^^Nan Chao and Tibet, and since then there had been

protracted wars between the two kingdoms I-mou-shun very

badly defeated the Tibetan forces, it iB said that the hands of

several thousand Tibetan soldieis were cut and took sixteen

Tibetan cities into his possessions^, 1-inou shun died m 809 A D
This political upheaval had made the hive oi the innumerable

tnbes to disintegrate and had made them to tiee toi^ards the west

and the south As a result oi it a large iiumbei of libeto Burmans,

neo-Burmese, tribes of 'Jai and other Asiatic origin inhabited

the area entered Assam, Manipui and Burma Thus most ot the

tubes inhabiting north eastern parts oi India arrived at about the

above period Ihe Khasi and Jayaiitia group oi Mongoloids were

not the inhabitants of the hive, they ueio inhabitants of north-

western and western Thailand who left their homeland sometime

m the 10th or 11th century A D Tribes of Bodo ongin like Koch,

Kachan, Garo etc are belie\ ed to have entered India by about

this pmiod le the closmg part of the 8th century A«D Of

the tribes of Bodo oiigm the Caros seem to have mixed with

Dr, Gogol • X«i and Tai kmgdum, page 7 i
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l3ie Vctnans who arrivod in the north-east India by the 11th

oentnry A.D

In the migration, Poireiton was acoompanied by tribes like

Nung, Hou, Man besides his own tribe Unlike other tribes in-

habiting north-eastern regions of India who had some traditions

and fabulous accounts of migration, Poireiton and his horde had

A systematic account of migration though preserved orally till

\intten down possibly in the 15th century A D. by some scripts

other than the Meitei script which developed in the latter part of

the 10th century A, D This indicates Poireiton was worth the

name ol a prince.

In the concluding pait of another manuscript of the text

Poireiton Khunthok, it is stated that, *‘Hayee~ngeiqi Ch\nghhong

Potreiton~gh, Ltri Liphonght, mangwai tungwaihi^ sajt la*^gkappi^

Ningol Saranbagi wib%^ Naothingkhong meina tvairia tangna eambadi

a^hhue hayee^ngeigi khoimom l%%wa acheipa ashtbu, kandak

chokptf hmcht fhangchibay Khamnung langonba, Sawa palkelababUf

Poire 1 ontesheibu wakamna, khandang pa wan ningdarM^ %rtngpu

wan kaodava fiairambabu Nu^gbal Hongmm Lvwang Punahiba,

clutrofi 7mnga iiemplct, suron taruk tanphangmiy pakhartg kumshing

hlkhong •ffi/njinnei , .

The above may be rendered as follows ‘‘This is the story

ol the activities of Chmgkhong Poireiton and his associate ladies

Liri, Liphongbi and his son Nmgol Sdran(ba) in the Ilayee (Satya

Yuga) These secret stones of the gods and goddesses of the

Ilayee which could regenerate life to the death, which could acti-

vate the los of stamina, v^hich could rekindle the vital force to a

dying man, were narrated by Hongnem the long lived Luwang

king, who remamed alive upto his (1th descendants, who regene-

rated his youthful vigour for the sixth time, to Naothingkhong

who joined the trail of these ancestors late

It may be noted that Naothin^Lhong was educated in the

Luwai^ when Hongnem the Luwang king was alive. Ho was

taught in the art of administration. He received instructions on
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the hymBB of Ougri^ litucJs of saorificeB and other worships.

The earlier name of Naothingkhong was Khunjao. When he was

a student of Hongnom he was known as Hongnem-yoy Khunjao

Hongnem the Luwang king died while Naothingkhong was in

Luwangs and Ufa Konthouba the father of Naothingkhong too

died while he was in the Luwangs. It seems Ura Konthouba died

a little later than Hongnem.
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Liko that of Poiroiton we have to depend entirely on literary

sources available locally about the origin and parentage of

Pakhangba Almost all literary aoeounis mystify the origin of

Pakhangba A man coming down from heaven a hypothetical non-

existent abode became king on this mortal world is absurd. Had
there been a Pakhangba as one of its kings on this land he must

have his father and mother belonged to some racial groups

We pick up the follo'wiiig sources which give immense material

for finding out the parentage and origin of Pakhangba.

We find different literary accounts mentioning two names of

the mothei of Pakhangba, namely (a) I^ei-nung Yabirok and

(b) Lei-nung Yabi Yakkha Chanu. The second one however appears

to be some adjectives of Yabiroka and not necessarily a different

person

(1) Khagemba Yumbi **Leiimng yab% Yakkha Chanu, Ohakkha

nurol pirol yamhi, yumjao hima oihi, leima ahundak saionhi, ning-

thou ahumlak onna luma oibi, Lei-nung Tabirok-na Nongta lairen

Pakhangba-ne'*, meaning “Lei-nung girl Yakkha girl—polyandrous

Ohakkha— a house wile—became wife of three different kings

—

became wife of three kings in turn—Jjei-nung Yabiroka begets

Nongta ‘chief of Lai’ Pakhangba”

The literal meaning of the petssage is os follows : ‘T^ei-nung

Yabiroka a Yakkha girl who was polyandrous and who became

the wife of three individuals in turn gave birth to Nongta Lairen

Pakhangba’.

(2) Lei-nung yabi Yakkha chanu laihui : ** Lei-nung yabi

Yakkha chanu panthou mapa pokpu chatana laihuibadi Therelongbam

chanu-na ladhuiye, palem mama pokpu chatana laihuibadi Letphon*

ngambina chatana laihuiye, palem mama pokpu ewna liklai yenbadi

Tongfhangnu-na soma Uklai yeUe, Pakhangba pokye*\
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The meaning is, 'Lei-nung girl Yakkha girl * father’s mother -

born by Therelongbam girl - mother’s mother - bom by Ijeiphon

Ngambi - mother’s father Tongthangnu - Pakhangba bom’.

The literal meaning of the passage is, 'Pakhangba was born

by a girl who belonged to Lei-nung Yakkha, whose maternal

grandmother was Leiphon Ngambi, whose grandfather was Tong-

thangnu and whose grandmother was a Therelongbam girl’.

These two sources indicate the mother of Pakhangba belonged

to a LeHOLung Yakkha tribe.

(3) Ningthourol Lambuba : **Nayol MeHei^leima Let^^ng

Yabirok Chakhha, nurol firol yamb%, yoibu^oihen saphabi, le%mu

aekthaJcpa, Leihou s$ng-<nba chanu, Chahhha nuronhi, Chakkha nong^

lenbi, nuyam aaphabi, leima ahundah aaionbi, Salai khunmabi,

ChakWia nurol pirol ymmbiM touna kouye*\ meaning, ‘The Grand-

mother or Madam Meitei Queen Lei-nung Chakkha Yabirok, is

known, polyandrous, handsome and beautiful, the cream of the

Leihou and Leimu, the Chakkha who is polyandrous and who

becomes wife of three kings successively, by thy name”.

The central meaning of this passage is })i optically the same as

the two above texts except an important addition to the name of

the tribe to which Yabiroka belonged to a Leihou tribe. Relying

on this account we find that Yabiroka was a Leihou.

(4) Leithak Leikharol : **Ta4)biroinaina pobpa, Atingkohna

yanpa ; Leikak Leiyanu chanum pokpa^ KojintuKdiokpuna yenpa

;

Jjfitanglen cham^^na pokpa, Leiskangien-7m yenpa , Leiphwt&tf

ehanu-na pokpa, Leitonglen'^na yenpa . Konpbu Leiphv chanu-^

pokpa, IjeUanylen Tangaangbam yenpa . Laiyei laikot rhana-na

peipa> Konao%mn*m yenpa ‘ Lnnung yabi YaUoha ohanu-na pokpa,

Senirmg na yenpa ; haiarorna pokpa
, .

Pahhangba-na yenpa ;

Khui pokye"

.

The meaning of the above passage is as follows ; ^‘Born by

TaoWroinai, begotten by Atingkok ; bom by Leikak Leiyanu,

begotten by Eolintutbokpa ; bom by Leitanglen, begotten by

Letshanglen ; bom by Leiphuren, begotten by Leitonglen ; bom
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by Konphu Leiphu, begotten by Leitanglen Tangsangba
, born by

Laiyek Laikot, begotten by Konsounii, born by Leinung yabi

YalJjha, begotten by Sentieng
, born by Laisa-ra, begotten by

Pakbangbn , Khui was born.

This account refers to a pedigree of Pakiiangba beginning from

Atingkok upto his Khui->oi Tonipok, The pedigree given in this

te\l IS purely a fabulous one except the last case. Since the

name ‘Pakhaugha’ is being itK orpoiated, the fable cannot be

developed earlier than the Idth century A T> which will be seen in

subsequent paits Moico\er it is also doubtful how the people

vould collect the materials foi such a long pedigree while these tribes

lived in wilderness. The lather of Pakhangba is described here to

be one man namcd|,Senti eng Atingkok, Kojintuthokpa, Sentreng,

Kuptreng ^ were some pi eminent j)eisons of diffeient periods

and they aic made to associate ^ith Pakhangba in some some way

or the other by the fable makers Hence there is no reliability

on this te^t It appeals liove\er Sentreng and Kuptreng (not

mentioned in the above text) are Austro-Asiatic Mon-Khmer group

people who came to this land as late as the closing part of the

11th century A I) or later

Besides tin* above mentioned texts there are more manus-

cripts which me all fables and not discussed here. After examining

Some of the above literaiy accounts available with us we are able

to conclude that the mother of Pakhangba was'^abiroka a girl

belonging to the Lei-hbu tribe The Lei of Lei-hou was a Chakkha

belonging to Yakklia clan ^
The word Yabi in Yabiroka means ‘girl* in the dialect of the

eaily Poireis. Yabi, Chaht and Sabi are the same words of which

Chabt is the earliest and then comes Yahi and finally Sabi. But

the word Sabi clianges its modern connotation slightly and found

to have been used for both girls and boys while addressing their

sweet hearts like Sabt ibevna to the girls and Sabi ihwngo to the

boys. However if it stdhds alone*" it means git 1. The words or

clause Yahi Yakhha charu Yabiroka is equivalent to the modern

words or clause Sabi Sahya chanu Yabiroka or still in the more
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common language Sabi ^ahya ningol TahiroJsa where ningol is more

popular than cbrnm with slight diflFerences in connotations

It is therefore seen that the real part of the name of the

motlier of Pakhargba is *Roka' Thus iho name Yabiroka may be

split up intf» two parts, Yabi and R(»ka In the above stated

words 1a i-nung mean *Nung people of Lei* or an amalgamated

tribe of Lei and Nung, Yakkha means a name of a sub-olan and

Chakkha means a nam<' of a tribe Thus Yabiroka belonged to a

Yakkha sub-clan of Chakkha tribe inhabited in the Khams region

and their liahitat became known as ‘Lei* where Nung people also

inhahabited The tribe Lei-hou indicates an amalgamation of

Lei and Hou Lei is a Himalayan tribe and Hou (which may be pro-

nounced as Ao) a Rino-Tibetan tribe. It seems these tribes had

social intercourse before their arrival in present Manipur

The next step wdll be the investigation of the father of

Pakhongba. The father of Pakhangba is concealed in most of the

literary accounts so far available. As Yabiroka was polyandrous,

it seems, there must liavo been some confusions of the father and

taking the advantage of it the mystifiers and fable makers perhaps

projected Nongta (Pakliangba) as the son of God partly to please

their autocrate ruleis who vere descendants of Nongta (Pakhangba).

There is no human history in which the son of God became king, as

stated earlier Pakhangba must have his father in fesb and blood.

In this regard some Puyas i e. literary accounts dealing with the

father of Pakhangba are taken up as follows • (1) Sanggai Pham-

mang, (2) Meihourol Makok Latam, (3) Pakhangba Nonggarol,

(4) Leimaren Nooyoin, (5) Leithak Leikharol, (6) Erathok Lamlen,

(7) Ningthourol Scireug etc

In (1) Sanggai Phammang it is stated that after the creation

of the universe and man, the Almighty instructed the man to live

on the earth *rhen the Almighty left along with Atiya (Atinga)

Sidaba auditing )Apanba foi the Sun, The god who created the

earth left for the Moon Atiya Sidaba on seeing the image of

himself Ordered god Taoroinai who lived on the Moon to carry the
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of Atiya BidaM on to the earth. Taoroinai brought the

image by swallowing in his mouth. He oame down along with the

iau^e and Jived inside the earth. The pame YaUroka was thus

developed and the god who came down from the Sun was thus

born as a male child.

In (2) Meihourol Makok Latam it is stated that Atiya Sidaba

wished to make a king on the earth brought from within himself

Leima-ren the goddess and ordered Leima-ren to call Taoroinai the

god of the Moon who creates the earth. Leimaren asked Taoroinai

to bring the god which was inside the imago of that god which

assumed the shape of Nonglum ‘egg of cloud* and she received

the egg. That is the reason why she is called Yabiroka.

v^n (3) Pakhangba Nonggarol it is stated that, when the

creation was completed Taoroinai brought the god from the centre

of the Sun as a sperm within his body and gave it Lci-nung

Yabiroka.

In (4) Leima-ren Naoyom it is stated Leimaren the goddess

came down from the Sun and received the embryonic egg brought

by Taoroinai. At this stage the name uf Pakhangba was Au^ig san

tarang iurang r^orgsan ngantarang larang san vongsaa. When

Pakhangba was inside the Sun his name was Tik-Tik, and when

in the womb of Yabiroka he was known as Leiiarang nongtarang

leihingshi khak huk tik tik tamarik. When Pakhangba was born

he was called Nongta Tnkui^lik,

In (5) Krakthok Lamlen and (6) Leithak Leikharol, it is

stated as follows : "Taoroinai-^na Tupu oina numHu kakh ye. Ating^

ngam Pakhangbahu nonglum oina Tupuda pirarnye, Taoroi aina

Tvipnsangei-gi maming-di Likleng kouye . .. Tapu-na leima ahumlak

oihida pitharakye maming di Nongta Tukuplik kouye”.

The literal meaning of it is as follows : ‘‘Taoroinai went up

the sky in the guise of a Tupu (meaning officer-in-charge or gui^)

and got the egg which would become Pakhangba from Atiya

Sidaba. The name of Taoroinai when he was under the guise of

a Tupu was Likleng— Tupu gave the egg to the ‘polyaudro^fl’
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who had throe huAbands sucoesmvely ... tho name was Nongta

Tukuplik*’.

In (7 )
Ningthourol Seireng it is stated that the ‘egg of oloud’

was brought by Puleilomba in his mouth and gave it to Leinung

Vabirok who after incubating it gave birth to Pakhangba. The

language of the text indicates the riling was very recent. It

mentions the day of the week, the month and Yuthak (Jamardha)

of the day of birth of Pakhangba. The above elements were used

in casting horoHeoixs So the’oe\j^ing of the fable cannot bo

earlier than the 18th cemturj A I>

As a eomplcnieiitai V !<» tlie above te^l. it may be mentioned

that two more but loss f«ibulon®’ accounts namely Thfif rel M€%rai^

IjCfba and Moihouiol faihap falatii whicli dosciibe the father of

Paknaiigba was Luw.ing Lanpnuuba sin
i

ply also called Luwang

who chased away Puleilomba t<» bo tlu' f...t]u*i of Pakhangba when

the child (Pakhangba) wa^ born Thus Puleilomba became recog-

nised father ol Pakhangba though he w,is begotten in the womb of

Yabiroka by Luwang Langmaiba Uiibke other accounts, Meihouiol

Lathup &a> » that the inotlici of Pakhangt>a was Liklabuha.

Howovei 111 other acc v)unt& like Silnrol published by State

Kala Akademi, Liklabiclu 'i'ongdaig iiu found to have given

birth to two sons nnnely Maudom and Khoidoin, the lorrnei

became Luwang while tlic kdtei bccanu Aiigoni. About Luwang

who was the husband of Liklabioha the* U vis conliadict each other.

Sagoi Salaiiol depicts tliut Luwang c Luwang Laiigmaiba while

Theercl Meiram Lec)»a dtsciibes him to be Luwang Punshiba who

was tJic grandfathei of LuwMiig Liiuginaibu

Rytheby, it ijippeais fiom the above text, that Liklabicha

was fiist maiitcd to Imwaiig Laiigmaiba and gave birth to ii son

named Mandom* Slic then mariicHl to Puleilomba and gave birth

to a Soil named Khoidom. '1 lie name with tho suffix ‘-cha’ indi-

cates that she was a Mayang oi Mangang or any other tribe

influenced by the Hodos

We have so far examined f^overal fables and half fabulous

accounts in an attempt to hnd out tin father ol Pakhangba. Xn
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this attempt we have not only found out the father but also we get

the original name of Pakhangba. Now we conclude from the above

investigations that the father of Pakhangba was “Likleiig’’ and

the name of Pakhangba dven by his parents was “Nongta

Tukuplik” and in rhcfftened form ‘Nongta’.

Tupv amlZatw6w were the names of posts under the Poirci kings.

The functions of ikese posts ^cre to bo officers-in-charge or guides

of a tribe. Sometime^ it ij- used by compounding the two words

like lambu’lupu We will investigate who was Tupu Likleng in

the latter part of this ai i icle.

Our next is the iiiviriligatiou ol the number of brothers

iind bistcra, half- blot hers and half-sisteis of Pakhangba One of

the best accounts, Niiigthonrol Lambuba, reters to only one younger

sister named Siia Tvinithing-im She is found to have been men-

tioned in several other accountb also. One curosity is that how

the fable makers an<l ni^stiliirs left her iiniiccounted when all her

father, mother and bi other ,ire niyhlified. It is not known whether

slie wa-j a half si t(‘i oi not but this much is certain that she

was a uterine .sistei oi Pakliangba

Sira Koiithing-mi is known in aeeoiiuts >t Manipur for lur skill

111 dressing and cooking meat sjM'iiull} Ind (Quoting the text

NingUiourol Lambuha, which dales, ^^Kotoit numitmadi nianbi

chaklei-hao haoren Jcnjluf shan iubi Yohtongfa Ijairen Pakhangba

machan Sna Konihing- v plutmil mukmv Jiaimeichon thnnychi

yatoihn bare.n leifoy-yaf '-anggai chikhong cheng saku u along than

imnglen khoidou ofha Knuq fet famUi»bahu salcu walong-nnng wahng

ningkoithakki fhang<hi imncfi finnniakyi, Saren fmsen pahvarakye\

The gist of the abrivi |)ass,^ige is, ‘One day the meat of that sacri-

ficed young cow was ehojiped into smaller pieces and cooked by

Sira Kouthiug-nu tlie younger bister of Pakhangba in which the

meat was much stired and cooked that the meat disintegrated*.

This cooking of meat was in connection with the feast of reeo-

lution of a feud hetw'een the family of Yaoreiba and their

neighbours arising out of the loss of chicken pigs, ducks, goats etc.
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in wMob the Yaoreibas charged their neighbours responsible for

the loss of Ihoir pigs, chicken etc. and tlio neighbours counter-

charged the Yaoreibas rewponsible for the loss of their white goats,

^oth the parties se*irched in vain for theii lost livestock. The

parties said their search or quarrel was nothing but a leirang

atinga meaning a 'flower in sky’ whicli has no physical existence

and agreed to fesolvc th<*ir feud by sacrilicing a young cow. The

saorificcKi animal was cooked by Sira Koiilliing-nu. In another

occasion when litr iiepho^^ Kliiinoi I'ompok the son of Pakhangba,

who attempted to dcvjHc a sounding drum with hides of diiferent

animals but faded to aeliicvc the desired sound, she skinned off

the hide of a young cow and used tho hide where they got the

desired sound

Since Sira Konthing-nu was in the (‘hakkha-Nung settlement at

Kangla-tongbi, hei uterine brothei Nongta is also supposed to bo

in that settlement before he assumed the chieftainship of tho Lei-

Nungs and Tiei-Hoiis. In that case both ^>1 tht in belonged to the

Chakkha-Nung, they otinnot be strangers 'specially in those early

days. It is also not equ.illy impossible to uppose that Sira

Konthing-nu was in«iiri*’d to a man of tlu^ (JJhakkha-Nung of

Kangla-tongbi from the hoUM ot her maleintil grand-father at or

near Kongba-Ju the t<;Ui(c of the Kongba slieam. It is also not

known whether Luwaiig i’uushiba was still alivt* m tho time of his

sixth descendant I o. Vaoieiba hinee Luwaiig Punshiba is probably

the most exceptionally long lived king ol Poirci and is found to

have been described in liteiary accounts and traditions that he

lived upto his 0th dcseendant and rogeiieiutcd his youthful vigour

for the 5th time. Assuming tk^t he lived lor some, say 100 years,

there is cveiy reason to siy thit upto the time of Yaoreiba ho

was alive liad Yaoreiba been tho eldest ol the c Idest descendants

and the youngest son of Luwang Puiishiba boi ii by his youngest

wife was probably in his teens Since Sira Konthing-nu was a con-

temporary ol Yaoreiba or his deseendants there is every reason

to say that Pakhangba was also a contemporary of the descendants

of Yapjeeiba or at the prost of Yivoreiba himself It is likely that
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Nongta moved from Kan^la-tongbi to flu? areas of Kongba-rn

where the Lei-Nungs settled when he was invited to bceomc their

chief where he had a quarrel with Anganga who belonged tt» a

Kou(ba) tribe over the reclamation of non-marshy land.

At the moment it is difficult to find out under w’hat cirenrn-

stances Yabiroka had thr<‘e husbands. His also equ<>ll> difficult

to know that she had the three husbands simultaneously or in

succession, we also do not know whether Tupn Likleng was the

first husband or not. q^ho meaning of the above referred texts

gives both the state of affairs. It is more likely that she married

in succession. However this gives us one of the best materitils for

the social anthropology of th^^ early Poireis.

We do not find any other brother or sister of Pakhangba

other than his younger sister Sira Konthing-nu. There is tradi-

tional belief of the Tangklmls inhabiting the north eastern parts

of present Manipur. In their traditions it is said that a Tangkhul

loft his homo for the valley leaving behind his brothers and

became king in the valley. \\ Idle he was ]e«iving for the valley

he asked his brothers to see a huge column of smoke from the

valley every year in a particular season to acknowledge his physical

existence. Tangkhul is not a homogeneous tribe, it is an admixture

of Lei, Hou and Khu with elements of Nung of which a good

bulk of Lei, Khu became a constituent part of the Meiteis. On tho

other hand, if they failed to see the column of smoke they could

presume that he was no more. The tradition further mentions that

it was he who became known as Pakhangba. This tradition cannot

be pushed too far as the name Pakhangba existed only from the 16th

century A.D. However it may at the most be presumed that Pa-

khangba had some brothers w ho continued to stay in their maternal

grandfather’s house with their mother who later became Tangkhuls.

It is quite likely that Yabiroka could have given birth to

some more children. If we are to believe the Tangkhul traditions,

Pakhangba must have some half-brothers and sisters.

It is seen from different accounts that Piikhangba had some

eighteen cc^gnomen. They are (1) Nongta Tuknplik, (2) Nongtreng
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Apumba, (3) Leinung Lonja Ariba, (4) lia^oyang Tanouba,

(5) Nongpok Poklen, (6) Umiha Nmgthciu Yoiremba, (7) Ching-

wang Ningthou Atcngbn, (8) Laiyingthoii Apanba, (9) Ching-U

Langba Apanba, (10) Leinung Lonjn Pakhangba, (11 ) Lai Pakhang

Atongba, (12) Tangja Leela Pakhangba, (13) Lolan«; Pakhangba,

(14) Tubi Yoi Nongta, (15) Noiigta Laiion P^^khangba, (16) Ning-

thcm, (17) Sana and (18) Javista.

All the above Htated names except Nongta Tukuplik were

given posthumously by the fable makers and mystifjers in tlie 10th

and 17th oentuiy A.D. when the society in the valley was intoxi-

cating in the persuit of Tantiic culture, in ordci to please the

autociate lulers who were descendants of Nongta Tukuplik.

It was most probably during the eaily ])art oI Khagemba
(1597-1652 A D.) the fable makers projected Nongta to bo the Pa-

khangba of the Sanamahi-Pakhangba legend ol the Eegt'-Moiiang.

Not only Nongta was projected to be the Pakhangba, Khagemba too

adopted the Lai title Lairen for the first time by the Poirei kings

as recorded in Cheitharol Kumbaba, as well as the Kege-Moirang

title Sa* a for princesses and piinces. Since then the j>rinceb and

princesses ol the Poireis became known as Sa7ia. Prior to Khagemba
the title for the Poirei kings was Meiding-ngn, and princesses and

royal la<lies were exclusively called lAirna The \\oid Leirmt was

also in use in Koge-Moirang. In ordoi to avoid confusion the

name Pakhangba for Nongta is however letaincd thioughout this

book oxoopl otheiwise mentioned

Each name of the above is found to have associated with a

myth. The ultimate result was that the ignorant and supersti-

tious mass took Nongta Tukuplik was a demi-god, and thus

establlslied the divine theory of king. ‘<Again scholars of the 19th

century A.L. under the impact of Vaisnavism further projected

Nongta to be an Aryan ruler, where casteism and superiority of

race are clearly refieoted even in Cheitliarol Kumbaba.

In the names occuring in serial No. (3) (10) of the above
we find a term ^Leinung Lonja’ where Lonja ‘people belonging to*.
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So the meaning of Leinnng Lonja is 'people belonging to Leinnng'.

As disGUBSod in earlier section that Leinung belonged to a neo*

Tibetan tribe* This indicates Pakhangba was a Leinnng tribe or

he became Leinnng by convention It may be mentioned here

that $ome scholars, depending on the fable, took that the term

leinnng meant, 'inside the earth’ and said it was the name when

Pakhangba ruled inside the earth in the Hayee Chah (Satya Yuga).

Pakhangba mariied a giil named La*sa-ra vho belonged to a

Heirong tribe. Ningthonrol Tiombuba states that she vas the daugh-

ter of the Heirong chieftain ITeirong Longhba Leitham Thamliba.

As discussed in the section on Heirong, this tribe belonged to a neo-

Burmese tribe of Tai origin who got mixed with the neo-Tibetans-

It may be pointed out, here, that the name Laisara is found to have

written as Laisana in the writing of the later period, specially

Oheithnrol Kiimbaba which was re-written during the period from

1S25 A.T) to 188r^ AD It also furthei mentions that Laisana be-

longed to the tribe of Poireitou The tribe of Poireiton is clearly seen

to be a Himalayan tribe oalied Thakklia who got mixed with people

of Tai origin. In short Poiiaion belonged to the Himalayan

tribe Ohakkha whore as 1^ iisa-ra belonged to a neo-Burmese tribe of

Tai origin. While writing about Laisa-ra to have belonged to the

tribe of Poireiton, the intention of the chroniclers seem to project

a racial superiority of the tnbe of Pakhangba to that of Poireiton

specially when the relations of the two were lost in the later period

with the emergence of the Luwang and Mangang clans. Pakhangba

is probably assumed by these chroniclers as an Aryan*

Pakhangba had one paramour named Koo.thing Nurabi be-

longing to a Hangoi tribe. The Hangoi was a sub-olan of the

Thoubal tribe who first inhabited somewhere near present Litan

in the Ukhrul sub-division, later the Hangois shifted towards

Pukhao area. The llioubals were neo-Burmeso tribes of mixed

origin. ^
So far we are able to know the racial origin of the mother and

wife of Pakhangba. Now we are to proceed for the identification

of the race to which Tupu Likleng belonged. Literary accounts
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litvi Niiigdiottnolt Sfaitigjkab and Sandrembi (Bmati:an>bi)^Ghaiia*i^

state tAiat the Bod&ty theses imfilieitly means the Leinung soolety

T»4bio rilifted ftom Kanglartongbi to the upper oourse of the Kongba

ris^ as a result of family feud in the Ghakkhan family folloiHtig

the death of Lnwang Punshiba, was perhaps in a chaos. They

wanted an able ruler and invited Pahhangba to become their chief.

Pahhangba accepted the invitation and became their chief. Ifwo

are tc belies^ in the^e accounts Pakfaangba must have belonged to

another tribe other than the Leinun^. Even in those days of the

reoEiotB past people generally accepted a man of royal blood descent

and not the commoners a& their king. So the father of Pakhangba,

Tupn Likleng must have descended from the ruling line of the

Poineis. Yabiroka the mother of Pskhangba belonged to the

Leihou tribe as diBcaased earlier. Pahhangba became a Leinung

by convention only, he belonged to the tnbe to which his father

Tupu Likleng belonged as the society was patrial ehal

At the moment wo have no concrete material for investigation

on the ethnic origin of Tupu Likleng. There is no indication that

he was a Leihou tribe. It is most likely that he was either a

Nang tribe or Chakkha tril>e The namo of his son Nongta suggests

that he also belonged to the same tribe to which Yabiroka belonged,

or at the most they could have belonged to the different sub-elans

of the same tribe. We have very little account referring to the

name of the Kimalavan tribe in the non-Aiyan way except some

references here and there during the Asokan peiiod Emperor

Asoka’s father is said to have also the name Nemita* The Suffix

‘-ta’ IS found to be frequent adopted by the Aryanised Sakya

tribe of India. The suffix ‘-ta’ in Noiig4a also suggests him to be

of^tUs tribe. The Poirei society as stated above was patriarchal

aad hence Tupu Likleng belonged to a Chakkha tribe*

The social status of Tupu Likleng may be investigated asfollows

:

As stated above, the literary accounts mention one word ^Ttipu’

in ooimection with Tupu Likleng. In the political setup of early

PoireiS a post named *£ambu’ is found. Lambu is an ofBoer-in-

ohai^ge of a Mbe. TlniB Leihou bambu or Lambu of Leihou is a
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The Word Tapu is used in the form of Lambu Tupu ^hi<^h also

had a meaning something like ^gtiide’. Tt also seetns the two words

had the same meaning bnt of different origins. In that case ISipu

means officerdn-charge. Th(* text says that the father of'Pakhangba

a Ttipti It is therefore most probable that Nongt-a (Pa-

khangba) was the son of the offieer-m-elnn ge of the Le*ihou. From

mediaeval to modern context Lambu is generally appointed from

amongst the persons belonging to tribt s (»thei than tlie tribe itseli

Assuming this praetke was also pre\alent in Iho cailytlays too,

the Leihou I anihu imisl ha\o belonged to a poison other than the

Lcilious. In early jKiiod such adnmiistiative ofiiceit were generally

ap])oJ»ited iiom the luhiig family or the ruling clan i'elyingoii

this practict I'upu Likleng must have belonged to some jieisous oi

the large family of Luwaiig Pumhiba (c, 910-080 AD.) or other

descendants of Poireitoii It may hr noted that the early Poneis

V ere VC ry particular about the bloodline of tbeir iiileis No one

other than the blor)d line of the ruling gioup could claim the

thn)ni 'faking into acc<»unt of Meiliourol Lathup and Thoerel

Meiranj Leoba there is eveiy leasoii to believe Liiwang Langmaiba

had allot hei name Likleng, Since Nongta became the chief of

thr Leinuiig and the Leihou inhabiting the upper Iril valley

besides the Mahou, Khung-khung, Leitba, Mantak etc. he must

have belonged to the ruling lino of the Poireis lest people Would

neither accept him nor ho could claim the chieftainship. Luwang
Langmaiba or Likleng could have been appointed the Lstnbu

or Tupu of the Leihou tribe by the Poirei king Luwang Ptinsiiibta

in his old days

Thus we conclude that Nongta Pakhangba) was a male child

begotten in the womb of Yabiroka the daughter of a Lei-hou chief

by Luwang Langmaiba the titular name of Likleng, one ot the

grandsons of Luwang Punshiba. In short Pakhangba was one of

the ciesoendants of Luwang IPunsfaiba the Chakkha.

Cheithaxol Eumhaba indicates that Pakhangba lived for almost

anabsmd IfM) jFUarsand he wa» on the ^throne for
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320 years as discussed in earlier sections, that he must have

ascended the throne at about 30 years a^e or so. We will examine

for how long he lived. The period under consideration was days

of working and hence a rapid ageing period with few exceptions.

People usually got very old at about 60 years of age. Pakhangba

could have been older than his younger sister Sira Konthing-nu by

about one year in the minimum to about 20 years at the most,

however taking the optimum we may very reasonably assume that

Pakhangba was older than his sister by, say, 5 years Sira Kon-

thing-nu is found to be very active in the time of Khuiyoi Tompok

the son of Pakhangba and she cannot be expected to be much

older than 50 years of age by that period The text indicates that

Khuiyoi Tompok succeeded Pakhangba quite young as evident

from his lack of proper wibdom indicating a second class life ot

Pakhangba and he could have <lied bcloie the age of 60 years

However we have alloted him about 60 ycais in the construction

of tentative dates.

The reason for the invitation or stltciion for the chieftriuiship

of the Leinung and Leiliou is that Pakhangba was the grand-son ol

the Leihou chief and son ol the Lawba-Tu}ri ( officcr-iiM‘harge)

of the Leinung and Leihou under the Poirei king
, and one the

great-grandsons of the Poiioi king Luwang Puiishiba and blood line

of the royalty,

When the oiiginul puiicipahty of Poiroiton ruled by his

descendants which was later known as the Luwang principality

became weaker and weaker in power, and on the other hand

the principality to which Pakhangba belonged which was later

known as the Mangang principality grew ore and more poweiful,

the Mangang principality subdued the Luwang piincipality. As

time passed on peojilc could not recollect Pakhangba w^as one ot

the desceiidaiits oi Pt»ireiton, the Mangang chioniclets often attacked

Poiroiton, they invented many stories in which Pakhangba was

made to fight with his auccstor Poireiton and also projeited

Pakhangba to have belonged to anotlier race other than that oi

Poiroiton and insortcil in tlieir writings a racial aa|ieriori<y of
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Pakbangba to that of Poireiton. It may be noted that the Luwang

principality had the influence of the Nung people* a Tai origin and

on the other hand the Mangang principality was influenced by the

Mangang Hao, a Tibeto-Burman tribe of Bodo origin. Not to

speak of these remote days, oven the descendants of Pamheiba*

which is hardly two and a half centuries of modern period, who are

now known as Narasingh, Karta, Mantrimayum etc
,
pose among

themselves for superiority but with a different tone and that they

remember they are the descendants of Pamheiba, being a modern

period. It it ^crc in the early period and at the same time they

maintained separate principalities fighting one another for su-

premacy and the different chroniclers invented different stories

and inserted them in their respective chronicles, then wo would have

met the same late of Poiroiton and Pakbangba Taking the

advantage of the similarity of names of the mother of Poireiton

with that of Lnisa-ra, which is Piyai-im (Priya-nu), the Mangang

chionii'lers projei ted 1-aisa-ra to be the younger sister ot Poireiton

whi> actually lived ^^ome two centuiieb earlier than Laisa-ra.

Prince C'harlc'S not the son of Queen Elizabeth who ruled England

in the loth ccntuiy A D. and remained unmarried. Clieitharol

Kumbaha, however does not expheiily mention Laisa-ra to be the

younger sibter of Poheiton but leaves with certain ambiguity. It

states, **Who came along with Poireiton in the migration”. All

such invented stories have made our investigation all the more time

consuming,

The parentage of Yabiroka the mother of Pakbangba, given by

the account ‘Lei-nnng Yabirok Laihui’, a manubcript, states,

einung Yahrok panthou mama jokpu lathmhadi Yahhhn Itaht-

rai m lathmye, Pakm mama pokpu chatam laihuhadt Lt%yaten-na

chatana laihuiye PitUm vtama pokpu sana hklai yenharh yotJeima

JSaya- mlaikanhim sat a liklat, yelle*\ The literal meaning ol this

passage is, ‘The father of Yabiroka is horn by Yakkha Yabnen.

The mother* la,ther i e. her maternal grandtathei is Lcijaitn and

m.itcinal giandmother is Saya-nu who was given ilio title Yotleima

and progc^mtoi of a ‘saUi’. The text however doco not m^utigu
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htt &th«r nad ibotber. It iB diffietilt to if^ly «okly on the t^Mtlng

of tiiie test. The language of the tent oleerly indieiates that it is

a modern language. So at the most iiro can assame that the

scholar who tvrote thh> account might have collected his materials

from aomo other accounts and entered Yakkha Yabireh as her

grandfather. It Boctns Yakkha Yabiien was her father and Baya-nu

a prominent lady was her grandm<)thcr. Belying on this account

the maternal grandfather and maternal grandmother of Yabiioka

w^ro Leiyaren and 8aya-tm lespectively,

The parentage of 1 aisa-ra the wife of Pakhangba according to

the account ^Laisa^ra Laihiit,^ a manuscript, is given as foUowb.

^^Ueirong4(n ^hunn pamJtl^ou majta polpn chafana laihuibadi Ldnung
Piffhhi-nu aa laihuiye. FaUm fmmi p6kpu chaftna laiJmibadi

Sga^ba Yu-Ohakha no chatana hihtiiye. Palem mama pokpu ftana

lihhi yenhadi Nga*m Piyai-vu na Sana lihlai ydh*\ The iilordl

meaning of this poersage is, *Thu father of that Ueiroug lady

{which means Laisa*>ra who is said to have belonged to a Heirong

tribe) was born by a lady named Pisliin-nu who belonged to a

Lei*-!Nung tribe. Her father w'as bom by a man named Nganba

who belonged to a Yu-Chakklia tribe and a lacly named Piyai-nu

w^ho belonged to a Nga trilie*. The meaning is rather confusing.

It may be mentioned here that the tribe Nga is called Anga in the

Indian mythology and in the 'Mongoloid world they are called

Nga-nu, and the name Piyai is derived from the Pali word Piya

which correbpoiids to Priya of Sanskrit. Unlike the former one

this text dearly slates that the father of Laisa-ra was born by

Pishin-nu, a lady who belonged to a J.ei Nung tribe. As discussed

earlier the father of Laisa-i^a is Heirong Longliba Lidtham

Thamiiba who belonged to a Heirong tribe. Frr)m this account it

is seen that the family of Laisa-ra belonged to a mixed tribe of

Heirong, Lei, Nuug and Nga.
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The Kege principality as used to bo called by the Poireis, ^aa

a part of tbe Moriya kaigdom Itfi rwlcrs \ieie Moriya piincea^

The Kege principality flonrished lor about one and half oentury

from about 11(K) A.D, to about 1200 A.B. The account of this

principality is lost except some references. ^Jlie Moriya princo

Moriya Phamballaolia is pt'rhaps the founder of this principality

or perhaps the Moriya ruler who sliifted his capital to the southern

side of Imphal valley. The Mtinipuri accounts refer to Moriya

princes only when they were active on the southern parte of Impha)

valley and no reference is given while they were in Moriya or

Kaboi^ voile}'. Moiiya is found to have also been written as Mori,

Mori-ba and Muwa e.g. Mori Loushingba, Morhba Naocha-su etc.

It is not known who succeeded Moriya Phamballacha but the

descendants who luled tJxe Kege principality at about 1260 A,D.

is found to be one prince named Oimi Seng llaja (Oinu fttngba-re-

cha) believed to be the 7 th oi 8th dcbccndant of Moriya Pham**

ballacha. In the literary account Ninthourol Lambiiba, the name

is found to have written as Oinu Scnijbaracba ^ The name of the

widow queen of Binnaka Raja is Nag Seng’ who is said to be a

‘true Sakiyan’. Moio details arc discuRSecl in the poction on

Rookap, Cbingshang, Khunpbara and Ngangheng. Here also the

word *seng’ is found in Oinu *Seng-ba-ra-oho. Since the suffix

‘-ba' is a Tibeto-Burinan and hence tbe name may bo read as

Oinu Seng Raja. It may also be mentioned here that the word

‘seng' is also frequently adopted by the Tai inhabiting eastern

and northern Burma. It is during Oinu Seng Raja's reign that

the Keges destroyed the principality at Lamangdong ruled by the

aristocratic Bangals. The inhabitants of Lamangdong prinoipaiity

1, Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by O. Bbogoswai Singh, nag6-47«

2. Olass Palace Chronicle, page-30.
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wereBangnlfe, proto-Bangals and Tibcto-Burman Mayanga Possibly

after dcBtroymg the Lamangdong piineipality the Kegos attacked

the Poireis where they got the worst rever es in which 763 Fegos

according to Ningthonrol Lambuba* and 63 Kcge*^ (written as

Moirangs) according to Cheitharol Kumbaba* were killed. It is

mentioned that Moriya Oinu Seng Kaja was captured alive by the

Poirei king Khongtekoha. Along with the downfall of the Keges

another tribe, the Moirang led by Thangjitig Koirel Lai arrived

and settled near the scattered principality of the Kego at

Ngangkha-tawai at about 1270 A.U. Piior to then coining doun

to the valley, the Moirangs inhabited the hill now known as tlie

Thangjing lull. Later the Keges and the Moirangs amalgamated

into one political unit under the name Kcgc-Moirang pnneipaliU

with a chief whose ethnic origin was of Lai More details on Lai

are discussed in the section on Moirang

Diffeieni chroniclers of later period biought Moriya Pham-

balladu into the genealogy of some clans in a fabulous way

Nongbal chroniclers put him as a Nongbal tribe One prominent

person named Kangba who belonged to an Asiatic trilie called

Kang wliich later amalgamated with the Nongbal tribe, who pro-

bably lived in the llth century A.D. had been projected to be the

brother or father of Moriya Phamballacha in a fabulous way. In

another account Moriya Phamballaoha is desoribod to be the

ancestor of Konthoujam Lairembi, the Umang Lai. But none of the

accounts mention Moriya Phamballacha to have belonged to the

Moriya clan of the Sakya tribe.

In Ningthourol Lambuba we find heie and there names like

Kamiya,* Tariya,® Tontiya,^ Samtuya,® Rasika*^ etc. ol Pali

Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by 0. Bhogeswar Bmgh, pageB-47.

4. Cheitharol Kumbaba, publisliod by the Manipun Sahitya PansUad, p.-3.

5. Ningthourol Lambuba, edited by 0. Bhogeswar Smgh, pagedTS.

6. ibid„ paged3S.

7. ibid., page-176,

8. ibid., page-201.

9. ibid., page-222.
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origin which belonged to the Kege principality. It appears other

tribes also got the impact of the Moriya culture and adopted the

above type of names. The Moriya of Kabow valley and its

surrounding areas were from Fippalivana of the Middle country.

Hie Moriyas brought with them the pro-Buddhist type of culture

of the Middle country that was present in the 2nd and 3rd

century B.C.

The evidence of the Kege principality dourishing in art and

literature is seen from the following accounts. In different literary

accounts it is mentioned that Moriya Phamballacha introduced a

calendar. It is also said tliat ho introduced the counting of the

flux of time by an ora system. As the accounts of the Keges are

lost, it is not possible to find the epoch of the ora and more over

the adoption of the era is also lost. At the most it may be expected

to be in the first half of the 12th century A.D. In the calendar

of Moriya Phamballacha tlierc are twc'lve months in a Tropical

year. He inserted the rainy season to be the month of Inga. In

short, in his calendar, monsoon begins to set in the month Inga

and begins to retreat in the month of Ingel. These two months

are the 3rd and 4th months respectively of modern calendar. The

months are Sajibu, Kglen, Inga, Ingel, ThawEl, Langban, Mera,

Hiyaiigoi, Poinu, Wakohmg, Phairen and Lamda. It is not known

from which month the year staited according to Moriya Pham-

ballaoha calendar. Accounts like Poireiton Khunthok, states that

Moriya Phamballacha started the year by Inga kumdam Ingel

kumkhai meaning 'monsoon setting in Inga, monsoon re-

treating in Ingel’ There is no historical record or account

dealing with how the names of the months were given. It is

evident that prior to Moriya Phamballacha the seasons and

months were probably in chaos, counting the months on luna-

Uona gave rise to one month off the season in tho third year and

the cumulative result would have been six months off the season

in about the sixteenth year. It is therefore seen that a particu-

lar luaoar month was probably named by some people, say Poinu

as Wera^ some people as Lamda and so on bringing a total obaos.
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The earlier people of the Imphal valley could not develop the

matbematicB for intercalation even though the tribe of Poireiton

had some rudimentary idea of astronomy specially star constella-

tions and their apparent motions but it appears in oalendaric

astronomy they did not possess a workable knowledge. In such a

situation Moriya Phamballaolia took a step probably with the

advice of his astronomers to peg a month with season as the mile-

stone ol the new calendar. The common people were ignorant of

the observation of motions of heavenly bodies, but they were well

acquainted with the changes of the seasons Thus he fixed the

month of Inga and Ingel in the period of rainy season which is a

distinctly visible phenomenon. The occurance of rainy season or

onset of monsoon is a regular physical phenomenon depending on

the revolution of the earth and precession of equinoxes. The

Monsoon sets in the beginning of the second week of rlune of the

Gregorian calendar every yeai. It is therefore seen that the months

of Inga and Ingel are Tropical months. Hence, ‘the Moriya Pluim-

ballaclia year’ was a Tropical yeai unlike the Sidereal year adopted

by the Manipuris of to-day and the calendar adopted by Moriya

Phamballacha was a crude Solar calendar. It may be noted that

the adoption of Luni-Solar calendar by the Manipuris with Sidereal

year was from 1485 A.D. In the present Luni-Solar calendar there

is no provision for Shilhenba, but this function is forced into the

framework of the Luni-Solar calendar without any justification.

The function Shilhenba should categorically be applied to Solar

calendars presumably of somewhat crude form. It is accounted

from the adoption of equal number of days for each month. A
month was allotod 30 days. Thus in 12 months there are only

360 days, falling short of about 5 days and a little more in a year.

In order to adjust the shortage, some 5 days in a year were alloted

for Shilhenba- These extra days were independent of any month.

It may be mentioned here that in Egypt in early B.O. people used

the flood of the Kile as the milestone of the year. They also had

the same pattern of Shilhenba.

It is most likely that the Shilhenba system was introduced by

Moriya Phamballacha in his crude Solar calendar. It is not known
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from which month the year started. It is most likely that the

year started from the month of Lamda and the adjustment of

Shilhenha was done in the month of Phairen. There is a tradition

that the month would remain stationary in the month of Phairen

till the appropriate season comes which however seems from the

meaning of Phai in modem Manipuri language *to halt’ belonging

to a dialect of a tribo that constituted the Meitcis. But the

Kege principality had contacts with the Marems a Mon origin in

whose dialect phai means 'plain\ and the suffix ^ren is a neo-

Tibetah origin meaning ‘chief*. Thus Phairen means ‘great

valley'. So the function of Shdhenba was perfomed after tl e com-

pletion 30 days of the Phairen month. It is also not known

whether the 7-day week system was introduced or not by Moriya

Phamballacha or an earlier practice.

The names of months when disintegrated, clearly reflect the

probonce of the dialects belonging to Mon, Tai and other Austric

origins besides Moiiya. Wo may examine the pattern of the names

of monthb by disintegrating as follows : Sajibu (Sachi-phu), Kalcii

(Ka-len), Inga (I-Nga), Jngel (I-Ngel), Thawan (Tha-wan), Langban

(Laiig-ban), Mera (Me-ra), Iliyanggei (Hi-yaiig-kei), Pomu (Poi-nu),

Wakchiiig (Wak-ohing), Phaiien (Phai-ieu) and Lamda (Lam-ta).

Jlence these word patterns cleaily indicate that the names were

originated from the Moriyas As l(»r tlie date of existence of these

names of months, it cannot be ascertained due to want of materials

but in no case they can oxjst earlier than the 10th century A.D.,

because the period of arrival of these tribes mentioned above were

later than the 10th century A.D.

Whereas, the names of week days are originated from the word

Poireis as the formations clearly show the presence of Mangang,

Nongmai besides Chakkha formations which will bo clearly seen

by disintegrating them os follows : Nongmaijing (Nongmai-ching),

Ningthoukaba (Ningthou-kaba), Leipakpokpa (Lei])ak-pokpa) Yum-

sakeisa ( Yum-sa kei-sa ), Sagolsen ( Sagol-son ), Irai (1-rai) and

Thangja (Tliang-cha). Since there is the presence of Mangang word

the period of emergence of the name of week days cannot he
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Gtipectod to be eatlier than tbe 13th eentury A.D. the period in

whioh the Mangang became amalgamated with a section of Poireia.

The Sakiyan prinoeA who entered Burma in the second century

B.O. (according to the Burmese chronicles 923 B.C.) and in the 3rd

century A.D. (according to tlie Burmese chronicle 523 B.C.) were in

touch with the Vedanga Jyotisha only. Vedanga Jyotisha is a crude

calendaric astronomy prevalent iipto about 300 A.D. There is a

clear record of the use of Vedanga Jyotisha during the period of

Satavahana (200 A.D*). During Vedanga Jyotisha period the 7.day

week system wa*- not in vogue They used to count the days by

Nakshatras. There arc 27 Nakshatras and sometimes 28 with the

addition one more Nakshatra named Abhijii. The adoption of

scientific calendar known as Siddliantic Jyotisha came into use from

the Greek. Thus it is seen that a revolutionary change in calendar

bad been introduced by Moiiya PKamballacha

.

It appears^ since their depaituro from the Indian mainland

they neither developed a more soieiitiiio cahuuiar of their own nor

the knowledge of the more advanced Indian astronomy had reached

them till probably about the 15th century A.D. Ti was fiom about

this period the knowledge ot Suldhaiitic Jyotisha gradually pene-

trated into these areas brought by the l^ralunin scholars. In India

astronomy is intricately associated with iho Indian astrology for

which it is called Vedanga Jyotisha meaning Myotisha a part of the

Veda’, exj[X)unded by Paraswar the father of Vyasa. Till this

date the Paraswar school astrology is regaided the supreme

in Indian astrology. Tlie knowledge of astronomy had farther

penetrated to the Naras who wore a mixed stock of Tai and

some Himalayan Mongoloids, The Naras who settled in nor-

thern Burma were much regarded for their proficiency in astro-

nomy besides the Manipuris of tho ancient kingdom of Manipur.

As regards the knowledge of astronomy of the Na^tas there is

no impossibility of having the impact of the Chinese astrontuy too.

Hie Vedanga Jyotisha was gradually replaced by Pitamaha

Siddfaaii4ia> Vasiatba Siddhanta, liomaka Siddhania, and Paulisa^
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Slddh&nta, and finally replaced by &33*ya Siddhan^a from about the

middle of the 6th century A.D., expounded or composed by Vara-

hamihilra who died in the year 5S7 A.D., with the knowledge of

astronomy from the Graeco-Chaldoans*

The period of development of the Manipuri names of the

nakshatras or lunar mansions which were called fTiaummichahs, is

not known. If it were developed prior to the arrival of Surya

Siddhanta in these areas the number of nakshatras should have

been 28 nakshatras but the number of the Manipuri nakshatras so

far collected from different manuscripts is found to be only 27

nakshatras and no corresponding name of Abhijit nakshatra is

found. These findings prompt us to think that the Manipuri

names of the lunar mansions are of post Surya Siddhanta deve-

lopment and the name of the mansion Khongjom-nubi corresponding

to Krttika i.e. Pleiades is found to have been mentioned as early as

ihe 9th century A.D. There is a myth called Khongjom-nubi nottg-

garoJ in manuscript, in which the stars of Pleiades were regar ckd

as the girls of the Sakya tribe of Poirciton which later known ns

theLuwangb. In the Greek mythology too the stars of the Pleiades

weie the seven daughters of Atlas and Plciono, w ho were placed

by Zeus among the stars. The manuscript does not clearly indicate

which of the tJiawaw chaha is the first one of the lunar mansion

but impliedly Khongjom-^jmhi is shown to be tho first.

The following are the Manipuri names of the Lunar Mansions

with the corresponding International along with junction stars

given in brat'ket, Sanskrit and Chinese names.

1. Supk (P, y Arietis, junction star fi
Arietis), Asvini, Lou.

2. Thaba (35, 39, 41 Arietis, junction star 41 Arietis), Bharani,

Wei.

3. Khongjom^nubi (Pleiades, junction star rj Tauri) Krttika,

Mao.

4. Apa-nga («c, 5, y, 8, e Tauri, junction star * Tauri), Rohini, Pi.

5. Sachung Telheiba (X, Ononis, junction star X Oriowis),

Mrgasira^ Tzu.
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6. LeeHUt Saphaba (< Orionis, junction star < Orionis), Ardrai

Ts’an.

7. Chingjaroy (<f jS Gominorum, junction star p Geminorm),

Purnavasu, Oiiing.

8. Ohungaen^jiupi (y, 6, & Oancri, junction star S Cancii), Pusya,

Kuei.

9. Ntfigthou-naga a, S, c, />, ^ llydiae, junction star < Can-

cri), Ashlesha, Liu

10 N%ngthou-iaicn (<, iy, y, 4, /*, e Looms, junction star < Leo-

nis), Maglia, Using

11. Nnigthou-f^hamu (8, 0 Leonis, junction star 8 Leonis) Purva-

plialguni, Chang

lii. Shamu-jiicha (P, 03 Leonis, junction star p Leonis), Uttara-

phalguni, 1

13. Uphong-ngatu (8, y, e, p Corvi, junt tion star 8 Corvi), Hasta,

Chen.

11. Mokaftg-Salha (< Viigims, junction star «t \ iiginis), Chitra,

Ohio

1o. Lumng-salica ( < Bootis, junction btai Bootis ), Svati,

K*aug

10 llalka (<, p, 1 y Librae, junction stii ocLibiae), Visakha, Ti.

17 Okptiroy (p, 8, Sconiii, junction stai 8 Scorpn), Anuradha,

Pang.

18. Tahmruig (Py v, i Scorpn, junction star < Scoipii), Jyestha,

Hsin.

19. Tongcliaiig-7mpi (A, u, Scoipii, junction stai X Scoipii), Mula,

Wei

20. Thayai (8, e Sagittan, junction star 8 Sagittari), Purva-

sara, Chi

21. Thatoii {By t, a, y Sagittan, juction star a Sagittari), Utta-

tasara, Tou

22. NingtJu>u-manvrmamou { <, r, y Aquilae, junction star <

Aquilae), Sarvana, Nu

23. JSarei-mayc ( p, 8, y Delphini junction star p Delphim),

Dhanistha, Hsu.
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2-#. Korou-nm (A Aquarri and 100 adjacent stars, junction star

X Aquarri), Satabhiea, Wei.

25 Khaba-hleng (<, j5 Pegasi, lunction star < Pegasi), Purva-

bhadrapad, Shih

26 Mpa4eining (y Pegasi, < Andiomedae, junction star Pegasi),

Dttarabfaadrapad, Fi

27* Waya khuro (32 stars of which the southernmost is t Pisci-

cum, junction star C Piscicum) Revati, K’lici

There are no corresponding Manipun names of the 12 Zodiacal

Signs and hence they were unknown to the early jieoplo ol the ancient

Manipur It also strongly suggests that the Sikyas and Moriyas

migrated before expounding tht Signs of Zodiac in the Indian

mainland Since Dhaja Kaja the Moriya arrived m the 3rd century

A D ,
it IS almost certain that thi loncept of the Signs of Zodiac was

10 Af( oidmg to the ai fount Tau>oiba Puj a ^vhlf h is 1 1 ihaps lo'^s deponda-

ble the names of tlio I unm Manbions aio follo\is 1 Sajik, 2 Tliaba,

3 Phatoii, 4 ThaMO, > Nmgtliou Immu, 6, Shamu Apishak, 7 Nmg
tlioii turon, 8 Nmgtbou nngn, 0, liiton kon, 10, ITui roi nai, 11, Kliaba

Loitang, 12 Lu^ang auiikon, 11 Moiung lankon, 14. Sun Lui^ang Kok,

1*3 Khongioiunubi, 16 X ko ngav^ai, 17 Clungiaioibi, 18 Cbii ^gBeunali,

19 Haoioiina-iyong thong, 20 Mam muniou Shintaknaba, 21 Saohnng

Tellioiba, 22, Lining tha say hala Oksoio-s, Taoliuuing, 24 Tong

clialen, 25 \ao|a Kluiiong Mui, 26 Arai Loima Mukshan, 27 Umbiron

Tne timo units used in astionomy aie almost tho same as that of the

Indian system except tho umts of
] oong and danda, where 00 dandas

mako 1 day and aio given ns folioWb .

60 nahums 1 mikup

60 mikups Es Ipoong

64 poongs as. 1 day
The unit of poong lias now been transferred to flie Knghsh houi unit

1 poong IS to bo equal to 1 houi I* ormoily about 2 6 poongs aie equal

to 1 hour.

Apart fiom this time unit, there was anothei unit for each day and
night which is c ailed yuthak the same unit as the Sanskrit jamardha
Each day emd night yuthak^ Hence on oquinoxial days \ yuthak

IB equal to 4 poongs and the rest of tho days aie in variations

In astrology each poong was undei tho lordship of a spirit on god, and
later the 64 number bee amo a mystic number. Thus we get 64 saroiSf 64
phamdon-yangdons, 64 Loi nuraa ete*
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not widoRptead m the Indian nuanland by about the above period*

The names of the Zodiacal Signs were developed m Babylon by

Oraeoo-Ohaldean astronomers. It is generally believed that the

Greek astronomer K\toaTp<TO(y at about 682 B C introduced the

nomenclature 'Zodiac’ to doscnlio the belt of stars about the

ecliptic The Mgns of the Zodiac were unknown to the eaily

Indian scriptures like the Brahmanas It appears that the Sakas

who founded the Saka era brought with them this concept of

Zodiacal Signs to India in the first century A D and snbequent

Indian astronomers adopted from about the 2nd century A.D.

or later These historical accounts cleaily suggest that the

much acclaimed Parashar school of Indian astrology which based

on the signs of Zodiac cannot at any rate exist eailier than

the 2nd century A D against the claim of its existence several

hundred years before Christ and before the Mahabliarata war, or eKc

at the most latter astronomers of the 3id or 4th centurj A D or

perhaps the post \ arahamihira expounded the said astrology in the

name of Parashar In the 6th century A D the Indian astionomer

VoTjdiamibira suggested some corresponding Indian names of the

12 signs but they were not followed

11 The following are the corro^ipondmg namoR ,

Babj Ionian Greek Vai ahazmhire Indian International
names names names names names

1, Ku or Iku Krios Knya Mesha Aries

2 Te te Tauros Tabun Visa Taurus

1 Mesmasu Didumoi Jituma Mitbuna Qemmi

4. Nangaiu Karxinos Kuliia Karkata Cancer

6. Aru Leen Leya Simha Leo

0. Ki Parthenon Fathona Kanya Vicgo

7, Nuru ZugOM Jnka Tula Libra

9 * Akrabn Sooipios Kanrpa Vrebika Bcerpio

9. Pa Toswntes Tauksika DhiBu Sagakbarius

10 3ahu liigoxeroB Akokera liakttra Qapneornus

11. Ou Qdrozoos fivodroga ikhnmbha A^avius
12 Zib Ichthues Aniyabha Mma FisoeB
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During the Vedanga Jyotisha period Abhijit was the 20th

nakshatra starting fiom the KrtUka ns the first lunar mansion but

with the emergence of Surya Siddhanta, Abhijit naksbatra had

been dispensed with and the counting of lunar mansion started

from Asvini as the first nakshatra Now in a vague way Abhijit

is marked a zero number in the Indian astronomy and sometimes

totally omitted. It is very likely that it had been graduall}’^ dis-

carded due to the adoption of Surya Sidhhanta from about the

6th century A.D. The culture oi astronomy was mainly concen-

trated in the ancient capital i e. the Monya city and most

astronomers were from this city who dispersed in other parts of

the territory at a latter period which is reflected even in the

text of Gheitharol Kumbaba too Most of the astronomeTs who
developed a separate Lum-8olar calendar of Manipur in the middle

of the 18th century A.D. as discussed in the section on Tieatment

on Kumbaba were people of Monya ( ity origins. The Moriyas

there got mixed with the later arnvais like Kege and Benbi-Kabow,

and the people of Monya city origins were referred to as Kege and

sometimes as Senbi-Kaboi?v or simply Kabow by the Poireis*

Again in the Chinese astronomy there are also 28 lunar mansions

like that of the Vedanga JyotiBha. The corresponding Chinese lunar

mansion of Abhijit nakhatia is Ntu and is the 9th lunar mansion

of the Chinese astronomy marked by the stars <, j8-Capriconi with

the junction star <-Lyrde and the first lunar mansion is called

Chio corresponding the Vhitra nakshatra i.e* <-Virginis. Hence

there is no image of the Chinese astionomy on the Manipuri astro-

nomy due to obvious leasons rathti theie is the image of the Greek

astronomy and myth through India However in astrology the

practice of determining the pham, for example shamu-daphanirmi

kakyen-da pham-mi etc. meaning respectively 'sitting on elephant’,

'sitting on kite’ etc* ocouring in a cyclic order in the life of a man,

when a native happens to be on 'sitting on elephant’ is ill, is said,

It would be difficult for him to recover, and on the other hand if

the native happens to be on 'sitting on kite’ the native wiU oolleot

wealth and so on, is determined on the age of the native which
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iB oftlctfteted in tropical years tmlike twe Indian system of ascer-

taining the dam where the ago of the native is calcnla^^ed in

(Mgvan years which is a duration of 360 days only and moreover

the practice of pham is not fonnd in the Parasbar school of astro*

k>gy It therefore seems to bo an origin of the east.

About the name of Moriya Phamballaoha as found in Manipur

accounts it is worthwhile to examine it more critically. We
cannot rely solely on the spLlIing and punctuation of Manipur

accounts In some accounts Moriya is written as Mariya and Pham-

ballacha ss Phambalaeha or Phambalcha. Taking the last spelling

into account it is possible to split it as Phvmha and lacha. Here

lacha means raja and the real part of the name is Phamba. It

appears Phamba like Omba is a word of the Moriyas, and if the

former word is taken the name becomes Phambal Baja. In this

name too the real pirt of the name is Phambal In modern

Manipun Phambal means coronation and thus Phambal Raja means

‘coronated king’. In some recently published booklets the name is

punctuated as Moriyapham-PaJeha which is not convincing and

appears to be concoction with certain objectives.
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A gfoup of Shans loigrated fxoni south Cluua m the year 568

A.D. The Meiteis used to call Ibis group of Tai pooi'Jc Pong, Thoy

belonged to the branch of Tai called Mao Sliaii In the lialf fabu-

lous account of Tai-Ahoni it is said that two biotherb Kliunluug

(llkun Long) aiidKbunUi (Hkuii Lai) dc&ouidcd liom the hca\cn in

the year 568 A D. and landc d in the land of Mungimiungiam (Mong

Ri Mong Rani) 'Jbey eslablisbcd a kiiigdom tbcie. 'Jbe nauio

Mungrimungiam was deiivod fioni tbtii dialect moaning *couutiy-

deseited-countiy-unbabited’. The meaning of Kbuulung and
Khuulai aie *pimcc cldei’ and ‘pinice ^oungei’ icspectively.

According to their half fabulous account, Langdou the Su>

preme God decided hi& son Thcngkham to descend on to the eaith

and establish a kingdom there. Tiicngkham was unwiUiug to go

to earth and sent his two sons Kbuulung and Khuiilai. Laiigdon

presented the two biotbers an idol called Bomdeo and some othei

aids for invoking gods for their aids accoidiiig to the Ahom source.

Khunlung was to be tJie king as bo was the elder brother Somdeo

is much alike to the sound of Soma JJeva the Indo-Aryan god.

But, aecording to the Shan sources they had two idols called

Sung and Sang. The first one i-^ male god and the second one is

his consort. The idol Somdeo of the Ahoms was as late as m
the possession of Purandhar Singh who took refuge to Bengal

in 1819 A D. Later the idol was sold by the descendants of

Purandhar Singh because of its sols of jowels in the time of

financial hardship.

It is said that the idol Somdeo was kept in gold caskets,

which contained a metal plaque measuring about 24 cm by 9 cm.

The metal plaque was engraved by Chinobe Ictteis, * Letteis patent

dated the fifth year of Yang Lo” oorresponditig to 1408 A B. on

the fioemt ; ^‘By command of his imperial Majesty the President
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of the Board compares both halves** on the back ; ‘'Be faithful**

on the left and “Let the i(‘ccipt have effect. The Royal commipsion

for conciliation Timasa” on the right.

The molal plaque was intended foi the pedestal of Somdeo and

also used to tie from the neck of the Ahom kings in time of their

coronation.

In the mytholog}^ of the Shaus there was one male god named

Panthoi who was sent by Lungdon the Mijueine God to ascertain the

of the cause cries on the earth at the beginning of creation. He

reported the caiie to Him and he sent his son Aiphalan to break

the guard from within it tic cricb came. Aiphalan opened the

guard by his lightning discharge and brought out the men from

inside. The name Panthoi is oi the ^ame name of the Meitci

pantheon, A-Panthoi and Panllioi-bi

Khunlung and Khunlai built a town in Mungnmungram.

Later the two brothers quarreled. Khunlai ousted his brother and

took away the Somdeo and moved further west. He founded a

new kingdom at a place which was given the Mungkhumungjao

(Mong Kho Mong Jao) meaning ‘country-great country-wide*. He

was succeeded by his son Khuuchu (Hkun Shu) while the other

sons wore given other territoiics In this way the descendants of

Khunlung and Kliunlai maintained small principalities of their own.

Who was Samlungfa i Sukhaiii>ha (Hso Hkan Hpa) and Sam-

lungfa (Ukun Sam Long later called Sam Long Hpa) were the two

distinguished sons ot Blakh Hkam Deng alias Imokbamneng

(Ai Mo Hkam Neiig). Pour sons and a daughter of the Mong

Mao king Sao Tai Pong irom whose name the Meiteis used to call

this particular branch oi Tai Pong, arc found to have been mentioned

in Shan account of which Tailung, Pameoplung (Pa Meo Pong),

Phuohakhang (according to Tai-Ahom chronicle) and Blakh Hkam

Deng were sons ; and Nangmong Blakhkamseng was the daughter.

In some accounts like that of N. Elias, Blakh Hkam Deng is

shown as another prince descended from Hkun<»iu. According to

Deodhai Assam Buranji, Phuchakhang also called Chao Ohangneyu
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was the son-in-law of SaoTai Pong. Phuchakhang married Nang-

mong Blokhkamseng the daughter of Sao Tai Pong

Pameoplung succeeded Sao Tai Pong and became king of Mong

Mao, and when he ttcairc old he 'was longing for a eon for which

he prayed to Yak-ka-so 7iai (spiiit) The legend ^ays, according to

Hsen-Wi chronicle, Pameoplung suspected his younger queen Nang

Nam A]> of co-habiting with a paramour and watched. One day

they were caught red handed wh(ie the king found hci with

Ynk-ka-so naf in her chamber and she was then expelled. She gave

birth to Sukanpha (Sukampha according to Shan Chronicle found

from Manipur) in lici parents’ home In another version the queen

went one day to take bath in the Nam Paw river where she nut

Blakh Hkam Deng and had secret x elation with him and she be-

came pregnant She then put up with her father Thaokeiiling where

she gave birth to Sukanpha and Samlagfa.

Pami*oplung died ni the year 1203 AD. and the throne re-

mained vat ant loi some time According to N. Ehas Pameoplung

was succeeded by Blakh Hkaiu Dcmg and according to Tamuh
Phukaii’s Burunji Blakh Hkam Deng w,ib invited to assume the

Sawhua-bhip, Blakh Hkam Deng after leiguing for ten years

died in the }^ear 1220 A.D. and was succeeded by Sukaupha ‘the

great*. It was Sukanpha the great who thought out for a Shan

empire. Samlungfa had already become a 8awbwa of Mogaung

(Mungkhong) in 1215 A D under his father. He built a city on the

bank of the Nam Kawng (Namkhong) river a western tributary ot

the Irrawaddy river There is a Mao Shan tradition that Sam-

lungfa found a sapphire drum on the bed of the Namkhong river

and hence he gave the name of the city Mong Kawng meaning

*city-drum’ where Kawng means drum. Mong Kawng is called

Mogaung by the Burmese and Mungkhong by the Meiteis.

Sukanpha should nut be confused with Sukapha the founder

of the Ahom kingdom in Assam. Sukapha after wandering for

some 13 years finally established the Ahom Kingdom in the year

1228 A.D. at Kamjang. Sukapha was one of the grandsons of Sao
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Tiu PoDg born by bis d8;aghter Bilakbhaiuseng who got mamed to

Phuobakhang as stated above. Sukapba was born when his parents

were staying in hib maternal grand-father's house. Sukapha

(Hso Hka Hpa) wa« a name given by his maternal grand-father.

Sukapha had one elder bukiher named Noishanpha (Noi San Hpa
or Loi San ITpa). It was Noisanpha who became the Bawhwa of

Mogaung when Sainlungfa engaged in the expedition of

Arakan and Manipur Noi San Ilpa was appointed the Saivbwa

of Mogaung by Siikaupha the great which probably bxought a

rux)turo between Samlungftj and his brother Siikanpha. Since then

the AWikW’tf-ship of Moguang nab in an unbu>ken succession in

the hands of the dcsoendaiitfa of Noi San Hpa till 1443 A.D. when

u change occurred. The ASVrt/>Mvi-felii]) ol Mogaung pab&ed on

to KhekkJiomba the noted Pong king in wliose reign the boundary

between the Pong and Meitoi nas d*‘diaTcatod in the year 1470

A.D. or 1475 A.J). Khokkhomba nas tlie younger biother of the

Mong Mao King Thong uni >a or Thonganba (Sao Ngan Hpa) who

ascended the throne in the year 1415 A D. and died a very

unfertunate dealli in 1 i43 A 1) as fugitive in Ava or in Kale. Ho
throne of Mong Mao remainc<l vacant for some years and finally

filled up by on^ Sao Lxin Kon llkam Hpa unde ol Thonganba in

1448 A.D. The date of ascession of the throne of Mogaung by

Khokkhomba is likely to be in the yeai 1445 A.D.

In that expedition Samlungfa conquered Arakan, Basa and

Poirei. The Pongs used to call the Poireis by the name Kahsse.

It is stated in Ghcitiiaiol Kutubaba that Samlungfa stayed Ibr

ten years at Pong Ingkhol meaning the homestead of the Pong.

Pong Ingkhol is possibly somewhere at or near present Sagolmang.

Samlungfa oonqueitd l^oirei when Naothingkhong was the king

of Poirei sometime during the period 1220-^25 A.D.

The conquest of Basa is not mentioned in the Shan chro-

nicle but simply states, “ ... and other countries’*. It shows that

Basa was not a politically prominent place, perhaps a wiall settle-

foent with no political power. However Basa is found to have
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been mentioned in the MTanipuri account ^hioh ^litee, ”Bamiung

the younger brother of Rukanpha the king of Pong after conquering

Pasa (Basa) came to the Meiteie and staged foi 10 years at Pong

Ingkhol. Ho left along the source of the liil river’* The Shan

source and the Manipun source are in close conformity The hills

at the source of the Iril river has three watersheds, one flowing

towards the Imphal Valley, the second to the Brahmaputra

valley and the third towards the Niiigthee (Ohindwin) valley It

seems the flrsi expedition of Samlungfa was towards Arakan and

Manipur.

Samhingfa probably moved towards the Somra tract to the

Chindwin valley from Imphal valley He then moved to the Mali

valley i.e Putao m northen Buima These aioas were iound to

have been ruled by the Khamyangs who found their way to that

country from Khao Kliao Mao Lon in the Shan states of Burma*

Khamyangs were an admixture oi Khams and tubes of Tai origin

SamluDgia occupied the area and established the rule of Paklongs

who accompanied him liom Mogaung Samlungfa tlien moved to

present Upper Assam into the kingdom ot Chuiiyas, where ihc

Ohutiyas resisted him and soon led into a clash with heavy losses on

the side of the Ohutiyas But in some accounts it is said that the

Chutiya throne was vacant by that time following a quarrel over

the succession of throne by the four surviving sous of Xiekroy the

last Ohutiya king, namely Buroia, Masura, Kdita and Kosi Baja*

Eosi Baja was caught alive while other brothers were either killed

or fled away. Kosi Raja was spared and appointed a tributary chief

under a governor whom Samlungfa placed on the Cbutiya tinrone.

Samlungfa thou left the place. The last days of Samlu|9^fa are

found with contradictory versions but one Garo source states

that he merged with the Chuiiyas and assumed the uame Baja*

Diiga and handed over Namrup and Tipa / to Sukapha in 1228 A.D.

as hifi successor and left the ocuntry and died somewhere.

The route through which Samlungfa entered Poirei may be

investigated as follows. Samlungfa moved towards the south-west
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from Mogaung till he reached northern Arakan After conquering

northern Arakan he moved along the peneplains of northern Arakan

which is by now known as Arakan pass leading to Chittagong be-

tween the Chin hills and northern Arakan. Somewhere from the

Arakan pass he moved towards the north all along some low hills to

present Manipur Boforo reaching present Manipur be came across

the city of Basa inhabited by Bangals, protO'Bangals and Mayangs.

During tlus period Mizoram was no man’s land Most of the inhabi-

tants wore fugitives or immigiants arriving in search of better

habitable lands The name Basa was given by the Bangals meaning

a temporary shelter or habitation The people living in Basa were

called by themselves Pasi (Basi) The existence of Basa seems to

be very short. The pinpoint location of Basa cannot be described due

to want of materials but it is not far from Rangamati and possibly

near present Lunglei (Jjungleh) After conquering Basa Samlungfa

came towards the source of the Khuga River and came to Impbal

valley to the west of present Moirang. It should bo noted that

Moirang was non-existent by that period but the Keges appear to

have concentrated near Ithai, and from where he came to Poirei

on the north eastern part of the Imphal valley near the source of

the Koi^ba river.

In other accounts it is said that ''for conquering Manipur the

Mao Shan genet al (Samlungfa) probably advanced through the

Lushai hills and Tripura from northern Arakan as pointed out by

Robinson m his accounts of Assam (p. 160), reached the capital of

Cachar and captured it and 'returning thence he descended into the

valley of Manipur”.^

Robinson appears to have taken his source from Pemberton. So

far available accounts are concerned Basa is found to have been

mentioned only in two sources viz. Manipun source and Tripura

chronicle the Rajamala, but in thecase of the latter it is mentioned

in the form of fables In his account Pemberton said, ' of the

Basa kings, which probably means Banga, the ancient capital of

1 Df. Gogoi ; Tai and the Tai kingdoms, page-108.
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the Kaohar ooaittry’. It seems from the traditional belief of the

Meiteis that Baea was a city of the Mayangs, Pemberton drew faia

conelnsion that Basa was in Gaohar. By the time when Pemberton

investigated, the application or connotation of the name Mayang

had already been shifted to non-Mongoloid Indians though origi-

nally by the time of Samlungfa it was the name of a Tibeto-

Bnrman tribe. More details are discussed in the section on

Mayangs. The Bodos who became the Kachans were originally

called Mayangs, the Tnpuris who were also of Bodo origin were

called Mayang-Ahoksba. The coming of the Kacharis in Cachar

area cannot be expected earlier than the 15th century A.D. By
the time of Pemberton the original Mayangs had lost their Mayang

identity and Cachar began to be inhabited by the non-Mongoloid

Indian who became known as Mayangs. He possibly with the

comments of Meitei Pandits ass\imed that the erstwhile Basa was

the capital of Cachar. In fact the kingdoms of Cachar and Tripura

were yet to be born by the time of Samlungfa Both the kingdoms

gave birth to uith fugitive Bodo piinces from the north who had

been pressed hard by the Ahoms centuries after the death of

Samlungfa in the closing part of the 15th century A.D. or beginning

of the 16th century A.D even though they claim quite early.

Pemberton’s account is the only English source. Hence the de-

ductions mentioned above are wrong.

While on his stay at Poirei, Samlungfa was deeply moved by

the deplorable condition of the people of Poireis. Capt. Pemberton

quoted, '^Samlungfa in consideration of the extreme poverty of

the Maneepoor territory remitted all tributes, appeared to have

directed the adoption of certain observances in dress and diet,

directed to improve the habit and manner of the people who were

evidently in the lowest stage of civilization”.*

The standard of civilization of Manipur so far found in that

Shan chronicle is that of the Poirei principality of the northern

2. Fembettoiia B. B. : Beport on the Bastern Frontier of Bntiah Indian

|mi9s-144^
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Ifophcil ocmuldHiig atound the Kai^|lMi(miU plateau* Tba

Shan aoconnts ana silent about the Hbri3ra prumpalitjjr o£ the

sontliefn Tinphal valley centerini; antund Ithai whieh wae kixown

aa the Eo|fe principality. It i« oertain that Samlungfa hod not

come across the Eege principality even though he came alortg the

souldiem hills and possibly got down in the valley at about the

I^amangdong area and moved northwards. The contemporary oivUi*

satlon cff the Ithai principality of the Moriyas was oomparat^vely

higb« They had modified the solar calendar about a century earlier

than the invasion of Samlungfa. Silk industry was well advanced

which Was brought from China by the Kegea. Gold ornaments

made of gold partidbs collected from the beds of the auriftrous

tribntary streams of the Ningthi ( Chindwin )
river were used*

However politioallj they were weah. As time passed on the Poireis

grew to a politieal power of the valley and pe*ty principahties were

brought under their hegemony and finally the Poirei became ruler

of unified Manipur. In the present angle the Shan account now
appears to be the whole of Manipur.

The impact of Samlungfa’s conquest^'had a lasting (effect. He
was a conquerer as well as a benefactor to the people of Poirei,

He was looked upon with fear and honour by the people.

The people of Pedrei settled for more than four centuries on

this Valley when Samlungfa came. The above comments show that

the people of Poiei were very backward by that time because of

complote feolation from other parts of the world. The oontact with

Samlungfa is the first that the Pmreis had poUtical contact with

theouteide world since their migration to tfads valley. The people

of Poirei consisted of several tribes^ excepting few, all were veuy

baekward and excepting the affluent group of society, the remaimiag

general people used very little amount of olotb^ barely covering

their private parts Women were completely topless and the dress

of common people were probably not happy by SamJunglEs

perhaps forced them to wear more cloths like the affluent group

despite poverty. The women of the affluent group used

stripped cloths covering probably from top to knee m phnek
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Millie ttie poor fenoraJ ^women itfted ktngn^ phem^ oovering from

wmat to knee.

People were possibly ohewizig dry fish all the time which

looked them dirty, Samluiigfa abandoned it and introduced the

chewing of betal nuts. Thus he brought about a change in diet

and dress.

It appears from the above comments that the people of Poirei

used much slang which was also abandoned by Samlungfa. People

used to live in very untidy household and peisonal hygiene.

Samlungfa possibly introduced certain code of living for removing

the bad practices and soon brought them to a stream-lining.

All the actions of Samlungfa arc clearly seen trom tradi«

tions and oonveutions used by the Meiteis of today. The Meiteis

<»f to-day use some phiases, foi example, muPomg-uni^ mt-Po'ng-

(aani, and muPo ig-laakm meaning ‘Pong man may see’, ‘Pong man
may hcai’ and ‘Pong man may come’ respectively These phrases

tiie uttered by the Meiteis lor coneealing any unbecoming behavioux'

in the nicnnci ol 8i)ccch, or coneealing anything which aio

Hocially not sanctioned, oi displaying household ai tides disorderly.

UowcVoj as the time passed on, the phrases are equally applied

lor concealing the hatching of some secret plans. This is perhaps

the result of strict discipline imxiosed on the people of Poirei by

the Pong prince.

Tbed'e had been good relations between the Pongs and Meiteis

all through the history. The good relations are refie<‘ted in both

the Pongs and Manipuri accounts. In the Manipuri chronicle

Cheitharol Kumbaba it is mentioned that the Pong king Chao Pha

Khekkhomba (3ao Kwom Hpa) and the Meitei king Eiyamba,

while dinning together drank water from the same vessel as a sign

of love and afifeotion. Eekkhomba was older than Kiyamba by 20

years, ho was 47 years old on that date. It appears from their

conversation that they wore talking as if uncle and nephew. It is

also stated in other accounts that Khekkhomba presented a golden

image of Viskmi or Obakra to Kiyamba which the latter brought emd
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worshipped at Lamangdong. Since then Lamangdong became

known as Vishnupur. In the Pong account it is mentioned that

two Pong princes named Mongpo and Kyathon took asylum in the

court of Pamheiba, who were sent by their mother widow queen.

Pamheiba took great care of the two young princes. Later

Famheiba crushed the Burmese usurpers and installed the elder

of the two princes to the throne of Mogaung. He also bestowed

his daughter Yenjijoyai on that elder prince. I'his event is not

recorded in the Manipur! account.

Who was Khokkhomba i Khekkhomba was the king of Mogaung

who ruled in the middle of the i5th century A.D. He was called

Ohao-pha by the Shans meaning ‘great king*, where Ch(w means

‘great’ and pJia (Hpa) means ‘king’. The Manipuri style of Ghao-

])ha is Ohaoba and the Burmese style is Sawbwa. As stated earlier,

Mogaung is the name given by the Burmese
,
the Meiteis called

Mungkhoiig where os the Shaiis called it Mong Kawng. Mogaung

is situated on the bank of the Namkhoug river a western tribu-

tary of the Irrawaddy river and located at and 25‘’3r N.

In the >ear 1443 A.D. Thongamba also called Thonganba the

king of Mong Mao a city located at about 98'‘E and 24‘’N, the

original seat of the Mao Shans, was chased by the Chinese general

Yangchangsu. He fled to Ava for bholter where the Chinese general

demanded him. According to one veision, it is said that he committed

suicide and the Chinebe general got the dead body which he dried

in the sun and carried to China lu another version the Burmese

king handed over him to the Chinese general and he never returned*

The widow of Thonganba fled to Khamti and then moved to

Mogaung and settled there. The Sawbwa-ahip of Mogaung was

held by the descendants of Noisanpha (Noi San Hpa) the elder

brother of Sukapha the founder of the Ahom kingdom in Assam, in

unbroken succession since Noisanpha in the first half of the 13tb

century A.D. till 1443 or 1446 A.D. where a change occurred.

Accounts are conflicting about the succession of the Sawbwa^

ship of Mogaung since 1443 or 1446 A.D« The Pong ohronioles
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found in the hand of the Meiteis as narrated by Cap. Pemberton

are at poles apait from that of Key Elias. As discussed in the

earlier sections the dates of that Pong chronicles are also equally

forged and it is therefore difficult to link up. The date of

Thonganba is found antedated by over one century, and further

added that the Swabwa-ship of Mogaung was passed on to the

surviving sons of Thonganba, who fled with their mother. Pemberton

identified Ehekkhomba (written as Kingkhomba) as Sao Hoong

Ehum» which is doubtful. Cheitharol Eumbaba says Khokkliomba

was 47 years old in the year in which Elhekkhomba and Eiyamba

the king of Manipur led a joint expedition against the Ehambat
Kaja. Kiyamba was 27 years old and was on the throne fox 3

years on that date. The date of accession of Kiyamba is 1467 A.D

according to the above chronicle and hence the date of expedition

is 1470 A. I). The date may not be very at x urate as it is earlier

than 1486 A.D. the mile stone date in the chronology of the

Meiteis as discussed in earlier sections. A(»cordiug to that Pong

chronicles the date of expedition is 1476 A D
, a descnpcncy of 5

years. As the dates of this account too aie forged wo axe to take

it to be sometimes around this date. Cheitharol Kuinbaba further

states that Khekkhomba was on the throne for 30 yeais on tlie

date of exjiedition on Khambat. Relying on the abovi investiga-

tions the date of accession of Khekkhomba is likely at about

1446 A. D. In the above stated Pong chronicles the date of

defeat or dead of Thongamba is given as 1332 A. D. and the

confirmed date is 1443 A.D. according to the latest Burmese

account* The inscriptions of Tupayon Pagoda elected by Kaiapati

at Sagaing describe the fleeing of Thongangba to Mohmyin and Kale,

and capture of him by the Burmese and presentation to the king on

hxs day of coronation which took place in the year 1443 A.D.

It is therefore seen that the date of that Pong chronicle is antedated

exactly byllO years. Again Khekkhomba is said to have died at

about 1512-13 A.D. and was succeeded by his bon Sao Peng (Chao-

peng) in whose reign the Burmese first attacked and conquered

Pongs. According to N. Elias^ Sao Peng ascended the throne in
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the year 1626 A D. and died in 1666 A-D.^ he was defeated the

Burmese king named Hanthawadi whose seat was at Pegiju The

immediate predeoossor of Chao Fong is given as Sao Hui Hpa also

called Sambungpawmariiig. Both accounts agree the defeat of

Chao Peng in the bands of tho Burmese. In that Pong account as

narrated by Cap Pemberton Khekkhombu is shown as one of the

great grandsons of Thongunba, and stated earlier the Sawbwa-

ship of Monaujig })asscd on to tho surviving sons of Thoiiganba

TJie oldest of the surviving son|« ruled foi 3 years, the second

for 28 years and so on. But according to N. Elias it was

Saosbiba (Sao Kwom Hpa) the younger biothei of I'honganha,

who became the JSaulua ofMogaung establishing anew line of

Sawbua-iihiii and roigned for oO long year from about 1445 A D.

A& stated above Khekkhomba was 30 yeats on the thicme in the

year about 1475 Aceoiding to N Elias Sao Kwom Hpa was

succeeded by Sao Ka Hpa in 1 196 A D. Before his death Sao Ka

Hpa distributed Ins kingdom of Mugaung country to his <ons and

miuisteib. The stale of Mogaung itself was given to his mmistei

Sao Sui Hpa iii the year 1520 A.J) Sao Sui Hj>a was bucceeded

m the year 1526 A D, by one Chao Peng in whose reign the Burmese

invaded Mogaung in the year 1550 A.D. Both the oceounts agree

the invasion of Mogaung duiuig the reign of (’hao Peng Tlie

identification of Chao Peng as the bon ot Khokkhomba is not

acceptable , for Khekkhomba was 47 years old in 1470 A.I>., the

defeat of Chao Peng (also written as Sao Feng ba) in the year 1566

or 1668 A.D. which was the 30th year of his reign and hence Chao

Peng may be supposed to bo at least 50 years of age on that date.

It is therefore seen that the father is older than his sou by about

one eentury which is approaching towards absurdity.

It is certain that the event of the joint expedition of

KJbekkhomba and Kiyamba against the Ehambat (Khampat) Kaja

took place sometime before 1485 A.D. a milestone on the chrono-

logy of the Meiteis. The cause of the expedition will be discusaed

in later fieotion. It is also seen from the above investigatioiis that

Khekkhomba of Manipur source is Sao Kwom Hpa (Sao Kwon
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Hpi^) of the Bnrmeie or the Shan soeroa So we eonelnde that

Kbekkhomba was the younger brother ThongaiiAa or Thonganba

the unfortanate Mae King who ascended the throne in the year

1415 A.D. and killed in the year 1443 A.D. It iS said that Thonganba

subjugated a number of Shan states with the assistanoe of his

two younger brothers namely Sao Kwon Hpa (Khekkhomba) and

Sao Hung Hpa. Alter fleeing from Mong Mao in the 1443 A.D. or

somewhat later Khekkhomba eastablished himself the 8awbu?a of

Mogaung by superseding the earher line of 8wabuJa^iip,

We may investigate what were the reasons for this love and

afleetion We may subscribe the following at the most The

Pongs did not say the Meiteis were Tais. They took them to be

some other tribes and gave the name Kahsse or Cassay. Actually

the Meiteis were a mixed stock of Mongoloid sub-races The ruling

groups wew* Himalayan or neo-Tibetan tribes and the rest were

mainly TibetQ-Burm.in and Tai. It oan be seen from the population

hypothesis that the projected population of the Poireis was of the

order of about 757 souls in 1206 AD By increasing the popu-

lation some 200% on the projected figures for possible enors the

population of tho Poireis was of the ortler of two to three

thousand souls Generally in early society the number of females

weie usually much higher than that of the males. After elimi-

nating women, children, old and invalids the flghting comba-

tant was order of 500 men at the most on the above men-

tioned date. Bo we may say that when Samlungfa invaded Poirei,

it had a fighting force of about 600 men It is not known what

was the size of the army of Samlungfa, We cannot expect it to

be very high, as high as thousands. In most of the clashes by that

period the fighting forces were very low From early to mediaeval

history of the Indian sub-continent and eastern regions the figures

of casualties or the size of the army claimed to have been recorded

are all exaggerated figures without an exception. In the Mahabha-

rata epic the figuie of the Kaurava army was so high, perhaps it

exceeded by several times the entile human population on this planet

of that period. Yet we are to believe it on sentimental grounds.
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Taking into accounts of the power of Shan princes and their

political configurations we can at the most expect the strength of

army of Samlungfa to be of about 500 men or less but better

equipped with elephants and horses, and at the same time better

organised. The strength of Poirei could not be higher than that of

Samlungfa and oven then ill equipped due to poverty, and less

organised. It appears* there was no resistance from the Poireis

}>ecause of the superiority of equipment of the Pong forces and

they accepted suzereinty It is a natural course of history that

several children are born by the conquering force with mothers

of the defeated tribe. Not to speak of these remote days, even in

the second world war the American soldiers as occupation force left

over two hundred thousand children bom by the Japanese mothers.

It is said in Manipur account that the Pongs settled for 10 years

which appears to be an exageration, but believed they stayed for

some 2 or years at the most. By about their departure they

must have left several children and their dear ones As time

passed on, this must have become legends among the Pongs and

must have felt the Meiteis were their relatives In a likewise

manner the Meiteis took the Pongs as their relatives as suggested

by the literary accounts
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la Uanipar there it a manaaeript named or entitW 'CBitega*

•MtthiSfaaigki^ the 'w4mM<^an oftliiagaMHfbi'. The

MMwriptla'MMan iii eMIfanipari orMeiMioa. In that tost

•t IfflfMg {HJuaMH MKtedCiiBfiuembi iraec^en hi matrhige to

iiaatUagMuMg of Pefania. l%e literal tteaniag of the

Mlhe4MB|pnMftd aa ghrati bythe m^nuiga ia pachapa 'gaae^htaa

faddeaa*. She m» ala» aatBed Maiyaag Iieimamedaiag Mayaaig

prinoam The amme itleeR aot mentkm tlie priaatpailty or IHte

IdagicM to nWah -the painaeM belonged it aiao dpea noh mention

the imiB arf her father, in the mantage the ktagaent hia daoj^ter

OhhigaMnbi «Mi aH deoaratna befittii^ a great iKadn peiaeeaa

oS the mediMval period* to the bouae of hia aon-imdair. Ohiagnaemhi

waa asnt trith eevoral attendaeta of dtfierent taadaa aaad aeteieea

Neaiea of tka 10 obtendanta as found in the text are given below

1. One person named Lahbi Naral, a personal attendant.

2 One person nsemed Ram Naral, aa household decorator.

3. One person named Lofchon Tas (Daa), a carrier of Hctm&aih.

4. One person named Tahi Bam (1), an elephant drhrw,

i/tahooi.

5. One person named Tulsi Bam (2), a dyer and garment

maJcer.

9. One person named Hari, a gold-nnith

7. One person named Bari Hasan, a groom.

8. Ckne person named Tapa, a keeper of hearth

f. One person named Ta», a cowherd

T9. One person named 'Eatihou, a fisherman.

Tt is efearly seen from the names of the above mentioned

attendants Chat most of them were Hindus excepting the last two

mMWmwiMi kiwiWthjs ess not koewm. They n»m to be Obeto-

BMW—m hkw Uppsng and Mssgeng orOhskpas. Oftiie ffinflh
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names, the one appearing in serial No. 3 Lokhon Das is a typical

Bengali name.

The above account also clearly indicates that Ghingurembi was

a Hindu princess She was not a daughter of a mere chieftain.

The family of her father must have belonged to some great

Hindu kings.

So long we have been deceiving by the forged datings of the

Cfheitharol Eumbaba. Though Naothingkhong actually reigned in

the first half of the 13th century A D., the said chronicle enters

the date as 663 A.D. by antedating some 600 years. Now we un-

derstand the period of Ghingurembi is the first half of the 13th

century A.D. being the queen of Naothingkhong and we will be

able to find the principality to which Ghingurembi belonged.

Most of the Bangals who became Meiteis when the Meitc^

setup came into existence, were either put into a Sagei that had

already existed or given a separate sagei or family title It is

seen, as records reveal that the family titles like Hakwanthem,

Tingkuram etc. were given to them. These family titles are by

now obsolete, possibly they weie merged into other sageis Even

when sageis were alloted names were found to have been written

along with the tribe e.g« Khumbongmayum Eabow, Thmgbaijam

Bangal, Khagokpam Bangal, Hakwanthem Bangal, Thingkuram

Bangal, Chanambam Mayang, Keisam Mayang etc. unlike present

way of writing. In this way of writing the real name is not found

and it only reveals the saget to which the tribe belonged. In the

modem way of writing, say, Keisam Tomba we find the second

part 'of the name is forename of the person. Thus in Keisam

Tomba the real name of the person is Tomba. But in the earher

name Keisam Mayang the second part of the name is the name of

the tribe to which the person belonged and the tnbe which got

merged in the sagei Keisam. The method of writing names in

the former way is found to have been current from about the

16th century A.D and prior to this date we do not have records.

It has been mentioned in the section on Mayang that the title

Mayang Leima was given to either of the following categoric#

:



toy girl bekmging to any tribe when got xnarrieci to a Mayaog

pi^ce ; any princess belonging to those tribes who were pet under

the general temi Hayang which included ICayang proper, Thong-

nang-Mayang, Kaeharis^ Koch, Bangals and proto-Bangals.

According to the text, Ghingurembi is found to have been given

the title Mayang Leima which indicates she was a Mayang princess.

Names with the suffix '-rembi’ for females are very common for

the Mayang and their cognate tribes. We find names like Lai-

khurembi, Taikhurembi. Sanarembi, Chibarembi, l^angmeirembi,

Koirembi, Ghingurembi etc. The neo-Tibetan tribes or the Hima-

layan tribes do not generally use this suffix. However some of

them also use this type of suffix and we find Leimai^n, Thongaren,

Lalroureii, Sararen etc. The present Meiteilon accomodates all of

them. It may be noted that the word Sanarembi has two parts,

first x)art is probably an Indo-Aryan origin and the second part

is a Mayang suffix. Some of the above names have some basic

mystic meanings. The word Ghingu means god. So the name

Ghingurembi is equivalent to the meaning ‘supreme goddess’ or

‘as graceful as goddess’. Such names are generally not given to

any j>erson except as titular names. Thus Ghingurembi appears

to be an honorific name. She must have another name. Many

queens are found to have been given posthumously honorific names

e.g. the name Imoinu Ahongbi was given to the wife of Khuiyoy

Tompok who belonged to a Langmai girl. Sh^ was earlier known

as Langmainu Ahongbi. Thus we conclude, Ghingurembi was not

known by the name when she was married to x>^ince Naothing-

khong. It is revealed that prince Naothingkhong had several

wives but none of tbe names so far found in the accounts like

Sagei Salairol indicate a possible name which could match such a

great princess. So we are to analyse her identity by the antecedents

as found in the text Ghingurembi Khonglup. Belying on the text

it is fairly certain that Ghingurembi was a Bengal princess whose

principality was at Lamangdong at the time of marriage which the

Poireis took as Mayang principality and she was a daughter of a



tH£mmt onittHmm

IKiape pf tiM Sanaa of Sangi^ Himtf Iwitatwl Out lh»

Bawgriaiwro sail 4»^|[oria6da8]laFinfa1wkttM|Mof)aofM^

took Baaa aliayaAg oitgr and (hai ttw inhahita^tw «f tha hnungr

dong pri«oj^ii]it)y ware from Baaa. Sfaa waa a pianaoaa ef Anaa

who moved to Lamangdong. This is perhaps the reason why she

waa ghrwa the Utib 'ICayang Leima’.
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It ie iMit kmoNTB whetiM there wore earlier inhabitants or not

in the TaUcigr now eatted Kabow volley before the arrival of the

Sakyas and Moriyas. It seem the area was a virgin land, and

therefore the earliest known inhabitants of this area aio the Sakyas

and Moriyas. Most of the Moriyas and a sizeable bulk of the

Sakyas besides their mixed elans or tribes, constituted one of the

baaie 'eompoiients o£ the Mmtei or Manipari.

The earliest settlers of the Imphal valley were not known by the

naine MeitM which will foe diaoussed in the section on the appellation

Meitei. They were known by the names of their rosxieotivo tribes to

which they belonged. The earliest settlers were Tibeto-Burmans

followed by neo-Burmese and neo-Tibetan, These groups of people

concentrated mainly on the north-eastern corner of Imphal valley.

Then another group of Austro-Asiatic tribes entered tlie valley

aiwi settled in the eastern part, while another stream of this group

of people enteired the pre^nt political Manipur and settled on the

wootei^u aide of it. Some grciux^s of tln^ Himalayan tribe Moriya,

the Tibeto-Bunnaii, the iieo-Burmese, peoxile of the Chinese and

Indian origins settled in the southern part of the valley. In fact

Imphal Valley was a sanctuary of the fugitives from the surrounding

areas because of its natural girdle with hills and mountains which

protected them from extosoai aggression.

When all lime groups of people fused together a community

called catBe into existence. ' The foUowiiig are the main

elevmits whieh eoastitoted either partly or wholly the Meiteis. It

miqr he acted lilat TOme groups of Tibeto-Burmans may also be

caUed aatl vioe*versa, and hence a provisional classi-

floalioft cef4ht dlffertsit tiifoes or races which constituted the Meitei

er Msuiirni glhm^below.
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Bimalayapa, or

neo-TibeiaD origin

'J'lbfcto-BurniAn

i)f Aeiatio oiigiu

Tibeto-Burmau

ofTai origin

Tibetu-Buiinan

of Bodo origin

Tibeio-Buimau

ot Mon origin

Neo-Burmeac,

or mixed origin

Austio-Anatu

ongm

Obinese origin

Tai and Asiatic*

Tai origin

(1) Chakkha { Sakya ), (2) Muwa or Moriya

(Manrya), (3) Nga (Anga), besides their mixed

clans or tribes like (i) Lei-Nung, (ii) Let-Hou,

(iii) Khu-Nung. (iv) Khu-Man, and{v) Kham-

Nung. of which Lei, Hou. Khu are the Hi-

malayan tribes Man arc ofMon origin, Nung

are of Tai origin and Kham are the Tibetan

Khamba (Khampa) etc.

(1) Kangb.1 . (2) Koiigba, (8) Kouba, (4) Lang-

mai, (6) Kabul, (6) Kabow , oti‘

(1) Nongbal, (2) Noiigmai, (3) Nongyai, etc.

(1) Mangaiig, (3) Mayang, (3) Moiiang (Ma-

hui), etc.

(1) Man of Khu-Maii, (2) Mareni, (3) Maung

(5) Maram, etc.

(I) Ohongiei, (2) Hui.kap (3) ('hmgsaug,

(4) Khuniiham, (6) Ngangeheng, (6) Kharoi,

(7) Ngangoi, (8) Hangoi (9) Chotho, (10) Kom,

(II) Khuyon, (12) Moyon, (13) Kliaram,

(14) Koireng, etc.

(1) Fuuaii, (2) Mou-Khinor (Khainaian) etc,

(1) Kege, (2) Chin, etc.

(1) Heiron®, (2) Heirem, (3) Khunjan,

(4) Shelley of Shelloy-Laugmai, (6) Senbi of

Senbi-Kabow, (6) Tai Mao, (7) Lai, (8) Pong

or Man (Mao) Shan, (9) Loi -their mixed or

associated tribe Chakpa namely (i) Leimaram,

(ii) Andro, (iii) Phayeng, (iv) Kontruk,

(v) Khurkhun, (vi) Sekmai, (vii) Ohaiten otji.
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Indian origin : (1) ptroto-Bangal, (2) Bangal.

Indo-Aryan origin ; (1) Indian Brahmina.

Indo.Afghan origin : (1) Muhaxnadans.

Besides the above mentioned tribes and races, several indivi*

duals or families belonging to different ethnic communities also

migrated and were later absorbed in the general population, for

example, King tribe whose ancestral home was in Teru the ancient

state of the Karens, is also found to have been mentioned in

historical novels of the Moirang Kangleirol A man belonging to

the King tribe known by the name Kayen-shu-oha Athouba

meaning ‘Kayen-suh-cha the biave’ is found to have been men-

tioned in those historical noveU The Burmese and Tai pionounced

it Khyen-shu. It is said that Khyeii-shu (or Hsu )
is the modern

name of the King tribe. Similarly we find two names Khoidom

and MUndom belonging to some uumentioned tribes. They were

later absoibed m the Luwang and Nongbal (later called Angom)

clans of the Meitei setup Different literary accounts describe

them in an allegorical way. However in Sagei Salairol published

by the State Kala Akademi, both of them are shown os the

adopted sons of Luwang Punshiba, which is doubtful. The mother

of the two is shown to be a lady named Liklabi>oha Toiigdannu

which indicates that she belonged to a Mangang. The mother

and both the sons seem to be some prominent persons.

Thus the Meitei or Manipuri community is racially a mixed

stock of Sakya,. Maurya, Sino-Tibetan and Austro-Asiatic speaking

Mongoloids, liido-Aryan speaking non-Aryans, with tints of Indo-

Aryan and Indo-Afghan.

The ancient kingdom which is now known as Manipur had

two political nuclei, the first nucleus was the valley now known

as EAbow valley and the Upper Iril valley in the Imphal plateau

e.t a later period.

The first kingdo^i in the valley now known as the Kabow
Yalley was cstabiished by Abhi Baja the SiJcya king who probably



came from thravi^ tha Amlaaii paas jgi^ ^hiBulMiLd

century B C (923 B.G according to the Burmeee chronicle). After

jBometime he moved to Tagaung It is not clearly known whether

Abhi Baja belonged to the Mct^ dttn of Ifae arfepwormA is

said that 'Moriya is the classic name of the Eabow valley’ and the

first seat of the Sakya king was in Kabow vaDey According to

Col Burney, Monya preceded Tagaung as the seat of Sakya kings

When Abhi Baja died, his first son moved down the Trrawaddy

river upto the Chindwm river and founded a kingdom at Bale.

Since then princes belonging to the Sakya lines of ruleis ruled the

south of Monya In later period Monya rulers were known as

Moiiyn Laoha (Raja). ^'Moriya still appears in the titles of the

chiefs of Kale and Song-sop ( Thangthut or Samjok ) on the

upper Chindwin”.

(Rie second Sakya king come over to Moriya (Kabow

valley) was Dhaja Paja in the 3rd century A.D However he did

not stay at Moriya for a long time but moved to Tagaung leaving

behind the Monyas to continue thdr former lines of mhws.

Hence Abhi Baja was the first King of Mauiptfr and

Baja another prominent Iring also ruled for some time. Boiiei-

ton the founder of the second mioieus is a desoendMiit of Abhi

Baja or of Dhaja Raja, but it is more likely that he is a Asscesslsiit

of Abhi Raja

Very little is known of the political history of Monya city

since its inception except some references in the Indian mythology

and Burmese traditions till it disintegrated at about the 11th or

12th century AD In the first half of the 18th century A.D. there

were usurpers who seized thrones from the rightful heirs in

northern Arakan and adjoining areas. These poHtiesAvflWiS were

recorded during the later days of thu Pagan

St is said that Kyanzittha had ime dan^^r iMxiea' tMsnlld

got married to the grandson of Anawrahtha the Vagsiki

and had me grandson named AiaimjiUAn hma ^by Ait AMghter

fibscidH who WNit^ his msSeraid ipranid^ Ay sniwiimiiag
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hifl maternal unele Tajakumar ( Bajkumar ) bom by Tbambula'

( Thambal in Manipuri style ) the wife of Eyanzittha. The

usurpers of northern Arakan were crashed by Alaungsithu who

ascended the throne in the year 1112 A.D. At the same time the

Mau Shans were expanding their territory, the movements of Cam*

bodian tribes as a result of strife in the Khmers, natural calamities

like cholera epidemic and Anawrahtha’s invasion of Thaton in

1057 A.D. were in progress. Under these circumstances, it is

thought that the Moriya rulers of that period, probably Moriya

Phamballacha (Moriya Phambal Raja ) shifted his capital towards

the northwest in the eastern part of the Khuga valley in the

Imphal plateau under the pressure of cross human movement.

The name of this Moriya king is found in the Manipuri accounts.

His subjects were known to the Poireis «aB Kege because the sub-

jects were mostly Keges. The Moriya principality of Moriya

Phamballacha also known as the Kege principality to the Poireis

preserved the culture and civilization of the ancient kingdom of

Manipur. Politically they were the overlords of the entire upper

Ohindwin valley before they were reduced by the Poireis in the

second half of 13th century A D«

The Keges flourished for more than a century under the Moriya

rulers till they were reduced by Khongtekeha the Poirei king at

about c. 1260 A D. The Moriya king who got defeated was Oinu-

Seng-ba-la-cha (Oinu Seng Raja). The principality again flourished

under the Lai rulers of Moirang. Even the areas lying to the

south of the Loktak lake to Eabow valley were under the sway

of the Moriya kings It appears the Moriya kings took refuge in

the hill areas lying between the two valleys namely Eabow valley

and Imphal valley at times of misfortunes

The inundation of a tribe known as Senbi-Eabow started into

Eabow valley as peaceful settlers from about the 13th century

A.D. or somewhat earlier. These Senbi-Eabows were an admixture

of Tai and Tibeto-Burman From about the 15th century A.D.

1, W, 9 . Desai : A pageant of Burmese History, page-20«
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the Man SfaanB became aotire on the northern part of the upper

Chindwin valley, who were called Tai Pong by the Meiteia. The

Senbi-Sabow had good relations with the Kege-Hoiranga. Tn early

period it appears they accepted the suzerainty of the Kege-

Hoirang, but later they broke away and became a confederating

petty principality. Their suzerainty is clearly reflected in the

famous historical novel the Moirang Thoibi In the novel, Tlioibi

the only daughter of the royal family of Moirang was sent to

Senbf-Eabow principality by her enraged father the crowned

prince for disobeying him in a marriage settlement in which the

crowned prince wanted her to get manied to Kongyangba a

Nongbal tribe.

The capital of Senbi-Kabow as mentioned in the said novel

was at Tumu (Tamu) in the northern part of Kabow-valley The

Senbi-Kabow chief was given the <Itle Lakpa Hence the Senbi-

Kabow chief was called Tumu-Lakpa in that novel, meaning 'Con-

troller of Tumu*. The Tumu-Lakpa had one daughtt'r named

Sanarik Ohangningkhombi of about the same age of Princess Thoibi.

The ritfe Lakpa is generally given to subordinate officers, and more

over a gem princess was sent to the Tumu-Lakpa to be looked

aft<«r well This can only be done if the Senbi-Kabow was a

subordinate officer of the Kege-Moirang The novel further reveals

that pnneeas Thoibi used to assodato with Sanarik Changning-

hhombi as her fellow mate but certain jealousy crept into the mind

of Sanarik Ohangningkhombi which in turn brought about a dis-

agreement. When the matter came to the knowledge of the Tumu-

Lakpa, he rebuked his daughter and asked her to behave rather as

an attendant of the princess. The period of development of the

said novel is sometime in the first part of the 15th century A.D.

To the Mau Shans and Burmese the area from Samjok

(P^^ngdut) in riie north, Kale in the south and west of the

hills extending beyond present southern boundary qf

wa® land of Kahsse or Cassey and Kathe respectixely.

These two names were the names of Manipur in their respective

dialects.
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and other Tibeto-Burmyia, Jate^r Tai peo^ of Cbi^sh ori^.

The se'cfotid political ni^eJeuB on the npjier Iril' Valley ifi the

Imphal plateau came iritb exieifence f^em ahotd; 800 A'itB. T^e lnka^

bitants of this area migrated from far-away placee. The

tribe who inhabited this area migral^ed from southern dtkia

finally artived in the latter part of the cSgM oOnttiry A.i>i and

the neo-Burtnese and Tibeto Bunnesc migrated from northern

Hukong Valley or Putao.

The second Sakya king who came to Burma \i^as I)hajli ftajh

in the 3rd century A.D (523 B.C. according to the BiirmeBe chro-

nicle). He settled first at Moriya the Moriyan Kingdom. After

staying for sometime he then moved to Tagaung at a time when

the earlier ruler Binnaka Raja was ousted by the Tayoks (Yunna-

nese) in 241 A.D. and died as fugitive king somewhere at Male.

Dhaja Raja re-eastablised the shattered Sakiyan Kingdom aiwi

married Naga Seng the widow queen of Binnaka Raja. The major

tribes to which Dhaja Raja ruled were Tho and Do. Both these

tribes were of Tai origin but mixed with the Sakiyans. When

Raja became king he was known as Thade Raja. All his

successors boro the title Thado. More details are discussed in the

section on Haokap, Chingshang, Khunpham and Ngang^eng. Some

of the descendants of Abhi Raja or Dhaja Raja became the rulers

of the Tho and probably moved towards the north and established

petty kingdoms in Putao area and north of it whose oapt^d was

at Kangla. The Manipuri account, Poireiton Khunthok refers to a

king named Tho-Nga-Ren who ruled at Sawa Kangla, who seat

his younger brother Poireiton to this land of Tai-pemg as colonist.

Poireiton entered the Imphal plateau and established his colony

on the south of Kanglatongbi. King Thoagaren is described as the

'ancient Chakkha’. As discussed earlier Cbahkha may also be

pronounced as Sakya in the Indian style. Thus there is every

reason to say that Thongaren obe of the ddaeiidhtita of the

Sakiyan rulers. It appears Dhh|a Raja did hot beteng to iher
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Moriya cUn of the Sakya tribe. Henoe the founder of the eeoond

nnoleiiB, prince Poireiton was a SaJkya tribe, a deeoendant of the

founder of the ancient kingdom of Manipur.

The Chakkha or Sakya tribe belonged to a Himalayan Mongo-

loid tribe or a neo-Tibetan tribe. Some Indian scholars take the

Sakyas as Aryans. Poireiton’s horde consisted of neo-Tibetans,

Tibeto-Burmans, and neo-Burmese. The neo-Tibetan tribes consisted

of different sub-tribes namely Kham-Nung, Lei-Nung, Khu-Nung

besides the different sub-clans of the Chakkhas like Ya-kkha,

Yu-ohakkha. It also had some other neo-Tibetan tribes like

Lei-hou and Ma-hou.

The political power of the second nucleus from the direct

successors was gradually passed on to Lei-nung group ruled by

remote descendants of Poireiton, and in course of time it grew

more and more powerful. The tribes like Funan, Maring, Bangal,

proto-Bangal etc. came under their hegemony. Ihe Kege-Moirangs

were also frequently subdued. In due course all he inhabitants

of the Imphal plateau were forged into one miniature nation under

the name Meitei. When the name gave its birt \ in 12th century

A.D. and came into common use the Poireis were known as

Poirei-Meitei, Most of the tribes inhabiting the land of the

Meiteis were prefixed or suffixed the name Meitei whenever referred

to the non-Meitoi tribes. Thus the Senbi-Kabow or simply Kabow

inhabiting the Kabow Valley an<l its snirounding areas were known

as Meitei-Kabow. This has also been observed by Francis Bu-

chanan in his investigations that ‘Tai Long or the great Tai

were called Maitay Kabow (Kubo) by the people of Cassay

(Manipur)*.

By about the 14th century A.D. the Indians in the Indian main-

land came to know the Imphal plateau as Manipur possibly from

the Mahabharata epic. More details are discussed in the section

on Naming the land Manipur.

In 1470 A.D. according to Cheitharol Kumbaba, a conference

was held somewbero on the eastern bank of the Ohindwin river
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between the kingdom of Pong and of Meitei for the domaroation

of the boundaries between the two kingdoms. The Pong was

represented by the Pong king or the Chao Hpa named Khekkhomba

(Hke Hkom Hpa) and the Meitei was represented by king Kiyamba.

The relation between Eekkhomba and Kiyamba was very cordial,

just the relation between a grandfather and a grandson drinking

water from the same^pot. It may be noted that the earlier name
of Kiyamba was Thangwai Ningthouba. He raided Kiyang-

Khambat and subdued its chief named Chao Seng and he was
offered one princess named Sana Langmeirembi and another

girl the daughter of Haoroksu. Since then he was known as

Kiyamba. It is stated that the boundary of the kingdom of Pong
began from the north-east of Samjouk In the boundary demarca-

tion between Khekkhomba and Kiyamba, it is mentioned that, the

eastern limit of the kingdom of Manipur was the whole of the

Loijeerce hills running between the Mu river and the Chindwin

(Ningthi) river
,

to the north the eastward line from Samjouk to

the Loijec*rec hill ihrough the areas whore the dwarf variety of

mango trees were grown
; to the south io Meeyatong where also

the dwarf variety of mango trees were grow n.

The cause of the joint expedition against the Khanibat llaja

is given as follows. Two princesses of Khekkhomba wore given in

marriage one to each of the chiefs of Samjouk (Thangdout) and of

Khambat who w'ore tributary chiefs of Khekkhomba When the two
priuoesses reached Samjouk the one who had to proceed upto Kham-
bat did not like the separation and requested their father to review

the negotiation. The king agreed and she was allowed to stay at

Samjouk. At this the Raja of Khambat felt offended and demanded

the dowry supposed to have been given to that princess. Khek-

khomba conceded the request and instead of the dowry the

tributes for three 3’^ears were remitted. In the meantime

Khekhomba sent his noble namod Chao Lang Hie to request

Kiyamba for a princess Kiyamba agreed and sent one princess

along with the Pong noble. The princess seems to be a younger

sister of Kiyamba since ho is too young to have a daughter of
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Age. W1i€n the party of the prittoees moved to

Kc^ating they were ambuehed by the Khambat Raja, The prineeda

oarried aWay, however the Pohg noble edoaped and narrated

the dleaater to Kh^kkhomba. To retaliate the groas infitilt a joiht

expediUon was organiaod and assaulted Khambat in which 1^
Khambat Baja escaped riding a spotted elephant. Sinoe then

Khambat was annexed to the kingdom of Kiyaraba.

It is said in the Burmese account Byinnuang in 1569 A.D.

subdued the Shan princes and the Raja of Manipur, who all accepted

his Suzerainty. This is not found in Manipuri account. The date

under consideration is the peiiod of Mungyamba whose activities

in relation with Burma as found in the Mauipun account Ning-

thoUrol Lambuba are given below. The cailiei name of Mungyamba

was Tliangwai Ningthou Kiyamba He subdued tlie chief oi

MungYang to levenge the insult to one of his nobles named Chakpa

Tete. Since then be was known as MungYang Ngamba meaning

‘Victor of MungYang’ and in shortened foim Mungyamba, and the

date is not mentioned In 1562 A.D. Mungyamba raided Sagamg

in which he lost 7 men. However, he captured Clmo Hpa Mangtra

and Chao Hpa Worasingnaba along with guns and other booties,

and the boundary between Khamaran (the people Avaand Sagaing)

and the Meitei was demarcated The boundary line between

these two kingdoms was the hill range bing to the ^vest of

the Mu river known as the Noijecree (Loijiri) Hills. In 1568 A.D.

he subdued the Chakpa Piing Pun and Chakpa Chirang respectively

who were inhabitants of Chakjia Ango Ching. In 1569 A. D.

several elephants wcie presented to Ihe Poiroi king by theKabow

chief as KwagoJc Haanba lor the piincess Langmeireiribi. In the

fblldw'ing year Kabow Leima Langmeirembi was given in marriage

tb the Kdbow chief The name of the Kubow chief is not metitionod

ih the text, but seems to be a Moriyan descent.

There are accounts in which the |>eople of Imphal valley using

the brine springs found on the foot-hills of the Noijeeree hills to the

south-east of Samjouk. There were several streams flowing from

the Loijeeree hills to the Ningthi (Olundwin) river*
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The Heiteis used to ooUeot gold from tbe gold partiolds poeeeot

on tive bod of thase streams. The Moitoie oeUed the salt from the

above source Kahow-ilmn,

No doubt very frequently chroiuclers do not record their dis-

grace and defeat. But by this period under consideration tho

political e(»ndition of Burma is too week to invade Manipur. There is

no impossibility of the *Baja of Manipur’ mentioned in the Burmese

ohroniole being one of the KaboAV chiefs of lower CMnndwin which

was also called Kathe Shan by the Burmese. It is quite" evident

from all historical accounts that from about the second half of the

15th century A.D. tho Kingdom of Manipur took out and out an

aggressive role till it reached its climax in 1740 A.D. when Ava was

on the seize, Pamheiba (Oarib Niwaz) not only consolidated the

ancient territoiy of the kingdom of Manipur but also made the

neighbouring kingdoms feel his power and prowess. He exercised

bis sway as far as the Hill Chittagong and northern Arakan to the

south, and parts of Cachai and Nagaland to the north and north-

west. The Mu Valley lying upto tlic Irrawaddy river was virtually

under his control.

The causes of those raids were mainly due to infiltration of

Burmese tribes and (^tablisliiiig their authority into the territory

of the kingdom of Manipur. The Burmese subdued several villages

on the Chindwin valley, the city of Samjouk the northeriunost city

in the territory of Manipur and established the Burmese authoritiy

there. It appears, Garib Niwaz was also not happy on receiving

the information that his step sister Chakpa Mokhao-ngambi who

was married to Taninganwe the Burmese king, was reduced to

a common wife from Chief Queen-bhip. It may be mentioned that

the Burmese king requested Charairongba for the hand of princess

Chakpa Makhao-ngambi on the ground of matrimonial alliance, but

the secret motive of the proposal is believed to exploit the strength of

Manipur in subduing the Mons whom the Burmese called Talaings

and thereby reducing the strength of Manipur. Accordingly juat

after the marriage the Burmese king requested the king of Mdnif9|r

for help in crushing the Mons, but king seuid i^t
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comply with the request due to internal uprisings. He had to

subdue several revolting tribes. After subduing the revolting tribes,

ou his wsy back he wa^ struck by a lightning dischaige and died.

It may be noted that some accounts charged Oarib Niwaz for

causing the death of his fathei Charairongba In the marriage ne-

gotiation the Burmese agreed to return all the villages in the Chin-

dwin valley occupied by them and to appoint Ohakpa Makhao-

ngambi the Chief Queen. Accordingly they returned most of the

villages namely Pung-Piin, Kamn, Chirang, Kharoi, Thingyitsa,

Maru Eongdong, Taraoeto. but not Samjouk. It appears Samjoiik

was fortified by them with a chief under their suzerainty

I

l^hen Oanb Niwas became king he himself led an expedition

and besieged the city of Samjouk and finally Samjouk surrendered

This expedition had cost him a lot of energy and expenditure.

Thus eiuaged Gaiib Niwa? raided and plundered several important

cities of Burma including Shwebo, Sagaing etc He set on file

some cities and reduced them to ashes.

The Burmese felt the piowoss of the king of Manipur after

these raids and sent an envoy for terms of truce and requested

again the hand of a young princess born by Garib Niwaz This

time too the intention of the Burmese king was the same as that

of the earlier alliance. Somehow or other the secret plan of the

Burmese king got into the ear of Garib Niwaz who cunningly agreed

the request and asked them to wait for the princess at Phongdo

a river port on the Chindwin river Accordingly the Burmese king

sent a team of lords and ladies along with attendants and forces

on boats at Phongdo. On that fateful day a troupe of palanquins

guarded by sentinels arrived at the river port of Phongdo. When
the troupe arrived there was no princess but the fully equipped

soldiers. These soldiers pounced upon those lords and ladies

and captured all of them which included some 90 men and 110

women and brought them as captives to decorate the city of ImphaL

Their prestigious gold dubbed boat of the royal family was cut into

pieces and thrown into the river.
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Burmi and afriTad^ on tbe honk of the Irnftmiddy rivet inr 1749»

A.H Tbn people of Avai became panicky ami ime te aiiifaeidet.

goodtltMb fell on the Burmeae. In that night tbe flag pi4e«

of Garib Niwaa beolse and the flag &11 on the gtewnd due to a*

strong wind. Some of his advisors took it to be a bad omen and^

advised the kii^ to stop the plan for invasion. The force rotirodi

and tbas Ava was saved.

The above discassions are mainly from the Bfirtnese sonreest

The Ukniptni aooounts like Ningtbourol Lambnba, CSmftharel

Kttmbaba etc. give a different version which cannot' be rejeeted

since they give much detailed and pointed accounts. Ih a series

assanlts against the kingdom ofAva who were people of Ava proper

a Sfaan-Buman and Khmer whom the people ofManipur used to dSB

Kbatnaran, all the time the king of Ava was preparing to revenge^

Manipur. The presence of Khmer a Cambodian tribe is also

supported by the fact that the word Jiri in the name of the Eoi*

jiri hills fs of Austrio f irmation The king of Ava according to

Nlngtliourol Lambuba is called by the name Bharaiigdra MangdrS'

or simply Mangdra Wxio sent an emissary in the court of hang

Pamhciba with very soft and flattering words requeuing him bat a

mairimomal alliance in ^hich Mangdra requested to give prihcesv

Satyaniab, the full name i<; Satyamala Amar Eadthel-tUanlil in

marriage to him. Further the king of Ava invited king Pambeifaa

to visit his country. Pamheiba accepted the request and mtdf

bach the emissary. Pamheiba then thought outy if the request

was sincere he would give his daughter Satyamala in marriage and

on tbe other hand if it was a pretansion he would teaoihr hinii

lesson. Pamheiba then moved with a great force for thsimarriaga

(wemronyc. When be reached the bank of the Irrawaddy river

be^ Golleotsd intojmatious and found, the request off tbe Ava

iriTig was a sincere one as he was between two fires^ one the

Meiteis and^ the other Hons. He worsted to make Manigun bin

figeiui and ally to to strengthen his his force in crashing, the

Mons whom they called the Taiaings. So king Pamheiba*. w^t to
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tb© palace of Ava and tho naarrmce ootemony of hie daughter was
peTfonued* He blessed the spouse and then returned. After the

day's march Pamheiba and his forces halted for the night at a

place which according to Clieitbarol Kumbaba called Metu where

the flag of Pamheiba was lashed away by st('im in the evening. In

the morning King Mangdra hiinsclf arriv< d in the camp of king

Pamheiba and requested him to crush the revolting Talaings of

Koi which posed a restless threat to A^a Pamheiba rtccepted the

request and crossed the Irra\^addy rlvci and assaulted the Talaings

where he captured two prominent chiefs of Taking named Chouthap

Laimingnai and Soitong Lamkhanba alive, destroyed the Taking

rebels of Koi, and he also presented several chopped off heads of

Taking rebels to his son-in-law kins Mangdra^. It is also stated

in CheiihaTol Kumbaba that Painhe‘ba nhr) lost two of his promi-

nent men named Gargaiam a Brahiniu and Sougrakpam Akong in

that engagement ® event took place in the year 17 tO AD,
and by tJ.pt period the king cf ^va according to tho Burmese

source is named Mahadluimayaya DippU (
17311-52 A. I).

) who

moved his capital from Pegu to Ava <luo to j>res&uit of the

Mons Kuig Bharangdia Man^d'^a h to ]>e idi ntified with Maba-

dhamayaza Dipati tiie ktt< r ‘•tcins to be i iiluki name given by

the Buddhist monks. Slahadli.iiun^cza Dipati is of Toiigoo origin

wdiich the Mani]»uii acconiis aiM» aj^ut dhis A\a king is also

teforred to a‘=« Ttuui^oo Ningtliou also as t’oUp^doi Nmgthou meaning

Tongoo or Tongdoi kuig m Mainpuri auounts

Since Menipur became their idly in tho year 1749 A. D.

she stopped iutther raids and assaults on Ava and at the same

time the Mons mnr Ava wcic icduced which could have paved the

way for the giowtli of the Buime^^c powei. The Mons too felt the

prowess of the Mmiiyiuii force and did not fuithoi attack Ava which

was an ally of Manipur for sometime. But the Mons from the

Ningthourol lemTcbo : edited by O, Bhogeswar Smgh, page-377-

3, 'cheitharol K.umbaba, published by the Manipuri Sahitya Parishadg

pa^7d.
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«otath under the leadership of Binnya Bala attacked Ava in 1732

A.D. and besieged it. They took away the king of Ava. In the

mean time king Pomheiba was also ousted by bis own $onfl which

was often the fate of autocrat?. IfoT^ever there arose an able

leader named Alaungpaya of humble origin born at Shwebo who

unified the Burmans. All Upper Burma was passed to Alaungpaya

by 1754 A.D. and he prociaiined king with Shwebo as his capital

He not only defeated the Myitis but also started raiding Manipur.

The Buimese never for>/et the hujoillotion they suffered in the

hands of Manipur and wanted Manipur to pay tl'» j pdee- The

ghash on the dooi of I ho fimouit }*a_ola of MaUtlal y lelt by the

BAvoTd of Gaiib I^iwa/ i*^^ -.liU kdt uur»piind till this date, perhaps,

to remember th( linn iIialK'ii tluy sulhicd in the nands of Manipur

about two and a lialf oeiituries a('o, or it eould have been from

their sense of pre scroll” hntorical monuments in tact. When the

nutocrai e monareb (»arib Niwar* wasiiusied by his own ons, Burma

soon grew to a major power and the tide had gone to the side

of Burma
(

From 1755 A.T>. Binnia took the aggressive role and since then

they invaded Manipur eveial tinus, sometimes penetrated bh far

as Imphal the modern eaintal in a feud over the succession of

throne Marjit went to the JBurmebo court and sought help to

usuip the thiono oj Manipur. In 1813 A.l). lie invaded Manipur

with a strong Buruu se iorce. King Chourjit unable to withstand

fled to Caeliar. Ilius Marjit usurped the throne of Manipur. It is

stated in the Burmeve ae<‘oiint that Marjit took tlio Burmese help

on the condition that he would give Kabow Valley to Burma.

But Manipuri account does not montion il. It is sUtod that

Marjit would render serviees whttiever wanted by the Burmese

king. Accordingly the younger brother oi king Bagydow sent

messengers to Marjit for his help in crushing the Prime Minister

who was said to have affairs with the queen. The queen charged

king Bagydow harl gone mad. Bagydow’s younger brother wanted

tbs help of Marjit sinoo it was a very delicate internal pcobleiitt^
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dMtdie dM not. Howem isk tho jaoairttoe the'Oldiif ^SifiMni^ko

iimlAio’vfrtan^ imB omshed.

JSmJtaicfit bisolce a^ay and in the year ini 9 AJD. idie Bwaxam
4liv«kded iManipiAr. Mavjit fled to Oaohar. Mampor ^as ovenmi

Igr tibe Burmeflie. They instaiiad puppet Bajas under them. In

ISMAJktwiOonsms <aainbhir ffingh and Kara Singh belonging %u

the royal house of Manipur took the help of the British, waged

Wftr against Burma and defeated the Burmese occupation forces

and thus regained the ancient territory of Manipur The British

fbroes ortished and defeated the Buimese king who came into terms

'Wtth theBiltish.

With the defeat and expulsion of the Burmese oeaupaton

joroea finom the territory of ancient Manipur and the restoration of

tbrane by the rightful heirs, the Burmose lost then right to

elaim either partly or wholly any territory of Manipur as thenrs

just as Manipur lost their claim of Shwebo, Sagaing etc. Kabow

valley was never a part of Burma, it uas for the Moriyas who

MDStittfted as one of the major constiucnts of the Manipuris since

its inception as a place of human settlement. In the treaty of

Tandalupo the Burmese king accepted Manipur as a sovereign

indepcuuieiit country and further agreed not to attack Manipur

egainu Few years after the treaty the Burmese king wanted a

' part of the territory of Manipur known us Kabow valley on two

grouniis. Firstly, that Kabow valley was given to Burma by

Marjit on the condition if he could usurp the throne with the

Burmese help which he could. Secondly, to possess Kabow valley

the algcient capital of Manipur was perhaps as prestigious as if4;he

wiuoieAtanipuiis wore put under their heels. Politically Manipur

»was bitterest foe even though there were cultural relatioas.

The Hpuiipiiri Brahmins and astrologers were highly revesad in the

3urmme court of which the iormer is calfed JCaihe-|m0M. They

mever wanted Manipuris to he prmeni in their oapitalB.Dn pdliUeal

gronmia as seen from the aoiaounts of Oapt. Dembcnrtan. itwi ivU



iimlb libe caption was ratified to vmi Ara adltlt bis Wamparitguards.

.Bowaver after roach lagueet they were jperroitted. Thiaisrper-

Jbups^nm afeax^iur apprehension of the jpaat aaperienoes that

earoething ^warranted assault couUi have sparked off hy those

Sim ICan^pori guards which was only about a score. Their

.official tgroand of the demand was the first one which has

actually no logic in it, since not only Marjit the usurper but

the Boianese occupation forces too were defeated and the throzH*

was regained by ^he rightful heirs.

^1^ British gevernment was tired of the war with hhe Bur-

Mee and perfaapsWanteci to appease the Burmese king Manipur

'iMKoame an ally of the Bntish and hence the Governor General on

4he advice of Mr. Burney the firiiiifii resident in Avn trans£Bi?red

Kabow vfldfay to Burroa for which an annual eompensatcn^ rent

of iBs fiOOO/- was paid to Manipur. Further it is stated that the

payment of ootnpensatory^ rent will be stopped if Kabow volley

was returaed to Manipur. India and Burma became one country

under the Bntisb, and again in the year 1937 A.D Burma was

separated By that time Sir Cburachand Singh the Maharaja of

Manipur f^ufamitted a memorandum to the British authorities for

the transfer of Kabow valley to Manipur. The British authorities

kept mum, however they continued to pay the annual compensa

iory rent till 1947 A.D. when a vacuum arose. India and Bunns

became inHependwi in the years 1947 A.B. and 1948 A.D. raspeo-

tivriy and Hampur asBumed asov^o^nistatUBL^ that year Bodha*

ohaodra Singh the Mahairaia of Manipur submitted a lepresentatioti

to the GovnornoT Genmral of India who took the assets and liaF

bilitm from the British authosdtieB, fox the transfer oi Ksflbow

vaJfey to Handpur. ISiie Indian India also kept nuim. In 1 049 A.D

jMamptir was merged with India under duress m collusion with the

fenal poUlticiians, e/ttnining from aovereiguty to the Indian cohmial

cvtatus with subjects progressively dov^ graded to the status of the

ihinl gmde Indian dutiaens till 1972 AJ>. when a change ocoairedi

erien though it wiui imminent that Manipur was to merge with the

VwMM dge nwrsei^
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^fhe Btirmese people were very sensitive over the aoquisitielo

of Sabow valley and even announoed boldly when they heatd the

move of the Maharaja of Manipur, that *an inch of land of Kabow

valley would be ceded to and given to Manipur*. Since the year

1948 A.D. the Burmese G<»vernment persistently moved the Go-

vernment of India for the final tiansfer of Kabow valley to Burma.

Then the Burmese Oo^(TnDcnt headed T Kv Wet the Indian

Prime Minister for the final settlement. I^hus in the year 1054 A.D*

the Indian administrators headed by Jt..Wtibar]al Nehru taking the

role of a second Marjit in oollusitn vith the local jolitical leaders of

the same feathers with strong parochialism for their herd betraying

the cause of,their motheilaud for their narrow gains^ gave Kabow
valley, for which so much blood bad b* en shed, for which the people

of Manipur suffered tortures like being chained by long canes per-

foraimg through the palms and pulled like cattle, for which children

were allowed to die of suffocation by bhrushing them into small

houses chaiged with fumo4 of burning chillies by the ruthless

invader a, for which the women population suffered abductions and

raiies, for which the sucking mothers killed their own babies by

smashing on stone slabs lest their cry should give attention to the

marauders roaming in search of women and be caught and humi-

liated, in the hands of the Burn*ese oeeupatioii foioes, and which

the ancient people of Manipui took as holy jandjts seen from tho

accounts that Paniheiba ( Garib Niwaz ) onSondfiy, March $9,

1725 A.D. eorrespondig to the 20th Lunar Larada, 1646 ^

carried the mortal lemainsof his auceatois and cremated on the

bank of the Ningthi (Chindwin) river on the second day with full

Vedio rites substituting the Ningthi for the holy river Ganges, to

Burma without referring to the nation i.e. the Indian Parliament

which remains unialified till this dote against the very sentiments

ol the Manipuris^ Thus the ancient capital of Manipur the Kabow

valley had gone with wind^ Manipur without Kabow valley has

no life. Manipur had already lost enough parts of her territory

specially on tho southern side. Seine parts are now in Burma and

Some parts are in Mizoram specially due to British pirosstiio. It wonU
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i anoxia pBXjts adit^xwg BimM^satbAr thea ta

Thus Manipur has b€6n divided into two, North Manipur and

South BSidptir. The ^^tfem classic name Manipur is retateei in

North Mai^ur !|v^h Is now in India and South Manipur ^hich is

divided into a number of units with different names is "in Burma.

The 80'Called Manipuris are now concentrated mainly in North

Manipur {»artioularly in Imphal valley:

4. The then Indian Prime Minister who was indeed a man of reason had so

far been successful in appeasing the Burmese who declared their determi-

natioil that ^an ijnch of their territory as they claimed to be ceded to*,
;

^ who in turn remained a faithfuVfriend of India since that event but seems'''

lb have failed with the Chinese. The Communist Government of China

d^aaded a strip df land that .had been included in the- map of Aru-

naohal Pradesh drawn by the Indian Government.' But the Indian Go-

,
vernment refused and as a result of it then’s was the 8ino-IndiaB conflict

or war off 1162 A.t>» in which India suffered peiha i^s the worst humi-
'

liation in her history, a Himfilay'An Mundci’ in tho Himalayas; People

were fed with informations like tho Chi' ese people were starving and the

Communiit wanted la nduce their population and hence

they waged^ar againat India with d lifiemnn followed by live

«

' 60 that most of them r)e killed in the'battle, also indicatihg want of food,

clothing and ammuniticn. Apart frpm this whet e Bcmdila fell into the

hands of the Chiijseo the Prime Minislor lamunted o\er the All India Radio

with a diekeying/voice “B-o-m-d’i-la f-a-M-s” which irt^'tead of generating

a wave of f^Vthpr eOt^Juge gave panic to the people of North Eastein

• region. . ,,
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Different tribes with different dialects including the Ihdo*

Arjans came and settled on this land at different periods. They

in course of time coerce into some principal units. When all such

political units united under the hegemony of the Poirei kings it

gare rise to the birth of the Meitei nation or oommtmity and each

unit began to exist as separate clans of the community.

There are seven clans found in vogue among the Meitei

community of to-day. They are the (1) Mangang, (2) Luwang,

(3) Khuman, (4) Angom, (5) Moirang, (6) Kha-Nganba, and

(7) Sarang-Leisangthem. It is believed that certain changes had

been attributed to in the early part of the 18th century A.1X» along

with the proclamation of Hinduism as the state religion. In that

change the Mangang clan was given another name Ningthonja Clan

meaning the royal clan The Klia-Nganba clan was divided into

Khaba and Nganba clans respectively; and Sarang-Leisangthem was

changed to Chenglei and Leisangthem clans respectively. With these

changes the total number of clans rose to nine Each clan was given

a Hindu Gotra. The Meiteis called the clan Yek or Sdlai,^ or by

compounding the two words Teh^Salai indicating the words be-

longing to different dialects. But these changes appear not to

have worked woll except in the case of the Mangang clan. This

clan is now commonly known as Ningthouja clan. The Khaba

and Nganba clans continue to exist as a single clan under the

name Kba-Nganba clan as before. Similarly the Chengloi and

1 It 18 interesting to note that Cejlon or Sri Lanka was earlier called Tambt-
panif and the people of the middle east called Taprobane and Paleasi-

mundu. But in the geography of Ptolemy a new name SALIKB along

with its old tteme Taprobane and Simoundu is found to have been given*

The loliabitants of Salike were knwon to Ptolemy as SaM, See BMory
of Bengal* edited by B.a Masumdar* vcl* I* piaga-38 foatnete*
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lieiBangthem clans continue to function as Sarang-Leisangthem

and the Cbenglei clan is dropped.

Of the above seven clans the first three clans namely Mangang,

Luwang, and Khuman originally belong to the Poireis. Literary

accounts give very confuting materials of these three clans. The

accounts describe them as the three Gurus and have shown to have

existed before the existence of these tribes. They are the oldest

clans of the Meiteis. The formarion of these three clans is esti-

mated to be about the middle of the 13th century A.D., possibly

during the reign of Khongtekcha (c. 1250-60 A. D.) when the

Mangang Haos' became Poireis.

The neo-Tibetans founded a kingdom with Poireiton as the

fir^ formal king on this valley near the southern part of Kangla-

tongbi plateau. He was succeeded by his son, grandson etc. The

neo-Tibetan kingdom comprised of the following tnlts namely

Chakkha, Lei, Khu, Kharo, Man, Nung and Hou of uhich the

Chakkha, Lei, and Khu belonged to the Himalayan tribes ; Kham
belonged to a tribe closer to the Tibetans

,
Man belonged to the

Mon race : Nung belonged to the tribe of Tai origin who founded

the Nan Ohao kingdom and Hon belonged to some Tibeto-Burman

or Sino-Tibetan tribes This neo-Tibetan kingdom is^found to have

divided into three sub-political groups narrely (1) Chakkha-Nung,

(2) Lei-Khu-Hou, and (3) Khu-Man-Kham. Poireiton belonged

to the Chakkha-Nung group So the Chakkban dynasty was in the

bands of Chakkha-Nung Luuang Punshiba the fourth descendant

of Poireiton had several wives and several sons and daughters

By that time the Poireis became bigger in number and were

becoming more prosperous. When Luwang Punshiba died at his

old age there were possibly some feuds over the succession, but

most of the accounts available with us ore silent about it. As a

result, the whole jneo^Tibetan family was broken up and started

splitting into different groups. Some groups moved towards the

east and settled on the source of Eongba river the Kongla^ru and

some towards the southowest near present Patsoi.
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Mangang ; The Lel-Khu*Hon group who moved and

settled on the Ifongba-ru wanted a separate chief of their own and

invited NongtarTukuplik one of the great grandsons of Luwang
Punshiba to become their chief* Nongta was the son of Likleng

and Yabiroka, both of them were Chakkhans. Likleng was a

Lambu-Tupu of Leibou tribes i e. officeran-Charge of the Leihou

tribes and was one of the grandsons of Luwang Punshiba.^ It is

likely tEathe had also another name Luwang Langmaiba. Different

literary accounts indicate the chaotic political condition of the

society of that period due to want of a king which led to the

invitation of Nongta This grou^ of neo^Tibetan family flourished

under the able leadership ot Nongta who manied one girl named

Laisa^ra belonging to a Heirong tribe* The Heuong was a Tai

origin closely akin to Nung Nongta became the king of this

gioup of Neo-Tibetan family and since then fchis group of people

emerged as a separate political umt
j
More details are discussed

in the Section on Pakhangba ^

Sometime in the latter part of the 12th century A.D, there

were several Tibeto-Burman tribes found inhabiting the Loi^jing or

Loibi-ching ranges There was a particular Tibeto-Burman tribe

named Mangang Hao who had some Bodo elements The name Hao

was given to the-je groups of Tibeto-Burman tribes. Thg Manganfr

Hao settled on the hills now known as Laimaton Phourungba

The literary account Ningthourol Lambuba describes the hiU where

the MangTn^ HaosnsclITcd” as" Xoi-jing Phouwoi Gbing. The

Mangang Haos weie defeated by Naothingkhong (c 1215-50 A.I>.)

at about the early part of his'reign by capturing Konkhucha the

Mangang chieftain alive, for which Naothingkhong is desenbed as

Mangxng^^Ngnmba meaning ‘Victor of Mangang". TI us a large

number of Mangangs were absorbed by this Lei-Khu-hou group

of the Pcireisu

The Mangang Haos were closely akin to the tribes like

Mayang, Mahui etc. who were of Bodo origin but mixed with Tai.

Details are diseussed in the seotion on Mangang, Maymg ete*
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The names ended by the suffixes '-oha* and ^-rembi’ for the males

and the females respectively were very common for these group of

Tibeto«Bannan tribes. The Lei-Khu-Hou group of the Poiieia

were much influenced by the Mangangs and later by the Mayaugs

another Tibeto-Burman tribe as evident from the name of the

successors to Naothingkhong who were successively Khongtek*cha

and Eeirexbcha. The absorbed Mangangs wore for the time being

called Poirei-Mangangs. When the Mangangs completely got

amalgamated with this group of Poireis, this group became known

as Mangangs. Thus the name Manvang clan emej^ed from the

name of the Tibeto-Buiman tribe Mangang. It may be mentioned

here t^t^ b^ore the amalgamation with Mangangs, this group had

already absorbed a good number of people belonging to JUbe

Lei-Hou, Ma«Hou and Heirong. The Mangang elan is imw commonly
known as the Ningthouja clw.

\ \^The Luwang : The Chakkba-Nung gioup of people of the

Poireis also became scattered after the death of Luwang Punshiba

at about 980 A.D. As stated earlier he had several sons and

daughters left. Several of them moved towards the south and

the south*west of their settlement and established different families

there. \ At a later period they moved as far as Luwangshaugbam

and Lmgol hills to the south, and as far as to the foothills of

Loijing to south-west. Different families started naming each

family after the name of their fouudei, for example, Yaoreiba and

Kaireiba who were the descendants of Luwang Punshiba^ The

descendants of Yaoreiba were known as Yaoreibas, and so on.

In literary accounts girls belonging to Yaoreibas are found to have

been described as Yaoreiba Ghana, and so on. It appears from

about the middle of the 13th century A.D. the entire Chakkhar

Nung was given the name Luwang, probably from the name

of Luwang Punshiba or from the name Luwang given to the

Cbakkha rulers by the Nungs. The father of Luwang Punshiba

was Khuntbiba. He is also found to have been writtenjas Luwang

Khunthiba m some account^ It appears the later text writers had

givep Aim SSe Luwapg postbumously as dona to all the
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kings belonging to this group of Poireis. The title Lnwang also

pronounced as Ruang in non-Mwipur source is found to have

been adopted by Nan Chao king Ko-lo-feng ( 748-78 A. D. ) a

Chinese corrupt word for Khun Luwang Phnng meaning ‘Lord

Luwaiig the Glorious’. Piior to Ko-lo-feng, one Tai Prince who

rebelled against the ruler of Zimine in 638 A.D. is named Phra

^uang (Luwang).* Briggs says that this name is adopted by

some kings of Siam also* Hence the word Luwang or Ruang is

supposed to be a patronymic name, that is, deriving from the

name of an ancestor. Thus it indicates the Nungs wore a group

of people having a oomraon ancestor with that of the Tai tribe

who founded the N<iu Chao kingdom fn Manipuri accounts lieojile

belonging to Nung arc often described us Nungba or Nungbal.

The title Luwang is found to have been adopted by the Chakkhan

princes from the fourth descendant of Poireiton. When the

Luwang clan came into cMstence some ]>eoplo belonging to this

group are sometimes described as Nungbal otherwise simply as

Luwang, It shows that the people of Luwang clan had

two basic components namely Luwang propci who were of Chak-

khan origin and Nungba or Nungbal who were of Tai origin.

But some manuscripts use the term quite loosely. The early people

were very particular about their ethnic origin, for example, the

Kharoi tribo who later amalgamated with or absorbed by the

Khumans are found to have beem entered in accounts with tke

name Elharoi while mentioning the clan. * Thus we find Kaireima

the wife of Naophangba is entered as Kharoiron Kaireima indi-

cating the true ethnic identity of Kaireima. But later chroniclers

and scholars enter her simply as Khuman-Chanu. The Luwangs

appear to have maintained their earlier Chakkha-Nung culture. ^ ’

The title Luwang was already in vogue while Poireiton was

m Khamnung Sawa. The Nung people usually called the Chakkha

rulers of Khamnung Sawa by the name Luwang and later all the

Chakkhas were known by that name. Hence Ghakkha-Nung was

2. Dt. : Tai and the Tai kingdoms^
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later called Nung-Luwang as found among the tribes ofMishmis and

other Arunachal Pradeshis. However the Nung-Luwang dialect

in Mishmi and other Arunachal Pradeshis is now substantially

altered due to the presence of Tibeto-Burmaii, Tibetan and other

Asiatic tribes. So the early Nung-Luwang who moved to the

Mishmi range, and other parts of Arunachal Pradesh and the

Chakkha-Nung of the Kangla-tongb* plateau who were known as

Poirei were next of kin. The emergence of the whole Chakkha*

Nung as Luwang is perhaps from the period of Khongtekcha

when the clan of the Poirei to which Khongtekcha belonged

became known as Mangang.

So far we have discussed the South East Asiatic sources

concerning the etymology of the word Luwang or Ruwang which is

not convincing though the Tai rulers adopted it from about the 7th

century A D. It is simply assumed as a patronymic name. How-

ever in the Greek and Latin sources, it is mentioned that the

Saka who entered India in the first century A.D. and founded the

renowned Saka era in the Indian history was called Saiwang,

The Saka is also said to have belonged to a branch of Yueh-chi

tribe or race, and the Kushauas were the Kuei-shung which is

also a branch of Yueh-chi race. The Manipuri sources as discussed

in earlier sections Yu-chakkha is said to have belonged to the

Chakkha tribe or clan of the Ghakkba tribe, and again the Sakya

or Ghakkba were called liuwang. The amalgamated Nung and

Chakkha tribes were called Nung-Luwang in the southern Tibet

sources.

The Yueh-ohi and Yu-chakkha were at least cognate tribes if

not the different clans of the same tribe and the words SaiwSng

and Luwfing are unmistakably of the same formations. It is most

likely that the ruler or king of Saka and of Sakya were known by

the names Saiwang and Luw3ng respective^ in their respective dia-

lects, and the culture penetrated to the Tai world and later adopted

by the Tai rulers as a title. The suffix wang in the above words

which means *faigh' or *beyond^ in old Manipuri is a very common
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bu£&x in the dialect of Ohakkha^ for example, Nawang, Leewang,

Iwang etc., and taking into account of this meaning the word

LuwSng may be interpreted as ^head-high* where lu means ^head’,

which literally means a prominent man i.e. figuratively a king.

The word ivang is a vocabulary of present Manipuri language

and is used in the same sense as above* We find words like imng-

chaoba meaning Hall and big* where chao is a Chinese Mongoloid

word meaning 'great* and ha a Tibeto-Burman suffix or the Tai

word hpa meaning 'king*, a^uang a-^etn meaning 'high and low’

where the prefix a is an adjective prefix. If the word stands

alone it gives meanings like 'height’ e.g. wang(ha) and *beyond’

o.g. toang(ma). The word a-wang also means 'the north’ which is

possibly derived from the fact that the northern part of the

habitation of the early Poireis were high and the southern parts

were low valleys.

The obsolete Manipuri word for skull is la-Ui but the modem
word is hoh which is a Tiboto-Burman origin. With the word la

we find words lu^^ang (forehead, front), lu-kham (end of the skull

on the back ), lu-mei (spine the tail of skull) etc.

In tho European and Middle East sources the word tvang of

Saiwang is also said to have the meaning 'chief’ or 'king’, more or

less the same Manipuri meaning for the word wang.

In early Manipuri the word Luwang is used to mean king like

Luwang Punshiba which means 'king Punshiba’ but from about

the latter part of the 13th century A.D. when the Mangang became

Poireis the word is used with the Mangang word nirigthou meaning

'kmg’ in a compounded form like 'Luwang-Ningthou’ Punshiba as

the compounded words la^ja-ishing, shingyeUkirang etc. With the

emergence of Luwang as the name of a clan the meaning of

’Luwang-Ningthou’ has further changed to ‘king of the Luwang
^

clan’ which stands to this date as the modern language.

Khuman: The Khu-Man-Kham group of tho Poiceis

moved towards the south-west as far as Patsoi from the South of
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KfttiglsAoBgbi by about the same time with that of Lei«Khii4K>u

group who moved towards Kongba-ru. This group of people appear

to have become prosperous in their new settlement. In the

begmning of the 13th century AX>, they were found still oooupying

the area.^' In Ningthourol Lambuba it is stated that a girl named

KSngbi Banting NgSiibi uho belonged to the Thangnga and

Kampong clans of the Man race of the Khu-Man-Kham awaiting

anxiously for the whole night for her sweet heart prince Hongnem-

yoy Khiinjao (Naothingkhong) while the latter did not return the

whole night, rebuked her brother Angoukoi and also her father

Amukoi for their ill-treatment to the prince. It is said, as the

night was over the bright sun appeared on the sky, she exclaimed,

**Tumlt sung patle i” meaning ‘The sun too rises In the dialect

of the Man the sun is called Tumif and ‘to rise’ is patla(ha).

The account further says that the place name Paisoi is given since

that occasion. ‘ The word soi means ‘to miss' and pat means

‘to rise*. By compounding these two words the place name Patsai

is derived. Patsoi is only about 7 or 8 kilometers to the west of

Imphal. This group oi people shifted from this settlwient to a

place lying to “the" cas"t^f the Loktok lake by about the middle of

the 13th century A.D. from the pressure of tribes of Tai origin like

Lai, Senbi, Haorok, Konthou etc. from the south. The Man had

two sub-clans namely Thangnga and Kampoiig who had some

associations with IheCheiigleis. When they settled on the east of

Lokiiak lake group of Ehu*Man*^Kham became known as

Ehuman.
,
They started absorbing or mixing with different tribes

namely Eharoi, Hangoi, Nongyai, Heirem, Khunjan etc. who had

arrived from the Upper Iril valley on the east of Loktak lake

possibly through the course of the Thoubal river. The Nongyai

and Eham(ba) tribes became prominent in the Khuman setup.

It appears the chieftainship of the Khumans was passed on to the

VfoUgyais. Again Nongyai and Kham(ba) appear to have oouflkts

over the succession. In the historical novel Ehamba-Thcdbi,

3* liliaigtbouroA Lasnlnihsi edited Q« Bhogeswar Singh, pages*3l3*
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Flirem-be who belonged to a Kbam(ba} tribe Unds Minium in ilM»

Moiraag pnneipaUty. The novel depicrte him, BmdintM

meaning *taking aseyhim in Moirang’i whose original prmolpality

is said to be Ehuman. In Uie closing part of the 13th cMtury

one Khuman named Thingkonhanba who is also found to have

been described- as Ehuman**Nongyai, who belonged to aNongyni

tribe, while on an expedition towards the southern hills found a
village named Mara inhabited by the Bangs Is. He deftated the

Bangal chief and bt ought them. In another expedition further

south of the above he also found a settlement of Pdsis (Basis) a

mixed stock of Tibeto-Buiman Mayang and Bangals. He also

defeated them. Thus in the closing part of the 13th century A«D«

the Khumans absorbed Bangals, pioto-Bangals and Pasis. The

Khumans became one of the most mixed clans.

In Sagei Salairol, published by the State Kala Akademi, the

ancestor ofKhuman Is shown as Poireiton which cannot be accepted.

As d]scus«=(ed in the earlier sections, Khuzdati is an amalgamated

tribe of Khu and Man The bulk of Khu are found in the Tang-

kbuls and they belonged to the Yu-chakkha clan of the CShakkha

and Man were of Mon oiigin whose cognate tribes were Marem,

Maiiiig and Miao? Thcii earlier chief is not found in any text hUt

one man named Amukoi whoso daughter got married to Hongnem-

yoy Khunjao (Naothingkhong) is found ui the early part of the

13th century A D. Again Yoirangpok Punshiba (written as Moi-

ranpok Punshiba) is also given to be a descendant of Poixeiton

in the Khuman genealogy of the above mentioned book. TUs too

is also not at all acceptable, since Yoirangpok banged to an

altogether different tribe. He belonged to the Kbaroi olaa of

the Thoubal tribe and lived some three and half centurieB after

Poireiton as evident from the account that his younger brother

KSohengKhuyce’s daughter Eaireimagot married to Naopbangba

aa the seeond wife who bore a son named Thamangkng from whom
descended the Yen^hom Yoirangpok at the most can be a

contemporary of Yaormba, if not his desoendauts sraoe the Amt
wife of Haophangba is a Yaoreiba Yaoceiba is tttm lltfa
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descendant of Poireiton as found in the same book and moreover

by that period the Kbaroi tribe inhabited on the eastern side of

the Iral valley on the east of the Kongba-m, while the Khumans

inhabited on the northern side of Patsoi. The Khumans moved

to the ea‘«tern side of the Ijoktak lake and got amalgamated with

the Nongyai and beoame known as Khuman-Nongyai. The ohief-

tainahip of Khuman^-Nongyai passed on to a Nongyai named

Thingkonhanba. The Kharoi tribe later amalgamated with the

Khuman-Nongyai. So the ancestors o^ Khuman should have started

from the ancestor of the Thangnga and Kampong elan of the Man.

Since ihe major chunk of Khu became Tangkhuls and only few

who were not prominent were with the Thangnga and Kampong,

we do not get any prominent man belonging to Khu who were

with Thangnga and Kampong. But we find some prominent men
like Pankhaicbamba who rescued a small girl found sitting alone

near her dead mother who was the daughter of the Shelloy-

Langmai chief as discussed in ealier sections besides Amukoi. Since

Khuman-Nongyai became a principality from the time of Nongyai

Thingkonhanba the best genealogy should have started fiom him.

Prior to him is the genealogy of different tribes that constituted

the Khuman.

The Angom ; The Nongbals before they emerged as a sepa-

rate political unit, were the subjects of the kings of the Poirei

clan to which Nongta also belonged. They amalgamated with the

Tibeto-Burman tribes Kang(ba) and Kong(ba) before the emergence

of the Mangang clan, possibly in the 10th century A D. before the

birth of Nongta Later they gradually mixed with the Shelloy-

Langmais. The amalgamation seems to have been accomplished

under the able leadership of one person named PuleUomba whose

ethnic origin seems to be a Nongbal proper, for which he is still

regetrded as the father of the Angoms. The date of Puleilomba

is not known with any degree of certainty but supposed to be

a man of the 10th or 11th century A. D. In some accounts

Puleilomba is projected to be a contemporary person of Luwang

Langmaiba the grandson of Luwang Punsfaiba* In a likewise
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numner he is abo desoribed as the foster father of Pakhangba in

somewhat an allegorioal way. With the increasing number of tribes

amalgamated, the Nongbab posed to be a political unit. Later

they amalgamated with almost all the tribes of non-Himalayan

Mongoloid origins inhabiting the lower course of the Iril and

Thoubal rivers which included tribes like Nongmai, Funan, Maring,

Senbi and other Cambodian tribes. We often get confused the

Langmai of Shelloy*Langmai with the Nongmai. They were two

distinct tribes of the Tibeto*Burman family. Details are discussed

in the sections on Shelloy-Langmai and on Nongmai. In later

period the Nongbab also absorbed some Bangals and proto-Bangab.

As the Nongbals accumulated more and more tribes, they

became politically the most prominent unit besides the Poireb in

the northern part of the valley, even though they came under the

hegemony of the Poirei kings. There is certain amount obscurity

about the oiigin of the apellation Angom, or how the name Nongbal

changed to Angom. Nor the historical accounts so far available

mention any tribe whose name is Angom and got merged with the

Nongbals Hence it is certain that the name Angom is an outgrowth.

It is therefore expedient to recourse to the history of the amalgar

mated Nongbals. The chiefs of the amalgamated Nongbals were

called Angou-pamba, a title of the Nongbal chiefs conferred by

the Poirei kings, but they were commonly called Angouba or simply

Angou. Suppose, for example, there is a Nongbal whose name

is Ohamba, people would called him Cbamba Nongbal or Angou*

jamba Nongbal. In the year 1651 A D. during the reign of the

Poirei king Chalamba one person named Om-ba according to

Cheitharol Kumbaba* and Om according to Niugthourol Lambuba*

was appointed the chief of amalgamated Nongbab, who a very

prominent man. Om seems to bo a controversial child of the parent.

Since he was the chief of the Nongbab, people generally called

him Angou*Om Nongbal and further deviated to Angom Nongbal.

4. Ohaitliarol Kamt>aba, published by the Manipuri Sahitya Paiishad, p.14%

6. Ning^ourol Lambuba, edited by O, Bhogeswar Stngh, page-175.
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tiMa dT tho Nongbata mi Utter tert writera pnojeoted all Nongbato

a# Angom and m find iiaiaes Uhe Angozn Nopgbal Epngjangba

o£ ih# hiaterioial novel Uoirang Thoibi, wene Kongyangba is the

fiteename of the person. Later the word Nongbal ia dropped and

the name Angom reinaJna» which oonatituted one of the olans of the

MaiteU

The meaning of Angou in modern Manipuri as well a» some

Tibeto-Burmans is *white’. If this meaning is applied to the

Nongbal chief, the answer is not befitting a chief, but in the

dialect of Pang a Tai tribe ngao means 'great’ or ‘powerful’ and if

the word A^igou is a phonetic variant of ngao^ the woid gives a

hafittittg meaning of a chief.

Moirang : The Moirang proper i.c. the Mahui is a group

of Tibeto-Burman enteiing Imphal valley by the southern route.

They became amalgamated with tho K(‘ges, Moriyas, Ngangois etc.

as soon as they arrived on this valley at about 1270 A,D. The

Mpirang principality became a host for the fudthis. Thus the

amalgamated population of the Moirang principality rolled on

with more tribes which included Senbi, Lai, Ausiric, Kabow,

Khuyon, Kayensucha, Mayang and scone remnants ol Heirem, Khun-

jal, Bangal, Kouba tribes. Thus Moirang became an admixture

of tribes. Basically Moirangs had the elements ol the Himalayan

tribes ChaklLha, Moriya, Khu, Nga or Nganu ; Ma the Bodo
;
Lai

the Tai ; Hui the Tai ; Kege the Chinese, and otlier elements. But

the name Moirang is erroneously applied and retained to be a

clan name.

The Kha-NgSnba ; The Kha-Nganba clai^ is believed to have

derived from two closely related Khaba and Nganha. Both of

them seems to be the brotiiers of a family belonging to some dea-

oendants of Thongaiba the chief of Nga or Nga-nu tribes* As

discussed in the section on Thongaren, Thongaiba belonged to a

f!hftlrklin.ii tribe. It IS likdiy that Nga-ngoi belonged to a elan

of Nga. The period of emergence of this clan cannot be estmiated
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Iwrt Wfewl to b© Atom About the I4th oentery AD, It

they belowged to the tribe© ruled by Ngengoi Yoiiuougb^a

proimuent figure of the early period who had a diaJcKgue with

Poireiton when the latter met him while he waa oleating the ©outeo

of a river as mentioned in Poireiton Khunthok.

The Sarang-LeiBangthem * At the moment it is difficult to

give any substaliated aocount on the origin of the Sarang-Leisang-

them. However they are believed to be some offshoots of ThSngyi

a Chenglei clan.

In addition to the above stated absorptions and amalgamations,

all the clans without a single exception absorbed different tribes

who migrated in small numbers and took up the clan to which they

were admited. It is frequently seen that one particular tribe is

found to have been absorbed by different Meitei elans. As

discussed above the Khumans absorbed a good number of

Bangals* The Baugals differ ethnically from the rest of the

Tibeto-Burman ttibes. The Bangals who entered Manipur were

possibly of Kanareso origin mixed with other proto-Bangals. The

Bangals could not form a clan of their own in the Meitei setup

due to the lost of their political nucleus

There are other tribes who entered this Und and became Meiteis

after the clan formations were completed and at the same time they

were not amalgamated with any of the then existing clans, conti-

nued to live without any clan except with family titles or Bageis

which weroalluted to them c.g Kshetrimayum and Lairikyengbam.

By now it is a Sagei but in course of time it may evolve to a clan

with different Sageis.

Some of the Kshetrimayums claim that they were from Orissa

and originally belonged to a Brahmm community. It may be mon-

tioued here that there was a community or rather caste called

Brahmau-Kehetriya in present north-eastern part of Karnataka

and western Orissa to which Samanta Sena the founder of the

Sena dynaety of Bengcd belongisd The arrival oi these Kshetris

lator called Kshetrimayuins cannot be expected to be much earlier

than the 17th century A.D.
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Mo«t of the tribes of Tai or their admixtures namely Fhayeng,

iieltmai, Andro, Iteimaram, Khttrkhul, Eontnik and Ghairen even

though they maintain a separate identity are within the fold of

the general Heitei clan and Sagei.

There are some 712 Sageis or family tiMes comprising the seven

general clans of the Meiteis excluding those of the Brahmins and

Mussalmans. But in some accounts it is mentioned that there aie

altogether 749 Sageis. For more details see latter part of this book.

The Indo-Aryan Brahmins who migrated from the Indian

mainland by small waves from about the beginning of the 15th

century A.B* onwards and who became Meiteis, did not possess

any clan. But they were alloted family titles only. Now we

find 47 Brahmin family titles only even thougn it is mentiond in

some accounts that there are 49 Sageis. The Brahmins who be-

came Meiteis were known as Meitci-Baraous or Manipuri-Brahmins.

Details are given in the latter part of this book.

In a likewise manner the Indo-Afghan Mussalmans who came to

this land at the beginning of the 17th century A D. and who

became Meiteis were also alloted family titles only but not the

clan. There are about 40 family titles or Sageis belonging to the

Mussalmans. Most of the new comers among the Muslims do not

possess family title or Sagei. The Mussalmans preserved their

distinct identity in matteis of religion. They are called Meitei-

Pangals or Manipuri-Muslims.

The Meitei-Bamou and Meitci-Fangal constitute about 5% and

10% respectively of the entire general Meitei population.

The writei tried to collect materials about the origin of the

clan of the tribes inhabiting the hill areas of Manipui. But the

materials collected so far are very scanty and therefore cannot be

soientifioally bubstantiated. However, the old tribes like Mating,

Tangkhul, Kabul, Chothe, Kom, Moyon, Monsang, Koireng etc.

appear to have developed seven clans or Sageis on a similar pattern

with the Meiteis.
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At about the 17th century A.D. the community of the valley

had some six clans namely (1) Mangang, (2) Luvang, (3) Khuman,

Angom, (4) Ohenglei, and (5) Uoirang. In some manuscripts the

Ohenglei clan is found to have been written as Ohengleibam.

Somewhat later at certain stage the Ohenglei clan appears to have

lost its existence, and instead of that clan three more clans emerged.

They were (1) Sarang-Leisangthem, (2) Khaba, and (3) Nganba.

Some accounts like Sagei Salairol published by the State Kala

Academi show that Khaba and Nganba clans were offshoots of the

Mangang tribes. This is obviously doubtful.

Since the coming of the fresh wave of Hinduism during the

peilod of Pamheiba (1709-1748 A.D.), when the community of this

valley became known an Meiteis, the Meitei clans were alloted

different Hindu Gotras Thus the Hindu Gotras were alloted as

follows : (1) Shandilya Gotra to the Mangangs, (2) Kasyapa

Gotra to the Luwangs, (3) Madhukalya (Moudgalya) and Mandalya

Gotras to the Khumans, (4) Kousika and Goutama Gotras to the

Angoms, (5) Atieya Gotra to the Moirangs, (6) Bhardwaja Gotra

to the Chengleis or Chengleibams.

There has been some confusions on the allocation of Gotras on

the rest of the clans. However it may be mentioned here that the

Hindu Gotras were alloted as follows (a) Bharadwaja Gotra to

the Khabas, (b) Noisika Gotra to the Nganbas, (c) Angirasha

Gotra to the Sarang-Leisangthems, and (d) Vasistha Gotra to the

Chengleis. The disoripencies arise from the fact that a person

may change his clan with the permission of the royal court. New
entrants were found to have been alloted separate Gotras within

the same clan. Apart from this fact the society adopted

a strictly exogamous system a complement to the prohibition of

Swa-Gotra Vivaha of the Hindu law, and prior to that period the

Meiteis were both endogamous and exogamous. When the Gotra

system was introduced there were instances of marrying girls of

the same clan by the rulers or the nobles. In such circumstances

the clan and the Gotra of the family to which the girl bel onged

was usually changed to escape the prohibitory hand of the law.
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In tiNe dftriy period tba elAUft umiaUf signified ^ioHie lailhnio

unite bttt gn^tdoally changed to poHtlcel unite. By now it hne loet

to to spMt extent its mdaning and slgnlSeanoo. It bee beeooio

abnoiit a mtional name. It appears from the study of rooerde

that the Khuroans were the most mixed group followed by Mtongang,

Moimig, Angom, Luwang, Kha-Nganba and fiarang-Leisangthem

fiucoesehrely on the ladder.

AU eifldeoices clearly show that the elans ot the tribes pre*

ferred marriage within the same tribe or clan. Marriages with

other tribes or clans were not conducive. There wore tribal feuds

and vendetta. More over not a single exogamous tribe migrated

to this land and became Moitois. In course of time the society

in the valley became heterogeneous, free inter>marriages were there.

The early social history or social «et-up of the Meiteis was

that of a tribal feudalism. The society may be divided into two

strata, the nobles and the commoners. The commoners married

by simple proccssi s of mutual co-habitation and declaration of man

and wife somewhat similar to that of the Oandharba Vivaha of

the Hindus with social sanctions. The nobles were also not free

from such practices. However, concurrently for the nobles a

nobler form of marriage following a code of customary marriage

was generally adopted. We do not get any material dealing with

the rituals of marriage in the early period From about the time

of Naothingkhong (o 1215-50 A.D.) we have some records how

the marriage was performed and how the bride was sent to the

in-laws by the birde’s father. Chingurembi Khonglup gives a vivid

reflection on it. Since the time of Naothingkhong the general Itoy

out of the form of marriage is preserved by the Meiteis with some

modifications here and there e.g. the costume of the bride of today

is of post Bhagyachandra period.

People in the eary period married at a stage when the bioto^

g&oal needs were felt without any sooial restrietion. Xt was also a

eonunon practice of raiding a tribe for oapturing Ih^ women they

liked. Im sadi faida even respectable ladies wete oarrM to

the pride and valour of the raidana la the pfeeent pesspeotive it
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is a barbarous praotioe but by that period it was the sooial order

of the day. In such raids the horde need not necessarily all nobles,

there could have been commoners who also in turn got their share

of the catch. Instances of such practices are recorded in accounts

like Ningthourol Lambuba and others. Some instances may be

cited as follows : (a) one noble of Naothingkhong named Hao*>yang

Payangba while raiding a tribe for capturing their women he

liked was killed in the action, (b) the wife of Thangyi Elhongjombs»

who belonged to a descendant of Yaoreiba was forcibly taken away

by Poirei king Naokhamba (c. 1133-1140 A.D.) while she had

already conceived a child of five month’s term and became his

wife, and so on.

Formal marriages following certain codes of marriages were

mainly confined to the tribe or the clan itself and between tribes

having good relations Each clan as stated earlier was subdivided

into a number of smaller units called Sagei or family title. All

members of a Sagei were practically related to one another. None

of the migrating tribes who constituted the Meiteis practiced

incest or Its similar nat ure. It is therefore seen that none of the

Meiteis married within the ^ame Sageis. It was forbidden well

before the latest wave of the Hinduism. It is also certain that

the Meiteis were tree to marry anyone from outside the Sagei

which may be of the same clan before the allocation of the Hindu

Gotra. Literary accounts reveal many tearful consequences that

may befall on to the spouse as veil a to their progenies if people

marry within the same clan as wiitten in the so-called Puyas

which make people fiightened by the awesome sequences, and

thus they never tried to many within the same clan. It in simply

a rider to the religious scriptures It seived more than a decree

of the king on this strength.

In early period all children born by any wife whatever the

form of marriage be, or whatever the progenitor of the child be,

the child was accepted by the family. Prior to the Hindu law it

was mainly out of necessity that the child was taken as the child of

the family, but in the later period it was the application of the
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fibdu hm the child belonged to the Bo^oaUed KAekvt^jPvim.

A$ the ends ’weie the fiame there had been m change. However it

mjr be pointed otit that tiie Kekeira-Fiitros are not preferred to

iidberit the throne if there were other brothers begotten by the

king. As referred to in above, Naokhamba had two sons born

bjrhis tjneonwhowas earKerlhe wife of Qhargyi Khcngjcmba

the rhengici chief, namely Naophang Abanba and Kaophargba.

Hftopha-ng Ahanba was a child begotten by Thangyi Khongjortiba

and his younger brother Naophangba was the child begotten by

the king. There was a row over the succession but Naophangba

SQoceeded his father.



THE MOIRANG PRINCIPALITY

The aeoounts of the Kege principality of the Moriya nUers are

lost in obscurity. The la4it Moriya ruler before the Rege principa-

lity went to the hands of the Lai ohiefSt was possibly jtforiya Oinu

Seng Baja. It is said tliat he was captured alive by Khoilgtekoha

the Poirei king according to Ningthourol Lambuba It is very

likely that he was killed. So also the Poi<ei king is believed to

have been killed in the war between the Poireis and the Keges.

During the roign of Khongtekcha as recorded in the accounts like

Ningthourol Lambuba, that 763 Reges were killed. And there is

also an interregnum of 1 1 years following the death of Rhongtek-

cha and his immediate successor Reirencha. This interregnum

may be accounted as an afioiznatb of the war.

Oinu Seng liaja was probably succeeded by Thangjing Koirel

Lai chief ofMoirang ( Mahui ) tribe after an interregnum of some

years Thangjing Koirel Lai seems to have been invited by the

Keges as evident from the account that he was received at Ngang-

kha by a Kege named Haomu son of a lady named Irai Leima.

It is during his days that the Keges and the Moirangs were united

politically. Thus the amalgamated principality became known as

Kego-Moirang principality, and later it became simply known as

Moirang and further the Keges appear to have evolved as a con-

federating unit. The inhabitants of the Kege principality were

Moriyas, Tibeto-Burman Mayangs and Kege proper.

Thangjing Koirel Lai seems to be- an adventurer. Before coming

down to the valley the Moirangs settled on the bills now known as

the Thangjing hill. As disenssed in the section on Moirang, Thag*

jing Koirel Lai used to visit the Bangal principality at Lamangdong

on horse back. After the clash between the Poirei and Kege he

moved down to the valley at about 1270 A D As stated above he

was received at Ngan^ha now known as Ngangkha-rawai by

Haomu the Kege. His tentative date is o. 1270*90 A.D. It may be
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noted thatMoirang is a Ngangoi word for the Marem name Moiram
given to the southern part of Imphal valley.

It seems Thanjing Koirel Lai was succeeded by one man named
Nganingshing. It is not known whether he was a Lai tribe or not,

but appears to be a Lai tribe. He is also known as Nganingshing

Atengba. It is very likely that Thangjing Koirel Lai was posthu-

mously given the titular name 'Purik Lai Ponglen Hanba* meaning

'Ancestor of the Lai tribe, the chief of men’. But in Moiraiig

Ningthourol Lambuba Purik Lai Ponglon Hauba is entered as

another ruler. In Sagei Salairol he is not shown. The tentative

date of Nganingshing Atengba is o. 1290-1305 A»D.

Nganingshing Atengba was succeeded by Purik Lai Hamcha

Thaba. The spoiling of Hamcha is also found to have been written

as Hamsa. It is supposed that he was given the titular name Phaiig

Phang Ponglen Hanba. ButinMoiiaiig Ningthourol Lambuba,

Phang Phang Ponglen Hanba is entered as another ruler. His

tentative date is c. 1305-15 A D.

Purik Lai Hamcha Thaba was succeeded by Purik Lai Narong

Lai-likshuba according to Sagei Salairol But in Moirang Ning-

thourol Lambuba one more lulcr named Punk Lai Yoiromba is

found between Purik Lai Hamcha Thaba and Punk Lai Narong

Lai-likshuba. The tentative date of Purik Lai Narong Lai-likshuba

is c. 1315-30 A.D.

After Purik Lt^ Narong Lai-likshuba the two accounts namely

Sagei Salairol and Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba contradict each

other about the successors. According to Sagei Salairol he was

succeeded by Phang Phang, Sumut, Mayang Loikenba, Iwang

Pheidenba. Chaoba Soupon-nganiba, Laikaohengba Ura Khundouba

and Sana-rakkha in succession while in Moirang Ningthourol

Lambuba he was succeeded by Purik Lai Mayamba, Sunu Ghaiik

Lai, Phang Phang, Iwang Telheiba, Iwang Loikaoheng, Purik Lai

Ura Khundouba and Sana-rakkha in succession. So it is difficult

to Say who actually succeeded Narong. The tentative date of the

of successor of Purik Lai Narong Lai-likshuba is c. 133040 A«D.
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However Sananraklcha is the seventh suocessor of Narong

according to Moirang Ningthoarol Lambnba with spelling Sana-

rakhuwa and the eighth snooessor according to Sagei Salairol with

spelling Sanarrakhwa. Taking as the seventh successor it is seen

that Sana-rakkha is the 10th successor of Thangjing Eoirel Lai

according to the deducted chronology, and taking as an approximate

yard stick the average reigning period of the Poirci kings, it is

seen that Sana-rakkha falls as a contemporary person of either

Iwanthaba, or Thawanthaba of the Poireis. The average reigning

period of this period of the Poirei history appears to be very low.

It is of about 7 years. Hence taking a little higher Value we can

reasonably say that Sana-rakkha lived at a period about the middle

of the 14th century A.D.

Lai Cbing-khu Telheiba is the 4th successor of Sana-rakkha

according to Sagei Salairol and the 13th successor according to

the Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba. There is a historical account

mentioned in both Oheitharol Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambuba

that princess Yoiren Tompokpi the daughter of Lai Ching-khu

Telheiba^s younger brother was married to Thangbi Lanthaba

( 0 1381-91 A.D. ) the Poirei king with a great episode. Evidently

four or thirteen kings had to rule from about 1350 A.D. which is

a span of about 30-40 years. Hence the average ruling period comes

to about 10 years or 3 years. The period under consideration

appears to be politically calm and the Kege-Moirang flourished

during this period in art and literature, and hence 4 kings ruling

for a period of 30-40 years is more reasonable than 13 kings ruling

the same period. It is therefore more reasonable to accept Lai

Ohing-khu Telheiba as the 3rd or 4th successor of Sana-rakkha rather

than the 13th successor. One more difficulty is that Sagei Salairol

does not mention the sources from which the genealogical chart is

prepared.

Thus in our reconstructed genealogy Lai Ching-khu Telheiba is

found to be the 14th suocessor of Thangjing Koirel Lai the founder

of the Moirang principality. Thangjing Koirel Lai and Keirencha

( c 1271-81 A,D. ) the Poirei king were contemporary persons.
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Tkim «.rd 10 imooeesonfi^ firdmKdrenoha to SCommfm (o 1370*81 A.D.)

tbo iafAiet of Thangbi Lanthaba. Tbe matching of tbo 14th

dOBccndatHr of ono lino with the 18th descendant of the other is

qnite reasonable.

The successors or the successive rulers of the Kege-Uoirang

principality beginning from Thangjing Koirel Lai is tentatively

given below : (1) Thangjing Koirel Lai, (2) Nganingshing Atengba^

(3) Purik Lai Hamoha Thaba, (4) Purik Lai Narong Lai-likshuba,

(5) Sunu Charik Lai, (8) Phang Phang, (7) Iwang Telheiba.

(8) Iwang Laikachang, (9) Purik Lai Ura Khundouba, (10) Sana*

rakkba, (11) Shonglen Lanthaba, (12) Khokkei Lanthaba, (13) Ura

Eongyangba and (14) Ching-khu Telheiba

Who was Sana-rakklia ^ The origin of the name Sana-rakkha

does not indicate a Lai or any other Tai or Tibeio-Burman origin,

tt is a mixed word of Aryan and some other tribes The word

must have come from the Moriya tribes. So either Sana-rakhhE

was a Lai tribe who acquired the name or he himself was a Moriya

ruler. The reference of Moriya tribe is also found in the Moirang

chronicle, Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba, one Moriya who is des-

cribed as *Moii lousbingba* meaning ^Moiiya the wise’ in the said

text. Here Mon is another Manipuri form of Moriya besides Muwa.

We have investigated the pattern of the name Sana-rakkhS in

earlier sections and found to be a Bakiyan formation. Hence this

name is Moriya origin.

Sana*rakkha must have been a very popular figure. It is be*

lieved from the name of Sana-rakkha that the adoption of the name

Sana to princes, princesses and other royal descendants of Poirei as

a title came into use. When addressing a prince or any other royal

descendants by a junior pexson in age or of humble origin, he used

to addlress as Sanakhha or Sanahkya or Sa^^ahhwa^ all are the deri-

vatives of Sanarrakkha. Some scholars however interprote the

address as Sme^k^uya^kka meaning literally 'as humble as the

bottom of thy feet’. The elders of noble origin iwuaily address

8Ma*4iwtya and the modern style is Ibnngo^mM. In a likewise

laanner these eiders usually address otlier royal female deseaadants
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persons of huxnUe origin and nobles v^hile showing eonrtesy as well

addressed only as Sana^tbema. The original word of the Poireia for

addressing prince and other male royal desoendauts by the noble

origin was Ninffthem. The word Ninffthem continued to be used, and

it is a Ihring word and has wide application. It has become a vooa*

bulary and there is no Snglish equivalent ef it. The Brother

addresses her male child as Imagi ningthem meaning 'ningthem of

the tnotiiier’. Here ningihem expresses something precious with

tender emotion as a widow queen feels her son who has beoome a

king. From about the latter part of the Idth century A.l>. the

word Sana is found to have been used by the Poireis as a prefix of

the name like Sana Langmeirembi, Sana Wapibal etc., hut in

modern form it has changed to a suffix form like ThambSfl-aaiui,

Iladhe*«anai Ombi-sana, Fala-sana etc. In addition to it another

prefix Rajkumar or Bajkuman has been added in modern period l&e

Rajkumar Thambal-sana, Hajkumari Ombi-sana etc.

Some Ningthemchas use to address their fathers by the word

Pabvng’^hha. This word may be disintegrated into Pa-bamg^hha

where Pa means father, haung seems to be a Burmauisetl style of an

honorific word possibly of Sakiyan origin hke haung of Shing-tar

banng the son of Poireiton and Twat-ta-baung also called Twe^-ta-

baung who is supposed to be one of the ancestors of the Pngan

rulers of Burma from whoso bnc the great Anawratha descended,

and hha is either the last syllabte of Sana-rakkha or the Mongol

word bAa meaning ^great’ The Mongols were active in Burma in

the 13th century A.D. There is a word boung in Austric formation

meaning *to dig up*, but this does not suggest the meaning carmd

by the above word. Hence Pabung-kha may be interpreted to mean

'The great father’.

l%e tentative date of Sana-rakkha is o. 1340-S0 A.l>. The

tentative dates ofother successors maybe given as follows : Songlen

Lontbaba c. 1360-36 A.D.,Kokkei Lanthaba c. 1366-70 A.D., Ura

Kongyangba o 1370-80 A.D. But one point to be noted is that in

Moilisng NingtAiourol Lantbuba Songlen Lanthaba is described to be

^efotiwr of Xiai CSlfog-khu Telhelba.
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The most notable aucoeesor of Sana*rakkha is Lai Ohing-kbu

Telheiba who is believed to be the son of Ura Kongyangba* It Is

daring his reign that the PoireiB invaded Uoirang. Both the

aooounta namely Cheitharol Kumbaba and Ningthourol Lambuba

mention the attack of the Foireis. The cause of the invasion is

given in the text Ningthourol Lambuba as follows. The Poirei prince

Thangbi Lanthaba was the son of ^Moiramba and he was the only

son of his mother. So his mother gave him the name Yoiren Tom-

pok-pa a masculine form of Yoiren Tompok, where Yoiren means

something *full of life and top magnetic personality' and Tompok

means ^born all alone’ or 'the only child’. By that time there was

a beautiful princess who was also the only child of the royal family

of Moirang bom by the younger brother of Lai Ching-khu Telheiba.

As she was also bom all alone, she was given the name Yoiren Tom-

pok-pi a feminine form of Yoiren Tompok. It is likely that her

real name is Thoibi. When the Poirei king Thangbi Lanthaba

learnt about the princess, he wanted to marry her and sent two of

his nobles, namely Haoba Lamlang Khamlou Laiton and Wangkhei

Lourembam for the negotiation. Accordingly the two nobles arrived

in the court of the Moirang king, and with all formalities the two

nobles approached the king for the hand of his daughter. The

Moirang king gave a very evasive answer and said that he had

neither a daughter nor a son to succeed him. It is not known

what was the cause of annoyance in that issue. None of the texts

gives hints on it. Thus at the very onset, the negotiation broke

down. In the mean time princess Yoiren Tompok-pi managed to

hear the talk stealthily, and knowing that the negotiation was at a

deadlock, she escaped from the house and was found awaiting the

two nobles secretly on their way back to Poirei. She met the two

nobles and expressed her frank desire to marry the Poirei king. She

also said that the unhappy incidence was due to a misunderstanding

with her uncle king and invited the Poirei king to invade Moirang

on the fifth day and rescue her. She also gave a secret route

through which the Poirei forces could enter Mmratig.

AcoordiiEigly on the appointed day Thangbi Lanthaba invaded

and subdued tfoiraug. Thus princess Yoiren Tompok^pi got msrried
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to prince Yoiren Tompok-pa and fnlfiUed her desire at the cost of

the prestige of Moirang. By the time of Lai Ching-khn Telheiba the

Moirang principality Aotitiriied In art and literdtfire. The Mbirangs

lived quite peacefully It became an asylum of fugithres. Neither

Las 0hiQg4diu Telheiba nor his younger brother had any issue to

succeed the throne. It is therefore likely that the ruling line of

Moirang passed on to some other families. It is not known
with certainty who succeeded them. The tented/ive date of Lai

Ohing^hu Telheiba is o 1860-95 A.D.

Since the time of Lai Ghingkhu Telheiba upto the time of Kh»-
lei Nungnang Telheiba the noted Moirang ruler in whose reign thfiM

was a tuside over the demarcation of boundary betwean the Moiiaafig

principality and the Poirei kingdom ruled by his nephew king Jai

Singh (1768^06 A.D,), some 8 rulers are found in Sagei Salaiiol which

is too little. The time span is of abouft four centuries. Other maam-

scripts BO far available with us too describe the successooB in a

chaotic order, however this much seems to be certain that three

promiuent rulers are in regular succession. They are Yonemba,

Punshi Khurenohanba and Sanahen^a. The time spaa shows at

least some 20 rulers ought to have been in that period* Conq^aring

(UffeBent manuscripts it is found that some 20 rulers are there and

that too cannot be put into regular succession. They are Thanga

Iphellanthaba, Itbai Koiremba, Chaphaba, Punsbiba^ Khongiomba,

Yoiremba, Punshi Khurenohanba, Sanahongba, Leilanthaba,

Charangkhomba, Sana Poi^lenkhomba, Yoiremba» Ghahg^

Pallungamba, Laicyingsoro Telheiba, Higu Sanaba, Hebu Sanalam-

daba, Koiba Lalnga Banaba, Hobu Tensuba, Ebutngam Tensuba,

and Khelei Nungnang Telheiba. This needs further investigation.



THE KHAMBA-THOIBI

The most popularly known romantic mini-ejnc Khamba-Thoibi

or Moirang Tboibi was developed in the first half of the 15th cen-

tury A D. It was developed as a historical novel in a lyrical form

sung by artiste Possibly the novel was adopted when the musical

instrument Pena was invented or developed. Penu seems to be a

Moriya word for Veena and unlike Feend, PenU is a stringed instru-

ment like violin. The sounds produced by Pena work better in low

frequencies and hence are well matched with bass productions.

The novel was first developed orally and transferred from

mouth to mouth. Any part of it was not written down till the

20th century A.D. More and more events have possibly been

added from time to time. The scene of Kaophaha is believed to

have been added in the 19th century A.D. The person who deve-

loped the novel is not known. He must have been a poet of

Koge-Moirang who lived in the first half of the 15th century A.D.

The story is based on some life events of Yoiren Tompok-pi

the beautiful and only daughter of Lai Ching-khu Telheiba’s

younger brother. As discussed in earlier sections Lai Ching-khu

Telheiba the king of Moirang had no issue. So Yoiren Tompok-pi

was the only child of the royal family of Moirang. The beauty^

activities etc. of Yoiren Tompok-pi were perhaps the topic of gossip

of the common people of Kege-Moirang. There is every possibility

of Yoiren Tompok-pi having some affairs with some local bo3rB in

her early adolescence. But the marriage to such indivisuals was

probably not wanted by her parents and uncle king. There is also

no impossibility of her parents and uncle king bestowing her to

some nobles which she did not like. In such a situation chances

so happened that prince Thangbi Lanthaba also called Yoiren

Tompok-pa married Yoiren Tompok-pi with a great episode. When
Yoiren Tompok-pi was married them would have been talks and

rumours for and against her because the marriage was associated
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with a giwat epiaode. With tins background when all the living

characters like Lai Ching-khu, Thangbi Lanthaba> Toiren Tompok-

pi etc. died the novel was developed* The novel has so much

impressed the people of Manipur that most people take it as a

real history.

The main theme of the novel is centred around a love affair

of Yoiren Tompok<pi also called Thoibi in the novel with an orphan

named Amudon of noble origin who belonged to a Kham(ba) tribe

which amalgamated with the Khumans. Since Amudon belonged

to a Kham tribe he was also called Kham-pa (Kham-ba). The

other name of Amudon is Sajouba. He had one elder sister whose

real name is not found except the tribe name given to the femalei

of Kham tribe. Hence she was commonly known as Kham-nu.

Amudon wa*^ a brave, strong and righteous man. There was a

villain named Kongyangba who belonged to a Nongbal tribe*

Kongyangba is also known by his tribe’s name. In that novel

Nongbal means Kongyangba. The father of Yoiren Torapok-pi,

who was the crowned prince and younger brother of Ching-khu

Telheiba wanted to give his daughter in marriage to Kongyangba

the Nongbal who had already several wives. But Yoiren Tompok-pi

never accepted the proposal. The crowned prince in connivance

with Kongyangba planned to ruin Amudon the Kham tribe even

inflicting various physical tortures. The crowned prince on seeing

his daughter’s mind was not changed exiled his only daughter at

Tumu (Tamu) under the charge of the administrative officer of

Tuifiu known as Tumu Ldkpa who belonged to a Senbi-Kabow

tribe or Moriya origin. That too failed to reconcile his daughter in

his proposal. Thus all attempts brought no fruit to reconcile. At last

chances so happened that both Kongyangba and Amudon had to

assault a tiger that became a man eater by killing an unfortunate

girl named Kunjamala brought up by a step mother, who had been

entrusted t) ward off birds alone in a paddy field close to jungles

by the step mother. The assault was a real test for the two,

Kongyangba though strong became a victim of the man eater.

Amudon and Yoiren Tompok-pi got married, but the marriage did
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gsm^t ft fttiraugeir eaiiiftrdd tbe bouse to toaeehbi belo^ve^tot

Toiapok?||ii took it to be a real strao^r tfarew ber by^ifft

whioh piftxeed thcougb the heart of hep? belo:viQii aod died w tha

spot. On finding that the stranger was none but her beloired she

committed suicide* Thus the story ended.

The mini-epic character of the novel lies in the fact that every

character in it has a long and unique accounts involving valour,

galantiy, sympathy, love, hatred, nobility which are by themselves

great stories. All these accounts are grouped as Moirang Kangleirol

of which the romantic story of Khamba-Thoibi is a part.

This historical novel is a mirror of the Manipuri culture of

latar mediaeval and early modern period. It refieots social setup,

eoonmnie condition, administrative system, judicialy system, con*>

c^ of the ideal kii%, social heirarohy : nobles, xnediocres,

commoners, etc. It also refieots in the field of art and literature,

£me arts Uke dance and musks, weaving and embroidery, apprecia-

tkm of beauty of flowert^, decorum of court and courtesy, moral

and ethics etc. It gives accounts in games and sports too.

Uie society was basically of a feudal setup. The common

people lived m poverty toiling hard for their livelihood. Lai

Gfaring4thu Telhelba is depicted as an ideal king who did not even

spare to punish his own younger brother the crowned prince to

prison terms for kvolvmnent in a crime in which Kongyangba

assaulted Aimidoa with his men* The wisdom of Chaoba the

No^gfihomba a title ofa noble in charge of judiciary is shown with

matcurify.

In Labharaoba function there is one item known as Lei4dng6ar

in which the leaders of a pona would oolleot flowers of di&ifant

waristies luniady of orchids that bloom in wilderness and cbiegday

floimr shows in competition among the different punas. Prises were

awnrdad for the display of the most beautiful fiowem,

Jm gaums and sports there wace games like JHaaMt Mftkngk^

KaanttjeiiOfi* All these games appear to be of indigeneus origin.

talfanipur acsount wga daveki^didvring^the reign
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(ou 13364AM iklX). A is mentioned in Ningi^urol

LmM» that omde^yt Lottoagba with his noble Nongtbol Tengmel

Thinba and other serraBit^ mat to a hill and eoDeoted some seede

of Kaang creeper. The Kaang Fteede are flat and round of about

7 cm. in diameter and about 1 cm in thickness and are found in

pods. With these Kaang seeds they started playing by throwing it.

But some scholars feel that the playing of Kaang is a pre-historio

Indian game as mentioned in the Mahabharata some similar pattern

of games and Manipur continued to preserve it with modifications

and innovations. Muhnd is a kind of wrestling. Kaangjei is a kind

of hockey game in which wuhnd is involved.

In dance and music the period is shown with remarkable de*

veleptnent# A dancing system known as Khamba-ThoiLi dance

appears to have developed from about the period of the novel.

The part of the dance performed by Khaxnba is shown with mas^

online mov^ents of potential vigouri and in a contrast with that

the part of the dance performed by Thoibi is embodied with sott,

subtle and rhythmic moveinentb as the fait ecx uommandu. It is

a duet dance and sometimes it is also singularly performed. When
the dance of Thoibi is performed singularly it is called Lehm^jagof,

The accompanying music too is soft and melodious usually

accompanied by pena and drum. The lyrics found today appear to

be a later version as the language is a modern one. A topical lyxic

a 6 found today is given below.

Beirdng^gdi-ni-da

Ghdnaha

Sibu thQi-m haoba hetdi

Chindamba hei-ni-da

Sabi ho ho chatrsi ho
Kahkpa ydmmi kanjaoha ydmmt

Mdng-da thdro ho

Mamdng leihdi ikambdl sdi-U

KMme^na i]ley khoiribsk
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The costume, as found to-day in Ktiamba-Thoibi dance, there,

might have been famovatlons ofmodem oraftsmanship, but basically

this was the costume used at about the time of the noveL

The Manipuri dance Hash Leela, one ofthe finest dances of the

vorld seems to have been composed in the 18th century A.D. when

the Bengal school of Vaisnavism based on dwaitabad reached

Imphal valley through Orissa probably Puri during the reign of

king Jay Singh alias Kajarshi Bhagyachandra, since the dance

recitals of Hash Leela are based on the rear combination of two

emotions hhakti and prem of Hadha and the Gopikas for Lord Sri

Krishna which the only Bengal school of Vaisnavism exhibits.

The concept was expounded by the saint Gouranga in the 15th

century A.D. Sri Gouranga is not taken as a saint but a real

incarnation of Lord Kiishna by the Vaisnavite bJiahtaa. Quite

paradoxically the Bengal school of Vaisnavism does not exist in

Bengal but it exists in Manipur. Since it was developed from

Gour Desh a state in old Bengal, the religion is also known as

Gouriya Vaisnavism.

The dance composition is purely from indigenous materials

but the songs in that dance recital called nai sanhirtana seems to

have certain image of external source possibly Oriya or Ahom on

indigenous components. It does not have the image of Bengal kirtan

which was known as Manohar^hei later changed to Manor^ahai.

On the other hand it seems there is the image of ncd sankirtana

specially sung in bhangi pareng of Hash Leela on Habindra Sangeet.

Now nol sanhirtana itself emerged to a classical form of music with

complicated teds beaten by drum called pun^.

The above investigations clearly reveal that there were giant

scholars in the field of fine arts like dance and music in the 18th

century A.D. in the court of kings.

The Khamba^Thoibi dance was usually performed in the Lai-

haraoba festival. More details on Lai-haraoba are discussed in

subsequent parts. Laibaraoba was a platform for culture, livery
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man and woman used to dance irrespective ofages, more partioularly

from small boys and girls to middle aged people. Prior to the

development of this dance, the dances were performed by the

female priest of Lei-hou tribe. The dance was known as Lei4i>ou

maiht jagoi meaning ‘Lei-hou priestess danc6^ Now Lei-Hou-maibi-

dance remains as the ritual part of the function Lai-haraoba and

.

Khamba-Thoibi dance becomes included as a cultural programme.

In the art of weaving and embroidery Thoibi is known for the

skill she possessed. The silk cloth she had woven is described as

*Paira khudap^ sandokla 8ard8an\ The literal meaning is ‘only a

handful when one holds and spread wide open when set free.* The

semi-proverb here indicates that the cloth woven by Thoibi was so

fine that a long and broad cloth could be squeezed to a handful

one. The best yarn used by that period was Kahrang the finest

variety of silk spun out of the cocoon of Kabrang ted or Leima teel

which feeds on Kahrang-chak (mulberry). This variety of silk can

be spun to any degree of fineness. However for general purpose

about 20-30 count fineness was used. There is another inferior

Variety of silk from silk worms which feed on Kege plants. This

Variety of j^silk is known as Muga and all silk cloths whether of

Muga or Kahrung are called Muga-fi. It is believed that these

Eege plants were named from the fact that Keges used to grow

them and to rear a variety of silk worm on these plants. This

Variety of silk worm Jis known as Kege teel meaning Kege worm.

The name Kege teel is also derived from the fact that the Keges

used to rear them. Unlike mulberry trees, Kege plants are biennials

with broad folliage multicostate leaves. There is another variety

of plant known as Ava-Kege (castor plant) whose stem is more

woody than that ofKege plants. It is not known whether this plant

was used for rearing any variety of worm or not. The word Kabrang

is derived from Kabaw^lang meaning ‘Kabow-thread*. It is men-

tinned in the sections on Kege and Senbi-Kabow that the ancestral

home of these tribes were central and southern China. They were

forced to move to the south with the expansion of Imperial China.

It is therefore certain that the culture of rearing silk worm eatne to
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tub kingdom from CSiinn^. It u most likoly a bo&der d«Mgn

ao Moirang^fi koApa began to develops from about the time of tide

novel. This design ie unique by itself. The thnead of the

shuttle is interlocked with the thread of another shuttle usually dyed

with other colour working for the border and the finished product

appears to be a single thread difibring in colour tone only. The

type of loom employed by that period is the loin type. Thm present

fly shuttle type of loom is developed in the beginning of Ihe 17th

century A D. The fly shuttle was introduced by the Muhammadans

in the year 1606 A D. during the reign of Kbagemba. Hence the

name of the shuttle was given Pangal-tem where Pangal means

Muhammadans from Bengal and similarly the name ofthefly-shuttle

loom was also given the name P^gabiyong, later shorterned as

Pang-yong.

Besides these reflections, the scholar or the poet of the novel

depicts the characters in such a way that the listeners were aroused

to have sympathy for Amudon Khamba of his polite and virtuous

behaviour while on the other hand anger and indignation were

aroused on Kongyangba for his vanity and atrooity.

It has so '^kmoh impressed the people of Mampur that Moirang

T^cdbi becomes a symbol of beauty, grace and chastity. All Ibo

sayings and characters have become proverbs. In modem society

ofManipur an ezolussively beautiful girl is said, 'GHie is aMoirang

Thoihi’, and girls who are the only children of their parents and

whom their parents care so much are also caHed ^Maimng Thoibi*.

1. Tliecultuio and wearing of silk Jhave been pcsolauaad inOhiaa laoma
remote past. Empress Bi lang Chi who not only .enoouragod theouUuie

of silk worm bombyx mori, is said to have developed the process of leeling

f^Cin the oQOoons at about 2640 B.C. which Was leept as a closely guarded

aeedret for some 3000 years. European cmsWiMi partfoulariy Csmes Mfl

Rome started importing silk cloths from Ghiim Issmsihout thedbuNvaad

second centuiy A.D But death was the penalty for a^portutg siUciwocm

eggs from China, tn the 6th century A.t>. raw silk was broiu^t from

Chinato Europe. At about 550 A.l>. two mlsidoimrlds to China succeeded

mmdgglIttiSa bdhsgis dtufllrmmwnd
hfsyy trae and theadk mltiuip taarhed
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Tkit imsficNMliil mAdMMt m oravtifig gUi it mM ^Be k a

Mbiigbal’. Tbs iJCNKiitkiftmter^Apdik^ of tlie Moira^g king mm a mmi

namad llicMiglefi. Vhe wraft him to be 4|iilok tettpeted,

hemedlatcily to imge war and modb irooal with like ihtoto-

cation. fihieh type of people are deeoribed as Thoaglen and so on.

desMes tlw iufltorioal lukcoonts, this histoEfeal aoTel clearii^

seAeots that these was a h%h standard of oiviliaation in the Kege*

Motisang principality in the Idth and 15th century A.1D. being a

syntiieBis of the compoflite oultnre of Mori^a the Ohakfcha^ Hgangoi

the Anga (Hga), Kege the Chir^se. Lai the ancient feudal lords of

Tad and Senbi the Siamese Tai ; and the standard of omliaation nf

Pcdreis which included the Lowang, Mangang» Notigbai (later celled

Angom)eto. was comparatively lower than that ofthe KegewHoweng,

howewer they became politically more and more powerful. On the

other hand the Kege-Meirang was reduced to be a confederation of

petty principalities of Senbi-ELabow, Moirang etc. which ultipalcly

brought about the weakening of power and Icequently sabdued

eacdi confederating unit by the Poireis. Even the Poireis a4iitemp|ted

to kidnap the wife of the Senbi-Kabow chief durix^ the foign of

]^7ingthoukhomba in the middle of the 15th century A.D., and

when the attempt failed they barbaiously killed the la^ 4nd

beheyaded. Because of the frequent barbarous assaults icif the

Poireis the civilisation of the Kege-lSIoirang pripcip^lfty was

brought to a standstill, however the impact of the culture qf thp

Eege-Sfoirang had undoubtedly boosted up the standard ef oiv^-

lization of the Poireis. It is often found in the history that

civilization is generally destroyed by the barbarians. The Poirei

kings began to adopt the titular name Lai Ningthou of the Kege-

Moirang from about the begiiming of the 17th century A.D., more

precisely from the year 1608 A.D. this Lai title was first officially

adopted by Khagemba* and the mode of naming by the patrony-

mio word Sam to the princes and princesses of the Kege-Moirang

2, Gheitharol Kumbaba, published by the Manipuri Sahitya Faridiad,

page-33.
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from SattS-rakkhft onwards was borrowed and adopted by the

Poirei princes and prinossses. The son of Ehagemba (1507-1662

A«l>.) is found to have adopted tile word and called Sana Wapihal.

Now this patronymic word Sam is exclusively applied to the descen-

dants of Nongta (Pakhangba) and the Moirang ruling descendants

are deprived of it. The Eege-Moirang culture of La% haraoba a

mixed culture of Saivism and Lai culture also began to be adopted

by the Poireis, however they continued to preserve the honour

ofThangching Koirel Lai The Poireis did not start any Lai haraoba

before the fjai haraoba function of Lai Thangching. The Poireis

were called Poirei-Meitei by the Kege-Moirang. Gradually the

culture of northern Imphal valley which was a mixture of pre-

Buddhist rather Vedic culture and the Naga cult, and the culture

of southern Imphal valley got fused together into one culture

known as the Manipuri culture.

The culture and civilization of the Eege-Moirang were the

living civilization of the ancient kingdom of Manipur that flourished

from about the 2nd century B 0. in the valley later known as

Eabow Valley now transferred to Burma by Jawaharlal Nehru the

late prime minister of India.

We have seen the standard of the Manipuri culture and civi-

lization that existed in the 14th century A D. Such standard of

civilization cannot be achieved within a fortnight, and mdeed

Rome was not built in a day. It must have a long history. The

background of this culture clearly shows that the Manipuri culture

is the lone survivor of the Mauryan culture blended with Lai

culture.
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Originally Lai^Haraoba was a festival of ^merrimeuts of the

Lai tribe*. Though it originated from Lai tribes, this culture

began gradually to spread to other tribes. Every tribe will have

a festival of Haraoha meaning 'merriments’, which lasted for

several days. When the tribes like Marem, Hao etc. were small it

was said as Marem-haraoba, Hao*haraoba etc. In Lai-haraoba

festival the Lai tribes used to invoke their ancestors by chanting

hymns and offered food and other material like flowers, cloths etc.

They prayed for their fertility. In imitation of this practice other

tribes also began to worship their ancestors with Haraoba function.

It may be noted that the other tribes used to worship their ances-

tors simply as Apohpa khurumba usually with feast known Chak^long

kcUpa. When a tribe became numerous, different ancestors began

to be worshipped by the different clans. With increasing popula-

tion the meaning of a particular ancestor ceases its application.

For example Lai-khurembi is supposed to be the ancestor of

the Poireis being the wife of Thongaren, but it has lost its meaning

and became a common goddess.

It is believed that the first form of Lai-haraoba started with

the worship of Thangjing Koirel Lai, the Lai tribe or a king

belonging to a Lai tribe. It was done in Kege-Moirang principa-

lity. When Thangjing Koirel Lai was raised to the status of

a god the name Lai had changed its original application, it became

a vocabulary for god by superseding the early words like Ching-U,

Khoiyam, Khoimom etc. For example the word tekpi is originally

for pig but ,it has undergone a change and by now it is a word

meaning 'small girl as fat as a pig’. The use of the word Lai for

god became popular because of its association, and by this date

it stands as the surviving language or word whereas 0hing-l7,

Khoimom, Khoiyam etc become obsolete. There is a convention that
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the celebration of Lai-haraoba for the different anoeslorB which

later became known as Umang-Lais cannot start before the Lai-

haraoba celebration o£Tbiii»giiiag Eoirel Lai. The shortened form

or name of Thangjing Eoirel Lai is Thaugjing or Lai-Thangjing,

This is a clear indication that Lai-haiaoba began for the iirst time

on this vaQey with the worship of Thaugjing Koirol Lai,^

The name Lai is found in most of Lai tribes like Lai-khurembi,

Lai-Ningihou Khori-phaba, Lai Ohing-khu Telhoiba In ease of

Lai-Ningthou Khoripbaba which means Lai-king-Khoriphaba, the

word Ningthou (Ingthou in old language) cleaily indicates that

Khoripbaba was a king who was either a Lai tribe or king of Lai

tribe. The myths of Khoiiphaha does not indicate he was the ‘king

of the gods* had the word Lai been god. Later the Word Lai-

Ktngthou became a vocabulary to mean something great king and
the Eoitei kings also adopted the Mord erronously e g Lai-Ningthefu

Phnihoiba etc. by superseding the earliei word Meiding-ugu for the

PbirCi kings. When the cult of Satiatnahi devoldped in the early part

of the Idth century A.D. the word or title Was also given to Sana-

marhi Jiho Lai^Ningthou Sanamahi and by now the title itself is

kuoWn for Sanamahi. So if there is only the word *Lai-Ningthou* it

moans Sanaonahi* Here none of the above persons was a Lai t? ibe,

wt they were the kings of Lai tribes. However we cannot take it

1. The invocation of Umong Lat ai>ually starts with the immerbion of a

pocket oalled khayom m watei. Khoyom is a pa( ket containing uncooked
rice, sometimes witAi black sesamum seeds, inhole egg err sometime the

peunied end of the egg is peitoiated and pief cs of gold and silver are m-
sorted known as konyai chanba along with three or five or seven buds of

iangthrei with stem, Tlie articles aie then packed hy means of the uppor
portion of the plantain leaf called laaton or sometimes by leihoura*

The pnestess then iingH hei bell with hymns and it would bo ashunied
timt the mvolmd spint would move along tlie string strelehing from iiatui

bolding by the piiestoss to a man standing on tlie bank of water liolduig

• paeket containing iice, fiowei and Iangthrei and sit inside the packet.
Then tho prince priestess would dance in piaise of the invoked ppiiit of
lifaat anoestoi or that phrtn tilar Uihang Lai and the whole posse WoulU
methtottesiteoftheshtme wbem Lm*hamoba is to celehmto. This
wIicdepcecMiW IS oalisd ikMa or
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a botr a of hiatory smd aarotunkm of hnguage and

BI&omA spots of land hiside or outside a village bad been

pnaoty&i for the deity of the ancestors and they beoame known

as CFmang Lai compound where liai-haraoba is celebrated. Promi-

nei!»t female ancestors like Lai-khu-rembi, Konthoujam Lai-rembi

efte. also began to bo worshipped mingled with Saivism and the

fJmang-Lai Lai-rcxnbis began to bo personified with Devi. Thus

a mi!)ced cnlttire of Saivism and lemuants of Confucions culture

began to develop which took another turn with the manifestation

of iPftntrio culture. It may also be noted that some of the old

sbrfnes of Siva and Devi became gradually replaced by the Lai

ancestors and became shrines of them But some of the shrines

of Dtevi e.g, niyangthang Lairembi continued to exist till this date

without associating with any one of the Lai ancestors.

Thus Lai-haraoba bei'ame a iiart of the leligion of this valley

].e. Imphal plateau and the religion too seems to represent the

religious outlook of the 10th century A D. Burma where the religion

began to mingle with various heathen growths and debased Tantrio

system which is a mixture of black magic, witchcraft and Siva

worship.

They developed pricstlioods usually female priest or priestess

called MaihL Along with the dvelopment of priesthood rituals to be

followed Were also formulated. The image of witchcraft is seen from

the fact that the Maihia propagate the so-called Lai-paos. Sore

details may be seen in the section on religion.

The rituals of Lai-rembi in Lai-haraoba function specially those

of invocation and installation are similar in both forms and spirit

Tlio packet ill wiiif li the (Spirit of tiiat ancestor or that XJmeng Lai is

fttqafpoiMid to have seated is kept uti a dtias and oflers like hefkai Whieii

lududed to mafMun nmlm uieauing sweet e exited fruits, vrhksh

included /W manam naiba meanuig sweet sceoteil iioweis fdang witk

athum^ahao meaning sweat meats aie made by the priestess with chanting

of hymns and rlhglhg of bells. When all these processes are o\or the

harooba fmwtica nhay stort.
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vitihi of Devi, but the oeremonial parts have a different outlook.

The afternoon function is in short a programme of dances and other

cultural items. Besides the Khamba^Thoibi and Leima*jagoi dances,

several dance dramas have been staged at present depicting events

of early period. One such dance drama entitled Moirang Chaoba

mnd heUoy taret may be mentioned. Ningthourol Lambuba narrates

an episode stated to have taken place in the HayeeH>hak (Satya

Yuga) in which Mungyang Chaoba collected the cloths of the

seven daughters of Sararen. It may be noted that Bararen is the

name of a chief of a tribe with strong Lai element and generaUy it

is confused with the word sky-god. The full name of this chief

is Haoba Sararen and seven is also an interpolated mystic number.

It is stated that, while the girls were playing in water of a stream

at Mungyang (Mong Yang) leaving behind their cloths on the bank^

Mungyang Chaoba took away all the cloths. When girls saw it, they

requested Mungyang Chaoba to return the cloths but Mungyang

Chaoba refused, and however at last he detained the youngest

6t the girls whom he took to wife and returned the cloths.

In the above dance-drama Mungyang Chaoba is mispronounced

as Moirang Chaoba. It may be mentioned here that the city

of Mungyang or the name came into existence from about the

middle of the 13th century A.D. The first city with the suffix

Mung (Mong) in northern Burma was Mungkhong (Mong Kwang)

which came into existence from the year 1215 A.D. and other

Mungs meaning cities were subsequent to the above date* Mung-

khong was established by Samlungfa son of the Mong Mao king

Blak Kham Deng and his eldest son Sukanpba expanded his terri-

tory in Northern Burma for the first time by the Mau Shans and

different nmn^a were established after defeating the Sakiyan rulers.

Each Mung was put under the charge of a Chao Hpa which the

Burmese used to pronounce 8(mbwa and the Manipuris pronounced

it Chao^. Hence Chao Hpa of Mungyang is Mungyang Chaoba of

tile Manipuri source. It is therefore seen that the above mentioned

episode cannot at any rate be earlier than the second halfofthe 13th

century A.D. It may also be mentioned that after the death of
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Sokanpha the Man Kuui »awbm« of the Tagaung countries were

expdled by Naratbihapate and he even invaded Yun-nan. llie

other name Mungyang is Mohmyin and is located a little south of

Mofflmng in the upper Irrawaddy valley.

But the closing part of the day’s function in the evening a

distinctly different ritual called Lai-pou-ehongba in which the

maibis usually talk much slang with vulgar dances mimicking sexual

gestures and other amorous poses somewhat similar to that of

the Bihu dances of the Ahoms is observed indicating an image of

the Tai culture. This part of the function is performed (mly in

the evening before retirement possibly to arouse sexual impetus

to the onlookers which in turn could give rise to fertility. The

modern trend however is that the maibia talk less slang and

behave less vulgar. The ritual reflects that people wanted to

increase their population in contrast with the modem fiunify

planning and birth control programmes released through the

different media such as T.V., radio etc. which are also equally

vulgar firom the twentieth century perspective. The fertility

cult is also seen in Saivism. Women folk usually pay homage to

the Siva-linga the reproductive organ of Siva for their fertility and

good progeny. The present form of worship does not show any

vulgarity befitting with time. However if we move backward all

fertility cults are seen to be vulgar. There are legends of the

violent capability of the reproductive organ of Siva.

Such vulgarities are also seen where the temple walls and

entrances specially of Siva temples are decorated with erotic

paintingB, carvings and statues showing sexual unions. Even to

this date these articles are preserved for their artistic value. In

Agni Pumna it is stated, mithvnairabibhusayed which literally

means the doorway of a shrine should be decorated with mithtmaa

meaning sexual unions, and often found to have described the

sentence foUhwum mahayoni mama iwlyo na aamaayah supposed

to have been said by Siva.
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l!lie oofioe^ of Ood seems io be msa’s hmmtiett oat of

WCusstty ; wbea hntnan society WM primMifre ph3f<i$oafly iltifTfsr

laAfiMMs did whoitewer they Nked on their phydnoUy irowher

tae*i«B, and in ordsr to eontroi the behaaienr, the phyatorily

leMlDMF bM OMia iatelMgent indhrislaate developed the idea «tf the

•KMwuDe of a faypothettoal peason who is all poweefid, who is

iOfWhle. who is found ewe>y«4wie, who » oapaUe of doii^ hum
on thoao mho did against his wish, and whom fooy oattsd (3od. The

j^qontally stronger people wore eompehed to believe in the ejcktuum

of God in the shape of haman being as they were unaUe to refiite

tlmomioi|it.

As tine paased on with the eoncept of God, different nodes of

ogndwot for peecofid eo-existenoe had been deinrioped as the wieb

if <€104 the Bo-oalled formal religiea. The relation between haman
being nod God, tin mysteries of life, tiio theories of birth and

•otaiiih, tile extotence of heaven and hril, were also jddloBophized

ioen wttii eontradiotfons and then foBowed the rigoriooe vitnah.

^e non who expounded sneh philoaejgilo theories were regaeded

the ooBior, inoomation, son of God, prophet etc.

The concept of the Oeator and the created began to have its

dm footing inahnoat ail aocietfos peaaiUy wMi seane-esoeptioiu.

mth the develoimeint of fontwl nbgien, diierent gnnps ef people

die opnnt ^eir livu on meditation earil ptayer for the rdtimsAe

called n»mHM, mok$ha, salvaition eto. vsere found in att eeeielies,

oboiswe known as moBks, or prieota or eodbiM or foe like. There

kad b«m oiashu, emoiitiw, deUvoramoee betwoMO dMforokt gvMips

«r people hoving different reUgious foitfas on the OowtriHed arfigleua

groinohi ohMged with aenttmenie. The materialkt wetdi Mp fooer

foeae Mtihus or monks spend an nnprodootive 4ifo madUog time on
Otnsory mental lumry ; and on the other band monks would lament

now the materiaUsts lead a life with complete spiritual death.
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Siitoe formal religions are no aliiolates they are fading away

with the material progress of mankind^ rigorotis religioos zitnab

Jo^iig momentum except sooio-religioas functions where adolescents

are auppoeed to partici^te. A time is not too far when man
would profess a new non«formal religion, a religion of ethics and

human oonaoienoe and formal religion a notional.

There is uo indication in any literary account so for available

with VLH that Kangba, Kongba, Kouba, Shelloy-Langmai, Ohenglei

etc. who are believed to be the earliest settlers of linphal valley

had any formal religion. Iliey seem to have taken god for all

those things or objects which they could not understand, and to

have a general fear for all those objects that could harm them. They

personified and worshipped them by offering food which they took

best, so that such things did not harm them. The most dreadful

god was the sky-god which they believed the thunder and lightning

with clouds lowering down were his acts to crush them.

The Langxnai tribe is found m Ningthonrol Lambuba, while

they were on the Langmai hills, in connection with the descriptions

of the marriage of Langmainu Ahongbi a beautiful girl which the

text compares with, as the text writes, **Leiren leiehou-bu Uingmei

punglen-man hhudol khut4ang hdpna samrmei samton^yom hvi4ung

flidngna thahakngeithongda ekingsong phdllang thakta khongatt man-

paindon ISngmei ton-men noyhu myna ngamhouhi’\ which may be

rendered as, *'(She had) decorated her hair with a bunch of fiowers

on the top of the knot of the hair on the back and the remaining

portion of the hair felling on her front loosely over the bossoms,

looks even more beautiful than the scene when the wind blows over

soft low weeds growing on the beautiful contours of the hills'ir^bo

belonged to a Langmai tribe to Khuiyoi Tompok, the son of Pa-

khangba, to have been described, **not far off from the thought of

living when the sky was lowering down, when they did not know

the art of agriculture, when they did not know how to construct a

house, when they lived on tree tops, when they did not rear

domestioaied animals and birds, when they did not know how to

cook food and when they were naked*’.
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Quoting the text, ^^Nongmaim (I^ngmainu) Ahongbi^ Korou

aw’nghadagi haochanhi, korou ctmm ihSpUtringtif todngbai tmm
tomdaringei^ mSlem tampSk leinem anemba ashim w&nglamngei,

korou awSngham nernlamngei, pSmel urupSng Idnghn kongySng

waana, maton hon, iouraang hhaangpahmana paaUamngeida, cheng*

chaa •maiftgou iaanphaia, cheirei phingou angoubasu phouphada,

hairei chengjm angouha, menaang taanba turenghai angoubtmi

hiphadaringeif horouna waangkhatkharangei, waanghcd awaangbana

humkhatkhingei, korou nongtaokhouga maahm tampaak leiraokhongat

taana taana paaVafnngei, Meiding^ngu Khuiyoi Tompok^m Nong-

maainu Ahonghibu kaacheng naiphaa thaangna kao-kou^ye'*, which

may be rendered as follows, **Nongmainu Ahongbi, caught from

high sky, when the sky was nearer, when the sky was not far away,

when the low plains were higher, when the sky was low, in the

crevices of trees, the bundling tops of bamboos, while making huts

for sheltering (on tree tops of bamboos and into the root crevices of

trees), since living when the slcy was lowering down, without husking

rice, without cooking white rice, without sunning white cloths,

without rearing white chicken, without rearing goats, when the sky

was moving higher, when the sky was moving further away, living

when the noise of the clouds and the noise of the earth were

mingling, Meitei king Kbuiyoy Tompok caught Nongmainu Ahongbi

for wife”. It may be noted that Nongmainu Ahongbi later became

a goddess under the name 'Imoinu Ahongbi'.

Most of these tribes continued to live in their primitive stages

of social life upto about the 10th century A.D. By more or less

about the same period of arrival of the earlier settlers, some neo*

Tibetan tribes also entered Manipur and settled on the north and

north-eastern parts of the valley. Of these tribes mention may be

made of Lei-hou, Lei-nung, Khu-nung, Kham-nung, Khu-man etc.

besides the neo-Tibetan or supposed Tibeto-Burman and neo-

Burmese tribes like Heirong, Kharoi, Ngangoi, Haokap, Chingsang

etc. These two sets of tribes appear to be more advanced than

the earlier tribes. Lei as discussed in earlier sections were Chakkhas.

The rulers of the tribes like Nung(ba), Kham(ba), If6i(nu), Khu(nu},
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Hao(ba) and Kan were Ohakkhan princes of descents of Tagating

rulers. Poireiton the Ohakkhan prince is the first formal king in

Imphal valley whose seat of administration was the southern part

of Kangla-tongbi. It wa*^ prince Poireiton who brought a pre-

Buddhist culture, rather the Vedic culture, on this valley as the

first formal worship.

In many accounts of Manipur and also in Poireiton Ehunthok

we frequently find a passage which runs thus, ^'Khaaningba hong-

nadSf mikouba hong node, hhaaning m^kou arm teibadi lyuwaa

Chingkhong Poireiton- na konbane”. The passage may be rendered as

follows, * The change of allegiance of an old culture and courtesy to

a new one is a forbidden practice. The changes brought by our Lord

Chingkhong Poireiton to a new one is the lattei It shows that

Poireiton had a different form of worship and mode of addressing

people than that of the earlier tribes and of some latter tribes.

In short Poireiton had brought a new light of civilization. Poireiton

was addressed by the people as iyvwa meaning ‘My lord the younger*.

It may be mentioned here that some scholars interprete the

meaning of iyuwa as ibudhou which means 'great grand father’.

The modern word iwa meaning ‘My husband’ is the same Ohakkhan

word formation like iyuwa and it is a Ohakkhan origin. Here it

also indicates husband is the master of woman. People of other

ranks and files used to call themselves as ichurm meaning *My

friend’. Thus H* (pronounced as i) here stands for *My’. It is

mentioned in different accounts as discussed m the section on Poi-

reiton that he met a man named Yoimongba who belonged to a

Mgangoi tribe in course of his migration to this valley. Yoimongba

first addressed Poireiton as ichuma and when Poireiton disclosed

his identity, Yoimongba apologised, complemented and said, “You
are not ichuma, you are iyuwa*\ The above passage further reveals

that all the tribes arriving before and just after Poireiton did not have

a society under a formal king, at the most they had khullaakpa i.e.

village chief. Thus the heirarchy of addressing people accoiding

to his social status was possibly non esistant in that earlier society.

The image of this culture is still visible in the Manipuri society of
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tod^y. People ere addressed aocordiiig to his or her ^ber inheri-

ted or acquired social status* Thus there is no common word for

addressing people like that of aap in Hindi and mpni in Bengali

A common people is addressed by his juniors in age of the same

generation as tada equivalent to Indo^Aryan dada. There was one

word also in use iyafniba. But to a descent of royalty is mnakha,

a princely descent macha^bmgo, a descent of royalty through

matrilineal lines tatbungo, a royalty by a younger royalty in age of

the same degree yaambung and so on So in Manipuri society the

mode of addressing people is the most complicated one possibly

not found elsewhere in India Besides, the finite verbs are also

applied according to the social status of the }>erson. Thus a king

never 'walks" but 'moves’, never ‘s'eeps but ‘reclines and so on.

The topic is not discussed here in details as it is out of the scope

of this book. The changes in the mode of addressing people

brought by Poireiton indicate the commg of an era of formal

king-ship in Imphal valley

In Poireiton Khunthok it is stated that Tabung Shingmiuaba

fell seriously ill and was virtually declared dead and possibly was

about to be burned but life to Tabung Shmgminaba was rekindled

and regained his oonsciousness In his dream he went to the

land of Eham-nung and met his undo king Thongaren The king

persuaded the child to go back to his parents. At last he came

and thus regained his consciousness Tabung Shingminaba nariated

the instructions given by lus uncle king. King Thongaren in-

structed him to perfoim a sacrifice for their piosperity The

contents of the instruction of the sacrificial ntuals cannot come from

without, the child must have heard fiom his family before he was

fallen ill. Accordingly the parents sacrificed a young cow for the

longevity of Tabung Shingminaba by piercing a stick possibly

through the heart of the young cow. Quoting the text which

states, " maalem khunphaoraknge%^tf thovdu nungthong haangha

ahan fnaanbi cheengthang aalai maanbabu, maanbi hegaihuna, lumet-

saangna, Tarmg Leichamyang Leingambabu maroTig chei-ga iawhallo,

Kanglei ahaa-yi taana Chinghhong namt-yokna aaakan^na-O/* which
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be reiuleFed as» You sacrifice a young cow similar to

that of the young oow which they employed in removing the rook

that blocked their way in course of their migration, by tying a

cane on her neck, and let a stick marong chei be inserted by

Tarang Leiohamyang l^ngamba longitudinally and let the blood

of the eaerifioed animal be fallen on to the ground of the land of

Eangla, and save your life*’.

It may be investigated what the word or rather the article

marong chei indicates. Marong chei means mamn(7-stiok. The text

says that a cow was to be sacrificed and her blood was to ooze

and fail on the ground , and marong chei-ga iamhaUo indicates the

killing of the cow was to be accomplished by piercing the marong

chei longitudinally through the body of the young cow. Thus

marong chei is a specially prepared stake for the sacrifice. However

in some manuscripts iron sword is also found to have been men-

tioned concurrently with matotig chei which is said to have been

used to sabre the head of the cow. It seems this is a later addition.

The method of killing cows in sacrifices by piercing a stake

through her vital organ i e. through her heart is found to have

been done by the Vedic people in their so-called 8ula-gavya sacri-

fice as recorded in Hindu scriptures. The ceremony of cow sacrifice

of Poireiton's tribe was called Shan4am(ha). It may be noted

that the vehicle of Siva the bull is also called Shantamba. The

god they worshipped in that sacrifice was Sararen the sky-god.

The Indo-Aryan sources also indicate that the Vedic people

worshipped Surendra the sky-god or simply Indra in Sula-gavya

sacrifice for their prosperity. The old Manipuri word for worship

is iraf and the Vedic word for the same is irah, but i of i-rat

seems to be the possessive form of the word ei meaning 1, since

we find words like lam-ktl, Kasa-Uu etc. Thus the root word is

rat or laL More details may be seen in the section on Mciteilon

or Manipuri language*

Even during the period of Asoka there were many Sakyas

and Moriyas who were against Buddhism as evident from the

account that Tissarakkha the second queen of Asoka was agaijowst
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Buddhism, she even injured the Bodh Gaya tree. As such it is

not impossible to imagine Abhi Baja and Dhaja Baja were the up-

holders of the Brahmanioal faith and they were against Buddhism.

None of the accounts either fabulous or tradition gives their

allegiance to Buddhism. The epic Mahabharata also gives an

account of Brahmanism flourishing in the kingdom of Mayura

Dhaja ( Dhaja Raja ) and its neighbouring kingdom Manipur

( Kabow valley ).

It is therefore seen that the religion of Poireiton was the

Vedio religion and that he brought the religion to Imphal valley

in a period when there was a strong wave of revivalism of Brah-

manioal faith possibly with some modifications and reformations

after a serious threat by Buddhism in the Indian mainland. The

Vedio culture of Poireiton seems to have been later mingled up

with elements of snake-god worship known as Naga culture but

none of the literary accounts suggests the practice of this culture,

but later piactice'> clearly suggest the presence of this culture in

his time. All accounts dealing with Poireiton are silent about this

culture It is said that the Tagaung country the earlier home of

the Ghakkhas was noted for the Naga traditions and further said

while Dhaja Raja the Chakkhan king was ascending the throne of Ta-

gaung assuming the title Thado Jambudipa, he was accompanied by

Brahma and Naga king on the right and on the left by Sakra and

Pajjumna. The image of this culture is revealed only in the later

period when the three clans began to be formed. Diflferent varieties

of snakes and pythons were grouped according to the three clans

namely Luwang^ Mangang and Khuman of the Meitei setup. It is

said that the snakes and pythons belonging to the Khumans are

very dangerous. There is a false belief among the Meiteis that if

they happen to meet a python an incurable disease will be imparted

on them which is called laichu^ba specially the Khuman pythons*

Pakhangba possibly the 10th descendant of Poireiton has been

symbolically represented by a snake. This culture had a strong

impact on the Meitei society and the image of this culture is still

visible to this day. Superstitious and orthodox Meiteis take the
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snakes as gods, any snake that happens to enter into the dwelling

house will be offered with red flower, sessame seeds, husked rice

and buds with leaves of langthrei a herbal plant for the prosperity

of the inmates of the house which is called * Ckaakhu lank%-bi^ha'

and also for averting the wrath of the snake god, and the ritual is

usually followed by a *Ma\hi-laihajo\ More details of Maibi hibao

are discussed in the later part of this article.

The only evidence of the existence of the Niga culture is the

river name the Naga stream. The source of this stream is on the

north of present Luwangsangbam and north*west of Eoirengei air

field which was the southern limit of the Poireis of the 12th cen-

tury A.D. At present the stream runs from where on the east of

Eoirengei, then moves towards the west and finally joins the Nambul

river at Ehwairamban Bazar. By now this stream looks like a

nullah but by the 12th century A.D. it could have been a beautiful

stream. No record is available how the name Naga came into

existence but Ningthourol Lambuba gives an interpretation of the

origin of the name Naga (Naka), quoting the text which states,

**SheUoy yawa sujanam Langmai laihoi thavglabagi mapvm naina nata

shingda hare Naaha~0 haidabara\ It may be mentioned here that

Oheitharol Kumbaba also records the existence of the river name

the Naga stream.

The name Naga is found to have been recorded or used as

early as the 12th century A.D. in connection with an ambush

during the period of Ura Eonthouba (c. 1190-1215 A.D ) in which

the Shelloy-Langmai who settled on the hill now known as the

Mapao hills went on an expedition to assault the Haokap, Ghingsang.

Ehunpham etc. who by that time inhabited on the north of the

Nongmaijing hills and on their return they were ambushed by

Ura Eonthouba where some of them were killed at the Naga stream

somewhere on the north-west of Eoirengei.

Notwithstanding the interpretation of the Ningthourol Lam-

buba and since there is the name Naga, it suggests that some

tribes who followed the Naga cult eould have settled somewhere
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doolly infttiod to the PoixeiB Siooe then the ekoam tbeeame known

we the Nftga stream like the Kengba etream, the Cbeoglei-lNrwwRng

•treamoto.

Besides the Ngga cult the Poireis also worshipped the god

or goddess of vitality called Kctsha which they called JToska-

iratpa as evident from the account that king Loiyumba (c.1310-36

A.D,) and his queen Sumleima worshipped Kasha for the vitality

of their young prince Loitongba, quotmg the text, Ningthourol

Lambttba, which states, ** Lairiku Kaaha-lat ckinglon fandon

suna horou Machidaf The text does not mention whether

Kasha was a god or goddess of vitality hut the traditions, and

the living vocabulary for ‘wet dream’ which is called kasha-ckafpa

clearly indicates that Kasha was a god of vitality. It is very

likely that the slang kashuhi meaning whore is derived from the

Word kasha.

This form of religious worship continued to follow on the

northern part of the Imphal valley upto about 1 200 A.D. by all

the tribes under the hegemony of the Poirei kings. By this period

there were new immigrants of tribes of TibetcnBurman origin,

of Tai origin, and other of neo-Burmese origin besides those

mentioned above.

As discussed in the section on Funan, Maring, Mon-Khmer,

the religion brought by these group of people was that of Saivism.

This is clearly seen from their religious background to which riiese

people were subjected to. In Cambodia upto about the 10th or

11th century A. D. the Brahmanioal faith continued to flourish

concurrently with Buddhism. The shrne of Siva on the top of

the Kongmaijing hills near Khalong was installed by these group

of people, which is now known as the Varuni Mahadeva. When

the tribes like Shelloy-Langmai, Nongmai, Funan, Maring, Mon-

Khmer, Senhi, Nonghal fused together into one poKtieal unit

under the name Nonghal the Siva worship became their religion.

Before the amalgamation the true Nougbals seem to follow the

teUgioD of the Poireis. They devised the legend of Siva and
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Stevati iHth some fiotitiouft mmes of tbeir tribe. Ncrngpok tba

AippoBed ancestor of the true Nongbals is personified to be the SiTa

of the legend. Nongpok is a fiotiUons name which means Nong*

Apokpa meaning the ancestor of the Nong tribe. As diseassed in

earlier sectionB that Nongbal is a Tibeto-Borman of Tai origin where

Ncmg is the name of a Tai tribe. As for Parvati they had taken a

name from the Tai pantheon. There is a male god named Panthoi

who was sent to the earth by Langdon. In the name Panthoi they

added the feminine suffix and the resulted name Panthoibi repre*

Rented Parvati In Panthoibi Khongkul an account of the legend of

of Nongpok and Panthoibi the parentage and the former husband

of Panthoibi are given in the form of a historical novel. Thus the

myth of Nongpok and Panthoibi was devebped and the characters

became the god and goddess of the Nongbals. So it is seen that

in the eastern part of Imphal valley Saivism in its vemacularised

form existed from about the 13th century A.D.

In the western part of Imphal valley the Loi and their asso-

ciate tribe Ghakpa brought with them Buddhism that had been

strangled by various heathens which was a mixture of black magici

witch craft and Siva worship. In riiort Buddhism was the religion

of the western part of the valby by about the 12th and 13th cen-

tury A.D. As for the southern and south-western parts of the

valley, it is discussed later.

It appears in northern India specially in the foothills of the

Himalayastthere was a Mongoloid civilization before the coming of

the Aryans. These Mongoloid tribes were people of the Himalayan

region and latter known as sub^Himalayan or neo-Tibetan tribes.

Most of the Mongc^id tribes who settbd on the lower Oangetb

plains got mixed with the Aryans and other dark-dtinned tribes

and became known as Indo-Aryans. Of these Mongoloid tribes who

are retemrded in history, mention may be made of Ohakkha (Sakya)

Nga (Anga), Pa-Nga (Banga), KaJi-Nga (Kalinga), Leiohhavi

(liohkavi), Kha-oha (Khaq^a) etow Abofot the name of Leiohhavi it

has bean discussed in earUer sections that the word is derived firom

the pnsotios of trimmiiig the frootad hair. This style of hais
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dressiag was known as Leiohhavi meaning ^flower modelled*. The
style was later oonjBned to the girls only. When the girls got

married the trimming was stopped and it became a conventional

style for the girls and the word too became known for girls of

marriageable age and of virgins in modern Manipuri language.

Again another oultiire found among the Tangkhul tribes of

Manipur Is the decoration of a large metallic ring by inserting in

specifically perforated lower ear. When the ring is removed the

ear becomes unnaturally long as seen in the ears of the statues of

Gautama Buddha. It may not be far too wrong to assume that

the tribe of Gautama Buddha used to decorate their ears with

wooden ornaments like that of Tangkhuls, and when Gautama

Buddha renounced the world he stopped wearing the ornament and

hence his ears became unnaturally long. It is said that Gautama

Buddha belonged to the MoraNga (Moranga) clan of the Himalayan

tribe Ghakkha (Sakya).

In the Mortya city the ancient capital of Manipur there was
the ancient pre-Buddhist culture from about 200 B 0 The Sakyas

as stated above were sub -Himalayan tribes. Before coming of the

Aryans in the Punjab plains they possibly inhabited the hanging

valley of the Sangpo river near the Manas Sarovar lake, from where

they dispersed towards the Punjab plains in the west and the lower

Gangetio plains. They were probably worshippers of Siva the

pre-Aryan Mongoloid god. When Aryanisation started there were
straggles among the Aryans and Mongoloids for supremacy of their

gods as reflected in the Mahabharata. The god of the Aryans
by that period was probably Vishnu the Guru. The Aryans
developed a myth in which the Aryan god Vishnu became supreme.
It is mentioned in the Mahabharata that the Aryan safes had a
oonferenoe on the bank of the Ganges to investigate which of the
gods namely Vishnu and Siva, was the supreme. So they deputed

a team of sages headed by Bhrigu Muni for the investigation.

The team first moved to Siva and abused Him of his untidy per*

sonal hygtene and of smoking hashish. On hearing the taunting

wwds Siva became furious. The sages left Him saying Be was
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small god’ as He was quiok tempered. Then the party went to

Vishnu who was found relaxing on the bed nursed by Bis consort

Lakshmi. Bhrigu Muni moved forward and kicked Vishnu on His

chest. Instead of rousing to temper for the barbarous behaviour

of the sage, Vishnu calmly welcomed the sages. Then the sages

returned saying Vishnu was the real ‘greater god’.

Siva was given several other names of Indo-Aryan origin like

Mahadeva, Maheswari Sankar, Kei-lash.nath etc. In course of

Aryanisation Mahadeva became included in the Hindu pantheon.

Mahadeva became an Aryan god. It is mentioned in different Hindu

scriptures that the Aryans uorshipped Mahadeva. Even the

Jadavas used to pay homage to Mahadeva when Krishna was a

small boy In Vaisnavito hteratuies when Krishna was about 7

years old met Rarlha when the latter was going to pay homage to

Mahadeva in the temple oi Mahadeva. In Hindu pantheon Maha-

deva becomes one of tlie triads namely Brahma the Creator, Vishnu

the Preserver and Maheswar the Destroyer,

It appears the meaning of Siva in the dialect of that Hima-

layan tribe who developed the concept of the god Siva, is destroyer

or killer or death In Manipur! language Stva {Siba) means death

in verb form and its noun form is A-Stva (.i-si&a).

In Upper Bui ma by about the 9th century A D. to the time

of Anawrahtha. Buddhism **began to be strangled by various

heathen growths and to become mingled with debased Tantno

system which is a mixture of black magic, witchcialt and Siva

worship”. There were a group of monks who were known as Ari

monks ''In Pagan a degenerated form of Buddhism, beheved to

have originally migrated from North Bengal and Nepal, prevailed

under the influence of the Ari monks who, it is said, were thirty

in number with sixty thousand desciples. Some writers are of the

opinion that the cult which sway in upper Burma, was a

distinct development of the Tibetan Buddhism. TJie Ar% were

centred at Thamhati village, a few miles south-east of Fagan.

The Art lords rejected the law preached by Lord Buddha and

protested oulta of their own, partioulatly one of Dragon (N&ga)
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wcdfsliip in wfaioli Biiddba and hh 8akt4 ate figtered'*. It la

naid tbat Saw Baban (931-64 A.D.) who was ondor the influence

of the Art, erected an image of a serpent and asked the people to

bow down and worship it.

The Manipuri accounts do not mention anything of the religi-

ous worship of the Moriyas except some references of the reformation

of calendar by one Moriya Pbamballaoha when they were active on

the southern pait of Iznphal valley hy further expanding or moving

westward of Moriya. However the earlier background, and the

background to which the Moriya principality was subjected to clearly

saggest that they had Brahxnanioal religion mixed uith Tantric

and other heathens. The Loi wore found in the Ango hills an<l

east of the upper Ningthi valley, and a branch of Loi or their

associate tribe called Chakpa entered Implial valley sometime in

the 12th century A.D.^with Buddhism that had been ^trangled with

Tantric and other heathens. They also worshipped Hre and used

to bum their dead bodies which was not adopted b> other tribes

This is perhaps the image of the Brahmanical culture that entered

South-east Asia. Belying on Poireiton Khunthok, the Chakpas

mu^-t have dispersed in the Upper Ningthi valley at least in the

closing part of the 8th century A.D. but it is more likely after the

destruction of Pyu in the year 832 A.D. by the Man rebels. The

Manipur tradition says that the Lois were noted for their jadu

mantras of Tantric culture which is also scunetimes called ntahei to

this date. The text narrates how Poireiton saw a column of smoke

which was later revealed to be the smoke of cremation of a Chakpa

boy named Sangphuraipha who died of an accident.

The Loi first settled on the foothills of Western hills adjoining

the Valley, and because of the association with the Loi the hill also

came to be known as Loibi-ching meaning Loi-hill. The Loi people

were called Loi-bi by the Poireis just like Sen(Siam) people were

called Sen-bi. They are described to bo the speakers of loitthei

meaning ^deviated language’. They were subjugated by the Feirsi

kings. In later period they were further subjected under diffmnt

pressures and thm religion too died. As time passed on thejir wes>e
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under the influeiijoe of purer form of Saivisxu. Titue the imege of

their ^debased Buddhism appears to have disappeared from abemt

the 1 4th century A.l>. When all forgot that there was Buddhitfm

on thi ^ valley
y some discovered a stohe image of Gautama Buddha

somewhere in the area of Moitangpok and bank of the Maklang*
khong stream which was worshipped by the ancestors of Ghakpa,

took it to be the image of Uahadeva (Siva) and began to worship

the image. This image is still preserved at Ingourok and the

diety 18 now known as 'Ingourok-Mahadeva". Many Hindus of

today use to go there to pay homage to that diety. The excep-

tionally long cais of the image, a distinct characteristic of Gautama
Buddha, clearly indicates that the image of Ingourok-Hahadeva is

a Gautama Buddha statue, oven though there was strong image of

Buddhism and Buddba in Hindu sculptuie found elsewhere in India.

At about the latter hall of the llth century A.D. tribes like

Funaii, Mating, Mon-Khmer, Senpi etc. came to the kingdom of

Manipur. The Matings as discubsed in the section on Vunan,

Mating, Mon-Khmer wore tribes of Mon origin like Man, Meng,

Hnieng etc. The Austro-Asiatic people weie the inhabitants of

Kaiuboja Desha (Cambodia) most probably on the western parts of

Kamboja in eastern Burma. In Kamboja Buddhism began to be

foliow'^ed but still other forms of Hinduism continued to be followed

in tht llth century A.D. It is said that the inscription of Lopburi

of the first half of the llth centuiy A.D. Te\eal8 that the Khmer

kings allovod the Brahmanical faiths to flourish in their kingdom.

In that inscription the Khmer kings granted equal privileges to

both sects of Buddhism and other forms of Hinduism, thou^ the

king and people were Buddhist yet Brahmanical rites were observed.

“The royal Buddhist monks, for instance gave to Suryavarman I the

posthumous name Nirvana Pada, while the Brahmins called him

Suiyavansi, that is the one born of the God sun and possessing the

grace of Ytshmi*’.

VnHke Kamboja, Thaton by the llth century A D followed

a purer form of Buddhism originally brought by two BuiMhist

iiiiMSieheiries namely Sona and Uttara from Canzevarom in (bath
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Indift m tlie 5th century A.I>, during the Pallatras* By that time

Thaton was known as SuTamabbumi and was ruled by Manoha

(Manohara). His full name given by the Hindus was Siri-tri-bhuba-

iia-didya*para6-dhamina*raja Manoha. It is also said that ^'Thaton

had adopted Buddhism from Canzevaram, which in the eleventh

eentury was dominated by Brahmanism .. Before coming of

Buddhism, Thaton followed some form of Hinduism brought from

Java.

So it U seen that the form of religion in these two kingdoms

were practically the same. One distinct characteristic of these

forms of Hinduism is that they had a fancy for the Ramayana

legends. Most names of cities were given names according to the

Ramayana legends like Ayothiya (Ayodhya), Champanagara etc. On

the other hand in Burma, it appears, people had a fancy for the

Mahabharata legends This is perhaps the difference of the Indian

cultural zones that moved to these areas The Hinduism that

moved to East Indies was from South India vhere Ramayana

legends were veiy popular, where as in Northern Indii the Maha-

bharata legends \ierc very popular In Buima, tribes of sub-

Himalayan or neo-Tibetan origin who got mixed with the Aryans,

who became knowm as Indo-\rypn moved not as missionaries but

as colonists and settles 1 there These colonists gave names of

cities, rivers etc nocoiding to the Mahabha ata legends like Fan-

ohala, Irrawaddy (Irabati), Mali etc.

There is a place on the Maring hills called Sita in the kingdom

of Manipur. In a village named Makeng in Sita there is a rock on

which crevices are seen which according to the Maring traditions

are the footprin s of Sita wife of Rama. For this reason the place

was called Sita This is a clear image of the Cambodian culture.

So it is seen that the Austro-Aslatic group of people like Funan,

Haring, Mon-Khmer who came to this kingdom m the latter half of

the 11th century A D followed a form of Hinduism or Buddhism or

au admixture of b >th mixed with Tantrio culture. It also appears

from the culture of the Marings of today that they had some
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elements of Tantric culture mixed with heathens* As discussed in

earlier sections the shrine of Siva near Khalong on the top of the

Nongmaiching hills was installed by these Cambodian tribes.

At about 1225 A.D. another fresh wave of Saivisoi and also

possibly some followers of Vishnu cult came to this land. This

purer form of Saivism had renovated the earlier debased Saivism

and gave a strong impact on the earlier population and perhaps

became a very popular religion. The religion was not brought by any

missionary but brought by the Bangals and proto-Bangals. Ihe

religious belief of these group of people has already been diKutsed

in the seotictt on Bangal It is most probable that there were sotre

scholars and religious philosophers in the court of the Bangal

principality of Lamangdong. The image of this culture is felt on

the Poirei kings There is no historical record about the worships

of king Naothingkhong and his wife Chingurembi, but Khongtekeba

the son of Naothingkhong is found to be a devotee of Devi. A
copper plate was discovered in the early part of the 20th century

A.D. in which the rituals of Devi performed by king Khongtekeba

is said to have been inscribed. Ning'hourol Lambnba refers to a

statement of Khongtekeba becoming *very religious and pbitosophi^

cal in the latter part of his life and he spent his life on meditation

though he died young. He probably died at about 1260 A.D.

It is most probable that Devi was worshipped by constructing

temples in every principal village where the compound of the tern*

pies were properly protected. Rituals of Devi were performed in

such temples possibly by priests. The life how Ehongtekclia spent

also suggests Naothingkhong and his wife Chingurembi were devotees

of Siva and Devi. It is possible through family education Khong-

tekeha became a spiritualist and devotee of Devi They did not

declare Saivism as the state religion since Manipur was not unified^

bat being the religion of the royalties the people followed it. The

way of life seems to have some changes. In some manuscripts

Naothingkhong and Khongtekeha are said to have been cremated

instead of hurrying as done earlier showing a strong impact of the

ww form of feligioD.
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There was a politiOEl turmoil lasting about a decade foliowfug

tile death of Khongtekcha In Cheitharol Kumbaba it is mentioned

that there was an interregnum of 11 years following the death of

Khongtekcha* It was then followed by a strong cultural force of

minnants of Confucianism mixed with Brahmanical faith, which

included mjrifices and ancestor worship, which the Ngal Lao braaoh

of Tai followed. Originally Gonfucian culture did not include

sacrifices but from the first century A.D it seems this culture of

animal sacrifice penetrated possibly from Cambodia which by that

time came under Brahmanical rule. The mixed culture was also

followed by the Lai tribes who were in northern Burma in the 8th

century A D. before entering Manipur. The Lai tribes took their

ancestors as gods and orshipped them for their prosperity. They

celebrated a socio-religious function every year which they called

Har(to(ba)» Since the function was associated with the Lai tribes

it became known as Lai^haraoha* The southern part of Imphal

valley was a zone of amalgamated cultures of Lai and Moriya. The

Keges were the subjects of the Moriya rulers while the Moirangs

were the subjects of Lai rulers. The pantheon of Saivism were

brought into the fold of the Lai culture. As discussed in earlier

sections, Lai were degenerated Tai and there is a strong essenop of

Ngai Lao legends in Lai culture. Most of the manusoripts so far

collected apx>ear to be of Eege-Moirang origin. The nine son legend

of Kangba is an exact imitation of Ngai Lao legends. Thus Siva

and Devi began to mingle up with the ancestor of Lai and different

Devi shrines or temples were given the names of female Lai ances-

tors. The Kali temple began to mix with Lai-khuremba, KIlikfi etc.

and with some* other ancestor ; and male ancestors like Lai Tbang-

jing, Lai Ehoriphaba etc. are however found free The mingling of

the two cultures creates much confusion particularly when the name

Lai changed to a vocabulary meaning 'god’. Sometimes a question

comes to our minds like, 'Was Eali or Ealika the wife of Kham-

Jangba ? As discussed in the section on Mayang, it may be pointed

out that Ehamlangba belonged to a Saohnng^ tribe who mariNbd

the daughter of Songlen Lanthaba (o. 1850-^80 A.D*) the
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(M«f Hie Aiuia»of tiw Moitlng prineenia gifwim wangiMWMWcrijata

as Samphato 'n^e in aoms ot&er the nama of the triloKHwimUngibs

ia givan as KSliki irithoat refening to tk« aame of liw faiiteE. la

Kt^e-MoirSilg plfaoipalit; aoeb tjpe of Mwiya names are fiefuentlp

found* They were under the iaflueaoe of Lai ooltuza and this

prominent spouse heeaime god and goddess. Now we find theishnaa

of Khamlfingbe with his wife Kilikfi. Henoe E&likS haa nothing

to do with Devi, dte is probably the daughter of Songlen Lgatibaba

where her otiier name is Samphabi.

Lai-khu-rembi is the wife of 7hongBren and the shilne of Xsd-

khti-retnbi in Imphal often gets confheed with the KiSi temple.

When ihe pre-vahnavite culture is carefully exsminetF, both

Brahmanioal culture and Lai culture are eieariy visible, the ritual#

of Zot.rcy»his are similar in both fbrm and spirit with that olf Defi

E#en the worship of Panthoibi that IhSted for some five dkjW

called Panthoibi puja or Panthoibi irat which begins fh)m the OtB

di^ of lunar Mem correspondii^ to Sttlda SwaMi { 6th ) id

lunar Kartik, is the very Dttrga puja as seen fiKMr ihe oeao^ of

AkPanthoi or Noogpok and Paathefid fcr Svb and Pmtvali

respectively. Kva too a Miongoloid god that hesame inoluded in

th* Aryan pantheon In short Pi,iith(dbi imt is the loodf nacne ei

the Dutga puja, though it original^ belonged to tlie wnrship of tlU

anadgttaiated NbiigfMds With the expansioa oftUvoaltare 8t*li

became gradually pushed towards the hMi. W# find dtffawen

shrines of Sha on the hffls and foot biHs. BolAi LaShtmunM atm

Leinaotabi were wives of king Th<oiigiit<ffli, but only LailfilMreitalyi is

fcMud to he wondnpped as geddese being a Lei twigin and not

Lahmotabi who wan of Obahkhan ecigin having a diffMnmdb oultMa

YaMmla the mother of Pabhaogba is> olea net worsinpped m
a goddchs as she also belonged tothe CSisUtha tribe, liliiw Lai*ceabi

or Uanaiig-Laieulttife ia purely a Lai origin minad with Bauhinaatei

add other heathens,

Ihntrio SttMiWe ; the eimot ttee of emngsium of taatMH

onlism ltt>iWi«sgBdfiedand devwdin^ ftfittkeasnelhe asoarinhmd

butftiorte^ftnBfiaBniBeaitttn indtmd lmd psq^^ tfbnridn
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rably etreu thon^ there were images of it since the Uth century

AtDi However its magnified form is believed to have been brought

by the Brahmins who migrated or arrived on this land in the latter

half of the 15th century A.D. daring the reign of Kiyamba. In

Bamon Ehuiithoklon an account on Brahmin immigrants, it is said

that 18 Brahmin families migrated from different parts of India

to Imphal valley during the reign of the above mentioned king and

were alloted different family titles and absorbed in society. We
have no record of Brahmins migrated earUer than this period and

those Brahmins migrated earlier than the period of Kiyamba were

possibly absorbed in the society without any social distinction.

Even the Brahmins who migrated during the reign of Kiyamba

had no specific social status as compared with latter immigrants.

They spent their lives as commoners. Most of the Brahmins who

migrated upto the time of Kiyamba appear to be non-Vaisnavites.

It is probable that most of them followed Brahmanical faith.

Some were possibly upholders of Atharva Veda and Tantric cult.

Among those Brahmins who migrated during the reign of Kiyamba,

one Brahmin named Ghanaram Is found to be a Tantradhar and

another named Hari is found to be a scholar with the title Vidya-

lankor. The new Tantric culture appears to have confined to the

Brahmins. There is a fabulous account in which a scholar ofthe 18th

century A D. named Khongningthiba also known as Kbongnang-

thaba Pandit had a contest with Shantidas a religious preacher in

Tantric mantras. It is not known how far Shantidas was proficient

in Tantricism He was a follower of the Bhakti cult.

The Timtric tnafUraa became known as Laiwaa also Jcdu

mantras when it became popularised among the mass. The Tantric

culture gave the strongest impact on the society of this kingdom.

Every person believed in the Ta^was, The Amaibas and scholars

in their possession had a stock pile of La^was ranging from mere

pain killers to killers. By using laiwas they believed they could

invoke the devils and induce them to kill a person. In such

prooccses, with elaborate rituals they would make an effigy of a

man by bee wmi: Imown as khdru rnttomte presuisaUy
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tlie man to be killed, and ohant laiieaa or jadtt manirw. Then

they wonld let the wax efSgy be pierced through by a speoially

prepared arrow which had also been chantc^d with laiwas, or some

times they would burn the effigy. When the lituals were com-

pleted they believed the man would die. They also believed that

by chanting ktiwas they could make a man insane ; they could

make a girl follow a boy, the technic of this la^wa is known as

fareng kibi ; they could .nake people quarrel, the technic of this

la*toi is called higiitor
;
they could induce a disease to a person ;

they mild fight with the evil spirit ;
they could make a man van-

quished and so on In short every spare of life, they believed,

would be controlled by hnioas. But it appears they had no laivfas

to make a fo(d wise.

We examine some short versed laiwas which do not need

elaborate rilmils as given below.

Applications Laiwas

L Pain killer : Ong hoong kling shring ru ru i-shu i-shu.

2. Crushing evil spirit : Kling phara phara raj hui set*

3. Invocation of Ong ung santarang nongtarang ngantarang

Pakhangba : torang sanong san.

4. Pain killer type Hai thagokpa ikaidaba Guru-gi phang-

(with much verna- khongdagi yerum apumba hurEnduna

oularised laiwas to chaba hallo hai.

control hicups).

The la^wa stated in (1) is a pain killer when chanted by the

Amaiva with usually a heavy, thud, and systematic forceful sound

over, say, loin where there is pain. In (2),the person is to chant the

stated laiwa on his finger iips and then used hke a long sword by

imagination to sabre the head of bhoot or any other evil spirit

which appears before him. In (3), the laiwa is chanted to please

Pakhangba before any other rituals are performed. In (4), the

laiwa is chanted to control hicups.

It is evident from the wordings of the laiwas stated above,

that m jst of them are Vedio words of ^fautrio nature esoepting the
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!fa«l one.wUok in .the form of yertmeulf^ ^ Bfot^d

milimf Tmiteio ooltioo gave .a lasting eOeot. Sbantidae ^Qofm arjm

4wml» down Xantrie UforaUire during tlie reign of Pamhoibar«MifoaVy

foiled to resKHne the euiierfltitioaB from the masseB. However itiis

believed, it<hae reduced ita momentum to a great e?ctent. It lingers

even to this date i.e. ttie last quarter of the 20th oeatury A.D. It 's

eaid that some ministers and me nbera of the legislative aasemUy,

who'bave come on peoples’ mandate, from whom people es:pect

eamething positive, are found practicing huHJai* in their quarters.

It is also said tiiiat some oi* them are loumi wearing oopper tubfogB

sailed packed with laiwas written on bhuja patsra (birch

baiijk) gauging from maiyoku>a, unti-il^tnalba etc to auti^anti-Aigr^i'

teas, on their arms and waist whicli in some individuals, would

weigh as much as one fourth of a kilogram.

At a time when writing pai)er vas unknown to man, ^jeople

used to write on palm leaves and birch barks. Since birch harks

are thin enough and at the baine time they can be folded, they

wweohiefly used for writing mantras or latwaa that would occupy

a minimum volume when folded and to insert in jani^ras. The

ptaotioe continued even after the development oi writmg paper

and hence for this reason people believed that birch bark had

mgical power. Truly speaking birch barks have no ^magical power.

In thie century very thin tissue papers have been developed and if

they want to write at all it would be better to write on these papers

rather than birch bark the primitive paper.

The Tantric terror of the pi e-l'an heiba j tried is oleail} le-

fleoted from the following traditions. Even as late as the first half

qf the twentieth century A.D., whenever there was any construc-

tion of bridge children were much afraid of going to the OQUstruciion

tsifo because they felt from the mouth of their elders that they

could be caught and sacrificed unlike present day childien veho

«wouM flock the site witnessing the pier drivings. It is a foct.that

there was a traditional belief fhat ‘human life is sacriScf^ foyjlAie

construction of a bridge’ specially children to propitiate .gods for

the igpooth conateuction of the bridge.
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PRmfo ^(TOU^ pf people who^wpre Jfent by t^b© wb^ft^pr

kinge for eb^ ,lifting epeoieUy in the daek enji nighty wlu> pr^e

pell^ JJvejy mother was mnoh afraid of.Ike c^-

They would tell atones of the c&ara'^athaphas to

thak ohildreu and thus a fear pf the cftttroaniAoahas was crpatedin

the mmds of their phildreu. la turn they used to say to their erripg

ohlldren *Qhurapnthaaba-chotlee* meaning ^Chtmanthaaba iarm iijg*

to stop them moving out of their homes. The traditional belief

further says in case the ckaraanthaaba was unable to Jjift a Qh4)d,

at kast he 'vtould li> somehow to collect iLt blood, of a childthat was

to be offered to the Tautiio god. It is most likely thpy ooUected

hupisoi blood when human bdcrihoe was forbidden. People beheved

li the blood was offered the child from whom the Wood was^ea-

tracted would die in due course. It is quite Ukely that superstitious

people of that period would have taken the death of a child due to

tetanus infection tlirough a wound inflicted in the evening or d^sh

w»s the aftermath of an action of the ckurctanfJumba whose comnii-

asipn remaned juimotioed. It is also certain that they would

perforin tbou a kind of offer with rituals and chanting of Tantcio

mantras to apoasc the Tantric gods to spare the hfe of the dying

child On the other band, it appears, the penalty on the chuman-

thcfabaa was so severe if they failed to procure a child or at least

the blood of a child, they had to kill their own ohildren. This very

context becomes proverb which runs thus, *Ghurdnihaaba-na

mopha^i The literal ^noaning of this proverb is, “When
necessity arises even the *iohurq>anthabas kill their owa pbildryu"’.

As regards the origin of the word churaanthetaba, it is probable

that the word is formed by compounding two words namely ^ura^

m and 9tlmt(ba) where chwan(^ possibly a vedic word meaning

'stealing' and atha(ba,) means 'to send out’. Thus churaanthaubas

were gang of peofde sent out to lift children.

These ere aome of the living examples of tiie barbaiie

TanMo ritiials of human sacrifice prevelent daring the pre-Pam-

heiba period. We however ^haye lost ^ppe^puts of
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and literatute dealing with human saorifice. It must have been

destroyed in the ceremonial burning of Puyas by Pamheiba.

The purge of the autocrat monarch Pamheiba on spurious

Tantric literature is a momentous task in the history of the

Heiteis. Pamheiba may be looked upon as the father of the Meitei

community who liberated the mass from the yoke of super-

stltionlsm Even the pilfered elements of Tantric cult from the

purge is giving a serious threat to the healthy development of the

community of this date as disoussed above. The smearing of celt

paste, the wearing of copper tubing by the ministers and members

of the legislative assembly etc. and how they believe in such

semi-barbaric practices are matters of conoern. A belief must

have a foundation through rationalization, for every occuranoe or

phenomenon, say*, headache has a positive solution too unlike *If

I die who lives there, which is indeed debatable, but these paeudo-

pol tioians of this great republic professing the cult of hooliganismi

hypocraoism, characteT-assasBinationism etc seem to prefer the sub-

jective aspect. There is hardly little difierence between this behef

or practice and that of the one followed in some parts of India

where there is draught the women folks would dance and jump

with complete naked bodies in the field believing that their

dances and naked bodies could appease the sky-god and in turn

the sky-god would release rain onto them.

The thinking that our forefathers were much advanced and

and much stronger, they lived much longer and used better cloths

etc. than us is a thinking without perspective.^ Definitely our

1. The fabulous imagmations of the early IndiaD people ate reflected jin

different writings. Oue such writing is quoted fiom The Outline of Lite-

lature, edited by John Drinkwater, page 07 which writes, **The imagma-

tion of the Hindus has evolved a seiies of gorgeous and graatesques

dreams, m which all conditions of tune and space appear to be obliterated

aud in which the universe is pictured as it might appear In the vision of a

amohar of hashish. It is difficult to gather from these wild fancies of the

Indian poets (and the earlier writers were essentially poets) any trust-

worthy data concerning the history of the pastt or any preCticel

Instmotion by which to guide the life of present.”
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forefatbeFB lived mncb shorter and lees advanced than us and in

short our forefathers were much backward than us« The fore-

fathers of our forefathers were more backward than our forefiitbers.

If we proceed in this way we get ultimately our ancestors who

were naked and walked squalid, who were known as stone age

people. The forefathers of our stone age forefathers were beasts.

Thus we are certainly backward than our progenies to come.

The general knowledge of our school children is perhaps

higher than that of the writer of the Oita In the 2lst sloka

of chapter X of the infallible Oita, Bhagavan Sri Krishna said,

**Among the stars, I am the Moon*' It is doubtful that our

school children will use this simile or metaphor, rather it is more

hkely, they say, **Among the stais, 1 am the Smua".

The general knowledge of our forefathers who developed occul-

tism jadu mantraa, laiwaa etc must have been definitely very poor

in the properties of matter and energy. The man who professed

jadu mairUras could at the most despatch energy released by him

in course of the rituals of the j/ida manirat through some resonance

circuits. We have been nourished in an environment of fan-

tasticism from our very childhood. We have been forced to

develop our own vision for bhoot, htyangathouba etc., a vision of

Mr. Christoper Lee for Dracula. In foot there is no Draoula, it is

the proto-Dracula that is working in the illusory minds in momen-

tary madness.

The coming of the concept of Sanfimahi and Pakhangba all

Tantric works bad been made associated with these demi-gods.

They appear to be vemacularised Tantric gods.

Umang Lai : As discussed earlier, during the reign of Nao-

thingkhoDg and Khongtekeha for more than three decades the

purer form of Saivism probably flourished under their patronage.

People worshipped Devi at different places. The temples of Devi

were constructed in principal villages and specific areas were

psemrved for the temj^es. The te iiples were constructed probably

by easily perishable saaterials like bamboo and thatches locally
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flprtbilable. Adlar tbe turmod feUowi&g the doivlh^ oC

KhMgtakiBha tiie ritt]a]|i of Devi eeeoa to have been stopped per«

fots&ftig and thus the worship of Devi sank till the wave of Lai

onltvro Xlevi worship becatoe mingled up with the Lai ancestor

aa goddesses. Details of Lai have been disonsscd in the section

on Uoirang, Mbiraag principality and Lai-haraoba. In the festi-

vals of Umang Lai known os Lai-haraoba there are items known?

as Lai nupi tiiba, I41 I keithel kaba, Lai lamthokpa etc. in which

the diety of the Lai ancestoi is carried by four lilen in a pahm^uin

along streets and markets. In this function the motibn of the

palanquin becomes erratic owing to the deliberate action Of the

palanquin carriers or owing to an unsynchronized moflon of the

nr en. People would say, lai ngaore meaning ‘Lai is intoxicated^. In

such erratic movements the troupe of four men with palanquin may
pfotigh tbioagh a crowed or any other objsOt. This type of fwiction

vMlh the saine erratic motion is also fotmd among some Tai tdbes

of ThaHatid. If scientifically analysed theie is no reason to be<^

liet<e kl thin Lou ngaoha. The motion of the four men aise not

mi^aftieaily synchronized, over and above timse men let lose

tbe motion according to their fancy. Thus it is not the disty

of the Lai ancestor who is intozichted bat the four meii are

iinoMicwtCch However ignorant and snperstatiems people believe

Lai

tVfth flib expansion of this mixed culinvcg that ie, tbs v&m
nants of Confucianism* and Brahmanism

, originated fhem Motrang

2. What tf) Oontucianism ? In about c 551 B.O. one of the greate'iit oontem-

poraiy thinkers named Confccicrus Hved m China. wgs bOm ill the

feudal state of Lu in modem Shadglituig prcviacs. Ha ur regarded tc

having been exceptionally clear-headed and capable thinker, and he

(ranks in China the founder of its literature, its system of fhorafs, and
its religious ideals or standards. He was Me Horn Stregmle oaMMMif,
al^ldltofy deMminations* obstinacy add egoisBi*’* IM anviaagade *Hna»

oiSdSAiafly a social creature who is bound to hia lislltws by /as a teria

often rendered as sympathy* or human heartedness*. is expressed

through the five relations—sovereign and subject, parent aUd chfid, elffil^t

ag youfiddr brother, hulband and Wffs. fiM# nd# ik/hJg, mmm
thdfilWolMr.
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wftioh may also be oatted Lai oultare^ it became mingled up with

Ifhe Tantrio culture. The name of the Moirang ruling group or trib^

Lai had become a vocabulary for ^god* because of its as^ogiathm

with god by superseding the earlier words Gke hhoyam, khoimom^

dhvw§-V etc. Thus Lai meaumg 'god* stands as the sumTing vo*

eahulbcy The aneeeters of Lai tribe became go<fe and gedAMMa*

Hfo also eDvisaged, **tke old tune aaiional or pepubiefttttb: ftesb^

iiit«c<9rotod mto the tbaaaHA and laagoago of later amuuHtma and sBaped

into A pu««.to.Al <9«f movalA m a guide tor sotioii of toe StoAo and
tlie daily life of the indi\ idual citizens”

In fac ip Confui lanism may bo said, is no roUgioni, for religion is tbs

lerognition df a supeihuman who conitols human aflaira but an intense

believer in the iieation of a ).K>vrerfiil oentrat authority As such there is

pfvsioatly AUtocrnoy» t onOsoUmg all intolieotaal antioities and gioiag le*

velation. as to thA.«Btute of uiuveibe, the requwiaento e^ godti Widohlifa*

iion of menp vihuhha'vo noiet failed to include the atnoteto abodinXKce

to the behests of tho ptiestsp tho lepresentative of god,” In short Con

fucianiBin does not hel]e\ o m the evistente of God oi have faith in the

«ionoept of God, no shraniole maintained in the reyal courts whuA ts *«nat

the need of people but to the glotiouB aohievoffnaoita of the waiwhat
not IS thoAQ any great epic < ommomoiatiag the deeds of harooe on deeiu

goda In place ot them tind 'wliat may be < aUed a practical system of

applied ethics ronfuciiiH was extdently neither a visionary dreamer nor

a poetp uor did he undertafee to eetoMish any pnestly or theological

auilihaFay of hia tByaehmgh

Tlingcowth of the anoestot wotslap as gods of theLai» lapochspa

the absence of a supeihuman «\ho is < ailed God m their traditional boliof

and from tho impact of c ultuies of other tubes who uphold the eaastence

of God im various local oamaSi to whom they offered sanriifioas pei-

foianed various worships^ as evidently seen from Uie La> eaUiua to

ancestgi worship in Manipur before the impact of Sanamahi ruU and

the uave bhakti cult of Hmduism in which the Lais worshipped their

aaeeetor lAe Lai ThangjHig, Lm Khandaiigba etc. os gods and no other

mytbdNmral god.

Xhoaak to anaestoi warshifi as ^ ^ ^ '^^****‘

AmongtheJRomansit wasoaunoroulir
itigglto'

Gsa

^Tapaneae Shinto cult and among the T^elanesia Tkw hig^ieto

form Of otobbratiOn is found among the
gci J West Africa besides the

igintoodOlriiasia wmeitoiswoieiMegige^
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Thuft Lai Ningthon Khoriphaba, Lai Tbangjing, Lai-khii-Tembi

eto. became goda and goddesses. It is thetefore seen that Umang
Lai culture is a mixed culture of Confocian remnants* Saivism*

Tantrioism and heathens.

The expansion of Lai culture is followed by a period of ‘deve-

loping myths’. In this period everything was mystified. Not only

Nongta one of the ancestors of the Mangang clan, all other

prominent persons were also mystified. Besides the ancestors, promi-

nent persons of other tribes were also mystified. All the mystified

characters had been made associated with some legends developed

by the Amaihas and 'Scholars. Then came the strong wave of

Tantrioism. The Tantric culture further penetrated into the

worship of Umang Lais as seen from the invocation of Lairembis,

the hymns of which contain Vedic words amidst the vernacular.

The nature of rituals had also been much modified with the deve-

lopment of Tantric culture. Hence Lairembi becomes synonymous

with Devi. Even to this date*Devi Puja or Durga Puja is called in

Manipuri Lairembi Pvja, People worshipped Lairembis for their

prosperity, fertility and for»6afeguarding them against the attack

of other forces. The worship however, did not include any form

of prayer for the emancipation of soul as found in the bhahti euh.

The shrines of Lairembis became centres for culture. Of the

shrines of Devi which is free from mixing with the Lai ancestors is

the shrine of Hiyiingthang Lairembi at Hiyangthang on the south

of Imphal where there is the yoai of Devi.

The compounds of Devi or Lai-rembi were afforested, and thus

Lairembis were also called Umang Lais where Umang means forest

and Umang^ai means ‘forest god*. Since Umang-Lais had been

made associated with Tantrioism they became Tantric gods and

goddesses. People were very much afraid of the Utnang-Lais.

There is a reference as late as cho&i iaret khunkApa in the early

19th century A.D., in which a Burmese general who happened to

ease himself in the of an Umang-Lai» died next day.

This event is comment
^ punishment for his disgraceful act.

The persistent fear ^..maug-Lais which mars the otherwise
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clear thinkiiig toinds of today ui indeed the remnants of the Tantrio

terror.

The Sanilmahi cult In the meantime some scholars devised

the mythology of Ganesh and Eartik with some local names, and

as they were, most likely, unable to find a suitable name from the

Mongoloid pantheon at their disposal invented names to suit the

salient oharacteristics of the above two gods of the Hindu mytho-

logy who were sons ot Devi They took the complexion Eartik to

resemble the colour of r^olten gold and developed the name Sana-

mahi meaning 'molten-gold’ or 'gold-liquid’. Here Sana is an

Indo-Aryan word from awarna or vice versa. The word $ana came

to this valley fiom the Moriyas and became popular in the

southern part«of the valley from about the 12th century A D. It

IS not definitely known whether the Ohakkhas used the same word

or not but so far the available accounts are concerned, they seem

to have adopted the Mangang word choinou. Hence in the northern

part of the valley the word for gold was choinou at about the 13th

century A D. when the Mangangs became Poireis At about the

14th century A D. anothei word kham is found to have been

used on the western part oi the valley, which is a Sen-bi word i.e.

a Tai word. The remaining word mahv is a Tibeto-Burman word.

Again the younger brother of Sanamahi is called Pdhhangba which

IS also a Tibeto-Burmau formation.

If the word or myth was develojied by the Poireis, the word

for Sanamahi should have been Choinou-mahi a mixed word oi

Mangang and other Tibeto-Burmans, and on the other hand if it

were developed from the western part of the valley the word should

have been Kham^maht, a mixed word of Tai and other Tibeto-

Bumans

It is therefore seen that the cult of Sanimahi cannot at any

rate exist earlier than the 7th century A.D. whatever its origin

may be, a period when the Tibeto-Burman language was fully

characterised, against the claim of some chauvinist scholars who

ieel the concept of Sanamahi h as old as several hundred years
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before Chiiat. It is the Monyas who used the word m’na in the

Eeg6-Moirang in the 14th century A.D.

The concept of Sanimahi is therefore seen to have originated

from the Eqge-Moirang principality and even if it was developed

from the Kege-Moirai^ it cannot exist earlier than the 12th

oentary A.D. due to obvious leason, or if it were developed from

Kahow Tamp^ the Moriya city before penetrating to Tmphal

vaQcj^ it too cannot exist earlier than the 7th centuiy A D. There

is no image of this cult in the 16th century A D e\en though some

later interpolations are found Thc^ legends of Sananulii and

Pakhangba became popular m the latter part of the IGth century

A«D. So it is certain that it must have developed in the 16th

century A.D.

The other name of Sananiahi is Mahirtn ^liich repicsents the

Tantric form of Sanamahi. Another but the loss potent Taiitru

form of Sanimahi is kno\^n as \poiba. These* Tantiio

spirits or gods, as generally believed h} lh( fcu]j( rslitiouB niaf^s,

can be possessed by the physicians who were known us Lat-sannalm

or Lai^puhi by^ means oflaiwa** and further Scud to be capable

of doing immense harm to an individual it they were released

on them which was known as lai-fhujinb i.

In the legends of Gaiiosh and Kartik, the contest of a lace of

circling the uuiveise by Oanesh and Kartik, the success of Ganesh

who instead of circling the universe circled the throne of the Father

or i)hc Guru on the sect et advice of *the Mothei, the incest of

Ettrtik and the Mother, the decision of the Guru conferring the

kingship olf every house to Ganesh and the kingship of the oounlry

to Kartik *to console the anger of Kafrtik, are all GQ^stematically

fitted Htto lAie Saioftniahi-Fikhangba legends The leiation sen

Kartik and the Mother is shown between Sanamahi and Leimm?)^

the Mother. It is said that after circling the universe Sanamahi

arrived at the startiog point and found his brother occupying the

throne of the Guru and became furious and declared that he

whosoever adviced his brother to take such a course of action would

be yanqnished if the person was a man or would be taken to wife
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if the person was a woman. Then the Gom^gave Leixoaoeoi^

Mother as the consort of Sanamahi. In several manjasciipts this

part is omitted and this is perhaps the reason why we get a very

confusing relation between Leimaren and SanSmahi, sometimes as

his mother and sometimes as hh wife. Since the brother of San&-

mafci knew the intrinsic value of the Father he vas tfitted the nsakke

F&<^khangha meaning ‘fathei understanding’ Thus the brother of

Sanamahi was Pa-khnngba and the legend is found to have been

described as Sanamahi Pakhangba phankhong koiba The Vehieie

of SanStnnhi n a mole so too the vehicle of Canesh is also a mole.

This legend is very po])uIar throughout India with vaiious local

names of Oanesh and Kartik

The legend became very populai and the scholais of the I6th

century AD uho wanted to piojeot the ancestor ot the Poirei

kings to Uic demi ;,od projected Nongta to be the Pikhangba of

the Sanamahi -Pakliangbii legends The legend taught the common

people how Pakhangba uas successful in the contest of cm ling the

universe the exact replica of the contest ot Ganesh and Kartik imUi

additions uiid decorations oi poetic imagination In oidei to mateh

the legends, they possibly destroyed or tempered the accounts

containing the parentage of Nongta However in some manuscripts

like Leitbak Leikbaiol, Theerem Meiiam Lecba etc. the name of

the father of Nongta escaped and tliat too in an allegorical

Along ’v'lth the development of other myths different names of

NongtSl had been given. Thus we get some eighteen names of

Ncii:%ta as discussed in the section on Pgkhangba of which the

commonest name is Nongta Laireu P^hangba meaning ‘Nongta

the of lai, father^undeietanding’. Hete the name Lairen is

erroneously applied. It is originally the title of the Lai tribe. In

all the myths^ Pakhangba is made supreme. All siioh myths are

tafon within the field of the San^ahi cult. So the ancestors of

the JPoirei ruling elan became demi^gods and brought in the divine

theory of kiiig. Later Jbhe Ling is described to have the grace of

ViehiUii. Not onl^ the oommon peQjde the rulers too equalliy be-

lieeoed it. SSte milt jem deepiiy enginmd into the ininds of the
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people tliat tlie rnlers and their desoendants did not swear upon

(lod but did swear upon PSkhangba

Along with the popularity of the myths the Amaivas and the

scholars stipulated certain rules of rituals of Sanamahi and Pa-

kbangba* Thus it looks an indigenous development. The cult

was not basically intended to oppose Saivism but it filled in a period

of vacuum of religious worship When the story of Sanamahi

and Pakbangba became popular people wanted to construct a

temple of Sanamahi and to worship him. It was during the latter

part of the 16th century AD. when Khagemba ascended the

throne in the year 1597 A.D. people blamed him of the neglect

of Sanamahi. Even they described the reverse in warfare was

soley due to the neglect They demanded of him to construct a

temple for Sanamahi which had been longing for. Tlio demand

was possibly not given proper attention by Khagemba It is said

that some among his nobles clearly expressed their desire to worship

Sanamahi The reason for the neglect of Sanamahi by Khagemba

seems to be that Sanamahi was e god of the Kege-Moirangs and

not of the Poireis where Khagemba belonged to the Poireis.

At a time when such circumstances were prevailing one male

child of Khagemba born by his wife Nongthil Chaibi was lost. The

child was the fiist i&suo of Khigemba. He was given the name

Sana Wapihal and very much loved by Khagemba and Nongthil

Ohaibi. One day when the boy was about 4 or 5 years old pressed

his father Khagemba to accompany him while attending the court

and to sit on his lap on the throne. Khagemba persuaded his

dearest child to stay back as it was a forbidden practice and gave the

child a strong impetus that when he (Sana Wapihal) grew stronger

and when he (Khagemba) died it was he who had to sit on the

throne. Sana Wapihal was very sportive and he was a living toy

of Khagemba. It so happened one day when Kbongal Phgogbi

another wife of Khagemba, who went to a river to take bath, saw

the shirts and othei cloths and ornamwts worn by Sana Wapihal

hAwging on a tree top but the child was not found there. She eried

tor the and came running. She informed Khagemba and
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otbera. On hearing the ghastly news Khlgemba is said to have

fallen on to the ground. All people ran and witnes^^ed the hanging

of Sang Wapihars cloth on a tree top. On finding her lovely child

was lost Nongthil Ohaibi fainted. The antootat monarch took all

possible steps to trace the child but could never be found.

Quickly a rumour spread like a wild fire that the child was an

incarnation of Sanamahi He had gone to the heaven leaving

behind his earthly cloths on the top of the tree It appears the

parents did not believe the rumour at first. Several nobles came

and reported their dreams in which they saw Sana Wapihal left

the earth and gone to heaven. They said Sana Wapihal was a ahaion

(incarnation) of Sanamahi Such information reached the ears of

the king in battalions. All these information had led Khagemba
to consult an old man with full of grey hairs named Khommg who
lived at Leishangkhong for using his wisdom in resolving the

mystery. Khomma too gave an affirmative answer to the rumour

and advised the king and his wife not to weep any more The text

Sanamahi Naoyom narrates the story in a fantastic way. Thus the

life of a loveliest prince ended under the veil of superstition

All ignorant people believed the rumour and took Sang Wapi-

hal was a real incarnation of Sanamahi. Since this shocking

incident Sanamahi began to be worshipped. It became a house

diety. One particular corner of a house had been made the shrine

of Sangmahi and believed that he governs the house and its

inmates, and their welfare was on the mercy of Sanamahi The
Amaivas in turn codified certain rules of procedure in performing

the rituals of Sanamahi. Every year during the period of ShMenba
following Cheiraoba every house was to perform some rituals of

Sangmahi. It may be noted that the crude Solar year of Uoriya

Phamballacha was of 360 days of 12 months of 30 days each. In

order to make up the shortage of 5 to 6 days in a year a function

was observed as SlUlhenba. Thus the cult of Sangmahi came into

exiatenoe daring the period of Ehggemba. 7or every important

adventure or competirion or so, the inmates of the house would

pray to Sangmahi before proceeding his or her activities The
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jsVMtfiee h ertiill followed to I« maj aim be no<M tlM Ae
deeoecidenbs of tim rnlftig olto did not worAip SiEiBimlii in iMIr,

bwsea. It appears Sanamald was the god for comwnevs. Bowl
ewer «t present most of them as well as Ae BrahmAe alee

worship SanSmaiii. With the emeigenoe of SanSmahi cnh anethet

colt which may be called the Maibi cult got its momentum and

engulfed the mass. Details will be discussed ia the latter part

of this article*

It will be quite appropriate to investigate in a sekintifio way
how* aanft Waplhal was lost mysteriously. A mataml body oasMb
dsiappaar wiithout external agencies. It is impossiblQ to knagiue

a boy of hardly i or 5 years of age would climb up a tree md heap

fcauokitha, anklets etc. on the top of the tree. Since tbe tnse was

m the bauk of a river, the cause of the death is more lakely of

daowuiiag. However other possibilities are also not ruled out.

Srko Baiah Whpihal was the heir apparent and aX the same tima

wsas tim dearest child of the king it is difficult ta imagina how he

•onld oome to n river without any attendant. All thtua ctir*

oumstauioeB led us to suspect that there was a hand behiud, it was

a planned murder.

Hbagjsniba had four wives ar> £ar available from records. They

warn (1) Taipombi, (2) Hongthil Oliaibi, (3r) Khougan Pliangbii and

(4) one Kongham chanu. Ebagemba possibly paid special atteutioa

to Niongthil Chaibi because she was mother gf his dearuat ebiid

Sana Wipiha]« It is reasonable to assume a jealousy and rivaliQr

among the wives developed. Khagemba’s associatiou with the

ehild was perhaps an eycHsore to some of his wivea. It was ceTtiubf

that Nongihil Ohaibi would become the crowned queen if

Wipittsal remained alive. This motivation peshape led a vituwHi

wife who bad some animal dispositions possibly hntohed u piaa tc

wunpdar the child. The account is extremely meegre tu emmiue
Uni antaoedcota oi Kbongan Phangbi who saw tbe haji^gkm of tbe

AaMV elwA first. It is also qnbw reasansj^ THknrrnnsu

Vbtaghi to be one of tbe br^ behind tbu esjeiha 8be wMa km
traurtiest tiha cluJ4 vho^ had eim Urn iMs mepfi#
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trait planndd to kill the child by throwing him into the river, and

^he clotheB and other ornaments of child to hung np on the top of a

nearby tree. When the crime was accomplished a rnmour was to be

spread that Sana W&pihal was an incarnation of SanSmahi and had

gone to heaven leaving behind his earthly clothes on the top of a

tree When the fateful day came the attendant carried the child

to the nver side on some pretext possibly taking bath in the river

and undressed the child and immediately threw him into the river.

Then the clothes and other ornaments worn by the child were then

hung up on the tree* In ordoi to escape any suspect Khongan Phangbi

posed to be the first -person to see the clothes of the child hanging

on the top of a tree and pretended to be in grief and exerted a

selfless seal oh for the child Thus a supeistitious society instead

of looking things in its proper perspective converted a heinous

crime to the grovth of a worship If real things were detected the

course of history of the Sanamahi cult would have been another.

Tlie Islam religion Almost parallelly with the last phase of

the development of Sangmahi cult a ne^ religion from eastern

jwts of Bengal came to this land in the year 1606 A.D On this

date Kliagcmbci defeated and captured the army brought by his

younger biothei Sanongba who had a disagreement with Khagemba
earher It is ^aid that i boat belonging to Sanongba was hired

by one of the nobles of Khagemba who was also another brother

of Khagemba for deploying in a boat race. It so happened that the

boat broke following a collision m the race. The noble expressed

Sanongba ol Jus i egret and lequested him to accept a new boat for

the broken one Sanongba lefuscd and demanded his original boat

in the condition before it was broken As it was impossible the

noble requested again to get the boat repaired and returned

That too Swongba refused and insisted on his earlier demand

The matter reached the eai of Khagemba, and Khagemba persuaded

his younger brother to accept the new boat. That too SSnongba

refused and insisted on his earlier absurd demand. EJiagemba

became enraged for the illogical demand. Khagemba expelled

Sanongba from his kingdom. Sanongba fled to eastern Bengal

and raised an army at Tarap which was ruled by one Mussalnum
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Baibhah. The army of Sinoi^ba oonaiated of IndcnAfghan

llttMalmaiiB and other tribes mi rebelled against his brother* Jn

that engagement Khagemba captured all of them alire and his

brother was also pardoned. The Ifussalman captives were allowed

to settle by marrying Meitei wives* By that period the Meiteis

and Mussalmans had intermarriages. The Hussalman continued to

follow their own religion without any restriction or obstruction.

The Islam religion had no impact on the earlier society. Since our

records were either tempered or destroyed, it is difficult to assert

with certainty except some vague references of some princes

marrying Mussalman girls. The Islam religion was also not in

its vigour and had no proselytizing effect. The vigour of Islam in

its purer form seems to be from about the beginning of ^he 20th

century A.D. Islam followers now constitute about one tenth of

the total Meitei population.

The Bamandi Dharma : In the first quarter of the eighteenth

century A.D. a new Wm of Hinduism came to this land. It was

the Bamandi Dharma the cult of Bama. The new form of religion

was brought by a religious preacher named Shantidas Gosai from

eastern Bengal. He induced king Pambeiba to accept the religion.

Later the king agreed to accept the religion inspite of some

Opporitions from some of his nobles. Later it was decided to

declare the new form of religion as the state religion. So in the

year 1728 A.D. king Pambeiba proclaimed the Bamandi Dharma a

sect of Hinduism as the state religion of his kingdom an epoch

making event in history of religion of the Meiteis. By that time

there were literature and other records which could give reactions

to the free development of thakfi cult and to integration.^ ThulT

Pambeiba on the advice of Shantidas Gosai ordered for the

ooHeotion of aU such scriptures and records and burnt them cere-

moniously. The event is still remembered as Puran Meiihaba or

Pu^ Meiihahu.
^
^pUs act. was however an annoyance to some of

ins noUes^ but none could raise their heads against the wish of

the monamlL Till that date the Meiteis used to bony their dead

bodies exeqit some indications tiiat there was bundiig of the dead
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bodks during the time of Naotfaingidhoiig and Khongteokha. The
Ifeiteie began to oiemate their dead bodiee sinoe Sunday the 20th

Lamda (Lunar Lamda), 1646 Saka Era oorrespondixig to Sunday
the 29tb Maroh, 1725 A.D. It may be mentioned here that the

mortal remains of the forefathers of Pamheiba were removed from

their respective graves and cremated on the bank of the Mingthi

(Chindwin) river udth full Vedic rites either on Tuesday the 31st

Maroh^ 1725 or on Wednesday the 1st April, 1726 A.D.

Concurrently there was another wave of Islam, but it had no

weight on the religious outlook of the Meiteis. King Pamheiba

was conferred the title Qarib Niwaz meaning ^benevolent to the

poor' by the Muhamadan scholars. His sons were also conferred

the title Shih. Both the titles were pronounced by the Meiteis

as Oarihiniwaa and 8hai respectively. Even though the Islam bad

its footing on this land as early as 1606 A.D. it could not impress

the king and the peoplop and perhaps none of the Meiteis were

converted to Islam except some sporadic cases as a result of

matrimonial relations.

It is worthwhile to investigate what were the Puyaa or Purana

that are said to have been burnt ceremoniously by Pamheiba*

I^AH books dealing in the topics of history, accounts of migrating

tribes, origin of tribes, accounts of female lines of the ruling group,

chronicles, contemporary chronicles, accounts of principalities,

military, science, art and literature, religion and worship etc. ate

called Puyaa or After the burning ceremony we have

collected so far Puyas covering the entire spectrum. As regards

religion and worship we have collected every details of the SanS*

mahi cult and its associated myths through Puyaa, It indicates

we have particularly lost nothing in this area.

It is also a fact that Pamheiba burnt down some Puyas of

religion and worship and possibly Puyaa dealing in blood lines of

the ruling group. The autocrat monarch ordered for the sub*

mission of all those Pu^ relating to the above topics. It is very

doubtful to retain Pu^aa of the above topics willfully except by
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mintake in the hands of few indmduah defying the order of the

autocrat monarch to invite his wrath which meant immediate

gaUows,

17ot to speak of the early days, even daring the Second Worid

war when a Japanese aircraft flew over Tmphal sky dropped some

leaflets issued by the I.N.A. One gentleman who happened to

get one leaflet, translated the English text in a tea stall while

gossipping, was later caught by the army and he was sent to the

torture house which by that time known as the liangthabal jail

where the gentleznan was tortured. Eveij^oiie beard of how people

were tortured for the slightest fault in that jail The writer too

in his early teens got one sucli leaflet the legend of which he is

still able to recollect is the one sentence 'Establit>h Swaraj’. On

hearing the information that he whosoever possessed the said

leaflet would be caught, and x)eoplo bt^eauie panicky and destroyed

the last particle of the leaflet.

On the other band wo have not eolheUd anj Pv^a dealing in

Tantric literature, human saeiifice. Buddhism and Sakti^-ro except

some vague references here and there. Only one coppcT plate

inscription describing the rituals of Dcm performed by king

Khongtekeha was disoovcied in the early part of the 20th century

A.D. We have lost Puyas dealing in the Kege principality and

Bangal principality. All these iinestigations indicate that wo

have not recovered even a single Pv^/i relating to this area of

topic. We have lost Puya& dealing in the Bangals except some

references here and there in Ningthourol Lambuba. Even the

place of Chingurembi the Mayang Leima who became the queen of

Naotbingkhong is not found in the royal ehroniele. We have also

lost the Pnyas dealing in her marriage, her sons except the lite-

rary piece called Chingurembi Khonglup describing her awuthmis

or attaudants which escaped the purge somehow or the other,

Kamaudi Dharma though belonged to some sects of Hindu*

ism based on bhakti cult opposed Tantcioism and SahUam. So it is

more probable that Pamheiba burnt down tlmse scriptures relating

to taebd origia and Tantric liteeatnre which could hrinn haim
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dismtegprity ratfaef than the literature on the cult of San&mahi. It

is a fact found in history that Hindaism accomodates and absorbs

other indigeneous worships within its own fold in course of Hindui*

sation unlike Christianity. On the other band if Shantidas nourished

the Tantric culture and the rapidly progressing Saktism aspect of

Saivism which is evidently seen from the activities of churaiUhabas

and tkohs who were people of some religious organisations, who

moved about or people sent by the nobles or kings, to lift children

and who robbed by cheating others respectively in the service of

Kali «%be Sakti form of Devi,] his mission for the propagation of

the t^akti cult would have been thwarted. More details of churan^

fhaba and thok are discussed in the section on Meitdlon or Manipuri

language. In these ciicumstaiices Saktism and Tantricism ucre

his foes but not the cult of San^^mahi This is also confirmed from

the fact that when Pamheiba introduced Ramandi Dharma there

was no prohition on the worship of Sanamabi in every house*

Each house continued to peilorm the xituals of Sauamabi during

the period of shlhenha. It has been continuing to this date.

However the importance of the state temple of Sauamahi seems to

Ijave been reduced. The Iiido-Aryan Brahmins also worshipped

Sanamahi as their house deity. It is quite reasonable that certain

modifications could ha\e been introduced 1'ho offering of beef

and poik with wine could have been prohibited as they were not

the f(M)d for the upholders of the hfiakh cult On the other hand

the Sanamahi cult moved towaids the fold of Hinduism. Except

Home indigenous (orapoiienis the rituals of Sanamahi resemble

Hindu rituals It is also said that during the absence of Shantidas

possibly outside Manij)ur some of his Meitei disciples destroyed the

image of Sanimahi made of bronze When Shantidas returned,

be fouiul the image^orSanamahT^sras destroyed which ho did not

approve. He ordered for the immediate restoration of the image.

Thus the image of Sanamahi was restored, which some Puya$

commented as if the feat of Shantidas lest the wrath of San&mahi

should fall on him. It is also said that Shantidas Gosai used to

pay homage to the Sanamahi deity. It is therefore very unlikety
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tliat Pmlieiba burnt down the soriptatei of indigenous Sanamahi

worship as commonly belieyed. Since our discovery of the lost

history it is now fally revealed the cironinstanoes leading to the

burning down of puyas. So we conclude that Pamheiba burnt

down puyas relating to Tantrie_^i^ltnre and Saktism including

human, aasi^^c^nd possibly some accounts of racial origins. The

only remnantsoTlhe !Bamandr"cQlt vioibhr^ Ihlrdatc is the

Hanuman temple of Bfahavalli on the left bank of the Imphal river

at Imphal People use to pay homage to that temple for the health

of their sickly children specially on Tuesdays.

The Vaisnavtem * It is said that some Vaisnavite Brahmin

scholars from Bengal visited the court of king Jai Singh (1763-98

A D.) in the early part of his reign. They had brought with them

the latest form of Vaisnavism a sect of Hinduism which had the

concept of Radha in the Krishna cult. These Biahmin scholars

induced the king to change over the state religion of Ramandi

Dharma to Vaisnavism and after much deliberations the king

accepted it King Jai Singh himself became a devout Vaisnavite

and he was later known as Rajarshi Bhagyachandra. It may be

noted tAat there was Vaisnavism in the Ahom court of Assam

which did not have the concept of Radha in the Krishna cult. It is

quite likely that king Jai Singh had the concept of Vaisnavism

earlier from the Ahoins in course of his visit of the Ahom kingdom.

Along with Ramandi cult and Vaisnavism the caste system

got its looting, the untouohability developed. The Ghakpas who
did not embrace the new sect of Hinduism had been degraded to

an inferior caste. Rigorous rehgious rituals followed. Despite such

religious taboos the community flourished for more than two and a

half centuries. The court of kings became Brahmin ridden.

The Bevivalist movement * Then followed a wave of reviva-

lism. The revivalists first claim that they are not Hindus ; they

had a religion supressed by the Hindus. They call themselves

Meetei Marup or so, but the orthodox Meitei Hindus contemtuooaly

refer to them by the nickname Swamahi. One of the salient

factors f(^ the growth of revivalism is the excesses committed by
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tbe uxuicmpulons and greedy Brahmins. They could not giye proper

religioas education to the mass, rather they exploited the people

through religious rituals. At one time they also practised the

^sending of dowers’ as done by the Jri lords of Burma before

Anawrahtha* The mass became disgusted with the greedy Bra-

hmins. The hatred for the Brahmin^ was transferred on to the

religion.

The move for revivalism started from about the beginning of

the 2(Hh century A.D. but little progress seems to be there in the

beginning owing to severe strictures from the royal court. Later

the move was first visibly launched by Naoriya Phullo who

belonged to the Meitei community settled in tbe Cachar district

of Assam. Thus Naoriya Phullo may be said as the father of

revivalism. He was a man of strong will power, and felt that it

was not the language as imposed by the Brahmins but the parity

of the mind that has ultimate relation with Taibiren (Paramatma).

He was against the imposition of Sanskrit to the illiterate mass

by the Brahmins in the rituals of religious worship. He felt that

Meiteilon (Manipuri language) has every word to express them.

He uttered Hoong Sidava in lieu of Iswara, It appears he did not

deviate from the Hindu way of life. When he died he was not

hurried but cremated. The supporters of Naoriya Phullo called

him 'LaininghaV, As time passed on several revivalist groups

emerged* Some groups openly criticised Naoriya Phullo for being

a moderator. Some have gone to extreme fanaticism.

move of the revivalists has both merits and demerits. In

the first instance it washed away to a great extent the casteism—

-

the caste system among the same caste and among the difieient

castes. There has been inter-marriages between the different strata

of the same caste, between Brahmins and non-Brahmins in violation

of praiihm or anulam vivah of the Hindu law, between different

rel^ons, races or tribes with the exception of Mussalmans with

full social recognition. The problem of common dining between

different groups of social strata has been practically solved. In
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rinoft tihe moviement Has done away to a great extent the soeial

malady and other religions taboos.

On the other hand the movement also docs equally harm.

They criticise the rituals, and the way of Hindu life openly even

though they claim they are not Hindus which is forbidden by the

constitution of India. They criticise Brahmins and other non-

Mongoloid origins in the * eitei setup by the nick name meei/an

meaning ‘mixed man’. This form of oritieism hurts the sentiments

of others and brings a disharmony for the healthy development.

Th^ also criticise Ningthemohas the ruling clan for being the pro-

genitor of the new form of Hinduism as the state religion in a

literary way. The writer happened to read a book in clandestine

circulation. The writing was horrible. He whosoever happens to

read the book, specially the adolescents there is no reason why the

statue of king Jai Singh (Bhagyaohandra) in Khwairamban Bazar

should not be molested. Of course there seems to be some truth

in the text of the said book but for its excesses it has lost

its value.

Some revivalists feed the young minds with false informations

They would present them whatever the way of Hindu life the other

pole is the classic Meitci. Thus it gives a serious threat to the

healthy development of being well accomplished man and woman

of society. Taking the advantage of the revivalists movements,

some hooligans resort to offences like setting on fire of Hindu

temples, throwing of filthy tilings on religious procession of the

Hindus, stealing of Hindu idols from temples by committing bur-

glary and burning them. Tn one occasion there had been a rumour

that one Hindu idol was stolen from a temple hy oommittiiig

buiglary in the night and placed on a river bank with a fishing

rod tied on one hand and a playcard reading ‘*Oar days are

gone” pasted on the back. The Hindus became agitated but were

toleiant.

Apart from the attack on the religion tiliey also attack the

language. They wanted, as they claimed, MeHellon to be free from
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Mayanglon meaning here words of Indo-Aryan origin. One organi*

sation while celebrating the black day of Puran Meithaha is alleged

to have burnt down Hindu scriptures ceremoniously in a function

presided over by one VIP. The i» atter became a serious concern.

Some articles in some papers outside Manipur appeared on the

topic. The gravity on the situation deepened more and more,

however the ViP denied the charge***

The Haibi cult : The Maihi cult appears to have gained mo*

mentum along with the wave of revivalism for sometime. The cult

of Maihi pushes the mind of thepeople still deeper into the region of

darkness. The Maihia were formerly woman priests or priestesses

who foretold future happenings from the reading or analysis of their

dreams. As time passed on they foretold future happenings deli-

riously. The flickering minds of the Maihia, their illiteracy, their

lack of general knowlege led to the development of modern Maibia,

The Maihts with their lai^ao^ can make a flickering mind to

iassanity If we look scientifically at what the Maihia are, it is possi-

ble to reveal our ignoianoe* Maib%s are but mentally diseased

personalities* They are suffering from a mental disease called

sohiezophrenia. When the disease is onset, the individual shivers

with shrills, sometimes with choking throat, sometimes with irrele-

Vent talks specially when suggested to as a result of conflict

between the ego and the other personality. At ^uch momenta the

individual sees things and hears voices by hallucination. People

take what the individual talks at suoh moments as the wishes oi

god or voices of god. By hallucination what the individual can

see or hear is the mental formation stored in his or her mind from

the experiences in his or her life. It is impossible to see things or

hear voices which he or she had not seen or heard in his oi

her life. At the most there is possibility of a Maihi describing

the past but not the future. To be unknown of future is the

healing force of nature. We have no record of Maihi, from any

source so far available, forecasting the nuclear fission over Hiroshima

and Nagashaki.

The said disease often attacks those people who are emo*

tionally imbalanced and have very weak will power. The disease
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ii oured without aay treatment when the Maibi becomes old and

bees all worldly anxieties. This is the reason why we do not get

old Maibis capable of developing the symptoms of the disease^

which we say, Maibi lai tongdare. The onset of the symptom of

the disease can also be induced to the diseased person by special

techniques.

Christianity ; In the beginning of the 20th centnry A. D,

Oiristianity came to this land. It appears the valley was not

fertile for its growth, it moved towards the hills. It is said that

in 1907 A.D. a village lying on the southern border first embraced

Ohristianityl^t then gradually spread to other parts of the hills

by the activities of Christian missionaries with evangehcal zeals. The

Christian missionaries constructed schools in the remote inaccessible

parts of the territory and tried to educate the mass. For such

selfless sacrifices they got the return. Kow Christisnity Las

become the second largest religion in the state.
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There are different theories about the origin of the name
Manipur under consideration. Some scholars say that this land is

the very land Manipur as mentioned in the Mahabharata Epic

where king Babrubahan was born. But these groups of scholars

have been criticised by other scholars. Some scholars say that the

name Manipur was given during the reign of king Pamheiba (Garib

Niwaz) in the early part of the ISth century A.D. and further they

feel that the name was a taboo of the Hindu Mayangs who brought

Ramandi Dharma the Rama cult, during the reign of the said king.

A Manipuri account named ScUing Sakok a manuscript says^

‘near Nungoibi between Taipongthong and Nungoibi there was
a stone with supernatural power known as rmni a precious

gem stone, on account of it the place is known as Manipur’.

In some fabulous accounts like Sakok Landen^ the land is said

to have given different names in different periods. In the period of
Hayee Vkak meaning the first millennium the name of this land was
TiUtkoklom Ahaaba, in the Khunung Chak i.e. the 2nd millennium

it was known as ifirapongfhokhm, in the Langha Chak i e. in the

third millennium it was called Tdhkok Letkoiren, and in the Konna
Chak i.e. the fourth and the last millennium it changed its name to

MuwapaUi.^ The final name of this land according to this account
is Mayai Koiren Poirei Namthak Saroupung.

In another fabulous account named Soubon Yairembi the
name of this land successively beginning from the first millennium
to the fourth was ^uwapalli, B angban Taothoug Mayung ^otba
Lamthong Maphei Lakpa, and Poirei MeiteL

The above accounts cannot be taken as the sole authentic
source from which the ancient name of Manipur can be ascertained

I In the geography of Ptolemy (c. 150 A.D.) the area of Kahow Tampak is
•hown with the name Maureora Petiopolis which seems to have derived
from the words* like Maurya-palli, Hoiiya-paUi, Muwa-paUi etc.
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but they can supplement other sourceB. The manuscript 8ah>k lamhn

seems to have mixed the names in confusion. The name TilUtok-

tom Ahanba and TilHkoh were the name of Kabow valley and

Mirapovigihohlam was a coined name of Imphal valley more pre-

cisely the Upper Iril valley. The names TxUihoktom Ahanba taiVid

TiUihoh are more or less the same word and the word Tdlikoktom

Ahanba may also be written as TdUkokiomAial which seems to be

a Salciyan formation and perhaps the first known name ever

assigned to Kabow valley by the Sakyas at about 200 B.C.

When Tilhkohiom-hal was left by the Sakyas and it began to

be ruled by their Moriya clan, it probably assumed the name

Moriyapalli^T MauryapaUi or M'uwapalU^ of which MmvapaUi is

a phonetic variant of the w’ord MauryapaUi. The suffix paii palh

of the above names, means Hhe ridge of an elevated earthen

structure’ like that of an earthen barrage, is a living Manipuri

word and perhaps a Maurya formation. The earlier name of Sri

Lanka (Ceylon) is said to be Tamba-panm where panm and palh

are the same word, when the Mauryan cultuie began to grow thcie

in the closing part of B.C. More details may bo seen in the

section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. It may bo noted that

the name Tanibapanni had further changed to Shing-hal, Lanka

and finally to Sri Lanka. The word palh of Mnwapalli and Tam-

bapalli are of the same formations. Again the suffix part hal of

Shing-hai and TilliLoktom-hal are also of the same formation. The

name Miauryapalli or Muwapalli seems to have existed from about

the first centuy B.C. when the Sakyas left for Sangassarattha the

name given to the Tagaung country of the Upper Irrawaddy

valley.

The city of Moriya, Ptolemy’s Maureora Petropolis was given

the name Kabow tampak when the Senbi-Eabow began to settle

on that valley from about the 14th century A.D. On the other

hand the northern pa't of Imphal valley which was also given the

Mirapongtboklam assumed the name Poirei and with the

emergence of the name Poirei the importance of Moriya city

gradual]^ diminished and the name Poirei became known as if the
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luone of the whole country. Thus the name of the countiy

before it assumed the name Manipur, was successively Tillikok-

tom-hal« Muwapalli and Foirei.

So far the names found in the fabulous accounts arc mainly

interpreted by different scholars for Imphal valley. As discussod

in earlier tectious the first name popularly assigned to any part

of the Imphal valley was Foirei. The sway of the Poireis was

mainly confined to a small area upto about 1000 A.D. which com-

prised of Kangla-tongbi and upper Iril valley and in course of time

it expanded.

The land of Kangla was called Kang-lei, and in literary

accounts it is«froqucntly used as vocabulary. In thd latter part of

the I8th century A.D. king Jai Singh (Bhagyachandra) mentions

Kangloipak as recorded in the Cheitharol Kumbaba. Some scho-

lars claim the name of this land as Kangloipak while others say it

was Poireipak.

Different tribes inhabiting the valley gave different names

according loathe name of the tribes or their fancies. Funana

called their area as Funan, Khunjans as Khunjan and so on. The

Marems who inhabit(»d on the Loijing ranges gave tlie name of the

valley as Moiram, the Bangals who inhabited at Lamangdong

called Manipura.

The Burmese gave the name Kathe, the Slums calh d Cassay

or Kabso, the Ahome and Tripuris gave the name Makhlee, the

Kaoharis called Mogolei and so on. There were well formed

boundary of Kathe or Cassay as seen from the Burmese and the

Pongs (Mau Shans). The eastern limit of the Kathe was the hill

ranges running parallel between the Mu river and Ningthi river,

the northern limit was Samjouk to Loijiri (Noijiri), to the south

Kale and Chin hills, and to the south-west from Chin hills to the

border of modern Tripura. The land defined by the above boundary

was the land of Kathe or Cassay. The eastern portion of the

Cachar plains wafi under the sway of the Poireis while the Barail

range was the northern limit of the Mogoleis.
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The Mahabharata Epo mentions a country called Ifanipur^

specially in connection mth the As^amedha sacrifice. It is needless

to investigate the historical authenticity of the epic, but it \inll be
of great value to understand ti‘e belief and thought of the writer.

Mahabharata is said to have been written by Krishna Dwipyayana

Veda Vyasa whose date is not known with any degree of certainty.

The original work of Vyasa ap])ears to be not so voluminous. Diffe-

rent anecdotes have been interpolated from time to time by
dififeront scholars upto the 9th century A.D. of which the chapter

on the Aswamedha Parva may be mentioned. It is said that a

scholar of the 8th century A.D. named Jaimini wrote the critical

composition of Aswamedha Parva of the Mahabharata epic. It is

perhaps the creative imagination of the scholar on political infor-

mations available at hi^ di*^posal that ho incorporated the kingdom

of Manipur in that Parva. It is difficult to say if the Aswamedha

Parva was in the earlier text prior to Jaimini. There are

instances in Hindu scriptures of such interpolations of which it is

worthwhile to mention the existence of Srimati Radhika or simply

Radha in the Vaisnavite scriptures. Kadha is not found in earlier

scriptures like Sreemad Bhagavat. It is most probably interpolated

in the 9th century A D. by the Vaisnavite scholars a ficticious cha-

racter in such a way that Krishna without Radha is unthinkable*

Jaimini in his Aswamedha Parva has given a description of

Manipur. According to him, the people of Manipur were worshippers

of Vishnu, used wheeled carts, and built great houses. They were

under the Brahmanical rule and the women were faithful to their

husbands. In the hilly regions of Manipur people whom the

Aryans called BaksJiasas lived and they used bones as their orna-

ments. They used trees as their dwelling houses and hence he

gave the name Bnksha-desJia meaning ‘tree country’ to the hilly

regions where those people lived. In the text of Aswamedh Parva

it is also stated that the sacrificial horse of Arjuna went to the

kingdom of Mayura Dhaja from Manipur.

There are different sets of scholars who Interpret about the

location of the Mahabharata Manipur. One set of scholars asserts
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their views that the present kingdom of Mhnipur is the very Mani-*

pur of the Mahabharata while some scholars subscribe their views

that the kingdom of the Mahabharata Manipur was in Orissa, and

BO on.

The interpretation of the word Mayura Dhaja according

to these scholars is that ho was a king named from the fact that

he used a ^banner of peacock feather*^ and so on. The Maurya

dynasty that flourished in the 3id century B.C. is said to have

derived its name from the hypothesis that the family to which

Chandragupta Maurya belonged to wa<« a peacock farmer. The

word Maurya is derived from the woid Mayura meaning pea-

cock. Thus Chandragupta Maurya may also be called Mayura

Chandragupta.

Taking into the Burmese account, the Bakiyan king Dhaja is

said after staying for sometime in Moriya (Kabow valley) moved to

Tagaung in the upper Irrawaddy valley. Dhaja Raja could have

belonged to the Maurya clan of the Sakyas. The period of Dhaja

Raja is estimated to be in the third century A D. though in the

Burmese account it is entered as 523 B C More details may be

seen in the section on Haokap, Chmgsang, Khunpham and Ngang-

cheng. The name of Dhaja Maurya may also be written as Mayura

Dhaja. The ancient kingdom of Manipur and the kingdom ofMayura

Dhaja were adjacent kingdoms. Towards India, to the west of

Tagaung was the Upper Chindwin Valley known at a later period

as Kabow valley. The ancient seat of administration or capital of

the kingdom of Upper Chindwin valley was at Moriya or the

Kabow valley proper of to-day lying to the south-east corner of

present political Manipur and the adjoining valley. The kingdom

of Moriya came into existence from about the 2nd century B.C.,

first established by Abhi Raja a Sakiyan king who came to the pre-

sent pohtical Burma through Arakan. The city of Moriya flourished

till it was subjugated under pressure of cross human movements

following the invasions of Ko-lo-feng and I-mou-sun on Tibet and

Burma in the latter part of ths 8th century A.D. The Sakiyan

tribes brought with them the Brahmanical culture and they were
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non-Buddhists. Tho western hills of Moriya ( now south«esBtem

hills of pre33it Manipur ) was uninhabited lands while the

southern hills became habitated from about the 8th century A.D.

mainly by the Chin and Lai tribes. Details may be seen in the

section of Kege» Senbi-Kabow.

Since the kingdom of Mayura Dhaja was geographically adja-

cent to the kingdom of ancient Manipur, since the horse of the

Asvt^amodlia saoridco moved from Manipur to the kingdom of

Mayuia Dhaja, and since the culture of the ancient kingdom of

Manipur was pre-Buddhist culture there is every reason to say that

the kingdom of Manipui as conceived by the 8th or 9th century

A D Indians as redeoted m the Aswamedha Parva of the

Mahabhaiata was the ‘Moriya Kingdom*. Moreover the kingdom

of Mayuia Dhaja was noted for its Naga culture in the first half

of the first millennium of the Christian era. It is stated in the

Clasb Palace Chronicle that while ascending the throne of Sangassa-

ranttha i e. Tagaung Dhaja Baja v^ab accompanied by the Naga

king on the right. The Naga culture has nothing to do with the

Naga tribes inhabiting the adjoining hills of Manipur and they are

not to bo confused with the tribe who followed the Naga culture.

As discussed in the earlier sections the name Naga is derived from

the Assamese word Noka. Because of the confusion arising out

of the himilaiity of names many scholars took the Naga tiibes for

the tribes who followed the Naga traditions as found in the

Mahabharata and others. Naga and Naga are two different words

ot which the former is accented with a heavy tone in the first

vowel wheieas in the latter word both the vowels are accented in

heavy tones. As discussed in the section Racial and Political

Histor;y
,

the kingdom of Manipur had two nuclei, one was at

Kabow Valley proper of to-day in the Upper Chindwin Valley

while the second one was in the Upper Iril Valley of the Imphal

plateau. The former nucleus was founded by Abhi Baja the

Sakiyan king at about the 2nd century B.G. whereas the second

one was founded by Poireiton another Sakiyan prmce believd to

be a descendant of Abhi Raja at about 800 AJ). The Manipur
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kiii|[dom and Hm tfway is sliown in Ae map appearing in tibe aeoHon

on Racial and Political Histoiy. The kingdom is now sabned into

two portions. The south-eastern portion is in Burma and the

northern portion diminished in riae due to the British pressure

is now in India. The name Manipur is retained to the Indian

side only.

Whenever we speak of Manipur of to-day we generally project

our mind to Imphal Valley. It is oertainly a wrong conception.

The ancient kingdom of Manipur was centred around Kabow
Valley proper expanding its sway over a large area. The name

Kabow Valley appeard on the scene from about the 14th century

A.D. when the Senbi-Kabow settled in Moriya. Some Moriyan

or Sakiyan tribes along with the Keges moved to the north-west of

their habitat while some of them moved towards the north and

the south. The Kabow inhabitants of Kabow valley were known

as Meitei-Kabow.

It is almost certain that the people of Manipur did not call

their country Manipur. They used to call by local names like

Moriya, Foirei etc. The fame of the ancient kingdom of Manipur

must have reached India. Hence the Indian scholars incorporated this

kingdom into the framework of the great epic Mahabharata. Thus

the 8th and 9th century A.D. people of India esteemed high ofMani-

pur which is also reflected in the Ballala Oharita of Bengal. The text

however cannot be taken^^as a histooical account but the event of

writing the text is a recorded history. The text was^written in the

year 1510 A.D. by Anandabhatta«a Brahmin scholar of South Indian

origin on the advice or order of Buddhimanta Khan a Muslim

ruler of Nadia in Bengal. This Brahmin scholar of the early 16th

century A.D* perhaps conceived the idea of the kingdom of

Manipur ruled by a powerful prince descendant of Arjuna the

Pandava. It is stated that in the Aswamedha Parva that Arjuna

the invincible was defeated in the hands of the Manipur prince

Babrubahan. The said Brahmin scholar must have this back*

ground of thought. Secondly the descendants of the Senas of

Bengal were expelled from the Imphal plateau by the Keges
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(K4ka4«i») lit mo AD. Wbtm fte n»m of lihe^diriHBvt

tlMi SeiM Mtobed Kttdiik. It probably passed on to legends. With

thh baskgrcnind Anandabbatta took the Sena Iring to be Balfala

Sttva and descrribed 'repeiitedly dedisatad in the neighbourhood bf

Ibnipur*. In the 16th century A D the kingdom of Haitipur sras

directed towards Imphal Valley So the scholar inserted the word

Neighbourhood’.

Bo it 1^4 virldly seen that fmm about the Bth eentury A.D. If

not oaiflier the Indian people conceived the kingdom of Uoriya as

the kingdom of Matiipnr. The Sena prince while moving towards

Montara had this much of conception From Pasa (Basa) they moved

towards the north and reached Imphal Valley who knowingly or not

knowingly took it to be some parts of the kingdom of Manipur,

isUled the land Manipur The presence of the Moriya princes close

to Lamangdong also probably confirmed their earlier belief. The

Moriyan capital by that time was probably at Itbai only a few kilo-

metres towards the south-east of Lamangdong The Sakiyan prince

who ruled the Moriyan subjects by that period was probably the

next predecessor of Monya Oinu Seng Raja (Oinu Seng-ba-la-oha)

The name Manipur is thus seen to be neither the invention of

the religious preacher who brought the Ramandi Dharma nor the

invention of the modern Indian tribes. It is the Indian elassio

name of Moriya (Kabow Valley) and later of Poirei.

Among the Indians, it is possible to have scholars who claimed

Manipur wa*^ in Orissa and*oqually there were scholars who upheld

present Manipur was the kingdom of Manipur of the Mahabharata.

It is therefore not equally wrong to say that the Indian Brah-

mins in particular who came to this land from the middle of the

I5th century A.D. were at least the upholders of the second view.

They migrated to this land purposefully to avert the Muslim

pressure of that period. With increasing infivience of the lndo«*

Aryans the land became officially called Manipur in the early part

of the ISth century A.D. during the reign of Garib Niwae*

We can guess some similarity of names of the BaMyasi priisses

le that flf the prinoes of the aaeient Mhmpuf as fiomud hi Uis
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ljfee*C!bitai»4ien» ObitTH^ti^ C3ijtra4>lubnQ aad even

tbe name of prineesfi like Chitm^angda, It ap{ieani the ruIeirB of

the Mahabhanaiba Manipnc wane fond of the tvord 'Ohitra’* Agai"
ICadhu Ghitra was one of the grsuidsons of Abhi Baja the Saldyan
king, who moved to Rale south of Moriya from Tagaimg aeeording

to the Burmese chronicle. It is not known with certainty who
the Buccespiv e rulers of Moriya were from about the 2nd century

B C It is very likely that there were rulers of Moriya whose
names were associated with the word Ghitra and became legen-

dary figures The legends probably passed on to India an<l the

Indian scholais of the 8th century A. D. interpolated in the

Mahabarata epic

A section of people who felt that the name Manipur was an

imposition of the Indian Hindus whom they called Mayangs, on the

Meeteis and wanted to change the name to Kangleipak, raised in

the last decade a strong move full of sound and fury but possibly

ended in a fiasco adopting a consensu of adding several adjectives

to the proposed name which perhaps was paradoxically not

palatable to most of them.

There is no historical record how the name Imphal is given

to the latest capital city of the Poircis, It seems there were

^congregations or plenty of houses’ oi ‘beautiful bouses’ by the

18th century A D. in the noithern part of present Imphal. The
name Imphal is perhaps derived by compounding two words

namely, f/um and where yum means 'house’ and pluil or

pJian means ‘plenty* or ‘beautiful’. Even to this date Imphal is

occasionally pronounced as Yuin*phal. In old Manipuri language

yum 18 spelt as im or ym and sometimes as yom. The Pah
formation of the word yum is giyom. The old Mampuii word for

the Burmese Buddhistic temple is hyotig which ‘Symes in his

embassy to Ava spelt as kioum\ In modern period or present

period Yum-phal is pronounced as Imphal or it could have

been the old pronunciation Yimphal. It may be noted that the

other words for yum are maral and mongba which are the words

of the different tribes constituting the Meiteis,
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In a like wte maaoer there were i^enl^ or beaotifal honsee

belonging to the Mayang Pane, Bangals and proto-Bangale tdu>

were grouped as ‘Mayangs* in later period to the east of the

loktak lake. Hence the Poiteu gave the name Uayang-ynm-phal

to ihat area



THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME MEITEI

Different theories, propositions and inventions have been

postulated on the origin of the apellation Meitei. Again there are

two schools of thought on the name itself. One school of thought

sticks to the spelling MEITEI while the other claims the spelling

MEETEI. The difference lies in the first syllable Mei- or Mee- of the

word. Apparently the difference comes from the loss of history.

In several books, the upholders of the sound Meitei would write

Meitei, while the other group would write Meetei.

We cannot give a positive decision, but it appears that most

revivalists prefer the name Meetei. We will investigate why they

prefer the name Meetei. There is a belief that a section of

Ningthemchas, the ruling clan and a religious preacher destroyed

their earlier religion which some of them claimed to have been

older than 1396 B.O. and imposed them Vaisnavism a Hindu sect.

Some young scholars feel the name is an indication of *Tai-man'

that would correspond to *Mee-Tai’, and in their search for

Pakhangba they further teel that Pakhangba could have belonged

to a Shan tribe. So they feel that Mee-tai is a correct name

of the Ningthemchas. When this view was current some people

seem to be not happy, and in support of that theory they

exhibited old manuscripts which looked very old and worm eaten.

The manuseripts neither indicate the name of the writer nor the

date of writing. The contents of most of these manuscripts are

of fabulous stories. If we examine them carefully such manuscripts

are found to have oontained much incoherences. There is no syn-

ohronization of periods. Among such manuscripts a fabulous story

is found on the creation of man. The essence of which is that the

Supreme Guru creates a living being resembling his image of which

is said tmi. So from tmt it comes to mee the man and so on. If we

leave them as fables there is nothing wrong. But some people take

it as a dictum. It must be borne in mind that the word mee is in
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WBtonceVmg before the human habitation on the valley of Imphal.

It is a vrotd of most of the Tibeto^urmans and other Mongoloids.

Borne of them farther feel from different records which describe

the Kingthemchas as Meiteis, that there was a tribe called Meitei

to which the Ningthemchas belonged.

Since the name Meitei was the name of the Ningthemchas, it

is very likely, taking the advantage of the spelling Meelai they in-

vented a theory that the name was derived from Mee-Atei meaning

^other man* indicating people other than the Meitei. From Mi^^AUi

it changed to Meeleu So the name Meetei is for the mass other

than the ruling clan. Some of the upholders of the name Meetei

however, appear to be very aggressive uidheir propaganda for the

popularisation of the name Meetei, while some others simply

believe the name to be onriect»one without any prejudice to others.

On the other hand the upholders of the name Meitei mainly

stretoh thoir claims from conventions, some bettor compiled

books written in old language and common uses besides folk tales

and traditions of other tribes They also exhibit some old manus-

eripts which meet the same fate as the above

Some scholars feel froni the account that there waa a Tai tribe

called *Moi' which* lost a link from the early Christian era. So

they believe that these Mol tribes came to Manipur and settled

there. Hence the name Meitei is derived from the name Moi-tai.

At the first instance it is very tempting as suggested by Bsyn

Hugson that the name Meitei was derived possibly from the two

words Moi and Tai It may be mentioned that tlie Moi tribes are

found in the hilly jungles of Cambodia living as savage wild tribes.

More over literary sources of Manipur do not mention the aommg

of Moi tribes to this land.

Upto 1200 A.D. the name MeitLi was noii-eaciatent. There was

no ooxnmon; name for all the tribes inheb ting the valley of Imphgl*

Bach major tinbe inhabited in certain specific aseaa Soehansss

may be described as the prineipality oC that tribe* The name of

such priimipedity was the synchronously given tbs UB^e of the i^ihe.

For esampla Hokang principality was the seat of the Moicangs,
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Ehiimm principality im tbe mt of tto Kbtmm ato. T1m»
principalities were known as the land of Moirangs, the land of

KhomatiB eto. In these names the Moirangs, the Khu nans ware

tibe names of tribes. To the northern side of Imphal iraJley there

was a major tribe known as Poirei. It has been discussed that

the name Poimi is derived from the name of Poireiton the founder

of the Chakkhan dynasty. The Poireis constituted by the tribes

who belonged to amalgamated neo«Tibetan tribes namely Lei-nung^

Kham-nnng, Khu-nung etc. besides the Chakkhas. There was i

settlement on the foothills now known as Loi'^ching or Loi^bi-ohing

beginning from Lamangdong to Moitangpok. The tribes who in

habited these foothills belonged to a Tai tribe known as Loi«

The Chakpa^ were their associate tribes. This tribe began to

inhabit the southern part of the stated areas from about 1100

A.D. Different other tribes called them by the name Loi, Tai

and Ghakpa. When these tribes began to settle the Poireis

called them Loi and when they had social conta< t at a later

period they were called Ghakpa a name of a elan or associate tribe

of Loi by the Poireis. A little later than the Loi another tribe

of proto*Sino-Tibetnn origin arrived and settled on the north-weSt

of Lamaugdong on the Loijing range. This particular Tibeto-

Burman tribe of proto^Sino-Tibelan origin was called Marem.

The Marems came to their habitat on the Loi-jing range by the

southerly route. When they first saw the valley i.e. the valley of

Imphal from the top of Tioi-jing they were possibly charmed by

the beauty of the emeral valley full of birds They gave the name
Langmeuhen Moiram {Mo*4am) to the omeral valley. The meaning

of it is ‘Laugmei-plenty-sun-land’ and literally it means 'The laud

of the Sun with plenty of Langmeis’. In the dialect of Marems

they called the sun Moi and land ram. Henoe Moiram means

‘land of the sun*, and langmd is a kind of bird witli boanti-

fol feathers. The word hen of Langmei^n may also be rendered

as ‘plenty or beautiful Langmei*. In that case the phrase may bn

»»oderud as ‘Land of the Sun with beautiful or plenty of

Langmeis*. As the ivsallay is on the east of Loi^jiaig it is probobk
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tiiat they had assoeiated the raOey with the riaing of tiie Am. lAe

Ifarems gave names of other places associated with the word

*]Ibr lying in the valley like Moi-ohaching. Moi-ching, Uoi*tangpok,

and to places lying to the west of their settlement like Hoi-ta*lok

which was given with the association of 'setting of the snn*

something like 'the gorge through where the sun sets'. It is also

most likely that they gave the name Moi-tang-pok of present

sound derived from earlier sound like Moi-Tai-pok. The Miarems

used to call the Loi, Lai* Cbakpa and other Tai by the name Tai.

Hence the Marems probably gave the name Moi-Tai to the tribes

of Tai origin inhabiting the foothills close to them. It is believed

that subsequent other immigrants also used to call these tribes

Moi«Tai as transferred from the Harems.

The Bangal and proto-Bangals who came by the southerly

route had contact with the Harems first and accordingly they

also used to call the tribes inhabiting the foothills by the name

Hoi-Tai. The Bangals could not differentiate between a Hoi-Tai

and a non«Moi-Tai from their Hongoloid appearances and used to

call Hongoloid inhabitants of the valley by the name Hoi-tai.

Thus Poireis were also called Hoi-tai by the Bangals. Any new

immigrant arriving by the southern route like the Hoirang (Hahui)

used to call the Poireis by the name Poirei*Hoitai to differentiate

from the real Moitai.

From Hoi-tai it change to Heitei. Before changing to Ueitei

the Bound Moitai probably lasted for decades. When the Bangals

used to '^ound the consonants with an ending sound of o\ the

Tibeto-Burmans and other Uongoloids used pronounce them with

a short ‘a*. Thus a Bangal word of Hoitai would have been

pronounced by other Hongoloids as Heitai ffV?). Hence from

Hoitai it changed to Heitai and finally to Heitei. The name of

Poirei to all incoming tribes was thus known as Heitei. With the

political expansion of the Poireis they also became as Pobei-

Ueitei transferrmg possibly from Hoirang. When most of the tribes

came under the hegemony of the Poireis all became to be known

as Ueiteis of which the Uoirangs were the last.
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Pandit Atombapu Shanna feela the appellation Meitei whidi

he writes Mitei is derived from the woid Mithila or Meithila

holding the view that the Mciteis were fron Meitbila, mainly from

the similarity of the pre-Buddhist way of life of the early Meiteia

and the people of Meithila Bui the great pandit gives no evidence

of his contention. The original site or location of Meithila was in

Bihar. It may be pointed out that with increasing influence of

the Indian cultuie in South-East Asia the state of Yun-nan was

very commonly known as Meithila of Mithila. The Keges who
moved by about the above period to Monya eem to have cone*

eived the word Meitlula oi Mithila If the word Meitei is to

derive from Mcitliila it is more hkely that the Keges biought the

woid with them It booms the great pandit piefers the name

Mitei (Meetei) to Meitei



THE CONSTRUCTION OF LOSr HISTORY

Cm wt imwb inp«r«»n# penrim^f tlw earlj^ Utatatr tikm

Imd 1m tli» IMory of tlN» Mnrfya priinifMility ‘wfiiok tlM Pcofeit

oftHsd Kefc^fKege). The Kege* prindpafitlj was a pari of tW Maripa

kftagdoBi; The bistorj of the Kege prhicfpality i» lost eweapt some

refhrenees here atid there in aceottnis like SHInffhoarol Lamkfiha.

The text mentions names of some important persons betonging ta

tltoSege principality. The kingdom of Moriya flemished from

about 28fl B C to about 800 A TX and since then peo|de of Mor^
began to disperse under the pressure of cross mevemeBt of other

tribes following the invasion of Tibet and Pyu by Ko-lo-feng and

T-mou-shun the Nan Ohao kings. Perhaps the last phase of dm-

persal of people belonging to Moriya was accomplished at about

the latter part of the 11th century A.D. as an impact of exodus

of Austro-Asiatie people like Mon, Khmer, Funan, Haring, Senpi

etc. who passed through Moriya on their way from the north

of Thaton in Burma and western Thailand to Manipur, Nagaland

and Assam following the invasion of Thaton by Anawrahtha in

1057 A D. and the forced transfer of almost the whole of Mon
population to Pagan and other political upheavals and natural

calamities. The Senpi (Senbi) began to occupy the valley which

became later known as Kabow valley from about this x>eriod. The

Kabows later joined them and they were amalgamated. The amal

ga • ated name became known as Benpi-Kabow.

We have very little account of the Moriya kingdom since its

inception except its reference in the epic Mahabharata as Manipur*

The epic reflects a high standard of civilization with brave rulers

of the kingdom. Characters like Chitrasena, Ohitraratha^ Chitra-

bbanu etc were perhaps some of their prominent rulers who ruled

in the first half of the first millenium of the Christian era before

the Sth oentury A. D. Since the chapter which deals in the
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AwMnMkSMt Baetffioe taumik ms Aanrattiedhm l^am sraa iMlmi!|ibIated

bjr Jaiminl a 8th oentary A*.D. scholar. Aocordtaig ba lbs S|se Ifae

religion ibllowed by the kingdom was Bttehmaiiism*

In differentaccounts of Manipur including Poirsiion Khunthok,

one Mbriya chief named PhaiuhaUacha (Moriya Phambal Baja) is

found to have been mentioned. Moriya Phamballadia is known

in Manipur history for his reformation of the then existing calendar.

He introduced a uniform solar calendar. The date of Moriya

Phamballaolia is not know u w ith any degree of certainty* however

it is believed to be of about IKK) A J>. after the exodus of Austro-

Asiatic people. Moriya PhamballacdiH is believed to be the chief

of Moriya who shifted his capital towards the north-west of

Moriya and finally somewhere to Ithai on the sriuthern part of

Imphal valley. Lat(*r accounts reveal that the Moriya cliief of Ithai

had full control of Moriya i.c. the entire Chindwin valley.

Principal were kept under the oharge of officers known as

Lakjjas like Tumu J^akpa meaning administrative *officer-in*charge’

of Tumu, and so on.

It is also not known wlio succeeded Moriya Phambal &aja>

however the Moriya chief who ruled at about the period of

1250-60 A.D. is found to have one Oinuseiig-ba-raHiba (Olnu Seng

Raja) according to Niiigthourol Lambuba. The tribe to which

these Sakiyan prlneos ruled was called Kege. The Keges were

possibly a Chin origin but mixed with other tribes. It is during

the period of Omu Seng Raja the Bangui principality at Lamang-

dong grew to a political power and possibly posed a threat to the

Eeges. Hence the Keges invaded the Bangui principality of

Lamangdong and destroyed it. After their victory over UieJBangal

principality they invaded the Poireis. There was a serious clash

in which 768 Kegos were beheaded by Thongak

Poitei general aecordiiig to Niugthourol Lambuba* and further

said that Oiiiu Seng Baja was caught alive by the Poirei king

Shongtekdba. Oinu Seng probably vanquislied, Tbna

tbe power of the Uortya princes waC reduced.
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It seemg after the war with the Poireis no Moriya prince

Bucceedod Oinu Seng Raja. On the side of the Poireis it is not

known the number of casualties. The chroniclers usually do not

record their defeat or disgrace. Inhere is no logic where a fighting

between two forces of equal weapon and war stratc*gy, and with

proportionately equal strength there will be no casualty on one

side. The Poireis too must have lost her valuable men. It is

likely Khongtekeha too might have been kill^'d in tli<^ action as

evident from the inti rregnum ol 11 years foUov^ing the death of

Khongtekeha as recorded in the rhtilharol Kumbaba- Of course

we cannot manufacture history.

Thus the war between tlie Keges and Poireis had brought a

great harm to both of them. It was p^ ihaps a calustuqihf^ in this

lull Burrouded As a lesult the Koges united the tribe

who \^ould become Moirangs, who v < re by that time on the hill

now known Tbangjing hills. The Keges thou amalgamaled

with the now ai rival from about 1270 A. J). 'rhe luling chief of

the amalgamated tribe went to the hanil ol Lai chief.

The culture and civilization of tJu* Kcgc i>rincipahty was the

living culture and civilization ol the ancient kingdom of Slanipur.

They have preserved art and liteiatuie along wuh astronomy and

astrology. M(»ie details have been discubsed in tlie sections on

Moiraug principality, Khainba-'L'hoibi < tc.

Before the niiivai of the Moirangs the Kesre jnincipality was

also know'll by the luinie Kege-Ngancoi. 'Fho N/angcas arrived on

this valley in the closing part of the 8tb century A.D. and first

settled on the northern part of the valley and fioiri where they

gradually moved southwards along the eastern side of the valley

and finally arrived in the Kege principality They present Ngang-

kha-rawai was perhaps their principal aottlemeiit. The occupied

the area at the time of the arrival of the Moirangs as the name
Ngangkha was in existence when Thangjing Koirel tlie chief of

Lai as recorded in Moirang Ningthourol Lambuba, came down to

the valley along with his ^ahui subjects first at Ngangkha. The

culture and dialect of the Ngangois are ckwly visible in the
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Kege*Moirang literature. Even the apellation Moi-rlng is a mixed

Ngangoi word with their suffix-raw(7 «s in hei-rang^ pi-rang, hi-

rang etc. It is seen ihat the inhabitants of Koge prin<Mpality

before the arrival of Maliuis were Moriya, Nga (Aiiga), and Koge.

As discussed earlier the Moriyas too weio Angas and hcnci

ethnically the inhabitants weic Angas and <"'hinc8o.

Wc have lost the history of tne Bangal priiiciptiliiy at Lamang-

doiig too. We however constniet the lost hibtoiy by hypotliesis

from the following available nialcrials,

Bengal accounts : We are told by the Bengal accounts that

the whereabouts of the Sena princes namely Snrya Rena and

Purusottoma Sena, probably, sons of Viswarupa Sena are not

known fioin about 1219 A.D. In 1225 A,D. Kesa\a Sena the

younger brother ol Vibwaiupa Sena was found on the throne ol

Vikrampura Between the diath oi Viswarupa Stiia and succcisjon

of K<.^vjSena, it appeals, there is an inteiiegnum ol 5 >eara.

The cause of the interregnum is not given in the Bengal account

Normally father is succeeded by the sons but in iJie case oi

Visw.irupa Sena he is found to have been sueceedetl by his younger

brothel. So we are to presume either Suiya Sena and Purusottoma

Sena woie not the sons of Viswarupa Sena, oi tbdc was a quarrel

over the sueoessioii, and so on. If there was a loud over the

succession, it is likely that the victorious one expelled the defeated

group. Thus it is more likely that Kesava Sena expelled eithei

Surya Sena or Purusottoma Sena or both, ileuee eitJier Surya

Sena or Purusottoma Sena or both left Vikrampura situated to

the south of Dacca and proceeded towards the east.

The Pattikera principality near ComiJa decayed soon after

1220 A.D. Pattikera was the capital city of the country called

Kala. The inhibitants of Kala were known by the name Kala-

oha or Kala^chaiya who were later called Vislmupiiyas The

principality was perhaps destroyed by the growth of a dynasty

called Deva dynasty near Noakhali. Most of the inhabitants

of ibis country moved towards Mantara ( Burma )
and settled
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Aomeiihene to thd aaat of LmgJei (Lungleh) m Misorasm whoto

oome Mayanga settled

Manipur accounts Theie are records of the presence of

Baugiiis aud proto-Bangals in t^ie teintory of tho kingdom of

Manipur m the fust hall of the 13th century AD
( 1 ) In Moirang Nm^thourol Lambuba it is mentioned that

Thanpiing Konel Lai the chief of Moiran^ while they were inhabi-

ting in the hills now kno\\n ns tho Tinnymg hills, visited the

plains vhere the aiistocratic Bangals settled by riding on a horse

The jieriod of his \isit is estimated to In in the 1250s In the

language of the text it is stated as, ‘ Moyaatvg sakati tonqha, Pangid

tampah hnla, Iy*t Maf mi nirgtfoo, MahmhuUhokpa, Fungal iharok

me org(ongle -jtn' , meaning’ horse -bad riding Bangal-plain-

viaited, Bangal palanquin-iiding land'.

( 2 )
We have discussed ibout tho attendants of princess

Chinguumbi in the section on t^iingurcmbi hi that literary

account Chmguic inbi Khoiiglup, 10 name of attandants of Chiniru-

rembi ate givcjn Out of the ten namee eight belonged to Bengal and

proto^Bangal Of the eight nimes Lokhon 'Las ( Das )
is a very

typical Bangal name 1 ho sct,ount mentions that Chingurembi

was a Mayang prime i Tne Ma>ang belonged to a group of

Mongoloid tnues but thov had associations witii the Bangals and

proto-Baiigai This tlie leafaon ^hy the name Mayang had been

tianshncd to Bangals and pioto-Bangals at alatei penod More

details may bo steii m the sections on Mayaug and ClungurembL

Chmguiembi was a Bangal prmecss and the name was a titular

inme given by the Mayangs. ller oiiginal name is not known.

The penod of Chiiiguiembi is estimated to be about 12^5-30 A D.

(3) III Niugthourol Lambuba it » Ktated that Nongyai

'Jlungkonhaiiha aKhuman chicitamfeet forth an expediUoa towards

the south. In that expedition he came aoruss a Bangal village

named Mara bomewhoio neai piesent Hengtam viilaga in the

extreme south of present Mampm. The Bangal duattain that

village waa called Kala Ra}a. Nongyai Tbingkonhaiiba aabdued
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Kate ite|ai »ttd bmt^jjkt kte aon Mmtel Atal metapl^ akmg with

atiMxr protoBangttte The fieriod of Nongysi Tkinghonhunto is

Mtimated to te about 1290 A.D. from the ground that he this

tether^iu-law of the Poirei kfmg Irengba (e 1296-1310 A.D.). Uoat

of these Bangal inhabitaivts of Mara riliage are Sgielieved to be

proto-Bangak who were later known aa Vishnapriya Manipurki.

(4) While Loitongba was on the throne of Poirei, lie got

information of playing tops by the Bangals of a Bangal village

situated on the western side of the valley. Loitongba sent some

of his men to collect some ttrps from that village. Accordingly

some tops were brought and the peoi)le of Poirei learnt art of

playing tops. They fiirthtT developed a n('W type of game with

tops, Tlie period of Loitongba in the tentative date chart is

e 1316-29 A.D.

As stated in earlier sections, it may be mentioned here that

there was a village named Naran Seina in the western part of the

Valley. The history of naming the village is not available. Naran

Seina could have derived from Narayaii Sena. Ihero is no

impossibility of it and more over people living in this village

and its surrounding areas have strong Bangal and proto-Bangal

elements distinctly visible to this date. There is every possibility

of the village ir eiitioned in the text in connection with the playing

of tops was Naran Seina.

We proceed to construct the lost link as follows : Lakshmana
Sena after fleeing from Nadia at about 1202 A.D. settled some
where to the south of Dacca at a place which they pave the name
Vlkrampura and continued to rule there for sometime. He is

believed to have died at about 1206 A.D. He was succeeded by
his son Viswarupa Sena who ruled for another 14 years. When
Viswanipa Sena died in the year 1219 A.D. there was possibly a

parrel over tito smeession of throne between his sons and his

ImttLer. The aons could not defeat thehr uncle teft their kmgdoxn

VaBrampura. They mOTed towards an easterly direction to tbe

senifeihr ef TSppeana. Vwom. tlicns they iwced tfiowards ChittagenK
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somewhere near Rangamati and then to low hill ranges of northern

Arokan possibly with an intention to move to Brahma Desh (Burma),

specially because of the rising power of another kingdom to the

oast Vikrampura under the Deva dynasty. Vikrampura was later

occupied by the Deva dynasty. At about the penod under con-

sideration the Pattikera kingdom was on the decline and the Deva

dynasty became more and more powerful Prior to this period

waves after waves of Tibeto-Burmans and other tribes started

migrating from diflFeient parts of northern Burma and south-western

Yun-nan towaids eastern India. The Sena princes poss bly collected

informations of the route from these tribes.

After reaching a bifurcated point which was located in the

south-eastern part of present Mizoram, they possibly changed their

direction towards the north and found a settlement of Mayangs

a Tibeto-Burman tribe. There is no impossibility that some earlier

proto-Bangals were also in that settlement. These Mayangs

migrated from present northern Burma, which by that period a

separate zone of princedom. If proto-Bangals aic to be present

at all they were from Pattikera kingdom. In that settlement the

Sena princes and their horde hved together with the earlier inha-

bitants It IS likely that the Bangals gave the name of the new

settlemont Ba&a meaning shelter in thtir dialect. When the two

racial groups hved together for Sometime a horde of invaders led

by Samlungfa the Pong prince after the conquest of northern

Arakan appeared at Basa from the southern side, Samlungfa

being a noble conqueror did not commit any atrocity on the Basis

1 e the people of Basa. It seems the Basis had no fighting capa-

bility and they were living with their families Samlungfa left

them and moved towaxds the northern mediaeval highways. The

period oi Samlungfa ’s presence m Basa is estimated to be about

1220 A.D OI a little later.

The Bangals, pioto-Bangals and Tibeto-Burman Mayangs conti-

nued to liv o together at Basa forsome more time after the departure

of Samlungfa. While doing so the two racial groups got gradually

mixed. The mixed group who continued to speak the Tibeto*
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Barman dialect became excltteivelj known as Paei (Basi) at a later

period In another expedition, Nongyai Thingkonhanba came aciow

a village inhabited by the Paris. Ningthourol Lambnba mentions

that he subdued the village of Basis. After subduing the village^

while leaving for home he forgot his bunch of feather of Langmei

used as a decoration of h^s turban on the outskirts of the village.

On seeing the bunch of feather left, Mayee Thumbi the daughter of

Leitang the chief of Pasi village called Nongyai Thingkonhanba

to come back and collect his bunch of feather of Langmei. Nongyai

Thingkonhanba came back and requested the girl to pin the bunch

of feather by her own hand on his turban The girl did it, and

since then the place became known as LangmeitheL This village

of Pasis is a new settlement of Pasis after their fleeing from

Lamangdong as a result of the Kegednvasion.

It appears these Tibeto-Burmans and proto-Bangals accepted

the Sena prince to be their king. These Mayangs belonged to

the Hao tribe commonly called by the Poireis. They possibly

belonged to a clan of Mangang Hao tribe. The«Hao tribe started

migrating to the hill ranges of present Manipur from about 11th

century A D. At the time of the coming of Bangals there were

one or two small settlements of these Hao tribes mainly on the

northern ride.

After sometime all the inhabitants of Basa started moving to-

wards the valley of Imphal along the route of Samlungfa. The route

from Basa to Imphal valley was on low hills of peneplain type with

easily passable tracts. The Manipuii account Ningthourol Lom-
buba describes the topography of that region as, " Areng

letgkai chtng nongchup tuwangla tuwanglai, tampak phaira phai-

nungshi ”, meaning literally ^neither hill nor plain*. Since then

the existence of Basa was no more. All records so far available

including the Rajmala of Tripura refer to Basa as legends. All such

accounts mention the existence of Basa at one time. The image

of Basa had strong impact on the population at a later period*

Some accounts of Manipur indicate the presence of scholars at

Basa. After reaching the political boundary of present ICanipUTi
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iHlgM tlBit p«int gt K<mbrti. tdU noagp

to (k ingbeM&Bd of dtonfloiring to Bufsog gnd Surng valley. Tbs

hill itagft i» *o«r knowil as Loi'bi CUag or Loi^jii^.

Ait ti£te ^asie headed hy the Sena prince entered along the Loi-

Jlng range and came down to the valley of Imphal somewhere neai

Hamangdong, about 24 km from Imphal and settled there After

Sometime it grew to a political power and a principality was

carved out. In that principality the BangaJs, proto-Pangals and

tfayanga who were called Basis lived together peacefully. In

course of time small batches of Tibeto-Burman tribes came and

settled in that principality. It is probable that the Bangal presumed

possibly from their earlier concept of the kingdom of Manipur

of Jaimini in his Aswamedha Parva of the Mahabhurata epic, the

IiktpiKaF plateau to be MaUipur and called the valley Manipur.

This ]^eipality continued to flourish till it was destroyed by

tflurK^s ait about 1260 A.D.

There was a small settlement to the north ol the Lamangdong

principality. It was inhabited by a tribe called Loi. The CJmkpas

belonged to some associate tribe of the LoL It has already been

discussed that Loi is another name oi Tai, which Kome of the Tai

tribes used to call themselves. The Chakpas were probably

Buddhists. They migrated to the ancient kingdom of Manipur at

about 1000 A.D. It appears the Bangal piincipality of Lamang-

dong had good relations with the Lois as evident from the name

of t#o attendaiits of Chingurembi namely Angkhul Tao and Kathou

gs stated in tlie section on Chingurembi. The Chakpas wore

tiding in complete isolation from the Poireis mainly from their

dfllerenoeS in the way of life and religious belief. Any small •

4cAt!i61h4nt by that period continued to live quite independently

oUcaslonally the people of Poirei attacked them.

hod Poireh at about I2g0 A.D. was OMStltutsd by ilurae

namajiy Luweogi Haiigaag and KhuMn. Aitbcmgh

the first «f BoM tl had piMttioally thi
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poUiical ^wer by period. Howotw Ae Xurwang

continued to be the centre for Jenrntng. Neoidbingbiimii;

of the Leinange which became later kno^vm as the Mangaiiqi;i malB

educated in the Luwangs in the ^ginning of the ISA eentoy

A,D, When the nao-Tibetaiis founded their -first ld1^flloan on this

land there was only one unit. As they grew bigger they sefwratad

into three families namely Luwang, Leinung and Khuman. ffhis

Khumans fioin about the middle of 13th century A.D. moved

southwards to the north of Patsoi and started absorbing mw
immigrants and gained mine power. Even liieu the three psinc!^

palities lived together peacefully. On the other hand the ZisinaiigS

who got mixed with the Mangang Haos became hungsff for power*

They attacked several other smaller tribes and made their stength

ielt by others. Tliey liad subjugated the SfaelloynLangiuais by itbeiit

1250 A.D.

The people of the Bangal pricipality, particularly the Baj)g^

and proto-Bangals took the people of the above three principfkUtics

as one Mongoloid tribe similar to those the Tai. The people of

those three principalities called themselves Poireis but the Bangals

and proi o-Bcingals called them Moi-tai as discussed in the section

the origin ol the name Mcitei

The Bangals gave their princess Chingurembi in mc^riage to

Naotbingkhong the Moi-tai jirincc and thus they had matrimonial

allianoes with the Poireis. Prior to the contact with Ibe Bangals

the Moi-tais were streamlined in manner, habit, dress and diet by

Samlungfa the Pong prince. With the contact of Bangals a new
thought towards spiritualism appears to have been infused on the

Moi-tais. We have evidence of Khougtekeha performing the

rituals of Devi from the copper plate inscriptions discovered in the

early half of the 20th century A D. Khongtokcha was the son of

Naotbingkhong, but his mother is not known as Naotbingkhong

had several wive*). There is no impossibilfty that his mother was

Ohingurembi and that he probably inherited the worship of Devi

from Ills parents. No record of Ghingurembi is found in the royal

efaronicle. All such records on genealogy describing non*Hongoloid

orbSin bad possibly been destroyed during the period of Psmheiba
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on the iBBtigetkm of Shantldas Goiai a religiouB preaoher from

eastern Bengal who introduced Bamandi Dharma a Hindu sect in

Manipur. Not only Ohingurembi but all records dealing with

Bangals had been destroyed. So we have lost practically all re-

cords covering this area. Shantidas was probably an opponent of

Baivism. As such all scriptures relating to Saivism are also believed

to have been destroyed.

There *s every reason to believe that there i^ere some leanied

Bengal scholars among the courtiers of Naothingkhong. The Poireis

did not develop any script to write with nor they brought any script

fitom outside. It is most lik'^lj* that these Bangal scholars brought

a script which was a ZDodituation of Devanagari script. Thus

the Sena culture was felt o'l the Poireis. However the Poireis

are Supposed to have a pre-Buddhist culture with them.

Social intercourse between Bangals and Poiieis continued for

more than three decades. The Bangals were looked upon by some

seotion of Moi-tais with an eye-sore. The Moi-tais were free, iraiik,

easy going and quick tempered, but the Bangals on the other hand

shrewd, cunning, and less quick-tempered. There must have been

jealousy of Ohingurembi among other co-wives, nvaliy among the

half-brothers born by difierent queens. All anger and indigna-

tion were transferred on to Mayangs who weie the backbone of

the Bangals, Khongtekeha ascended the throne quite young The

Vishnu temple of Lamangdong is believed by some t‘oholar<> to have

been built during the period of Khongtekeha by the proto-Baiigals

who were worshippers of Vishnu, and since then Lamangdong

became known as Vishnupur. This view is doubtful. The dela-

pidated Vishnu temple of Lamangdong was possibly built in the

second half of the 16th century A.D. during the reign of Kiyamba.

The earlier relation between the Kege princi} ality and the

Bangal principality is not traceable It is lost in obscurity. But

the destruction of the Bangal principality by the Keges is almost

certain. The Keges invaded the Bangal principality at about

1260 A.D. When the Bangal principality was destroyed all its

Inhabitants fled to the Loijing ranges The Basis (Basis) who
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were racially an admixture of Bangals. proto-Bangals and Tibeto*

Bnrman Mayangs fled towards tbe south along the route through

which they came nearly half a century back. The clean Uayangs

fled towards Laimaton of the Loijing ranges. From there they

possibly fled towards the south western side and settled son e^heie

between present Manipur and Tripura. Those proto-Bangals and

Basis who did not move far away are found establishing villages

along the mediaeval highways on the southern side of present

Manipur. Two such villages one of proto-Bangals and other of

Basis were discovered by Nongyai Thingkonhanba the Khuman

chieftain at about 1290-1310 A.B. There could have been some

more villages of these fugitive tribes but no record is available.

This is confirmed from the records that after half a century of

the catastrophe Bangs 1 villages on the western part of Imphal

valley were found to have flourished. One such village inhabited

by Bangals is mentioned in connection with playing of tops during

the reign of Loitongba (c 1316-29 A.D.). Some of the Bangals and

proto-Bangals fled as far as Bangamati near Chittagong. It is

these Bangals who spread the news of the defeat of the Sena

prince in the hand of: Kika (Kika-ta) or Keke that reached upto

Nadia in Bengal, and this reflected in the Ballala Gharita of

Anaudabhatta compiled in the year 1510 A.D. In course of time these

Bangals and pioto-Bangals fused into one unit under the name
Vishnupriya Manipuri. Those Bangals and proto-Baiigals who

continued to settle in Imphal valley became a constituent part of

the Meiteis. Meiteis of Mongoloid origin and Meiteis of Indo-

Aryan origin became inconspicious in matteis of language, custom,

habit and way of life and religion except the ethnic characteristics.

However this too is mixed to a great extent. The Vishnupriya

Manipuris who settled elsewhere continued to speak their dialects

which they called Vishnupriya language. On the other hand the

Meitei language is now called Manipuri language. The presence of

Bangal and proto-Bangal elements among the Meiteis is of the

order of about 15 per cent.

There was another principality of the Lai, Senpi and Austrio

tribes in the area covered by the Nambul river on the east, the
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emt oF tl»6 of lioi near the foothills of the Ldjing rafiges

on the weMity the sooth of Patsoi on the north, and the north of

lAmangdong on the south. This principality came into existence

from ahont the latter part of second half of the 13th century A.D,

How this principality came to an end is not clearly known but it

appears they amalgamated with the Kepe-Moirang particularly

with the Hgangoi of tiie Kege-Moiranp (Characters like Konthou,
Khoripha, Miyokpha etc who became demi-gods from thepiaotioe

of the ancestor worship of the tribe are still remembered and
found in the myths like the legends of Konthoujam Lai-rcmbi, Lai-

Slng^hou Khoriphaba, Miyokpha etc. The ^brines of these

ohataoters are found near Konthoujam village, near Namhol and

on the right bank of the Nambul river in linphal respectively.

The legends of Miyokpha seems to ha\o been lost and u by now
represented by a big tree grown on the spot of the shrine of

Miyokpha. Now tlie tree itself became known as the Miyokpha

tree. It is probably from this species of tree which is rare in the

valley is known as the Miyokpha tree. The names Nambul,

Nambol and Oinam (Ohnam) are words of Tai oripin where Nam
means water. These grotij) of Senbi had on account of their

ruling chiefs which became mingled up vithtbe iiiliiig chiefs of

Kego-Moirang and Ngangoi

On the northern limits of their terntoiy we also find place

names like Kham-nam Loirak, Khani-nam Ba^ar, Makl«ing, Khun-

pong etc. The word Kham-nam in the Senbi dialect means

*gold*wjiter’« it could have also been a mixed word of Kbamba and

Senbi meaning ‘water of Khamba’, since we find a character named
Kh«unlanglHi who belonged to a Sachuiig tribe. The ethnic origin of

Sachung as discussed in earlier section, belonged to a mixed stock

of Tibetan Kliamba tribe and tribes of Tai origin like Kham-yang

who possessed both the traits of Khamba and Tai. The date of

lUMunlaueba has also been esthnated to about the second half of

the 14th century A.D. and he also married the daughter of Songlen

Hntliifea the Mag of Kege-Motrkng, named Sbamphabi alias

Kikka, who became demigods from the finoeator woieirip of the
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this prlndpality.

Besides the above mentioned obaracfters we also find firom the

fabulous manuscripts characters like Kuptreng, Sentreng, Kojin-

tuthokpa, Leishanglen, Leitanglen Tangshgngba, Konsonren,

Konphu Laiphu, Leikak lieiyaren ete. who are linked up with the

ancestor of Pakhangba of the Sanatnnhi-Pakhangba legend and

partly linking Nongta the ancestor of Mangang ruling clan who in

turn projected to be the Pakhangba of Ute above mentioned legend,

belonged to the people of this principality. Names like Sentsong*

Kuptreng, and Kojiuluthokpa probably belonged to the Austrio

speakers who settled in the area of Khk*jui and AwSlng*>jui. Ifii-

shanglen and Lmtanglen 'Jangshangba seem to have belonged

to the proplo of Saebung, and Konaouren aud Konphu Laiphu

probably belonged to ilaorok Konthou, Chinfu and Tafu tribes*

Even if the above hypothesis ia not ooirect, it is certain tibat they

were the names of a mixed tribe of Si<»faung, Senbi and some other

tribes of Tai origins.

This principality seems to have no central authority but more

or less existed in the form of coufedeiation of petty chiefs who

were independent either of Poirci oi of the Kege*Moirang before it

disintegrated and merged with the ab(ive prinoipaUties. Those who

settled upto Nambol area from their southern limit probably got

merged the Kege-Moirang principalitv which is perhaps the mason

why the Kege-Moirang king Khelei Nungnang Telheiha demanded

the aro^is lying upto Nambol to be included in the territory of the

Kege-Mo rang principality to his nephew king Bhagyaohandra of

the Poirei which ultimately brought a rupture between the maternal

uncle and nephew.

The accounts of such prindpaiities often descsibe in exaggera^

tion that one time the whole Poirei Le* Imphal valley was ruhdi

by them. As there is a oontinuous rulers of Poirei from Pakhangba

upto this date many local pandits who cannot accommodate such

aocoonts into the maiostfeamcif history iiitar|irei BiKh priwepaBMna

ssMied befossk Fikhanglia. Hasce they say HaAghe a dMiiu
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Tlbeto-Burman, Khoripha(ba) a Tai tribe, Horiya Phamballacha a

Horiya tribe etc. lived before Pakhangba. It may be noted that

Kangba tribe l)egan to settle on the upper Tril valley by the olosing

part of the 8th century A.D., the Moriya tribes began to

infiltrate from about the closing part of 11th century A.D. to the

southern part of Iraphal valley by gradually moving from present

Kabo^ valley and the Lai tribes began to settle in the valley

from about the second half of the 1 3th century A D.

It is difficult to reconstruct a comprehensive history of this

principality at the moment due to want of materials. At the most

it may be said that during its expansion in the second half of

the 13th century A.D. they subdued the Chengleis and defeated

the Khumans who by that period on the northeni limit of this

principality at Patsoi and its north. As a result of the pressure of

the Tai the Khumans moved towards the cast of the Loktak lake

near present Mayang-Imphal area where they amalgamated with

the Nongyais and became known as Khuman-Nongyai.

After uprooting the Khumans and Chengleis the Lais pushed

further north where they had contact with the rest of Poireis, but

they did not confront with them. On the other hand they became

subjects of the Poirei kings as recorded in Cheitharol Kumbaba.

It is recorded in the said chronicle that during the reign of

Loiyumba (c 1310-16 A.D) the Lai and Poirei attended in turn

the military office attached to the royal court in an equivocal way.

In the discharge of duties the Poireis superseded the Lais and

gradually the Lais disappeared. The Lais then moved towards the

south became the subjects of the Kege-Moirang.

The half fabulous account of Henjunaha (Hen-su-naha) of the

Manipuri folklore clearly depicts the pressure and activities of the

Lais. The period of Henjunaha is estimated to be about the 14th

century A.B. at the earliest and he seems to be a Kege origin.

He fell in love with a girl named liai-rourembi who pro*

bably belonged to a Mayang or cognate tribe of Mayang, that is^

a mixed stock of Bodo and Lai as the name suggsite. The Lais
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frequently attacked people of other ethnic origiiia. Henjunaha be-

came a very prominent youth and the Lai wanted to banquish him.

They also probably did not like the girls of their origin to be married

to him. So they ambushed him one night which was falhn to be

the first Saturday of the month of Lamda while Henjunaha re**

turned after meeting Lairourembi. The Lais chased him and beaten

to death. The Lais described the action was the wrath of the devils

for his trespass while the latter were holding a conference, concealing

themselves. The superstitious people believed it and since then every

year on the first Saturday of the month of Lamda people used to

offer uncooked food to the devils for their protection. The devQs

were called in their mixed dialect Saroi. People were very much

afraid of moving out in the evening on the first Saturday of the

month of Lamda lest they should meet the Saro%$ and consequently

they would meet the fate of Henjunaha. This event spread to the

whole of the country and the fear is still lingering to this date and

the practice of offering uncooked food to the devils which is known

as Saroikhdngba is still continuing on Larnta ihanoja^ that f8»

Saturday of Lamda.

The half fabulous story of Sanarembi (also written as Sam-

drembi) and Chais-ra is of the principality of the Lai in western

part of the valley. In the story it is said that a noble named

Khulen Ngamba, a mystified chief the father of Sentreng and

Euptreng, had two wives. The first wife is named Sang-khu-rembi a

virtuous lady who boro him a daughter named Sanarembi and the

second wife named Yaibi Leima a jealous lady bore him another

daughter named Chaisa-ra. The names Sentreng and Euptreng

strongly suggest them to be of Austrie origin who were the sons of

a chief who settled in or near Nambol area at Kha-jiri. The word

jiri is an Austrie formation. The names of the mothers and their

respective daughters indicate the two different ethnic origins.

Bang-khu-rembi and her daughter Sana-rembi indicate the names

usually adopted by the Uayang or any other Bodo-Tai stodk

influenced by the Moriyas whereas Yaibi Leima and Chaiaa-ra are

the names usually adopted by the neo-Tibetans or their mixed
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Ninte taMn^lorittoo on Knftolinnldtoni^ Tho word Martiho indieatoo

fte MlagiS trf iiMn Bodotf who becwmo IMpark. lliere is enridmon

df lliln lAlifibig of thoBodios imd the AiwHtio people in weslem

89kitfpttl^. In JMtam oob^division we find a place name bke Di*

MMIf Wfkore Jf ie a Bo<to word and toeop ia an Anatric word. The

mlore of Bodo origin aesamed the title or name Manika

Mm RwWia lianika who ruled probably in the second half of the

IMB A D. pmseibly from the Indo^Aryan influenees. So

the lIMie Koptreng Manika cannot be expected earlier than the

sieMft kalf of the Ifith century A.D. if the name was not posthu-

laemity gtrem Since these tribes were later absorbed or amalga-

xMie* with other tribes there is less chance of conferring the

nattie jtdfittlminottsly to Kuptreng. It is more probable that they

Werepebifie of early Khagemba period when the wave of Sanamahi

Clift Wtts iii lit peek aeseen from different fabulotts writings that

Kuptreng tfanika is projected to be the father of Pakhangba of

t)6b SatiUmahi-Pfikhangba legend when the Poireis began to project

Nongta the founder of the then ruling dynasty to be the Pakhangba

of the said legend We have only a glean account of this

Laii Austrio and Mayang configuration principality in the Nambol-

Konthoujam area. Many characters like Kojin Tuthokpa etc.

belonged to the people of this principality and their ohronigrapbers

projected them to have lived long before Nongta. The account of

this political unit should have started from the second half of the

I3th oentuiy AD. It seems this political unit wa^ first founded

by one Lawang iiamed Tinggoi Ngamba who married a girl named

Laircima of Moiram (Moirang). It may be noted that the name

came into existence later which is a mixed word of

Mavem and Ngangoi. The earlier name is Kege-Ngangoi which

was called by the Marems Hoiram. But the political unit founded

by Tinggoi Ngamba did not last long as there was none to succeed

bim« MbnuBoriptB and traditions describe in a fabulous way that

TinfKoi Ngamba had several sons all of whom became gods in

different diseotions*
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It has been disoussed in the section on Migration in general

about the tribes in the formation of Tibeto-Burmaps. They were

tribes of Tibetan and Himalayan origin ; Asiatic origin like Earen,

Kaohin, King, Kang, Kou Man Mon etc. ; Chinese like Chin, Ch’u

etc. ; and Tai origin like Shon Lao^ Ngai Lao, Lai etc. besides

other elements of Huns and Tartars which came comparatively

later. When these tribes got mixed a series pf dialects known gs

Tibeto-Burman of the so-called Sino-Tibetan family of language

gave birth. The Tibeto-Burman language began to dovelope from

about the early Christian era and became fully chaxacterised Crpm

about the 7th century A D
Early Poireis were a group of people belonging to a bulk of

jieo-Tibetans. However the founder of Poirei belonged to another

Himalayan tribe called Chakhha who were the ruling clan of the

Sakya kingdom of Tagaung in the Upper Irrawaddy valley founded

by Abhi Baja the Sakiyan king in the 2nd century B.C. and subse-

quently renovated by another Sakiyan king named Dhaja Baia

from the Middle country in the 2rd century A D. Poireiton is

believed to be a descendant of Abhi Baja or of Dhaja Baja. The

dialect of these Sakiyan tribes became mixed wHh the Tai parti-

cularly with Tho and Do Baoially too they became mixed*

At a later period specially from about the I5th century AJ>*

Burmese historians call them Shan-Bamans. The Shan-Bamans

of the 8ih century A. D, is obviously leas mixed with the Tai. As they

were the ruling chiefs of northern Burma the home of Tibeto-Bur-

mans it is likely that they had more contraet or association with

other Tlbeto^Burmans who may also be called neo-Tibetans Ube

Khunungt Khumans etc. So the diatoct of the Sakiyan rulers of

northern Burma got mixed with other neo-T&etan rtialeots. The

subjects as stated above «^poke basically Tibeto-Burman dialects

mixed with the Sakiyan and Tai diafeots. Thus the dialeet qf^
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early Poireis was basically a mixed dialect. The Salciyaii dialect

seems to contain much Pali words or words that became Pali.

The Pali or old Sanskrit word found in old Manipuri language were

mainly from the Sakiyan dialect. The nucleus of Meiteilon or

modem Manipuri is therefore the dialect of the Poireis

The date of birth of Meiteilon or Manipuri is estimated to be

about 800-850 A.D. Prior to this date it was the dialect of some

ancient tribes. It appears from Manipuri accounts that the mixed

dialect of Chakkha (Sakya), Khu (Khu-nu), Lei (Lei-nu) Nga

(Nga^nu), and Nung (Nung-ba) is the basic foundation of Meiteilon

or Manipuri language as evident from the literary accounts that

they frequently mention the dialects of other tribes as if deviated

forms from that of the speech of this group, which they took as

the foundation. Even though these groups of people migrated

along with the Man of Khu<Man
(
Khuman ), they took the

dialect of Man as a deviated form and described, "^Mapdm

Thdngnga-na tengthdnaba, matu Kampong m mikouna numiUpu

Tumit^O^ thoklababud% padaba-O kouye"\ where Thangnga and

Kampong belonged to Man clans. In a similar way for different

tribes like Marem, Mahui (Moirang), Nongyai, Khamba, Heirem-

Khunjal, Sonbi-Kabow, Shelloy-Langmai etc. the dialects are found

to have been mentioned occasionally. It also appears the dialect

of Nung is similar to that of Lai and Tho or it may be the result

of their association when they moved to places now in northern

Burma and south eastern Tibet, being the dialect of Tai origin

Hence we do not find the dialect of Lai or of Tho mentioned in

any literary accounts of Manipur. The accounts available with us

so far about the dialect of Kham(-pa or -ba) are those when they

got merged with the Man and Nongyai in the Khuman setup.

When they settled on this land their dialect continued to develop

from within. By about 950 A.D. some words belonging to Shelloy-

Langmai and Ghenglei began to mix. It further expanded its

mixing with the dialects of Leihou, Mahon, who spoke a neo*Tibetan

mixed with Bodo elements or sab-Himalayan dialects, Kharoi, Nga-

ngoi, Hangoi etc. who spoke Tiheto*Burman of neo-Burmese origin ,
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Heirem Ehanj£l etc. who spoke a Tai dialect etc« By about the

same time it also felt the impact of the dialects of the tribes like

Haokap, Chingsing, Khiinpham, Ngangcheng etc. who spoke Tibeto*

Barman of neo-Burmese origin. Along with the incoming of more

dialects, the Uanipuri language continued to grow upto about

1200 A.D In short the period from 800 A.D. to 1200 A.D. is the

first phase of Meiteilon.

Since then new stocks of Tibeto-Burman dialects spoken

by the tribes like Mangang, Mayang>Thongnang etc. came in. Not

much later than the Mangangs, an altogether difierent stock of

language of the Indo-Aryan iamily also came in, more precisely

at about 1225 A.D along with Tibeto-Burman Mayang. Those

Indo-Aryan dialects were the dialects of Bangals and proto-Bangals.

The presence of the new stock of tne language i.e. the Indo-Aryan

language on the first phase Meiteilon lasted upto about 1260 A.D.

Some of the words of Indo-Aryan origin like tada, mama, khura

etc. which became inconspicuous as found in Meiteilon of to-day

were the products of this period, unlike words of Sanskrit that

came in later period From about 1300 A D., the language i.e.

Meiteilon received another impact of other Tibeto-Burman dialects

of Mahui (Moirang) along with the dialects of Kege. On the other

hand in the Kege piincipality the nucleus of the language is the

dialect of Moriya which is a cognate language of Poirei got mixed

with other dialects. The dialect of Moirang though belonged to a

Tibeto-Burman it contained several words of Lai a Tai origin.

The dialect of the Kege belonged to a mixed dialect of Chin, Tai

and Lai. The dialects of Funan and Maring are believed to have

its impact from about this period though both of them arrived on

this land in the latter half of the 1 1th century A.D. Thus at about

1400 A.D. Meiteilon had assumed a new dimension. This period,

that is, from 1200 A.D. to 1400 A.D. may be taken as the second

phase of Meiteilon.

The new language continued to grow with the absorption of

some of the words or the dialect of Senbi-Elabow upto about

1600 A«D. with an independent development. The dialect of Senbi-

Kabow belonged to a mixed dialect of Tai and Asiatic tribes.
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period trom 1400 AD* to 1600 AD. may be regarded ae tbe

ttlrd phaee of UieiteQon.

From 1600 AD. the modern Meiteilon emerged. However the

langttage of the 17th century AD* as seen to-day oontaine much

obeedete words.

There is no oonorete record to see what the spoken language of

tiie Foiieis was* Tbe written accounts so far available to us were

eJl tbe 17th oentury AD. writings and hence the language in them

wrae langiiage of that period with few words of the early period.

It is <iwy likely that the early dialect of Poireis was gradually

ehttlged by the presence of other Tibeto-Burmans It may be

sietsdihat the dialeetof the Tai or Hs associate tribe Chakpa

wk» aigrwed an this land as early as tho 12th century AD. had

praetioally no impact on Meiteilon Similarly the Indo-Aryan

dialebts «whieh oame a little latter than 1600 AD. had practically

no impaot on tdie language. The Austric people who were present

tnJthe wertern Imphal valley from about the 14fh ceniuiy A D
had mry Jittle impact on the Manipuri language.

Now we shall investigate the language in details We pick

upCome words of Tibeto-Burmans and otl er dialects that const!

itttted Mriteflon so far available from literary accounts, particularly

Niugthoiirol Lambuba along with some words of (^hakpa which

practioaUy had little or no effect.

(1) Shelloy-Langmai (2) Senbi-Eabow

1. Bcia kumba 1, Hen kei

2. theba 2. Pillow yeng

3. Road mungbl 3. Water nam
A. BiidBB tingbl 4. Fruit maak

& £«ul koke 6. Gold kham
6. Straight ateba 6. Grave pai

7. JSae yw 7, Plaate.m kaf ton

8. Jlaikth sMpa 8. Bridge tikhn

P1 waikon 9. Strong tiken

10. Topoah ushd^o 10. W«f
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(3) MolraPg Qlfalii)

J. Water loklou

2. Axe h&ibi

3. Land (dry) kongfci

4. Prown fish keikong

6. Ngakha (a small variety of fish) ngStoi

6. Shoulder Hitt

7. Thigh stag

8. Sharpness akkftba

9. Peasant thftnga

10. Bitter taste okaniba

(4) Khuman-Nongyai

1 . Lahe kon

2. Lake shore y5h

3. Weeds tairang (a Tboubal«ngiD)

4. Cane siagdon (a Kbaathaotqjw)

&. Lotus leaf liiri (a Tboubal ttdgin)

(5) Kharam

1. Goat khen

2, Salt machi

(6) Tli3iigng«»Kunpoiig

1. Stone khel

2. Sun tumit

3. Priestess moibi

4. Dressed cotton moireng

6. To rise pitlalui

(7) Haixem.KhanjaQ

1. Lotus plant tham

2. Water tam

8. Big water tamhu
4. Air boomlen
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(8) Marem

1. San moi

2. Plain phli

8. Land ram

(9) Loi (Chapha and others)

(a) Andro (b) Sekmai (o) Ohairen

1. Smoke walkhoo walhoo phoolkhoo

2. lightning sigun kisio ohoogoone nongth^ng

3. Wood phol karak phool

4. Man teeksa hora teekhora pasul

6. Boy teeksa horasa sajee bora pasulsfl

6. Oirl teeksa yahusa sajee yahoo tha loisa

7. Younger nasee nasee nanao

brother

8. Son saija hora sahora nasa

9. Daughter saija yahoo saya hoo nasa nupi

10. Oat hoonggen hooljik houdong

In Meiteilon it is possible to detect two distinct types of words,

one is long sounded while the other is short sounded and

less musical. We pick up a sampling of such words for our

examination.

(A) The following are some of the long sounded words both

current and obsolete with English equivalents given in bracket.

1. heirang (fruit)

leirang (flower)

pirang (tear)

tairang (weeds)

loirang (banyan tree)

3. wanglen (hour)

khomlen (sleep)

lamlen (land)

tamlen (big water)

hoomlen (air)

2. langgoi (horse/elephant)

linggoi (womb)

konggoi (knot)

chinggoi (talk)

khdnggsii (insult)

4. ohoinou (gold)

tetnou (iron)

shanou (boy/friend)

khdinou (girV friend)

isbanou (younger brother)
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6. palem (mother) 6. lemlei (fish)

maalem (earth) wSnglei (wine)

irem (my faithful) haorei (direction)

idairem (my faithful friend) yanglei (dog)

madairem (his faithful friend) chaklei (oow)

7 loimom (paddy) 8 Ikngdon (weeds)

khoimom (goddess) sangdon (cane)

ohakmom (fire) ehingdon (top of tree)

mamom (his daughter) nongdoD (sky)

imom (my daughter) ohudon (bud or top of sugar cane)

9. nganu (duck) 10 waira (arrow)

khunu (pigeon) laiia (plantain leaf)

mainu (girl) meiia (torch)

momnu (giil/women) nura (girl)

ohanu (daughter/girl mara (root)

11. chengloa (appearance) 12 chitma (calf)

thmglou (mind) ichumg (my friend)

ohaamlou (plantain leaf) numa (girl/woman)

maalou (cloth) leima (lady)

loklou (water) iteima (my sister-in-law)

13. panthon (father) 14, namu (man)

paathou (friend) samu (hand)

ningthou (king) shimu (elephant)

nongthou (sky god) mukmu (oow)

iputhou (my great khumu (oar)

grand father)

16. iyuwfi (my lord younger) 16. khaarec (paddy field)

nayuwa (your lord) chaaree (sapling)

naowSL (young child) paaree (son)

nawa (your husband) sharee (promise)

yawft (voioe/speecfa) waaree (story)
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17. tarsi (food) 1 8. tayam (faithful atteBdaifl;»)

ohara (meal) tamba (man, specially forces)

tEla (tree) tftlloi (wife)

maara (foot priat or tubi (proteotcHT)

foot fitftp) tumbaa (bottle gourd)

khara (shelve/horizontal

stretohiog over iisaally

water)

19. mita (desire) 20. khoiya (ant)

khomta^Buckiiig) peiya (a flat bamboo piece)

cbata (offspring) cbariya (smaller one)

naota (offspring) miuiya (uu-inhabilecL 0

maita (facial appeavaiiee) kami>a (traveller 0

21. pari (unit of land measure. 22. pSna (administrative unit)

equal to about I hectare) salai (clan or ethnic unit)

Rangfi.m (one fourth of pari) loop (organisational unit)

paral (one bunch unit of flat

pieeea of bamboo) panjal (scores in game, derived

harei (unit of yarn) from pana^T chal)

(B) The following are Bome of the short-Bounded and lesB

musical words both current and obsolete with English equiTalents

in bracket.

1. k& (room) 2. ngft (fish)

la (plantain leaf) t& (spear)

na (ear) tha (moon)

jdi (eye lashes) ya (tooth)

hhi (beast/meat) w§ (bamboo)

3. hi (boat) 4. pai (grave)

mi (image) phii (plain}

l^(tear)
lu (godifamnie omgn)

phi (cloth) nai (pu)

ti (penis) wai (hn^
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5. koi (iitiQdtftche)

kh6i (nttvel)

soi (fishing ground)

loi (degraded people)

n oi (flatulence/sttn)

7- kham(gold)

khen (goat)

nam (watei

)

maak (fruit)

ton (plantain leaf}

9. chu (sugar cane)

hoo (poison
j

la (hair on skin)

koo (coffin)

loo (fishing trap)

11 stng (thigh)

yeng (pillow

chi^ng (rice)

long (shouldei ^

peng (temperament I

6. kei (tiger)

lei (tongne/flirwer)

mei(fire)

pei (spleen)

phei (thigh)

8. phou (paddy)

lou (rice plant or field)

non (oar)

mou (married giii)

pou (bamboo pole)

10 yao (sheep)

kao (bull)

thao (oil)

pao (news)

cbao (big/great)

12 y6t (iron)

p5t (article)

hot (barn)

pok {grey hair;

kok (head)

We will analyse some of the words giTen above for their

etymologic or roots The woids in Set A-1 like heirnng^ pW&ng etc.

are of Ngangoi (Anga) and Chakkha formations. The suffix rang

is a Ngangoi suffix, but the word tairang is a Tibetan Khaniba

origin which the Manipuri accounts write as the dialect ofShuman-
Nongyai uhen they amalgamated with Khaniba This suffix rang

can be added to most of the common nouns, and also proper noons

e g. Moi-rang, Khamdang, sham-lang (hair), phi-rang (cloth) etc

The words of Set A-2 are all Ngangoi formations, while most

of those words of Set A-3,4 5 afid 6 are of Tibeto-Burman words of

Mayang and Mangang formations, tiubt is, a Bodo-Anga^Tai forma-

tions The words of Set A-7 are the same formations as above but
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with tints of Sakiyan dialects. The words i»f Set A-S are mainly

of Khamba originB with the Sakiyan eaffiv Ion and those of Set A«9

and 10 are also of Bodo-Anga-Tai formations.

The suffix rem or lem are Mayaug suffix later adopted by other

tribes. We find Mayang names like Chingu-re (hi), Chibd-rein(bi)

Langm6i-rem(ba) etc. and later adopted by other tribes in the

forms like Se-rem(bi), Sana-rcm(b') etc. The old Manipuri words

like pahm^ maalem etc. are basic Mayang words

The words of Bet A-10 are mainly Anga-Khamba formations

with tints of Tibeto-Burman. The words of Set A- 12 are all

Ebkiyan formations. The word tteima of this set may be disinte-

grated into i4ei leima. The word tei seems to mean the paitnei ol

an elder brother or sister and when the word leima added it

clearly gives the meaning sistor-iii-lavi The word fe/mo is

shortened to tVetma. Hence we find wiy freqiiently in diflerdit

Manipuri accounts the phrase U% Ipima Leinaotabi’ while des-

cribing the activities of Poireiton, ineniiing ‘his sister-in-law

Leinaotabi’ and in the modern form it is ‘milumu Lunaotabi’, and

sometimes with the addition of a supertluous woui hma like ^watei-

nuz leimci Leinaotabi’. It may also bo noted that tlie Manipuri

word for brother-in-law (elder sistei’s husband) ul a woman is

called itei and this word is also used to address him by his sistei-

in-law (wife’s younger sister). From this loot word wo get na-tei,

ma-tei etc. meaning youi brotbei-in-law, her brother-in-law etc.

respectively.

Words of Set A-13 are all Mangaug lormatioiis, that is, Bodo-

Anga formations. In the word panfhou the prefix word pan also

pronounced as paJ is an Anga word which means father, as in the

word i-pal meaning my-father where i is the iuilectional lorin of ei

of the Sakiyan word More details may bo seen in subsequent

parts. The sufhx part thov ih perhaps a Bodo origin meaning

something like big or great as seen in the word mngthou which

means chief of the sky but literally it moans sky-god.

AU words of Set A-15 are of Sakiyan formations while those

words of Set A-16 to 22 are of Sakya-Moriya-Anga formations.
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We will now investigate the origin of the word iamha of Set A-18

It is said that the eaiher name of Ceylon is Tamba^par^ni which

was perhaps given by the Maurj^as (Moriyas). Taking the meaning

of Tamba and onolhir word jfxi/li which means *the course of a

dam orbairage* fium the Manipur! source, the word tamba-palU

would something like .in inhabited palU or narrow island confor-

ming with the physical shape of the smaller islands slreching from

the Indian peninsula to Ceylon proper. The words paant and paUi

are of the sa’ne words as and *n* are interchangeable Words

with the suffix palli are frequently found to have been used in

place names of South India, like Tiruchirapalli, and Khagempal1i»

Ayangpalli etc ofMampui

Again there is another word tayum or iayam which gives a

meaning like tamba but usually applied to inferiors e.g. tayunt

achdnba meaning ‘affectionate servant’. This word too seems to be

a Moriyaxi origin

Tlie etymology of the Manipur! suffix ma seeirs to bo a Saki-

}dn origin The words given in Set-12 are all with this suffix,

liesidos these words, wc also find words like hai’^a or hei-ma (an

exclamation of surprise), (mind), lai-ma (very or much) etc.

This suffix may also be added to most of the verbs e g. ihai-ma

(ashamed), hainH-ina (is so said) etc. The original application of

this suffix is similar to that of the Tibeto-Biirman suffix 6a.

Wlien the word ha-ma is applied to i-pema, it gives /ici-ma

t-pema later compounded like hei-ma-i^pema, which in the modern

connotation is an exclamation of surprise but originally an excla-

mation of surprise expussed to a sweet heart where i-pema means

‘my affectionate gill’ The woid pema is a Pali formation corres-

ponding to latci Sanskrit word prema Hence the compounded

word hei-ma i-pam is a Sakiyan oiigin.

In the word nia-rd of Set A-10, the suffix part rd is the root

word meaning ‘root’, for example, oo-r^, wd-rd meaning root of tree,

root of bamboo respectively and the prefix word md is a pronoun

meaning his oi its Again in the words ma-ru and ma rva the
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BufUx Words ru and ru are resfMdotirely bulb or under^p^onnd stem

Md seed. Mdre details may be seen in enbaequent parts.

So far the Manipuri souree is concerned, the dialects of Sakiya,

Motiya and Anga are found to be almost identical except few

different words, for example in the dialect of Sakya girl is called

yabi or sibi but in Moriya and Anga dialects it is called nura.

One distinct chai*aoteristic of the Moriyas is that they usually add

their suffix ya, specially in ])ioper names for example, the Itforiya

tribe is called Mofi by the Sakya and Anga, the Tibeto-Burmans

used to call them Moii-ba by adding their suffix ba, where as the

Monyas used to cail themselves Mon-ya by adding their suffix ya.

Thus we lind names of persons belonging to the Monya^ like Kami

ya, Samtu-ya, Ngoubi-ya etc We pick up some basic monosyllabii

root words like pa, p»(ht), pu, fa, rw, eha etc and see how

they are agglutinated to form different words It may be noted

that the word na is used as a 8uffj\ to mean 'the man’ but in some

dialects it is found to have been used as a (omininc suifix. In the

Sakiyan dialect from Manipuri souicc the word nu n louiid to havr

been need in both the senses, possibly a confusion. In the above

mentioned word nu-ia, it is iound to have been used to indicate

female oi woman and the suffix *ra as discussed earlier, means

‘root’ and oonnotes also the 'link source’. Thus nu ra means the

huk source to or rciot of womanhood’, that is 'giiT. In some

dialects is also used as feminine suffix and thus we find words

like nura-bi by adding further the suffix 1% as in the dialect of

Hangoi a cognate tribe of Ngangoi having the same meaning with

that of nora. In the word nu the word cha is added in the

prefix form and we get chanu meaning daughter Again the word

cha is added in prefix form to the word nura and we get the word

ebanura which also gives the same meaning with that of chanu. It

is also possible to have a word like chanurabu

In the Sanskrit word formation we also find the same process

opefsating, for example, the word pufra is found to have been faced

by the words pu, in and ia where pn means father.>progenitor as in
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pu-rol and meaning fathev’e line and moiher'e line respec-

tively, ta a common snfQx like tile Old Mknipuri suffiit ‘0* and ra

as stated above means a link source*. So the word pa-ta*rii means

the *]ink source of father progenitor’. One diffeienee infusiiig the

words ta and rd the consonents agglntinated with least vowel sound

in between, where as in Mongoloid tongue they are more isolating.

It is therefore possible to disintegrate Stoskrit words of Himalayan

Mongoloid origins into root Mongoloid words, but it is not so with

words of Aryan origins, for example, Agni.

Since Meiteilon is a mixed language it has a number of words

for expressing the same thing. In most literary languages all the

words are used as a single word to express the same thing e g.

laija-ishing for water, koiou-nongdo^-ai^ya for sky, ohakmom*

khambi*mei for fire etc. We give some) examples of them as

follows.

1. Sky kdrou 2 Sun yoimuyki 3. Cloth sangdmg

nongdoTi taodanba bonding

wangban tnmit eharei/cheirei

atinga/atiya uuruit manleifdi)

4. Water yi or 1 6. (;ow ohaklei ». A*r noong*ait

laija kao malang

ishing kaoren malaya

Idklou tnukmu hoom-oiba

taulen haimeichon

shamok/shan

7. Hr# chakmom 8. Paddy loimom 9. Fish wagjong

kh&mbi thangyi lemlei

mei phou nga

10. Moon loidam 11. Gold choinou 12. Year langhei

thaja kham kumba

tha Sana ohahi

13. Qod obing-oo 14. Iron tetU0i:i 15. Arrpw waira

hboiyam yet ten

kb(dmom/lal
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We analyse some of the above as follows In the first set the

word korou is a Mangang word i.e. Bodo-Anga formation , nongdon

is a Khamba origin whioh literally means ‘higher above the olouds’,

wangban is a Chakkhan formation which literally means ‘high-

barrier* i.e. the firmament^ and atiuga/atiya is also a Chakkhan

origin which literally means the ‘empty or void space". Tn the

second set, the word ydimayai is also a Chakklian origin whioh

literally means the ‘central source of light’ taodanba is a Tibeto-

Burtnan of Tai origin
,

tumTt is an Asiatic Man word , iiumit is

a Tibeto-Barman ofMan origin ; and so on.

The dialects of Tai are numerous but the dialect which had

impact on Meiteilon appears to be Sheii Lao and Ngai Lao. The

dialect of the Himalayan Mongoloids which became mixed with

the Aryans are by now indistinguishable. The Tibetan language of

today appears to have merged all the different dialects of which the

Lhasa dialect is the lingua franca. Wc will examine some of the

Tibetan words with special reference to the Kham-pa dialect which

has some affinities with or impact on Meiteilon

English Tibetan Meiteilon Kemaiks

1 . Flower roetok lei/leiigng In Meiteilon theii

is n word matoJc

which means the

topmost blossoms

or of bird's crest.

2. Lotus pema thambal In Meiteilon pema

means afiectionate

girl.

3. Tree shing-dong pamel/oo/tala In Meiteilon shlng

means firewood.

4. Sugarcane ghn-shing chu

5. Bice dei oheng/phou

6. Head go kok

7. Ear na-ohok na-kong

8. Hand lakpa khut

9. Bye mig mit
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English Tibetan Meiteilon Rematte

10. Thigh lei-sbi pheipSk

11. Nose na-bung na-ton

12. Throat mig-pa khounao

13. Skin pakpa unsha in MeitelbniXllpa

means to SHok or

attach.

14. Tear mig-chhoo P*

15. Faeces sokpa amangba/thee In Meiteilon Bohpa

means ‘to touch*.

16. Fire Diei mei

17. Water chhoo ishing

18, Air loong noongH»it

19. God khun-chok lai/chingu

20. Physician menpa maipa

21. Cloth ghei oharei/phi

22. House khingpa khangpok/yum

23. Lake chho-jing paat

24. Bill ii ohing

25. Home nang yum/im

26. Road lam lam-bi In Mritellon Um
meana ’lamd’.

27. Rain ohharpa nong

28. Bridge jhampa thong In Meiteilon jAwe*

pi nwaai an oMh»‘

ment cf kead.

29. Sky nam atiya

30. Heaven lha-yul sararen

31. War maak laal

32. Love sei-wm nung^dH4)a

33. Hatred nyingnei takachaba

34. Anger khongdo ashaoba

35. Fear jhikpa kiba

36. Soul nam sei yaibi

87. Life mesei thawai
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English Mibetaii Meiteilon Reniarks

38. Mind seni pukning

39. Voice kal khoUyawa

40. Knowledge sheja lou-ehing

41, Crying ngu-wa kappa

42. Ehnging lu-tang-wa ishei sakpa

^3. Heat drei meiaha

44. Light hei mangal

45. Sound da makhol

46. Colour tson machu

47. White k^rpo a-ngouba

48. Blue ngoupo sangbanaba

49. Yellow serpo napu

50. Bed marpo a-ngwgba

51 To kill seith-pa baat-pa

52. To sleep nyal-pa tumba

63. To climb jeikpa kaba

64. To run gyug-pa chenba

65. To stop kag-pa khamba/ In Meiteilon kag-

lep-pa pa means *to out’

66. To Bit dheipa phamba

67. To eat jawa chaba

68. To plough meipa khoiba

£9. To wither Beithpa khuiba

60. To plant tsukpa thdba

61. To boil koelpa phutpa

62. To rot rulpa pumba

63. To tear relpa ohhetpa/segaiba

64. To end jakpa lomba/loiba

66. To partition khS-thel-pa kha-jan-pa

66. One ching ama

67. Two nyei ani

68. Three Baom aboom

69. Four ahi inari

70. Fire nga mangk
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English Tibetan

71. Six dhrug

72. Seven dhun

73. Eight gyeth

74. Nine gu

75. Ten ohn

Mditeilon Remarks

tamk
taret

nipgl

mapal

tara

Some of the words xrery common to all Tibeto-Burman dialects

are given below •

pa (father)

nu (woman/mother')

pi (grandmother)

pu (grandfather)

ni (aunt)

nau (daughter)

mij(man)

chi (son/daughter)

mei (fire)

mou (married girl or

daughter-in-law)

sam (hair)

mai (face)

mit (eye)

khut (hand)

lei (tongue)

phei (thigh)

kha (chin)

khe (leg)

un (skin)

na (nose)

Sjme of the words not very common to all Tibeto-Burman

dialects except Meiteiion or Manipuri language are given below

chakmom (fire)

ch^inou (gold)

loimom (paddy)

lauglen (daughter)

lemlei (fish)

yoimayi (sun)

taojing (fruit)

wanglen (hour)

wanglei (wine)

palem (mother)

panthon (father)

ishabi (elder brother)

tongyai (second son)

paari (son)

masabi (husband)

kh6inoa*(friend)

naydn (your grandfather)

maalem (earth)

Some of the Austro Asiatic words found in Manipuri language

are given below
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English olfteilon AuMw-Asiittio Kemarks

Ginger shing

Betalvine tambula tatnbttla In ICauipuri it n need

to mean a pack of beLil

nut and the vine leaf.

Ladies finger belandri Seenss to bo an Auetrie

formation.

HBl ching sring

Table land thelong thelong Needs confirmation.

Some of the Kege words of Chinese origins are given below :

Bamboo catie li li

News pao pao

Paper chc che

Metal oarreney sel sel

So far we have dictoussed some of the words of the TibetO'

Burman language fecuily which are some of the basic components

of Meiteilon. Now we shall discuss the Indo-Arjan dialects an

altogether diflferent stock of language which also bocarnc elements

of Meiteilon. There are two sets of Indo-Aryan words, oT»e sot of

it is the dialect of the Himalayan Mongoloids which became

Indo-Aryans, rather which got merged with the Ar3*ans. The

said dialect may be termed as Mongolo-Aryan dialect instead of Indo-

Aryan from which the Magadhi Pali developed. The formation of

Magadhi Pall dlbtes back to the first millennium B.C. The language

fiourished in the second half of that millennium among the learned

men of Magadha proper. It is believed even duriug tliat period

the MongoMdS the outer regions continued to speak a mixed

dialect. In the another set when the Magadhi Pali and other Indian

diatmtsget tuiued new dialects which are also known as Indo-

Aryan dialdcts developed. These new dialeet:^ continned to deve-

lop as late as the 10th century A.D. The Bengali language which

belongs to the Indo-Aryan language group is said to have developed

by that period.
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At fNeiEmt Ibefe Is a eoutroTffsy of Meiteilon as regards its

offgiA* Sbine soliolafs say that Meiteilon is to be categorised in

the I«fdo*»Aryaii languages while others say that it is a pure Mongo-

loid langaaga. So we analyse a little more details for possible words

of Indo-Aryan origin and finally draw our conclusions. In doing

BO we tabs some samplings of words as given below :

(A) Addressing nouns

Heitetlon JSngUsh Indo-Aryan/Pali Etymology

1 taada brother dada Himalayan Mongo-

loid, later called Mo-

dern Indo-Aryan.

2. maama inaternal uncle mama —do—
3. khiira uncle khura ~ do-

Possibly Nga (Anga)

origin.

1. paaba fathcT baba It is possible by adding

Hie suffix to pS.,

hence Tibeto-Burman.

5 paaji lather bdbaji Modern Indo-Aryan.

(1. shellou brother-in-law shyalak Himalayan Mongoloid.

7. sagei relative swaki-ya Himalayan Mongoloid.

8 pema/

pem-ma

affeciioiidte girl prema A Pali form, in most

words of Pali *r’ ig

dropped like for

prtya.

1). kuru/guru preceptor guru Aryan origin.

10. tan/tal rhythmic beat tsi Himalayan Mcaagoloid

(B) Nouns generally used in mystic :

1 borou sky golok Himalayan Mongoloid

2. atinga/

atiya

sky aditya — do—

3 amaiVah ^ibysiciau amivah - do-
4. ahiug night ahan —do—
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5. idhei song ishei Himalayan Mongoloid

origin, also found bi

south Indian dialects.

In Tibetan it is s%e«.

In Manipuri too the

root word for song is

shei and ishei means

'my song* where 'i* is

the inflectional form

of ei.

6 tarang wave taranga Himalayan Mongoloid

7. Sana gold sona/swarna Aryan origin

6. ningai argument nyaya Himalayan Mongoloid

9. kon2 angle kona —'do*-

10. sar&ren sky-god surendra Mongolo-Aryan

(C) MiBcellaneous nouns :

1. pukhri pond pukuri Indo-Aryan origin

2. khurum saiidle kharam -do-

3. kao buU/oattle gau Indo-Aryan or Aryan

4. matok head mastak Himalayan Mongoloid

5. kusa skin kusa —do

—

6. puk abdoment buk —do—

(pirbuk)

7. yot iron ayah —do—
8. yum house giyom —do—
9. maral home/house maral Himalayan Mongoloid.

It is also found in old

and obsolete Bengali

using more or less in

the same meaning,

probably a Nga (Anga)

origin.
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10 BAgol horRr Bagol Himalayan Mongoloid

origin , in modem
Bengali this word is

found with a diflFerent

application. Sagol with

different accent in

Bengali means 'goat*,

a Nga (Anga) origin.

(D) Words of Vedio origin Vedic word

as found in vernacu-

larised Tantrio litera-

ture.

1. kling kling [These words seem to

2. shring shring be of Austric origin

3. hoong hoong later added to early

4. ong om scripture except the

5. chak

(E) Verbs .

The Tibeto-Burman

suffix '-ba* or '-pa'

is shown separated

by a dash.

juga last one meaning

'millennium*. There

seems to be no English

equivalent for the lest
j

1. irat-pa to worship irah Himalayan Mongoloid

2. chat-pa to go chal —do—
3. paa-ba to read par —do—
4. chhet-pa to tear chheda —do—
6. kham-ba to end kshya Indo-Aryan origin.

6. pum-ba to rot puya Himalayan Mongoloid

origin, but puya is

also meant old book or

any other account in

Meiteilon.
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7. to boil phut UimalaTan Mongoloid

8. Aum-ba to lull flhuya -do—

9. tht-ba to plant stha Mongoloid origin « the sound

*ath' is found to have changed

to as in Ko^thi to Ku-thi

meaning horoscope, similar

to that of sthaga of Sanskrit

to ihaga of modern Indo-

Aryan language, sw Webaters

Dictionary.

10.

hat.pa to kill hata Himalayan Mongoloid

(F) Frononns *

4L11 pronouns found in Meiteilon are of Mongoloid origin

e9:cef»ting the foilonring two.

1. Sflhi this aamm Aryan origin

% adu that adSs Aryan origin

(Q) IhfjprjoctiQns

.

1. hoi yes haya Aryan origin

2, mai no ma Aryan origin

^H) Compound words -

1. sundrang void space sula and iaranga Mined origin

2. mondrang an illusary mana and taranga Mixed origin

(in fight
*0*) mind

3. mondwog calm but mana^and Uranga Mixad or«in

(in heoTy ‘o’J naughty beha-

viomr

4. magifi^ittasion mit and taranga Iftned origin

|L Absent minded/ ni and taranga Mined origin

half ilittsiond

i* delirious with choi and taranga Mixed origin

incoherent

talks
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V *9fi

ifei^t t4j[b;8 tfce wor^s njre

ip a qpinspnii^^

fo?p ^J^ (apitrajjg-

(1) ^acellaneous :

(i) Wprds that the o^ina) application has Jidtfti^y

chapged :

}. k«M (joffin kfd originally it w|ts imaat ‘body’

2
. ^ friendship sanga

but now changed tp open
because pf its association.

Originally it was nte»nt pn

3- :S«WOO gWp sanga

association but npw oh{W||Bd

to frj^ndi^p.

(ii) All parts of bullock cart aud command words to bulls

are words of Indo-Aryan/Mongolo-Aryan origins*

Parts of bullock cart ' bam, hal, dhora, muruli etc.

Command words * ara, titi, rah , besides Ung^pl for ploifghing

earth.

In the above mentioned words, it may be noted that wor4|^ of

mystic origin like korou, sararen, atinga, sanga, chak etp. apd

verbs, pronouns etc. as shown in (C), (D) and (E) were perhaps

the dialects of the Sakiyan tribes who moved to the east at about

200 !6.0. and middle of the 3rd century A.D. Words like tSdSi

mama, khura, etc. are believed to have been infused from Bangals

and proto-Bangals at about 1250-60 A.D. The earlier words for

tSda, mama, khura were ishabi, iman, iton respectively which

were of Sakiyan words.
A

The word for sky-god, Boj[petii|neB 8«r»ren (the iQo^«fn

Bff
ynggytlop ig PoireTer the word for fky is atiogi

end f/mp >9 4t»y^» “» IWtUel

with the word Uwanga (MoraNgi) and gi* f9W4 ihi
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sources. The word SarSren can be split up into two parts Sara

and ren. The word Saia means ‘effusion* or ‘outpouring of thoughts

and feelings* in Manipuri language e,g. ‘leipak sara saMe* meaning,

say, the inflame ‘spreads the whole country’
, and the sufllx ren

means ‘chief* or ‘king*. Thus the meaning of S^iraren is ‘The Lord

of that spreads far and \iide*. The Mord sara is also found using in

the sense of sky like ‘imiiig sara teire’ meaning ‘night sky changed’

which literally ‘day break*. This is an old language but still found

to have been used in literary writing with modem sound sora

instead of sara possibly an influence of Bangal and Pioto-Bangal.

The modern counter-pait of the above sentence is ahing(gi)-atiya-

hong-le. Words of sara origin aic also found m Indo-Aryan

speeches. It is not know'n clearly whether the word i Himalayan

Mongoloid origin or not but found to have been Ubcd by both of

them. It is more likely to be of Himalayan Mongoloid oiigiu. Even

in the name Bindu-sara the father of Asoka, the word sara is found

to have been used in the same sense. It is said that the body of

Bindu-sara is full of pox-marks, and since the Bir^du i. c. point of

pox-mark here, spreading over his whole body he was ghen the

name Bindu-sara. It may be mentioned hcie that the formation

of the Tndo-Aryan word Indra in suffix form of the liido-Aryans

of the later Vedic period equivalent to the Mongoloid suffix

ren. The formation of Surendra (Sura and Indra) is equivalent

to Sararen.

If the word sara is aceented with a light long in the

first vowel, it gives another meaning ‘orphan* or ‘unknown

father’ as found in the compounded word lamja^sara. The first

word lamja is a Tibeto-Burman Mangang word whereas sara is

either a Moriya or Chakkhan word. Both the words have the same

meaning and they can be used as •-lang as w^ell as refined language

according to the context. In slang both of them mean ‘bastard’

and in the refined language 'orphan*.

Besides the above mentioned words there are several words

which had hitherto been taken as Aryan root words. We may cite

some examples as follows.
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The word mithuna the supposed Aryan word meaning sexual

inieicourse is also found as a basic Meiteilon 'word giving the same

meaning often with the addition of the Tibeto-Burman suffix ‘-ba*

in present form.

The half obsolete Meiteilon uord fubi meaning 'protector of

the masses* oi ‘Lord’ is also found in the Vcdic literature with the

same meaning. In the Rgvtda find woids like Again

in Meiteilon ve find Tuh Yoi Nongta in the name of Nongta

(Paklumgba) and statements liLo "fub? ani khachikna, la^'ren ani

khaphaugnaphaioi’*. In this statement tubi and lairen are

of the same meatiing but with difierent etymologies. Tubi is

a Himalayan word.

Words like mayim, raylm etc are of similar formations. Of these

two words may hi is fi>und in Old Meiteilon like *maynn loibi

Maiemna', *m yna ShelU»y-Langmaina’ ,
wheieas rayim is found in

the Vedie litciatuie meaning Jati (wealth). Panditiaj Atombapu

Sharn a < omriuiits th.it the word rayini as found in the Vedas

mean* wc.UtJi and in Loukik the word rayim is found as *rei’ and

fiom it th(» Meitfulon word Jan is derived by iniorchanging d’ for

*
1 *.® Itmiyalbo be ouiitioncd here that the word rei is very

common in Old as well as Modem Manipuri languages. However

the meaning ot tu is tonnd with a sightly different connotation

but impliedly it means wealth The wold ret in Meiteilon means

1. Pvgvida : Anu\ aUn I. ATandala T, Chnptoi 1, sookta II, Hloka IX ,

•'liavmo ’Vriti‘a\aruija tubi jata utuksli^a

iMkdiflng dadhapt apasaiu”.

The meaning of the above passage is, ‘‘Let Mit*a\aniua who was
hoin m tubi lata biilhof the pioto< lor of the massoa

), who had
^oveisl abodec-, who had wisdom (of tho Bistras), nouiish oui btiength

and vigoui

The Vcdi( v\ord tubi jata la oquivalont to the Moiteilon woids like

tubi mapok tu, tuhi chagok-ta, tubi jat-ta.

2, Ningthouiol Lain! ubn, edited by () Bhogeaw ar Singh, page 98,

.'k Panditiaj Atomhapu Shaima , Kgveda hamhita, Chaptei 1, page-52.
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'pMMMbr*, f<rf ettiiifl^re, Ta6-ret(^y, Mlkt-MiCbaj, P6i->?d!(WBy etc.

In thM Mortis Vao-re®fba) moans ^^ciedKn'of and' irii]|^IRiiHy

weldih in"' UhMs of sheo]^ ; Katrei(ba*) moans ‘posseSSoi* of hSnli

and impliedly wealth in terms of hens, and so on. In moSTefh

Meiteilon the word rei comes as suffix forms and when it stands

alone ‘r* is interchanged to '1' and we get *let\ However there is

a tendency of totally replacing rei by /ct. In the above words

Yao, Kai, and Poi are Tai words meaning sheep, hen and goat

respectively ; ret is a Himalayan word meaning wealth , and (ba)

a Tibeto-Burman suffix. Again the Gypsy word ret* or rat meaning

*lord’ from which the English word rye derived is the same forma-

tion with that of the Sanskrit word rajan ^ The Gypsys are said

to be dark skin caucasoid people found throughout the world, and

belieVed to have originated from India. The word lat by inter-

chafi^ng *V for *r' in rat is the word for god in the dialect of some

Hiiiialyan tribes is also synchronous with the name of a Tai tribe

Lai. Thus it is seen that the etymology of the modern Manipuri*

wofd'Ias IS the same as that of the Sanskrit word rajan.

The Meiteilon word arang meaning ‘bright’ is also found in the

Vedic literature with more or less the same meaning In Vedio

literature we find words like arang krta^ meaning ‘refined’ or

‘brightened*.

The word ahang is found both in Vedic and Meiteilon words

with slight difierences in connotations. In Meiteilon ahang means

‘ego’ or ‘egotism’ but in Vedic it means *1* or ‘me*.

The Manipuri word potthi is perhaps a Pali formation corres-

ponding to the Sanskrit word buddhi with slight differences in their

connotalaons. The word potthi means some ways or means of

achieving solutions of an unsolved problem by applying intellijgtyde

or wtsdom, but buddhi mdans simply intitfigOnoe. In^moilem

Manipuri both words potthi and buddhi are used in the above

4 See Websters Dicfcionar:^

5 Rgveda : Anutaka 1 Handala I Chapter 1 eookia It sloka*'!, 'and

Anu\ aka 1 Mandala I, chapter T aookta XTV nlofca V.
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stated sefisea and in addition to that the word huSihi is also used

to*mean ‘the thinking\ e g. Kari buddhi iouri meaning ‘What are

you thinking’ ^

The current Manipiui word thok meaning 'cheat* or ‘pretence*

when used alone or like thok touba meaning ‘to cheat* or ‘to pre-

tend^ and when used with another verb like thok chai-pa, it means

a swindler who moves about to cheat others is a Pali origin

corresponding to the Sanskrit word ^thaga meaning 'to cheat’ or

‘a rogue’ The Prakrit formation of this word is thaga. The

original meaning r>f the Manipuri word thok or thok chat-pa is that

of a person who was a worshipper of Kali or a member of a religious

organisation who robbed by cheating and sometimes murdered

in the service of Kali the goddess of destruction when there was

the strongest image of Tantrio culture and Saktism in the valley

in the pre-Pamheiba period. This is also the original meaning of

the Sanskrit word sfhaga It is therefore seen that the Chakkhan

^ound tha is equivalent to stha of the Sanskrit. Hence we find

words like tha(ba) meaning ‘to plant', kuthi meaning ‘horoscope* etc,

corresponding to the Sanskrit words stha ( to plant ), kosthi

( horoscope ) etc

In obsolete Manipuri, village is called kam (also pronounced

as gSm) possibly a Bakya dialect, which in turn a Pali formation

corresponding to the Sanskrit word gram. This word is usually

found in combination with the word khun meaning ‘village’ as

in khun-kam like the combination of iaoba-hui, Mngyel>4eirdng^

laija-lshing etc and sometimes alone as in Lomhl-kdm where Loushi

is a name of a village. The word khun>kam is found in Ningthourol

Lumbuba while describing a quarrel between Yaorei})a8 and their

neighbours over the loss of chicken, goats, pigs etc., quoting the

text which states, "Yaoreiba mashabina, khun-kam <shanou-0
**

f t \

While^ the latter Tiord Loushi-gam means ‘Loushi village’ like

Cbatta-gram, Nanda«gram, Bhanu-gram etc. is found in a fable

in which an unfortunate girl named Haoshi Namoy-nu changed her

form and became a haari-ningnang (modern pronunciation is haari-

nongnang) an insect called cicada, the male of it produces loud
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&ongs by vibrating tymbal organ at the base of the abdomen at

about 4,600 cycles per second, when her step mother known as

Nganurol Loushi gam chanu who held from a village named Loushi

and who belonged to a Nginu tnbe hit on hei head by a bamboo

spoon that stirred soup This insect is aKo simply called haari

indicating haan and nongnang are words different diilccts. possibly

haari a Chakhhan]word and ningnang a Tibcto Burman word/

6 The fable nanaies how a giil named JTaoslu Namov nu of a Luwang
family who hud been brouglit up by hei step mother commonly called

Nganurol LouHhi-gam ciia m vtho held from 1 oukIii village and lUongod

to a Nganu tribo, bee amc a haari^nongnang

One day Htioshi Namoy-nu leqiiosted her 4tep raothor LouMhi-gam

chanu to permit hei to plH\ a game of *kaang* with hoi fellow giih who
had fixed a match of the game.

palom Loushi.kam t hanu-0, namom oikhoibu

ashi koioii numitta lamtha kaung mingtuni clu kphe i

pai tarn laknaai panjal nain i inniiuse huiniidi

shuignare''.

And ahe would do t) e next day all haid works of (aining paddy

fiom the barn of her father which was awa'V

**Hayeng I oiou eora ngal leimu luba clnoiakpida,

Icihou laba mangal taiabada namom < ikhoi hi ipal gi

lawai keircl ataml ada, namoiu cikhojiia ipnl gi kr iia

thongtek look, rhajgbi panphoi 1 ok pu, nnmom
eikUoina hitn tliongna, ita < iklioi lawai pboukang

lang ugo haitabaia

But the wicked mother insisted on lioi doing the ^ or k light on that

dav and not the next dav

'*Palem Louelii kain (hanu paimu phaitabi taojmg

hoigum fihiiibina, *lIoy iinoni poma O, napal ei gi

keira thongtok look, c hangbi panphoi lookpu c heng

pot lookta thongria lawai aiambadugi keirel koina

purak o ,
hainati thoiisi khue "

Although Haoslii Naraoy nii was a couiogeou^ giil, }et uho had to oboy

the command of her stop mother Bo sho wont to collect paddy fxom the

barn of hei father, and whori she leturned with a hea\y load, all her

t loths weie wet due to profuse sweating and had t ot taken mat, lier step-

mother who was found cooking, holding a bamboo spoon, again entrusted

her for pounding rice
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This fable has much impressed the people of Manipur that they

hesitate to strike the head of anyone by a spoon which stirs

food while cooking.

Most Indian scholars interpret the words of Sanskrit as purely

of Aryan origin. It may not be correct. There was a Mongoloid

empire and civilization at the time of the advent of Aryans. The

earlier Mongoloids got mixed with the Aryans in course of time.

It is very doubtful that there will neither be the image of the

Mongoloid language nor the imago of their culture in the setup of

the so-called the Vedic people, and at the same time the language

and culture of the major chunk of the population would have

vanished into the air. It would he unimaginable to assume that the

dialect of the tribe to which Gautama Buddha the founder of

Buddhism belonged, to which the emperor Asoka belonged would

have been null The tribes to which these two figures belonged

were the Himalayan tribe Chakkha ( Sakya ) and their clans.

However by tl eir time there was a strong impact of the Aryans on

their society. It would be no wrong to say that the development

of Buddhism was mainly based on the opposition of the Arya

Dharma which was by that time based on animal sacrifices.

Buddhism failed to embrace the Aryan society in general, but it

ponetiated towards the Mongoloid world.

It is believed that several of the words which arc now said as

Aryan words were of Mongoloid origin, particularly the dialect of

tho Himalayan tribes. The mixed dialect]^of Aryan and Mongoloid

‘Mamom ITaoshi Namoy-nu loutlnbana mapalgi lawai

atambadagi nura chengpot luthong pot puna maral

ontorakpada mapal-gi maral loyum yourakpada

mapabgi pliaiulain khongkhangba phalam pham-
phatan-ngeida, nura chengpot halwai potpu tharam

thaphattaringeida palom mama ohaphu tilang soupi-

na, palem pokiapimkina thouchet thoukaibu thoiha-

ngamye”.

At this attitude of the step-mother, Saoshi Namoy-nu was much
ofEended are replied.
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waB indeed Pali. Siva is not an Aryan god and hence a opn-Aryan

word, but it is generally taken as Aryan word, ^imilarjiy

Unga is very doubtful to be of Aryan origin. The phellio worslhip

was associated with the worship of Siva and hence Siva livqa was

derived. The void Uvga is not found in the Bgveda Samhitas. The

Aryan word for linga is said to be sisna as found in the text of tibe

Rgveda It is not known what would have been the pronunciation

of / inga in the Mongoloid tongue. It is most likely linga (1^) was

pronounced as Lci-Nga More details may be seen in the po-

tion on Pre-Aryan Mongoloids and their culture. Thus contrary to

the earlier belief, it was borroved by the Aryans which they used to

denote gender also. It is equally doubtful that the word tandava

a name of a dance believed to have been performed by Piya, is

of Aryan origin. As / and n are interchangeable and da also can

pronounced as ta in the Mongoloid tongue, tan is equivalent to tal

where the latter is taken as an Aryan word to mean the synchronic

rythms in dance and music. The word tantava may also be pro-

nounced as taltaca. In living Manipur! language, fan4a-va means

synchronised rythms where tal or tan is generally chimed

to be an Aryan origin i e. Sanskrit word. It is not known

whether it is a chance of coincidence or not. In the ab^^e
of concrete historical evidence it is not possible to give any

asseithe decision as yet, however the racial elements that

constituted the Meiteis or Manipuris strongly indicate an affir-

mative decision. Tal or tan is also a word for an ornament worn

**Paloni ima Nganurol LousJu kam < hanu>0, namoin

oibu nuia chengpot hallwai potpu tharam tka-

phaitaringoida, nura-gi loklou namkhuin yi, nuja

kanak khoitom yi, liuraang sekloy kanak yi-pu

kanglam kantarmgoibu, karigi sukmu leitam thezinati

loimom kurol hu-o kariki haipa-no,’*

Tho stop-mother Loushi-gam chanii t>ocame infuriated when she heard

the leply of her daughter and said, why she should disobey her.
* *

**Hey 1 imom nangdi napal eighi thouchet

khol-bu karigi wakanlakabano*’.
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by daudera* The words like t&ii-oh&-ba» t&n-yel^ba etc*

tnAtt-ning synchroniscd-moiiient, oonvenient^moiiieiit, beater of hour

etc. respectively are derived from the word tan.

In Old Manipuri the Sanskrit word raja is found to have been

written as lachi, where the last part ja is expressed as ohS.

The early Sakya tribe also pronounced the word rSja as Iftja as seen

even in Asokan period. In the Bhabra edict of Asoka it is found

to have written 'piyadasi laja Magadhe’ meaning 'Piyadasi the

king of Magadha* where Piyadasi is Priyadarsi of Sanskrit.

The word for peacock in the dialect of the Sakya tribe to which

Gautama Buddha belonged to is mora and the Sanskrit word is

mayura, Mora is also said by some scholars to be a Pali word.

It is not known who borrowed it.

Evidently it is seen from the above anal3rBi8 that we had been

looking things from the wrong end so long. It is the Sanskrit which

absorbed or borrowed from other languages and refined them to

suit their tongue and hence Pali is the mother of Sanskrit.

So the conclusion would be that the words found in obsolete as

well as current Mampuri which are also found in either Old as

well as latter Sanskrit, which we say Pali formations are indeed

true Manipuri words that had been borrowed by Sanskrit. Henoe

Sanskrit is not a^pure Aryan language but a mixed language of

And she then hit on the head of Haoehi Nsmoy*nu by the bemboo
spoon which she held* There was profuse bleeding on the head of Haoshi

Namoy«nu.

>Haina lemlei ngaot loi noinu thumtang oheinop

Meiting-ngu Nuyam Fhaba, Ngangkha lamlok chei,

langlen kongyang watang khaibi khapetna tangja

luwairenda cheipirakpagi imu paktakna mg^wg
pamphennare**.

The poor girl cried and said that she would like to Ihre on this

earth as she was very much ashamed before the neighbours and lamented
standing leaning on the door with a sobbing voioop and

^Hjey palem ima Nganuiol Louihi*kam ohanu-Op

taojittg heigum shillabip ngairong shingknp •arabi«Of
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'early Indi&n dialects whicli were a mixed product of VoBgelaidB

and pre-Dravidoids and latter mixed with the Aryan dialesit, wM«di

became known as the Indo-Aryan dialects and werebom In tnyrtbeni

India. It is lihe western stream of tiifs Moi^oiaid who not only

diq>erBed in northern India and took part in the fiaonatioa «f tiw

so-called Indo>Avyan dialeots, hot also diapeiMd u tbo SwopSSP

snb-oontinent where they got mixed with the flaaoasoids and CMW
hirlih to the Indo-Bnropean family of speeohos. Ck> the pnfix lodo in

the ahoTe two languages, Tepmseote that partioolar bnanch of the

Mm^oleid

The sufSx -ton in Mieiteilon oi Uanipun language indicates

something yonng or youngest, or something topmost part of an

object like tree or plant or stem or hill or building or life, and

so on. The etyradogy of thto salBx may he linked np wUh the

Chi^haR ( Sakiyan ) fonnation. Thii anffix has a pasallsl «r

stmiha' formation with that ofthe dhmskrit snffix ^an. Hie luuily

of langaage to wfaieh Sanskrit and Bngiisb bebng, is asid to be the

fado-Euiopean family of languages The suffix 4am is idso feund

In Bi^lisfa proper names like Pesiberton, Briton, Nosrtoa. Woshing-

ton, Horton ete. and words l&e Bingkim, SMiqdrion, vamiom oto.

jtnt as in lian^ri proper namss Him Poifsitaa. Yeihedm, Heston.

BanafeoB, Tonton (Tondon in modem Amu) oto and words Mhs

namom eMh ««i1mibb nwgM prita aaan pmg.biuli

pMiBQMntaroiye, abaagnpa toikai le*ai ^pOI

Bangki ita loiia singbu tangjs iksi wb humoM
aeliunje. Howti tlxwgahm Iskcbm pamati langlan

fesogyaag waklMMiMt auaa pnaebd elisko oarsog

jMikiu ikfti hwiftHivTffilgki icbpltiiia

mik^puDM Imiiaingbtt iiuka|4(bi^’*

She theia gradually changed her form to a dovAa.

Xhe in]||»re«iion this iablt is so Blgm$ on tho Mnaiipwri sooiety

till this Ad# *hat an angry mother mlds her ohildieam the

kitohen, k^abfhfina nak^kta 4h0duna imarUnmi^nanz onduna

tokkanV\ meaning *yau ell wiU oheoge to oioedee ^ lusting on your

heeds by this spoon*.



ymMm , iHribn,. iMm Mo. Tk& otymohgy of the SnglMi iafftc

ton » net oleael^ kaom but Seeadl it tn be e vory pofmkM
onffix ap^mlfy in pi^pes names* However ia a particular case

i.e. in the word or the name Newton it is said to have derived

from the An^b-Saxen word or suffix tun meaning town. But in

the case of Briton and singleton^ it appears, interpretation or

explaration does not give proper iuatification. It is therefore

oertoin that this suffix is either a loan word or an old, word whose

et^rmolegj ia lost in obscurity* In the above stated words singleton

simpleionf wanton the suffix gives a super-superlative degree

in singularity, simplitity, and wantage respectively but in no way
it gives the meaning of town. We give some examples of them

as follows : (1) Moirang Thoibi was a singleton among the girls o£

Ubirang. The Manipuri equivalent here is tom^hin. (2) Tomba
is a simpleton and that is the reason why he is easily decieved*

The Manipuri equivalent here is champhoot (3) Sahasarjuna was

a wantom murderer. The Manipuri equivalent here is haahngd i6a.

These examples clearly suggest that the English suffix -ton gives a

similar meaning with that of the Manipuri suffix -ton. Hence the

sufffx -ton found in English and Manipuri is of the same origin.

jbgste tbs Maospusi suifiax -ton is often gM^ confumd with

anosber suffix tons Formerly, the suffix ton is used ss the hig^ifS

or mpfersuect Ihiiit, and the lowest being the aatonyin tosa

When tAu» yoongsot cWld of a patent is refasred to the oonfnihm is

arMI, pechaps out sf the oonflkt of the measuie wboBs the eUsot

obad w takes vpyemoal limit tiw jirnrpal iaeaiLad Ttna^ba),

Taat(bi) ato. aok oa the othev head it the* youi^eat ie takeiL ae

tia bet Imit «S tke panat theefaild ie ofte» labrred t* with, tiv

BaSfta toe eaawptiv Hei4on, Khotnutea etc. Ia cOd aoaw
we find people oslied Khoi-tom^ Maadwn ete. Now th»sa£Ss Aim

iaceejEly lund exe^t in. psoper mam lik* Ttam-eha^ XooMrboaeto.

whaan cia Maaniag, ‘modi’ and ciau «^ig'

‘gpeab’ are o£

TihntopTktftnait and CluoMa odgiaa rai9aotiwd9F»ia pacalH ftfma*

tion with the Sngluh names like Tom«thumbi Toin*brown etc. and the

Sanskrit names like Putusa-tom, Kioha*tom JJaaee in. eoMlnsian
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the words ion and tom either in saffix or in prefix form found

in Bnf^sh, Sanskrit and Mampuri are of Chakkhan origin.

We may cite here some examples of common words for all

these languages* There are words like (1) neowa, (2) naowft»

(3) nava (4) nobo and (5) naya which have the same meaning.

The word neowft is an Anglo-Saxon word meaning new or some-

thing young ; naowa is a Manipuri word meaning young or new ;

nava is a Sanskrit word meaning young or new ; nobo is a Bengali

word with the same meaning as the Sanskrit word nava and naya

a Hindi word with the same meaning as that of the Sanskrit word

nava. Of those five words nobo and naya are the youngest and

are believed to have been formed in the 11th or the 12th century

A.D., neowi and naowa are the oldest. The modern English word

new is said to have derived from the Anglo-Saxon word neowa,

the Sankrit word nava is derived from the word naowa. It may

be noted that naowa is a living Manipuri*word and as stated earlier

it is of Chakkhan origin.

The obsolete Meiteilon word Ougri which originally means

^secret rituals’ or ^secret worship* usually taught in secret to the

heir apparent of a throne but later changed to singing with merry-

makings in religious functions as seen from accounts and traditions

that prince Hongnem-yoy Khunjao (Naothingkhong c 1215-50 A,D.)

received instructions on the hymns of Ougri from Hongnem the Lu-

wang king but later changed to singing with merry-making from the

period of Loiyumba (c 1310-36 A.D.) as recorded in the Oheitharoi

Kumbaba, has the same formation with the Germanic word Orgi

{Orgia in plural) from which the English word Orgy derives. The

meaning of the Germanic word Orgi is 'secret rituals’ or 'secret

worship’^ but the English word Orgy (pronounced as orji) means

celebration with wild merry-makings.

The Uanipuri interjection hey in flate tone intonation used as

an exclamation to attract intention or in asking a question is found

to have the same meaning with the English interjection hey which

7. Bee WebBter*B Dictionary.
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ii said to hare derived from the Germanic word hti with a little

difference in the intonation. In current Hanipuri the same word

hd is found with a decorative safdx ma as in hei-ma an exclama-

tion of 8ur|)ri-«e where hei in the root word.

We also find the middle English word yarwe meaning 'ready*

and Anglo-Saxon word iw or eot^ 'meaning 'tree*, wann meaning

fading of colour etc. have the words with the same meaning yare,

u(oo), wan-thaba etc, respectively in Manipuri.

The English woman forenames like Pamela, Sheila, Ida, Lisa,

etc. could haved originated from the Mongoloid words Pamel (tree),

Shei (song), Itli (my friend in feminine form), Leisa (a girl or a

hair style) etc. respectively with the decorative suffix la in the

former two cases.

The dialect of early Poirei or obsolete Meiteilon has words

with similar or parallel formations with that of, particularly, Old

Norse, Old Saxon, Old High German, Anglo-Saxon etc. which are /

grouped in the Germanic language of the Indo-European family of

Languages.

Hence the image of the presence oi an ancient race of people

who dispersed from their primeval home, possibly the Pamir plateau,

towards the European continent as far as Norway and the Indian

sub-continent and who constituted the so-called Indo-European

family of speech in the Meitei setup is evidently seen from the

above analysis.

The first part % in the obsolete Manipuri word i-yuwa generally

stands for 'my’ and -yuwa connotes something youngership with

compliments. Thus iyuwa mean* 'my lord the younger’ which

is evident from the accounts of Manipur that Ngangoi Yoimongba

a chief of Nga (Anga) tribe first addressed prince Poireiton with

the word iehuma meaning *my friend’, but later apolozised when

Poireiton disclosed his identity and said "You are not iehuma^

you are iyuwa”. The Sanskrit word yum in yum-raja, yum-janaia

etc. is perhaps derived from the Chakkhan word -yuwa. As in the

previous case tea is changed to va and hence yuwa of i-yuwa is



MudnadtesNiM. lltollMsoaM »8awtei«TMd^
hirmMHiiBi ’youDf*. K BMjrW « ted tinti «i mm» nMrtMt
t» iM^end i> thHtag Muiptm langnese m f-g

husband’. Most scholact «f hderpsete the wafliBg ef
as *g)caad father * which w not aeoeptabla.

CWenriy we augi also projeet jn-obabfe bnslDtiMwd fts-w*.

tioiie fscm the Moegcdeid woede The Aryeos praooiuMMd the *4*

sound of the Mongoloid ee ‘1* lit titMr oms way ct atyik

Words of Mongoloid origin

‘Si’

(b) lei (flower)

melei (an orchid I

ebaweli (jainwiwi
hhecfiMeeki (an esehid)

sphifeii (« hied ef flawec>

hadSmbsilsi (» kud of omhid)

(c) leika (petal)

jaba-leiki (petal of jaba)

anhadeika (petal of amba)

mableika (petal of mal)

sepbadeika (petal of sepha

tbanbid-leika (lotus petal)

^ )s«a (pciaaeas/qasBe^

IraMjefaea (pnosesalmi)

MadborXeiHa (pcihoeM.Msi^>
(ptanoMaQaib^

Ftolyable SiGiiislcrttiBBd fernniions

T

Liohhavi

Linouta/Iiiuota

lUma

Iti

fi/n

meli

aeph^

kadamban

jabalika

ambalika

mallik&

sephalikS

thamballlkt

Iftuk/iiiiili

kb(Uiiiliio&

QttkpHxw^

Tsjnviini

(a) Meiri (toch)

Leichh&ri (a girl or a hair dressing)

Iteinaota (flower that blooms later)

I-tewna (my sister-iadaw)

I..tii (my change Le. closure)
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fK) UilCUI<iM'4fEiU,

MidiiHkii)

tdwi pool ooneiril)

oltwei <oMli)

IdunrafeiM (penoil)

fcbaiei (temri)

AUH TUitiMdttiii

lo olio fiNiMlin

•Id llMiipai.

tftri

bhorofaVEhoni

kbnfti

tf) The Mongoloid aonnd tha is also Bometimes pronoonoed as cHAa

in the Sanskritised fotmations.

tha

thei-ba (siding)

tham-ba (to keep)

thon (work, hasten)

nl'thei (to hide)

tharo (lily)

(g) Some assoTted words,

dual (eatde, dia faban)

ohft (olbpring)

khtit (hand)

Ion (rioe plant or field)

(tDa)-rii (seed)

stha

stbir/sthito

sthamba

Bthu

nasthi

Bthak (like Bthaia-kanula

lower)

dianda

jSh

ghat

mb
i-rfi

floBU of the words given above, for example; thambillika may

net bo fanad in the Sanskritised stmctures in Sanskrit texts. It

io a demoostcatuin of Sanakritiaation of the words thambal and

Jfliki. The woid thambal is not to he found in the words of the

HfiwnlayrT* MoT\golnidB so it is a Tai word originated from KhnioSl

• Tai tribe.

pindlie wondiip la sussosiBted iritb Siva enlt. Bad it

nriniMntoil Asm Ube Himalayan Mongcikrid trikes sriio dsvrii^ied ike

Hs» oult tko wasd Unga shonld have • weaning in tbsir dialeeia.

As disonssed earlier Lei is prononnoad ae Xi and Ngi as ongl,

IdOfa eoali have haen LsiNgl Hi ttanpnri eoitare female

tnpnfe nfNMMdad by lowssa yitieaferiy latos in Etsaifena.
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XJTia minora is generally given the name Lei*nft (petal) in literal

ture like Leika where the latter gives emphasis on the stalk of the

petal. Again in the Tibetan Language thigh is oalled Lei-shft, As

for male organ it is nntraoeable but Lei-Ngk seems to give a

meaning something like ‘flower king’. Female organ is also oalled

‘lai’ in modem Manipuri language. It may not be fax wrong to

assume that in the culture of these Himalayan tribes spoke *lei-na’

for female organ and ‘lei-nga’ for male organ m literature. It is

therefore most probable from the Mongoloid word Lei*Nga the

Sanskrit word Unga is derived. The word hnga became a vocabu-

lary of Sanskrit denoting ‘gender’ in grammar also It may be

noted the word lei meaning garland or wreath of flower in Austro-

polynisian dialects is also the same formation. In modern Manipuri

ear ring is also oalled leu

(J) Case endings - The case endings ki and g%.

Manipuri language uses several case ending particles of which

we pick up and gi. When these two endings came into use»

only the particle ki is found to be in vogue. In obsolete Manipuri

ki is found to have been used as ke. This is perhaps the early

Meiteis had no sound for ga, they had only ka and so in old

language we find only ki. By gradual change with the adoption

of more sounds the particle gi came into use Now the applica-

tion of ki and gi alone becomes a grammar. In early Manipuri the

case endings were very limited rather there were more inflectional

forms. We come across in old language several words with little

case endings applied, for example, iyencha, iokchE etc. When

these words are disintegrated they become %*yen-cha and e-ok-cha,

where i-yen-cha means ‘my-hen-small’ and i-ok-oha means *my-pig-

smair. It is seen that instead of using or applying case ending

particle the word e% meaning ‘I’ has changed to t meaning *my’.

The modem form of iyencha is ei-gi-yen-ma-ohS where gi and

ma are inflectional particle. Similarly the word iokeha is also

changed to ei-gi-ok-ma-chfi.

As late as the middle of the 20th century A.D., in some remote

comers of Manipur, sentences of the following types were found to
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ham been used. The eentonoe ism afAnaeiiTe form wfili HmHe4
ttie of proper oaee endings, bat by the action of the toflmr it

IlGidloates an interrogative sentence. Jfama teiihel tafij tafdej

maaxdng *yoar mother market goes marimt not goes’ which literally

mesns 'Has your mother been to market t’. The modem form is

Ha^na keithel ka*khi-ba-ra ka«khi-da-ba-ra ?

(K) Sttccessive adding of case endings :

Unlike other langnages Meiteilon has developed peonUar types

of words in which different case endings have been successively

added to the word giving different meanings and senses* It Aows
that some sort of drilling in the •art of using case endings were

practised. An example of it is given below.

Ohd^ba (meaning 'to eat’)

Cbi«ba*gi

Cha-ba-gi-da

Chg.ba*(gi)*da.gi

Chg-ba-(gi)*da-gi-ni

Chd-ba-(gi}da-gi-ni na, and so on.

By performing permutation and combination of adding the

case endings it is possible to have several words originating from

the word ehaba The structure of case ending Is found to have

changed to Cha-ka-ta-ne and finally to Cha-ga^da*ni. Again in

early Meiteilon we find words like leiyoikt, IwoUmOU etc. whidh

when analysed to modem Manipuri context, it is seen that they

are Iei6a-ya6a-thi&a and Hao-tamthi&a respectively. It incUcates

modem Manipuri contains much Tibeo^Borman sufAV; **ba* or

^pa’ than early llfoiteilon an indication of pressure of Tfoeto*

Barman dialects on the language.

The Tibeto-Burman suffix -ba is also foasd in the different

dialects of Magadhi origin spoken in Bihar, and abc in Bengali

and Assamese specially in root verbs indicating impact of the

Tlb0to*>BurmanB. Thus we find sentences like, in tiie dialects of

Bihar: Kah ehalba ; in Manipuri: Kaiai (Kodai) ekaOibai in

Bengsli : Biofkai choUho ; in Assamese : Kot jabo, whete ja Is a
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Uter pronunciation of eha, etc. The impact of 'nbeto-Suraum

d4i^leot<} on Magadhi dialects cannot be expected to be much
eailier than the 9th centuiy A.D. The similar words in the different

dialects mentioned above are perhaps Nga (Anga) origin.

The Hindi word tnei meaning with a little nasal sound

probably derived from two words by compounding them, namely

mi and (mi fei) meaning ‘man* and ‘I* respectively where mi is

n Tibeto-Burman origin Similarly the word admi is also derived

from two words Sd and mi where the word ad is a form which

gives a meaning something like 'other* or 'that*. In a likewise

manner the Bengali words a-mi and tu-mi are also derived from

Mongoloid root word mi where the prefixes and tu indicate

some forms of ‘I* and ‘you* respectively. The Assamese woid

moi meaning 'I* too seems to have derived in the nature of Hindi

formation as above with the Tibeto-Burman suffix ‘O* as mi-O
t
e%

»moi. It may be mentioned here that the Old Manipuri word

for man is tamba and tayam before adopting the Tibeto-Burman

word mi.

We may investigate some word formations in the fbnowing

sentences

:

0) Hindi ; Mei ckaUe-dtaltt thak^ayi, (2) Bengali : Am
cMie^hdte ihob^se, and (3) Manipuri : Ei iAatna-duftm ckohtha-

fChpi. In the above sentences the words mei and a-mi are mixed

ftirmBlbioas and ei is an original word. The wonis ohahe. oholte

and ehatna are all of Sakiyan origins. In the words ftoit-gayi,

^Aeb-goise and cfaokt^-rakyi the root word is'Aa oorrespouiing to

the Sanskrit formation stha* With this root word we find sesml

Mainipvtri words like (to weather), taanMi^ (fainting, finding),

dMkAa (prooeed on), mon-iha (amoothien)^ kdnAha (quiit) etc.

The word tdntha is probably derived from the way with wUch
the quilts were originally made. The quilts were original^ made

by Stitching together pieces of worn out cloths p9ed into layenr

with a cover.
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Oar oflxt will be the iavesl^gatioa on, how md

when the sophisticated use of ease endings started. Was it a spon*

taneous growth out of necessity ! The use of case endings are

found in all the three linguistic groups of Tibeto-Burman dialects

namely Burmese, neo-Burmese and Tibeto-Burman and the Hima-

layan dialects quite early before they fused together. But the

use of it was not much sophisticated as found when the three

groups merged into a single unit. Upto about 1200 A.D. the use

of case endings was very much limited and most of our literary

works were written by about the lOth century A D. and were then

copied and reooi>ied, but few of them were written by about

1600 A. D, Taking the earlier date, it is most likely that the

scholars of that period would have taken the context from their

elders who maintained the story or the account through oral

transfer. There is also every possibility that the elders used earlier

language than that of their own. In this way they could transfer

and reproduce the language spoken some 10 or 15 generations

ahead of them. So it is estimated that they could transfer the

language of about 1350 A.B at the earliest Literary sources do
not indicate the sophist’cated use of case endings was in vogue at

about 1450 A. D. As time passed on the above referred fyenoha

structure is found to have changed to Ei-gi^yen-ma-cha*, It is

therefore presumed that the sophisticated use of case endings

started from about 1350 A.D. at the earliest.

It is also not known how far the oral transfer could give the

picture of the dialect of the early Polreis of about 800 A D. We
are relying mainly on the literary source of tho later period. It

is also seen that, if, Meiteilon is left alone there is a tendency of

changing the word forms instead of adding case endings. The
impact of other exteinal force is not ruled out.

It is seen in history section that Meiteilon had a contact for

the first time the Indo-Aryan language, an altogether different

fa'Trily of language at about 1225 A-D. It was the dialect of

Bangals and proto-Bangals now obsolete As stated earlier the

dialect of Beugal was bom at about 1100 A.D. By about 1235
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A.D. die was also hardly on her feet. In Bengal today the language

of about 1100 A.D. is taken as obsolete language.

It has been discussed in history section that the Bangal had

matrimonial relation with prince Naothingkhong of Poiroi. Since

then a social intercourse started between the principality of Poirei

and the Lamangdong principality of Basis It is a natural course

of a language when two groups of people speaking different

languages mixed socially by trade and commerce, by intermarriages

and by other forms of social contact of recognised social institu-

rions, the two languages got mixed. As discussed in the Poirei

Hdteiy the Bangals and the Basis lived together with them with all

norms of social contact. They influenced the spiritual life of the

Poireis. The myth and concept of fresh wave of Saivism had a

strong impact on the social setup of the Poireis. All these pro-

cesses exposed sufficiently for the image of the new stock of

Indo*Aryan language on Meiteilon The exposure of Meiteiion on

Indo-Aryan^^language was short. It was hardly for about four

decades. The contact of the two languages specially in the forma-

tive period is evident from the fact that some words are found in

both the languages in obsolete forms. The word mardl is found in

borii Manipuri and Bengali in obsolete forms, however in the case

of the former language it is still used in literature but not in

spoken language. Another word sagol which in Meiteilon means

'horse*, while in Bengali with variation of pronunciation means

'goaf. It is most probable that words like those mentioned

in (A) Addressing nouns, are of this period. One important thing

to be noted as stated above is that the languages under consi-

deration are not modern languages. They are by now obsolete

languages.

(L) Suffixes and prefixes

:

Since Meiteilon is composite in nature, it has got a number

of suffixes and prefixes, of which the decorative suffixes ma, ta,

(dfi frequently in modern pronunciation), Ifi, bfi, and iya or yi

may be discussed. When the word ma is added to a word in a

form it simply becomes a decoratiTe suffix similar to that
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of the Tibeto-Burman suffix 6a. In the word as

discussed earlier the word hai-mi is an exclamation where ma is

a decorative suffix and the root word is hei the same old Germanic

word htu The decorative nature of this suffix is clearly seen

from the following sentences * chatpibasu yai-mS (You/we too may

visit), madumw setp^basu phei-ma (If it is dressed like that, it too

looks good), etc. In these sentences even if the suffix ma is

removed the meanings do not appreciably change. Similarly we get

words like hainti^md (said so), chanei-ma (fitting), phajei-mii (nice),

etc. The Tibeto-Burman suffix ba may also be added to those

words in place of ma the result gives more or less the same

mefaning like haineibd^ chanet~hd, phajeUba, etc. It may be noted

that with the addition of these decorative suffixes ma or ba, it

seems to give a little emphasis on the meaning of the word. Further

this suffix ma may also be added to all nouns and verbs. Thus

we get words like pai-ma (mind), toang-ma (beyond), lai-ma (much),

ndm-^wa (single), pot-ma (pair), tU’-md (even number), chatli-ma

(going), iunUi-ma (sleeping), etc. The suffix ta is also found in the

words like mai-ta (facial appearance), mon-da (mind), khut-tfi

(hand), khon-dft (manner of speech or voice) etc. Now the appli-

hations of da the other form of ta and ta itself have become a

grammar. The word da with a short and heavy tone is a case

ending particle including its counterpart ta, for example, mauda

meaning *on face’, khut4a meaning 'on hand’ etc. As regards la

it is almost dead by now, and na is frequently used in place of

ma, for example, in the above sentences we can replace ma by na

and we obtain chatpiba9u yai-na, madum-na eetpibasu pheuna etc.

only a slight difference in the nature of emphasis, where, with the

suffix na the sentences give certain subjective emphasis. The

suffix iyfi or ya may also be added to most of the nouns specially

proper names and it is now dying out due to the pi'essure of the

Tibeto-Burman suffix ba though at one time a very popular suffix,

for example, Ghongth ^miya, Lourembiyfi, etc. are now replaced

by Chongthamba, Louremba, etc. respectively. Execept ba the

rest of the suffixes are of Sakiyan or Mbriyan origins.
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Am regards prefix ^vre get one prefix ‘a’ wkioh is geneeaHj

added to verbs to change to noux^ and adjectives^ e g. a-ngang

(fed), a-ekfim (straight), a-hei (skill) etc. Hence it is an adjective

suffix

Besides the above, the suffix 8u seems to be a Tibeto-Burman

origin that has impact not only on Manipuri but also on other

dialects of the Magadhi otigin. The original meaning of this suffix

is *too’ in the vords like ei-su (I-too), ma-su (he>too), chaba-su

(to eat too) etc. Tn some of the dialects of Magadhi origin we find

the word ka-sii from which the modern Hindi word ku-sh derived

in a similar formation with the Manipuri word kci-su derived from

kari-su ( what too ) with modern meaning 'something* usually

associated with a negative.

The Burmese interrogative suffix la seems to have an impact

on Meiteilon with a change in ound to the form r<i, and the proto-

Bangal suffix la too with the modern sound da, but there is no

concrete evidence. The modern Manipuri word cha^qa^da-ba-ne is

derived from tbo tailier wonls cha-la-ne and cha-kn-ta-ne where

da and ta are the same words The modern inflectional particle ki

is found to have been used as he in early writings, for example,

i-rat-ke-se In Bangal language hi and ke aro words meaning

respectively what anti y\hn

The infleeiioiial paiticle ta is also found in word forms in

Manipuii, which is {leihaps one of the words belonging to one of

the dialects of the Himalayan Mongoloids. The root word ta

meaning 'girl’s girl friend’ or 'woman’s woman friend’ is found to

exist with a prefix pronoun in the possessive form, for example, i-ta,

na-tk, and ma-ta meaning 'my-friend, your-fnend, and his-friond

respectively where «, and ma are the possessive forms ei (1),

nsng (you) and mahak (she) respectively.

It is therefore most probable that some of these inflectional

particles were from the Burmans, classic Tibeto-Burmans, Bangals

and proto-Bangals besides other Himalayn Mongoloids. In the

Bangal language there were Nga (Anga) elements which were also
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am of the basic clementc of Manipiiri laagoage. The Ohiaace, Tai

and t^ne Tibetan haire very little or no inflectional particle. The

mixing of the different dialects is the main cause of having a chain

of inffectional particles in Manipnri langmage.

We have so far analysed a sampling of some basic words of the

so-called Indo-Aryan origin. We also give room for possible errors,

misinterpretations, chance of coincidence, subjective and objective

judgements etc. and say fifty per cent of our findings are faulty.

Even then the images of the modern Indo-Aryan languages are

clearly seen.

We al<=;o can detect easily those Indo-Aryan words coming

recently and not involved in the formation of the language, for

example, iarpan {tarpon), 8hr»dt*a {Sorat), etc. and more recently

of the 20th century A.D. AkaekvarU, Adhibesan etc These words

particularly the latter two are generally felt something foreign te

the speakers of Manipuri langauge but never so in those words

which took part in the formation like t^da, mima, khuri, pukhri

etc. which are the basic words of Manipuri language though they

have link with that of modern Indo-Aryan languages. The

grammar of Meiteilon is almost in parallel formation with that the

Magadbi Pali. One distinct characteristic of Meiteilon is that the

numerals are put after the article unlike other Indian languages

e«g. mee mart meaning *men four’, but in most Indian languages

the numerals come first.

The words et and i (pronounced as E) are the same words in

different forms, the former being nominative and the latter

possessive cases, a distinct example of infiectiou without applying

any infiectional particle. The above two words are respectively

equivalent to the English I and my and the Sanskrit words aham

and mama. Owing to the evolution of the language the word i is

now found only in the prefix forms, and no independent existence

is found, for example, i-ma, i-pu etc., the English equivalents

ore my-mother, my-grandfather etc. respectively. Even other

wosdis are also added to Uke ei-gi f-ma, ti-gi which gives the

same measdag as above where the iufleotional particle pf is a
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posaearive ease ending, but there is more emphasis in the meaning.

In some cases if ei-gt is added the word t is generally dropped^

for example, in the i-yum meaning my-house if is added,

it generally assumes the form et-gi yum removing the sarplua

word i which has the same meaning with et-gt rather than

ti-gi i^yum except at the time of emphasis. Thus the word { in the

prefix form is generally confused with the main word and appears

to be a single word which is perhaps the sequence of the impact

of other dialects which do not exhibit inflections like that of the

Chinese. Tai and true Tibetan which belong to the Sino-Tibetan

family of languages. In Manipuri language the word % in prefix

form is very common and most of the nouns may have this prefix.

The word nang meaning *you* is changed its form when used

in possessive form to na meaning *your* usually in prefix form as

above but it has no independent existence in the present context

and when it is to stand alone the word assumes the form nang-gi

with the addition of the inflectional particle gi, for example,

nang-gi yum, nanggi (i)md etc meaning 'your-house, your-mother*

respectively are changed to the forms na-yum, na-ma etc. res-

pectfully. Similarly most of the nouns may also be added with

this prefix. In compounding the words e* and navg meaning I and

you the form is changed to ibinga and the modem form is ibani.

The pronouns ma and mahak meaning *it’ and 'he* respec-

tively are in current use but the pronoun mg is often changed into

other forms, for example, ma-nam, ma-mal etc meaning respectively

its-smell, its-price etc. The word hak of ma-hak means sometimes

*seir as shown in the word formations like ei*hak-ki, i-hik-thak-ti,

sana-hak-tak-ta etc.

We may also cite another case, when a word like leipak

meaning *land’ or 'piece of earth’ is used either in prefix or in

suffix it changes its form to lei, for example, leipak-pan in<^ni|ig

'an earthen datn’ and leipak-matum meanii^ 'a lump of earth*

are changed to lei-pan and lei-tum respectively, and Hfio leipftk

'land of the Hao’ and Sanglfi Impak 'land of
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KanglSL are changed to Hfiorei and Eanglef renpeetirely. But the

modern meaning of leipan and haorei are however slSghtly ohanged

and now they mean *an earthen walling to protect a homestead*

and ^direction' respectively. Originally the Bao tribes inhabited the

south of the Poirei Mangangs which they ealled Biorei meinuig the

land of the Hgos and from its association the meaning of -Haorei

had changed to the south direction and still it further ebanged to

mean«siiiip]y ‘direction^

It is seen From the above analysis that the root word in

Mauipuri language for mother is mi and for price is maL As for

ma it is a very common word for most of the languages but fqr

mul it is found in the Sanskrit word mvXyc^. It is therefore seen

that i]\c Sanskrit word mulya is derived from the root word wA by
adding the suffix -ya.

As dittcnsBed in the previous sections, the word i of i-rgt or

i-lat seems to be the possessive form of the word et, since we find

words like lam lai, mncbi-lat, Kasha-lat etc. The root word for

‘worship’ or ‘adorn* is therefore rat or lat. Besides the Vedio

word i-rah, we also find Tcdic words like i-late, i-lita etc. which

also connote the above meaning. But in the later Vedio this word i

is found with confusion and seems to be one word along with the

Suffix part, and renders a meaning like ‘me* or 'us*. In the

Rgveda several sentences with this word i are found of which we

may quote a sentence, “Agne sukhamate ratha deva i4ita abah

ashi hota manuhrtya**, the Manipuri rendering Is “Hey f-Kte

mei-0.. meaning, “0 fire, thou art adorned or worshipped by

me or us.«,,.“. Hence there is a strong indication of the word i

in the early Vedic language carries a meaning 'my* and has the

same formation with the Manipuri word i which is also in con-

fusion. Complementary to the above, we find another Vedic word

na-h meaning *1* and the Manipuri word na-ftah meaning 'you*.

Again the English word at meaning *1* which also belongs to the

Jndo-European family of languages, has the same meaning and

similar formations with the Manipuri word ci. In MddRe
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English the nominative form is i the same word formation with the

Manipnri word i.

Besides ^mother’ these words namely ei and a* are the most

basic human words. Hence there is a strong indication that the

words ei, at, i etc. belonged to the dialect of an ancient race who
dispersed from the Pamirs towards the Indian sab-continent and

Europe, to which the Sakya and their cognate tribes belonged

Every word of the Manipur! vocabulary being composite in

nature, is possible to disintegrate them into their respective origins.

There is a very popular literary language, the phrase, sabi ibema

thanglen manja pSmubi, while addressing to a sweet heart by a

boy and sabi ibungo thanglen manja pam i ba by a eirl to her

sweet heart. Here the word Sibi meaning youth but originally it

meant ylbi meaning girl is a Sikya-Himg formation like i-8<bi,

i-sanou etc. ibema is a modern pronunciation, the old pronuncia-

tion is ipema meaning *my affectionate girl’ Again the word

ipema may be split up into i-pema where ( pronounced as E )

means *my’ and pem% means 'affectionate girl*. Both » and perm

are Sakya or Moriya formation which the Sanskrit transformed

into the word prema* The modern connotation oi the word is to

mean something a girl with tender emotion, as for example a father

or mother address his or her daughter with the word iberm.

Thanglen is perhaps a Mayang word, that is, a Bodo-Tai formation

where thanglen {i4hang4en) means 'my chief counterpart’. Manja

is a Mangang word, that is, Bodo-Anga formation which in the old

pronunoiatioQ is man-cha where man is the man of i-man meaning

matrimonial house or family and cha the Bodo word meaning child.

Pamubi seems to a Mangang formation with the feminine suffix

and meaning is something precious. In the second phrase the

word ibungo may be split up into i-baung-ngo which is probably a

Burmanised Himalayan Mongoloid formation where t means my,

haung is originally an addressing word to a boy with tender

emotion and ngo a suffix for a superior.

Again the word ma-ral meaning at present house or home,

the original meaning his^rhouse or his-home, has the root word r&l
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or ran. Thus we get words like i-ral or i-ran, na-ral or na-rin

meaning my-home or my-house, your.home or your-house respeo*

tively . The original root word ral or ran seems to be a Nga(Anga)

formation. This root word often carry another meaning like

possession or wealth. In Manipuri language we find word forma*

lions like na-yum moiigba na-ran yai simply meaning *your-home'

or ‘your-house’. The word is earlier pronounced as yim in

word like ma-yim meaning ‘who dwells’, and as stated earlier is

a Chakkhan formation. The word mongha is a Tibeto-Burman

formation of Tai origin and na-ran as stated above is a Nga fonna-

mation. The last word yai is perhaps a Chakkha-Tai formation

and connotes something like gem or something central e8<«cnce as in

yai-hi meaning, soul or life. With the word yoi we find other

formations like yoi-ma-yai meaning sun. Again the word yoi gives

a connotation like ‘brightnes that spreads far and w'de’ or some-

thing ‘ever expanding* as found in the phrase like yoi-b%t yoi-hen

iaUiha which connotes something aiming a high glory’. Besides

yii and yoi there is ahother word yel which also carry some abstract

meanings.

Ill the phrase malayu'noongsitcna’niba, the word malaya is a

Moriya word meaning breeze, the word noongnit is a Tibetan

Khamba origin moaning wind and namiba meaning gentle is pro-

bably a Himalayan Mongoloid formation with the Tiboto-Burman

suffix 6a. The meaning of the phrase is ‘the gentle breeze’. The

other word for wind is malang hoomoiba Here tho word malang is

a Nga (Anga) formation with the root word mala of the word

malaya where ya is a Moriya suffix and hoomoiba is a Tai forma-

tion with Tibeto-Burman suffix ‘-ba’. The word malang hoomoiba

38 also used as the other name of Nongpok the supposed ancestor

of the Nongbals.

British scholars classified the Manipuri language in the Tibeto-

Burman language of the Kuki-Ohin group. Although the mother

tougue of this writer is Manipuri yet he finds a great difficulty in

understanding the old and archaic language, and in several cases

he is unable to understand the meaning. Not only the writer but
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B&rml fwnditft wbo demoted thm Hrw m the study of the

a^itluiki lmt^(tihge do not understand them fully as evident ^from

ihi reildertngs 6f old passages into modern languagSv Lot us

quote ua example^ ^Yaorei leiydthi khunkam leinamung-0’ a

passage from Ningthourol Lambuba. In this passage the word

kkwniim is edmply rendered as *village\ but on fuithor invos*

tigaiioKi with anoldier word Loushikam as discussed earlier in

eonjunct with the historical background the word is found to

have Dompounded by two words of the same njoaumg but

haring different etymologies namely khan and kam when^ both the

words hare the saohe meaning ‘village". Had there been a

hyphen in between the two words in tin manusoiipts^ the inves-

tigation would have been easier. The word kam is iound in I’ali

of the Asokan period which later eoiei god «is the Sanskiit word

gram* Hence it is seen that kam is a Sakiyaii word and Ichun

eithef a Tibeto-Burman or a uoo-Tibctan wotd 'I Jie inodotn ioim

fbrtheVord leiyathi is lei(b)-ya(ba)-tlii(ba) Tnodinng ‘oeaniilora

habituble land* and in the word ieinamimg (lei-na inuagj the first

word lei means ‘to inhabit’, na means ‘no" whicli also later

emerged as SanBfcrit word. As foi the I.irI woid niuug, it h
supposed to be a Tai word meaning ‘city’, lienee leriK.-mung

mesns ‘un-inhabitable city’. But the void na-mung ifi raodein

context has a somewhat different meaning like ‘incompitibility’ say,

when a ritual is being performed end no stianger is supposed to

rksiit it, hut it so happens that a straiigci is found present then the

ritual is said to have lost its value, which is called na-mung. The

suffix O is a case ending particle similar to that of the modern

W^rd hai^na. It is a very sad thing that the British scholars who

had no knowledge of the language handled and gave a hasty

decision on it. And the Indian scholars too tune to the findings

of thuue British scholars. But those British officers and travellers

who entured the Imphal valley and found an oasjs of civiliiz;ation in

a Vast sma of barbarkns, studied ^ts peo}>le and their language

to Mhe tould not give their deeieiou ou them which

veMim tiU this date.
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The roafloii for the British scholars wlio put the Manqwi
language into the siib-fainily of Kuki-Chin of 'ribeto-Burman, seems

to be from the fact that; there arc coinjiion vocabularies between

Manipuri and Kuki-Chin. The ])iesonce of common words does

not indicate a eoiiiinon family, 'Hie cotint ing words of modern

Manipuri like nina, auiy ahmw, an\ etc. ure of Tibetan

origin except (twenty) vliicli soeras to bo of Austiic origin.

Most of the abo\e staled scholars examined words of lanamun

objects like sun, moon, v‘aky etc., limbs of the body like face, eye,

and drew their decisions. They did not iiuo ligate the grammar or

rather the vords which would constitute the grammar. Most of the

names of limbs of body in modern Manipuri aie Tiboto-Burinan

origins The word for the <‘ommoii object, say, snn is nnmTl which

is a Tibeto- Burman of Man origin. Tt may be jjoted that the word

numit became popnhir in mf»dern period due to the presHure of

Tibet o-Burmans, but the earlier popular wo )id for it is yoimayai.

With this background the above sebolais hu'^tily calcgoti'-efl the

Manipuri language in Knki-Chin of tlie Tibeto- Bin inan family The

family of a language i'^ lo bo ilotm’iniued by the grammar but niit

by the common vocabularies or woids. A\omay cite a living

example here by the following sentence • (a; A«j»na-gi khela-di

bliayanL'kur-ni, am) (b) Adom-er sanah.i-to iikiba-hoi. In the

first sentence 7t)% of the words or sounds are Bengali and 30

^

are Manipuri. 'fhib typt‘ of .sentences an* sp<jkeii by the Manipurls

in Bengali infested aieas of Oacliar and '1Vipura. On the other

hand the second sequence contains 70 'o Manipuri and 30 Bengali

words or sounds, and such type of sciiteuccH are usually spoken by

the Bengalis in Minipuri infested areas of Cachar. Yet the

first sentence is Manipuri and the second one is a Bengali.

Again the Burmese language which also categorised as a

Tibeto- Rurman had a strong impact of the Himalayan Mongoloid

disAects even in root verbs too. We may cite an example as

foilowB : Thameng chabcla, moaning *Do (yon) eat rice where

the rent verb oha is a Hinaalayan Mongoloid origin.
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The elaasifioation of the Manipuri language in the group of

Kuki-Ohin of the Tibeto-Bunnan language family is much mis*'

leading and it is seen from the above analysis that it has relatively

very little to do with the Kuki-Chin language. However Grierson

in liis linguistic Survey of India, Vol. HI, part III, wrote, “The

denomination Kuki-Chm is purely a conventional one, there being

no proper name oomprising these tribes. Meithei-Chin would

have been a hotter api>ellation, as the whole group can be sub-

divided into two groups, the Meithei and the various tribes which

are known to us under the names of Kuki and Chin. I have,

however, to avoid confusion, retained the old terminology'*. He
also further wrote. “Meithei is the chief language of the Manipur

valley and has apparently a long and independent development*'.

According to some scholars the Tibeto-Burman language is a

sub-family of Sino-Tibetan family of languages. Besides Tibeto-

Burman, the other members of the family are the Tibetan,

Chinese and Tai or Thai. Again some scholars say that the Chinese

and Tai languages aio the sole members of the Sino-Tibetan family

of languages, while some otheis describe them tube Smo-Siamese

or Binitic in which the Athabascan languages may also be included.

Anyway the classification of the Sino-Tibetan family and its various

sub-families, is still unresolved.

Certain characteristics of the Sino-Tibetan family of languages

are that they have in common several features which show to

a lesser or greater extent in the individual tongues. They show a

general tendency to be monosyllabic and isolating. In most of the

isolating languages the words do not change their forms or show

infiections but they are tonal. Since relative absence of inflection,

the key to expressing grammatical relationship is the word order.

Very ckften two words of similar meanings are put together to give

emphasis or to make the sense clearer. The putting of one word

twice, for example, m{-mi{na), avha-macha{gi) etc, in Manipuri

language is perhaps an image of this family but with a different

grammatical connotation. This type of formations cannot be

regarded as the sole characteristic of Tibeto-Burmans, since

such formations are not only found perhaps in the maximum in
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the Valayasian languages but also to some extent in the Vedio and

Indo-Aryan languages.

The Tibeto-Burxnan languages are likely to be tonal and may

vary from two to six tones They are less monosyllabic and

isolating than that of the other members of the Bino-Tibetan

family and in fact somewhat agglutinative as the Manipuri

language does and exhibit some degree of inflection. In the old

Manipuri words like shingyeUleirSng, laija-ishing, etc. meaning

flower, water etc. respectivelv. two distinct linguistic elements,

each of which exist separately and has the pame meaning are

joined to form words, is Paid to be a distinct characteristic of the

Tibeto-Bnrman language family. The Tibetan language is also

grouped under the Tibeto-Burman family. But the Tibetan

language which was originally the Lhasa dialect is monosyllabic

and isolating and has a relative absence of inflection. On the other-

hand the Manipuri language exhibits a high degree inflection

unlike other Tibeto-Burman languages as discussed earlier. The
grammatical inflections and other inflectional particles of the

Manipuri language are much similar to that of Pali and also to a

great extent to that of modern Indo-Aryan languages and other

dialects of Magadhi origins. No doubt there are words of Tibetan

language particularly Eham-pa and other monosyllabic Tai origins

in Manipuri language, but they do not alter tho grammar. Words
can be borrowed but not the grammar. Hence the Tibetan and

Manipuri languages do not belong to the same family.

It may be noted that among the Tibeto-Burman dialects the

ancient neo-Burmese tribes who later mixed with other tribes and

became known as Old Kuki and hence New Kuki too may have

some inflectional forms.

The case endings and other inflectional forms which consti-

tute the body of grammar of the language are the fundamental

differences between Manipuri and other Sino-Tibetan family

of languages. The Manipuri language is therefore the youngest

daughter of Tibeto-Burman and Mongolo-pre-Dravidoid ( i. e.

Indo-
) languages nourished in a family of Tibeto-Burman» to have
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ehamc(9ri9«d by ittself a branch or a sub-family of a language

which is between the Sino-Tibetan and Indo-European families with

a versatile capability of ea^pressing thought and to have an inde-

pcjulent development for a considerable length ol time, and is to

be oategorisod with a new nomenclarure the *lndO- Mongoloid'

language.

Sounds of Meiteiion are mainly pioduoed at the tip of tlie

mt^utb by tile movement of the lip and tip of the tongue. It has

less nasal sounds and practically free from throat sounds. The only

woid ftga has nasal sounds, and it does not have any throat

Round like Arabic k/a. The early Meiteiion had only twentythrec

sounds All the sounds of a word arc n^ade up of two to four

tones, that the main vowel is acoonU^d in two to four tones

namely (a) short-light tone, (b) short-lxeavy tone, (c) long-light

tone and (d) long-heavy toiu'. So mo^t of the words have two to

four meanings It may be noted that most of the words of

Aryan origin do not change or alter their meanings by altering

their tones. Wr give some exampUs of tones as follows :

Meiteiion Encrlish

(a) kam-ba luioy

(k-o-i -bo)

Remarks

Where the first ‘u’ is in short-

light tone as in light tone.

(b) kara-ba to kill

(k-g-m-bo)

Where the first ‘a' is in short-

heavy tone as ^/sr in heavy tone.

To) kaaniba to blow

(k-A-m-bo)

Where the first ‘aa* is in long-

lidit tone as «j1/3rT in light tone.

(d) kaamba (o be untidy Whcie the first 'aa' is m long-

(k- a -m- bo) hcovy tone as heavy tone.

In writing a word like hamha ot Meiteiion by the Roman

script shown above, it could have been any one of the above four

words, it can only be differentiated by the context. Meiteiion

is a tone language.®

8. There ate several Chinese languageR which belong to the Sino-Tibetan

or Sinitif family of langnageB, of whirli Mandatm apoken in Testing is the
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The intonation of Mdtoilon sjmken in Imphal which is taken

ns the stnndnid is a flal aontid \rithout mnoh rise or fall, how-

ever those spoken in some southern parts of Imphal valley more

particularly Waikhong, V'ahgai, Wangoo, Kakching, Kakohintr-

Khnnou, Sagang, Itkai, Nacliou, Ngaikhong, Ningthoukhong etc.

are with rise and fall intonations somewhat similar to that of

Viishnupriya speech intonations but more melodious. These into-

nations too varv from place to place and on the whole they are

more melodious than that of the Imphal speech Speakers of

Imphal intonation call them lo,t-kkoi{^a) It may bo noted that

Ihc mens mentioned above \\ero once inhabited by the jirople of

Vidniupriya and other Tai origins Even to thi date very ‘strong

Vishnupriya eh^raents are found in some of those areas The

pronunciation of the Kege-Moirangs on the whole though flat

like that of the Implwl speech, differs slightly e. g. the Imphal

pronunciation a meaning “the day before yesterd.iy’ was pro-

nounced as ntiliftn But the lon-hhoi speakers usually tr j to speak

the Imphal intonation when ever they speak to others other than

their own group Hence there is a tendenc;y of d^ing old of these

melodious intonations.

modern siandai d language which has also four tonesi for example, the

word ia in high tone means 'assibi’ or 'raiso*, in rtsing tone it meanb

•answer’, m falling and rising tone it means •strike* or ‘do’, and falling

tone it means ‘gieat’. Besides Mandarin the other prominent languages

are (1) Wu, (2) Fukienese, (3) Cantonese, (4r) Hakka and (5) Amoy-
Swalow.
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THE COMPONENTS OP
MBITEILON OR MANIPURI LANGUAGE

Mongoloid Pre-Dravidoid Mongoloids

(Himalayan) I

I I
Asiatic Tibetan Tai Chinese

Mongolo-pre-Dravidoid
(Pre-hiatoric Indian language)

Aryan
(

I

Mongolo-Aryan
or Indo-Aryan
(Pre-historie)

Dravidoid,

Australoid
Tibeto-Burman

{A^type c 00 A.D,)

Indo-Aryan
0 600 B.C.

Tibeto-Burman
(B4ype c 700 A.D.)

Mongoloid,

Austro-Asiatic,

Tibeto-Burman

Tibeto-Burman
{G4ype c 800 A,D.)

Indo-Mongoloid
{Old Manipuri)

c 900 A.D,

Indo-Aryan
c 1000 A.D,

Indo-Mongoloid

{Mediaeval Manipuri)
cmo A.D,

Tibeto-Burman
{Kuki-Chin type)

c 1100 A.D.

I

Indo-Mongoloid
{Modem Manipwri e 1600 AeD.)
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There ie no evidence that the neo-Tibetan or Himalayan tiibe

Sakyas used any script even though there is no impossibility of

their use of some scripts to write with. In the absence of concrete

evidence it is presumed that they did bring neither the Khotanese

script which was adopted in Tibet from about 700 A.D. brought

from Khotan a kingdom situated to the north >eaHt of Kashmir by

king Strongtsan Oampo the founder of Lhasa kingdom, nor the

Brahmi scripts which were perhaps used by the Sakyas during the

'Asokan period These tribes neither developed a script of their own

nor brought any other script of the Chinese origin. The Burmese

language became a written language in the second half of the 11th

century A.D. by introducing the scripts adopted by the Mona of

Thaton which was brought from Canzevaram in south India in the

6th century A.D. In short the Burmese script of to-day is the

script of South India used during the period of the Pallavas with

some modifications. The earlier inhabitants of the northern Imphal

valley like Chenglei, Shelloy-Langmai, Kouba, Kangba etc. who

were Tibeto-Burmans were found to be in their primitive stages.

Hence the question of script or any other form of writing does not

arise. Similarly other Tibeto-Burmans or neo-Burmese tribes also

did not bring script to write.

From about 1050 A.D. to 1200 A.D. fresh waves of other tribes

of Austro-Asiatic and Tai origin like Funan, Maring, Nongbal, Hei-

rem, Khunjan, Hao etc. migrated to this land. They all came from

northern and eastern Burma of that period. It appears most of

these tribes came without any script to write. By that period

the Burmese script was current. If they had to bring any script

at all it should have been the Burmese script There is no evidence

of Burmese script being adopted here.

There is no indication if Samlungfa the Pong prince who

conquered the PoireiB at about 1220 A.D. brought any script and
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introduced here It cannot be said assertively, but it appears the

Buddhist Chakpas brought with them some form of writing. If they

had brought at all it could not be other than the Indian scripts

which the Pyus used to write their in'-ciiptions. Some manuscripts

give some vague references of the script of the Ohakpaa which

cannot bo authenticated properly

When the Bangs Is, Proto-Bangals nud Mayangs settled at

Lamangdong by about 1225 A.D or somewhat later Rome forms of

modern Indian script perhaps appeared on the Tmphal valley The

script was possibly the scripts adopted bv the Senas of Bengal

which vere some modified forms of the Dovanagari and the seripts

used to write inscriptions by the Kalns iii Pattikera principality.

These scripts arc perhaps the foreiuniiers to the Bengali and

Assamese scripts which are said to hxve developed from about

the 13th century AT) After the matninonul aliianec'. between

the Lamangdong principality and Poirei principdity, there is

every reason to believe that the art of writing was *dso adopted

bv the Poireis.

We have seen some old records dealing lu the events of the lOth

and II tb century A.D very minutely The paientage, bi others

jkod Bisters of Pakhangba who lived in the la t part of the lOth

century A.D are found Had the writing been adopted from the

beginning of the 17th century A D only duung tlie reign of Kha-

geraba, it is very t'oubtful that there can be detailed account after

the lapse of about 500 years On the other hand if some forms of

writing started fiom the early part of the 13th eentury A D theie

18 possibility of giving accounts in details specially at tunes of

peace and tranquility

So it seems there is some justification that the writing with

the modern Indian scripts started at about the first half of the

13th century AD. It maybe mentiond here that some of the

revivalist groups specially the followers of Naoriya Phullo claimed

a script to have been used by the Meiteis n early days. They cir-

culated leaflets to the general public and the Meitei Miyefc
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Committee of 1973 A»D. well, demandiiig tlie adoption of tiiat

script as Meitdi script. The ser^t appesjrs to be a modifioatbn of

Devanagari and also appears to have melnded some similar

approved Meitei soripts along with soxna alphabets very Rimilar to

tha Bengali script. Some scholais who examine the soript &el

that was an invention. There is loom for doubt of adding some

characters invented by them. They could not give proper evidence

of that script being adopted in some periods or other. On the other

hand the numerals apx)ear to have bean taken from different soripts

of India. Finally that revivalist group dropped their demand. At

the sametime it h also donhtful that they would demand the

adoption of thoir script totally under falsehood by befooling the

mass. It appears that they had lost a link of some of the

characters. There is no iinposnibility of some of the records written

by scripts closely similar t(» lhat script could have been found some-

where el«e which was in tl < hards of s<»me individuals who came to

aiidsettled in Cochar. As time passed on when the new Meitei script

doveloiied m the beginning of the 17th century A.D. and became

popular, the earlier scripts became obsolete and hence they could

not give a link. Any way they felt it was an old Meitei soript.

For about a century iollowing the period after the death of

Khongtokcha there seems to be no proper culture in the art of

writing in Poirei, however the Poirei king Irengba (c 1294-1310 A.D.)

is described in Ningthourol Lambuha to be a scholar. How can

Irengba be a scholar without knowing the art of writing, but the

.script he used to write with cannot be other than some form oi

Indian script.

As legaids the Moriyu city which lie Poiuis need to laJl

Kege, there must have been some form oi wilting quite early from

the time they landed on the valley now called Eabow valley m
the 2nd century B.O., since they preserved the Indian astronomy,

the Vedanga Jyotisha. Even the calendar which they developed

earlier was modified by Moriya Phamballacba whose date has been

estimated to about 1100 A.D. for whirh be is well known in the

different accounts of Manipur. The Moriya city was the seat of
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Indian visa vis Manipuii astronomy and astrology. The persuit

of knowledge in the field of astronomy, astrology and calendar

cannot be accomplished without the art of writing. As the history

of thi<9 city is shrouded with obscurity except some references here

and there, we are not at the moment to give a comprehensive

account of the character used in Moriya city. Since Moriya

Phamballacha is supposed to have shifted his capital towards

the southern part of Imphal valley at about the time when

the Pagan king Anawrahta invaded Thaton in the yeai 1057 A D.,

we cannot expect him to adopt the Pailava script of South

India that was brought from Thaton by Anawiahta Hence we

can at the most guess that Moriya Phamballacha used the script

brought by his ancestor the Brdhmi scii^i piovnlent in the Asokan

period. In the Brahmi alphabet or script word like Kunala and

Jalauka were written like iXx) and e\F9 lespectively. Wo shall see

the Manipuri script developed in the year 1616 A. D which is

claimed by some scholars to be indigenous have any image of this

script in the latter part of this section, and if there be so, it is

definitely certain that in Moriya city the Brahmi script was in use

from about the 2nd century B.C.

There were scholars among the Brahmins who migrated

in the latter part of the 15th century A.D. from different places of

India, who brought with thorn different scripts which they used

earlier while they were in their countries. The Brahmins who
migrated from Nadia and Sylhet brought with them possibly

Bengali scripts, while those who migrated from Gujarat, Kanpur

and Nepal brought some scripts similar to that of Devanagari.

Most of these scholars used to write accounts and literature in their

own ways by their respective scripts Thus there were books

written by different scripts in the 16th century A.D Possibly

this way of practice created a chaos among the scholars and the

general pubMo as well The confusion led to the invention of an

altogether new script, when there was unification of the Manipuris

under the hegemony of the Poirei kings.
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Most of the earlier books written by different scripts used to

be kept by the scholars before some of them particularly Tantric

literature, books dealing with racial origin and Saktism were burnt

by Famheiba on the instigation or advice of Shantidas Gosal.

Those books u hioli did not contain spurious elements were kept in

tact* Again most of the remaining books were scattered and lost

during the Burmese invasion. It has been discussed in earlier sec-

tions that even the present copy of the printed Oheitharol Kumbaba

was rewritten during the period of Gambhir Singh after the Burmese

war. Inspite of it some books were recovered from Burma. These

are perhaps the reason v hy we are getting so many characters in

the old manuscripts. When all the characters iound in the old

manuscripts are put together they may exceed some hundreds.

Even when the now Meitci script was adopted, some scholars

inserted earlier scripts in their writing. Despite the presence of

different characters, some bad handwritings also gave gradual

change in the pattern of the script.

The use of certain scripts in the 15th century A.D* is also

evident from the fact that the Poirei king Kiyamba started

maintaining chronicle from the year 1485 A.D* How can a chronicle

recording day to day events be maintained in the absence of the

art of writing, there must have been some scripts other than the

one developed in the year 1616 A.D. by Khagemba. Since Kiyamba

learnt the art of maintaining chronicles from the Pongs there is

every reason to believe that it must have certain image of the

scripts of Pong or Burmese besides the other Indian scripts. Again

almost all the scripts of South East Asia are of Indian origin

brought by the Buddhist missionaries. The Burmese script as

mentioned above are direct modifications of South Indian script.

We are very unfortunate that the original chronicle of Kiyamba
is lost. The characters so far found in the difierent manuscripts

are numerous but none of them show resemblances with the South

East Asia scripts. Hence the script used during the period of

Kiyamba seems to be some modified script of Brahmi and

Devana^an*
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ft) ‘fhe ye$tT 1616 A.D. £Jb&gemba introdueed a new

script aitogeUter from those eariier scripts used by difierent

iB«ih<dars. It was called ‘Meitei May^*. Thus a uaiformity in

scripts had been maintained and many people were taught the new

script and several books had been prodacod in that very year.

There is a fabulous saying or belief that sometime during the

period of Khagemba one scholar named Magha Pandit meditated

for five days on the Nongmaijing hill for the development of the

Meitei character. The goddess of learning was pleased and gave

him one pen on his right hand and one inkpot on his left hand

to write. Thus he developed the Meitei script. As stated above,

historical records also say that in the year 1616 A.D. Khagemba

introduced the script.

For the time being let us take Magha Pandit invented the

Meitei script. It is certain that Magha Pandit had firm conviction

on the formation of different signs of script that were available at

bis disposal. He had definitely seen the scripts of Bralimi, Deva-

nagari, Burmese, Bengali and Assamese but certainly not Roman,

Greek, Arabic, Chinese and Japanese, Therefore the alphabets

developed by Magha Pandit should have the image of the first set

of scripts but definitely not the second set. Let us put all sets of

alphabets of the above mentioned scripts together with the Meitei

alphabets and see which family of scripts do the Meitei scripts fall.

Even an amateur in the field of scripts will at once say that the

Meitei scripts belong to the family of the Indian scripts and will

never say they belong to the Roman, or Arabic, or Chinese

family. Moreover some characters are the direct modifications of

Brahmi, Hevanagari and South Indian scripts.

About the nature and life of the Meitei script difierent

sobelars.give different views : Mr. Grierson, Dr. R. Brown and Dr.

Suniti Kliinar Chatterjee say that the Meitei script is a modification

of the' Indian scripts. Mr Damat says that the Meitei seript was

borrowed from BengaU during the reign of Obamirongba at about

1700 A.D. and Bfr. Hudson says that the Meitei script was borrowed
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from the Chinoee at about 1540 A.D. which eecm to hare no

foundation at all. Dr. Kalidas Nag says that the Meitei script is

a pre-Asokan script Here Dr. Nag feels it as old as 600 B,0.

As stated earlier the loss of history has brought these unhappy

decisions which are poles apart We are not to blame them. Since

the Meitei scripts belonged to the family of Indian scripts there

is every reason to believe as thev said and at the same time our

forged date claims the existence of this kingdom in Imphal valley

from the period before Christ

From about the latter part ot the 19th century A.D. modem
Assamese and Bengali scripts began to replace slowly owing to

tlie influence of British relations and absence of foundry and

printing press in Meitei scripts By about the early part of the

20ih century A.D the Bingali script totally replaced the Meitei

script. All common people began to learn the Bengali scripts while

the Meitei scripts weio studied by the royal pandits and those who

were interested in that fiold

In addition to the alphabets there is one letter or rather a

symbol called avji in the form S, that is, a Roman letter s, some-

times with the shape of a crescent moon and a dot over it. Most

of the original puyas so far collected begin the text with this

symbol anji. Even jmyas dealing with the alphabets also start

with this symbol, but the meaning of this symbol is not found in

any of the texts In olden days people used to learn the alphabets,

first by uttering anji and then followed by other alphabets.

Hence they read the alphabets in the manner anji, ka^ kha, etc.

at least in the early Chandrakirti period as narrated to this writer

in his childhood by octogenerians who were alive in the early 1930s.

He was farther told that they also used to read the alphabets like

kikofna-ia kiyo^ khikorafi^da ktyo etc. which were not well under-

stood to him what letters or actions were referred to by these

expressions. While learning the alphabets people used to learn also

with a pointed stick as pen on a piece of plank sprayed or smeared

with fine dust as slate called khorjei and khorpak respectively.

But in no case the mode of reading the alphabets as kok, sam, laft,

hi etc, as approved by the authority in 1982 A.D. is fouiid.
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It may not be far too wrong to presume that the words hikoma

and Wkoft a were the modes of reading the first two letters of the

script (now represented by hoh and khou of the approved mode of

reading) corresponding to the Devanagari ka and kha since the

suffix ma of the above words is Moriya or Sakiyan origin as discussed

in the section on Meiteilon or Manipuri language. Hence it is most

probable that the way of reading the signs of the Brahmi scripts

in the post-Asokan period if not the Asokan period were kikoma,

khikoma etc.

As regards the etymology of the word anji and its symbol, it

IS a distinct Saivite origin as in several inscriptions found else-

where in India with the symbol anji for the adoration of Lord Siva.

Even in Assam too the symbol anji is found in different inscrip-

tions. Again in the Indian jmranas this symbol which is to be

read as anji is found to have boon mentioned, and ‘‘according to

Bhattaobarya ,
this sign is the form of snake-shaped knlakundalini

that resides in susumna. This kulakvndalini is the Sakti of Siva

that remains coiling round siayamhhu (self-begotten) linga at mnla^

dhara (the lower nervous system of Indian anatomy)*' ‘

It is therefore seen that a *^3% is not an indigenous development

as commonly suppoReil.

The chaiaoter symbols of the Manipuri script are mainly repre-

sented by combination in various forms of pieces of straight lines

with relatively less presence of curves unlike the Assamese, Bengali

and Devanaciri scripts Its immediate origin may be attributed

to the Brahmi script. The same character symbols E
, V, and cf

of the Brahmi are found in the Manipuri script with the addition

of upper limbs or bars in the latter two oases like T and ST res-

pectively. The Manipuri character symbol m is also a modification

of the Brahmi It with the addition of a vertical line. Four letters

namely 0, E fD and 0^ are found with bottom bars which are

1. Bhattacharya ; Mahadet-a, the Istadeva, of the kings of Kamainpa.
J A.H 8. II, page 1—6 ; see also B.K. Barua : A Cultural Sistory of

Assam, page-168*
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not the charaoteristios of the Devanagari and they are the oharao-

teristios of the South Indian scripts specially the Eanarese script.

The letter Qt is a direct modification of the Devanagari and

hence a latter addition. The earlier sound is only ka which stood

for both ka and ga.

It is now clearly seen that the Manipuri script is a combination

of modified Brahmi scripts with indigenous components. In the

earliest Manipuri script there were only 18 letters but the scholars

of the latter period had added more letters to co-opt more sounds

which seem to be some modifications of the Devanagari and

Pallava letters. Even the old coins boro the legends in Deva-

nagari. There seems to be practically no impact of Bengali script

as it came late. Since it is the latest development among the

Indian scripts, it is more scientific, and since most of the letters

are formed combination oi pieces ot straight lines each kiter

can be n^piesentcd by systematic pieces ol straight lines on a square

graph facilitating electronic displays on screens without much

distoitions One inherent defect of the Manipuri script as the

Devaiiagaii, Assamese, Bengali etc. do, is the iucoiiveiiionce to

cursive writing. All the attachments of vowels m attachment

forms come to the riglit side of the coiisonent besides the upper

and lower attachments, unlike f (ikar) of the Assamese, Bengali

and Devanagari which conies to the left of the consonent.

The Manipuri letters unlike the Devanagari, Assamese and

Bengali scripts show changes of shape or inflection like the letter

^ (ma) is changed to IF in the ending form, for example, in the

words (mama) and IKfF (mam) where the latter word shows

inllections, but in the letter of the above scripts a symbol

called hasarUa is added to the letter. Seven letters of the Manipuri

script are found tr> have assumed the change of forms or infiections.

Again it do^ not have compound letters like the Indian scripts

mentioned above.

The Mauryan or Sakiyan dialect was a written language when

they arrived and established the city in the tampuk now called the

£Labow4ampak or Kabow valley with the Brahmi script from
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about the 2nd century B.C. and the Manipuri language which gave
its birth about the 9th oentuty A.D, became definitely a written
language from about the 12th century A D with some forms of
soripts of Indian origm at least in the Eege principality.

Ibe official Manipur! alphabets with the pattern of sounds in
Bmuan script are given below

nr C9

kok (ha) aam (tha) lai (la) mit (ma)

3IE C X
pa (pa) n/i (na) ohil (cha) Ul (ia)

y: m x: X
khon (hha) ngou (ifiga) thou (iha) 'vai (m)

VI 75 H
yang (ya) huk (luf) ool (oo)

1 (6)

B V n
pham (pJm) atiya (a) gok (po) jham (jha)

er r z m
rai (m) bft (ba) Jll ija ) dll (da)

n U *1

ghou (gha) dhou (dha) biiiiiii [hhi)

Ziousam the inflectional form

W W ^ m
kok lonsum mit lonsum na lonsum ngou ionsum

X K 15

lai lonsum pa lonsum til lonsum i-lonsum

Cheitap : nap and tap

%
. f

Av-atap ei—oheinap e—yetnap eo - map/^nap
ft

ft

o~otBap o® souap u/oo-^unap ng-^noaipBap
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Nuiobv^s :

12 34067 890
The following are the bigns of Brahmi script prevalent in the

Asokan period .

1,^

4 I'-'f ' ^ '‘•t+C#A4
i-sii.’ . '«.teoA,v

An excerpt from the manuscript Khongjomnubi Nonggaiol

written by the Meitei script is reproduced below. Gcitain

differences between the approved script and the scripts used in

this mannsori])t niav lie Keen

•X* " trlreV 3ni»ir-K cnijs'tt 3‘a’nnEfflTni fc'nrW ^ M

trVff PJ'tre'T' eoire* im'js' 3*'^'
3‘ffnriEnpfflr bb*' xs

jt'wb'b hd'it*Tl ?rr»*iiiBB' ciraw exjre' 3*'isx»«b bs*'

skV acV Kg* xW' mVb r»3‘3CB c'er'iD

k'hjcb' jni'ni7?» i^s'vib' 5«mb ?'BB*vt x' PSjFff'm 5iYb'

w rfjst Tz*)m BBV B'tannti c9*'Bfn»
i

The Old Manipuri language had altogether 23 basic sounds of

which 16 were oonsonents and seven vowels. They were the oon-

sonents ka, kha, nga, efta, ta, tka, na, pa, pha, ma, ya, ra, la, wa,

ha and sa, and the vowels a, ei, oo, ei, o and oa. It may be

noted that some of the dialects which constituted the Manipuri

language did not have the sound ra but they had only la

The present officially approved script accommodates more

sounds. It has 24 consonent letters^ 3 independent vowel letters,

7 cheitaj) (attachment
)
vowel letters and 1 consonent attachment

letter, but lacks in tonal vowel letters. Since Manipuri language

is tonal the vowels are supposed to have tones as found Jn

several manuscript e. g f (i4ap), ^ ( utap ), ^ ( oo4ap ) and

- (65-tap). But in the approved scripts the heavy tone letters

are absent. Besides the above, the letter C9 is frequently found

with the common upper limb or bar in different manuscripts.
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Evan in the alphabet book prepared by the Directorate of

Education with approved letters as a text book this letter

is shown with the upper limb in the very cover pa^e and the

boldest letter inside the book and the rest are without limbs.

Hence it is not known what the approved letter was. Again

the letter ool ( oo ) of the foundry product is shown as TS

in pica but in 16 point it is shown with the addition of a loop

on the curve proceeding from the upper bar.

With the wave of revivalist movement einotioiially charged

with Meitei^ntiments^ most revivalists moved for the replacement

of the Bengali scripts by the Meitci scripts. There are arguments

for and against the different scripts claimed to bo the Meitei scripts

by the different revivalists among themselves. The chaos lasted

for more than two decades. Finally the government of Manipur

set up a commission to examine an officially recognizable Meitei

script m the year 1973 A.D, known as Meitei Mayek Advisory

Committee. The commission included different representatives and

scholars At last after much dchberati ous the commibsion came to

a unanimous decision and submitted their recommendations to the

government. The government ofManipur accepted the recommenda-

tions of the commission and declared that the recommended script

was the official Meitei script. The government also announced its

decision that the script be taught in schools from the academic

session 1982-83 A.D. Thu> the selfless labour and sacrifice of the

revivalists the Meitei Mayek comes to Its life again. Some of them

moved for the foundry of the Meitei scripts and raised funds by

donations etc. They had produced for the first time the manufac-

tured foundiy product in 1982 A.D.



THE PRE-ARYAN MONGOLOIDS
AND THEIR CULTURE

So long we had been looking at things from the other end of
the telescope. There was an empire of Mongoloid race and civi-

lization in the northern part of the Indian sub-continent before
the coming of the Aryans. We have no accounts of these Mongo*
loid kingdoms perhaps that flourished before the Aryans. The
only evidence of non-Aryan civilization of the pre-Aryan period
is the flndings of Mohenjodaro and Harappa in the Punjab plains

which are estimated to be of about 1500 B.C. Some scholars put
the date much earlier. This civilization is to this date taken as

Dravidian civilization. It is only from Aryan accounts either

legendary or mythology we get a glean idea of the pre-Aryan
Mongoloids. Racially, culturally and linguistically they fused

together to what was known as Vedic people or Mongolo-Aryans.

Mongolo-Aiy^aii dialect was perhaps the mother of Pali from which
Sanskrit developed. Sanskrit was never a spoken language of the

common people except some courtiers who boasted for their

scholarship probably talked in Sanskrit while in court like English

for common people during the British period. It is certainly

wrong to think all vocabularies of Sanskrit to be of Aryan origin.

It may be pointed out that the word sringav^ra meaning ‘ginger’

that has hitherto been taken as a root Sanskrit word is i ow found

by recent researche.s to be of Austro-Asiatio origin. So also it is

unimaginable that the dialects of the tribes to which Gautama

Buddha belonged, to which Emperor Asoka was born, to which

the cult of Siva was developed could have been null. The dialet'ts

of these Himalayan tribes must have impact on the formation of

Sanskrit language.

These Himalayan tribes moved towards the south along the

courses of rivers and settled on the foothills and adjoining plains
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of noTtbern India possibly in the second millennium B.C. from their

habitat in the Himalayan flateau» They developed several king-

doms in the Upper Qangetic plains. They began to move as far

as Kabul, Kandahar etc. to the west. As time passed on they

began to mix possibly with the pre-Dravidoids who either came

from the Deccan or who were earlier settlers in the Punjab plains.

A mixed layer of pre-Dravido-Mongoloid began to form in these

farther southern regions of their new habitation. Then came a

wave of new arrivals from west who were known as Aryans. The

anccstr^il home of the primitive Aryans is believed to be the region

of Austria-Hungary. The Aryans were more tolerant than the

Mongoloids The Aryans not only amalgamated ihoni but also

brought others into their fold which was known as Aryanisation.

All the Mongoloid princes wore given the status of Kshetiiyas

in course of Aryanisation. The course of Aiyanisation •which

started from the Punjab plains moved towards the east mainly

along tjie Gangetic plains. In about the middle of the first mille-

neuin B C the wave was m the Bihar plains. The Mongoloids

probably opposed the wave but soon they were Aryanised. The

birth of Buddhism and Jainism is perhaps an example of opposition

of the Arya Dharma. Practically none of the Aryans accepted

Buddhism being a religion founded by the Mongoloids but it had

its field in the Mongoloid world. Gautama Buddha was an Aryanised

Mongoloid, so too Emperor Asoka. These Himalayan tribes began

to move to the east in Burma and established kingdoms there. It

is likely that Pusyavarman who founded a kingdom at Kamarupa

in Assam at about 400 A.D was a Himalayan tribe most probably

Chakkha or Sakya It may not be far wrong to presume the

Soikiya famihes of the Assamese were of Sakiyan origin and

Koli-tas of the Assamese too were of Himalayan Mongoloid origin.

It may be mentioned that several theories about the oiigin of

the Kali-tas of the Assamese have been suggested by different

scholars. Dalton thinks they were the earliest colonists of Assam,

Hogson feels they were Koch, Waddel saye they were the desoen-

dants of the Zudiaii B^ayesthsfS, B.K. Barua states these were early
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settlements of Kali4as near Sodia in Upper Assam and further

associates them with Eabalika of the Vishnu Puranas whose original

home was south. S.C. Qo^twami refers to them a class of people

called Koluta» Kuluta or Kolta of a country called Kuluta.

According to the Puranus the Kolutas were found inhabited the

foothills of the Himalayas and some of them were known as Vratya

Kshetriyas. The Aryans usually conferred the Kshetriya grade

in the four tier system of the Aryanism on the Mongoloid princes

and their tribes when they got merged to the fold of Aryanhood.

Several scholars believe the Kalitas to be Aryan origin.

The name Kali-la has a parallel foimation with Kali-nga, and

‘ta* of Kali-ta is a decorative suffix The Kali-ngas (Kali-Ngas)

were not of Aryan origin, they were of Himalayan Mongoloid

origin who later became A.ryariised. Kali-ta and Kali*nga seem

to have belonged to more or less one tribe. In the case of Kali-^nga

the nga in suffix form is the naMio of another Himalayan tribe.

They are usually found to have been mentioned with the suffix

*-nu* like Nga-nti. It shows that Kali is also a tribe who belonged

to the Himalayan Mongoloid. Thus Kalinga is an amalgamated

tribe of Kali and Nga. In Buddhist literature a tribe named
Koliya is found to have been mentioned, ‘‘The association of

Kalitas with the Kolutas, as with the Buddliist Koliyas, appears

almost certain, but this does not determine tbe racial origin of the

former, except their doubtful Kshetriya connection*’.^ In Koliya

the ‘-ya’ is a suffix. It is therefore certain that Koli or Kali is

the original name of a Mongoloid tiibe.

The Kalitas entered Assam most probably from the west and

not muoh earlier than the 11th century A.D. They were possibly

the forerunner of the Assamese language in Assam. The earlier

home of the Kalitas prior to their entry into Assam should have

been the area comprising some south-western Bihar which is tbe

1. The Riatory of Civilisation of the people of Aaeam to the 12th century
AJ>. : V.O* Choudhury, page-110.
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The Himalayan tribes who moved to the west got mired with

the tribes coming from iho west while those who moved to the

east got mixed with the eastern Mongoloids. These Himalayan

tnbes were tall, fair complexioiied and bracycephallic stgtnred

Mopjj^oloids Their habitat before coming to the Indian plains

seems to be the high^ind river valleys of the Tsangpo river frpm

Manoswarabara to Sakya Gompa in southern Tibet Their ancestral

home ts a matter of speculations only They are supppsed to have

come from the Pamirs and nor^h of it Some of them moved

tq^asds-the south whiie the others moved towards the west

We have so far discussed in earlier seeiions that the home of the

Sakyas before their entry into the Fndun mainland was at Sakya

Gompa in Tibet We may discuss a little more of th<ur probable

primeval or aboriginal home befoie they weie found m Sakya

Gompa. As stated above the piimoval homo of the Sakyas seems

to be at some eastern paits of the Pamir from where the different

clans of a tube moved m different directions They were perhaps

some of the clans oi u tube to which the Tiieh-chi tnbe belonged

and perhaps weie the first who left their piimeval home long before

Christ and moved southwards to present Tibet, and seems to liavo

SQltled m the southern parts of Tibet long before the anival of

the tribes from central China who would later become Tibetans

In certain accounted part of the history of this race, the Saiwangs

(Sakas) moved towards the west from their primeval home and

e^tled somewhere to the southi^st of l^tria where they l:^ld

ooutaet with iho Hactrian Greeks in the olpsi^g part qi B.C

Then followed anot^hei? wave of Ku^si-alp^ig^JS^ni^a) in jbhe same

dirjWjtmP Both ^hese Iwp tribes anivis|d ludla in jljhe ^^ly

part of the Christian era. But the history of the western etream

which moved towards the European contiueut by the time when

the Sakyas moved towards thej^nth is npt^rao^tlla fieems
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thf)^ cfarfy w^^fD sti^ani got nlixed with tho earlier inhabitants of

the European regfon Itke the Aljpine races, High German, Norso

©to. which is evident from the similarity of their old and obsolete

laUgnage to that Of the MaUipuM latigUa^.

Because of the similartics of certain aspect of culture and

language of the Alpine race with that of tbo Sakyas that mani-

fesiatcd in the north-Eastern sub-ilimulayan icgions of India, some

scholars firmly believe that an Alpine race <*ame to Asuaui In

fact it is a jKirticular Uibe or race that distributes the culture and

language to the Alpitie zone as well as to the North-Eastern sub-

fiimala.vau zone This group of people A\as neither a Caucasoid

iioi a Chinese Mongoloid but they were in between them and

anthrojtologically were Mougoloidb. Thoic can be no doubt that

this group of people to which the Sakyas and the European treams

belonged wore worshippeis of Siva and hence the place of origin

of the Siva worship is tlie oastorn region of the Pamirs. Ti ose

wlio moved towards northern India and the Himalayan regions

preserved th(> culture where as those who moved towards the

European legion their culture whs either molested or discarded as

a result of mixing with the oarliei inhabitants.

This group of Mongoloids who occupied southern Tibet gra-

dually pushed their way into the Indian mainland bordering the

Himalayan foothill from Assam to Hima6hal Pradesh. It is the

laiiguaige of tlds group of Mongoloids that became a common base

stratum of tho European and Indian languages. As the name of

this Mongoloid race is not known » it has been conventionally x>ut

in tho prefix form ‘Indo-* of the language like Indo-Ai‘yan, Indo-

European, Indo-Australoids etc. It is this branch of the Mcngoloid

race that has been referred to as the Himalayan Mongoloid in

this book.

This* is the rotigh pbliiical Sketch of the pre historic Hima-
layan tribes. We nxtist be able to Something of them all along

thd sottifaiifh Himalayas fioin the weSt of the Punjab to the

nortfr>ea6t of BnMia. AS for |fl(aoe names supposed to have been
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associated with these Himalayan tribes, in Kabul on the nor*

them bank of the Kabul river near Jallalabad there was a

place called Lampah or Lambah. The modern name of it is

however said to be Lamghan (Lamkhan) Tn Manipur account

Ningthourol Lambuba, it is mentioned that a place called Chakkha

Namkhan (Sakya Namkhan) in the eastern hills inhabited by the

Marings. Chakkhan Namkhan was subdued by the Poirei king

Thangbi Lanthaba (c 1381-1391 A.l) )
for which he was confened

the title Nongpok Chakkha Khongjomba, The account further men-

tions though implicitly the naming of the hill Chakkha Namkhan

to have associated with the visit of Oliakkha Yabiroka the mother

of Pakhangba while she was searching for a better lubitable place.

There were two sets of Aryanised Monr^oloids Those who

continued to stay in the Aryanisccl zones resembled altogether

another stock than those who migiatod to the Mongoloid zoiien,

both racially and linguistically. Those who are within the Mongo-

loid world seem to possess some of the basu woids of their

dialects with them while those in the Aiyamsed world appear to

have lost it. Eacially too, as state d earlier, those in the Aryanised

zones got more and more non-Mongoloid btrains while those in the

Mongoloid world became jiredominently Mongoloid Thus it seems

the tall, fair-complexioned and biacycephalic Indo-Aryans inha-

biting uorthern India oi so, may have some common elements with

that of the Ao Nagas inhabiting Nagaland The Ao Nagas appear

to bo less molested rac <iUy siiico then departure from their

homeland.

The Kabow valley was divided into three political umts.

a’hey were Samjouk ( Thangdaut ), Khampat ( Khambat ) and

Kale Samjouk was the northernmost limit while Kale was

the southernmost limit which comprised the Kabow valley

proper. The name Khampat was originally given by the Mo-

riyas who belonged to a Himalayan Mongoloid origin. It may
be mentioned here that Kham means gold in the dialect of

Senbi besides the Tibetan tribe Kham. In Gujerat, the Punjab
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and Rann of Katch area a few plaoes like Lakhpat, Eham-
pat (Khambhat), Panipat etc. are found. The suffix *-pat’ used in

the above cases appears to have some specific meanings. It is not

known what would have been the original meaning of pat here. In

Manipuri language pat with a long ^a’ sound means lake or some-

time marshy places It may be mentioned here that there are

so many place names with the suffix pnt in Tmphal valley like

Khonghampat, Porompat, Nityaipat, Keisampat, Lamphelpat etc.

indicating marshy areas, were given to those areas which is now
totally dried up areas The ureas of Lam{)helpftt and Porompat

dried up only during the last 4 or 5 decades. Ningthourol

Lambuba mentioned a place called Klumpat on the northern parts

of Imphal valley possibly in the upper Ini valley which is now no

more found The Rann of Kntch aica was also a marsliv land It is

very likely that some two or three thousand veais back theie were

several lakes which aie by now getting drud up ami became a

marshy land. In the Punjab too the aieas of Panipat seems to be

somewhat low than the surrounding areas In these cases the word

pat may have the same apjdioation. The similarities of place names

suggest that these areas were once occupied by people having more

or less the same speech. It is therefore most likely that the

Himalayan Mongoloids inhabited the areas before they wete com-

pletely amalgamated with the Aryans and other tribes.

In the above mentioned place, that is, Lampik an edict

believed to be of Aboka was found. The name oloaily suggests a

word of the Mongoloid origin. In Manipuri language this word is

found to be current even to this date. In the above word ‘Lam’

means land and 'pak* or *bak’ means fiat and broad. Thus Lampak

or Lambak means lawn or meadow. Lamgban or Lamkhan has a

very slight different meaning something like n banging valley.

The kingdom names like Anga, Banga, Ealinga etc. us dis-

CUB ed in carliei sections arc of Mongloid origin. The Aiyons

could not pronounce the word Nga except in the suffix foim

They pronounced it as Anga. Thus it is seen that the names
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of the attov^ KiigdeinB could* have Nga, Pauga, and ilfaUNga.

In the Mongoloid ssones there arc plenty of such naiheii of

Hitnalaj^an origin.

Siva T^oTship is siippoHod till this date to be of Dravidian origin.

However, it n)ay not be wrong to suppofec it to be (»f Himalayan

Mongoloid origin. Tt is albo cuiious to note some eonimon words

are found in Ora vidian and Mainpuri Jangiinues, f(»r example*

watmn meaning *sineir, i^thi meaning Song* or ‘music*, Jam

meaning ‘land’ ete and a phiase, fa\, nmajta fttl a lam meaning

‘aireraft-Ianding- place* i e airhM<l The first woid the above phrase

iimafi, is probably an Aryan origin and in Maiiipuri it js a leeently

boiiowed word, the sufhx ‘-na* and the k maining word, taha

and Jam are all basic Manipuri words This ]»hr(j8e i mana falm lam

is found in Malayalam l>a\ingtlie saun moaning. Malayalain is said

to bo the youngest daughter of Tamil The woid jCiJ/l in suffix

form like Mawapalli, Khagempalli, Ayangi alii etc aie also found

in the Dravidiaii dialeets. know that modern Manipuri language

IS a eompodte language formed h^^ the difieteat di.iK eta mainly of

Mongoloid origins. The findings of eomraou words in the Hra’vidian

language'^ and Manipnii language ‘'trongly indicate that at one

time or the other a constituent of the Meitei people and the Bra-

vidian people had social contacts or groups of people having a

oommoii dialect with that constituent hod contact with the

Bravidian people. So far in the accounted history of the Bravidians

or of the Meiteis there is no indioation of it and the preset

geographical locations also do not support it. So if tbe^ had sdcial

intercourse at all it must have been in prediistorio days. Th6re

aio two hypotheses of the earlier habitation of the Bravidians.

One is that the Bravidians first settled in the Punjab plains before

the advent of the Aryans. When the Aryans came they were

gradusdly pushed towards the south. The other is that the an*

cestral home of the BravidUns was in the Beocan from

whel^e they moved north-west as far a» Kabtl and Afigfaai&tan.

The seeond hypothesis appearcl to base mainlj;^ on geologfdal Itfe df

the Bi<^can and thh GaAgetic plaftft.
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Indian history so far investigates the pre*hi8torio Dravidian

settlements and their civilization but fadls to investigate the culture

of the Himalayan HongoloidB who had definitely kingdoms all

along the foothills of the southern Himalayas and their adjoining

plains from Kabul to lower Assam. In the Punjab and its

adjoining areas the Hjmalayan Mongoloids probably occupied the

northern portions while the Dravians occupied the southern portions

in pre-liistorio days and they had social contacts The earliest

worship of the Dravidians is said to be the earth as the Mother

goddess The male god found in the e;Kcavatipn of Mohenjodaro

and Harappa is 'seemingly' identified with Siva and the black

stone found at Harappa site resembled ‘Sivalinga’. Thus it is

said that Saivism is the oldest living faith in the world.

The supposed original names Si-ba in Sanskritised form Siva,

and Te-bi ia SinskritUel tortn Devi do not suggest to be of

Dravidian origin, Pli' ‘-bC and '-bi* arc purely Mongo-

loid sufiKo^ m liOiiOitig and lominino respectively. The

abode of Siva is said to bo at Kailash near the Manassarovar

lake on the northern lliiadayas. It h ^luite likely that the abode

of a god conceived by a tribe must have been some lofty plaooH

near their habitation which is very tempting but haid to leaeh.

The tribe who conceived Siva must have been a tribe neai Kailasli.

The name Kailash may be disintegrated into Kci-la-bha in the

Mongoloid formation wbioii give^ some ]ioBitive meaning. So far

available records do not indicate* the pre'^euce <>1 Diavidians in

the northern Himalayas. Moreover tlie hypothesis that the an-

cestral home of the Dravidians was in the Deccan plateau also

does not support it. It is therefore seen that Siva was a god of the

Mongoloids who had social contact with the Dravidians in the

Punjab plains in pre-hisfcoric days.

In addition to the above analysis some words found co’umon

in b^th .the Dravidians and Mongoleids as stated above are found

to be of Mongoloid origin* The word is clearly a Mongoloid

Skrigin. In most of the Hhaalaiyim Mongoloids the word is fon^d
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either an lam ot ram. With a little variation in the Tibetan language

*road’ is called ktm and in Manipur! it is lam-bi The word Uhei

{sKet) is called in the Tibetan language is slay. In old Manipuri

too the word is $hay

About the Mongoloid god Siva and his dance Tandava^ we

have investigated in earlier sections. When Siva was brought into

the fold of the Aryan culture, he was given several other names

like Sanknr, Mabadeva, Mahoswai etc. He became included in

the Aryan pantheon as one of the triads : Brahma the Creator^

Vishnu the Preserver and Mahoswar the destroyer. The function

of Maheswar is to destroy which must have some applications or

association with the earlier concept. The meaning of Siva is death

in Manipuri however the modern form is A-siva. As discussed in

previous sections Tanfaba means ^synchronic rhythms* in dance

and music in living Manipuri language. This indicates the birth

of dance is Tanfaba. The present Indo-Aryan word tal is derived

from tan of tantaba.

Besides the above samplings, some root verbs given in the

section Mciteilon or Manipuri language are Indo-Aryans from

the Indo-Aryans point of view or from the conventional belief.

But that set of root verbs may not at any rate he wrong

to say that they are of Mongoloid origin used in Sanskrit. Thus

it is seen that the racial and cultural elements of the early

Mongoloid kingdoms along with their languages became mixed

with that of the Aryans the new immigrants and emerged the

so-called Mongolo-Aryans and later Indo-Aryans and the Pali

languages. Hence it is seen that a sizable bulk of Mongoloid

vocabulaiies are in Sanskrit.

The Himalayan tribes practiced both polyandry and polygamy

while the Aryans practiced only polygamy. The Pandavas

practiced polyandry by marrying Draupadi as their eommon wife.

Bo a doubt is arisen whether the Pandavas were real Aryans

or some other Aryanised Mongoloid prince. The Aryans took

polyandry a great sin and most Hindu accounts mention the
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Pand^vas as Aryan princes It is mentioned in tbe mythology
when J^amadagni was deserted by his wife Renuka, possibly oo-

hjiibited with other husbands, he became restless and commanded
his son Parsurama to kil his mother Belying on the text of the

Mababbarata, the Pandavas were the great grandsons of Parasar

Muni the Aryan but in no way had blood relation with their

great-grand father Shanta-nn Pandu, the father of Pandavas was

conceived in the womb of Ambalika, the widow of prince Vichitra-

birja by the sperm of Vyasa the son of Parasar Muni. Again

Kunti and Madri gave birth bo the five Pandavas by the sperms of

other Aryans but not by the sperms of Pandu who had a disease

which forbade the co-habitation with a wife* The mythology how-
ever gives the account in a fabulous way. It is a process of

Aryanisation by blood* Then, was 3hanta-nu^ a non-Aryan prince ^

Or, did the non-Aryan practice penetrate into the Aryan society *

A long chain of ancestors of Sbanta nu as found in the text

describes them to be the Aryans but the Himalayan suffix ‘-nu’ as

found in Shanta-nu is very common both for the Himalayan

tribes as well as the supposed Aryan tribes. Besides Shanta-nu

we get names like Bha-nu, Re-nu, Dhe-nu etc which are very

coimnon in the Aryan or Aryanised society. In Manipur

accounts Poireiton’s mothei is named Piyai-nu (Priya-nu) and

Pakhangba’s maternal grand-mother that is the mother of

Yabieoka is named Saya-nu. Leaving aside these names the

Matnipur accounts say that Leima Leinaotabi (Bima Linota in

Sanskntised style) is a lady who married the same uterine

brothers namely king Thongareu and his younger brother Poireiton.

Yabiroka the mother of Pokhangba is said to be a polyandrous lady

having three husbands This practice is still seen among some of the

Himalayan tribes of this date. Even in Tibet to-day both polyandry

and polyg^y iixe in vogue but monogamy is the standard practice.

ThoaboTO short investigation clearly reflects that the lineal

anoectoiiB of the Pandava princes were not Aryans, they were

Moi^^leid prinoea They became gradually Aryanised in courpe

of time. Secondly in course of Aryanisation, the Aryans not only
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infused their culture but also infused their blood in the higher

social stratum of society which became a social order of the day.

There was a social institution for the recognition of a child, the

auras pulra and the kshetra putra.^Anj women oonoieved a child

by whatever the source of the genes may be, gave birth to a

child, then the child belonged to the family to which her legal

husband belonged being a kshetra pufra. Shanta-nu was succeeded

from his grandson onwards by all kshetra putras not belonged to

his genes. It may be noted while selecting sperms when Vichi-

trabirja died isfluele^s they considered the Aryan sperms but not

the Mongoloids. When Bhis-ma possibly a classic Himalayan

Mongoloid word like Susi-ma, Ichu-ma etc. refused to ascend the

throne they sought the sperm of Vyasa the Aryan. The Maha-

bharata describes in a fantastic way how Ambalika became nervous

and pale on seeing the buldging eyes and curly hair of Vyasa when

became for copnlotion. As the child was conceived when she

was pale, she gave birth to a Pandu varna child meaning ‘pale

or yellow eomplexioned* child. Because of this context some

historians feel the Pandavas deriving from Pandu were ‘yellow

skinned Mongoloids\ In course of time most of the non-Aryan

people of the Oangetic plains became fully Aryanised They

became boasted for any trace of Aryan blood in them. But

contrary to this ^-entiment the following may be pointed out. Even

in late Christian era there is evidence of the above process. People

used to submit their young wives to the Aryan Gurus for their

progeny. Girls were given to the Aryan Gurus before their marriage

as done in the case of Art lords of Burma. Owing to a late period

the process of Aryanisation in Manipur could not be completed but

rather met with failures, the process turned otherwise ; and to-day

it appears to be vulgar, infamy and immoral. The mass began

to look at it contemptuously As a result of it king Pamheiba the

greatest autocrat monarch of Manipur is charged a kshetra putra of

Charairongba where his queen had an illicit relation with one

Brahmin Gum in a clandestine book and further alleged him for

patricide for being not a true son of Charairongba.
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The impact of Aryan culture gained momentum. More and

more of Mongoloids adopted to the way of Aryan life. They adopted

Aryan names concurrently with their vernacular names Thus the

Mongoloids culture sank into the Aryan realms. The Aryanised

women lost their freedom and became a faithful subordinate to

their husbands with the ^o-oalled social taboo the . In the name

of Safism women were roasted alive by throwing into the fire of

the pyre on the corpse of their dead husbands Thu«» from fretdom

of polyandry they became chained to death with their dying

husbands

As stated above, ])eopie boasted if they bad bome blood rela

tions with the Aryans saying Arya-putra* The more they could use

Sanskrit words m their dialects the highei is their status m
Aryanhood. Thev became unhappy to mention their true ethnic

identity either daik skinned origin or yellow-skinned Mongoloids.

It may not be too wiong to say the Brahmins in general were of

\r^aii origin m the tour tier sybtem ol caste and rest at the most

may have elements of Aryans ITowevei among the Brahmins too

we find anthropologically classio Mongoloids, Uravidoids and

Australoids. High caste Kshetnyaa^in general have strong elements

of Aryans

As regards the early pre Aryan culture of the Himalyan tribe

like Kalinga \^Kahnga) from non-Manipur sources can only be

attributed to the findings of Di. W.C. Smith in course of his inves*

ligations on some Philiipme tiibes like Ifungao, llangao or Ibalao

and Kalinga who are now grouped to have belonged to Bontoc

Irogot group in connection with the investigation of the Ao Nagas.

He points out that the cultural pattern of these tribes have

striking similarities with that of the Ao Naga culture both the past

and the present These Philiipine tribes used to keep their dead

bodies for several days and followed with feast, some of them as

stated by Sawer used to drj^ their dead bodies over fire, to adopt

the institution of trial marriages, to control administration by

elders- -a democratic group not by the kings and to adopt the

unthreshAd rice as the medium of exchange
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Dr, Smith, from fllmilarties of <mlt«ire e^AdxiMi these

tribes and the Ao Nagas firmly believes that these group of people

belonged to the same ethnic group and as they migrated from ihdir

primeval home they carried these eultuial elements vritfa them.

Thus the Kalinga tribes of the Bontoc Irogot group as men-

tioned above cannot be other than the Kalmgas of the ancient

Indian kingdom of Kalinga It is most Jikely that they migrated

to the East Indies from Kaliiigu by louten No record is

available with us for the investigation on the period on which these

tribes moved to the east. It is most piobabie that they moved

in the post-Asokan period The Himalayan tribes Maranga, Kalinga,

Panga, Anga had common ways of life The Arayanised group

had totally merged their culture with the Aryan culture while

those who weie partially Aryanised oi not much affected by

Aryanisation or who weie segregated, the image of their ancient

culture is still visible

The Gaucasic Siam present among tla Meiteis may be inves-

tigated as follows The Sakyas who rao\ed to the upjier Burma

in the second centuiy B C and thud oentujy A D had compara-

tively strong Aiyan elements They first settled in the vallej^ now

known as Kabow valley Inen thoj expanded then settlemehts

to the Upper Irrawaddy valle;;^ from wheie they dispersed to other

parts The Sakyas of the Upper Irrawaddy valley was snbjetfted

under the pressure of tubes ol lai origin from about the third

century A D and had to move further north along the upper

course of the Mali river and established petty kingdoms there, oi

which the kingdom of Thongaren as found in Manipuri account is

one of them. The people inhabiting the kingdom of Thongaten

were Nung, Khu, Lei, Kham, Man, Lai, Nga, Hou etc besides the

Chakkhas (Sakyas) and their admixtures These tribes ate now
represented largely by the Manipuris, Mismis, Tangkhuls, Ao
Nagas etc. Had the Sakyas strong elements of Aryans in them,

the above mentioned tribes must have some sporadic Aryan

elemcnents. Modern investigations have shown the presence t>f

Aryan elements in the above group of people
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Thus the Aryan elements found among the Meiteis are not the

result of frequent passing of Aryans in pre-historic days in the

valley as eommonly supposed. It is the Bakya tribe who brought

it with them from their early homeland in the northern Gangetic

ghXoM, The eUte of iheSakyas of that period got completely

amalgamated with the Aryans and became the so-called Indo*

Aryans. The ocunplete amalgamation of all the Sakyas inliabitmg

the northern Indian pJains cannot be expected much earlier than

the Gupta period. Now oiiginal Sakya is no more found in Indiu,

they became Indo- Aryans. This is prr>bab1y th(‘ reason wh>

some Indian scholars feel tlie Sakyas were Aryans. 'Phis is ])robably

the reason why some Indian scholars feel the Sakyas were Ar^aiih.

I’he Arjaii elements oi Indo-Aryan Brahmins which constituted

about 5% of the Mcitei population appear to have (*onfincd within

the Brahmin groups however some 8tra\' dispersals of that element

is not entirely ruled out.

The Himala} an Mongoloids were pcissibly a part of the great

Bracyoephalic Laptorrhine human*race which once supposed to have

spread Central Asia, Northern China and the western plateaus.

R. B. Dixon feels these bracyoephalic laptorrhine type of people,

'appears to represent the southern extension of a great area,

oharaoterised by this factor, which ineludes most of Central Asia

and great plateaus. Northern China and much to the north-easi

portion ofthe continent and as a type shows very olose relation-

ship with the Alpine, so widely spread in Central and Western

Europe’.



THE MEITEI-MAYANG SYNDROME

The Bub-olan of the Poireis to ^hioh originally tribea like

Lei-hou etc belonged, and its raler Naothingkhong were com.

pletely under the influence of the Mangang Haos who were absorbed

by them at about the early reigning period of Naothingkhong

The impact of the Mangang Haos were so foiceftil that the name

of the sub-clan itself later < hanged to Mangang

The pnne palit> at Lamangdong was the vor> Basa iirincipa-

hty of the Mayang that moved en masse to Lamangdong at about

1225 A.D The chief of this principality was however a Bangal

These Bangals and proto-Bangals of the Basa principality was

under the influence of the Mayangs Bven then pimcess

given the Mayang title Chingurembi meaning ‘as graceful as the

goddess* m the Mayang dialect Tlio religious \ioibhip of that

Lamangdong principality was Saivism and possibly with certain

image of Vishnu cult. The Mayangs of that principality were

perhaps the follower of Saivism

Aftei the marriage of Oliinguiembi to hiaothingkhong, it

appears Naothmgkhoiig came under the ichgious influence of his

queen Chingurembi who was a Saivite. They became worshippers

of Siva and Devi as evident from the worship of Dev i by Khong-

tekoha as discussed in the section on Religion It is very likely

that the court of Khongtekeha was predominated by Bangals,

Mayangs and proto-Bangals who were the followers of the purer

form of Saivism It is also likely that many of the Mangangs were

deprived of their decorations infavour of Biangangs, It may be

mentioned here that the commander-in-ohief of Khongtekeha was

a Mangang tribe named Thongak Lakpicha. The suffix ‘.oha* is a

very common form of the Mangangs, and tribes of Bodo origins

but not with the Ohakkhans and other neo*Tibetan tribes. The

im^fe of this culture is idso felt in the nam^ of Khongtekeha and
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Eeirenclia. With this background the Blangangs looked at the new

Mayangs who belonged to an akin tribe with them with hatred

and jealousy. Thus the seed of Mangang-Mayang syndrome

was shewn.

There was a lull for sometime till the Mayang fugititives who

moved to the north-west through the hill terrains and gorges after

their Lamangdong principality was uprooted by the Keges, got

mixed with other Tibeto-Burman tribes of Bodo origin who were

also akin to the Mayangs and attacked the Poireis in the beginning

of the 16th century A. D. By this period the identity of the

original Mayangs appears to have lost and their associated tribes of

Bodo origin were called Mayangs. Since then there had been

constant threats of the Mayangs for more than one and a half

century. At times the Poireis were on the verge of defeat in the

hands of the Mayangs. In the Koch account it is stated that the

king of Manipur accepted their suzerainty but this is not found in

the accounts of Manipur. However there are evidences in which

the Poirei kings used to give their prinoesHes in marriages to the

Mayang kings possibly to avert conflicts with them. Thus the

hatred for the Mayangs was an active factor for centuries.

On the other hand dififerent tribes inhabiting imphal valley

became one unit under the hegemony of the Poirei kings. The

united tribe became known as Meitei. The matter then became a

Meitei-Mayang issue. With the weakening of powers of othei

tribes, who were oategorised as Mayangs, better relationship had

been established between the Meiteis and those tribes who came

under the category of Mayangs later. Thus the common name

Mayang applying to these earlier tribes receded e.g. the Tripuris

were formerly called Mayang more precisely Mayang-Akoksha

became known as Takhen. The proto-Bangals who were associated

with the Mayang tribes became known as Mayang Kalisha.

Finally the appellation Mayang was exclusively applied to the

proto-Bangal. Thus the anger and indignation for the Mayangs

were shifted to the proto-Bangals. By that period the Bangals

and other Indo-Aryans were called Pangal ( Bengal) and Marbak
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xwBpectively* However at a later period both Bangala and othea

Indo-Aryans were also categorised as Mayangs.

la the ISthcentiury AJ>. a Mayang religiotis preacher aagMld

Shantidas Gosai came and influenced the Foirei king Panaoheiba^

Shaniidas persuaded Pamheiha to accept the new religioa i. e.

Baviaadi Dharma and to declare Ramandi Dharma as the state

religion at a time when the Meiteies were in the devouring mouth

of theTantrio cult. Pamheiba did it. The new religion was

based on bbakti cuU which was at poles apart with the Tantric

cult. On the instigation or rathei on the advice of the religious

preacher Shantidas Gosai, Pamheiba purged the Tantric literature

and burnt them. The burning of Tantric literature enraged the

serious upholders of Tantricism even though they could not raise

their heads against the wish of the autocrat monarch. Along;

with the coming of the new religion the Poirei rulers came under

the influenee of new Mayangs. The dormant syndrome started

to rekindle. The hatred for Mayang grew more and more.

In 1947 the Meities became a flee nation after an oocsipatHia

of 5d years by the British Imperialists Manipitr was then mesgsd

to the Indian Union m the yeai 1949 A D. Anoth^ Britisk tjfie

rule started again but wiih a different administrator. This time

it was a Mayang administrator. It may be mentioned here by

that time there were thousands who were born before the British

occupation, felt that the British rule was happier than the VseayeAf

rule and cursed the Mayang rulers without analysing the prooess

which led an unhealthy form of merger by abolishing a popular

government by one Mayang man rule, by their own fellow Meiteis

wJbo were the so-oalled the great Meitei politicians of tliat peried.

With the introduction of the Constitution in 1964 A. H. tbe

Meiteis were reduced to the third grade oitHezns of the Indian

Be|i|nblic even denying the fundamental rights. Tbe hope of^the

Meitei politicians who boasted that they weia first Indiana and

last lodisns were shattered. The Ms^ang admkiiiBtrafam easpefr

mented different forms of sdnunistindfhHM not found in yolitmd

soieMk In Ae Meitei became a laboiatery ptsae m the
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hands of the Mayang administrators. Thus on the whole a chunk

of the Meiteis fell disgusted and openly expressed Manipur was a

neo-colony of the Mayangs in imitation of their British masters.

The Meitei politicians who surrendered their rights quite paradoxi-

cally started agitation again tor the restoration of their surrendered

rights. With much hesitation the Mayang administrators released

the rights*

Economically the Meiteis were very backward. They were

under tho Meitei feudalism a forerunner to capitalism. With the

emergence as a component part of the Indian Republic, Manipur

came under the sway of Indian capitali m. All big merchants and

big guns happen to be Mayangs The sum total of all these

relations have made the Meiteis look the Mayangs with hatred.

There is a saying, “If you see a Mayang and a viper, kill the

Mayang first*’.
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POIREl PRINCIPALITY
XHS OHAKKHAN DYKAfllT

1. PoitriUtm (o SM-SSO A.D.)

2. TlAin^ Sfaingiaiimaba aiiM 8hiiig4Kl>ting (SWJHOAJD.)

5. Pangmfaiimba (« 800405 A.D.)

4 BSraotMba (o 905.825 A.D.)

6. Luwang Punshiba (o 026-980 A.D.)

6. (It ia not known who snooeeded Luwang Punahiba. Beoerda

80 far avulable with us indicate that he had nine wivea

and aeveral aona of which aome namea are found).

7. (It is alao not known who waa the 6th ancceBBor of Poirei-

ton, but one of the grandaona ofLuwang Punahiba named

Luwang Langmaiba who waa the Lambu-Tupu of the

Leihous ia found to be very intricately deacribed amidat

allegorical writings as the father of Nongta aa diacuased in

the section on Pakhangba)

8. (Not known)

Luwang kings

9.

10.

11 .

Luwang Langmaiba

1. Nongta (Pakhangba) (c 980-1020 A.D.)

2. Ehuiyoi Tompok (o 1020-1066 A.D.)

8. Taothingmang (c 1066-75 A.D.)

4. Ehui Ningomba (o 1076-02 A.l>.)

0. Pengsiba (a 1092-1116 A.D.)

6. Eaokhangba (o 1116-1183 A.l>.)

7. Naokhamba (c 1183-1140 A.D.)

8. Naophangba (o 1140-1171 AO.)
9. Sameirang (c 1171-1190 A.D.)

10. Ura Eonthonba (o 1190-1216 A.O.)

11. Naothingkbong (c 1216-1260 A.D.)

Mangang kings -*



TEE POLITICAL HISTORY

OF THE POIREI KINGS

1. Poirelton :

Tlie first formal king of this land i e the Imphal valley was

Poireiton. He was the younger brother of king Thongaren oi

Khamnung Sawa. He migrated with a horde of settlers belonging

to Chakkha. Nung, Kham, Man, KhUy Lei, Ngatiibesand settled

on the South-west of Kangla>tongbi. The horde belonged to n

group of Himalayau Mongoloids, neo-Tibetans, tribes ot Tai origin

They entered the valley from a north-easterly direction There

were some groizpb of early settlers when they arrived on this

land. They were Chenglei, SheUoy-Langmai, Kouba, Kangba etc.

Most of the'>e tribes belonged to the Tibeto-Buman and neo-

Burmese tnbes

Imphal valley wais a virgin land by that period awaiting a

name to be given Neither the Chcngleis nor other tribes had given

any name to this louniry The horde ol Poireiton gave the name

*Polrei’ for the first time to this land after the name of Poirei-

ton the foundei of ^heir kingdom possibly after the death of

Pbifsaton ^
Po^^efn became the first formal king of Poirei at about

SIO Before eoming to this land Poireiton had already

bsoome a widower. He had six children left by his deceased wife.

At the time of hb xnigratioa to this land he married his own

sister-iuhiaw Leima Leinaotabi the second wife of king Thongaren.

She was a very witty woman. She knew the art weaving and

spinning, the so&ence of preparing herbal medicines. She could

prepare driieious dishes. On their to this land they halted at

several places. It took them a considerable time to reach this

land. Poireiton, on their way, lost all bis six lovely children

naotoly (1) CShskkhaKhonghwaba, (2) Sagang Yahnaba, (8) Leiahang
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Khekwaiba (4) Eangdon Leinouba, (5) Huiyai Eonthingnu, and

(6) Haochong Langmeinn. The last two were daughters. How-
ever a son was born to him by his second wife Leima Leinaotabi.

He was given the name Tabung Shingminnaba, also called Shing

Tabung and Ningol Saran-ba. This boy was about to die duo to a

serious illness.

When they settled on this land they became soon prosperous

and increased their numbers. It ap))ears for a considerable period

their mortality rate was very lou During the period of Poireiton

there was no struggle for power or supremacy. The tribes lived

as if a big family with Poireiton as their common father. The

leigning period of Poireiton is estimated to be from about 810

A.D. to about 850 A.D.

The tribe of Poireiton worshipped the Sky-god Sararen by

offering food they ate for their fertility and prosperity. The

worship included sacriflce of cow called Shantam-ba the Vedio

form of Sula-gavya sacrifice They were non-vegetarians and

ate beef and pork besides fowls and aquatic animals like fish.

Kice was their staple lood. It appears thr y did not grow vegetables

much but collected wild varieties wiienever they wanted to eat.

It is not known with certainty whether they used to plough the

fields for cultivating rice even though they brought cows and bulls.

However there is a strong indication that they did ploughing as

the word Idngol is found, which is an appliance for ploughing earth.

There was institution of marriage. The pedegrees of female

line were very important unlike other Indo-Aryan tribes. This is

perhaps the reason why we get records on the lines of female sides in

the accounts of this land. Polygamy was a very common practice

but polyandry too is mentioned. The importance of recording

female line may bo attiihuted to the practice ofIhe latter. Very often

in these early societies children who were born by different fathers

used to live with their mothers^ usually fostered by their step fathers

who were the last surviving husbands of the women. The loss or

confusion on father’s line is often encountered in Manipur accounts.
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The causes of this may also be attributed to the above oinnim.
stances. The society was patriarchal.

Records indicate that there was no art of writing. They did
not bring any script to write. On the other hand the earlier

tribes as mentioned above were very primitive. As discussed in

earlier sections, they, particularly the Shelloy-Ijangmais were
naked, did not use even fire, did not construct houses to Jive

in
; they used root oravices of big trees and the bending tops of

trees as their houses
;
they lived mainly on wild food. The tribe

of Poireiton looked down them. The Chengleis settled on the

north-west from the settlement of Poireis and the Shelloy-Langmais

on the Langmaijing now known as the Mapao hills. The Poireis

seem to be somewhat conservative. They did not like to get

inter-marriages with these tribes. In course of about one century

the Chengleis and and Shelloy-*Langmais progressed rapidly.

Administrative system : We do not get any record dealing

explicitelv with the administrative and judiciary systems of Poi-

reiton. Only feed back results can throw light on it. In later

period we find the administrative units were called panaa. The

kingdom was divided into a number of panaa and each pana was

under the charge of a lakpa. The function of a lakpa is equal to

that of the Deputy Commissioner of a district. In Cheitharol

Kumbaba it is recorded that Loiyumba (c 1310-16 A.D.) intro-

duced reformations in the administrative system by dividing his

kingdom into 6 panaa. Each pana had to maintain a standing

force in the palace office in turn which was called a hop.

In addition to lakpaa there were other posts called lambu and

tupu and in later period it is found to have been used by com-

pounding the two words as lafnbu4upu and seems to have altered

its meaning too. It wa^ chiefly given to the officer*in-*charge of a

tributary tribe, and occasoinally another term applying to the

officer-in-charge is also found to have been given which is the

name of the tribe with the addition of a suffix -pa or -ba e.g.

Luwang Likleng was given the title Langmaiba which means the

ofSoer-in-charge of the Langmai tribe.
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The Heit(d anits of land meaenre is ooHed pari and its fraetions

are lourdk and aangam where hurSk is half of pari and aangam is

one fonrth of ;par». One pa/ri is approximately equal to ono hectare

of the metric measare.

Tha etysaologiae of the above words namely pana, pari, loursk,

andi *«rff*r***^am not clearly known hot believed to be a ChaUthan

foEinatioo. In the Moriyan dialect of Asokan period we find the

aama word pana, but amd in the amise of an escbange unit or

money wit not an adsnnistrative unit.

8o it is seen that the above mentioned words were in existence

since the time of Poireiton but their applications seem to be m
their embryonic stages. There was no pressure of man on land,

there wen plenty of land and hence there was no use of land

measures, but the administrative machinery is supposed to have

been functioning. We find the post of lambu, tupu, kmgmaiba

from about the period of Luwang Punshiba

2.

SHng>4»binig (Tabang Shingiatena a)

:

{^DilMitask wan snoeseded by bis son Stuug-tabung at about

800 A. D. Wa hava no reeord of event duriiif his reign*

Heweam the Petreis eantinued to prosper and inoreasa their

nnariwn.

3. Panfasliuiaba :

Tabung Shiiqiminnaba was sooceeded by hie eon Pangminnaba.

It is estimated that Pangminnaba ruled for a period of abent

890-905 A.D. Thwo is no notable event during hie mga.

4. Klnuttiba

:

Paagmianafaa w.ia auoceeded by his son Kbunthiba at about

M6>AJ>. Sb rrigned upto about 930 A.D. I4ke his two prede*

oeasots there is no notable •sant dmang hinniga.
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6. lAWMi PaMliUM

:

ghMftlilba’wat •wwaded ^ tte» tiwwMg fmgkilm. 9b
IhHrt vary itnig hmoe «iiB iWbU»awaffliiig«--‘iongilmiA' «*
ghren to him. In later periods the desoendanbi af PoinitoB wba

were the oUaft ot the Posrai priaoipality Jatar iwmed as the

Lawng priaoipality with the eBUS^sDoe of another pdaupaUlgr

mlsd hy eosae deeoeadants of Poirastoa, wen fie^oently gimi

the titb Pmahiba. It beeame a eonvention to aae this tide by

the difibnnit tribes in the naows of thdr aneestors at a later

period. Upto the time of Lnwaog Panshiba the Prini prineipalily

flonrishsd rapidly without any interiereiKie £rom extenuJ fbwee.

All the Poirris lived together very peaeefully. Lnwang Punsfaiba

had nine wives and several eons and daughters, grand'Sons and

grand-daughters, great-grand-sons and geeat-grand-danghters while

he was alive so iar available from literary souroM. Some eleven

names of sons are found to have been mentioned in litraaiy

aceounts. When he was growing old there were probably discords

among his sons and when he died there was possibly a qntfrrel

over the snooession of throne. As a result the whole neo-Tlbriitm

family was broken up and began to be separated. It is not ebnty

known who among his sons actually sucMOdedMmbtAlthi ffloslly

that one of his grandsons namely Laugmaiba comiBonly known as

Luwang Langmailm snooeeded the rinrtme after the ehaos. It is

estimated that liuwang Punsfaiba reigned upto aboutMS A.D.

Two parallel principalities began to develop in Poirei from

about this period. The principality ruled by the desbendants of

Lnwang Pnnshiba became known as Luwang principality after the

name of Luwang Punsfaiba. Lnwang is a title gitm he ^llihse

obbfa oftUs principality. The titb b also srioptsd by tfas Tai

piinosa. The Lnwang pribripality ctmtinaed to oxist sts an inde-

pendent prias^priity npte abont IdOO A.X>. Tbb CSmfckhaJiruiv

sabfDenp-ofthe neo»Ilil»stane to whioh Loewng Punshiba belonged

beoeSne Insnm as the Xnwiang ehm and the peopb as Tiwirangw.

Thonady Imsangs wen oonijposed of two dbiinot bibes

Ln«M« ffeepm aimvsBe Ohakfahanoriginandiru^ha or soMtiaia
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Nungobai who were ol Tai origin. The Luwangs oo&tinaed to

maintain their ohieftaixiship till it was subjugated by the othei

principalities. The seat of learning of the Poireis however oonti

nued in the Luwangs.

TheKhu-Man sub-group also started to separate from the neo-

Tibetan family. They started absorbing new immigrants. They

moved towards the south-west of their settlement and began to

live quite independently before they moved finally to the sourthem

parts of Imphal valley at about 1250 A 1> at a place now known

as Mayang-Imphal area. When they settled in the Mayang-Imphal

area they were known as Khuman-Nongyai or simply Ehuman.

The other group namely Lei-hou and Lei-nung who appear

to be more aggressive started a parallel principahty under the

chieftainship of Nongta The principality ruled by Nongta who

was given the name Pakhangba of the Sanamahi-Pakhangba myth

in the 16th century A.D* was not given any name*

Virtually after the death of Luwang Punshiba the neo-Tibetan

family was divided into three groups namely (1) Chakkha-Nung,

(2) Lei-hou, Lei-nung and (3) Khu-man. In subsequent political

history of the Poirei kings, we will deal mainly with the history

of the Leihou-Leinung rulers who became known as the Poirei

rulers when they got supremacy over others at later penods except

some references of the other groups. There was no enmity among

these groups for a long time but in later period there were

killings among these group of people too for power and supremacy.

1. Pakhangba

:

Nongta also called Nongta Tukuplik who belonged tq a

Chakkha tribe was invited by the Lei-nungs of the Poirei to become

their chief, who by that time probably was living in his maternal

grand-father’s house with his mother Yabiroka. The maternal

grand-father of Nongta was the Lei-hou chief and probably he

tiimfiAif bebnged to a Lei tribe. Nongta accepted and became the

chief oftbis group of neo-TibetanB at about 980 A.D. Nongtahadone
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younger deter Homed Sira Konthingnu. His mother had three

husbands of which Tupu likleng alias Luwang Laugmaiba who

was the father of Nougta may be mentioned.

Nongta married a girl named Laisa-ra who belonged to a

Helrong tribe. He had also another paramour named Eonthing Nn-

rabi who belonged to a Hangoi clan of the Thoupal tribe. These

tribes inhabited in the upper Iril course. Nongta was very adven*

tnrous, however there seems to be no notable events during his

reign. It is seen that the Poireis prospered well and were looking

for more power. Nongta had a quarrel with Anganga who belonged

to a Eouba tribe over settlement of lands near the source of the

Kongba river. The worship of these group of people was the

same as that found during the reign of Poireiton. The seed for

bloodshed seems to have sown from about this period. One

thing to be noted is that at about the I6th century A.D. the

Mangang chroniclers started mystifying Nongta* They also ma*

gnified him being the founder of that dynasty. They tried to

conceal the name of his father taking the advantage of the con-

fusion arising out of the number of his step-fathers. They

projected Nongta to the Pakhangba of the Sanamahi-Pakhangba

myth. Not only Pakhangba they also gave him several other

names. Details may be seen in the section Pakhangba. In sub-

sequent parts we shall use mainly the name Pakhangba. He died

at about A.D<^

2. Khulyoi '¥2mpok :

When Pakhangba died he was succeeded by his son Ehuiyoi

Tompok bom by Laisa-ra. Ehuiyoi Tompok married a girl named

Langmainu Ahongbi belonging to the Shelloy-Langmai tribe and

who lived on the Langmai-ching. About the name Langmainu

or Nongmainu it has been discussed in the section on Shelloy-

Langmai. Upto the time of Pakhangba the Shelloy-Langmai tribes

continued to be very primitive.

It is said that the Shelloy-Langmaia by that period did not

construct bouses. Th^ took shelter in the root orevioci of big
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tt«M, <m tree tope where tiie bendtDg tope of bwnbooe «BVM»d
treee. They did not cook food tmt Hved on wild roote gbd honey.

The thunder and lightning were their horror, and they took tiiat

nature phenomenon ae the lowering of the efcy to omsh them.

Sniey were naked. In eoeh etage of etrUicatlon the family of

Imngmaina AhangU who settled on the Langmal'ohlng hiUe now
known ae tiie Mapao hills took tits profaseion of esUseting honey

and Wax firom the jangle. The primitiveness of lAngmafaan

Ahongbi was tamed by Ehniyoi Tompok and made her bis queen.

She was a very beautiful girL The book NIngthourol lambuba
oomparas the falling of hairs on her bossom after a bunch on the

back of tha neck to green short grasses growingon beautiful hills

where the wind blows. The book further mentlonB that bar tribe

wae not far off leam their primltiTe yolk.

Khoiyoi Tcanpok tried to defvelop a sounding drum. Ha first

tried with the skin of a deer but he could not get the desired sound.

He then tried with the skin of a tiger, that too failed. At last

his aunt Sira Eonthing-nu the younger sister of Pakhangba lolled

a beautiful young cow and skinned her hide She made a circular

loop of a piece of bamboo and spread the hide over the loop and

tied with cane all around the rim of the loop The finished pro-

duct was tested by a wooden hammer. It ga^e the desired sound.

Thus a beating drum was developed during the period of

Ehniyoi Tompok

It is also said that during the time of Ehniyoi Tompok the

art of printing the border of cloths with circular rings was dere-

loped. It is possibly the forerunner of embroidering on phonefc

pkj&al The experts developed dyes of di&rent pigments for

dyeing cloths. It is said that cloths had keen dyed with ind

colour for the first time during the reign of Khuyoi Tompok.

In mdtaBurgy they could smelt down hronsw'nnd bell metal and

meaofkctnred aenbung and oHier ntemils.

Thus firom about the period of EStuiyol Tompok, people leefeed

fbrwktd fit>r the development of eeienee and terimoldgy. Tho

aponomis otiv^itton tiio peoffie was also good.
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The period of Ehuiyoi Tompofc » estimated to be from about

1020 AJD. to 1055 A.D.

3. Taothtagmsng

:

Wlfeu Khuiyoi Tootpok died at about 1065 A.D. he was sueoseded

by his son Toibeiton who later assumed the name Taothiug*

mafig. Taothingmang was not the eldest eon of Khuiyoi Tompok^

he was the second and possibly the youngest son who ascended the

throne quite young. Taothingmang had one elder brother named

Toimomba. The reason for the abdication of throne by Yoimomba

is not clearly knoun.

Upto the time of Taothingmang the volume of water present

in the northern part of Imphal valley uas much more than that of

the 20th century A D. So Taothingmang took a major project of

draming water from tho water logged areas on a war footing

While supervising the project he was encountered by one Funan

Telheiba. Gheitharol Kumbaba desoribos the place of encounter

to be cm the east oi present Lilong, but this is doubtful It seems

to be on the north-west of the Nongmaijmg hills n that encounter

Taothingmang was struck by an arrow oi Telheiba the Funan tribe.

The real name of that Funan is not found in the text The word

Telheiba is an adjective meaning *good archer*. When the arrow

of that Funan struck on the abdomen, Taothingmang blooded

profusely Cheitharol Kumbaba further states that since thai

event the place became known as Ngang-lou It may be mentioned

here that the area under consideration as mentioned m the

Cheitharol Kumbaba uas the area inhabited by the Ngangoi tribes

and hence the names like Ngangoi-pat, Ngangoi-lou (Ngang-lou)

etc. derived. More over the scaling of these Poireis was confined

within the enclosures of the upper Iril and the Thoubal rivio'S.

After that encounter Taothingmang moved to Lok-kha, H6to*kba.

The location of Lok-kha and Hao-kha is somewhere to the south-

east of Sagolmang and to the north of the Nongmaijmg hills, but

in the foot note comment of Gheitharol Kumbaba it is given to be

a pUee at Sugnu and south of it> which is definitely wrong. The
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Funaiii possibly entered tbe valley during the reign of Ehuiyoi

Tompok firom easterly and south-easterly directions. They belonged

to an Attstro-Asiatic group of people who later merged with the

Nongbals. Taothingmang and his predecessors were more acquain-

ted with the topography of tbe upper Iril course. They had

cleared the course of the Iril river too During the time of Tao-

thingmang much of the water from water logged areas were drained

out bringing more cultivable land masses.

Taothingmang married a girl named Hao-nu-khu who belonged

to a Hao-khu tribe who inhabited the Lok-kha and Hao-kha area

which was not very far from Kongba-maiu ( Kongba-ru ) the

capital of the Poirei (Leinung group). These Hao-khu tribes

migrated by the north-easterly route and settled in some areas

lying between the rivers of Iril and Thoubal in their upper courses.

It is estimated that these tnbes settled at about the 10th century

A.D. in these areas and they became prosperous very soon and

became a target of other tribes to exploit their wealth, and the

Poirei kings frequently married their girls Taothingmang reigned

upto about 1076 A.D.

4. Khui Ningomba :

Taothingmang was succeeded by his son Khui Ningomba. By

the time of Khui Ningomba the descendants of Pakhangba or

Poirei (Leinung) became more powerful. The power of the Luwang

principality was greatly reduced even though they continued to

be tbe centre for learning. So the power of the Poireis was entirely

on the hands of the descendants of Phkhangba. There is no

notable event during the reign of Khui Ningomba.

Khui Ningomba married a girl named Hao-nu-bal who be-

longed to the tribe of his mother. It is estimated that he reigned

upto about 1092.

5. Pengshiba

:

Khui Ningomba was succeeded by bis son Pengshiba. No

record is available about the activities of Pengshiba. Hence it is

believed that there was no notable event during his reign.
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F^gshiba married a girl named Lai-tong-khu who also belonged

to the same tribe of his mother and grand-mother. It is estimated

that he reigned npto about 1115 A.D.

6. Kaokhsngba

:

Pengshiba was succeeded by his son Eaokhangba^ He was

the only child of Pengshiba. There is no notable event during his

reign also. He also married a girl named Lai-ton-hal who also

belonged to the same tribe with his mother, grand-mother, great

-

grand-mother. It is estimated that he reigned upto about

1130 A.D.

7. Naokhamba :

Kaokhangba was succeeded by his son Naokhamba. By this

period the prowess of the Poireis were felt by other tribes.

Naokhamba marnod a woman belonging to the descendants of the

Yaoreiba family by force or by forced abduction from the custody

of her husband. The woman had already conceived a child and

in five months’ term of pregnancy. Her husband was Thangyi

Khongjromba a Chenglei chief* When she became the wife of Nao-

khamba she gave birth to son whom they gave the name Naophang

Ahanba. Further she bore two more children to Naokhamba.

The two children were given the names Naophangba and Yoirum

Chenbi respectively of which the latter was a daughter.

Yaoreiba is believed to be a sixth degree descendant of Luwang

Punshiba who became very rich and possessed a large number of

white goats. In the dialect of the Chakkha-Nung they called

goat yao. Hence the family was given the name Yaoreiba meaning

'possessor of goat’. There was another one family who possessed

a large number of fowls, and the family was given the name
Kaireiba where kai means hen in their dialects. It so happened

one day that some chicken were lost which belonged to Eaireiba

family and they believed they were stolen by their neighbours.

They charged them. The neighbour on the other hand charged
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the loss ef some white goats to be respoBsible by Kainibas. The

ehaiges and counter-charges led to a quarrel. Finally they brought

to a compromise and shifted their settlement to some more

spacious places by clearing shrubs and bushes.

It is estimated that Naokhamba reigned upto about 1140. A.D«

8. Naaphangha t

Naokhamba was succeeded by his son Naophangba after a

contest with his uterine half brother in about c 1140 A. D.

Naophang Ahanba claimed as he was the eldest son he should

succeed his father, but people knew that he was the son of Thangyi

Khongjromba and were against his ascession. The mother inter-

vened and asked her both sons to see the verdict of god by dipping

in water. In that test the rightful man could remain longer in

water. The two brothers agreed and entered the ordain in which

Naophangba came out to be the man who would become king and

hence he succeeded his father.

Naophangba was a prominent king In different accounts be

is found to have been frequently referred to The succesBors do not

refer to other predecessors except Naophangba. But no record is

found in this regard except some anecdotes.

Naophangba went for a hunting at Ngarangyal on the north-

eastern hills along with his faithful servants The name Ngarangyai

is derived from a Shelloy-Langmai word meaning the ^path of wild

beast*. In that hunting they killed several wild bosrs including

a very young one. When they were returning home, Naophangba

ordered his servants not to eat the young one. Naophangba left

them and halted that night in the house of his second wife Kaireima

who belonged to a Kharoi txibe. It so happened that one of the

servants named Yangkhuba who belonged to a Nongbal tribe,

possibly did not hear the advice of the king and ate the young

boar. The next day the king came to know that the young

boar was eaten up by Yangkhuba. He was very much annoyed

and punished Yangkhuba by plucking out the long beard oi

Yaixgkhuba.
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iMniedimto girls (mete ihdawwodant

4)f and the diher hsloiiged to o Kltasroi tribe or oUn of the

noidbftl tribe. The YaoreibMlmaQ gsre birth to a son named

flsMlniiigy ^vriille the Eh«roi«n>n i.e. Khsroi girl jiemed Ketrefans

gave birth to a son named Thamanglang. The desoendants of

Thanumglang became known as Yengkhom a 9agt% in the Meitei

setup. Eaireima is said to have been born by Wanglen the yonnger

brother of Yoirangpok the chief of the Thoubals who belonged to

the Kharoi elan of the Thonbals. In a later period the Kharoi

tribes merged in the Khumans and became Ehumans. Yoirang-

pok was a very noted person. He is found to have been entered

in different accounts as one of the ancestors of Khuman often with

the title 'Punshiba'.

It is estimated that Naophangba reigned upto about 1171 A.D

9. Samelrang

:

Naophongba was succeeded by his Sameirang bom by his wife

who belonged to the descendants of Yaoreiba. It was a period of

distrust and quarrel. Then it began killing for power and supre-

macy. Contest for throne became very acute. Several waves of

Tibeto-Burmans who migrated were absorbed by some ehrlier

tribes. Peace and tranquility were no more. Politically the land

bad changed substantially. Sameirang killed Kwakpa Thawanthaba

in a severe encounter Ewakpa Thawanthaba was a chieftain,

most probably of Astro-Asiatic group of people like Punan, Maring ,

Mon^Ehmer who merged with the Nongbals. There were revenges

and vendettas. Sameirang also attacked Eumba the Langmei

Chieftain while the latter was fishing and subdued him.

Sameirang married the daughter of Thing who belonged to

to a Sampong clan of the Man tribe of Ehu-man. Thing was the

chief of the Kampong. It is estimated that Sameirang reigned

upto about 1180 A.D.

10* Um SoAthonba

:

Aainskaiig was snsoeededby his sonUra Kmthonba. He fras a

powerfulking. Oneday tbeShelby^emgiaals
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to aiMMdt Haokap, Ohingtang, Khunpham and Ngangohoog. 13^
also idanned to attack Poirds on their return. While doihg so

th^ happened to pass through the territoiy of the Poireis and

oame across one man named Kadem who belonged to a Nongbal

tribe and who was a faithful seirant of Ura KonthoubO) fishing in

a nearby lake. When Nongbal Kadem heard the war cry of the

Shelloy-Langmai warriors he was much frightened and pretended

to be dead. The Shelloy-Langmai warriors took him to be dead»

left him. When the Shelloy-Langmais left him he oame running

at night and reported the plan of the Shelloy-Langmais to attack

the Poireis after returning firom the assault of Haokap, Chingsang

etc. Ura Konthouba soon prepared for a counter attack. The

force moyed on horse back and ambushed the Shellow-Langmais

some where at source of the Naga stream and killed several of

them. The source of the Naga stream is at present the TndO'Burma

Road north-east of Luwangsangbam. Thus Ura Konthouba

omshed the assault of the Shelloy-Langmais but could not subdue

them. On the other hand the Shelloy-Langmais all the time

prepared for a revenge of the assault^ but outwardly they did not

raise their heads. As the Shelloy-XAUgmais could not revenge

directly on Ura Konthouba, they resorted to other means to his

relatives, nobles and servants. In such a situation his son

Hongnem-yoy Khunjao (Naothingkhong) ran away from home and

lived in Shelloy-Langmai by marrying a girl of that tribe under

disguise.

Ura Konthouba married a girl named Nongjengsu who belonged

to a Khaba clan of the Thoubal tribe. It is estimated that he

reigned upto about 1225 A,D.

11. Naothingkhong

:

Ura Konthouba was succeeded by his son Naothingkhong at

about 1215 A.D. When Naothingkhong was about 10 or 12 years old

he became very delinquent and started running away from borne.

He run away possiMy at the early adolescence from his home for

fiMtf ofhiefistiier’swiath.
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He ran to the Shelioy^Laagmais under disguise and married

Langmainu { Nongmainti ) Pitang-nga and lived in her house.

When the Shelloy-Langniais came to know that Hongnemyoy

Klmnjao was none but the son of Ura Konthouba they planned

to kill him to rerrenge the ambush and humiliatation inflicted on

thmn by Ura Konthouba. The family of Pitang-nga knew him

earlier that he was the Poirei x^inee but they eonoealed his

identity. When the Shelloy-Langmai warriors attacked the house

of Pitang-nga at night, Naothingkhong escaped by {uercing

through the thatched walls on the advice ot Pitang-nga. Naothing-

khong was also informed of a secret route leading to the Khumans

by his wife Pitang-nga. Wien the Shelloy-Langmai warriors found

Naothingkhong escaped, they turned to Pitang-nga but they were

defeated by Pitang-nga by her logical arguments. ®ie said it was

the fault of the Shelloy Langmai warriors who trespassed the

territory of the Poireifl without informing them. It is quite

natural that the Poireis would take the action as an attack

on them.

Naothingkhong took asylum in the Khumans. The Khumans

by this penod inhabited the area of Patsoi and its north. While

he was in the KhuEnana he fell in love with Santing Nganhi alias

Narum Kangbi the daughter of Amukoi the Khnman chieftMU and

married her In the Khumans too he lived under disguise. Km-

tbingkhong again escacped from the Khumans without informing

his wife and her family. Santing Nganhi was much offended to

her father and her brother Angonkoi for their ill treatment to the

prince. It it believed that this time his father Ura Konthouba had

sent him to the Luwangs for training in the art of administration.

According to iiie account Naotkmgkhong Phamkal Kaba, it is said

that Naothingkhong married the daughter of Punshi Ynmoiba the

Khuman chieftain. When Ura Konthouba was getting old he sent

men to bring Naothingkhong and his family back, and then sent to

the Luwangs for education. The said sontoe farther ****** **

while Nnothtogkhong was fa the Khnmans be married the daughter
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of 8ana*rakkha the Moirang ohleftain wUoh seems to be an inter*

polatSon. The matter has been disonsscd in earlier section.

When Naothingkhong was in the Lnwangs, Hongnem was the

Luwang chief, Hongnem was given the title *Lnwang Ningthou

Panshibs’. Hongnem was very old when Naothingkhong was with

them. It is said that Hongnem died when Naothingkhong was

in the Lnwangs, and further said that his father too died when he

was still in the Luwangs His mother sent for him to snooeed

his father.

Naothingkhong married girls of several tribes. Some six

wives are found in different literary sources. It was probably hli

plan to gain more power.

Naothingkhong ascended the throne in the year c 1215 A.D.

The '^ouroe Naothingkhong Phambal Kaba farther states that when

Pitang*nga heard of Naothingkhong becoming king she came to the

palace but found the daughter of Punshi Yumoiba sitting on the

left side of the king. She then left the palace and became a

Lairembi meaning ^goddess*. This is a half fabulous account

. , ..Naothingkhong led an expedition on the northern parts of

the Loijing ranges where the Mangangs inhabited. In that en-

gagement be defeated the Mangang chief named Eonkhu-cha and

seized several articles including a tharao<hi (an instrument made of

copper for producing loud sound by blowing). He also brought

with him most of their girls. For this victory he was conferred

the title 'Mangang Ngamba’ meaning the ‘Victor of the Mangangs’.

Since this event the Mangangs gradually came down from the

hills and merged with the Poirei clan to which Naothingkhong

belonged. On his way back he also assaulted the Ebumans who

by that time better known as Thangnga and ELampong inhabiting

the north-west of Patsoi, where he had a clash with them at a

place close to the house of Nongmainu Soraton possibly a promi-

nent lady belonging to a Langmai tribe who got married to

the Thangnga-Katnpong. As discussed in earlier sectians^ by that
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period the Thangnga and Eampong bad sooial interoourse with the

Langmai and often Langmainus are entered as Nongmainus.

When Naotlangkhong was ruling for some time an invader

named Samlungfa a Pong prince appeared from the southern side*

As Samlungfa was better equipped and organised aothingkhong

could not confront and ultimately surrendered. It is believed that

besides horses Samlungfa also employed several elephants. Unlike

other barbarian conquerors Samlungfa was a noble prince and did

not commit any atrocity, rather he tried to uplift his victims

who were in a very backward stage. Details are discussed in

the section on Samlungfa. After staying for sometime in Poirei.

Samlungfa left for further expedition by the source of the Tril

river sometime earlier than 1225 A D

While Samlungfa was in Poirei he streamlined the habit,

manners and general way of life of the Poireis. Immediately after

Samlungfa another horde of immigrants entered the valley from

the southern route and settled at Lamangdong. They were

Bangals, proto-Bangals and Tibeto-Burman Mayangs led by a Sena

prince of the Senas of Bangal They carved out a principality

at Lamangdong By that period Naothingkhong was a powerful

prince besides the Moriya princes of the Kege principality. A
Bangal princess was given in marriage to prince Naothingkhong*

The Mayang influenced name of the princess is Chingurembi. Thus

a matrimonial relationship was established between the principa-

lities of Poirei and Lamangdong.

The original Bangal name of6hingurembl is not found. It

seems she became a favourite queen of Naothingkhong Chingu-

rembi was sent with ten attendants in time of her marriage The

image of Bangal culture in the court of Naothingkhong seems to

have been strongly felt. Soon the Bangals, proto-Bangals and

Mayangs became a shadow power. Along with Chingurembi a

firesh wave of the cult of Siva and Devi came to the Poireis.

Chingurembi was a devotee of Siva and Devi. The mythology of

Saivism became very popular among the common people. People
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began to wowhip De^i wbioh later mixed with the oultare of the

Lai tribes the worship of aneestors. Chifigurembi brought a new

era of cultural history of this land following the streamUning of

Samlungfa. However she had some demerits. It «’cem8 she was

envied by other oo-wives of Naothingkhong and a revolting spirit

was thus infused on them. Their relatives also supported them.

A general hatred for Bangals, proto-Bangals and Mayangs was

created and dually the seed of the Meitei-Mayangs syndrome was

formed where the Mayangs were the backbones.

There is every reason to believe that Khongtekoha was the

son born by Chinguiembi. However no record is available. Even

Chingurembi is not found in the royal chronicle which was recasted

during 1825-85 A. B. Khongtekcha became a favourite son of

Naothingkhong though he was not the eldest son It appears most

of the nobles of the court supported him for the throne.

It is estimated that Naothingkhong reigned upto about 1250 A.D.

12« Klioiigtekeba

:

When Naothingkhong died he was succeeded by his son

Khongtekoha though quite young No one amongst his half

brothers raised their heads. Khongtekoha could gain the throne

not by his physical strength but by his supporters. He was already

supported by his late father, by the nobles and the people of

Lamangdong principality. It may be pointed out here that some

scholars even believe that the capital of Khongtekcha was at

Lamangdong. It is more likely that Khongtekcha shifted his

capital after reigning for sometime in the area of the Upper Iril

valley, from the fear of coup d’etat by his half brothers.

During the reign of Khongtekcha there was one notable event.

The Keges invaded Poirei led by their Moriya chief named Oinu

Kaja (Oinusengbaraoha). It is said that he caught alive Oinu

Seng Haja and 763 Keges were beheaded by his oommander-in-obief

Thongak Lakpicha according to Ningthourol Lambuba. Thus the

Keges were reduced, but it appears the Poireia too got the

worst reverses.
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Khongiftkeha spent time on meditation of Devi. He ijolierittd

the epiritualism from Ofaingaremhi. A oopper plate insorifaing the

rituals of Devi performed by Khongtekcha was dieoovered ia the

beginning of the 20th century A.D. The date of the copper plate

was tempered. It is believed that the scholars who invented 33 A.D.

as the date of Pakhangba got the oopper plate and inscribed their

forged dates by superimposing the previous one instead of pre-

serving the document. The Devi worship was very popular and

in every principal villages Devi temples were constructed before

it mingled up with the nncest<ir worship of Lai culture of the

Lai tribes

Khongtekcha died quite young. According to Cheitbarol

Kumbaba be reigned for 10 years. It is estimated that he died at

about 1260 A D. and left small children not fit for succession of

throne. Khongtekcha married a Luwang girl named Keiren who

belonged to a rich family.

13. Keireneha

After an interregnum of 11 years following the death of Khong-

tekeha the vacant throne was filled up by Keireneha possibly one

of the sons of Khongtekcha. Keireneha must have been very young

when Khongtekcha died and in a period of turmoil he was xmt fit

for throne and the throne remained vacant till he attained maturity.

So far available records do not give the relation between Khong*

tekoha and Keireneha. However we assume him to be the son.

There has been no significant event during hk reign. It is

estimated that he ascended the throne at about 1271 A.I>. and

reigned upto about 1276 A.D. and poanUy he was euooeeded by

his brothers.

14. Tfilha;

Keireneha was succeeded by Yarba at about 1276 A.D. The

relation between Keireneha and Yatba is not known with certainty

but there is every possibifity of Yarba being a brother of
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Keireiioba. It ii said that Yarba was a very polite king. He
veepeoted his elders. He was a good archer. There is no notable

event daring his reign.

He married a girl named Lambaan the daughter of a rich

Nongbal. It is estimated that he reigned upto 1278 A.D.

15. Ayangba

Tarba was succeeded by Ayangba The earlier name of Ayangba

IS Sarichongba The name Ayangba was given to Sarichongba

when he attacked on two parties at Thoubal Moi-cha Ohing

quarrelmg over their shares of the catches of hunting and

snatched away their catches swiftly The meaning of *swift

ness' IS Ayangba Daring his reign he constructed a road on

the eastern part of Imphal The road became known as

Ayang*palli.

He married a very calm lady belonging to the Luwangs. It

IS estimated that he reigned upto about 1281 A.D

16« Nlngthoueheng

.

Ayangba was succeeded by Ninthoucheng. There is no notable

event during the reign of Ninthoucheng He married a girl named

Lambasu the daughter of Sanyang Khaiba who belonged to a

Khuman. It is estimated that he reigned upto about 1290 A.D.

17. Chenglei Ipan Lanthaba *

Ningthoucheng was succeeded by Chenglei Ipan Lanthaba.

His earlier name is Thingbai Ahanba He led an expedition in the

Stream of the Nawang Yi. The Nawang Yi stream was flowing

near the settlement of the Ghengleis in the north-western part of

thie valley. He could cross the swiftly running water of the stream

on the onset of monsoon. Hence be was given the name Qhenglej

Inw Iianthaba.

Luwangs and the Uangangs had no longer in good rela-

tions* For the first time a group of Luwaugs was attacked* It is
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that Ohetiglel Ipan Lanthaba attacked a group of Luwaugs

headed by the Luwang chief who waa ooming by a boat in the

Nawang Yi etream and captured them. The topography of the

Talley had greatly changed in the SOth century A.D* The big

•treams of the 13th century A.D. are reduced to mere mtloB and

the Talley as a whole are much dehydrated. The Nawang Ti is the

Upper course of the Nambul riTer. Since this attack the Luwangs

had been put under the subjugation of the Mangang kings.

Ohenglei Ipan Lanthaba married a girl who belonged to a

Nongbal tribe bom by a laborious Nongbal named Arampamba.

It is estimated that he reigned upto about 1291 A.D.

18. Tarou Kelphaba:

Chenglei Ipan Lanthaba was succeeded by Yarou Keipbaba

at about 1294 A.D. The earlier name of Yarou Keiphaba is Eham^
lang Atonba. It is said that one of his servants named Huitaroy

was attacked by a big tiger at Louchi-pat where the Haokap and

Chingsang tribes inhabited The said tiger was caught alive by

another servant named Nongthol by using a pole and then killed

the animal by a spear Khamlang Atonba caught and killed six

tigers at his credit, for which he was given the name Tanglou

Keiphaba. He introduced the embroidery style of phaneh phibait

which had hitherto been painted

Yanglou Keiphaba married a girl named Khongleima who was

a good singer. Khongleima was the daughter of Lamyai Lakpa a

Luwang. It is estimated that he reigned upto about 1296 A.D,

19. Irengba :

Yanglou Keiphaba was succeeded by Irengba at about 1296

A.D. The earlier name of Irengba is Keital Thaba. He led an

expedition near Ithai where he subdued Elege Khamba, Haorofc

Khamba and Sedrang ELhambara, He further proceeded his expe-

dition towards Tanakha. It appears that he faced no resistance at

Tanakha. He also led an expedition in the north-east direction

where also be was not resisted.
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imi^a was Tory kaen aboat his dress. He wanted aery

faiAdouble garments and omameiite. He used tfae best dresses

and omameiits that ootiid be made in his time. He was a seholar.

Ha spent his old ages in the quest of knowledge and was vesy

amUbmua
Smagba married a girl named Tamheibi the daughter of the

reanraed Khiiman chief Nougyai Tbinkonhanba who brought the

BangaK prolo-Btngals and Basis (Basis) from the Loijing ranges

to the valley.

Irengba died at ab )ut 1310 A.D. When he died his surviving

wife Tamheibi wanted to erect a statue of her deceased husband,

asked her sculptor Kabul Haochong Nungmuoha to carve a wooden

statue of the late king. Accordingly Kabul Haochong Nungmu-

oba osarved a wooden statue of the late king by means of soft wood

and painted with yellow pigment. But the visitors protested that

the wooden statue did not look like the late king. So Tamheibi

again ordered Aden Khoirisuba a brasier to oast a bronze statue

of the late king. Adon Khoirisuba tried to collect a wanted variety

of waac at Ngidtan Sunaohing but he could not collect it. He

however managed with available materials and casted a bronze

statue of the late king. This time the bronze statue looked very

much like the late king.

20. Loiyumba

Irengba was succeeded by Loiyumba During his reign some

of his tributaries failed to pay tributes in time. So he sent hie

noble Angwba Haokei Lanthaba towards Sekta and ordered bkn

not to return until the six villages of Sekta had been crushed He
also sent his half brother Kbamlang Pansaba towards the hill where

the chieftain Haoku Tena lived and farther ordered him to reduce

the viUage. One another noble who was known as Leihou Lambu

meaning the guide and controller of the Leihous was insulted at

MaOoy where the chief of Malloy village asked him tauntingly.

The Malloy chief said that the Leihou Lambu would have been

very much ezhatisted and hungry while coming up the hills but

the rice had not yet been fully boiled. He faltfaer said tire Z/rihou
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Iiambn wpoald liare boea very thirsty of fermented wine but Hkb

wine had not properly been fermented. Though he wanted to ooUeet

the tribute of clothes, it was not yet woTen ; he had better use

b^rks. Ete aUo slid that kin; Loiyumba would be too weak to

climb up the hills where they lived and so on.

On learning the information king Loiyumba became furious

and he attacked the Leihou and Halloy villages and killed several of

them ruthlessly. All their escape routes had already been sealed

off eadier and people attempted to escape were captured. Finally

both the chieftains of Malloy and Leihou namely Haothang Haoyen
and Ehomarung respectively were taken as captives.

In the Sektii eirpedition some Ohakpas including Angkhom
Tao wore captured. Since then Loiyumba started singing Ougri,

It is H song c imposed in verses describing the valours, duties and
responsibilities of a king. Before Loiyumba it was not sung but
recited by priests and scholars in the ears of king with expla-

nations

In another expedition at Thangdapung on the northern part

of the hills men resembling black monkeys were caught alive.

Precious stones as claimed by those ‘black people’ to have magical

powers were also seized. Those precious stones are believed to

be stone celts brought by these black people who were of Funan
origin as discussed in earlier sections. In one occasion Loiyumba
had a tussle with his brother-in-law over an article.

All the nobles who were sent in different directions were all

successful in their assigned duties. Thus Loiyumba crushed all

the rebel tributaries and conferred honour on all those nobles.

Loiyumba introduced reformations in the administrative

structure. He divided his kingdom into six panas or districts.

The six were as follows : (1) Laipham lup, (2) Thouoha
lap. (3) Kongcha lap, Lupkhuba lup, (5) Chingcha lup, and

(6) Khaija lup.

Loiyumba married a girl named Sumleima a Shelloy-Langmal

who lived in a vc*fy cold slope of the high hills on the northern
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side where the frost began to collect before the frost of the pre-

vious year could thaw completely.

It appears from about the time of Loiyumba, Saivism became

declined and the pantheon of Brahmanical religion began to be

mingled up gradually with other gods and goddesses of Mongoloid

origin of Tai culture. The myth of Nongpok and Panthoibi

appears to have penetrated to the Poireis after Loiyumba which

wa^ a synthesis of the Tnyth of Siva and Devi with Mongoloid

pantheon Panthoi is a Mongoloid god of Tai origin. The themes

of the two myths are practically the same but in Nongpok and

Panthoibi it is fully clothed with local materials and hence it

became more homely to the general mass.

It is estimated that Loiyumba reigned upto about 1336 A.D.

21, Loitongba :

Loiyumba was succeeded by Loitongba at about 1336 A.D.

Loitongba was highly honoured by the people unlike other princes.

When Loitongba was in his mother’s womb the Phambal kaba or

coronation ceremony of his father Loiyumba was performed. When
Loiyumba was being coronating with his queen Sumleima who was

in full term of pregnancy at the time of ascending the ceremonial

throne she was provided with special arrangements lost a fall from

the throne, would cause an injury to the foetus tha would become

Loitongba, Sumleima gave birth to a son whom they gave the

name Loitongba immediately on completion of the ceremony.

People took him, he was the only prince who was coronated at

the moment of his birth. When I^)itongba was born he was most

affectionately treated by his mother Sumleima as he was her child

who was crowned at the moment of his birth. Both the king and

the queen worshipped and prayed to god for the welfare and for

the fame of their son that could rise as high as mountain.

In one ocoasion Loitongba went along with his nobles to the

Langmai hills and plucked some bangs which are date and circular

seeds of creeper and they started playing it by throwing. Thus

the ^Game of Eang’ is said to have started from his period*
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In another occasion Loitongba sent some Poirei youths to get

some tops found playing by the Bangals in the Bangal village

situated on the western part of the valley. The youths brought

some tops. With these tops he introduced a game of tops also.

Loitongba led an expedition at Tingbi Waikopat and Mangbi

Lamthapat and captured some persons belonging to Kege and

Moirang tribes. They were Khoiba Naokhomcha, Tamlu Nao-

khomsu and Aton Naothingba.

Loitongba married Sangleima Loinusu n girl belonging to

a Nongbal tribe It is estimated that ho reigned upto about

1340 A.D.

22. Toiremba .

Loitongba was succeeded by Atom Yoiremba at about 1346

A.D. The suocesdon Yoiremba was not wanted by some of the

nobles of his father. They wanted to oust him and put his

younger brother Hemlou Iw^anthaba on the blirone. With the

connivance of Nongthol Tengmai Thinba a prominent noble oi his

father belonging to a Khuman tribe he was ousted.

When Yoiremba was on the Poirei throne his younger

brother Hemtou luauthaba took asylum in the Khumans who

by that time inhabited on the eastern side of the Loktak

lake. He was much acquainted with the Khuman gals. It is

said that, in one occasion, while some Khuman gills namely

Heipok Ngambi, Maningleima and Poncheng Nganbi were j>ouii-

diiig rice on a moon lit evening singing ^ihoueu hhei a song sung

during time of pounding, Hemtou Iwanthaba asked them to hold

the pounding rod in a slanting position. The girls replied in

the negative as the pounding rod was not a spear it was unnatural

to do so. The girls further expressed their mistake why they did

pounding in such a manner, perhaps in a fondly spirit, but Hemtou

Iwanthaba took it the other sense and felt very much ashamed.

The brain behind the vicious plan to oust Atom Yoiremba

was the wife of Nongthol Tengmai Thinba. She met prince Iwan-

thaba in a fishing ground while she was fie>hing with a net. She
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airiud prinoe to oome to h«t house aeovetly at on an

af^pointed day. On that appointed day Noagthol Tof^mai ThinAMb

luMuad a eoinid in some comers of his inghhdl and snspeeted to be

a bull or some other trespassers asked his wife to bring the spesir.

The wife asked him she would ascertain it hrst^ She came out

and found the piinos in her courtyard and brought him in and

introduced to her husband.

Thus Nongthol Tengmai Thinba became acquainted with the

prince. With the presence of Nongthol Tengmai Thinba on tbe

side of Hemtou Iwanthaba the nobles gradually shifted their

allegiance to Hemtou Iwanthaba In that situation Atom Yoi-

remba sent his servant Anang Phiharoi to observe tbe situation.

Anang Phiharoi came and requested Atom Yoiremba to stop the

attempt to crush the mounting coup d'etat as all the nobles were

behind his younger brother Iwanthaba. When Atom Yoiremba

come to know it was the plan of Nongthol Tengmai Thinba

be wanted to go to the Kbumans to meet bis younger brother

there. Atom Yoiremba felt that there should be no two parallel

kings for the throne and wanted to meet his brother. He was

however persuaded by all the ladies of the palace not to go to

the Khumans but be was determined to go there Atom Yoiremba

was however requested to take rest for the night by offering wine

by his wife Liklang Khombabi who belonged to a Khuman.

The next day Atom Yoiremba started hi^ journey towards the

Khumans by a boat along with his wde Liklang Khomhanbi and

their son Touren Hanba. When they reache the locality of the

Nongyais, one of his faithful servants there requested the king

not* to proceed further towards the Khumans. But Atom Yoiiwiba

expressed him that his younger brother Hemtou Iwanthaba was

becoming king and there should be no two parallel kings and that

wawwhy he was going to the Khumans Atom Yoiremba gave the

servant some drinks and proceeded towards the Khumans. When

Atom Y<memba arrived at Khuman^ tiie Khuman king Ptmsbiha

en^ired why he came to the Khumans. Atom Yoiieinba Tefdied
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tlttbi i% waft tlie pluti of the Khtiman king which ousted him from

tim ^bmoe in faveor of has younger brother Hemton Iwanthaba

ami tha4) he came to the Ehnmane for seeking his asylum. The

Khtiman king expressed his sincere innocence in the matter and

wanted to help him. He persuaded Atom Yoiremba to go with

him to meet hig younger brother but Atom Yoiremba refused.

Thus Atom Yoiremba spent the rest of bis life in the Ehumans.

It is estimated that he was about one year on the throne

during tbo period 1 346-47 A.D.

28 Iwanthaba *

The throne of Poirei came in the hand of Hemtou Iwan-

thaba by about 1347 A.B. by ousting his elder brother Hemtou

Iwanthaba was formerly called Loiyamba

When Hemtou Iwanthaba was on the throne, he once went

on a hunting at Irom Meijrao where he pierced through a doer

with his spear. The deer ran away with the spear struck on her

body and fell at Paobilok. It was discovered by the Kliumans

who went for 6shing in thht area. The deer along with the spear

was given to the Khuman king. The Khumaxi king enquired* to

whom did the spear belong. Those fishermen could not identify

the spear. IVhen Yoirenhanba a Khuman who was a courtier of

the king saw it, he immediately recognised it. He reported to the

king' that the spear belonged to Hemtou Iwanthaba. The spear was

assembled by him when Hemtou Iwanthaba was in the Khumans

The Khumans worshipped the goddess of grains by offering the

flash of the deer.

The information of the worship by offering the flesh of the

deer killed by Hemtou Iwanthaba, was brought to the ears of

Iwanthaba by the three girl friends of Hemtou Thawanthaba who

were Khumans as stated in the previous section namely Heipok

Kgamhi, Maningleima and Poncheng Ngambi. On learning the

information that the deer killed by him was used to offer to the

goddesaof gram Hemtou Iwanthaba was much annoyed and sent
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meBsengers asking why his spear should be utilised in the worship.

The Khumans however returned the spear. When Hemtou Iwan-

thaba oheoked his spear it was found to be very badly damaged

and that too enraged hini He wanted to avenge the act which

he took it as an insult.

So Hemtou fwanthaba proceeded towards the Khumans by

boats to attack them He arrived at Uchiwa a Khuman strong-

hold by that period and attacked the Khumans. In that attack

the Khuman queen named Leima Anganbi who was going to

witness the harvest at Khachong Huilou a paddy field was hit by

a kangdd on her head. Ka^vgdel is short and heavy wooden stick

specially prepared for throwing and striking a target used in

warfare. Immediately after the hit Hemtou Iwanthaba rushed

and beheaded the defenceless lady with his sword in a bar-

barous way. He carried off the head of the lady for peiforming

the rite of luhha thaba. In this rite the skull is buiied underneath

the corpse of their tribe believing that a new child born in that

family would defeat and control the tribe of the victim.

When the information of the barbarous act was recieved, some

Khumans immediately chased Hemtou Iwanthaba. They found

Hemtou Iwanthaba rowing their boats close to the other bank of

the river and could not be attacked by them. Knowing the intri-

cate situation the Khumans appealed to Hemtou Iwanthaba to

return the skull of the late queen. But he refused As their appeals

failed they started abusing him, for they repented the asylum

they had granted to him, for the food they had given to him, for

the pity that the Khumans took for him and so on. At last the

Khumans declared an open challenge to test the valour of a man
condemning the cowardly act of killing a defenceless lady and asked

Hemtou Iwanthaba to wait for them at Yaorou Heitupan on the

fifth day for the contest. ^

Accordingly the Khumans arrived on the appointed day at

Yaorou Heitupan and ii foimed Hemtou Iwanthaba for their

arrival. The information was given to a young woman named Leima
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Nahui-nu while she was going to a field. She gave the infor-

mation to Hemton Iwanthaba. But very cunningly Hemtou

Iwanthaba gave a reply that one of his nobles named Nongthol

Tengmai Thinba was dead and his last rites was to be performed.

Hence they would not go out for work for five days and asked

the Ehumans to wait for five days. In the meantime Hemtou

Iwanthaba made a secret plan to ambu h the Khumans. He sent

several of his men which included Langmaithemba, Khamleng,

Thangwai with a lamhu in southern point at Heirangkhong,

Khongcha in the elevated meadow, liaocha Lapamba in the

banana plantation area and Ingel Tonpanba in Tourikon. They

were advised to move towards the north to the point where the

Khumans were concentrated and Hemtou Iwanthaba himself would

move from the north along Waisel.

Y * ,

r When all the parties of Hemtou Iwanthaba arrived on the

spot the Khumans were found taking their lunch* Without a

single moment’s delay the forces of Hemtou Iwanthaba commenced

attack on the Khumans. The Khumans were completely surprised

by the betrayal of Hemtou Iwanthaba. Several Khumans were

killed, some were captured and some escaped One ofthe escapees

shouted that among those killed the nephew of Hemtou Iwan-

thaba bom by his elder brother Atom Yoiremba was there. On

hearing the information Hemtou Iwanthaba ordered the Khuman

Lambu to examine and verify the statement. If it is correct the

skull of Tourel Khuba should not be used in the rites of luklut thaha

after all he was his (Hemtou Iwanthaba) son (nephew). On veri-

fication the information was found to be correct. The head of

late Tourel Khuba was wrapped by cloth and hung up on a tree

Thus the valour of the Khumans had little practical value even
I /

though it had romance.

Hemtou Iwanthaba married a girl named Khuroingambi

belonging to a tribe which was absorbed by the Nongbals. It is

estimated that he reigned upto about 1353 A.D.
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Iwanthaba was succeeded hy Thawanthaba. The

earlier name of Thawanthaba is Sarichongba. He was a very

adveniurotts king. He conducted a series of expeditions.

He started his expedition from Khnyon Lok lying towards the

sonthem side of valley^ In that area there was one village named

Lalbang. He attacked and reduced the village to ashes by setting

on fire and captured its chieftain named Maimu Payanig«ngamba*

He then assaulted the Thara village lying to the south-east of

the valley. In that expedition he captured Langchengpoi Apoiba

the chieftain of that village.

In the hills lying to the north of the valley Thawanthaba led

expedition at the Kouba Irong Ti. In that expedition he subdued

Uaruraba Ehongsn. ^

He then led his expedition at Leihoupok lying to the norths

west of the valley. There was a village near the lyeibi stream.

He alio attacked the village. He then proceeded towards the

Karong villi^e where clash ensued with the people of Matong

vstiage. He subdued Haoba Thikpa a brave warrior of that

village. Ho took a large quantity of fish from them He then

preeeeded towards Pouwoi-ching and subdued Phuremba Kadaugon.

Thus he completed his north-west expeditions.

He then directed his expedition towards the south. In an

encounter in the Khuman area, Thawanthaba killed Haosioba

Toncheng Naomei and beheaded. He captured Yaithing Konnu

the beautiful wife of Haosieba Toncheng Naomei and carried her

tying on the hirupah meaning the flattened tail of the b>at

possibly for her resistance. She is behoved to be the character of

the historical novel *Yaithing Konnuand Khuyon Haoba*. His expe^

dition also continued to the Shelley•'Iiangmais where hembllued

Wahepkhong Mwitang md killed one person wantonly who wm
found eating sour fruits with salts.
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He again directed his expeditions towards the south-east near

the Thoupal river. He moved to the site where once the village

of Kharoi existed and came across a village named Thawa. He

plundered the village and set on fire all the houses. In that village

there was one girl named Kharoi Mende who decorated her hair

with flowers of epiphylic orchids while weaving cloths. Possibly

she was a very handsome girl and was the younger sister of

Kaklen Tangsa. The girl was brought and taken her to wife by

Thawanthaba.

Thawanthaba had one servant named Lampak Khangkha a

stone sculptor who one day by mistake broke the flshii^ imple-

ments of Thawanthaba while fishing at Irong Lake. Thawanthaba

was very much annoyed and probably very badly abused Lampak

Khangkha. Since then Lampak Khangkha had been living in

Wairuug village by digging brine springs. When Thawanthaba could

not see him for a long time and got the information that ho was

digging brine springs at Waining lying to the east of the valley, he

sent men to biing Lampak Khangkha back. The messengers in-

formed Khangkha the desire of the king Lampak Khangkha remem-

bered the antecedents and gave a very cunning reply, requesting

the king to attack the Wairung on the fifth day by detaining one

of the messengers. On the appointed day the king and his men

camc^ to assault Wairung Lengong. In the meantime Lampak
Khangklia killed the detained messenger. The king possibly

took the messenger as a traitor

It was a time when the Heirems and Khunjals gave trouble

to the Khuman. The Khuman chieftain who was the son-in-law

of Thawanthaba requested his father-in-law to help in crushing

those Heirem-Khiinjal tribes Thawanthaba conceded the request

and attacked the villages of Heirem and Khunjal and they were

defeated Thongnga Khongtek and Tbonga Khongtekeha the

leaders of Heirem-Khunjals were beheaded. The dcull of the be-

headed leaders were given to his daughter Chingkheithanbi who
was given to the Khuman chief in marriage, for performing

lukhn fhaba rites.
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Soswtee aMiuik ObingHwHiwaM m»» matldercd by

Mine KhiMBftHB and 7b«i«tothafaR jb«(«aie very angry lor the Idling

of hifl dmglKer. 8o he wanted to give a laaeon to thoee WToltiDg

group of Khnnaiw* He planaed to send his men ineluding Tnmu

YajiaaebeiDg £er pnovooatiog deKbenately the rerolUng Kbrunens.

Jh that niiiiuon two men jumely Meihaiwho Khmnitea end Xoriba

H«Mhaa« lest their linee. The result of this operation fwthei

ranged Tha^notheba. He led an espedition agfunat the mndting

Khamans and encircled them from all directions. In that oation

he haled eeaeral TOToltiag .Khamane leaving loyal Khamans.

Thus he put down the dialoyal KbiimanB

Tbamntheha married XaukeingaBsbi the daoghter of Chak-

pcam Naoda Yamba a Honigbal tribe It is estimated that he

reigned t^to about 1366AH.

K. CMagthng Unthalm

Thawanthaba was succeeded byChingthang Lanthaba at about

19S6 A.D. Ciungthang Lanthaba was earlier known asKaoba

Kiyomba.

Chingthang Lanthaba assaulted at Louchithong Lanthaba

and defeated the tribes inhabiting that area. Since then he was

known as tihingthang Lanthaba. He also subdued Chalangpham-

kariba a prominent Khuman. He led an expedition at Mapithel in

tAddh he reduced a village named Kamn inhabited by the Chakpas

sad subdued Tekobam Pnleirong the diieftain of that village.

phingthnng Lanthaba married a girl named Hingthon Pokpi

the daughter of Haosi ICangsa Taba a Nongbal tribe, it is esti-

anted that he ceigiiBd upto about 1988 A.D.

28. Ttaingbai Shelhongba

nbiogthimg Lanthaba was sooeoeded by Thmgbai Shslhongba

at about 1358 A.H. Ho reigned for a wory abort time «nd thare

no notaUs event recorded in any meorde no £ur wvailahle with

ns hie reign. Jt is said that he wae horn by a motber

who belpifigH to a Khuman. It is estimated that he nsigDed opto

about 1880 A.H.
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27. FiilMtMla:

Thingbai Shelhongba was succeeded by Puranthaba at about

1360 A.D. His former name is Ningtboubanba.

Jt^j^ne occasion Puranthaba heard a rumour that the Khuman

'^king was dead due to a serious illness. He wanted to confirm it*

So he sent his noble named Ateracha to the Khumana to confirm

the rumour. Ateracha went to the Khumans and found the

Khuman chieftain in good health. Ateracha informed the^KhWMian

chieftain that he uas sent by Puranthaba to confirm whether the

Khuman chief was dead or not. The statement enraged the

Khuman chieftain and explained why he had come to see him who

was not dead as dsad. The refdy again eBiafsd AteKmeha^ amd

Ateraehft said that tiMr SlueUay-Langinais said the IDniimai chief*

tain was dead. Skice the Khuman chkftaia was a sabordiMts

to Puranthaba, it was the reason why he sent him to verify the

rumour.

The anger of the Khuman chief was now turned to the Shelloy-

Langmais. The Khuman chief planned to attack the ShelLoy-

Langmais Ateracha before his coming back to the Poireis tried

to collect information regarding the result of his mission. He
collected the information from a woman who was washing un-

cooked rice 111 a pond that the Khumans were planning to attack

the SheHoy-Langmais the next morning. Ateracha returned with

that information. By that time the Shelloy-Langmais became a

part of the Poireis even though they maintained their distinct

identity.

Puranthaba on learning the information of the plan of the

Khumans arranged for a counter attack. The Khumans appeared at

the soheduled hour at Poirou. The forces of Puranthaba encircled

the Khumans and a severe clash ensued in which Puranthaba

became victorious.

Next Puranthaba led an expedition towards the north near

Kowba Lei-khamopok. 1 n this expedition ho subdued Kape Pilfan

and rcdMed Kcffireng viOage and alho snbdhed Kouba Kontai.
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Paranthaba also attacked the Thara Moiohing village lying to

the east of the valley. In that attack he subdued some Chakpas

namely Arok Akhu^and Athing Arang who were inhabitants of

Thoubal Tungsha.OI

Puranthaba married a girl named Ningthou Pokpi the daughter

of Loyanm Mangsa Taba and grand daughter of Haosi Mangsa Taba.

It is estimated that he reigned upto about 1362 A.l).

28. Khumomba :

Puranthaba was succeeded by Khumomba at about 1362 A D.

He was formerly knwon as^Kaoba Miyomba.

Khumomba ledan exi)edition at Lishiiiglok lying to the south

of the valley where ho lost some of his brave men. They were

Miwongkhuba, Miwonghanba, Matbamhauba and Mathamkhuba.

In earlier expedition towards the north on the Uomba ranges

he attacked the Thangal village and captured Maimuba Senloiba

the chief of Chingsong,

It is said that Lamyai Koireii Laiithabi the daughter oi

Khumomba» who was married to the Khumnns sent a messenger

named Ghumbrengba belonging to a Khuman to her father reques-

ting him to punish the Kabows. The Khuman principality was

going to be shattered to pieces by different forces. The Kabows

with their skilled Pong warriors set up their camp at Phenchikop.

A portion of land belonging to the Kbumans was demanded by the

Kabuis to be used as a pa'^age for their cattle. A portion of their

land was also claimed by the Chairens to be theirs. They wanted

to use the land of the Khumans as their burial ground.

On learning the information Khumomba prepared an attack

and proceeded towards Phenchikop. In that clash the combined

forces of the Khumans and Poireis reduced the Pong warriors and

captured several of them ali ve.

In this encounter the Pong warriors used mainly bows and

arrows. On the other hand the Poireis used swords and spears and
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also deployed ponies. Because of this superiority of weoponary

the Foireis easily subdued them. After the clash Khumomba
stayed for some time in the Khumans where he married Maning-

leima Poncheng Nganbi the daughter of Khuramba Loicha

Ngabma as his second wife. Khumomba also married Yanglei

Ngambi also called Tanabi a Khuman. It is estimated that he

reigned iipto about 1370 A D.

29. Moiramba

Khumomba was huceeeded by Moiramba at about 1370 A D.

Moiramba ^as earlier known as Khuiima Layanba. Ho had a clash

with the KhtimanH at Leitang Yumoikon and captured Thangchi

Naokhong and his wife. He had also another clash with the Moirangs

at Hingthoukhong In this clash he captured Wajia Naocha and

Tilhouthaba belonging to a Kege tribe. Moiramba led an expedi-

tion at Theichep village inMaku Abilok lying to the noith-west

on the bank of the Maku river. In this expedition Moiramba

subdued Haotrak the chief of the village and another one brave

warrior named Korirong.

Moiramba married Khuman Khombi belonging to a Nongbal

tribe, 't is estimated that he reigned upto about 1381 A.D.

30. Laathaba .

'Hlioramba was succeeded by his son Thangbi Lanthaba at about
'*1381 A.D. Thangbi Lanthaba was perhaps the only son of his

mother or parents and he had neither half brothers nor half sisters.

Hence he was called ‘Yoiien Tompok-pa' by his mother meaning

*prinoe-procious-born-alone'.

He led an expedition on the eastern hills where he had a clash

with the Matings. He subdued the Marings and captured Haonu

Leihoubi, Leihouba, Khamlang Lantbongyang.

Thangbi Lanthaba learnt that there was a beautiful pnuoess ol

Moirang born by the younger brother of the Moirang king Lai

Ohing-khu Telheiba. The Moirang king had no issue and hisyounger
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brother too had the |xriQoes8 aa his only obild. So tbe piiaeeia mm
the only child of tbe royal feniily. As the ptiaeeeB nae else* bein

all alone bLe nas alfa given the name *Yoiren T'Oinpok«pi’ mtb
tbe suffix ‘-pi\

Tbangbi T^anthaba wanted to marry her and sent his naUes

namely Wangkhei Louremba and Lamlang Leiton to the Icing of

Moirang with the request for the hand of the princess. The

two nobles came to Moirang and expressed the desire of Thangbi

Lanthaba and the strange happening of identical namea of the

Poirei pnuce and the Moirang princess The Moirang king Lai-

Obingkhu gave an evasive answer that he had neither a son nor a

daughter. He had no daughter called Yoiren Tompok-pi. Tbe nego-

tiation at the start came to a deadlock The two nobles had xm>

other alternative but to retreat. So they started for Poirei. In the

meantime princess Yoiren Tompok-pi who secretly had heard the

negotiation between her uncle king and the nobles of Poirei and

on seeing the negotiation failed she planned some other alter-

native way. She was found awaiting secretly near a bush on the

way of the two nobles. She halted them and expressed that the

niisunderstandins was due to non-acquaintance of the Poirei

prinoe and her uncle king. The pimccss further said that for the

sake of Prince Yoiren Tompok-pa she would bo waiting there,

and requested the prince to invade Moirang on the fifth day by

a secret route which she explained to the two noblee in details.

Tbe two nobles came back to the Foireis and reported all the

happwiings. Thangbi Lanthaba accordingly planned to invade

Moimng. On the fifth day Thangbi Lanthaba moved to Moirang

by boats and proceeded along the route as directed by princess

Yoiren Tompok-pi. The route was full of taD weeds and no one

could detect the presence of somebody there. In such dj situate

one Karong Yumiembam wm found and he beeamo pattMiy and

appealed for mercy as he woe only a oommott febottrer toHii^ for

his life. Thangbi Lanthaba took pity on him and his Isfe was

spared. Thangbi Lanthaba defeated the Meiranga in seHrfarise

attaek and tUua he go4^ pmaesa Yoirwi Toaipefc-pk
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It nujr bt naoatioBAd kane libaitr ike mkii'twinaiM fl|>io

‘Khamba-Thaibi’ wae dewrioiwd fmeitbeltfeeketab of praioesR

Yeiaen !r0iBf»k«pj after tier deetk. It is a kistariaal noeel.

After the Moirang expedition^ Thangbi Lauthaba led an expe-

dition towards north-west on Sekmai hills. Tn this eYpeditJon

he captured Tengkhonbi.

The first quom of 'Thangbi Lanitbaba was Yaoeombi the

daughter of LeitaAg Xanteaba who belouged to a Jfongbal tri^*

81. Itengfamba :

Thangbi Lanthaba was succeeded by Kongyamba also pro*

nounced as Kongyangba at about 1391 A.D. He was known as

Sanahongba before he was called 'Kongyamba. He led an expedi-

tion at Kongyangpbai. The location oi Kongyangphai is believed

to be somewhere between Hengtam village the soathernmost village

of present Manipur and Champhai in present Mizoram. The area

of K‘oiig3rangpbai is stated to be neither a plain nor high hills,

that is, a peneplain. In this expedition he subdued the descendants

of Konggoiba the chteftain of I3»at village. Sinoe then he was

called KoBgyaiiglia.

He then led another expedition on the Ingel Ghing a)iH> lenown

as Hingel Ching lying on the north-west where at one time

Hongnem the Luwang chief settled. In that expedition they had

to fight with the Mayangs who possibly entered present political

Manipur from the north-western side. The Mayangs were defeated

and some of them were captured alive. The captives were Aphe

Raja the physician, Tingku Raja, Lamkasumka Tao, Aring Arang

Tao etc. Most of the inhabitants of the village were brought

down to the valley and absorbed by the Poireis.

Kongyamba led another expedttwm in the area of present

Lamangdong which was formeidy ealled Lamlangtong. in that

expedition he eaught n OhalBpa widow nazned lliyauA flaphnbi

possibly a very handsome woman in a house that was nitaatod te a
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secluded place. Host of the iahabitants of this area belonged to

the speakers of lontkei meaning deviated language.

Kongyamba married a girl named Khamba Phabi who belonged

to the family of Puranthaba a Nongbal tribe. It is estimated that

he reigned upto about 1398 A D

82. Telhelba .

Kongyangba was succeeded by Telheiba at about 1398 A.D.

Telheiba was physically a very strong man and was also a good

archer.

Telheiba led an expedition in the area of Poubikhong Cbairen

Theichangbung and subdued Konkhunao and Hannu Konthong-

ngai. On his return journey after halting one night he attacked

the Heirem village mainly inhabited by the Khunjals. The name

of the Khunjal chieftain was Ghenglei Lanthaba. The village was

located on a very beautiful place. He captured that village and

took Khamlang Taobi the younger sister of Therelongba a Khunjal

to wife.

In anothei expedition in the area of the Koubru ranges, he set

on fire the Saipu village and subdued Samlangba the biave leadei

of that village. They belonged to the Harem tribes

Telheiba married a girl named Sanarembi belonging to a

Nongbal tribe. It is estimated that he leigned upto about

1401 A.D.

38. Tonaba :

Telheiba was succeeded by Tonaba at about 1401 A D. No
record is available except that Tonaba succeeded Telheiba and

reigned for a very short period.lt is estimated that he reigned for

some two or three years, upto about 1403 A.D.

44. Tabungba :

Tonaba was succeeded by Tabungba at about 1403 A.D.

Tabungba led an expedition in the area of Tangphang Ghaklik-

pok and had a fight with the Marems and he subdued their leader

Songlu Eeipha.
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Ho led another expedition towards the north in the Chingshong

area which was covered by dense forest. He wanted to raise

taxes on the people of Marem Khnnbiing. While moving to Marem
Khunbung he halted at Chingshong In his loyal chief’s house. It is

Said that while he was hailing at Chingshong, he had an affair with

Larala Sang-nu Saphabi a beautiful wife of the CShingahong ohief»

named Khamlangba He did not proceed further, but after staying

for some more days he returned home.

In the meantime the Chingshong chieftain was not happy at

all because of the affair of his wife and king Tabungba. Kham-
langba ][>olitically orgamsed till the tribes inhabiting the area to

revolt against king Tabungba though he pretended loyal. He also

planned to approach the king by the chiefs of Marem and Thingba

villages namely Chinggouba and Waikakpa respectively. The two

chiefs reported to ibe King that all the tribes living that area decided

not to pay taxes and further also reports that Thingkhongba the

servant of the Chingshong chieftain who went to collect taxes

returned without any tax.

After sometime the Chingshong chieftain himself came to the

king and prayed for an immediate action against those revolting

and disintegrating tribes. The king agreed and came to the hills

to crush the revolting tribes When the king arrived at Ching-

slong, Ljtrala Sang-nu Shaphabi requested the king not to proceed

further and take rest in their house. She said she had been

preparing meat and freshly fermented wine for the dinner. The

king agreed and halted the night in the house of Larala Sang-nu

Saphabi. In the evening quit^ foolishly Akangjam Tonkhinba

without knowing the strength and strategy assaulted some of the

revolting tribes with only a few of his men where he was killed in

the action.

King Tabungba had some apprehensions and suspected some

fool play and prepared for an assault the next morning to revenge

the killing of his noble. The king sent messenger to bis qiMU

Lampbel Ngatnbi that he was determined to revenge the kflMpg
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of his noble and in case he failed he would not return alive.

If he Was killed in the action he asked his queen to revenge tJte

killing (if their father by the sons left to her.

Ta«bungba was murdered on tie very night in the house of
Khaznlangba.

Tabuugha married Lamp lel Ngamhi belonging to a prominent
fjiraily of the Nongbal tribe. It ia estimated that he reigned upto

about 1415 AD.

36 loiamlMi

:

Thbtmgba was sucieeeded by Loiremba at about 1410 AlB.

Fxceprt that he relgfned for a short perfed sueeeedsDg king

ThbmtgbE, no reeurd is arraih^blo abevt his netbitsea ami his

family.

Mi i

After a spell of about three years of vaeant throne following

the death of Loiremba, the throne was oeenpisd by PwBshsha

at about 1418 A. D. He was also bnowu as Cheikan Thekpa

Hiq^am Phaha.

led an expedition at Uoirang Kamutak. In this expedi-

tion he captured a number of women working in the manufacture

oi salt by boiling brine Since then he became known as Nuyam
Phaba meaning *capto» of many women'.

He then assaulted at Patadi Lamhan and subdued

Heiba Hmokhongsai. He also amnilted the Xangkhul

wiJiaga In this aeaanlt be sulidued TangUuil Eeihouningtlutt and
Mamm Khwntiag. He proeeedetl hie aaiemlta tovaxde the noith

md stikMfced the Keinceg village. Ia Uue aaualt he

Chairoirong Leipnnglong and Thangsaba Dtong Ahangbe.

]a M»tiw expeditien iaHia acae of Ngangoi Thethwemg of

thnS^Mi* he wihdned Cheohe Weikhnwa

FlHMhHM imkcM IrtHriMan the dangMw «C iirnapiadie e

ItieedMireliiilii Iw ielpidli^i, ehagtMW AJ>.
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Panshiba was sacoeeded by Hiagiboukhomba at abottt 14IS7

A.D. His earlier name is Eboimou Laitnlngnaba Cbatairofigba.

Ningthoakbomba who wse desirous of marrying ladies of

Eege-Moirang. one day went to the bouse of Amutaram a

Khuman sheltering i!i the Kego area of the Loktak lake where

Haotomba a Eege tribe Hved. While comincr to the house of

Eege Haotomba. NingthoukKomba carried a sword and kept

somewhere It is said that the wife of the host searched for the

sword but instead she found onlv ants Ningthoukhomba had a
secret meetinsr with his nobles named Tongyaihanba, Mukhurek

Kamu, Amutaram and Konkbang Laichouba. The last named per*

son Was the officernln charge of tSenbi-KaboW He usually lived in

the Senbi-Eabows being a lamhu of that principality Nihgtboti*

khomba advised them to kidnap the wife of the Benbi-Esbow

chief who was living with proper protections The nobles of

Niiigthoukhomba moved in dead of night in the Senbi-EaboW

village after finishing their packed dinner near the village. With
the guide of Konkhang liaichouba the lambu of Benbi Kabow they

entered the house of the chief of Benbi-Kabow. In their attempt

to kidnap the lady dhe offered resistances, as a result they killed

the lady and then beheaded. They carried the sabred head and
returned hurriedly to Peirei on that very night.

When the news of the barbarous killing was heard the whole
Senbi-Eabow became furious The furious Senbi-Kabow chief

caught Eonkhang Laichouba the himhu and charged him of com-

plicity in the heinous crime committed by the Poirei-Meiteis and
as a revenge he was to be beheaded as he was the officer-in-charge

of the Poireis stationed in Senbi-Kabow Konkhang Laichouba
appealed to stop the execution for a moment till he completed his

sMieiiieiit. TJwBwibi-Kabowchieftiiteagi^ Konkhang T^aiehouba

said* as the crime was committed at dead nf night the crimteate

sboiikl have tidcon their dinner from a packed food somewhere near
the Saabi-Kahow tilloga* U ooaid be easily ascertained ftom the
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materials which packed their food the tribe which committed

the crime. If It was the JIoiraBg it should have been packed by

lotus leaves, if it was packed by Leihouras it was the Nongyeis.

It was therefore better to confirm the packing materials first and

ascertain the tribe. The Senbi-Kabow agreed the argument and

immediately sent to examine the packing materials left by them.

They found the packing raat»eriat8 were lotus leaves. So the Senbi-

Kabow chief took the crime was committed by the Moirangs. He

also appealed for help to the Poireis in attacking the Moirangs

and gave a sabred portion of mflei an epiphylic orchid flower to

Konkhang Laiohouba requesting the king of Poirei to attack

Moirang when the flower bloomed the next season.

When the season came the ffieUt flouer began to bloom, the

Senbi-Kabow commenced the attack of Moirang. As agreed upon

the Poireis also commenced their attack of the Moirangs when

the mdei began to bloom, % that period Moirang was tlu most

powerful principality next to Poiroi. They wcie fitmrialiing in

art and literature. Moiiang had a <*ompaot aiea con) prising seven

villages or I^ikais They were (1) Khnyon Seklou, (2) 1'nnglou,

(3)Nganglou Ngangkha, (i-) Okchm Lakhong, ("O Khomaingampu

Ura, Laiohu Yaoshu and (7) Khiin/ou Hikha Tn this clash

with Poirei-Senbi-Kabow led by Ningtlioukhomba several villages

were plundered and set on fire Several top leaders of those

areas including Klioiba llasikaand LeiUug Lanthaba l)oth lielonged

to the Kege-Moirang were captured. He also captured Tumu-

lakpa who belonged to the Seiibi tribe Resides these top leaders

they also captured Sauarakki Ponchemba. Ijuparakki Kapukhomba,

Kegerakki Tilhouthaba, Wapu Naoja, Athing Aranoha, Ura

Langmeiremba. Khenchangleraba, Kenchaug Khoil^a and Macha

Phaba.

In another occasion Ningthoukhomba led an expedition on the

eastern side of Akla in the >ear/l443 A.D. In that expedition

most of the Senbi-Kabow warriors^ere killed and he subdued Yang-

goi the chieftain of Akla, and took Khairong Mandang Lakpaan
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important j>eT8on along with Ghengchaki, Ghengohakang, Khekohari

and Khekchakang as captives.

While Ningthoukhomba was engaged in the Akla expedition,

the Tangkhuls from Ghingshong attacked the Poireis. As the king

was on an expedition there was little force to face the Tangkbnl

rebels. The queen Leima Lintboingambi who was in charge of the

adfnmistration faced the Tangkhul rebels very tactically. She did

not use force but treated them with the t'ame earlier relations.

Whenever the Tangkhul subordinates came to see the king, they

were warmly ret eived. She said to the Tangkhul rebels, as the king

was not in the palace there was no need to kill w^oinen and children

and asked them to take rest. She gave them good food and strong

wine When the Tangkhul rebels were fully drunk they all were

arrested

Immediately after the Tangkhul rebellion most people of the

palace were shifted to Tangkham a village lying to the south of

the palace. While I^ingthoukhomba was on the Akla expedition,

Leiina Lmthoingambi gave biith to a prince who was later named

Kiyamba in the year 1 143 AD. Leima Lintboingambi was the

daughtei oJ Senkhuphaba a Nongbal tribe living on the eastern

side ot the liiipLnl river. !Ningthoukhomba died in the year

1467 A D.



INDO-AEYAN BRAHMINS
AND IHHIR SAOBI ALLOTMENTS

Some Indo-Aryan Brahmins came and settled on this land

since the latter half of the 15th century AD. Most of them got

mUed with the earlier population but from about 1467 A.D. we

have some records of Brahmins who settled on this land. The

Brahmins who settled from about the above date were alloted

Yumnak or Btiqti that is, family title. Some available mqeiB from

Bamon KhunOioMon an account dealing with the Brahmin immi-

grants are given below, even though the authenticity of the account

has not yet properly been examined.

BrahffUnB arriving during ike ^ieriod 1467 A.D to 1608 A.D.

(1) One Brahmin named Sabhi Narayan came from Tripura

area ( the name Tripura was non-existant by this period ) and

settled on this land. He came without family He married agiil

named Thoinu who belonged to a Haokei tribe. He was alloted

the family title Phurailatpam.

(2) One Brahmin named Misii Pitambar also came from

Tripura without family and settled on this land. He married a

girl named Hongbi who belonged to a Ngapnim Hao tribe. The

Sagei alloted to his family was Fiiafnbar-cheithaba-mayum.

(4) One Brahmin named Sri Raidhar came from Oujerat with

family. The name of his wife was Heraini. He was accompanied

by one brother. He was alloted Sri^maywn as his Sagei.

(5) One Brahmin named Sarangi came from Nepal side. He

married a girl named Kumbi of Mayang Heikbong Ho was alloted

the family title Gotimayum

(6) One doom (fisherman) named Patnigiri Oangaram came

from Tripura side and married a girl named Maimubi from Sekta.
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H» wisiB aflioted tfle fatally tHIa B4j&fnntmaf0m (It ia bitbarod he

come under the goiae ofa Bnahtnltt and Mae Mi tvue Mwtity imib

dhKfcirered).

(7) One Brahmin named Dhenaram Tnntradhar tame fmtn

Tripimi aide andmarrM a girl mneft Smner of Hayang Heikhong

He was alloted the family title

(8) One Brahmin named Hangacharan came from Upper

Assam side and married a girl named Tingbl Re waa alloted the

family title Adhikarimayufu.

(9) One Brahmin neamd Sttaram who same froia Nadia

maetied a girl named MaipaJspi ef Langnun^ Ho was alloted the

family title Sitram-mafum.

(10) Ono BrahdBEiiii named Tonaa wM same froM Nadia

married a girl named Sumdetibi el BLvmdbi. He waai oiHailsd the

bmily title Bfichhaapati^maifumm It is saad that ho waa a mnjmki

meaning 'sosi of a monk*.

(11) One Brahmin naoned Jabobag eaino from Tripura side

and married Dhani of Perekhongba family. He waa alloted the

family title LeikkuTuHia gham^

(12) One Brahmin named Bhanjem who tta-ma from Nadia

was given *he family title Bha»tje ' -mayum. He left no issue

(18) One Brahmin named Baghunathdaa who eamor fitim

Tripura side married a girl named Chaobi of Shamupan. He was

alloted the family title Sanjuki-mayum It is stated that he was

a son of a monk.

(14) One Brahmin named Haridev who came from Tripura

side married a girl named Shamphabi ofKumbi He was alloted

the family title Dhyar^daa-mayuvk. It is stated that be was a son

of a monk.

^(15) Ona Bsahmiii named Vidyaloti^Mr who fhum

THpura sidia ^snried a girl momed Bfaftnuhi ofi Taogiriiaaa Wm wn
alloted the family title TahherHAangham,
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(Id)"" One Brahmin named Ganeahgiri who came from Tripura

side married a girl named Haobi of Mayang Toubul. He was

alloted the family title Leihtzo-thaham, It is said that he was a

son of a monk.

(17) One Brahmin named Damodar came from Kanpur. He

joined the family of Leihao4habam.

(18) One Brahmin named Paramananda who came from

Sylhet, Kulingram joined the family of Kakchirigtabafn.

Brahini *-0 who came during the 'period 1523-24 JJ>,

u ^(19) One un-named Brahmin who came with a pitcher of wine

and married a girl named Loita of Khurkhul. He was alloted the

family title Hidang-mayum Kharung-tabam,

^ (20) One Brahmin named Oonok Maniram came to this land.

He married a girl named Ngoubi of Haochongpan. fie was alloted

the family title Arambam. (It may be stated that the family title

Arambam became at a later period a non>Brahmin family

)

Brahmins who came during the period 1545-62 A, I),

(21) One Brahmin named Govindagiri came and married a

Pan girl. He was alloted the family Chandrashyam-mayum, fie

came from GourDesh.

(22) One Brahmin named Krishna Charan Tiwari came from

Kanpur and settled here. He was alloted the family title Khurai-

taha Kanouji-mayum.

(23) One Brahmin named Kailambar who came from Gour

Desh with his wife gave birth to two sons Raghunath and Nath.

Baghunath married three girls namely Ningol Lakpi, Porasi a

Kabow girl and Saikhom Chinta. Raghunath and Gonok Thengra

were friends. When the wife of Gbnok Thengra died be married

Ghinta the youngest wife of Raghunath. By that time Chinta

had already conceived a child of about three months. Chinta

gave birth to two sons. Both of them were alloted the family

title Ourumayum.
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Brahmins who came during the poriod 1&62-97 A,D.

(20 One Brahmin who came from Shantipnr was alloted the

fiamily title Loupuhtabam,

3rahmin$ who came during the period 2697^1662 A,D,

^(25) One very thin Brahmin who came Ffom Gaur Desh

married a girl named Heri of Ehetri-Sanjimayutti. He was alloted

the family title Kongbraulcdpam.

(26) One Brahmin named Jayaram brother of Jngi who ^ame
from Ganr Desh joined the family of Kongbrai^latpam.

^ (27) One Brahmin who came from Calcutta side (West Bengal)

named Shri Nath married a girl of Yatanpat. He was alloted the

family title SnmuJat-latpam,

(28) One Brahmin named Brajananda who came from

Calcutta (West Bengal) area married a giil named Tainajam Hongbi

of Charangpat. He was alloted the family title Vtdhnu-lalpam

,

‘ (29) One Brahmin named Panipath who came from Ghosal*

para of Assam married a girl named Fini of Kakching. He was

alloted the family title Hidang-mayum,

L (80) One Brahmin named Achabya who came from Kuligram

(m Assam) was alloted the family title Sanglakpam.

(31) Another Brahmin named Panipath who came from GhMA-

para of Assam was alloted the family title Thmghhatabam.

(32) One Brahmin named Maninath who came from GhoSal-

para of Baranagar was alloted the family title 8agolban-taba

Aribam- Vishnulatpam,

(33) One Brahmin named Adinath who came from Ohosal-

para of Baranagar was alloted the family title Aribom Tampak^lnU

latpam and began to live in Brahmapur.

(34) One Brahmin named Aditanath who came from Ghosal*

para of Baranagar was alloted the family title Ar^bam S%goU

Udfomi Thcfy begim to settle s/t Brahmapur.
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Bfakm%B who came during the period 1666^97 A,D»

(85) ^(5^ Brahmin named Brahmofaari Vishnuram who oame

from Prayag married a girl named Punni who belonged to Mayang

Heirok. He was alloted the family title Brahmachari-fnayum,

(36) One Brahmaohari Chakrabarti oame along with his wife.

He was allowed to join the Brahmachari-fnayum,

(87) One Brahmin named Jai Krishna from Kugudhagad

married a girl who lived at Leisangkhong. He was given the

fiwnily title Heikakshi-mayum.

(38)

Two Brahmin brothers named Gonok Subol and Gonok

Balaram oame from Tripura. Subol married a girl from Thinunggei.

She gave birth to a son whom they gave the name Kongyamba.

Kongyamba married a girl belonging to a Nongmaithem family and

gave birth to a son When Kongyamba died his widow was

married to another Brahmin family She was married to Khuiba

of Sijagurumayum and adopted the child left by her former hus-

band. The boy was named Hegharaj He was absorbed in the

Sijagurumayum family.

Gonok Balaram married a girl named Mubi vho held from

Lansonbi. She gave birth to a son named Premananda. Premar

nanda married a girl belonging to a Bachhaspati-mayum family.

He left a male issue. His widow was remarried to another

Brahmin belonging to Aribam SagoMailatpam family and adopted

the child also. The descendants of the child were merged in

the family of Aribam.

(39)

^ One Brahmin named Mukunda who oame from Gujerat

was merged in the Baohhaspati-Uayum family.

(40) One dhobi (washer-man) named Motiram who oame to

this land was absorbed in the family of Lailatpa Gurumayum who

settled in Brahmapur.

Brahmins who came during the period 1697-1709 A.D.

^ (41) One Brahmin named Nishiiam who came from Tripura

along with a Hindu idol married Maipakpi who lived at Ahongei.
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He was given the family title Laipubam, It is said he was the

eon of a monk.

(42) One Brahmin named Jabatguru who came to this land

married a girl named Situ who belonged to a Phayeng tribe. He
was allowed to be absorbed in the Laipubam family line.

(43) One Brahmin named Biohitrapuri who came from

Jaganath Puri married a girl named Khonggonbi. He was given

the family title Hangoibam.

(44) One Brahmin named Bimal who oame from Mathura

married a Muslim girl named Taya and gave birth to a son named

Kharba. He was absorbed in the Hangoibam family.

(45) One Brahmin named Manohardas who came from Nadia

married a girl named Maitekpi who belonged to a Sopu Hao

tribe He was allotedthe family title Manohar-mayuni. It is said

that ho was a son of a monk.

(46) One Brahmin who oame to settle on this land married

a girl named Chaobi who held from Ahongei. He was alloted the

family title ih%)al'Hanjaba-rmyum,

(47) One Brahmin named Banamali who was a Panda came

along with his wife. He was absorbed in the Guru Aribam family.

(48) One Brahmin named Gangaram who came from Tripura

married a girl named Maimu. He was absorbed in the Laimayum

family.

(49)

^One Brahmin named Sisupal who oame from Tripura

married a gkl named Mubi who belonged to a Mayang tribe. He
was absorbed in the Laimayum family.

(50) Hilne Brahmin named Misri Jagadiswar who came from

Tripura married a girl named Maiohoubi who held from Langnuug.

He was given the family title Choudhuri-mayum.

(51) Three Brahmins named Surat, Dasarath and Udhab

came from Tripura. Surat and Dasarath were absorbed in the

Gonok family line. Udhab married a girl named Ngoubi of Hao-

ohongpan. Udhab was absorbed in the Laimayum family line.
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(tt) Om Brahmin named Mann Sanjuki irho eame finm

Orissa married a girl named Maioboubi of Keikhu Hab. He tras

absarbsd in the Samnlailalipafii family line.

Brahn^in who eaf*e during the period 1709^48

(54) One Brahmin named Surpananda who came to settle on

this land married a girl belonging to a Salam family He was

absorbed in the Hanjaba-maynm family line.

(55) One Brahmin monk named Shantidas who came from

Sylhet married one princess of Pamheiba. He left no issue.

(55) One Brahmin named Malomdas who accompanied Shan-

tidas married a girl named Haobt belonging to a Kaikhu Hao tribe*

He was absorbed in the Sanjuki-mayum family line.

(57) One Brahmin named Ramadas who came t> settle

here married a Kabui girl. He was also absorbed in the Sanjuki-

mayum family line.

(58) Two Brahmin brothers named Shyam Bairagyi Nandi

and Ban Thakur who came to settle on this land married girls of

Eei. They were absorbed in the Sanjuki-mayum family line*

(50) One 'brahmin named Nakha Kana who came here

married girl named Konbi who belonged to a Maring tribe. He

was alloled the family title Tinkhainnapum.

(60) One Brahmin named Premananda who came to this

btid married a girl named Sati who belonged to a Tripuri origin.

He was absorbed in the Hanjaba-maynm family Hue.

(•1) ^One Brahmin astrologer named Anidras who came to

ssfttk on this land married a girl named Ifungbi who held from

Hayel- His dasseodants were absorbed in two family iines namely

and
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(63)

One Brahmin named Jndram who came from Sunarandi,

Anam, was absorbed in the Bidang^mayum family line.

(63) One Brahmin named Shekharananda Tiwari who came

from Sainyahuj was given the family title Uripoh^taba AnoubaM.

Brahmina who came during the period, 1763•OS A*D.

(64) One Brahmin named Jai came from Tripura. He was

alloted the family title Waba Hanjaba^mayum.

(65) One Brahmin named Judram who came Bentala, Assam,

was alloted the family title Warilibem-mayum,

Bradhtnina who came during the period 1S25-34 A.D

(66) One Brahmin came from Brindaban named Bamdhila.

The family to which he was absorbed is not given.

(67) One Brahmin named Madhabrai came from Mathura.

The family title to which he was absorbed is not given.

(68) One Brahmin who came from Gachar is also found to

have not mentioned the family title to which he was absorbed.

(69) One Brahmin named Lakshikanta who came from Dacca

was alloted the family title of Lalhalpung.

(70) One Brahmin named Naradhan who came from Agartala,

Tripura, was alloted the family title Anaubamoi Thangmeiband

Pankha.

(71) One Brahmin named Gambhir was absorbed in the

Anoubam of Thangmeiband Taba

Brahmins who came during the period 183&91 A*D,

^(72) One Brahmin who came from Baibeni was alloted the

family title Brajabaeimayum of Yelangbam Leikai Taba.
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(73) One Brahmin named Chandra Gotwami who came from

Shantipur married a Brahmin girl named Iieima ofAdhikari-maynm

family. He was alloted the family title Oojfttkri-maywn,

(74) One Brahmin named Shyama Sananbiya who came from

Radhakunda (Mathura) was alloted the family title Sadhakundar

ba9%*inayum of Uripok Taba.



FAMILY TITLE OR SAGEI WITH
YEK-SALAI AND GOTRA OF GENERAL MEITEI

SI. No. Family title or Sagei

1. Abujam

2. Acbom

8. Aoboibam

4. Aohubam

5. Aohuwam

6. Aheibam

7. Aheibam LaiphraJcpam

8. Aheibam Moiranghanbam

9 Aheibam Taobam

10. Aheibam Thongam

11. Ahongbam

12. Ahongsangbam

18. Ahanthem

14« Akhom
15. Akhongbam

16. Akaogjam

17. Akbuwam
18. Akoowam

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

— F — — — —
— — F F — — —
— F F — — —
— — F — — —
F — — — — —
F — F F F F
— — — — F — —
— — — — F — —
— — F •— — — —
— — - — F —

-

— — F — —
— F —
F — _
F <— — — — —
F — — — — —
— — F — — - —

— F — — —
F — — —

F—FaUi in.
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GB. No. Family title or Sagei (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

19. Akoijam p — P
20. Akharam — - p — P —
21. Akham - p — — — —
22. Akhanbam — — p — — —
23. Akaram-Eonsam — — — — — —
24. Akaraod — — — — P — —
26. Akhaibam — — — F — —
26. Ahanbam Laiphrakpam — — — — F — -

27. AmozD Aheibazn — — — -- - — F

28. Angom — — — F — — —
29. Angom Yumkfaaibam - — — P — — -

30. Angom Nongthombam — - — P — - -

31. Angomjaitkbam — - — P — —

32. Amakoham — p --

38. Aphram — p — — — —
34. Arengbam — — F — - —

36. Arambam — F — — — - —

36. Arubam — F — — — - —
37. Ashangbam — P — - — — —
38. Ashangwangbam — F — — — — —
39. Aahom — — F - — - —
40. Ashem - - F — — — —
41. Aaheibabaabam — F — —
42. Athokpam — P — - - — —
43. Atom F — F — — - —
44. Apaugoiayum — — — P — — —
46. Ayam — — P — — — —
46. Ayekpam F F - — — P •—

47. Ayengbam — — — P ~ — —

48. Ghabungbam F mmtm

49. CStaroibam F P —

60. Ghaaambam F — .i. mmm
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SL 1^0. Fai»|>y Mtle w aBgBi (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

51* Chanam

52. Channabam

53. Ohandam

54. 01iaz^ama3rufn

55 Gbinggangbam

56. Charaimayum

57. Changninghanbam

58. Chakpram

59. Ghakpram Manglem
60. Ghakpaphiam

61. Chakpamuyum
62. Ghengleipam

63. Chengleijam

64. Gbangmngnenbam

65. Chongtham

66. Choiigtbam Santhong

67. Chongtham Ningthoujam

68 Ghonjonbam

69. Cbirom

70 Ghingjabam

71. Chingngakbam

72. Chinganbam

73. Chingkhubam

74. Ghingtbam

75. Ghingkham

76. Ghungkham

77. Haobam
78* Haobijam

79. fiaoraagbaiii

80. SEaoroi^aAi

81. Haodeijam

82. Haohhom
83. HaorolMdiaDi

P — F -- - F

— F - F - ~ —

F - —

p „
— F F F F F F
p _______
p — « _ _ _ _

— - — ^ p

p —
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SI. No. Family title or Ssgei

117. Heiwam

118. Huirem

119. Htiidrom

120. Hoirongbam

121. Huiyam

122. Hayingthem

123.5 Hanglem

124. nradum

126.

Ikheiaangbam

126. Ipusangbam

127. Irungbam

128. Immbam
129. Irom

130. Irom Sinam

131. Ikboisangbam

132. lohom

133. Irengbam

134. Ingngutum

136. Ingngudam

136. Ikwanthem

137 Iwangbam

138. Eangbam
139. Kangeabam

140. Kangsenbam

141. Eanglenjam

142 Kambam
143. Eadam
144. Earam

146.

Eabrambam
146. Earaobam

147. Eanjem

148. BUMmbam

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

_ _ _ p _ p
p _ _ p — -
ppp__— — _
_ _ p _ — p
p ______

_ _ _ p _ _
P F _ _ _ _ _

p ______
p _ _ _ _ _ _

_ p _ _ _ _ -

__p__p_p______

P _____ _
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at-Nou Faail7ti(leora«gei (1) (8) (8) (4) (6) (6) iT)

140. EaattbMB

189. Kambaam
181. Eapajam

158.

Eabajam

183 Eaborambam

154. Kauenjara

155. KakyanpaUMun

156. Kasnam

157. EamlxHigniayam

158. Eangjaxn

159. Eiyam

160. Eumabam

161. Eumam
162. Ewthdllakpam

163. Eeirelaangbam

164. Eeisam

165. Eeithelpal Tabamaynm

166. EeikreDpam

167. Keilrainbam

168. Keikrambam

169. Eeithellakpam (Moirang

Sanarongbam)

170. Eongbam

171. Eongpam

172. Elongpajam

173. Eonaam
Ji«

174. Eolom

175. Eoagkam

176. Eonjcngbam

177. EongUiawam

178. Eon{^(ham

179. Eoirenjani

180. SoathoiijaBi

_ _ _ p p
p p ~

p _ _ —

_p___ — _

— —PFP— —

p _ — _ p — —
F — — — — — —
p —

p _ _ p _ «
p ______ __

p - p _ _ _
P P
P — P P P — P

— — — F P P P

p _ _
— — — - - p y
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SI. No. Family title or Sagri (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

181. Eonthoujam Meinam — _____ — p
182. Konjeogbam Haorokoham — — — — — — F
183. Koijam _ F — - - - -
184- Eontha Ebtobam F —
186. Eonheibam * _____ p _
186. Eokham - - - — p _ _
187. Eoujengbam — — — — F — —
188- Ehwairakpam p _ _ _ p — —
189. Ehamnam F — F — — F —
190 Ehamlangbasangbam p _____ _
191. Ehanaobaobam — — — F — — —
192. Ehachengbam — — — F — — _
193. B^angeabam _ — — F — - —
194 Ehaidem _ _ _ — - P —
195. Ehangjrakpam

(Ehangsarakpam) P - — — — — —
196. Eharibam — _ _ p — _ _
197. Eharaijam — — — _ — - F
198. Ehagokpam — — - P — — F

199. Ehathangbam — _ _ _ _ P —
200. Ehakhnirakpam — — — — F — —
201 Ehundrakpam P — — — — — —
202. Ehuntom (Ehundom) F — _____
203. Ehunjahunbam F — — — - — —
204. Ehamanlambam F — — _ _ _ _
206. Eharairakpam F — - — _ _ —
206. Ehuriyenbam F — — — — — F
207. Ehumakoham — F F — - P —
208. Ehunjanmayom — p _ _ . _ _
209. Ehndeibam — — F - — — —
210. KhnUm — — F _ _ — —
211. Ehuyumthem - — — F — — —
212. Kbondongbam _ _ _ _ — p _
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LNo. FwnUytltloorflagei (1) (2) (8) (4) (8) («) (71

213. Khamjam ^ — P —
214. Ehiiraijam F F
215. Khnraioha Tenkhanpam P
216 Ehuman Gheirakpam P — —. — ^ — —
217. Ehunjam F. P _ - _ _
218. Khufcyonthem (Khuyonthem) - - - P P -- —
219 Ehunbongmayum _ _ _ p _ _ —
220. Ehuntongbam (Khundongbam) — — — — - — P
221. Ehumujam — — P — — p
222. Khumbam - — p _ _ _ —
223. Ehumantbem ^ ^ P — _ ...

224. Ehumaa Eeirakpam p _____ —
225. Ehutbeibam — P _ . _
226. Ehoisnam F - - F - - P
227. Khoitongbam (Khoidongbam) F —

229. Khoinujam P _____ -

229. Khoibam - p ~ F -

230.

231.

232.

Khoknam
Elhoirisungbaxn

Ehoirom

1

1
1

1

1
.

1
'

1
i

283. Khoipam — - — p _ _ _
234. Khoitomtabam - _ — p _ _ —
285. Ehomdram — ~ — P _ —
236. E[hoicbam - — — — —. — P
237. Kbongbantabam _ _ p F - F —
238. Ehoriyanbam P — __ —
239. Ehoknaam — — P — ^ —
240. Khoiyangbam _ _ _ F F - —
241. Khoinaijam — — — P — —
242. Khompuba Thomdramam — — — — P —
243. Ehoirikhun Eaidem - — ~ ^ P _
244. Khongnam P — _
245. Khompudram — — — P —
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SL Ho. Ramily title or Sagei

246. Laikangbam

247. Lanthua

248. Langdem

249. Langpoklakpam (Langpok*

lakpam-Ohinggangbam)

250. Lairenjam

251. Laisom

252. Lambam
263. Laikhuwam

264. Laishram (Laikhuram)

265. Laishram (Ningihoukabam)

256. I.akhom

257. Langgam

268. Langheibam

269. Laitonjam

260. Lairenlakpam

261. Lampujam
262. Laiohujam

263. Laiphrakpam

264. Lairenmayam

266. Langgonjam

266. Laishangbam

267. Lakpamsabam

268. Langlenhanbam

269. Laikhram

270. Lamabam
271. Laiphujam

272. Lambajam (Lambojam)

273. Langthangbam

274. Laikhujam

276. Laimujam

276. Lamleirakain

277. LaJpukbram

(1) (2) <3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

p F — — — — —
F - F — - - —
p _ F — — — —

p ______
_ p _ _ _ _ _
_ p _ _ _ _ _

_ - p _ _ _
- p _ _ _

p — _ f' _ _ _

----- F

- — — P —
— — — P - —

_ - — _ _ p p
p . p - . . _

_ p _ _ __ __

- _ p _ _ _ _

p — _
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81,No. FamaytitleorSa«»i (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

278. Jjanksm

279. Ijftngkham

280. Laikhonun

281. Limabam (Likmabam)

282. Usham
283. Liiishai]^bam

284. Lukram (Noinphabam)

285. Lnwangshangbam

288.

Lumkambam

287. Ludonjam

288. Loitongbam

289. Loitam

290. Longjam

291. Longmaithem

292. Loktongbam

293. Loijayangbam

294. Longkhumakoham

295. Loirenjam

296. Lonjam (Wangkhem)

297. Loukrakpam

298. Lourembam

299. Loupam

300. Lousbigam

301. Louriyaam

302. Lomiyam

303. Loukbam

304. Loukhambam

305. Loaningbam

306. Lemabam

307. Leisongbam

308. Leiohonbam

309. Leimapokpam

310. Leimasangbam

p — ^
— F - - — - —

F

F F F

_ _ - F — - F

F - — ~ —

_ F - - - — -

F
F -
p — _
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SI. No. Family title or Sapgei (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (9) (7)

311. Leimraio

312. Leitanth

313. Leimajam

314. Leitam

315. Leishangthmn

316. Leiyungsangbam

317. Leimayokpam

318. Leirongjam

319. Leimakhujam

320. Langmaithem

321. Maisnam

322. Mayanglambam

323. Mayengbam

324. Mayanglampbam

326.

Maipbam (Maibam)

326. Maibam Hidaksungbam

327. Maiwakhongohamayum

328. Maibram

329. Maimom

330. Mai^dingbam

331. Maibathiyam

332. Maikuwam

333. Mairanbam (Mairenbam)

334. Maiphnvam

336.

Mairenbam

336. Mantangbam

337. Maipbam

338. Mahonbam

339. Mangkbom

340. Mangabidam

341. Hoirangtbem

343. Mbiobem

______ F
_ _ _ _ F - F
F ______
F ______
_ F — — — — —

_ F - - _ — —
F — F F — - P
_ F _____

__ _ F - - - -

_ _____ F

______ F
_ _ F — P - —
F _ _ _ p _ ______ F-

___F-
F _ F - - - -
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SL No. Family title or Seget

343. Moirangningthoamayiun

344. Moijam

345. Moirenja'u

346. Mongjam

347. Mongphijam (Moogbijam)

348. Moiraogleishangtbem

349. Mangsatabam

350. Moirang Keithellakpam

361. Moirang Narengbam

362. Moirang Nongthombam

363. Moirang Yumkhaibam

354. Moirangmayuni

355. Moibunglokpam

356. Mongbijam

367. Mouphangmayum

368. Moirang Cbougtham

369. Moirangthem Ngangkbrubam

360. Moirangtbem Nunglepam

361. Moirangthem Ngaogom

362. Moirang Keithellakpam

Sanarungbam

363. Moirangthem Okram

364. Moirang Waogkhem

365. Moirang Khwairakpam

367. Moirang Lairenmi^m

368. Moukhuwam

369. Moikhongbam

370. Morimayum

371. Mepram

372. Melem

373. Meitram

374. Meinam

375. Meipnbam

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7)

F p

_ _ _ _ _ F —

_ F — ~ —
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81. Ms. Runily titla or Sagei 0) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (?)

876. Meiphuwam — — TT" — — —
877. Meitankeiahangbam — — P — — — —
878. Mntom p — _ — — — —
379. MnUiom — — — F — - —
360. Uatkhom _ — — P — —
381. Moagyangjam (Mtmgyangbam) — — — — P —

*

—
382. Mungkh&m — — — P — - —

383. Naorem p — — — — —
384. Naoroibam p P - - — —
385. Nameirakpam p — — - — —
386. Nakambam F - - - —
387. Nakonaangbam

(Naokanaangbam) F — - —
388. Naimoijam F - - — V — —
.389. Namoijam F — — - - -

390. Namoirakpaiu F — - -- - — -

391. Nahakpam F F — - — — -

392 Naotham F — — — - -

393. Nambam — F — - — - -

304. Namram — — F — — - —
396. Nakpokhanjabam - — — F — — —
396. Narungbam — — F — — —
697. Naoaekpam — — - F — — F

398. Naodam F - — - — — -

399. Naadeibam F — F F F --

400. Nakpakhanbam (Angomtaba) — — — F - — -

401. Naosram — - -- - - - F

402. Nayauglambani Mutam F — — — - — —
403. Nameirakpam Khwairakpam F - — — - —
404. Nammbam — - — F — —
405. Nanbam — F F — — —
406. Maotoijam — F — - — - —
407. Naokaneangbam F - — — — — —



m rm msmt of hakipok

SI No. Family title or Sagei

408. Naobanbam

409. Namajam

410. Ningthoujam

411. Ningoinbam

412. Ningthoukhongjam

413. Ningthonbam

414. Ningthoukapam

415. Ningngaohikpam

416. Ningohitpam

417. Nongthombam

416. Nongmeikappam

419. Nongmaithem

420. Nongjengbam

421. Nongthonjam

422. Nongpokpam

423. Nungleppam

424. Numitleimasangbam

425. Nepram (Mepram)

426. Narengbam

427. Ngariyanbam

428. Ngangom

429. Ngangom Yumdangbam

430. Ngathem

431. Ngangbam

432. Ngasepam

433. Nganukappam

434. Ngayenbam

435. Ngarengbam (Ngalengbam)

436. Ngangkham

437. Ngakhem

438. Ngakbrongbam

439. Nganglengbam

440. Ngaoglom

(1) (2) (8) (4) (6) (6) (7)

F - — ~ _

_ F _ _ _ _
_ F — - - - —
F F — F — - —
F ______

— F _ _ _ _ _

F — —

PP--F--
F - — — - _ _
P - - F — — F
_ p F _ _



FAMttT TITLB OB SAGBI WITH TKE-SALAI

SI. No. Family title or Bagei

441. Ngangnembam

442. Ngoubam

448, Oinam

444. Oinam Tendosangbam

445. Oinam Okram
446. Oinam Okram llalrembam

447. Oinam Ongtham

448. Oinam Ongthaam

449. Paonam

(1) (2) (8) (4) (6) (6) (7)

— — — — P
- P — _ _

p ______

P -
F —
P —
P -



' IHE HUSrORf OF tolI*UR

ffi.No. title oirda«di (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8) (7)

473. Ptttioxi]am — - — V — — —
474. Pukhulpam — — — — F — —
476. Pukhranbam — - F — F — —
476. Pathem F — ^ - F — —
477, Phairenbam P - F — — —
478. Pbairenjam — - F — — - —
479. Pbairelpam - - F — — - —
4B0. Pbanobam - ~ F — — — —
481. Pbanjem — — F - — -

482. Pbanjoubam F — — — — — —
483. Pbamdom F — ^ -- — —
484. Pbampibam — F — — — —
485. Pbampihanbam — F -- — - —
486. Phourungbam F — — — — — —
487. Pbelem F — — — — ... —
488. Phijam F — - - — F —
489. Pbicbam F — - - —
490. Phijapbibam F — — — -- -

491 Phidam — ^ — — — F —
492. Pbijam Tekobam - — - — F
493. Pbeiroijam - F - - — — —
494. Pbeidasoibam — - — — - F
496. Pburitsabam F - — F - - —

496. Baithom F — - — — —
497. Sairem F -- — F — -

498. Satokpam F — - — - —
499. Sanoujam F — - — — —
600. Barangbam F - — — F —
501. Salam F - — — —
502. Sakatpam — - F -- — —
503. Santbam — - F — — —
504. Samom (Sanmom) — - F - — — F
505. Sansenbam — - F — - F



FAUILY TITLE OR SAGSI WITH YEE-SALAI 609

SL No* Family title or Sagei

606. Sangkhom

507. Sangombam (Sangabam)

608. Sairom (Sarom)

609. Sapam

610. Sangam

511. Sarom Keikapam

(Eeikrambam)

512. Sankhom

513. Sanjibam

514. Samnoibam

515. SaraDgthem (Naoroibam)

516. Sarokhaibam (Saratkbaibam)

517. Sansinbam

618. Sanawaibam

619. Salam (Harongbam)

520. Saggappam

521. Sambanduram

522. Sangdoujam

523. Sanjiram

524. Samjetsabam

525. Samukoham

526. Sakappam

527. Sanasabam

528. Sambandram

429. Sagolsem

630. Sagolsanjabam

531. Sangaijam

532. Sanabam

533. Sanasam

534. Shmgkhangbam

535. Sougrakpam

536. Soubam (Soubram)

537. Soukaijam (Soagaijam)

(n (2) (3) (4) (8) (6) (7)

— — F — .1^
— — — F — — —
— — — F — — —
F — F — — - —
— - — F — —

— — — F —

F F _ —
— — — — — F —

— — — — — F
— - - F — — F
— - — F — — F
F — — — — —
F — - — — -

— F — — — — —
— — F — — - —
— — — F —

— - F F — —
- — - — F —
— — — — — F -

- — F — - - —
- — F F — — —
F — — — — —
— F — — — —
F - — — — — —
F — - — — —
F — — — - -

F — — — — -* —
F — — — — - —
F F — — F — —
F —' — — — — -

— F —'
— - — —

— F — — _



THS HUTOBT Of UkmOtk

SLNo. F«a%titi«otS»gei (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

888. Smmmb (Bttnjam-

LribaktalMm)

888. S»iam
840. Bemn
841. iandangmaymn

842. Swnbangjam

843. Bentam

844. Sinam (Aton Sinain)

848.

Singkliain

846. Binggam

847. Singkharain

848. Biyatpam

849. Bikhabam

850. Boiyain

861. Sotam

862. 8orebaiq[bam

863. Sobain

664. Boyam

666. Boiaiaam

660. Boibam ( Boibam.

Pukhrambam)

867. Sombam

868. Bnkham

660. Boiaiaam

660. Bangbm

861. Bangdoiiam

662. Banggaiaanbam

603. Ban^obam
864. Sawglanmaynm

866. SangDgambaDi

660. TaibtmBiain

867. Taimaakam

P P - P - - —

F - - F - - -

- F - - - - -

P - p - - - -

F — - - — — —
jf _______
_ _ p _ _ _

F -
p _ - — — - -

p p p P - - —
p _ _ ____
— P---— —

_ _ _ p _ F F

F F



FAMILY TITLB! OR SAGBI WITH YBX-SALAl 601

SL Fftxnily titlo or S&goi

668. Taiyujam

569. Taopam

670. Taomom
671. Taorem

672 . Taijam Naorem

673. Taibungjam Wareppexn

674. Tourambam
576. Takhellambam

676. Tokpa m
677. Toijam

578. Toibfjam

579. Tonnapam Nongthombam
680. Tonjam

681. Tongkhrom

582. Tongbram

583. Tonanbam

584. Tonbam

585. Tonthram

586. Tingbijam (Tinbijam)

687. Tilem

588. Telem

589. Tekcham

690. Tekcham Khundongbam

591. Toupokoham

692- Toumem
593. Toumem Lourembam

594, Tourangbam

696. Tourem

696. Toumom
597. Teneubam

698. Tentha-inbam

599. Thanggansabam

600. Thamaogoham

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

— - F -----

F —

F F — - — — —

— p — — _ — —
p _ _ — _ _

p _ _ _ _ _ _

— _ _ p — p
p —

_ _ _ p F__
_ _ _ p p _ _
_ — _ — — p —_____p_

— — _ p _ _ F
__ p _ — _ - -
— p__-_ — _
P — — — — —

p —
_ p —



m THE HisTOBY^Q?mmm

SI. No. Family title or Sagei 0) (2) (3) (4) (6) («)

601. Thaamai goham — p — — — —
602. Thaoteijain — p — — — — —
603. Thangjam — p P P F — p
694. Thangjam Soyam — p — — — — —
605. Thangjam Khumukcbam - F — — — — —
606. Thanjam Yangsom — — P — — — —
607. Thangjam Yusam — — P — — — —
608. Thangjam Sangkhom — - — — F — —
609. Thangjam Yumpubam

(Yupnbam) — — — — p

610. Thangjam Samukcham — - P — — — —

611. Thangjam Yaosom — — F — — — —
612. Thaodem — p — — — —
613. Thamangbam — P — — — —
614. Thanggangsaba Hanglem — — p — — — —
616. Tharoijam — P — — — —

616. Thanggajam — — — — F —
617. Thiyam — F — — — — —
618. Thingbaijam - — F — — F —
619. Theuggujam (Tluaggujam) — — F — — — —
620. Thingnam F — — — —

F

—
621. Thingbam — — - •— — —

*

622. 'JLtunggom — — F — — —
623. Thinbam — — — — — F —
624. Thingyam F - — — — — —
625. Thongngam — — — — — F —
626. Thongratabam F — — — — — —
627. Thongkapam F — — — — — F

628. Xhokchom — -- — — F — —
629. Thongngajam — — — — F — —
630. Thonggabaam F — — — — —
631. Thoidjngjam — — F — — — —
632. Thongiam F — F — - - —



FAmTimEOB SAGSttfOTH TEE-SALAI 603

SI. No. Family title or Sagei (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) («) (7)

633. Thongbam

634. Thongganaam

685. Thongcham

636* Thoadam

637. Thoanaojam

638* Thoadem

639. Thamganbam

640. Urikkbinbam

641. Uripam

643. Urikhinbam

643. Urepkhinbam

644« Usham

646.

Waikhom

646. Warepam

647. Wairakpam

648. Wairom

649. Wangkheitnayam

660. Wangkhei Phamdongbain

661. Waagkhei Fhamlambam

662. Wangkheirakpam

663. Wahengbam

664. Wakouthem

666. Wakhongthem

656. Wanglepam

667. Wayellambam

658, Wakom
669. Wangkhem
660. Wangnembam

661. Wakambam

662. Wakalpam

663. Warembam (Warepam)

p _ ~ —
p
p - _ ^-P—_ — _.-.
p p _ p p _ _

p _ _ _ - _ _
p _

p

F _

p _
_ p _ _ _ _-F-F---
— — —FFF —

_ _ - _ F - p
_ _ _ _ p _ F

F - F - F — -
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«. No. Family title or 8ag«i (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7)

664. Wangpijam
666.

Waogkonjam

666. Wan^onaangbam

667. Wairokpam

668. Wangkhei-Iourangbain

669. Wanglenbam

670. Wayelbam

671. Wanggom (Wanggam)

672. Wangbijam

673. WaDgkharakpam

674. Waheibam

676.

Yangonyengbam

676. Tangogabam

677. Yangonbam

678. Yaiskollakpam

679. Yangkambam

680. Yangambam

681. Yangkokpam

682. Yangayeibam (Yurenjam)

683. Yambem
684. Yan^eibam

686.

Yaithingbam

686. Yaithibam

687. Yaathom

688. Yangoijam

689. Yangooyeibam

690. Yaoglem

691. Yangnayeibam

692. Yanggoibam

698. Yen^om
694. Yankokpam

696. Yenkokpam Ebangjakpam

F —
_ _ _ F — — P
F —
_ p _ F P — —
~ - F - P - —

- _ _ _ F P —
F - - ~ ~

F — P — — — —
P P ~ — F
F —
F ----- ~

_ F — — — — —
- F - - — - -

F —

F —
_ _ - F - P -
F — — - - - —

F



rAIOLT TITLE OR SAGBI WITH TSE*8ALAZ M5

81. No. Runily mie or Bagei (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (3) (7)

606. YonBombani

697. Yendrembam

698. Yelangbam (Elangbam)

609. Yenthapam

790. Yelwam

701. Yentakpam

702. Yalam

708.

Yoirelbam

704. Yumnam
705. Yumnam (Sorensangbam)

706. Yumlembam

707. Yumkham
708. Yumnam Konsam

709. Yumgttbam

710. Yupanbam

711. Yumkhaibam

712. Yukadam

P-F----.
F _
F - P F P

F

F
- p - _

p
- F - F - - —

F ^ _
— — F

F - - F F — —



VAMUT TITLEISt)? HANIPUBI BBAHMINB WBTH OOVBiS
OR

YUmAK SAOET OF MEITEI BAlfON WITH OOTBAS

S.No. Family title or Yumnak Sagei (l)(2)(3)(4)(6)(6)('7)vf>)(9)(10)(10)

1 . Aoharyamaynm DNA
2. Adhikarinifiyum — — .y — -

AnoiilKtm P--
4. Anoubam Uripoktabam F

6.

Anoubam Thangmeiband

Fankhatabam P
6. Aribam

7. Aribam Biahnulatpam

8. Aribam Sagolailatpam

9. Aribam Tampaklailatpam

10. Arambam
11. Baobhaspatimayum

12. Brahmaoharimayum

13. Brajabasimayum

14. Biahnulatpam

16. Ohoudhurimayum

16. Dhyandasmayum

17. Oojabrimairum

F

p
P

_p
p
DNA

P
P

DNA
DNA

F—Pan* in

SKA^-Data not avaflaUa.



^nMNAKSAOEIOFMBITEIBAHONWITHGOTRAS Wt

&No. Fftmily title or Tumnalc Sagei (1)(2)(3)(4) (6) (6) (7) (8)(e}(10)(ll)

18. Gotiirtayum

19. Gopd-HttnjabaflttbTQin

20. Gurumajum

21. Gum-Atibam

22. Hanjabam

28.

Hanjaba Chandra-
shyam-mayum

24. Hangoibam (Mathura-

basimaynm)

25. Hazariznayum

26. Hidangmayum

27. Heikakshimayuin

28. Eanoujimayum

29. Khongbrailatpam

30. Khongbantabam

31. Kakohingtabam

32. Laiinayum

33. Leihaothabam

34. Loabaioboagbam

35. LeikhuaohangbaiP

36. Tiffiiwbaa

37. MaiuAMaiajtun.

38. PandftnMiyum

39. PitraberOhritlMbuiUiyuin

40. PhumUHtfm
41. Bii4iiiiinwii>bMlmtt3r«m

48. SanmlaiiM^HB

43. SanjukiiiMgraat

44. Siagnuney—

46.

SitriMMBafW

46. ScinwjriH*

47. TtfcbeUhMfbeak

48. TiBlrfc.fcnnfW

49. WwilibuiMiMyiun

_F

p

DNA

_ F
p
_ F
DNA
DNA

F - . _ .

DNA

P

DNA
p
— p
DNA
DMA

F
DNA

F
DNA

p
DNA
DNA

DNA
DNA



FAMILY TITLE OF MANIPUBI MUSLIM

OR
YUMNAE SAOEI OF MEITEI PANGAL

The Muslim oonunnnity of the Ifoiteis were also alloted &mQy
title or Yumnak Sagei aooording to their ooonpation. Now a days

the Muslim community of the Meiteis hardly use their family titles

like earlier periods. It appears they prefer the Persian style of

name. It may be mentioned here that some later Muslim immi-

grants were given nine other family titles in addition to the earlier

thirty-one already alloted during the period of Khagemba. The

nine family titles given were 2 during the period Paikbomba, 2

during the period of Oharairongba, 1 during the period of Marjit,

2 during the period Qambhir Singh and 2 during the period of

Chadrakirti Singh respectively. The famUy titles alloted during the

period of ESiagemba are given as the following.

JK Ipham-mayum

EhuUakpam

3. Khutheibam

4. Sanggomsumbam

6.

Imkhaibam

6. Eorimayuin

7. Hawai-inkholmayum

8. Sairem

9. Moijingmayum

10. Leiahangkhongmayum

11. Sajoubam

12. Umpmayum
13. Maibam

14. Thonbalmayum

16.

Mbinam

16. Gheaam

17. Phundteimaynm

18. Bagimayom

19. Thongkhongmaynm

20. Wangmayum
21. Nongsayaibam

22. Shinggakhongbam

23. Manaam

24. Keinoumayum

26.

Basumayum

26. Phosam

27. Pokhrimayum

28. Makakmayum

29. Miraimayom

30. Yangkhumbam

31. Nongjaimuynm



CLANS 01* SOME OF THE TRIBES LIVING IN HILLS

All the tribes who migrated upto about the 16th century A.D.

and took part in the formation of Meitei and its language but

continued to lire on the hills maintaining their separate identity,

were alloted or developed seven clans for each of them in the

pattern of the valley. There is no record when and who intro-

duced the seven clan pattern, but it is -very likely that it was

introduced during the reign of Pamheiba. The seven clan systems

of Some of the tribes are given below.

Tongkhvl

;

(1) Duidang, (2) Sadang, (3) Khodang, (4) Khapudang,

(6) Choudang, (6) Sithudang, and (7) Kingdang.

Chothe-Kom

:

(1) Yurung. (2) Thao, (3) Marim, (4) Paipa, (6) Rangsai,

(6) Makal, and (7) Rakkung.

Maring

:

(1) Dalla, (2) Raj, (3) Dingthoi, (4) Chongdur, (6) Thoitak,

(6) Sampur, and (7) Thangnga.

Koireng

:

(1) Yeite, (2) Sonthu, (3) Leison, (4) Tumtin, (6) Tente,

(6) Walbe. and (7) Mikle.

NahtM .-

(1) Kammei, (2) Gangmei, (3) Golmei, (4) Longmei, (6) Maring-

mei, (3) Palmei, and (7) Phaomei.

Mojfon-Motuang

:

(1) Ruin Wangran, (2) CSiinir Nnngobin, (3) Sesong Hungam,

(4) Songshir Khartur, (6) Nguru Langrom, (6) Sirbum Turip, and

(7) Bongohir Cham.
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Anal

:

(1) Marohal. (2) Masam, (3) Pasen, (4) C9iantuiig. (5) Bnnlal,

(6) aotd (I) Brat«ptitig.

Kharam

;

(1) Sheiphii, (2) Sheicbel, (3) Bangla, (4) Bakhou, (6) Seilou,

(6) Uareeyam, and (,7) iCailam.
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Denikar 101

Deodhai Aaaani Baninji 292
Damat 504
Deva king 180
Diaoi 131

Dishang series 3
Dhaja Raja 06, 98, 99, 102, 120,

260, 287, 815

Dharamapala 120
Dhritarastra 5
Doi 100
doom 196
Dwat-tabaung 268
dwaitabad 358

Egypt 282

Falam Chin 269
Fanan 61, 62, 69, 80, 112,

117488.
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Qangaram 322

Gautama Buddha 87

Gauesh 395
Gambhir Singh 19, 28, 29, 30,

31, 36, 324

Gangmei 213
Garo 197

Gerini 99
6oi»ra 343, 346

Goumei 213
Glass Palace Chronicle 99

Grierson 594
Gregorian 282

Gogol, Dr 16, 99
Gypsy 267.

Hangoi 59, 106-108

Hoabinhean Culture 126
Harikela 131, 251

Harikaladeva

Banavankamalla 178, 198
Habiganj 217

Haomuba, Kege 140

Haokap 92-104

Kemanta Sena 173

Hanthawadi 302
Haoohong Langmeinu 244
Hebu Sanalamdaba 353
Hebu Tensuba 363
Uenjunaha (Hen-su-naha) 440
Heirem 59, 199-113.

Heirem-Ehunjan 100
Heirong 59, 109-113

Heirong LongUba
Leitham Thamliba 273, 278

Higu Sanaba 353
Hindu law 346
Hiyangloy 34
Hiyangthang Latawibi 365
Hinoy-Yi 105
Hkun-su 292
Hmeng 251

Hongnem 11

Hongnemyoy Ehunjoy 12
Hoong Sidaba 407

Hou 214

Hsen-wi ohroniole 293
Hso Ham Hpa 229
Hudson 604
Huiyoi Eonthingu 244
Hukong valley 250
Humchouba 231.

Ifungao 523
Ilangao 523

Imoinu Ahongbi 307
Imokhamneng 292
1-mou-shun 55, 225
INA 404
Indo-Mongoloid 496
Ingourok Mahadeva 148, 381
Irai Leima 201
Irem 12

Irengba 41, 551
Iril, river 59
Irum Louthiba 62
Islam religion 401

Itam 113

Ithai 139
Ithai Koiremba 353
Itham 113
I-tsing 251

Iwang-Leikaoheng 353.
Iwang Pheidenba 348
Iwang Telheiba 348, 350
Iwanthaba 41, 557-559.

jadu mantra 380
J.H. Hutton 123
Jaimini 99, 185
Jai Singh 27, 80
jantra 388
Jarasandha 50
Javistha 7

Jawaharlal Nehru 326
Jiri-mukh 131

Eaang 364, 355
Eaangjei 354, 355
Kapow (Kabow) 168, 189.146
Eabow-thum 319
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Kabow valley 69, 86, 95, ISf#.

2M, 326, 327

Kabul 60, 2'12-2l3

Kabrang ^9
Kabrang-obak
Kabrang-teel 359

Kala 197

Kangpokpi 2

Kaliyuga era 4, 24

Eangba, king 8

Kabomba 29, 27

Kamarupa 16, 17, 61, 55, ^51

Kalinga 45, 09, 238

Karen 63, 80, 213

Kang 62
Kaohin 62f, 213

Kangla 56

Kangba (tribe) 68, 61-65

Kangla-tongbi 69, 62, 82 270

Kaokhangba 41, 541

Kaopbaba 354

Kahsse (CasBay) 303, 413

Kalinga (Philipine) 623

Kabka 167, 385

Kartik 395

Kanghui cave 84

Kapilvastu 93, 190

Kamboja desh 128

Kachan (Caohan) 207 208

Kangleipak, Meitei 27

Kayen-shu-cha 63

Kayen (Hin or Shu) 63

Kaboja Thintawe 98

Kaibayang 102

Kachcha Naga 123

Kaundinya Brahmin 137

Katbe 303, 413

Kathe-Sban 145

Kazi 217

Kala Raja 172, l90

Kali-sha 192

Kala-cha 192

l^liBhaiya 1^2

£^-ohuti 199

Kala-oburiya 193

Kajing-Karai 213
Kammei 21*3

Karennoma 213
Kalitas 512
Blaya^bas 612
Kaniska 614
Kasha 376
Kabui Haocbong

Nungibucba 552
Kangdol Leinouba 244
Karta 277

Kamjang 293
Kaurava 303
Kathe-paona 324
Kalemyo 259
Kege 9, 54, 106, 139-146

Kege-Moirang (Princi-

pality) 15, 59, 62, 64, 101

Keirencha 40, 41, 649

Kesava Sena 37, 176

Keisa-Yi 106

Khamnung Sawa 78, 81, 82, 246

Khamnuiig Kikei Lalonbi 426

Khamnung 9, 56, 77

Khumans 12, 56, 78, 79

Khagi (Khaki) 14. 141

Khongtekcba 14, 32, 40, 41 , 548

Kbagcmba 20, 27, 398

Kbaspur 121

Kbuiyoi Tompok 24, 25, 26, 41,

74, 63^.539

Kbunjaoba 27, 35

Khunthiba 41, 634*

Khunbongcba Maniram 27 , 28

Khurhomba 41 ,
564

Kbui Ningomba 41, 546

Khamba-Thoibi 4t), 354.3621

Khmer 62, I17-ll38

Khnnjan (Kfidblal) 53, 109413.

Khunung 56, 78^

Kharoi 59, 61-65

Kbuyon 60
Kbampas 77, 240
Kbu 79; 80
Khambhat
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Eham.kol
Khumaron^ 243

Khamlei-xninungkol 253
Ehomei 25C

Khoidom 268
Khe&khomba 191, 299.

aroo402
Ehamaran 318

Ehuman clan 335-^63'

Khelei Nungnang Telbeiba 333
Khutngam Tensuba 353

Kha-Nganba clan 340-341

Khasi and Jayantiya 51, 52,

124, 260
Ka-cha 377

Kbamlangba ( Chingshong ) 89,

569
Kbamlangba (Sachung) 167, 38^
Khongnangthaba 386
Kham-mahi 395
Khongal Phangbi 398
Khambat (Kbampat) 145, 237,

301, 302
Kbunpham 92-104

Kbamyang 101,295
Khalong 135, 376
Khao-Khao-mao-lon 169, 29S
Khamti 300
Kbamtilong 56, 252
Khongjomnabi 71, 285
Kbunlai 13, 31

Ebabi 12

Khoinai Ahanba 62
Ehoinai Yumthiba 62
khoirai 125
Ebun Indrajit 127
Kburkhun 146

Ebamtomya 152
Khe-la-cha 192
Eham-nam 20b
Kharo Laibatpa 232
Khomma 399
Ehulen Ngamlia 441
Khorjei 506
Ehorpak 605

Khoirianba 552
Kiyamba 24, 20, 8^
King (tribe)' I'Otf'

Kihbu 63
Kihtou 63
Kitna 196
Kika (Kika-t«) 437
Ko-lo-feng ife, 17. <)4-66,44,

112, 116, 121, 144', 226, 260
Kongyamba, kibg ^,667
Kongyangba, Nongbal 355
Kong 168
Kon 168

Kongba 58, 61-05
Kouba 68, 61'-68

Kouburu 62
Kojintntbpkpi^ 264
Konphu Laipbn 266
Koneouren 266
Kontfaing Nniabi 106, 273
Kolita 295
Kosi Baja 295
Koi 322

Kokkei Lanthaba ^0, 361
Koiba Lalnga Sababa! 353
Koubaren 61

Korea 142
Konggoi 12

Koutruk 140
Eonktaangpha 1^
Konkhncha 164
Kontuka Brahmin 1^88

Kolta 51

3

Kooh 208
Kolnta 513
Kolita 29|$

Krttika^21B5

Knki 104

KhblkiKfai^

(Ku-pu-lai) 127, 236
Knki-Chin 259
Knptreng 266
Kunala 87
Knptreng Uanika^ab
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Euluta 913

Kunti 521

Kounthoujam Lairembi 290

Ewagok Hanba 318
Ewi-ohau 63
Eyaukpadaung 258

Eyanzittha 197, 312

Eyiang 145

EBbetrimayum 341

Eyawswa 227

EyawSange 227.

Ladakh 91

Lai 63, 147, 203-206

Lai-haraoba 363-367

Lai-Thangjing or

Thangjing Eoirel Lai

Lai'khurenibi 103, 230, 231

Lai Chingkhu 349, 352

laiohuba 374

laiwaB 386

lai sanaba 396

Iifti ngaoba 392

lai thajinba 396

lai paba 396

Lainingbal 407

Lai-lourembi 440

Laireima 442

Lai-makol 61

l^cyingsoiD Telheiba 353

Lairikyengbam Dhananjoy 216

LaikhutBu 242

Laikhutsang 242

Laikacheng 348

Lai-pou-ohongba 367

Lairenba 41, 570

4

Laisa-ra 4, 11, 249, 265

laoustrine plain 3

Lakfihmana Sena 38, 173, 174,

176

Langmai 73-75

TAnjl^lchfti 56
Langmeitbet 433

Langdon 292

Langmeiremba (Baobting) 253
Langmeirembi 318
Lamaiam 235
Langba 12

Larala Sangnu 89, 569
Langcba Lonpungpbei 112

Langtei 160
Langtbrei 375
Ladbas 195
Lakbnouti 173

Lamta thangja 441

Lampak (Lambak) 237,516
Lamghan (Larokban) 237, 516
lanpbas 196
Leelwai, river 83, 254
Leewang, river 254
Leima Leinaotabi 9, 231
Leima Namoon Cbaobi 12

Leima jagoi 356
Leima teel 359
Leima Tanu 248
Leimakol, Pbatlou 61

Leisuk Leisoy Yambi 13
Leithak Leikharol 8, 12

Leinung 80
Lei (tribe) 81

Lei-langba 356
Leichhabi 235
Leiahang Khekwaiba 264
Leipbon Ngambi 264
Leipburen 264
Leiboaras 85
Leitrai 88
Leiyaren 277
Leibou Maibi jagoi 359
Lem 111

Leitang 295
Leimaren 146, 396
Leilantbaba 353
L. Hoontrakul 127
Loi 10, 147
Loitongba 36, 41, 554
Loiyumba 36, 41, 552-554
Loijiri (Noijiri) 413
Loyang 142



INDEX 617

Longni«i 213

Tin 261

liiphongbi 26i

Liklen{f267, 266

liklaUoha 268

Litan 273

Lidiobavi 96, 235

Lilanbi 13

Lhaaa 78

Lungjen 63, 112, 147

Lxishi^ 269

LnwauR clan 12, 332-338

Lnwani; Tjangmaiba (>. 10, 1

1

Lnwang Piinshiba 11, 41, 61,

270, 330, 635-.">36

Lunglei (Lungleb) 296

Lunar Mansion 286
Luni-Solar calendar 282.

Magadha 16, 98, 99

Mahabharata 6, 7, 287, 288
Mahabharata Manipur 4 1

4

Mangang 15, 24 , 67, 164, 156,

306

Mangang clan 331-332

Mayang 1 1, 16,67. 102, 176-171,

306
Maring66,69, 80, 117-138

Mapao H'lls 69, 116

Man (tribe) 72, 78, 80

Man rebels 123, 162
Marem 80, 150-163

Makokohing 91

Mauryan empire 98

Mayur Dbaja 99. 186, 414
Mao (tribe) 2*14, 240
Marjit 323, 324
Mantara 426
Mayee Thumbi 433
Madii 621'

Malloy 662
Iblibusian 18, 19
Ntanipurabda 29
Hatsyagaodba 60
MaramK ,101

Meuiikpbra 166

Maypaansing 217

Marquis of Lo 181, 204, 205
Mahsvir Jain 196

Mara 196

Maiyokpha 209| 438
Maratul Atul 172, 190
Makokcbong 91

Makhlee 413

Marav 197

Mahni 209
Maibarong 243

MsJcoi Nungol Ching 246

Manglem 266

Mahathambwa 268, 269

Madhuebittfk 268
Masura 296
Ms^tgdra 321

Mahadhamayaza Dipati 322
Mandom 268
Mantrimayum 277
Mayang Loikenba 348
Maibi cuit 366, 376, 409-410
Marongohei 373
mahei 396
Makianj^hong 381

Mahavalli, Hi^aman twnirie 406
Maniyapalli 412
Manohar-shei 368
Manor-shai 368
Meiding-ngu 272
Miaos or Miotesu 80, 239, 261,

262
Minzong 264
Mjtibiia 193
Mishmis 66, 78, 79, 80
Minhaj 186

Mirapongthoklam 411, 412
mitiian 90

Moriya 1, 69, 94, 90„ 281*289,
312, 318

Moriya PhipiballiKiilA 6, flL 9.

_ 10.6«,lAa79d»0
Mori 279

Moriba279
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Moirang-fi hatpa 360
Moirang ft, 200-211, 340
Moirang Prircipality 6, 10, 57,

347-363
Moramba 29
MorJyapaJli 612
MoongMao 37
Mon 62, 79, 104. 322
Moran 57
Mon-Khmer 80, 112, 117-138
Moranga 95
Moirang Kanglcirol 63, 356
Moi ram (Moilam) 423, 442
Moiramba 41, 665
Moi-tai 422
Moirang clan 340
Monsambi 161

Moganng 181, 294, 205, 302, 303
Moran 201, 208
Moiran 201

Moitangpok 151

Moulmein 120

mokaha 368
Mogolei 413
Moilang 201

Mu TaUey 319
Mung Tang Ngamba 318
Muwa 279
Muvapalli 411,412
Muga*fi 359
Mung Yang 366
Mungkhong 366
Mung 366

Mukna 356
Mungrimungram 31, 83, 291, 292
Mungkhomungjao 292
Mundra 91

Myinshing 227.

Naga (tribe) 4

]^aga (tradition) 375

Naga Seng 96, 279

Nakshatra 284

Naxnkhong, river 181

Nambol 289, 438

Mambul, river 209, 438

Natnrup 295
Namoy 34
Nan Chao 16, 17, 56, 56, 121

Nang Nam Ap 293
Nangmong Blakhamseng 292
Naophang Ahanba 248
Naophangba 26, 41, 75, 107, 248.

542
Naothingkhong 11, 13, 16, 17,

26, 29, 30, 36, 37, 39, 41, 306

307, 314, 614^48
Naoriya Phullo 407

Naothingkhong Phambalkaba H

Nara Singh 31

Nnrathihapate 226
Narathii 178, 227

Ngaprum Chingjen 150

Nganingahing Atengba. 388, 350

Ngahhishin 227

Nungchongba Leela 231

Nung (tribe) 53
Nungma 160

Nungjen 112

Naran Seina 431
nat sankirtan 358
Nemita 87, 237
Ney Elias 257
New Kuki 102
Nila<ihaja 166
Ningol Saranba 261
Ningthouoheng 41 , 550
ringthoukhomba 41, 571-573

Ningthi, river 298
Ningthourol Lambuba 8, 9, 10,

11, 21, 106, 107

Nirvana 368
Noakhali 199, 429
Noka 4

Nongbal 15, 56, 63. 114-110

Nongbal Kangto 5, 6
Nongdrai 88
Nongmaiching Chinggoiba 11

Nongaamei 21, 217
Nongmeishingjang 125
Nongta Lairen P^hangba 4, 5,

24, i9
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Nongyai lU-116

Nongyai Thingkonhatiba

Noi San Hpa 294

Nokyo 56

NgaiLao 53

Ngaitan Sunaohing 652

Ngamei 213

Ngatiba 231

Ngangkliarawai 139, 2^11, 347

Ngangoi 105-108

Ngangchong 92-104

Oinaiu 209 43b

Oitiam Auandaram 24

Oinam Ananda^hyam 27

Oinamtong 13 i

Oinu S.'Dg Uaja 33, 279

Old Kuki 102

Ong pang-khong 91

Oraon 91

Ougri 107, 202

radiDrtOati 208

Fagan 97

Fagoda of Mandalay 282

Paikhomba 35, j 2

Paijen 112

Faiku 13

Pag Sciru don Zang 128

jPajjuuina 3i4

lfakhaii^,ba H 263 280, 536 537

Famhoiha (Gan b Ni^az) iO, 42,

89. 319, 320 321, 325, 326

uooplung 292

andavaa 6

^ugal 216-218

ngyong 360

Ibiigal-tem 360

nji Ishing-tingba 28

^igminnaba 41, 534

Dthoi 292

bthoibi Khongkul 8, 10

awar (Paraaar) 284

diputra 24

Pattikera Kingdom 179, 199,

429

Paryyatana 257

Patkai range 201

Pegu 120

Pena 351

Peuiberton, Capt 15, 30, 31, 297

Pengsbiba 42, 540

Pliayre, Col 227

Puancl phibal 538

Phil i pine 523

Phongdo 320

Phra l-^uwang 118

Pbatnballacha, Moriya 5 279-290

pham 289

Pinya 226

Pitang-nga 545

Piyai-nu 237, 521

Pt)inaoia 255 •

Poireiton 4, 9, 10, 39, 10, 11, 82,

242-262, 531-534

P4>ireiton Khuuthuk 8, 9, 65

PoJ8 83, 269

Pong (Mao or Man Shan) 7, 8,

13. 83

I*ong Chronicle 31

Piince Chailcb 277

Pjeecsioii of equinoxes 282

Pioto-Bangal 296

Prome 269

Puchnkhang 292

Puloiloinba 6, 15, 116

Punshiba 42, 570

Pnnslii Yumoiba 645

Puidiiilbai Singh 291

Puran ineitbaba 402

Puya leithaba 402

Purusottoma Sena 429

Poiiglen Hanba, Punk Lai 348

Puiauthaba 41, 5Ga-564

Pureniba 24

1

Pu-shi 224

Pusyaniitra 99

Pusyavannan 51

Putao 56, 61, 80, 236, 252
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Fyu kwedom 16, 53, 65, 120,

149, 162

Qu66n Blizftbdth 277

Babha 208
Bakshasa 414

Ramandi Dharma 402

Bamatao 166

Banavankamala 198

Bangamati 188, 296

BajarDiga 295

R.B. Dixon 525

R. Brown 604

R, C Majundar 173

Saohung (tribe) 167

Sakya 7, 8 224

Sakya Oompa 614

Sanamaki laikan 8

Sanamaki Apoiba 396

Sanamahi Naoyom 399

Sanamahi oult 395

Sanamahi deity 505

Santing Nganlii 12

Sanarakkha 12, 167, 208, 348,

349 3f>2

Samngam 13, 1 ^

Samlungfa 14, 16, 37, 167, 181,

291-304

Sagei Salairol 12

Sameirang 26, 41 ,
543

Samjouk 91, 95, 413

Sakabda 30

Satyabati 50

Saivism 180

Satavahana 284

Saya-nu 237) 521

Salai329

Sarang-Leishangtbem clan 341

Sagaing 301, 227

Sanarembi ^7, 441

Sanarik CSumgningkhombi 314

Satyamala 321

Santal 91

SangaBBaratha 93
Sakai 117

Saweawke 239

Sagang Yaimaba 244

Sawa 253

Sabi 265

Sandrembi 274

Sang 291

Sao Pern Upa 257

Sao Tai Pong 293

Sao Kv^om Hpa 302

Sao Hui Ilpa 302

Sao Ka Hpa 312

Sao Sanpyenpha 226

Sao Ngokkyopha 226

Sao Wong-Ti 229

Sao HomMong 229

Sao 3 ao Nca Knn 22^*

Sdobiiiba 3(<2

Sana Wapibtil 398

Sanongba 2i(), tol

Saktibrn 401

Sating Sakok 411

Sakok Lamlen Ul
Saroi 4 H
Sau-kliu-ieuibi 411

Saiwang (Saka) 514

Sdwar o23

rjajikloy 19()

Sa-&k>a 22*^

Saw^uri 227

Sawhif 227

Samonia 220

San^phabi 167

aenbung 243

Scntreng 265

Sonbi 51, 59, 139 145, 289, 314,

315, 316

Sena kings 180

Sekmai 146

Sendrai 88

Semang 117

gbaroi 399

Shah 408

Shai 403
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Shan ohroniole 30

Shan^-tamba 373, 385

Shantidas Gosai 218

Shaien 112

Shan-Bunaan 226

Shelloy 73, 7^. 75

Shen Lao 53

Shwebo 320, 323

ShiUionba 282, 399

Shweli, river 257

Slii-Wang-Shi (Shih-Wang-Ti^

^

Shin Arahan 118

Siam 90

Sien 143

Siem 127

Siemi 127

Sidorial yeai 282, 283

Sira Konthmgnu 248, 2i9, 269,

271, 538

SuilJatta 131, 2r»l

Sikkimese 210

Siddhanta .fyotish i 2h 4

Somdeo 291

Soiloiig Lamkhaiiba 322

Sougiakpam Akoiig 322

Soiiglen LaiitLaba 167, 350

Soulxm Vairer bi 411

Soraton Nongmaiiio 546

Sokkate 118

Somra tract 82
Sona 120

8 K Chaterjee, Dr 90, 504

Sukaiipha (Sukhanpha) 13, 14,

15, 37, 291.304

Sukapba 82, 293
Sunga dynasty 99

Sula gavya 90, 373

Sumut 348

Sunu Charik Lai 348, 350

Sung 291

Suryavarman II 121

Surya Siddhanta 285, 288

Surya Sena 3/, 176

Sabhadrangi 87, 195

Siishima 237

Sunga 142

Sulathamba 258

Syce, Prof 171

Sylhet 251

Sweintthi (Swenthi) 198, 312

Tai 52,67.63,78,102,112,127,149

Tai-Mao 214

Tagaung 96-97. 102, 186, 227

Taipombi 400

Tangjamba 40

Taothingmang 25,26,41,102.122

Taoroinai 15, 267,

Tamheibi 552

Tai-pang-pan 243

Tangribi 243

Tangkhul 84, 85-91

Taosoyen 227

Taosohenki 227

Taophaprao 227

Tayoks (Tarops) 93, 97

Tartar 78

Taung 13

Tapadiya 278

Takhelkhong 161

Takhen Panchom 161

Tawhwang 56

Tambula 93
Taobiroinai 264

Tangsangba 265

Tailung 292

Talaing 319

Tabungba 41, 668-570

Tabung (Tabaung)
Shingminaba 245

Takhel 7

Takayang 102

Tertiary age 2, 3

Teru state 52, 62

Teima Cheng 160

Tei-dakhin 163

Tema 12

Tesarot 12

Telheiba 41, 568
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Thongaren 9, 66, 103, 222-241,

307
Thwgbi Lanthaba 12, 36, 41,

352, 565-567
Thailand 16

Thado 90,91
Thado-Jambudipa 97, 100, 228,

229
Thadou 101

Thongnang 102

Thangnga-Kampong 112

Tfaawanthaba 41, 113, 560-562

Tbaton 117, 119

Thangjing Koirel Lai 200, 209,

347, 350
Thohanba 302, 303
thok 504
tharao-chi 546
Thongaiba 231, 239
Thadoiminbya 226
Thohanba 226
Thihathu 226

Biambula 197, 313

Thongak Lakpioha 131
:;haban 28

rhangyi Khuugjomba 248
fherekhetra (Srikhetra) 258
hawamichaks 285
^baokenling 292

'honganba (Thoagamha) 294
^hanga Iphellanthaba 353
'hingbai Shelhongba il, 562
ho 100 ^
illikoktom Ahahba 411, 112

inggoi Ngamba 442
<pak, river 201

issa-rakkha (Earuv^ki) 208, 237
imaoha 208
ipra 208
paimukh 131

Baja 160

va-ra 87

pam 295
'>ngdoi Ningthou 322

-inaMiillik 217

Ton^en 162

Tonsen-nu 162
Tonaba 41, 568
Treaty of Yandaboo 324
Tripitaka 119
Tropical year 282
Tsa»ohung (Sachung) 253
Tsang-po, river 85
Tupu 267
Tusen 161

tunga phanek 299
Twat-tabaung 258
Tyaoijiptyapha 31

Umang Lai 88
Upper Iril valley 1, 91. 105. 311
Ura Konthouba 11, 26, 35, 39,

41, 141, 643, 544
Ura Eongyangba 350
Ura Khundouba 348, 350
Urenghanba 12

Urengkhubd 12

Uttara 120

Uzana 226

Vanapiaeta 5

Vaipei 101

Vaisnavism 180, 406

Vartihamihira 285, 288

Varuni Mahadeva 376

Van Den Brouke 197, 296

Veena 354
Vedanga Jyotisha 284, 289
Viohitrabirja 521

Vigatasoka 237

Vikram Dynasty 237

Vijaya Sena 173

Vitasoka 87, 237
Vikrampura 37

Vishnu cult 180

Vishnu image 299
Vishnupriya 190-199

Viswanipa Sena
Vishnupur 300

Vyasa 60, 621
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W.C. amth 623
W. Eberbard 142
W. Elliot 99
W. MoCullok 20
W. 8. Desai
W. Shaw 16, 66
W* Yumiao Siugh 17, 99

Yabi 266
Takkha 85, 224

Yangma 12
Yanglou Keiphaba 41 651
Yarba 41, 649
Yaoreiba chanu 248
Yakkha Yabiren 277
Ya-ka-so nat 293
Yang Lo 291

Yajakamar 313
Yazatbinkaysn 226

Yoiremba 41, 565
Yoiren Tompokpi 12, 40
Yoya 66
Yotleima 277
Yudhiathira 5
Ym-nan 56, 64, 152, 163, 184

Yueh-ohi (tribe) 224, 514
Yu<H$hakkha 224
Yun-yao 224

Yueh>chueh 221

Yu-chi 224
Yung.oh*ang 224
Yiithak (Jatnardha) 26H

Zayul, river 253

THE END
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